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Spobne, Wuhlngtoa

Initiation under investigation
ALiSHABROW

,Sta/fWriter '

, Bong-Bong Boy Justin Buzzard and Rag Bearer Pono Lopez
participate in Baldwin Hall initiation activities.

. HUndreds of screaming and
marching donn residents punctuate the Initiation nights of Orientation Week.
Ip.itiation activities, whiCh
are strictly voluntary, range from
learning chants and silly dances,
to playing "Suck and ,Blow" and
"Body P~ut Tag," to,McMillan
pre- men allegedly jumping into
buckets of ice (icing) and Baldwin
freshmen smearirig 'a mixture of
Marriott garbage and motor oil
over,their !XJdj~ (tubbing). ' ,
Festivities ended at the anp.ual Mock Rod~ ~ompetHion! bqt
-f this initiati9n'isunder review mr','
overstepping,ASWC gUidelines,
Complaints include offensive
Mock Rock skits and possible
hazing.
Junior Alisa Tongg, ~pirit coordinator for ASWC and co-chair
of the initiation review committee said the committee was
formed because several students
raised questions about ho~ ini- '
tiation fits into the mission and
goals of the col,ege,
President Bill Robinson, who
served as a judge at Mock Rock,

said some of the skits did not re- gether," he said.
DaleSoden,professorof~
flect the college's mission.
"1 saw several things that I , tory and judge at Mo9c Rock, also
didn't feel were very positive an~ felt tl¥tt some of the skits were ofsupportive of the mission of the fensive, but thinks that ASWC
college," he said. "If there are should not have total control over
things that degrade and belittle initiation activi ties. "If the school
students, I think that conflicts gets too involved, initiation will
die out as a tradition altogether,"
he said.
Soden agreed with Tongg ,
and did not think highly of the
skits at Mock Rock that overexaggerated sexual issues.
"Shouldn't we be doing something' else? ,Isn't there a better
way to express ·ourselves?". he
,
, ,
asked.
.

"If the school

gets too i,?volved,
Initiation will die
out as a'tradition
_aItogf~hcr'~,.y~,,-,,"·'":.con!~aS:~:~;idels~~
-Dale Soden,
professor of
t
hiS ory

,
with our mission to build and
strengthen them."
Still, Robinson does not think
the committee should do away
with)nitiation ill together.
"It's a wonderful tradition as
long as it's positive and constructive and brings the students to-

tiy'~ to the sexqal i~uend~
that are an underlying theme in
many of the chants, skits and
games. The committee is open to
any student who wants to be involved. "1 don't think it needs to
be controversial to' be good,"
Tongg said,
T!?ngg said lawyers reviewed all the initiation activities
two years ago and claimed thiit
, everything, including marching

,

\~

See InitiJltion Page 3
'

Freshtnen enrollment down
Sound, Willamette University son and Pfursich agree that high
and Unfield College.
school seniors use financial aid
"More and more incoming , packages as a deci~ing factor in
For those who remember freshmen are choosing public col- choosing a college. A Presidenhow crowded the campus was leges or universities over private tial Task Force is looking at monlast fall, this year the dorms may ones," explained Robinson. Ac- etary issues related to the deseem emptier and the classes cording to Dean of Enrollment crease in enrollment, and "studysmaller.
Services Fred Pfursich, stuctents ing the situation, making sure
While overall undergraduate choose public schools over Whit- that the problem is correctly idenenrollment for Fall 1996 has in- worth primarily becaUse of the tified," said Robinson.
creased, freshmen enrollment has "yearly c'ost of a public school as
Work is also being done to
decreased from 395 new fresh- ' compared to the yearly cost of at- find loundations and institutions
men last fall to approximately 320 tending a private school."
to fund scholarships and to build
this fall. President Bill Robinson
Whitworth's recent change a larger, endowment. ''We want
attributes the enrollment reduc- from membership in the National Whitworth within financial
tion to competition with schools Association of Intercollegiate reach,'~ explained Robinson.
that have a larger endowment, Athletics (NAIA) to a combinaLower enrollment is not all
students choosing public over tion of both NAIA and Division bad. "Because there are less shiprivate institutions, and m of the N~tional Collegiate Ath- dents, every professor will have
Whitworth's change in sports di- letic Associati,OD (NCAA) adds to more time to give individual stuvision membership.
the cost difference between Whit- dents," said Robinson. Another
Whitworth College's finan- worth and public institutipns. positive aspect of the decrease in
cial awards "have increased Jess Since Whitworth is both NAJA freshman enrollment is "more
than other four-year institutions and NC~ this year, athletes are room in the residence halls, sald
over the past several years," said no longer allowed to receive any Kathy Davis,~t CoordinaRobinson. Endowment plays a kind of award or scholarship tor of Housing and Conferences.
major role in financial aid avail- based on athletic talent. Pfursich Approximately 60 beds on camability, he stated. Whitworth is believes this may have increased pus are unoccupied, and two
having to "compete" with the number of perspective fresh- buildings in the Village are
schools that have considerably men who could not, afford to at- empty. Housing and Conferlarger sourceS for financial aid tend Whitworth.
ences plans to use these buildings
such as University 'of Puget
,At the present time, Robin- for guest housmg.
JUUESUND

Staff writer
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CAMPUS BEAT

September 24, 1996
,

'

The GRApEVINE . .

Oh, what a ratio!

• 01' what's his name: A quick survey of new freshmen students
at the Welcome Fair tells us that Whitworth's president is either
"Jeff Somebody", "Dennis Rodman," or "Bm ...?" They'lIleam it

"

,

soon enough.
, d f' .
• Lonely pinecones. In the same survey, a new student s ,~m~tion of a "virgin pinecone" ranged from the ever-popular a PInecone sitting by itself," to "a pinecone growing on a ~irgin tree,"
or "one without any seeds.", Some freshmen gave creative answers
sucIi as "a new dance," "a dessert," or "a non-alcoholic drink." If a
"virgin pinecone" were"a non-alcoholic drink, whiit would be in
'.
-.'
it: sap?
• Shocking'News. According to the NatIonal Electrical Safety
Foundation, one person is electrocuted in the hom~ every 16 hours.
C>uch. '
.
• A pe~y for your thoughts. When Whitw'orth students aren't
thinking about the future, money, or members o( ~e op~ite x ,
what are they,thinking about? Not muc;h"accordmg to, the Whitworthi1Ul Fieldhouse survey. 'While ~or Joe ~Iblingis thinking about quantUm physics and j~or Bryce Morrison ~onte~
plates predestjnation, senior Corey Andetson w:onders, 'WhylS
it called a pair ofpants when ii's one thlhg?"
'

.

,

se.

Warren Hall President Jeff Davis tak.. advantage of the Whitworth
six Jenkins women 10 dinner during Orientation Week.

ratto, escorting

'~ASWC

.Wednesday" '
September 18

~Minute$

For the week of
September 14-20

..

• Roll call: All members present.
,

• Members are needed for a constitutional update committee: U
interested, pl~ase ~I 3276. ' ( . .
.' .

x:

• Due to lack of interest,
intermurat
,
. kickball will be canceU~.
~

No security report this week.

~ C>utdQ9r Recreation -sponSors l!iPS to WIld Walls ~g
Thursday.· C9St for new climbers is ~20 to $30. Those With experience or their own gear lVill pay only $5. For more infOrmation,
callx.•5 t i } " . , , -;':--: :.,":,:" "',"~

Note from Security: Security has established two IS-minute parking spaces in front of the Campus Center. These have been provided in order to keep the fire lane free of obStructions. No ~rk
ing zones will1>e'strictlyenforced and all security has been trained
in writing tickets.
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• Sunday of HomeComing w~k is the "Great Tennis':BaU Golf
Tournament," which will have three differe~lt courses; Rules 'will
be Pos~ at the info~tion desk. C~t is $2 to enter. ' ,

Drive Safely: Security will be watching!
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• ~ lNtlli.;tion to pay for A~WC T-shirts faile9. ~l'Iimously.
ASWC,empl~y~ will pay for'their own shirts.
' ,
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Editor in Chief
MArk Jackson
News Editor
Features Editor
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Copy Editors
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Where ate 'we going
SEfiTBurS
for,Community
Licensed Daycare
Building Day?

,~,wearThem

mE

Sarah Bade

~

Everybody's Wearing Them

~~SH'NGTON' T .... JFIC JAJITY COM •• UfO'"

w, 720 Bowling nCllf Holmberg Pad:
3-5 year olds; full time only
7:30 a.m, - 5:30 p.m.

Annemarie Eklund

Todd Parsons
Eli Jaeger

Volunteer Chores, Caritas
Center, Union Gospel, Hutton
Settlement
BJ: Martin Luther King Jr., Center,
Tabernacle Light, Spokane Food Bank

(R1l!okfast through p.m. S1WC1c)

'AREND:

Leave message at 458-4700 18500.

Dan Plies
Sheri Allen

Elizabeth Vernon
Advertising Manager Carin Seppa
, Asst. Ad Manager Kelly Rodimel
Circulation Manager I?liZJZbeth Vernon

TWO ROOMMATES
, NEEDED.
$250.00. NW area.
Call Shelly at' 326-4643

Adviser Ginny WhitellOllS/!
EDITORIAL BOARD

BALLARD/MAC/BEYOND:

Jermty Nelson (roordilllltor),StmIh Armstrong,
fiJmll4 Qrnser, R~ HDWtn'd

YWCA, Salvatio,n Army, Ogden

STAFF WBlTtiRS
AlisIM Brow, Nidc Bnmmlee, Stmlh Eells,
/ilmit Fiorino,Bennett Gibson, Brian Hultgmrn,
Reb«aI JordRn, Kmjj'Ma~swJa, Jllrob MttIdows,
Shmrm Olney, Qnyn Sabral, Julie Sund,

CAmpbell White

" , PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jmny &rtow, Steve Brt/ShtQr,
Seth Kunz/, Debbie Schroeder, Jennette Sitbms,
Curie W/lSSer

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT
Orrrie W- & MIlrk Jtdson

10410 N. Division'· 466-8434
r-----,.,.----,

I
~1l!!..l~~.
'1
I
.Q'~ <tI,
I Medium Yogurt 1
I
1

: 99¢ T:gs
I

~~~~~IIpfldII~.:J
'Haum

'Y

'r

:

Limit 1 per coupon. I!xpiJes Oct. 2, 1996.1

L

Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-l0 p.D\.
Sunday 11 a.m,-9 p.m.

Hall, Hawthorne Manor
STEW ART: United Methodist
Church
. VILLAGE: World R(!liej
WA~REN: ,Cops West
OFF CAMPUS: West Central
Community Center .
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Student wins
European trip
Magazine contest brings big pay-off
SHEItIALLEN

hurt." The prize includes
round-trip airfare for two to
london, youth hoste1 accommodations, and a month
Last Spring Lindsey Eurobus pass. When she reWiJliamson and a friend were ceived the phone call from
looking through a student Peterson, Williamson silid, "1
travel magazine and dream- was hystericaL"
ing about participating in an
Since the two sophomores
exchange program this fall. were planning to go to BritThey never imagined then ain anyway, Williamson said
that they would be the win- winning the contest didn't
ners of a contest and the trip change her plans much, but
would be paid for.
was advantageous and "reOn Sept. 25, Williamson ally helped as far as Hand her partner in this ven- nances." She worked as an
ture, Melanie Knodel, will fly intern with a church youth
to London to begin their ex- group this summer and didn't
c-hnr.gc program Olt the Un;
make 'much money. Her
versity of Greenwich in Lon- church had been praying for
don.
a way for her to pay for her
On that day last spring planned trip.
the women were leafing
This contest provides
through the magazine trying "some extra added perks."
to alleviate boredom when The women were reimbursed
they saw the contest and de- for their already purchased
dded to enter it for fun. They plane tickets which will make
each clipped out a coupon their
travel
during
and answered the simple Greenwich's finals break
questions regarding adver- easier.
tisements o'n the ·nearby
Shortly after their arrival
,pages. '
' , in Londorithey will meet
. In additio~, Williamson ,:with, th~ Bri,ti~h Tp~rist Au~ecid~d, tp decoI:~tenl~ enve- '~~Qrity.;I'\~ p~rt Qifthe confil~
lopes wi!h brightly coh?red tiQns of the cont~!i!, they wilJ
cartoon characters and pic- wri~e autobiog~~phical ac'Jures.,
counts of their trip for the
Approximately
four magazine which also has the
months later, in 'July, right' to publish~their picWilliamson received a ph~~ tures.
call at work from an,EngU~-i,=
,Will!amson ,will study
, man, Duncan' Peterson, say- ,.gener~l subj~cts at Greening one of her brightly col-, ,w-ic,.. She is going "mostly
ored ~riv~Jopes was picked for the' cult~ral ~xper~ence."
out of 3,000 to 4,000 entries She and Knodel wHl be stayand she had won the contest. ing ilt Greenwich's InternaWilliamson asked if the col- tional House with 170 stuoring on the envelopes had dents from all over the world
any effect on her win and ~nd will return to the United
Peterson replied, "it didn't States on Jan. 30.

copy editor

JInoy~

Howard Gage, prola_orpf ~ ... ~ science......... c:-.In the UbnIry.

a.g."

said that wfthout his ~ he would not be teaching this year.

Gage's surgery successful
JACOB MEADOWS

Since being diagnosed tain brain tissue. The proceParkinson's disease in dure was performed on the
1991, Gage experienced an in- left side of his brain, reducing
Howard Gage, professor crease of symptoms such as the disease's symptoms on the
of mathematics and computer slowness of motion and invol- right side of his body., If
science, teaches today with re- untary movements. A series needed, h~ may also undergo
gained mobility and control of medication and procedures the surgery for his left side.
due to pis successful neuro- allowed Gage to teach and be
"Surgery is not a cure,"
logical surgery. Gage is now physically active. However, stated Gage.
He still
in a process of recovering and medical complications during struggles with the disease and
fulfilling his roles as teacher the 1995-96 school year quali- will continue battling sympand mentor.
fied Gage for a surgical pro- toms through medication and
Gagl;!. a ttribu tes his cedure that helped him to re- p.roced ures. '
progress, to ,God and the gain some of his lost mobility
Gage is excited about the
prayers and .support of the and eliminated-some of his nel:'>' school year and th~ opWhitwort~ community. ~J.am· involuntary· movements. '
portunity.touse his gifts. "If
overwhelmed by and grateful
The
'surge'ry,:'-"-'a . it; liii'd' 'not been"(o'i-, the"
for the support and, prayers pcdlidotomy, involved a hole gery, I would no'f' have b~en
that'have'carried and encour- drilled into the frontal area of a1;>le to teach this year," exaged me," s~id Gage.,'
'- "his scull and a burning of cer- plained Ga~e.

Staff writer

~ith

sur-

Initiation
College. moum~ the
from
loss of fonner',
provost,and, ,dea~
Contmued

PRge 1

"

--

and yelling, was a form of hazing and could be challenged in
a lawsuit.
Tongg said the ASWC decided to take the risk of a lawsuit because of the benefits of
initiation, but it did not include
SAMHBAPE
icing and tubbing in futu~ iniNews editor
tiation plans. "The outcome
Dr. Kenneth W. Shipps,
and benefits of initiation were
former provost anCl dean of
so wonderful that we took the
the facuIty, died September 4,
chance of a being sued for
1996, at the University of
marching and yelling," she
Washington Medical Center in
said.
Seattle. Dr. Shipps had acTongg also said the comcepted a posi tion at John
mittee can either decide to keep
Brown University in Siloam
initiation as it is now, and find
Spring, Ark., last spring, but
someway to hold the initiators
health problems postponed
accountable, or change the inihis move. Dr. Shipps was adtiation process into a more committed to the University of
plete orientation of Spokane
Was~ington's Transplant Cenand the college, possibly handter and was awaiting a liver
ing it over to dorm leadership.
transplant at the tillie of his
Tongg would prefer to
death.
keep initiation as it is. "There
Throughout his career, Dr.
are people who are great and
Shipps worked with the Coathere are other" who are not,
lition of Christian Colleges
but I think that it could be betand Universities to provide
ter, and I think that it could instudents with a high quality,
corporate more people," she
~d.
'
global educjltion.
"He
worked tirelessly throughout
Soden also wants to leave
his life to insure that students
initiation activi.ties alone and in
attending Christictn colleges
the hands of students.
had a quality education that
M.My goal has always been to
integrated faith and learnpreserve what's best and to use
ing," said Dr. Charlotte
common sense and morals
Kroeker, Dr. Shipps' wife and
when doing it," he said. "How
else do you develop a feeling of • director of development at
Whitworth College.
community within your donn?
While serving the WhitHow else do you identify?"

....

-~,.~.

...

'''.- ... ,

""::J;-.

' ......

worth community, Dr. Shipps
inspired faculty, raised academic standards and supported cross-cultural and global studies. "He was a very
thoughtful person pa rticularly about where higher education is heading and the nature of successful scholarship
in faculty," said Dan Sanford,
director of the Whitworth Institute of International Man·
agement.
During his time at Whitworth, Dr. Shipps directed the
Laureate Society, through
which he touched the lives of
many students. "1 really felt
like he cared about me when I
came to Whitworth," said junior Jolene Balyeat. '
Through his commitment
to Christian education, Dr.
Shipps expanded Whitworth's
horizons. nRe showed me a
picture of what Whitworth
could become," said Sanford.
"Ken's contributions to
Whitworth, and to Christian
higher education in general,
were very significant," said
President Bill Robinson. "'Our
prayers are with those who
Ken left behind much too
soon."
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ExperinH Seville, ~ erouroad. of caltanl, • crucible of billory

Study in Spain
The
Centerfor

Cross~Cultural
Study

Seville, Spain
Your school's program
in Spain. for
information contact:
Dr. Sonja Hokanson
Deputment of Modem
Lanpaaes

Whitworth CoDege
t-800-ESPANA-t
Visit our web lite
http://www.cccs.com

Uppn D'Pilill" SIH'""Ir Sluiu Prlllrllm

(p.U, S";",, _fill Au_ie Y,... ,)
Explore langwge, Jjterature~ history, art,
sociology. busineu, and politics, taught

~

,
\

in Spanish, and TEfl.
, l"kJul" l~" ",.".'" I"
s,..u" LII. . .., • • CllllIf"
Progress to the advanced level. FaD or
Spring Semester program integrates
Ia:nguase, literature ,civilization.
and CUrTmt evmb.

J....,T".

Challenge youncJf! Inrem.ive JanswF
courses and SpMislt PotIry or 1'I!Nrn.

s....-r,.,.,...

Focus on Spain. Two thtee-and-onehalf week IetIions a&r Spanish
lanpap counes at aU Jevek, plus
Iitenture, theater, history. mdJewish.
Muslim. and Spanish CiviIiubon.

Exrtllnta JiM, 1969 itt C#llttr-UwI s,.w. SIrMIIn, hi
CHfI"WIitHt with U.S. 011.,,, v.wm;,;"
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E111TORIAL

Are we being educated

I

~-----~

or schooled?
-Shailesh Ghimire
Senior

US foreign policy
should be peaceful
Jeremy T\elson
Since August 31 when Iraqi President Saddam Hussein ordered troops
into Kurdish territory in Northern
Iraq, the world's eyes have been on the
United States. At the invitation of a
Kurdish faction in the area, Hussein
aided in taking rival strongholds, most
notably the city of Erbil. Indeed, this
new development, in what appears to be a never ending
saga of ethnic violence, raises potentiaJly dangerous issues for the United States.
Since the fall of the Cold War, there has been an explosion of ethnic conflict in nearly every corner of the world,
and now it appears that President Clinton is being backed
into one of them. The policy that the United States takes
in the coming months toward Iraq and the former Yugoslavia will inherently determine the stance which will be
taken in all areas threatened with factional, tribal, or ethnic warfare. Is direct intervention with American military personnel a precedent to initiate?
The United States has not had good luck with mititary
action in the 50 years since World War II. The list is too
long, too bloody, and generally too unsuccessful to warrant further intervention for a vague conception of national security. National security has taken us on too
many disastrous military adventures in Korea, Vietnam,
Grenada, Nicaragua, and Kuwait, to name a few,
Quite simply, the message must be sent that peace is
best achieved through peace, not tlu:ough war. U we are
ever to reach this "new world order" that President Bush
proclaimed, the Western world must re-evaluate its tendency toward violent and colonial intervention.
The taSk ahead for the Clinton administration is daunting, especially in this election-year. But perhaps in no
area is it more vital that election year politics do nofinterfere than in the decision to stick patriarchal A~ericip1
noses into regional and ethnic conflict.

Initiation doesn't promote Whitworth's mission

'.

-}

Dear Editor,
As a female, but more importantly as a member of the "Whitworth community," I found
some of the rites of initiation degrading and offensive. I do not
begrudge dorms their yearly
ri tual designed to increase spiri t,
or the groups of new students the
right to join in an activity that
helps them to feel connectE'd to
our college. What I find disturbing is the continual use of traditional stereotyped "women's
roles," the cross-dressing of both
genders in the Mock Rock, and
the fact that initiation itself is
designed to create competition
and not cooperation on the Whitworth campus.
H Whitworth chooses to label
itself a Christian college, if its students are told that they are part
of a community. and if all members of this community are
equally valuable, I do not understand why nothing has been
done to hold initiation to the
same standards. As I watched
the Mock Rock competition, I
kept thinking about Community
Building Day, Homecoming
Week and the many other activities that bring our school together instead of drawing lines
between sexes and between

dorms. Not to pick on particular groups, but I have to say that
I found myself wondering if the
people who Iip-synched "Dude
Looks Like a Lady" really look
at me, as a woman, and see only
exaggerated physical features
and housekeeping skills. And,
along the same lines, are men
only cigar-sIll()king women
bashers as portrayed by some of
the Yell-Off chants?
I try to keep these sorts of issues in perspective. I know these
were "just" acts put together for
entertainment. However, the
problem comes when these acts
become so common that they are
ingrained in' our minds as factual. Our catalog claims that
Whitworth's mission is to "provide its ... student body with an
education of the heart and mind,
equipping [students] to honor
God, follow Christ, and serve
humanity." H this is true, I propose that members of ASWC
work alongside concerned members of the Whitworth community to add some structure to initiation and to give the event a
mission that coincides with the
one we are taught to adopt and
follow here.
-Carrie Fries

senior

he 1996-97 school year has daunting task to try to fulfill tain environment, whether it is a
begun and the summer is them.
church or dorm? Why do teachover. This is something rather
After a few years it becomes ers play the devil's advocate and
hard to digest for some of us, es- quite clear that academia doesn't stilI keep students within a fixed
pecially for those of us who are hold an answer to any of our boundary? Why do we come
nearing the end of college. What questions. We look around and back only to go through this year
have we been doing all these see that the political system is a after year after year? There are
years at_ Whitworth? And why brick wall, the corporate world probably people who don't realare we back at it all over again?
is a soul stealer, and, for some of ize this is happening and conseThe initial zeal to pursue a col- ' us, the Church is a bigger image quentJy do not pay attention to
lege education to get a high-pay- of our hypocrisy. Suddenly our any of the subtle things going on.
ing job doesn't ring true any- nightmare is true: society doesn't They are the ones who feel secure
more. The belief that the next haveananswereither Sowhere with,what they already know
few years of a coJlege education - does that leave us? Nowhere to and they trust bIin,dly.
will bring enlightenment and be exact.
However, there are those who
maturity and make life less conIn the great quest to break the think and wonder abou t the
fusing is an embarrassing
",'_ : ,_' ,"
_~.' . ' < ' __ ', • ,',>.meaning of their education
thought. So what IS the
:-_-,~'.;:::'.:
;--:'>J'-:.: . -~';;',;<~ at Whitworth and its relapoint? Arewehere.because :.,: ~p!fJ.if/pj:ui(¢arlJ:e~#r ';:-',"~'~'tion to their major. They

T

7

:7:eu~~~~~~e~t~on~:r:

'",

.',

,

t WfiJtWQttJi.'thfftK;if{g~-:~::,-, : "

:
hope to find an answer in ~ :::
li
the next year or so?
'J>..o;i? -,·-:J~~r:-.:,:7,;_ ':,: ';:-~_ ,:~,,~:-;-;,-'
For?,ostofus,education ~y.:'o/ql!-l~:kl!?!,-~.~t~$;:,Qf.~~~ ;;}~:

iliafiij: 'ciiir'':tjearsiiJe;:-<' '::

<{

~~~~ ~!~~:/~~;~;::n:~

They are the ones who
travelandtheoneswhosocialize with different
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tional Public Radio and still
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get their homework done
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on time. Even though these
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people may not know it,
once the time comes. But
they are dwelling on the
alas, that won't be so. We are still mold of our parents, we realize d'eeper questions ~f education
childish, as unknowing as ever we have come across ideas and and realizin~t a classroom is
and afraid of what i5.to come. Is , thoughts we cannot handle We just ci c~iOorri.r;~ alsO ~al
this what a liberal
education don't know how to incorporate ize tha't' the majO~tY View is not
is supposed to do? Is an institu- Ghandhian truths into our belief always right. They keep hying
tion like Whitworth only sup- system and we don't know what to,understandthatconfusionisa
posed to make you aware of your we should make of Nietzsche's necessary stepping stone towards
own ignorance?
assertion that God is dead. We truly understan_ding life.
1his sounds rather depressing know we should be able to synThe goal of every student at
and to an'extent it is. We come thesize these thoughts if we are Whitworth should'be to realize
here because we reahze we are to achieve our original goal for that life has to be made real innot as secure and invincible as education, but we don't know sidethroughdaring~rsonalex
we seem at times. We iecognize how. Do we even have an opin- ploration and intense intellectual
that we have unmetexpectations, ion on these? Do we even care? synthesis. AsaresuItofthis,most
unfulfilled desires and unreal- Why or why not?
of our questions will be anized ambitions. We come think. So what is education and why swered. Otherwise·we will be
ing that education will help us are we here to be educated? Is schooled, but not educated, and
fulfill some of our objectives. education about the instructor the difference between the last
However, in reality, education introducing wild ideas to us only school year and thi~ one will be
has only made us aware of our to see us suffer? Or, is education 35 semester credits and a few
unfulfilled goals, and it is a about being acceptable to a cer- thousand dollars.
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WSU mascot appears in
gay parade

.-

College Press Service

you were a toy in a
Cracker Jacks Box,
what would you be .~

"A Bugs Bunny hologram,"
-Bri~ Nissen

jreshmJIn

PULLMAN, Wash.-When a lesbian
alumna of Washington State University
wore the costume of the school's mascot
"Butch the Cougar" to a gay-pride parade
in Seattle, a debate erupted on campus'.
Apparently, the costume had beep borrowed by WSU's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Allies Program, a university-supported
group.
In letters to the WSU newspaper, students and alumni criticized Butch's appearance in the parade, saying it was inappropriate for the school's mascot to appear at

a political event. One alumnus said the
gay-pride parade and Butch's involvement "personally offended" him.
But others voiced their support, including one student who said he "would like
to appla ud the courage shown by WSU's
Butch for coming out of the closet."
The university's athletic department
has defended its decision to loan the uniform out, saying any university group
can borrow the uniform and that the parade was not political.
The department, however, is considering a formal policy as to who can borrow
the mascot.

The National <;:ollege
Magazine
u. The National College Magazine will appear as a
supplement to 1,000 issues of this week's
Whitworthian. <?Ptnions, expressed both through
the'magazine's editorial and advertising content do
-not necessarily reflect the views of The Whitworthian,
ASWC, or the college. Comments related to U. The
National College Magazine can be directed to The
Whitworthian at 466-3248.
.

"A tack. Because there's a kid I don't like
that eats Cracker Jacks. Revenge would be
sweet."
•-Jake ProffiH

freshman

tattoo.

. ;. "A
BecaUSe that is what I wanted
when I was little."
-Kim Jewell

senior

"One of those monkeys that inflate when
you put them in,water."
-Christie Hinman

junior

"A glow-in-the-dark condom."
-Nate Heppner
sellior

I., I

~

\

"A mood ring,"
-Adrianne Hartman

Pick up an STA Adult Pass
and free yourself from the
hassles of commuting, the
nightmare that is parking,
and the inevitable Icy roads
for the rest of the semester.

senior

•

SPOKANE TRANSIT

You'll get free time to cram
for eXllms on the way to
school and you can save
you r va lua ble cha nge tor
the truly Important stuff
(like washers and dryers).

328-RIDE TOO 456-4327
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Bicftracti~rt8
Thursday, Sept. 26

Ragtime concert, The Met, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Sept. ,27

Antique Show, st. John's Cathedral, 10 a, m, to 8 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 28

Jimmy Buffet at the Gorge, 7:00 p:m.
Arts & Crafts show, Riverfront Park, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Apple FestIval opens at Greenbluff
Writer Sue Bender reads at Auntie's Bookstore, 7:30 p.m.
Spokane Chiefs Hockey-Season opener against Tri..cities,
Spokane Arena, 7;00 p.m. '
Antique Show, St. John's Cathedral, 10:00 a,m. to 4:00 p.m.
"Fiddler on the Roof," Spokane Civic Theatre, 8:00 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 29

Jimmy Buffet at the Gorge, 7:00 p.m.
Congressional Devates for WA State 5th Congressional District,
KPBX, 7:00 p.m.
Art of Weddings bridal show, Davenport Hotel, 11:00 a.m.
tb5:OO p.m.

• Computers & Accessories
'·Software
• School Supplies
• Printers, Fax Machines, Calcu
and Other Business Machines
,
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs
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Rising gasoline prices
result of many factors
Taxes, de~and at top of list
REBECCA JORDAN

Staffwriter
With the onset of a new year,
Whitworth students are groaning
once again about the increase in
gasoline prices. Complaints can
be heard from the Campus Center to Graves Gym.
For some students the price
seems normal or even low, de",
pending on the
prices they. paid
before coming to
school this fall. For
returning
Whitworth students the price of
gasoline seems to
be higher than it
was at this time
last year.
, "Last year I was
payirig abOuf$1.()9
a, gallon, ~ Now I
pay $1.49," ~~aid
, Junior Jon Peregoy.
A - resounding
. question heard
around campus is,
"Why ~re 'gas
pric~ so hig1;l?~'
'Ray Plopper,
President of the
, White'
Swan
Brushless
Car
Wash Plaza on Five
Mile road, gave,'
meaning to the
high
prices.
Plopper reported that many factors a(fect: the fluctuation of petrol
,prices. The largest factor is the
price set by the different companies. This price fluctuates depending on the season (during
the summer the price goes up),
the shortage of supply (a, high
dem~nt:l), re~ery fires; 'and the
cnade' oil prices.
, Glen Twee'dy, manager of
Rod's North Wall Exxon Products
& ~rvice provided another factor in the higher gasoline prices.
The new regulations concerning
the transportation of gasoline require more time and money for
transporting the petrol.
"We have to truck gas }rom
Mor.la~a to Spokane, or from Seattle to the Tri-Cities and then to

Spokane," said'Tweedy.
The fact that Washington has
one'of ,the highest gasoline taxes
doesn't help consumer pockets
either, "Our tax is approximately
$.40 per gallon," said Plopper.
Each service station must also
pay an annual fee of $150 for
clean air control. With over 500
service stations'iit the'Spokane
area, that amount!>' to over

\
,

.;

$75,000 in taxes.
"The p~ices are outrageous;,
Someone's lining' their, pocket,
said Peregoy, responding to the
increased gaSoline prices.
.
Because individual service sta- .
tions must make money, an increase above the price designated
by the companies ,is inevitable:,'
The stations must make enough
money to cover labor and build- '
ing costs for new stations. Re-'
cently this cost has increa~ due'
to regulations set by the Enviro~-,
mental Protection Agency (EPA).
Once every five years the stations
must pay to have all th~ir gasoline tanks tested. The stations
also must pay annua}.f~ of $3Od
to both th~ state and county for.
having the tanks in the ground.
(I

Call 1-800-557-337
'(or the store nearest you
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~artson

Bird, Dogs Tyler Bauer (front) and John R~helm
enthu. . .tically perform the Birdie song for sp8ctators.
.

,

TOP RIGHT: Freshman flag boy Pono Lopez proudly displays the
Baldwin flag while InHiators Dayn Wllberdlng anc:t Kananl Wong
oversee the ~ldwln ranks ..
RIGIfT: Warren women awaH directions from their initiators.
BELO~ RI~HT:

The veiled women of the Village:

~Men

••• why?"

BELOW LEFT: Jenkins women Kori McKinley and Sarah Haub
entice a smile ffom their Baldwin brother, Craig Martin, at the
, annua.l ,Baldwi~enklns Laugh-off.
Photography by Steve Brashear
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New coach with
Whitworth past
KENJI MATSUDA

Staff writer
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The job description included rebuilding a team that lost several
key players to graduation, and
doing it with a squad full of new
faces and inexperience.
But new men's soccer coach
Sean Bushey jumped at the opportunity to return to Whitworth
College after a three year absence.
Bushey rejoins the Bucs after two
seasons coaching the Tacoma
Community College men's soccer
team, and one year as head coach
a~ Evergreen State College in
Olympia.As an assistant under former Pirate Coach Einar Thominson,
BuShey saw the Whitworth soccer program brought to national
prominence. ''Einar built the pmgram. He made it the success it
is," said Bushey. Bushey is not
~':orricd .:It-out foHowing thp StU'cess of his mentor. "I'm a competitor," he said, "It's a part of

me and I love the challenge of
competition."
/
Bushey takes over a team deep
in abHity, but shallow in experience. Fifth-year senior Rio Three
_ ~tars, a player Bush~y calls a "significant leader," captains the Pirates on the field. Three Stars is
surrounded by a small core of
experienced players, including
sophomore mid fielder Craig Ito,
and centerbackJimmy Rolle.
Newcomers look to make a big
impact as well, and Bushey has
high hopes for freshmen
mid fielders Lenny PeterSon and
Jace Jones. Jones has made his
presence felt early, as he scored
the game-winning goal against .
Central..Washington University
in the third game of the season.
After a month of practice,
Bushey finds his job getting
easier. "Youth and inexperience
are our only problems," he said.
"I'm new to them and they are
new tome."
T:>e5pite this, Bushey believ~ the
team can be a solid success. "[1
want them] to perform and play

<

~~

New men'. soccer Head Coach Sean Bushey directs his troops during Wednesday'. practfce.
well. If we can do that, than we
area success. The top four [ranking] is a-major goal," said Bushey.
The BuC5 share their coaches' enthusiasm. "Coach Bushey knows
what-he wants and knows how
to get there. He can build a successful program at Whitworth",
says red-shirting midfielder

Craig Martin.
way, and this is a great place to
In addition to his prior experi- raise a family.
ence at Whitworth, Bushey said
"Whitworth also has a highthe life-style and working condi- class atmosphere. For a small
tions played a part in bririgmg school it has a lot of big school
him back to Spokane. "I went to advantages. Like the sports
a small Christian school and had medicine and the trainers.· They
a good experience. I have a wife are top notch. It all adds up..:it's
and kid, 'with onJ more on the a great place to be."

.-,'
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,Mens and ~omen's~ross country
te~ms competing 'at different lev~ls
CAMPBELL WHITE

Staff writer
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.. great height and powef
'''In recent· years'
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Living up to expectations and
escaping the shadow of the past
could prove to be a chore for the
women's cross country team this
year. Coach Andy Sonneland hfls
coached several teams that
reached a top 20 ranking nationally, and comments that, "talent
wise, this team is as good as the
two tearns that made it to the top
20, and they certainly have the
potential to do great tl\ings."
Expectations are certainly running high ear:ly in the season, as
the team returns the top four runners from li,lst year's squad,
which ranked 27th out'of over
300 teams na_tionally. Leading the
way this season are sophomores
Dana Ryan, Libby Lowe, Meagan
Widhalm and junior Miranda
Thygesen, supported by strong
early season showings from
freshmen Carmine Compogno
and Brenna Robinson. Also running well is sophomore Angela
Hoff, who is competing in her
first year of cross country. Helping out with the women's team

is Assistant Coach Andrea Sund.
The team, in ~omparison to the
past, is fairly young. Their underlying strength lies in the fact
that the number one through
number seven runners are all
close, providing a tight, competitive team concept. It's this team
concept that has led to an emphasis on team goals for the upcom:..
ingseason.
"Right now, we're working hard
as a team to gain our ultimate
goal of nationals, said Dana Ryan.
"We have a pretty young team,
but we motivate each other every day, and our talent is morv
important than our age in competing with the other tearns."
The success of the women's
team hinges on their success
within what Coach Sonneland
calls the toughest conference in
the nation, and for good reason.
Rivals include the University of Puget Sound, which has won nationals several times in recent
years, as well as Whitman and
George Fox.
The men's cross country team
faces challenges of a different
kind this year. Competing with-

out even a complete team this
year has caused the goals to
change from a team focus to an
emphasis more on individu~l
success and personal aspirations.
The team centers around junior
Dale Macomber, who is one of the
top runners in the conference .
According to hi1' coach, sophomore Jason Morgan has improved drastically over last year,
and senior TIm Ev~ is running
, strong thus far, despi,e figttting
injuries every step of the way.
One to watch early on is freshman Josh Decker,_whose natural
talent is already showing through
even though he hasn't run competitively for several years.
"This year I'd like to be able to
step up to the next level, and
compete with Division I runners,
rather than just doing good in our
own conference and then getting
swallowed up by the bigger
schools I also like the smaller
team atmosphere, because it
takes a lot of the team pressure'
off, and allows for more individual pressure. Nobody wants
me to do better than me," commented Dale Macomber.

)"

:th~:~i;::":'T'llOgj~!~~.

2. Whitman
3. WHitworth
4. George Fox
5. Spokane CC

6. Eastern Oregon
7. Cent. Wash. Univ.
8. ClarkCC

49
51

86
105
108
153

160
164

Women's Finishing Times
8. Dana Ryan
20:07.11
18. Miranda Tbygesen
20:30.89
21. Cannine Compogno
20.40.00
27. Brenna Robinson
20:52.02

34.

Men's Team Scores
Incomplete team

Meagan Widhalm

21:15.44
54. Gwen Johnson
22:29,74

Men's Finishing Times
73. Dale Macomber
27:5i.24
97. Jason Morgan
28.33.43

SPORTS-g
Pirates have bright outlook on season
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Bue's football hoping to erase last year's memories, but start season at 0-2
BENNElT GIBSON

Staff writer
As a new season begins for the
Pirates football team, it opens as
one filled with new optimism
and better chemistry.
Coach John Tully, in his second
season as Whitworth Head Football Coach, is looking forward to
a more experienced and tightknit Wlit this year. ''The first day

of practice last year was new for said that this year the players reall of us," he said. We now have ally know the coaching staff, and
more guys that were in the pro- can get to know them on a more
gram last year. They know what personal level. Tully said that
our expectations are of them "stability and continuity" is an
now."
importantfactor in the success of
The Pirates will have with ten re- this football team.
turning starters. This should
One of the strengths of the team
make a more experienced and this year is the increased number
stable unit. Tully said that his goal of players in the weight lifting
is to improve every day in all fac- program. This has helped them
ets of the football team. He also to get "bigger and stronger," and

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.

2.
3.

4.

therefore the chances for success
will be greater as well.
Quarterback Rob Leslie said that
another strength of the football
team is its ability to thrive in the
face of adversity. "We're huge
steps ahead of where we were last
year. We have a belief in each
other and a great team unity.
We're a team that doesn't dwell
on the negative, but to go out and
play better," he said.

t
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The Pirate's lost its home opener
to Eastern Oregon State College
37-23 last Saturday. Whitworth
was down 21-3 at the half, but
quarterback Casey Doyle took
over in the second half. Doyle
connected with Travis Ernst for a
touchdown and Damian Putney
rushed for two more.
Whitworth hosts the NAIA Division II No.2 ranked Western
Washington on Oct. 5.

"
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LEFT: Reckhlrt freshman quarterback Rob leslie Just reIeaHe the paaa before being hit, ..
RIGHT: leslie drops back into the pocket.

What did the ~""'111!~
the 1972 U~JlrUdU. J)!:~:)1un!
Who won
Indians
in 19787
What
a~~~~~~~?R
HanyJ.l
What

S.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Who

10.

20 LUjJ.,.C~,1V
and bf()adt:a~;teJ:.sl
How many

have?
TIE BImAJ(ER:'
(Closest to answer gets it.
In the 1952 Olympic
Zatopek finish in?

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE

,

"

[

,c

,

what place did Emil

',f~

Prize is;l free ~spresso or Italian soda from Espresso Delights or a can of Mountain Dew.
Call 465-9224 with your answers.
l.ast Years Results
. Winner.
.
Congratulations to absolutely no one for answering no questions correctly. beqtuse no one entered. Good luck for this one.
• 'y'

Answers:
1) Don Shula 2) Arthur Ashe 3) the Harlem Globetrotters
4) Tim Raines 5)' Cy Young 6) Jim Zorn 7) Richard Petty
8) Michael JonJan 9) Kurt RambJs 10) Americans, of course
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Women's soccer season shoots out of the gates
BRIAN HULTGRENN
Sta/fwrlter
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The Whitworth women's soccer team is off to fast start. Their
record is 5-1 and they are ranked
16th in the nation.
They have had terrific early
season success against strong
teams. Head Coach Daman
Hagerott said because of the
tough early season schedule the
team was forced to organize more
quickly then usual. The Pirates
responded and won all five of its
preseason games, including an
impressive victory against Simon
Frazier the number one ranked
preseason team.
Coach Hagerott and the rest
of the team were thinking na'.tional championship. However,
.after a disappointing loss to Se."attle University, the team has
'changed it's attItude and ap-

proach. It's trying to take ore of and Chris Ann Roseleip and
a one game at a time approach. sophomore Joy Colon. The PiCoach has also dropped his ex- rates are deep at the outside hcllfpectations down a notch. "1 ex- back positions. Starters are Jen
pect the girls to do the best pos- Lee and Jen Dunford, but look for
sible job they can," he said. He Amy Thonstad and Coleia Finny
added that he knows they have to see significant minutes. Startthe potential to make it through ing atforward will be seniors Jen
Districts and Regionals.
TIssue and Haley Nichols. The
The soccer team will be run- team looks to these two players
ning a 3-5-2 set this season. The for strong leadership as well as
team went to this at the end of goals.
1994 to free up their outside midWhat makes the Whitworth
fielders to attack more. In . girls team so strong is there balWhitworth's league this set has ance. They have experienced
been the most effective set offen- players in the defense, mid-field,
sively and defensively for them. and offense. This experience is
Starting in the goal will be Jen also a contributing factor to the
Peterson. At defense, playing team's early season success.
marking backs are junior Heidi
Their next home game will be
Hultgrenn and freshman Heidi in the Pine Bowl next Saturday.
Bonete. Sweeping for the team They will be playing Pacific Uniis sophomore Amber Young. At versity, the team that prevented
the three center mid-field posi- them from winning the confertions are juniors Marilyn Piduch ence title outright last year.
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After eight

months of
cafeteria food,
aJJ~nighters,

SEAfIRsrs
SPRING BREAK
SWEEPSTAKES
Think Spnng Break. Seafirst is. In

fact, they want to send you and
three friends on a SpIing Break

getaway with Alaska Airlines.
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Spor" //
COlDlDlntary
REFUSE II LOSE?
Can the Mariners do it
again? Being down six
games in the wild card race
just a couple weeks ago, the
M's are poised to knock Texas out and head into the playo~s.
Seattle sweeped the Twins in Minnesota. for the first time in Mariner
history, sweeped the Rangers (HUGE) and crushed the Athletics in the
first two games to jump to a 10 game win streak, yet another M's record.
These guys look Jj~e their gonna do it again.
They may have the most frightening line-up in the majors, but with
th~ir incredibley weak pitching staff, they're going to have a tough lime ..
With Randy Johnson's presence missing, the Mariners have compiled a
rag-tag group of youngsters and others to try and pitch. Steriing
Hitchcock and Jamie Moyer have been impressive at times, but need
some consistence. The same goes 'for the rest, and the bullpen, where
the Sheriff is the only rea] guarantee.
The key to this playoff run has been the late season pick ups. Dave
Hollins at third has been the first real answer at the hot C9fJler for several
years. The guy's clutch and has a c;mnon. How abOut Mark "HardHittin" Whiten? This guy is a monster. His shot against the Twins was
insane. Even Gene Kelly knew it was closet to 834 feet tbaO 434 feet.
Come on.
.
The offense is going to have to be huge. With A-Rod; Junior, Edgar
and the Bone in the 2,3.4 and 5 spots they've got more combined home
fI:Ins than 13 other entire teams. And the rest of the t.eam, j~t f1atro1l:~
gets it done. The Mariners put 32 runs on the ~board in the 3-giun~
series with the (4.'s, and are goin~ to need at least half of tluit from here,
on out.
The M's will face the Angels, who have nOthing left to gain in thiS
year, as th~ last regular season seri~s. Wouldn't it be ironic if California
stopped the Mariner's playoff hopes cold, as SeattJ~' did to them last
year. Hmmm, don't ya think.
.
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Or give you other cool prizes like

a Specializectmountain bike, a
. Pentium"computer, even $1000

towards your tuition.

GET A GREAT
CHECKING ACCOUNT
& ENTER TO WIN

cra~dorms,

..
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and that
annoyingperson
down the hajj, .
you1) be ready
: ;' ~
for
.
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account and you'll be automatically
entered to win. You'll get your first
order of checks free, too. Also

available: VersatetChecking
(free of monthly service charges),

student loans, credit cards, and more:'"
Sign up today at any local branch or
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Spokane nightlife appeals to variety of interests
C~R\'NSOBRAL

Sttiffwriter
Late night hangouts are often
hard to come by, so when students find a fun place that suits
them, they keep 'coming back.
Spokane has some terrific hangouts but the trick is knowing
where to go. While-many students are drawn to coffee places
and rest~urants to satisfy 'their
nocturnal cravings, senior Dave
Roth thinks Lilac Lanes is one of
the best late night hangouts.
"Midnight bowling is fun and
cheap. rve played three games
for less,than $5, and the shoe
rental is only $1,.50," said Roth.
Lilac Lanes is open regularly
from 9 a.m. to 2:a.m. Before 6
p.m, each game costs $4.50 and
shoes are $1. After 6 p.m. games
are only $~.50.
WonderIandis also "!! great

place to hang
out and get
some
play
time," said
junior
Stephanie
Hufnagle.
"That place
has everything. It has
miniature
golf, ,arcade
games, air
hockey, and
batting
cages."
Places that
serve food are
always a hit,
Pizza Pipeline
is popular due to its free deliv'ery, late hours, and bargain
prices. Europa Pizzeria & Bakery is a'cozy, artistic bistro known
for its delicious italian cusine and

MovieReview

JAMIE FIoRiNo

, $'t;iff Writer ,., '

After 5elVing us heaping .dishes of alien
terrorists, tornado chasers, Southern lawyers, and bad strippers, ·HoUywood has
chang~ the menu. To be dished out this
autumn are large portions of heart-tugging,
Kleenex-pulling dribble (sometimes call
"feel good movies") guaranteed to tUm even
the strongest of stomachs sour.
That is, with the exception of one, "The
Spitfire Grill.~'
._
With talented acting, beautiful cinema tograpJ:ty, ~d maste.rful directing, this movie
is a Seven-course, five-star meal. The cinematic feast begins with Hannah Ferguson
(Ellen ~tyn), a cantankerous cafe owner
whO' i!! forced to sell h~r cafe after injuring
her ~ip. 'Vnfortunately, the Spitfire is in
Gilead,Maine and the real estate market is
non-,exis~nt. She is
mourning the loss
of h~r ~n, Elijah, who has been Missing in
Action since the Vietnam War. Elijah ~as
the town's favorite son, who could do no
wrong.
Hannah's nephew, Nahum (Will Patton),
serves the next course with a bitter rivalry
wi,th the memory of Elijah. Nahum grow
up with ~ and was always in his sJladow
until he enlisted in the war. Thinking he
would take Eliph's place, Nahum tried to
btlll$ successful as Elijah, but memories fade
slowly in Gilead.
Nahum's wife, Shelby (Marcia Gay
Harden), takes the wrath of Nahum's emotional abuse. Shelby is his cook, caretaker,
baby-maker, and launderer. Shelby longs to
be seen as a person by her'husband, not just
a dim-wit in a house coat.
Joe (Kieran Mulroney) is a scrumptious
side di$h as the town handyman. He is stuck
in Gilead, forced to take care of his father
and the (arm, while dreaming of bigger and
better things. He escapes to the forest to find
solace and to dream of a better life.
The main course is Percy Talbot (Alison
Elliott) recently released from the Main~
Women's Correction Center in Wmdham,
Maine. Coovicted of manslaughter~ her past

also

coffee. Remaining undiscovered
by the majority of Whitworth students, it is located downtown on
Wall street and stays open until
midnight.

Low prices
are also a
drawing attraction to local hangouts.
Didiers Yogurt
& More offers
a
medium
sized yogurt
with topping
for $0.99 every
Tuesday.
While many
students rely
on the old
staJ)'dbys like
Taco Bell for
late
night
snacking, jun- ,
ior
Amber
Palmer says the best place for a
_ late night hangout is Red Robin.
"They have great cheese sticks
and the best thing they serve is .
Dr. Pepper, because most restau-

rants don't carry it," said Palmer.
"Besides, Red Robin has a good
atmosphere for sitting and talking,"
Other local hangouts include
the Apple Barrel, Perkin.s, and
Sharis, where students can get it
cup of coffee 24 hours d day.
However, for more ambiance,
Espresso Delizioso has reasonable prices for exotic forms of coffee, They have basic lattes and
mochas as well as their own
unique coffee erea tions. Espresso
Delizioso also has new menu
items including foccacia pizza,
oriental spiced tea called chai,
and Teecino, an herbal blend of
esp~so. Espresso Delizioso is
opery until 11:30 p.m" Monday
through Thursday, until 1:30 p.m,
on Fridays and Saturdays, and
until 9:30 p.m. on Sundays.

Nothing 'evil'
about "Evil Ways"
The 'Spltflre

Grill
is as spicy as her disposition. She comes to
Gilead to help the ailing Hannah in the Spitfire and around the house.
A friendship is forged be~een Percy,
Hannah, and Shelby, who start a essay raffle
_to sell the Spitfire. They advertise in several large newspapers for people to send
$100 and an essay on why the want to own
the Spitfire. After $200,000 the Jadi!!S become buddies. Meanwhile, Joe has fallen in
love with Percy, Nahum becomes jealous o'f
Percy, the town's new found hero, AND
Percy is tracking down a mountain man
whom Hannah has been feeding and taking care of for several years.
The piece de resistance is a mouth-watering climax and rich ending. With just a
sprinkle of fast-paced action and a dash of
suspense, "The Spitfire Grill," will quench
any thirst left over from the summer zest.
You will leave so satisfied you'll want to kiss
the cook, Lee David Zlotoff (creator of ABC's
"MacGuyver").
The story of how the movie was produced
is quite noteworthy. "The Spitfire Grill" was
produced by Gregory Productions. Gregory
, Productions is operated by a Catholic charity, the Sacred Heart League. The Sacred
Heart League are the same people responsible for making those plastic Jesus statuettes
that people stick on their car dashboards.
Roger Courts, who created ,Gregory Productions, was intent on making a movie that
would "present the values of the JudeoChristian tradition." Courts then hired Lee
David Zlotoof.
"I'm Jewish," said Zlotoff. "I told them if
they really want to do a religious movie,
don't hire me. All they wanted was that it
be character-driven drama about the human
spirit." Bingo! The Spitfire Grill won the
Audience Award at the Sundance Film Festival and has Oscar written all over it from
the acting to screenplay.
The Spitfire Grill is a wQnderfUJ movie to
devour alone or in a group.
Just remember the Kleenex.

NICK BROWNLEE

crowd favprite.
Rusted Root's newly released
album "Evil Ways" promises to
H you were lucky enough i:o not not disappoint. Their rendiscore tickets for last summer's tion of the Santa~ c~ass'c l'Evii
H.O.R.D.E. (Horizons of Rock Ways" would make; f:arlos
Developing EveryWhere) Festi- Santana proud. In addition..,re
val, you most likely went to the the live versions "Sen~ MeL>n
concert specifically to see Dave My Way" and an elev~n minute
Matthews Band or Blues Trav- version of "Cruel Sun. H The :'Evil
eler. I myself could not wait to Ways" album is rounded out by
see those two bands; they were a previously unreleased "Big
the rea~n why I forked up $33 White Bird" and "Virtual Reality"
and drove three hours to see the from the !'Twister" movie
show San Francisco. But after soundtrack.
Now that the Graleful Dead is,
the eight hour concp.rt, it was not
Dave Matthews Band or Blues well, dead, who will take up the
Travele'r that I was raving about. slack for the Dead-less, ne6-hipIt was the opening band, Rusted pie movement? No one can ever
.Root. '
replace the Grateful Dead, so let's
Their percussion-centric not even compare, shall we?
sounds are reminiscent' of, Paul Phish seemS to be the band on
Simon and ,David Byrne. Add which most ~Ie want to place
some raw acoustic guitars~ their mon~y, but the ~.ba~ rhythgrooving bass sounds, a chirping mic sounds of Rusted Root have
peJlnywhistle and lead singer People sayilJg th~ ~hlhinlc.ible:
Mike Glabicki's soulful and more fun tod.nce to than the
spiritual chants and growls, and' . Dead, and better looki~~ too,
Rusted Root becomes an instant

SiIIff writer
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Tuesday night is College Nightl
Show your student ID and get
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$1.00 off Go-Kart ride.
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ASWC reviews controversial
Baldwin, McMillan initiation
practices

Pinecone catching:
a lasting Whitworth
tradition

Initiators deny involvement , Seepage3

Seepage 7

"

Women's soccer
'picks up three
.
morewms
See_page 9
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Marriott modifies studentm,eal plans
Marriott'reduces lines at Campus Center, offers unlimited meals at dining hall
Off-<"ampus students have
getting gypped. they were saying that they were paying $5.00 also been given a chance to use
a meal, oc whatever they were the new system. Through the
Marriott modified its meal paying, but could only use $2.55 "munch money plan," off-<"ampus students pay a minimum of
plans this fall, adding unlimited , [in the WCCJ," said O'Brien.
Long Jines in the WCC cre- $25 to the Marriott office and
meals at the dining hall and set
dollar ~mounts at the Campus ated a problem People were Marriots puts this dollar amount'
Center.
having problems reaching the on the students' ID cards.
In the past, students chose rightdoJlar amount before reachStudents use their ID cards
. from three different meal plans ~ng the register, said O'Brien.
like the other meal plans, receiv"I H.ke [the meal plans1 bet- ing a 10-percent discount in the
based on the number 'of meals
eaten per week. Those same . ter than last year because I don't WCe. They are charged $3.00 for
meals were used in the WCC have to deal with trying to fig- eating in the dining hall.
"When I'm on campus
where each meal was valued at ure out how much· everything
$2.55.
costs, how much I need to make ~metimes and I want sOmething
. ,.. ' , .lnstejl;~ ~f .~o~~~~ng _~t;a!~. up'the ,differenc~, and t~~, long: .. , I ~on~~ 'V~nt to. go home' for
~~U'U:J_ g!al?bl,ng; eO'O~gh food to > IinesDec~.u~ (,re~~cy~iie else ,it,"said' o~f,.camfiUsqunior..
reach a spl;!Cific dollar amount, trying to dothe'scllne-~Ing," sa.id' Reoecca' Wood. Convenience
played a major-part in her decistudents can now eat unlimited sophomore Regina Ramon.
Student specials have not sion to use the plan.
meals in the dining hall and
spend a set amount of flex dol- been offered, but dai1y specials
Because students have unare available for lunch and 'din- limited meals in the dining hall,
lars in the WCe.
.
those who bring guests will be
"Flex dollars is a new con- nero
cept that basically gives people
"We started out with just a charged from their flex dollars.
a dollar for dollar value at. the la carte menus and we haven't "Because meals are unlimited,
Campus Center," said Jim had a chance to work on any- people could bring in as many
O'Brien, food service director for t1ting else to see how -it 'Vprks guests as they wanted. UnderMarriott.
out," said Charlotte Ochoa, Cafe slilndably, ifwould cause a problem," said O'Brien.
"People thought they were manager,
REBECCA LUNA

Staff writer

0

Sophomore limo Acosta fries up meat for Marriott's fajita bar.

-

Recycling bins' tuqted garbage cans
Students respond to lack of campus-wide recycling program
JACOB MEADOWS

Staff writer
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Students have turned recycling bins into dumpsters.
Candy wrappers and apple
cores mingle with recyclable
items,
"The time I use cleaning
garbage out of the aluminum
cans container I could be using to improving our recycling
program,"
said
McMillan Resident Assistant
Michael Sedgwick.
Though many' of the students interviewed expressed
that they were in favor of recycling, only three of seven
dorms recycle more than aluminum cans.
Nowhere is there an organized recycling of plastics or
glass. The trash dumpsters of
all the dorms at Whitworth
are full of newspapers, glass
containers, aluminum cans,
and plastic.
"1 believe that all students
have a moral obligation to recycle," said Beyond President

Nicole Windhursf, when
asked about increasing recycling at Whitworth.

Who's re,cycling what?
Wa"en: Cans, Newspaper,
Paper, Magazines, Clothing
Baldwinl]enkins:

Cans,Newspaper,Paper
Beyond: Cans, Newspaper,

Paper

-

McMillan: Cans, Clothing
Ballard, Arend, and
Stewart: Cans

The Physical Plant and
custodial staff are open to recycling as long as the students
take the responsibility. to have
the recyclables separated and

placed in a specific location.
"The custodial staff in Warren are of gr:eat help in our
recycling program,'" said
Warren President Jeff Davis.
The Physical Plant only
participates in ·the recycling
process if it prod uces a
profit. Only white paper and
newspaper have brought this
profit.
.
A few stugents have
taken it upon"themselves to
salvage or, start small-scale
recycling in the dorms.
"When the paper and newspaper bins in the lounge of
Stewart were declared a fire
hazard, I moved them to my
-room," said sophomore Dard
Nielson. Junior Adrienne
Mortensen and her roommate in Ballar:~ take their
recyclables to their home in
the Valley for recycling.
"By everyone doing their
part in recycling, Whitworth
can, be an example for all
other college campuses and
beyond," said junior Chad
F.......... u.y Schewrman ...,..... newSDt1lftt
Bartlett. '
the trash In the BllkfwlnlJenId.. tWl f'KYCHng center.
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The GRAPEVINE

,
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,

• Cheap Date. Go to Baskin-Robbins 31 FJavors, taste test all 31
flavors, and leave ... full.
• Heavy debt load. President Bill Robinson, in his September
"Of Mind & Heart" newsletter, noted that Whitworth students
will borrow just under $8 million this year. The average debt
load for our 1996 graduates was approximately $20,000. Ouch.
• Taxing Question. Why is it that we don't pay tax on food, and
we don't pay tax on service, but we do pay tax on food that's
served?
• Ma, get my rifle. Has anyone else noticed the increaSed number of squirrels running around campus this year? We need to
develop a newWhitworth tradition involving those critters.
• Read this! Report is that there are over 160,000 volumes in
our very own Cowles Memorial Library. Sounds a bit like the
Core 150 reading list, doesn't it?
• light Gravel. Why do the signs always say "loose" gravel? Is
the "loose" really necessary?
• Dixon Dogs. Does anyone know what those things are hanging out above the windows of Dixon and McEachran Hall? Are
they gargoyles or what?
,
• Question of the week: Which professor do those gargoyles
best represent, and why?
'

Dan

Sophomores Lehua Kay and Brooke Kiener, Wanen Han resJdents, break a sweat
moving dirt in preparation for a parking lot at COPS Navawood. The project involved
converting two houses Into a single police station.

ThB Grapel'ine IS a __Iy ooIumn in ThII WlWwotthian ftJaJurlng bits of ~ comedy,
unusual stories, and other IJght hInIor. To CIOIIItibute your story, or ___ 1hfI question of IhfI
week, call our 24-hour voicemail aI x. 5083. (Off-campus, daJ 466-3248, fIJd. 6)

Conference teaches understanding
LYDIA DOBROVOLNY

. "We're all going to be in relationships at some point in our
lives, so we should all know what
it takes to be in healthy ones, "she
said.
About 40 people have preregistered for the retreat, which
will feature guest speakers Dick
and Connie Brown.
.
Dick Brown has been a counselor for 30 years and is currently
working on his doctoral dissertation, "What does it mean to love
a person?" 1:Ie has traveled and
ministered internationally on the
topics of relationships and com-

Staff writer
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Ottober 4 marks the beginning of H.E.A.R.T. with a retreat
at Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church.
H.E.A.R.T. (Helping to Encourage Awesome Rela tionships
Together) is the brainchild of juniors Monica ParmJey and Aaron
Russel, who recognized a need
for students to develop communication and relationship skills.
"This is a kick-off retreat for what
we want to do during the rest of
the year," said Parmley:

rHE

munication, and he and his wife
have worked with several college-aged students doing similar
seminars.
'!Dick and Connie will be
talking about how God made
men and women different and
whaf i.fiat ·rr\(?~Q~ for us,."· ~aict
Parmley. . . .
..
Topics of the retreat will ex- .
plore the differences between
men and women and how those
are manifested in relationships.
Issues like cross-gender communication, expectations men' and
women have for one another, and
See H.EAR. T., Page 12
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Wednesday,
September 25

H.E.A.R. T. Conference helps build relationships

tol
ou

,No assembly meeting held this week.

,

For the week' of
Sept~mber 21-27

No Security Re~rt this week.
Security would like to Nmind aU bike owners to lock up. October had the highest rate of bike theft last year, so don't take ..
chances. Lock up!

TWO ~OOMMATES

,.

NEEDED.
$250.00. NW area.
Call Shelly at 326-4643.
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• Baldwin/Jenkins - Healthy Relationships
10410 N. Division • 466-8434
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Medium Yogurt

I

Umit 1 per coupon. E"I'in.s Oct. 2, 1996.1

I
I
Toppings I
'J,.. extra
I

99""

'L ~ =d.:th~)' 01""," special~er~
~

Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-lO p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time empJoyment,availabk:.
No experience necessary. For
more information call:
endu E",ploYM".t Snvius
(206~ 971-3550 ext. Cfi0983

Staff

October 3
• Baldwin/Jenkins - Storage Auction
• Arend - Rape Awareness ._

a po
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wou
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October 4-5
• Arend CaI?ping Trip

illeg
ing (
and
bod]
men

October 5-6
• Stewart/Village Camping Trip

,

October 7
• Arend - CPR Training
• Warren - Worship and Prayer

FREE FINANCIAL AID NATIONAL PARK JOBS
Atlention All Studentsf
FREE Money is currently ilvailable for
College Students Nationwide. Over
$6 Billion in aid is now ilniJable
from private sector grants &:
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive some sort of aid regardless
of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
infonnation call:

Stu4".t FiN.Nci,,1 Serpico
- 49

ALI~

~TUDENTS NllDlD'

N.. tional Parks are now hiring
seasonill &: full·time nationwide in
the following positions:
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Excellent benefits and bonuses! For
more info, call:

(206)9'1-3620 ut. N60981
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KWRS broadens its horizons
Increased interest in college radio alters programming
ICWRS will continue broadcasting the "alternative college
Staff writer
sound," but listeners can experiIf you have not yet tuned in ence 25 different specialty shows
to Pirate Radio, you have missed now, including a Grateful Dead
out on a week of brand new show, continuous mix, Hawaiian,
deejays, your favorite returning hard rock, reggae, international,
deejays, extended hours, and ex- and techno/funk, just to name a
few. The station is also in the prociting new specialty shows.
cess
of getting a news program,
The radio station of Whitworth College went on the air for and starting an underwriting
the first time this school year last . program.
The alterations and addiTuesday morning, and those of
you who have turned your dial tions were made possible beto 90.3 have most likely noticed cause of "increased interest in the
some impressive changes in for- station," Gunter said. Approximately 60 percent of this year's
mat.
Many additions and im- staff are returning. Veterans inprovements were made this year clude General Manager Christian
because of feedback received Gunter, Productions Manager
about last year's programming. Dayn Wilberding,Music Director
"Critics said that there wasn't Jamie MacKenzie, and Commuenough diversity last year," said nity Affairs/Underwriting DirecKWRS Genera! Manager Chris- tor Christian Tobias.
The station -has adopted
tian GWlter.
JULIESUND

"greater professionalism," "promating diversity," and "increasing student awareness" as the
year's goals. The staff felt that
more publicity was needed to
raise student awareness, so
KWRS t-sh'irts are being sold for
$9 at the Campus Center Information Desk. Also, KWRS has
started "Free Gas Wednesdays,"
for loyal Pirate Radio listeners
who display stickers. Every
Wednesday, a "sticker spotter"
will be on the lookout, and one
lucky listener will fill up courtesy
of KWRS. Stickers are avaiJable
in the Campus Center.
KWRS has also expanded
broadcasting hours. Last year,
the on air schedule was from 1
p.m. to 11 p.m. This year, six
hours have been added. Listeners can now wake up to Pirate
radio, which is on the air from 7'
a.m. to 11 p.m.

\,

Junior lonatana lese deafays his own specialty show on KWRS.

Educational reason
-needed for dorm
room cable access
ALiSHABROW

or delete something in the residence hall!?, it should have an
educational reason,'.' he said.
. Pecka' think'that eventually
there will be a 10 to 15 channel
cable system in the dorms, and
that it will help improve students' dorm environments. "I
think that it has the potential to
be academically positive and
entertaining for students," he
said.
Another factor that both
Mandeville and Pecka are considering is the potential cost to
the school, or to the students
themselves. Pecka does not
know how the cable would be
paid for, but cost could be assessed individually or by each
room. He also said that cost is
dependent on the type of cableused.
Even with all the uncertainties, Pecka is optimistic
about students eventually having cable in their rooms. "I
think there's going to be reason
for us to want it in our dorms,"
he said, but he isn't quite sure
what "it" is going to be.
,

{'taff writrr

Warren Hall residents build community, shoveling dirt at COPS Navawood.

Initiators face the music
ALISHA BROW

Staff writer
Even though he is facing
a possible big three violation,
junior Dayn Wilberding
would swear that he had
nothing to do with this year's
illegal "tubbing," the smearing of rotten dining hall food
and motor oil all over the
body, of the Baldwin fresh ..
men.
Wilberding, head initiator
for Baldwin, said that he and
his fellow initiators did their
initiation according to ASWC
rules, and that the Baldwin
men went along with tradition themselves with no prodding by their leaders.
Freshmen Matt Geense
and Josh Decker both agreed,
and vividly described scooping up pitchers of the putrid
mixture themselves and
spreading it over their own
partially-clothed bodies. "!
did it to go along with tradi-

tion; my brother did it when
he was a freshman and I
wanted to finalize my initiation," Decker said.
Junior Dan Kepper, head
initiator for McMillan this
year, said that he knew the
"icing" of the McMillan premen was going to take place,
but it was off-campus and he
and his fellow initiators were
not involved in any way.
Kepper said that none of the
initiators led the pre-men to
the icebath and the pre-men
did not recognize any of the
people in the crowd watching
them.
"They didn't know I was
there, if I was, they didn't
know any of the other initiators were there. If they were,
and if the initiators were
there, they didn't order them
to do anything," he said.
"Yes, I was there," said a
returning Mac resident who
assisted in initiation this year,
"But I didn't tell them to do

,anything."
Also, according to both
Baldwin freshmen and former
Mac pre-man, only those who
wanted to do the tubbing or
icing did it; there was no pe!,alty for refusing. "It sounded
pretty weird to me, so I just
took off," freshman Jon Hedin
said, "A lot of people got up
and left. It wasn't worth it."
One anonymous Mac preman said that although they
were given a choice, most of
his fellow pre-men chose to do
the icebath. "They asked us
who wanted to go, and we all
said we wanted to," he said,
"No one looked down on
those who chose not to go."
Senior Moses Pulei,
ASWC president, said that no
matter who set up the tubbing, the initiators were still
responsible because whoever
was responsible broke a
known rule.
Junior Alisa Tongg, who

Many stude'nts'may be'
wondering when they are going to be able to receive cable
in their dorm, rooms. They
may have to wait awhile.
Although Computing Services has already wired the
dorms for cable reception, the
decision whether or not to
make it available, is still being
contemplated- by
Dick
Mandeville, associate dean of
students and director of Residence Life.
Discussion are still on-g o ing between Mandeville and
Ken Pecka, director of Instructional Resources, about the
possibility of an exclusive
Whitworth cable network,
which would feature educationally positive prqgrams,
said Pecka. "Whitworth might
possibly have a kind of private
cable network, or 'controlled
programming,'" Pecka said.
Pecka thinks this could incJ ude assigned videos for
classes such as Core 150 and
Life and Teachings of Jesus.
Instead of watching the videos
in the library, students would
be able to do these required assignments in their own dorm
rooms.
Mandeville, who will
make the final decision about
student access to cable, worries that it will have negative
social and educational effects
on students. "TV is negatively
correlated with almost every
P ositive aspect of education,"
Mandeville said.
Man d eville is seriously
considering the possibility of
bringing cable that would be
helpful to classes into dorm
lounges and rooms. "If we add
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Christian mission work
in the traditional sense
is useless.

---

Welf~re

refonn plan
cu~s in wrong places

The Personal Responsibility Act
(PRA) that President Clinton signed
did exactly what he promised in 1992:
"to end weHare as we know it." Unfortunately, itdid more than that. The
welfare reform bill drastically changed
- and mutated welfare into a series of
block grants to states with severe restrictions attached. Conservative pundits have charged
welfare with causing just about every social evil in existence &om teen pregnancy to poverty itself. To bring some
order to the debate on weJfare, we need to discusS what
welfare is, what is wrong with the PRA, and what welfare reform should look like.
Aid to Families with ~dent Children (AFOC) is
the program most people think of when they hear the
term "welfare." Of ~ 14 million recij>ients of AFDC,
nine million are children, not adul ts. In fact, the number
of ~dults that might be working is less than two percent
of the American population. In this budget cutting era,
one might think that welfare reform cuts would help to
balance the b1,ldget. Not so. Welfare accounts for Only
1.5 percent of the federal budget, or $12.3 bilHan. Scda!
SecUrity expenditures are abOut $400 billion.
The PRA slashed welfare funding and virtuallyeliminated any and all federal guidelines, with the exception
of the five-year limit on persons receivin~ funds. The
fact that the vast majority of welfare recipIents are children make the five-year fimit logically flawed. Children
have little or no say in their economic status and cutting
benefits would only hurt them. The PRA is modeled af~ the WISConsin welfare reform plan that iIl;~~~ cut.' ~g people ~om welf~ rp~ after two, y~(rS;r W:~n-'
~mWor}(s, or 'W-2," hits rio't proven to piill'people from ,~
poverty rather it just kicks them off welfare. W-2 and
the PRA do not include any type of training or exemptions for people attending college. These programs expect people to somehow get the skills they need to survive in tile workplace.
True welfare reform does not cut needy children. Welfare reform should include substantial educational and
training programs to get people the training they need
to ~ov~ into wel~-paying jobs and not just low-paying
servIce mdustry Job~. Also, it would maintain federal
oversight of state plans so that abuse and fraud would
not occur. If more fleXibility is desired on the state level,
more flexible waiv~rs can be written into the current law.
- Clinton was wrong to sign the PRA. Iflt~ act cuts children from needed food stamps and cash assistance and
it does provide job skills that are needed to' move people
out of poverty - not just off welfare. Ho~fully after the
election Clinton will enact more meaningful we1fare legislation:
'
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-Shailesh Ghimire
senior

summer Jlewsletter It doesn't make sense to force a
sent by the Gospel for country with its own traditions
.
Asia mission group to accept the tradition of a savdescribed its work as being simi- ing god when their understandJar to a battle. The men and ing is that nothing needs to be
women missionaries they were saved. In this case, Jesus has no
training were described as being place within the context of a Conwarriors in the making, and the fucian culture. It's no wonder the
Indian subcontinent was de- New Testament looks pale when
scribed as a Satanic stronghold. placed next to The Maha-Bharat.
The newsletter ended its appeal The only reason why people hive
for monetary assistance by ask- been trained to think that Jesus
ing Christians to pray for these and the New Testament fits into
missionaries, since they were every culture and every person
training behind enemy lines, well is because WeStern civilization
within enemy territory, in the and ,many Westerners have not
known otherwise.
name of Jesus.
, nus raises questions for
those of us outside the
Christian tradition, as a lot
of students at this college
have goals to become missionaries. Some of our
friends want to save the ignorant souls of Africa,
while vlhcl~ want to bring
God to the Godless of Asia.
Not surprisingly, they see
nothing wrong in what
they plan to do and even
understand it as a part of
leading a fuller Christian
life. What a ~utiful idea,
my friends! After a,Il, the
worl<;l i~ ~upposed ~o follow
_ Another argument against
Christianity as ,the fhu.rch says, missil;>llS has to do with the indiright?, Well, wrong.
. vidual person. Is the person who
The first argument against nUs- wants to be a missionary aware
sions ~tems from the question: of the impli~tions of the mission
Why should the tra~ition of 1$-, ' movement? At an institution like
rael be accep~ as the tradition Whitworth, stUdents with misof God_ by someone raised in the ,sionary goals shQuld explQre
Brazilian Amazon? The co~g other cultures through the differ- '
of Jesus and other biblical ~tories ent students repr~nting these
make sense only in ~e context of cultures: through deep personal
the Old Testament. Jesus fits in friendships, for example. They
if the history of the people is such should read the history. of the
that they are expecting aMessiah. non-Western world and try to

A

understand why things are the
way they are at present. They
should try to read scriptures and
commentaries from different religious cultures.
After going through such a rigorous and honest study, they will
realize Jesus is not the answer to
the problems in Central America
and that the New Testament will
not help the situation in Bosnia.
Most profoundly of aU, they will
see it is the Christians themselves, through providence, God
or raw power, that are at the most
advantageous position in the ongoing international conflict for
global resources and
power. The consequence
will be that the Christian
doctrine doesn't carry
much weight. Students
will also realize that the
only true~tian died on
the cross, thus invalidating
the nussion movement.
By the end of the four
years at Whitworth,. a student with ~tiaI'missionary ,
zeal should realize that
mission work in the tradi, - tional understanding is
'useless. 'The people of the
world don't need a faith
impillt~ through words. They
need a faith propagated by example. Before sending monetary
support to the Gospel for Asia, a
student should ~k whether it is
really a l?a~le. And, will this
money really open the door to
heaven for millions, even though
every dollar being sent is tarnished in the baltle to conserve
Western military illld economic
might? And, ~f this re~ny is a
battle, honestly ask yourself,
"Who is the bad guy?"
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The National Coll~ge
, Magazine
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U. The National College Magazine will appear as a
supplement to 1,500 issues of this week's Whitworthian.
Opinions expressed both t~rough the magazine's editorial
and advertising content do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Whitworthian, ASWC, orthecoUege. Comments
related to U. The National College Magazine can be directed
to The Whitworthian at 466-3248.
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BreW"ing· stniles
Stan Bech d~lights students with his espresso

If

the
comfort of a steamy cup of hot
chocolate moo.
The majority of Bech's business, however, comes from the
coffee drinkers on campus. "The
In the past few years, an
vanilla latte... that's the number
espresso boom set the market for
one selection of students," said
enterprises such as Espresso DeBech. When it comes to favorite
lights, Stan Bech's espresso cart
caffee beverages, the lingo and
located in the Campus Center.
pickiness of people comes
Bech opened Espresso Delights in
through. "I usually order a tall
January of 1991 in response to a
- skinny semi-sweet cafe mocha,"
friendly suggestion.
said Jones.
"I had never drank espresso
The extra preferences do take
coffee before. After tryirig it, I
their toll on the bank account.
thought, 'Wow this is a great
Coffee drinkers spend from $.25
product that I would love to
to $.50 more for special selecserve,'" said Bech. "1 love being
tions. An extra option is increasat Whitworth. I can't think of a
ing the coffee size to either a taU
better environment for anybody
(a mid-sized cup) or a grande
to work.. It is such a great com(the largest s~e). Other options
munity."
include iced coffee drinks,
Whitworth students enjoy havBach
prepares
an
Italian
soda.
double
shots of espresso or £Iaing Espresso Pelights on campus.
"1 love the convenience of being a refreshine non-coffee item, yored sy~ps,
able to grab a
~fter a job, Espresso Delights offers over 30
and then just hang out, relaxing flavors of Italian sodas for $1.75.
with friends in the Campus Flavors range from almond· and
Center's comfy chairs," said Irish creme to ,tangy fruit flavors
130 a WI. to8:JOp.m.
MOI1-Thurs
such as pink grapefruit and kiwi.
freshman Heather Jones.
130am.w400pWl
'jrida(J
Frosty Spokane days entice
Bech's cart boasts a variety of
12:00 p.m. w3 ()() p.m
SQ/l./rdalJ
beverage options with selections non-coffee .drinkers into the
5l1nday
~30pm to830pm.
aimed toward the. tilstH>uds of Campus Center to enjoy a simple
coffee lovers and hate~ alike. For milk steamer or .the warming
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you were President of the
United States for 24 hours,
what would you do

REBECCA JORDAN
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"Go hang out at a homeless shelter and work there for a day. Because presidents don't have time to
do that."
-Ben Patterson

junior

"Unite all the Iitt.1e children of the
world to sing in perfect harmony.::'
-Kate Hancock

junior
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" "'Spend~a lot ol. mo(u!y. (,
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-Justine Jennings
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Enrollment myth uncovered
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Assumed Whitworth ratio
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KATHIRYN SCHREYER
Staff writer
Contrary to popular belief, the
difference in the female' to male
ratio at Whitw9rth is not as dramatic as many would say. In fact
for everyone man here at
Whitworth, theoretically, there is
only one and a half women:
For quite some time now, there
has been a misconception prevalent among Whitworth students.
Many have been led ·to believe
that there is a significantly greater
number of females than males
enrolled here. Often when students are asked what they think
the ratio actually is, responses
range from a dose 2-to-l, all the
way up to estimates of 4-to-l. For
example, Dean of Enrollment Services Fred Pfursich, recalled a recruiting event in which a student
panel was assembled to answer
any prospective questions about
Whitworth.
"One of the students on the
panel," Pfursich recalled, "was
asked the questiOI;1, 'what is the
ratio of men' to women at
- Whitworth?' The student, whom
I believe was a junior a t the time,
said off the top of her head, '1
think its one to four: I couldn't
believe it."

Although it is true that there
are more females than males here,
the difference is not as great as
one may think. In fact, during the
six years that Pfursich has been
involved with enrollment at
Whitworth, the student ratio has
remained consistently at approximatey sixty percent women and
forty percent men. For the 199697 school year, the comparison is
a relatively balanced 58 percent
women 42 percent men, making
the ratio a mere 1.S-to-l.
Having established that there
, are indeed more wome~ enrolled
at Whitworth, one can begin
searching for reasons for this imbalance. According to Pfursich,
. there are several factors that come
into play which bring more
women to Whitworth. For example, every year statistics show
that there are. more women becoming teachers. Therefore, the
well regarded education pro- .
gram at Whitworth is a factor in
the outcome of enrollment.
"TraditionaIly, more females go
into primary and secondary
teaching, and since our education
program has always been very
strong, both on the undergraduate and graduate levels, those
programs tend to have fewer
men/' said Pfursich.

afallacy

Another possible answer to the
ratio question is the popularity
that smaller, private, liberal arts
colleges across the country seem
to have among women ~ppli
cants. Based on Pfursich's experience with enrollment, the ratio
seems to hold true even during
the application process.
Parents generally have different concerns about where their
daughter will end up going to
school as opposed to concerns
they may have for a son. They
encourage their daughters to
seek schools that are safe, and
that have a nurturing, healthy environment, such as the one found
at Whitworth. For many young
women who happen to be moving away from home for the first
time, Wh,itworth, with its closely
knit community, safe surrounding neighborhoods and its strong
feeling of togetherness, seems
very appealing.
Enrollment Services does not
expect the ratio to ever be equal.
"Certainly we do not want to
ever be 70-to-30, but I don't think
our goal should be SO-to-SO," expressed Pfursich. "What does
that do for us? Being 6O-to-4O or
58-t0-42 isn't a big problem on
campus: Just as long as we stay
in that range."

"Put a bill out to repeal the assault
weapons "ban."
-Adam Barlow
ju,,~cir

"Visit different countries and talk
with the youth."
-Emily Dent

sophomore

"I'd give a presidential pardon to
the Unabomber."
-Malt Rindal

junior
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Spokane churches offer variety
of -worship settings for students
BETHANY HONSINGER

Staffwrifer

The burning question on the
minds of many Whitworth students every Sunday morning
(preferably not too early) is,
"what church should I attend to.
day?"
It seems that feeling welcome
and comfortable are standard
reasons for choosing a particular
church. Other reasons may include convenience, fellowship, or
outreach programs.
As a college student, church
selection may seem limited.
However, some churches in Spokane actively seek out Whitworth
students and offer them various
programs.
Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church has both a traditional and a contemporary service. "I liked the traditional service becal1~, pi th~ .hymns and
because' it reniinds me of the
c;:hurch I grew up in," ~id sophomore Amanda Ayers. !'1'he pastor speaks to us as a sinner and .
doesn't condemn anyone."
Sophomore Mark Nelson pre-

fers the contemporary service
because it is "uppity" and breaks
the mold while holding to tradition. "Of course, I also go because
with the late service I can sleep.
in," he said.
Sophomore Aaron Pagniano
attends Life Center and is also
involved· in Frontline, their college group. Frontline meets on
Friday nights and is attended by
about 100 students from all the
five colleges in spokane: "1 'feel
that this is a church where I can
minister as well as be ministered
to," he said. "It focuses on outreach and making disciples of
ourselves."
At First Presbyterian Church,
sophomore Eric DeVries enjoys
working with the junior high
youth as well as attending the
college group on Sunday nights.
He prefers the community of a
bigger church but also feels it is
wekoming and warm.
Sophomore LaNe BrodehJ attends Sl:ladle Park Presbyterian
Church because it is smaller and
can provide its shidents with a lot
of support. "1 wanted a strong,
bible-beli~ving church with a personable pastor,". she said. "Their
pastor remembers my name and
always asks me how I am doing."

,

Whereto
worship
St. Luke l.uIhmIn 0Iurch
N. 9704 Division· 467-5256
Sun. 8:30 am., 1I aOL &; 5:30 p.OL

Whitworth Comm. Presbyterian Owrch
W. 312 Hawthorne· 466-0305
Sun. 845aOL, lOam., &; 1I:15aOL
Trinily BapIUt OIurcb
6528 N. Monroe • 328-4660
S\Hl. 8:45 am., II a.m.. &; 6 p.rn.

Countty Homes Ouistian Chm:h
8415N. Wall St. ·466-3414

Sun. II am.
St. 'IlIot11u More CatholIC Parish
8112 N. Howard Dr.• 466-0220
Sat. 5.30 p.rn.
Sun. 8 a.m., 9.30 a rn., & II am.
New Horiwns Community OIua;h
2404 W. LongfelloW .484-484s
Sun. 9:30 am:

rim OIwch of the ~
9004 N. Cowitty Homes· 467-8986
Sun. 9:30 aOL& II a.OL
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Dale Bruner, Dale Soden and JIm Waller debate Bruner'a ,
commentary on llatthew's Gospel at the Faculty ElooInading Club
meeting Wednesday, Septen1ber 25,

Professors gain insight
throughbookclub
discussion, debate
BETHANY HONSINGER

Staff writer

professor of Physics, said that she
enjoys the club because she has
. thE! oPpor1unity to read and discuss bOoks
would otherwise
never read.
Members love to debate and often diverge from simply talking
about that month's-book. For in,!>tance, Baird said Martin
Luther's "Commentary"on Matthew" once led to a discussion
about the nature' of grace ahd
anti-Semitism. A work of Galileo
also sparked a stimulating discussion about homosexuality.
The members of the Faculty
BookreadingClub learn from one
another and glean new ideas. "1
also enjoy the contact With other
faculty members and getting to
know them t~rough arguing,"
said Kieffaber.
,.'
"1 ~njoy learning from a different perspective and am often surprised by my colleagu~s," said
Baird, "We respeCt ea~,l) other's
opinions be.:ause nobody can get
by on simply authority,". .

she

Does graduation from college
mean· the end to evening study
sessions?' Not for nine Whitworth
professors who me~t together
monthly in an unceasing quest for
knowledge .. These professors,
representing a majority of the academic
departments .. ' , at
WhitWorth, are members of the
. . Faculty Bookreading Club.
According to Forrest Baird, professor of Philosophy, the club was
started sil" years ago. Their ini. tial purp~ was to discuss the
classics in philosophy itnd theOlogy. How~ver, the group now alternates each month between ~
da~sical and c~ntemporary
works in both subjects. ..
Each member chooses a book
they feel will interest the others.
This month they will be discussing Bruner's commentary on
Mattbe:w's gospel. Lois Kieffaber,.
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for exams on the way to
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your valuable change for
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(like washers and dryers).

Pick up an STA Adult Pass
and free yourself from the
hassles of commuting, the
nightmare that is parking,
and the inevitable icy roads
for the rest of the semester.
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Weelutnders . . all smtIes _

new trt.ndehlps .... estIIbIlehed and old ones 1Itrengthened.

The Weekend
1996
Camp Spalding
"We are the clRy, You are the potter"
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"Being off campus and in nature has been
the best Ihlng. I find that I fee) closest to
God when rm in nature."
~ Greqhen Andenon
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"[The Weela!nd is) a time to hang out
, with friends and grow closet to God, and
re-evalUate your priorities.~
Senior Sheila MMk
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Tradition dr~ps from the sky
.CARYN SOBRAL

ulty take seriously this tradition
that has lasted for decades. The
question is, what would you do
to catch a virgin pinecone?
Hmveyoucaughta~hNorth
Some students admit to shakvirgin? A virgin pinecone, that ing trees to make a virgin pi, is? Virgin pinecones only exist at necone c~me loose. Others say
Whitworth! and according to tra- they have actually p1,lshed people
dition, catching one of these pure out of their way to catch one.
con~ falling from heaven above
Most would unc;loubtedly sacriis the ultimate graduation re- fice their bodies to catch their
quire~ent.,
' ticket'to graduation. Rick
Students aren't looking for Homer, Chair of the Theater Decompanionship or life-long part- partment, says that in his day as
ners here at Whitworth, they're a student here at Whitworth,
looking for falling pinecones! catching a virgin pinecone guarWhy? Basically students cannot anteed not only graduation, but
graduate unless they have caught marriage as well. He met his wife
a faIling pinecone before it's de- here, so he says the legend must
stroyed by the defiling touch of be true. The best tactic to actusolid ground, Students and fac- ally catching one is to "listen carefuHy for the sound of falling
cones and grab one," said Homer.
Some students actually devote
quality time to catching their
symbol of graduation status. Junior Emily M~Bride said that one
day she was determin~d to catch
a pinecone no maUerhow long it
took. "Despite the freezing temperature of winter, I stood in the
loop and simply waited for a pinecone to fall," said McBride.
Her digits were frozen and turning blue as she stood shivering in
the loop waiting tohear'the rustle
of the trees which meant a cone
was corning down. She even set
her watch at five minute intervals, determined that in the next
five 'minutes she would be victorious at last, with her precious
pinecone firmly grasped in both
frozen hands. Her dedication

Still/writer

paid off and several five minute
intervals later, ~he had her right
to graduation in hand.
Senior Christine Holman knew
about the virgin pinecone legacy
before she even became a ~tudent
here. Within her first week as an
official student, she came close to
catching a pinecone hNice. "They
kept bouncing out of my han,ds!"
said Holman. She hasn't given
up hope though, and she knows
that one day victory will be hers.
, By the time students are seniors, they have either actually
caught their pinecone or practically died trying. However, there
is one rule to the pinecone catching art that students must follow.
Senior Mathew Scamahorn adamantly stated that if this rule is
not followed, students are
merely living a lie and they cannot possibly graduate. The rule
is that "the ~irgin pinecone has
to legitimately fall (there's no tree
, shaking allowed), and you have
to ca tch it by chance," said
Scamahom. "Otherwise it's not
a true experience. J've already
caught three, So I figure I'm overqualified to graduate."
The question is, what would
you do to catch a virgin pinecone? Would you make any
sacrifice? Maybe you'll be one of
the lucky ones who have a pinecone siqtply fall into their lap.
Graduation is closer than you
realize, so start listening-for the
joyous sounds of a faIling pinecone, keep looking up, and be
ready to catch your ultimate
graduation requirement.
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Q'uarterback duo answers
Pirate's football q':lestion
';
)

BENNElT GIBSON

\

Staff writer

,I

I

This season, the Whitworth
football team offense brings
two talented weapons to the
table, quarterbacks sophomore
Rob Leslie and freshman Casey
Doyle.
Both quarterbacks bring different attributes to the team,
'with the common purpose of
winning at the forefront. In last
week's game, they were given
equal time in a late-effort loss
to Eastern Oregon, 37-23.
Head Coa~h John Tully said
that bo~ quarterbacks will see
p1aying time at this point in the
season. "Right now we p1an on
playing both. We don't have a
set rotation," he said, "Sometimes a change is very'healthy."
Tully added that both are
red-shirt freshman and experi-

ence will on1y make them better.
"They've both played two college
games so far, and they've both
played well," he said.
Tully also lauded both for their
athletic ability, intelligence, and
their ability to be coached. He
also admired them outside of the
playing field. "They're both quality human beings," he said.
There is no quarterback controversy on this team. Both quarterbacks have said that they are
connnitted to a winning result on
the foothan field, no matter what
the circumstances. Leslie identifies his position on the team: "I've
been starting, but it d~n't mean
that he can't. IT he starts, it's because he deserves it," he said.
, Leslie also complemented
Doyle on his strengths as a quarterback. "He's very pOised. He
doesn't get rattled easily. He has
a good touch on his passes, and
he doesn't make any mistakes,"
he said.

Doyle is also committed to winning, whether
he starts or not. ''We both
have an understanding
with each other. 'We're
like each other's coach,"
he said.
Doyle also praises his
passing counterpart.
"He puts the team before
himself. He is a team
player all the way," he
said.
Regardless of who
starts, both Leslie and
Doyle will be ready to
lead the team to success
to the best of their abilities.
Both quarterbacks
have had an extra week'
to prepare for this
Saturday's game against,
defending NAIA Cham.,
pion Western Washington University-at 1:30
p.m. in the Pine Bowl.

~k8

easey Doyle and Rob leslie bring two threats to the offanae.

Tar Heels soccer team faces probation
College Press Service
The University of North Carolina men's soccer team was
placed on athletic probation after a freshman was hospitalized
following a drinking binge.
Gregory Danielson, 18, spent a
night in UNC hospitals after
drinking too much alcohol Sept.
2 at a men's soccer initiation,
said UNC athletic director John
Swofford.
"By my direction, and with the
full sport of Coach [ElmarJ
'.Bolowich, that trip will not be

made, and we will offer to forfeit
the scheduled games," he said.
Swofford said he canceled the
trip to emphasize the seriousness
of the drinking incident.
"} am concerned that the leadership of the team took no action
to discontinue the underage
drinking and the alcohol abuse
that took pla~e," he said.
Chancellor Michael Hooker said
the team's behavior, as reported,
"is unaq:epted and will not be
tolerated at Carolina."
The university renewed its efforts
to crack doWJl o~ drinking 1ast

spring, when a fraternity house
fire following a 'party killed five
students. The new policy prevents fraterhities and other student group!> fro,!, u!>ing their
funds !o purch~se, alcohol on
campus.
But the party attended by
Danielson was held in an offcampus location.
Swofford said any future incidents involving alcohol could
cause players to be suspended or
games ~o be foreited. The team is
also ordei"ed to perform community service, he said.
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Whitworth women's soccer continues to rack up wins
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Senior Haley NIchols driving past defeud..aln Salurdey'5 game ....nst P8CIftc UnMnity.

~;

were defeated 1-0. Whitworth reel style this season. A direct
BlUAN HULTGRENN
women's soccer has a long his- style team plays a straight for~
SIIIjJ writer
tory of having trouble with ward game, without much short
Willamette. ''There is always a . passing and moving the ball horipsychological factor involved zontally. They clear the ball out
The Whitworth women's soc~ whenever we play Willamette," if it gels near the goal rather then
cer team is playing well. They said Hagerott.
.
trying to work it up th~ field.
have beaten three out of their last
Despite the 1-0 loss Whitworth Once they get ahead look for a
four opponents. They defeated played well in most aspects of the direct team to sag back and plug
Linfield 6-0 on the first game of game.
They out played up the goal. 'Wtllamette and Setheir road trip. Coach Daman Willamette first half and in the attle University (the only other
Hagerott said they were able to second half they absolutely team Whitworth has lost to this
press Linfield's goal nearly th~ dominated. They pressured the season) are direct teams. _
entire game. Linfield's inexperi~ goal constantly but came up
After a week of practicing,
enced squad wasn't able to com- empty again and again. "We Whitworth came back and faced
pete on the same level as Whit- didn't shoot decisively," was another direct style team on Satworth.
Magerolt's comment.
urday. They rolled over Pacific
The team didn't fare as well
The girls have had trouble University 5-0. Hagerott said the
against Willa mette, and they with teams that play with a di- team did a much better ~~~~t~
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ing then it had been doing against
Wtllamette and Seattle U. They
were also able to work the baU
effectively to the wings, which
was something they had not been
able to do against WHlamette or
S;ea_ttI~ Q: 'fl:te.defense passed Jhe

ball around well in back, and
moved the ball up at opportune
times. Senior Jennifer TISSue had

three goals in the game.
Whitworth handled George
Fox easily on Sunday giving the
Bues a. 'Yin streak of two games.
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SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.
2.

How many mClIJIll~"'~..oase[)au
California?
Who was
able

3.

4.

S.
6.

7.
8.

PREREOUISITE: ADRENALINE

9.
10.

TIE BREAKER:
(Oosest to answer gets
How manY runs did the
inn!ng to crush the

Dodgers get in the first
19-1 onMay21, 19527

Prize is a free espresso or

soda from Espresso De-

lights or a can of Mountain Dew.

Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center.
(

Last Years Results

Winner:
Congratulations to Alex Schuerman for answering nine questions correctly and the tie breaker to nudge Bennett Glbson.

Answers:
1) Texas Rangers 2) Gaylord Perry 3) sunglasses 4)
Mkkey Mantle S) Jay Berwanger 6) Pittsburp Steelers
7) PbU Simms 8) Sportswriters and broadcasters 9) none
10) seven maybe
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Pirate volleyball team struggles
to find first conference victory
SHARON OLNEY

Staffwriter

i,

On September 25, the
women's volleyball team traveled to Walla Walla to play the
Whitman Missionaries. Despite
leading the first game, the Pirates
lost 12-15, 8-15, 15-12 and 9-15,
. The Pirates opened their
weekend road trip Friday with a
non-conference win against
Northwest College. The Pirates
posted a 15-8, 15-11 and 15-9
score behind seven kills by
sophomore Sonya Schaumburg
and a season-high 20 assists by
freshman Kori Walter. Defensively, the Pirate attack was led
by seniors Renee Williams and
Sherri Northington. Williams
posted nine digs while
Northington had fou~ solo
blocks.
On Saturday the Pirates continued to struggle in conference

matches. They lost to Pacific
Lutheran University 6-15, 11-15
and 11-15 in the first game.
Schaumburg had seven kills,
freshman Elisha DeYoe added 11
assists and Williams had three
aces.
In their second match, the Pi,rates were defeated by the University of Puget Sound 12-15, 415 and 10-15. Northington had
eight kills and Walter had 13 assists, Williams had nine digs and
three solo blocks.
According to Head Coach
Hiram Naipo, the Pirates are a
little behind where he expected
his team to be at this point in the
season. He stated that they have
been working in practice on juggling the lineup so'that there is it
stronger offensive attack.
'We are scoring more points in
matches but we just are not winning,u said Naipo.
The Pirate offense did improve

this weekend. Going into the
weekend the Pirates were only
averaging a .088 hitting average, .
Against UPS, the Pirates improved to a .169, and against PLU
to a .192.
"On this road trip in the four
matches that we played,
Northington posted a total of 25
kills in 55 attempts and only committed two errors, posting a .418
hitting average," said Naipo.
Even though the Pirates are 06 in conference play and 2-11
overall, Naipo is looking for continued improvement from his
players.
The Pirates wiU be on the road
again this weekend travelling to
Albe~tson College where they
will play two matches on Friday
and. two on Saturday. Friday the
Pirates face Albertson College
and Whitman College and Saturday they p4tyWestminster College and Western Montana.
~

After eight
,months of
cafeteria food,
olJ-nighters,

SEAfIRSrS
SPRING BREAK
SWEEPSTAKES
Think Spling Break. SeafirSt is. In

fact, they want to senq you and
three friends on a Spring Break
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0' give you other cool prizes like
a Specializectmountail1 bike,'a
Pentium:"computeJ; even $1000
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Whitworth fall sportsJac~g
deserved student support

Only three-and-a-half weeks
-into my life at Whitworth, I
have noticed a saddening trend.
A trend I thought I left behind
in high school. .
The scourge of student apathy plagued my high school in Honolulu
like a crippling disease. Students cared more about where the party
was, rather than where our teams were playing. It w~ disheartening
to me as a fan, and deflating for the athletes on the field or court. This
attitude was in the halls, at the cafeteria. and just about everywhere.
Yet I coul~ never find the source. ~aybe if was because our football
team never cam~ into much success. Sure, we were the Seattle
Seahawks of our division. Maybe our footbaJl scores looked like
lopsided basketball losses, but the pride wasn't in wins and losses. It
was in the effort and courage it took to go on the field, no matter how
badly the team was expected to I~. Nonetheless, the enthusiasm was
not,there. And it was hard to understand why.
Sadly, Whitworth has shown some signs of this devastating disease.
There are the'us~al grQUp of.die harn fans- the kind the playeq; lovebut it's painfully obvious moSt of the'Pirate community hasn'.t come
down with Buc fever.
~e athletes of Whitworth deserve nothing less than the total
support of the student bOdy. Unfortunately, they are not getting it. I
have been to three home events so far this year, yet I already see the
same trends of apathy that I had observed before. , ~ ~-I ~xpectedtheccoll~ge atlnosim~nno-oo a: cruy'place'where pride''''
ruled and the-loudest voices won. I saw the college football gaines on
TV. To me, colleg~ athletics meant half-naked fans with letters
painted -on their chests, down wigs on 'their heads; and cups of some '
presumably nonalcoholic beverages in their hands. I thought that with
or without alcohol, college fans should be 101,ld, rowdy and full of
pride.
'
The fans who do get crazy in the slands are the ones who wi1l
ultimately get the most out of the college experience. The athletes
who
cheered on
these fans deserve every chant, yell, whistle
and shout.
'
Being a student is hard enough (as my high school GPA can attest
to); being a student-athlete is nothing less than a total commitment.
Our Pirate athletes should receive the same level of dedication from
its fans.
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Dating: daring or disasterous?
For some the dreaded question brings anxiety, for others, romance
ANNEMARIE EKLUND

heart surgery," said Bhear. "1
wheeled into the elevator, got off
the chair and took off. I f~1t so
Imagine this: you're hunched bad."
over your mailbox, trying frantiSophomore Carrie Brueggecally to remember the combina- meier remembers a time in high
tion, when you feel the tap on school'when a guy asked her if
your shoulder. Whipping your she wanted to park with him. "1
head aroUnd, you find yourself said, 'Really? Where?' and he told
face to face with the guy from me he didn't care and that I could
your psychology class. "Urn, err choose because he didn't have
... ," he stammers, '1 was ... ,ah his drivers license yet," said
.. ,. , wondering if you'd like to Brueggemeier.. "He was too
go out with me tonight. ..." You young."
can see the sweat dripping down
Senior Joe Helbling remembers
his temples. His hands look cold a girl asking if he had a girlfriend.
and clammy. You ~re past him When he replied with a yes, she
and wonder how to get yo~~lf said,"If your girlfriend were to
ollt of ~ 91le. .
die tonight, would you go out
Sound like a familiar seenario? with me?" Helbling laughs at his
The possibilitieS for di~,~ter ~re own response. "I said sure," he
great when ~tiollS~taa~ said.
are asked.'
.
".
'?~,'.
The stories of best and worst
Senior Jason Bhear knows date asking scenarios go on and
about disaster· all too well. Dur- on.'1 told a girl I liked her one
ing a visit to' a hospital; Bhear time and she told me it was just a
spied an attra~tive woman in the phase," said senior Matt Hild,itch.
lobby, To get her attention, he
Senior David Collins believes
hopped into an ~mpty wheel- in the straight forWard approach..
chair sitting nearby, put up his leg "I simply walk up to a girl and
in the leg rest, and accidentally say 'to her, 'Hi, I'm a non-threat(on purpose) bUmped into her. ening male who is attracted to
When she turned, Bhear asked you, Would you like to go to the
her if she'd like to go out.
opera ?",
,
"She said no and then told me
Senior Steve Jost had a male
her husband was having open quartet sing for the girl he

Features editor

Movie
Revie~

JAMIE FIORINO

Funk is as funk does"

CChe

jirst

Wives

Club

Staff writer
"The First Wiv,es Club"
was bad. I just saved you
valuable time, money and
energy. (So don't say I
never gave you anything.)
Just thinking about the
story gives me a headache: However, in the spirit of goodwill, I
will continue.
The story is about three college friends
who reunite after a friend's suicide. They get
together and drink their lunch only to discover that the fabulous future they envisioned in 1969 has fizzled into a blah existence.
Annie (Diane Keaton) is a neurotic dependent whose estranged husband is fooling
around with their psychologist. Brenda
(Bette Midler) is raising her son and working for a low-class i~terior decorator after
her husband divorces her for a younger
woman (read: Sarah Jessica Parker in a miniskirt), ' Elise (Goldie Hawn) is a has-been
actress who thrives on liposuction and
vodka and whose husband has also left her.
for a younger woman (read: Elizabeth Berkeley in tight jeans).
The women feel that they have given the

dr

wanted to ask to Winter Formal
last year. "The funny thing was
that two of the guys were tone
deaf," said Jost. "1 guess the singOr/dtu 2
SItn'1II1111 ,AkKk mills 111 AI/lilies J1NblPre
ing didn't matter all that much
7:30,.111.
because she said yes anyway."
Even the most awkward sceOr/dtu 3
lHt 1JI11illi vlllllt 111 AIIulIls
narios can end in romantic bliss.
5:30,.111.
Terry McGonigal, dean of the
chapel, smiles as he shares of his
. 0di1/Jer 5· 'KiI,hlr(: }!I/lllr /II tHe J(Qvert 1JtlVillsDlI
engagement to his wife, Suzette.
&1111'111111--l1li11(( Pit IPw frtlpez(s--1I1
The two were in California on
/Vorllt ,.lto &Ik,(. &atr tI!AkK(
New Year's Day in the mountains
8,00 p.lII.
looking down on the Rose Bowl.
McGonigal was sitting in the
driver's seat'of his brother's old
rltMIII/tplI/ lite 1II0lttlt . • •
",
Volkswagen Bug. "There's a
spring coming up in the seat, pokY!e1e/lmfiltl.OIIr Jfnilllje' 1Ir1 sltPW III lite eNgle VIlI/aJ.
ing me in the butt," said
eill
JIIIll ","-l 8 11.111. '" 5 p.lII.
McGonigal. "Suzette s_ays, 'I
think we should get married.
. Apple 'ltslivlIllIl VU(II HIII/I All dill "'III (IJ(/t
What do you think?'" And hoW
walnttl ill OdlJlKr.
did McGonigal respond? 1~'&;;
'yeah, but I've gotta ge,t o~t:9t~
car right now.'" Attd he jumped
out of th~ seat.
~,;:",."
~'The good news is the relationship didn't die thl!re," saId
McGonigal, laughing. "We got
engaged that day." ',. .
Yes, even the most embarrassing situations can lead 'to happily
Clinton, Bernie Worrell, and
ever after. Maybe the guy with NICK BROWNLEE
Staff
writer
Bootsy Collins place the band in
the cold, clammy hands is really
a
world--no, a universe--in once
a Romeo beneath all his nervous"Psychoalphadiscobetabiosaid
"P-Funk is inter-planetary
ness, Then again, Illflybe not.
quadoloop. Supergroovalistic- and rhas the power to not only
prosifunkstication, mo~ but remove.!' Aw, yeah.
Funkentelechy vs. The Placebo
U ited with his fellow ParliaSyndrome." No, I haven't forgot- me t band members Bernie"All
ten to take my medicine this The Woo" Worrell and Bootsy
m~rning, but if you are familiar
Collins, "T.A.P.O.A.F.D.M." will
with Parliament Funkadelics or surprise the old and please the
George Clinton and The P-Funk new listeners, "If Anybody Gets
AU-Stars, the words listed above Funked Up, It's Gonna Be You"
should be an everyday words in' mixes the old school funk rhymes
your vocabulary.
and rhythms with the new bass. The recently released LP by driven drum lines, while "SumGeorge Clinton and The P-Funk mer Swim" and "Funky Kind"
All-Stars "T.A.P.O.A.F.O.M" stir up a desire that can only be
blasts 50,000 kilowatts of P-Funk filled with wearing platform
power coming from the boots and having an afro six feet
Mothership, so kick back and dig wide a.k,a. Lionel Richie in the
while they do it to your ear drum Commodoors. But ,the biggest
(sorry, I couldn't resist). Their pleasure for me was the vocalbest years of their life to the men and have
album stands for 'The Awesome harmonizing of Bootsy, Bernie,
been given nothing in return. Each woman
Power Of A Fully Operational and George on the tenth track,
has decided to seek justice from her man.
Mothership," This tells you what "Sloppy Seconds." Mixed with
Annie takes over her husband's ad agency,
type of person George Clinton is. rap, funk and r&b, I!sloppy SecBrenda takes over her ex-husband's elecBut I still can't find a way to de- onds" tears the roof off and gives
tronics store and in the only humorous
scribe how their music sounds. the "F" in funk. It is the hamhock
scene, Elise sells all of the mutual items
A mixture of bass, guitar, key- in your bowl of cheerios, the
shared with her husband for $1, induding
boards, horns, drums, and the doobie in your funk.
art, furniture, and a Lamborghni.
•
uniquely written lyrics of George
I was disappointed in the performances
given by Midler, Keaton, and Hawn. Midler
was' overbearing as the Jewish wife.
Jerus~lem
Keaton's voice was whiny and Hawn was
too convincing as a drunk. I was also disappointed in the way the director poked fun
Espresso & Bakery
at serious social issues like suicide (" ...when
N. 9910 WalkikJ Rd.
Cynthia made up her mind to do someLocated In the Whitworth Mini-Mail
thing, she just did it...."), homosexuality
·U. .terofAn.
Coupon • - - ,
("Daddy, I'm a lesbian. A very big one.")
•
9raduate
Of undergraduate
I
I
and divorce.
...........broad
The only reason to see this movie on
I Regular size
I
• ahort-t8rm IlCademlc
video would be to see the cameo perforatudy progr.ma
I
I
mances by Heather Locklear, Rob Reiner,
• credita trM......bIe
I Tall size; single shot
I
Stockard Channing, Ivana Trump and
• Biblical Hislory
Gloria Steinem. But that won't be for anIS'
• New Teslamenl Badcgl'ounda
I mooth'les
II
other six to eight months, so in the mean
• Middle Eaatem SIUdlea
time, read the book and I'll take some aspiI & Shakes
I
• Historical Geographv
rin.
• HebrwI BtbIe Tranalalion
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Yale U. Nation's Best
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College Press Service

WASHINGTON-Despite a
school year marred by campus strikes and protests, Yale
University
beats
out
Princeton and Harvard as the
nation's best university, according to U.S. News and
World Report.
Swarthmore (Pa.) College,
with its tiny, 1,300-student
body and unsung sports
teams, tops Amherst and Williams'as the nation's best liberal arts college, stated U.S.
News.
The magazine recently released its 10th, annual
"American's Best Colleges" issue, which many educators
consider to be the most definitive-and influential-of all college rankings. '
To identify the best
schools, U.S. News tallied the
results of 2,730 surveys of college presidents, deans and
admissions directors. The experts were asked to look at
academiC reputation, student
selectivity, faculty resources,
retention rate and other factors when ranking a school.
This year, U:S. News said
it made the ranking more accurate by factoring in a
college's'''educatipnaJ value,"
based on entr~nce - exam
scores, expenditures per studert an4g!,~~u~~i~p rate.
At No.1 Yille 'University,
95 percent 9f incoming freshmen are in the to,p:10 percent
of their class arid ,their average SAT score 'f~Us between
1350-1950, . Also"the university spen,ds about $45~ 507 per
student;'
,'"
.
.Tha~ was enough to boost
Yale ahead of both Princeton
and Harvard for the first time
since 1991.
'
But Yale has s'uffered in
other way-eno'ugh to dull
some students' reaction to the
news <::it its No.1 ranking. For
instance, garbage ';Vent uncol-

H.~.A.R.T.

lected and dining hall and
maintenance workers went on
strike during the 1995-96
school year.
, Also, graduate teaching
. assistants drew nationwide
attention when they held a
failed grade strike last Jamlary, demanding the right to
unionize and bargain collectively for better. wages and
benefi'ts.
This fall, financial aid stu-

nation which have frustrated
students for years."
Student reaction was
more
positive
at
Swarthmore, where the average SAT score for freshmen
falls between 1320 and IS00,
the acceptance rate is 34 percent and expenditures per
student is about $26,504,
"Everyone is really
pleased because it affirms
their choice," said Jennifer
Leigh, a 1994 Swarthmore
grad who currently works as
the coordinator of student
activities.
Leigh describes the
college'S academic environment' as "intense, rigorous"
and worthy if its nickname,
"Swea tmore."
"It's nice to have vutsiders acknowledge that," sh'e
said. "I think seniors feel reany good about it."
Swarthmore's tuition
and fees hover around
det~rmining
$28,000 per year, but many
students receive financial
aid due the college's hefty
endowment, Leigh said.
Even for those who pay
-editorial in the
the full price tag, the college
, Sept. 9 Yale Daily
is worth the high costs, she
said.
News
"That's part of what
people pay for, to be with
incredibly
motivated
people," she explains. "Your
dents returned to campus, , ability t6 learn is every- .
without an aid pac~age bewhere. My.friends ... f~nd in
cause of a snafu with ihefithe work 'place 'that they're
nancial aid office's new com- - the strongest wrfters or anaputer.
lytical thinkers."
"Fortunately, U.S. News
Because of the balloon..
did not consider the efficiency,
ing cost of college, many stu~'
of administration service as a
'dent!> who graduated in 1995
determining criterion," said
left campuses with sizeabl~
an editorial in the Sept. 9 Yale
debts in addition ·to diploDaily News, "Otherwise, the
mas, US News noted.
university might have found'
The magazine ranked
itself closer to the bottom than
the colleges and universi~ies
the top of the survey.
whose 1995 graduates inThe editoriill went on to • 'curred the most and least
say that the financial aid
debt.
office's problem is a'n example
The magazine published
of "the same sluggishness, ina "best college values-" rankefficiency and lack of coordi:
in~ in its Sept. 23 issue.

"Fortu'nately,
U.S. News did
not consider the
efficiency of
administrative
services as a
criterion, "

Sot?homore Michelle Lunn of Warren Hall gets a work-out shoveling
dirt at COPS Navawood as part of Community Building Day.

Initiators

Con iin ued from Page 2

sat on the ASWC-appoinfed
. Pulei said that the worst
board to review Baldwin's ini- thing the initiators can be
tiators, said that someone found guilty of is disrupting
must be lying because several community, which is one of
of the Baldwin initiators came the big three and i.. outlined
in with different stories than clearly in the student handthe one Wilberding told.
,book. If they are found in the
"They knew it was hap- "'wrong, ASWC will work with
_pening and did nothing to Student Life to find a suitable
!>top it. They did not take're- sanction.
sponsibility," Pulei said.
Even with the possibility
Pulei also said that ASWC of punishment, Wilberding is
is planning a review ba'ard for very proud of the Baldwin
the Mac initiators, although men he initi~ted this yea'r.
he doesn't yet know when it's
"Tubbing is a tradition
going to held. "They were that's been with Baldwin for
looked upon as leaders and ,a while -I did it- and it's sad
they still broke a rule, even if that it got shut down by
it was held off-campus," he said. ASWC," he said.

Conference

Confinlleijrom Page t

the meaning of ma~ulinity and
femininity will be .included.
The discussion generated
at the retreat will continue
throughout the year in gatherings wi th Whitworth faculty
and staff who will speak on
specific topics. ;."
Forrest and Joy Baird, Dale
~nd Kathy Bruner; Jim and Lulu
Page, Marty and:,Amy Evans,
Jim and Patty Wal~er, Gordon
and Sue Jackson and Dick and
Judy Mandeville, represent
some of the fifteen couples who
will participate in H.E.A.R.T.
A schedule 01 speakers and
times will be di~~ributed at the
retreat and posted around campus; with a few exceptions,
meetings will be held from 8-9
p.m. on "-:Ion day nights in the
chapel. The meetings will be
open to everyone;'
Both organi~ers stressed
that H.E.A.R.T.:j's'
., aimed at

i:singles as well as couples, and
designed so everyone can be-'
come involved and benefit from
the program.
'
"If people are unable to
make it to the retreat, they're
more than welcome to come to .
the Monday night 'meetings,
and they're more then welcome
to give us a call if they hav«;! any
questions", said Russel.
While they didn't realize
how big a project H.E.A.R.T.
would become, both Parmley
and RU'Ssel expressed excitement over the direction it has
taken and hope that it will impact the Whitworth community.
"The most fun about doing
this is seeing people's reactions
and having them talk with us
about what's going on in their
lives. To see the interest is exciting", said Parmley.
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International debaters defend American culture
JOY YAMASHITA

Siaff writer
Students who attended Forum last Friday were treated to
a display of mternational wit
and debate.
Headed by Forensics Team
Coach Mike Ingram, team
members Laura Walker and
Hanna Ganser met head on
with Stephen Maggee of Scotland and Simone Murray of
Australia, a spirited team from
the University College of London.
The British team argued
against the pun, "American
culture is no more than fiche
and v-chips" in thIS, their
eighth college stop in a twenty
eIght college debate tour.
"A Scot and an Australian
defending American culture
against two Americans" was as

likely as "the Pirates winning a
game this season," said Magee.
This was the first debate of

"If it doesn't
have humor, it
wouldn't fly
in London"
- Simone Murray

this year's International Debate
Series, which invites teams
from around the world, chosen
by interviews, to compete in
one of the oldest forms of art.
The event not only "proSee Debate, page 3.

Dan PheslWh~worthl.n

British debater Stephen Maggee argues American culture is more than technology at Oct. 4 Forum

Murdock funds science research
LYDIA DOBROVOLNY

Slaff writer

f·

- , --------------- - ------.---._. _ -:_ 1(
Cl1rne Wass9I1Wh_lworthlan

Science lab worker, sophomore LaNe Brodehl, fills petri-dishes.

With the millennium
looming on the horizon, the
Science faculty and Development Office of Whitworth
College have teamed up to
secure a grant, better equipping both science students
and professors for the future.
The Murdock Foundation,
a group interested in education development in the Pacific Northwest, has worked
with Whitworth to provide
funding for research projects.
Murdock
will
provide
$225,000 in grant money,
which Whitworth will match
from other sources. Over the
next three years, the money
allocated will finance six research projects proposed by
the Science department.
"1 got a letter from the
trust that said our proposal
was one of the strongest they
had seen in years," said Charlotte Kroeker, director of development for corporations.
"This will open up many new
opportunities for the Whitworth Science program"
"The interest is In real,
publishable research," said
Associate Professor Susan

Bratton, Lindaman chair of
Science, Technology and Society. "The grant is designed
specifIcally to sponsor faculty
research projects to promote

"This will open
up many new
opportunities for
the Whitworth
Science program, "
--Charlotte Kroeker,
director of Development for corporations

high-qualIty mentorships for
students," she said.
The grant dIrectly benefits students by increasing
the opportullIties for research
"You're likely to do better in
a graduate school application
if YOll have research experience in the area you're applying in," saId Bratton. "You'll
be in even better shape if you

publish."
Because of the limited
number of long-term paid positions, faculty are working
on short-term opportunities
to Involve more students and
make the gift available to
more people, said Bratton.
Seven faculty submitted
six resea rch proposals: Lois
Kieffaber, Salah Badjou, and
Delbert Friesen from Physics,
Karen Stevens from Chemistry, and Finn Pond, Dean
Jacobson, and Bratton from
Biology. Bratton then worked
with Kroeker to created a proposal for the Murdock Foundation.
Each faculty member will
have one or two paid summer
assistantships for their
projects, and several are setting up Jan Term opportunities that are related to the research. Students will be able
to take advantage of these
shorter-term opportunities
indirectly sponsored by the
funding.
Bratton and BadJou have
already designed projects for
this Jan Term.
Bra Iton's project deals
with ethics and commerCIal
fishing, and she intends to lise
the coast of Ireland as a con-

See Resenrch, pnge 3.
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The GRAPEVINE

Praying together, playing together ...

.II

• Cheap Date. Take your honey to visit someone in the hospital.
Tum the TV to a movie channel or ask the nurse for a selection of
movies you could watch together. Hospital rooms are usually
equiped with deluxe cable and VCRs. Not only will you make
someone's da}/J but you'll get to watch a movie .. .free.
• Whitworth Rumors. Jinuny Hoffa is buried under the campanile? Students engage in shoe worship? Axe campus houses communist factions? A survey taken at Welcome Fair revealed that
rumors about Whitworth are rampant. Freshmen were informed
about the "pinecone curtain" and the $treaking practices of
McMillan Hall, but doeS anyone know where Jimmy Hoffa is
buried, really?
• Alien circles. Does anyone know why there are circles in the
middle of the lawn where no grass will grow? Let's uncover this
conspiracy.
.
• Parking problems. Security issued 12 parking tickets last week,
totalling $240. Ouch.
• Still looking for an answer to that question about gargoyles.
(Which professor do the gargoyles on Dixon Hall best represent?)
Overheard last week: "Hey! I've never noticed those before!"
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pr&-game prayer beIont facing the NAJA
aecond-ranked western Waahlngton UniYersiIy Vlldnga Ia8I Saturday.

The Whitworth Plrat. . huddle together In a
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Visitor~ experie~ce ca~pu·s
JACOB MEADOWS
. Staff writer

A hundred and fifty perspective students will invade
Whitworth as experjence the
Great Escap~ weekend, October 12-14.
Great Escape enables high
school seniors who are deciding on colleges to visit the students, faculty and community of Whitworth College, as
well as the greater Spokane
area. This program is also a
way for Whitworth to advertise and gain future students.

"[Great Escape] gave me
a sense of the campus and the
community of the college, and
helped me decide on Whitworth as th~ college of my.
choice,"
said
Matthew
Scamahorn, a past Great Escape visitor and <;urrent fulltime student:
'"60 percent of the people
who go through Great Escape
become full-time. students
making it Whitworth's most
importan t recruiting program," said Jan VanThillo, the
offic~ supervisor for Enrollmen t Services.

life

The Great Escape weekend "enables the visitors to'
experience the activities of
the Whitworth community
and get a perspective on who
their peers would be," said
VanThillo.
The weekend's activities'
includes a tour of Spokane
and the college campus, an
on-campus coffeehouse, and
an academic fair,
Great Escapees will also
have the opportunity to attend classes of their choice on
Monday.

~ Minutes

*' 466-3248, eJIt. 6)

(

Wednesday,
October 2

• A motion was tabled to discuss theme houses and their representation on the ASWC Asse.mbly.
• President Moses Pulei appointed the foUowing to the Initiation
review board: JoAnna Grant (Village), Dave Roth (Natsihi editor), Robin Kolb (Beyond).
.
• Danny Rock, intramural coordinator andco.:coordinatQ! of the
InitiatiQn review committee, will be planning a "town meeting"
for students to voice their opinions about InitiatiOn..
• The following Assembly members were appoint~· to the fi. nance committee: Selby Hansen (Stewart), Sheila Maak (Off-campus), Jeff Davis (Warren), Lora Gnssen (Baldwin-Jenkins), The
committee evaluates requisition proposals and preSents theirre<:-.
onunendations to the ASWC Assembly.
• Financial Vice Presid~nt Shelly Maak reported that ASWC cur- renUy has $2,500 in Un.illJocated funds for the 1996-97 school year.
• The next Assembly meeting will be held at 5 p.m. on Wednesday, October 9 in the ASWC Chambers (upstaiis in the Campus
Center). All students are invited to attend.
>
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WHITWORTHIAN
Editor in Chlef
Marie Jackson
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editors

SRrtlh BIIde
Annemarie Eklund
Todd Parsons
Eli Jaeger
Dan Plies
Sheri Allen
EliZlJbeth Vernon

Advertising Manager Carin 51pp4
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Circulation Managei' ElizAbeth Vernon
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STAR WBDljRS

Alislw Brow, Nidc BI'DTVnl«, l¥lill Dobrovohry,

Jtmrie Fiorino, BenMt Gibson, llethtmy Honsbtgrr,
Brilm Hllltgmrn, R.ebtcaI JordIm, Rtf¥caI LInM,
Kenji MamuM, JactJh MI.IIdows, Sharon Olney,
Hmtiler Ptuish, Jnmfrr RIIff, IGJtlriryn SchTryer,
Caryn SobnrI, Julie SIln4, c..mpbell White

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jmny &rrtow, Steoe B~

5nh Kuru:l, Angtt. ReyrtoIds, Dtbbie ~

Jmnette Sitbms, Omit Wastr, Jm. WitIrig

WHITWOBTH SPEAKS OIIT
C4rrie Wasser & DIn Plies

walk in front of Baldwin-Jenkins Hall. Supervisor called.

I
dt Toppings I
I
¥-- mrll I
I Limit 1 per COIIpOIL ExJH- Oct 1",996. I
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September 30
Discovered attempted theft from vehicle parked in the east
Stewart Hall parking lo~. Wmdow found smashed open, nothing missing.
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HwuIi:
Monday -Satunlay 10 a.m.-lO p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Mochas $1.50
Tall size; single shot
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September 28-Odober 3
Vandalism between dorms reported nightly. Acts include egging, ~uming garbage, and destruction of property. Currmtly investigating s~.

r-- -Coupon. - - ,
I Yogurt
99¢ I

I 1JIoII _ _ ,.,-.Not_ ... ..,. I
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.

: Medium Yogurt :

Ginny Whitehouse

EDITORIAL BOARP
Jtmny Nelson (ctIOrdirrator), 5mJh Armstnmg,
HmlPIII Grm.ser, J4«m HDrDmI

September 21

Pizza delivery person cited for speeding and parking on the side-
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October 7-11
• McMillan/Ballard/Beyond - Kid's Week

aU

October 10
• Arend - Hang out night
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October 11
• Warren - Babysitting for Faculty /Staff
October 12
• Warren -"Pancakes and Cartoons (9 a.m.)
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NEWI-3
Sport Medicine participating in
national outcotnes assessm.ent
JUUESUND

Staff writer
For the past nine months,
Whitworth College's Sports
Medicine program has been
participating in a nation-wide
"Athletic Training Outcomes
Assessment," sponsored by
the National Athletic Trainers
Association.
The three-year long study
Hassesse~ the outcomes of what
we do as athletic trainers," says
Russ Richardson, director of
Sports Medicine. Whitworth's

"Whitworth has
one of the highest
placement rates
in the nation, "

dress issues pertaining to the
type and severity of the injury.
Then, at discharge, the
same process is followed, asking both the trainer and the patient to evaluate the types of
treatment and rate the successfulness of treatment.'
On the questionnaire, inquiries are made about such issues as the patient's '"general
health," "strength/power,"
'~psycho-social status (confidence, dependence, anxiety,
etc}," and "endurance." Student trainers ta~e an active role
in the process by providing a
good amount of the patient's
treatment.
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Melinda Larson says that the
extra assessment that the outcomes survey· requires only
takes about "ten additional
minutes at intake and then at

discharge." Larson believes
that the extra time is worth it,
and says that the study "will
show that what we do [as athletic trainers] really works."
. This study is the first that
Whitworth's Sports Medicine.
program has participated in.
After the three year period is
over, the collected "da ta will
be compared with other col~eges, allowing us to learn
more about our program and
validate the methods that we
use," says Richardson.
Larson and Richardson
are both looking forward to
the benefits that the study will
bring in, primarily because of
the "research that will assess
the program, and show us
which methods of treatment
are effective, and which treatments aren't that effective,"
Richardson says.
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Club promotes understanding
REBECCA LUNA

SIIIff writer

Helping intlemiitional students
adjust to new surroundings and
IeadUngAmericansaboutothercullures, the IntematiooaI Oub spmSOlS

ethnic events throughout the

year.
Monthly dinners called
HSundhya", meaning "golden
evening" in JndiaA. will be held in
the downstairs 01 the dinning hall
and will feature the food and culture
01 a differmt region each mOnth.

-RuSs Richardson,
'director.of
Sports Medicine

'~guestspeakers,mt&cand

performances Will be put on
throughout the Ina'lth," said Presi-

half 01 the 40 people in attendence
were Americans, said Taniguchi.
"Many people have the miscooa!ptim lhatthe JntematimaJ Oub isjust
focintematiooal students, but it's for
people of diverse backgrounds to
meetand integrate." said Taniguchi.
With members ranging fr\)fl\
India to Mexico, the Inlematiooal
Oub aUows students 01 aU natimalities to fellowship and learn about
eadt other's cultures. '1t gives inImlatimal students a way toCeeiIib
they belong right away," said
Richardsoo.

I
i

I

.

'Besides activities with Whitworth students, the IntematiOOal
Club interacts with international
dubs from other colleges. On 0ctober 12, Whitworth will hart a potluck for the international clubs from
Gonzaga University, Eastern ~
ington University, Spokane Falls
Community College and SpoIcanl!
Community College, said

dent of the International Club
Ryland Taniguchi.
These cultural presentations
"promote understanding," me of the
major pwpaieS 01 the club, said club
advisor Christa Richardson.
At the club's fiIst meeting, about . Richardson.

program went through an ap- .
plication-process to be aCcepted
as part of the study, which
star:fed in January of 1996.
.
Whitworth 'is one'of three
study. si~es in th~ Pacific North-,
west,. and Qne of 88 nationwiiie, .
.'--0' ) •• " •.. J
in the category, "small college/
university. "
Continued from P~ge 1
Contributing
to
Whitworth's acceptance into
motes an important cross cul- Murray said she was "surprised
the national assesSment was
·tural exchange, but also displ~ys how different the atmosphere in
the reputation of the Sports
two very different forms of de- each state is as we travel around
Medicine program. "Whitthe country.",
bate," said 4lgram.
,
Before Spokane, they visited
worth has one of the highest
. The debate provided a
placement rates in the nation,'~
"demo team", sho~ing Ameri- Las Vegas and the "two are like
says Richardson;
cans the humor-filled, thematic night an~ day," said Magee l He
.. The' two other Pacific
British style of debate as opposed said the 'Whitworth audience
Northwest collection sites are
to the more technical Parliamen- . w~s' "a brim.nt, responsive audiat K1amath Falls Medical Centary style used in American fo- ence,"
From 1981 to 1984, Ingram
ter in Ore., and Centennial
rensics competition, said Murray.
High School in ·Boise, Idaho.
"If it doesn't have humor, it participated in an international
The ~tudy involves analywouldn't fly in London," she said. exchange with debate teams
sis of individual patient data.
Although this was the small- from New Zealand, the United
When a new patient enters into
est college so far on their tour, the Kingdom and Japan. He said the
an athletic training program,
team from Britain agreed Whit- British team was among the best
AngaIa~iIIn
the trainer and then patient fill Student trainer junior Stephanie Warner ..... an Inlured anlde.
worth had the largest audience. he had seen.
out assessments, which ad-

Debate

.\

Contjnuedfrom page 1

trol area in addition to pur-'
suing specific studies in the
Northwest.
,
This Jan Term she will
take a group of students to
Ir~land to begin interaction
with the fishermen.
Badjou's project is titled
"Measure and Mod~ling of
Postural ~~bmty ilnd Control
for the Prevention of Falls,
Pain and Diseases. ~
"The Murdock grant is really timely," said Badjou. The'
funding allowed him to order
the eqUipment so that it will
be re.dy by Jan Term.
The grant also provided
equipmfnt . fun,ding for
Kieffaber's Auglow Research
Project. "We photograph the
nigh~ sky in my research
project. We're looking at very
faint emissions from the upper atmosphere and want to
go to a CCD camera because

the data comes out digitized
and can be put on a computer
screen," said Kieffaber,
She will use grant money
to purchase a camera and software and pay faculty and student salaries. "We'll probably
employ two students during
the school year, and probably
two to four during the summer, ~ she said.
.
Friesen said these Jan
Term opportunities will be
listed the college catalogue.
The qualifications students need will vary depending on the project, but several
of the projects are interdisciplinary by design.
The projects are designed
to Hhelp make research opportuniti~s more available to students interested in science,
but especially those who are
looking at graduate schools,"
said Bratton.
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PE requirements
demand too much

Another kind of mission,
another kind of love.
-Aimee Elliott
senior

ery. His eyes looked at the soul
of the human being, and loved
each soul the same.
Sarah Armstrong
I think again of Whi tworth and
our Christian mission. I find diBroken down by credits, students
vision between many non~hris
spend the equivalent of $1,500 on
tians and myself. I see people as
physical education over the course of
targets to shoot at with the truth,
their four years at Whitworth. The adand do not seek to learn from
ministration requires students to take
them. I search for the right anthree credits of physical education,
swers in their presence, afraid to
one of which must be an aerobic acbe found ignorant of Christian
tivity. This requirement has been an
knowledge. I look down on them
issue of much debate over the years, because it entails
for their low standards and odd
large amounts of time and energy, and many students
beliefs. I do not draw close to
resent the college's attempt to keep them active.
While recognizing that physical activity is important,
them. Perhaps I am never even
students, as adults, should have the right to decide the
their friend. Is this Jesus' love?
Christ did not fear being close
extent to which they are physically active .. Based on.t~s
right to choose, students should be allowed to utilIze
to people so different from
other methods to fulfill the physical education requirehimself. The One, calling
ment. Perhaps the administration could offer alternahimself God of the unitive classes to replace some of the current course offerverse, talked and laughed
ings. TIle physical education department should offer
and ate with all people. He
classes in first-aid or nutri tion to fulfill the prerequisites
touched sinners. No one
for graduation.
betweenthenon~hristians
di~ttinciflg
~ was "too low" for him. For
Furthermore, students currently involved in either varhe knew that every single
and Christians. Our own
~~ person he was with,
sity or intramural sports should have the opportunity to
campus hums with com- ~"\; i/!ir$elv~s
waive the college'S requirements. People involved in
clean-cut or
plaints of pushy evangelists
'~~ whether
these activities remain physicallr active, yet are still reragged, was a sinner. And
and Christians who "talk"
t'~,'
"
.;1
ii before these people, he did
quired to fulfill the demands 0 the general education
instead of "walk." Perhaps
requirements.
we should instead look at , ~~A~;~~~~&'~~;:;l~;~':~,~~C~~:~~'{~;:N'~~~~iit.J not need to mask his weakWhile the administration perceives physical education
ness. He became tired,
our understanding of misas "an essential component to a sound liberal arts curwept in the presence of strangers.
sions. No, not missions in Africa yourself from him. Ironic.
riculum, students should not be forced tQ be physically
This phenomenon is not rare He made himself like us.
that we may do three years from
active. The question is not whether physical educati9n
now, but the missionary lives we among Christ's followers. We
Yet, we think we somehow
• _should be taught, but whether the requirements sho1,lld
Whitworth Christians are leading watch En Christo participants, have the privilege of elevating
'be so demanding.,
.
'
dorm mates and friends boldly ourselves above and distancing
on this very campus.
By having physical education requirements, Whitworth
This is the scenario: You sit enter into battle for the salvation ourselves from people who do
attempts to make students into holistic people. Students
down in class and discover the of souls. Yes, this is answering notfollow Jesus Christ. Wemake
would benefit more by having the choice to determine
guy next to you is Mormon. You the call of Jesus, but perhaps we presumptions about them and
how physically active they want to be.
think, "Aaaaagh, what an oppor- have failed to comprehend the thus find nothing to learn from
mystery of his evangelistic love, their lives. We delicately protect
the underlying factor that drew our Christian image in their preshim so close to humans.
ence. Without realizing, we are
Jesus was bold and blunt. He treating them as objects on which
became angry at sin.
He to Impart salvation, instead of
preached. Yet his life contained humans to be loved and rean element we struggle to grasp. spected.
Baldwin residents respond to accusations against initiators
Jesus' love showed itself in huThe mystery of Jesus' life was
mility and weakness, and his life that God, so above and separate
Dear Editor,
dorm. At this time we were told At this time, those people who
expressed an unfathomable re- from humans, made himself huAs a resident of Baldwin Hall by the initiators that we had suc- did not want to be a part of it left
spect. for each human soul. He man, and saw in every soul a reand a participant in the freshman cessfully completed initiation. by their own will.
did not care what society claimed. flection of the Creator. This is the
initiation, I felt that our point of We were complemented on our
Afterwards, we left the college
He dined with the lowly, spoke love we Christians are privileged
view needed to be heard. Many far-superior performance at the campus by our own will and took to the street people and held little
to pursue: a bold love, yet
of our hall residents have been Yell-Off competition.
part in the Baldwin hall tradition children. He didn't defend himgrounded in humility and respect
made aware that our initiators are
Following this, we were all dis- of tubbing. We did all parts of self constantly or run from mockfor each human we encounter.
facing charges and possible dis- missed from initiation, as new this initiation 100 percent on our
cipline due to their leadership of Baldwin Brothers. And we were own and at no time were forced
NO EXIT
({) '96 Andy Singer
most initiation activities, specifi- also told that we were to treat the to do anything. For this reason
cally in the area of possible "haz- dorm members that did not we are very concerned for our
ing." This concerns us, as we feel choose to participate in initiation initiators, who are facing charges
that no hazing occurred.
as if they had.
of hazing. We believe that it is
The optional initiation was a
Immediately after the initiators blatantly obvious that no hazing
fun, spirited event that gave us left, a few Baldwin brothers of took place. Why should a harmsome identity as Baldwin Hall past years told us that they were Jess, off-campus tradition be a
residents. One thing that was going to be offering the tradi- reason for punishment? There
made very clear throughout the tional Baldwin initiation for those are far more other off-campus
entire initiation process was that of us who wanted to take part in. events that actually have a negaeverything we did as part of ini- They made it very clear that ev- tive influence on people. When
tiation was completely voluntary. erythingwas completely optional we start taking away traditions in
This was made clear from the and that if we had any doubts dorms, initiation begins to lose its
very first night. This is also made whether or not we wanted to par- whole purpose, then bonding of
obvious by the fact that their were take in the events, that we should the students. We, as Baldwin
many people that did not partici- leave, as many of the brothers Hall residents, are standing up
pate in initiation activities at all did. Following this, one of them for our initiators because we
or just on specific nights.
described the events that would firmly believe that they did no
We believe that the most con- follow in detail to make sure that wrong. If there is any punishcern is being placed on the final everyone knew exactly what was ment to be made, we are all just
night of initiation. This night going to happen. And again, they as guilty as they are, as well as
started out with Mock Rock prac- made it very clear that it was op- other dorms and their initiators.
tice, followed by the Mock Rock tional. They even had a time of
-Josh Decker
itself. Then we successfully par- silence where anyone who
freshman
ticipated in the Yell-Off and re- wanted to could leave with ab- (15 other Baldwin Hall residents
turned to the basement of our solutely no pressure to continue. signed this letter.)

E

vangelical missions
have often been challenged, and with due
reason. Is there a non-Christian
who likes to be told he or she is
simply wrong, or who enjoys being seen as prey, as a lesser being
who needs enlightenment and
salvation?
However, many of us at Whitworth are Christians, and we believe that the deepest expression
of this Christianity comes in living as IflIsslOnaries: people so
devoted to God that our lives
constantly radiate the life and
love of Jesus to those near to us.
We want to speak Jesus'
words to people, and we
know that doing so is simply obedience to our God.
Yet, this missionary zeal inevitably brings about uneasy divisions and tension

tunity." You make conversation,
get to know him, and consciously
slip God into the discussion. You
are delighted to enter into religious topics, and to eagerly share
your faith, closely calculating
your answers. However, you fail
to take notice of an oh-so-subtle
tendency taking hold of you. You
are interested in him only to a certain point. You listen to him only
to argue back. You see him as one
who is in need, one who doesn't
yet know, one who you must enlighten. In your witnessing, without even noticing, you have elevated yourself and distanced

-We fhink'we somehow'. 'J
.'hav? Jhe priviiege of . ';i
·· .. elevaling ourselves -- ;j
:;,' 1J:.bO'J}e lind

from people"
:.::,who'do !'lot follow Jesus
'.
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Driven up the wall
Rockclimhing offered through Outdoor Recreation this fall
CARYN SOBRAL

Staff writer
Whitworth students
are literally climbing
the walls! Studen ts are
looking for activities to
get their adrenaline
pumping in ways that
challenge them to new
heights. Wild Walls is
a climbing haven
where students can satisfy their
cravings for adventure by hanging from hard to reach places.
Wild Walls, located downtown
in the Laserquest building, is a

place for anyone to climb and
play. Two trips are scheduled for
this month through Outdoor Recreation: Friday, October 11 and
Thursday, October 31.
"I've climbed a ton of trees at
Whitworth and most of the buildings," said Senior Jeremy Bruno,
who has been to Wild Walls with
Outdoor Recreation. "I enjoy
Wild Walls because I can take my
friends along and the level of
climbing doesn't matter on an inside wall. It accommodates all
kinds of skill levels."
"1 hope that these dates will accommodate almost everyone,"

said Outdoor Recreation Coordinator Dave Saugen. "I have arranged to reduce the cost factor
so that most students will be able
to go"
Each trip to Wild Walls can accommodate a maximum of 20
people and students "can't beat
the price," said Saugen. "For first
time climbers there's a $10 fee
which includes a free lesson and
seven free additional days to
climb. The second time students
climb after the previous session,
the cost is only $5. These prices
include all climbing equipment
you will need."
"It Isn't the cost that matters,
it's the value," said Saugen. Students pay only $10, but the actual fee for regular customers at
WIld Walls is $120. "Students get
, an incredible discount because
we're the only school that takes
regular trip!; there. The manager
at Wild Walls is using Whitworth
as an example of what other
schools should do for special activities," said Saugen.
"If Whitworth would not subsidize the climbing, there's no
way I would go," said. Bruno.
"It's all so cheap, it's a great deal."
These trips to Wild Walls "began last year and it just took off
because students love the excitement of the climb. Resident Assistants have even asked if their
entire floor could go to Wild
Walls, and they can. This has become quite a popular activity,"
said SaugeQ.
Students can be sure to reserve
their spots for the next Wild
Walls trip by sigmng up a week,
and at least two hours, in advance at the Campus Center information desk. Students are required to pay when they sign up.
"1 hope the list will be so fuJI that
students
have the incentive
to sign up early," said Saugen.
For more information about
the trips to Wild Walls, call Jason
Fligor at 465-1178, or Dave
Saugen at x4561.

will

DebbIe SchroederIWhltwIX1hIlln

What is your purpose
in life ~

•

"To live with God, to increase love
between Catholics and Protestants,
and to be able to distinguish every
type of shampoo by burrowing my
nose in freshly washed hair."
-Dan Wartman
sellior

"To get my doctorate in Jazz Studies, to tour with Winton Marsalis,
and retire and beconle a full-time
Whitworth Security Guard."
-Michael Jones

sophomore

. "Do~'Vh!'ltt;v~r jt ~a~e!i t9 l1,1ake ttti:>
campus a happier place;,whdleVer
it may be."
-Frank Moore
sophomore

"To glorify God ilnd enjoy Him
forever, and to eat chocolate."
-Amy Clark

senior

Jeremy Bruno on an Outdoor Recreation trip to Wild Walls.

Wash your hands, study underlines
College Press Service
NEW ORLEANS-Millions of
Americans weren't listening
when mom told them to wash
their hands after going to the
bathroom.
Almost one-third of 6,333
people recently observed in public restrooms failed to wash up
after doing their business, and
that spreads germs, says the
American Society of Microbiology.
To gather that information, researchers hid in stalls or pretended to comb their hair while
observing exactly what people
do-or don't do-in public
restrooms in five major cities.
As it turns out, the results contrast sharply with an earlier
phone survey, in which 94 percent told researchers that they
wash their hands after using
public restrooms.

Interestingly, Americans with
college degrees were slightly less
likely to say that they wash their
hands than those without college
degrees.
The restroom survey, sponsored by ASM and aspirin-maker
Bayer Corp., also found:
- The dirtiest hands may
be in New York. Only 60 percent
of the 2,129 people observed
washed their hands after using a
restroom in Penn Station.
-Chicago hands may be
the cleanest. Researchers a t Navy
Pier saw 78 percent take the time
to wash up.
-Seventy-one percent of
people at a New Orleans' casino
washed their hands, followed by
69 percent at San Francisco's
Golden Gate Park and 64 percent
at an Atlanta Braves' home baseball game.
- Across all cities,
women washed their hands more
often than men: 74 percent ver-

sus 61 percent. The disparity was
most pronounced at the Atlanta
Braves' game, where 89 percent
of women washed up as compared to only 46 percent of men.
Dr. Gail Cassell, chair of the
University of Alabama's microbiology department, said that
hand washing may seem trivial
but failing to do so can have
tragic, even deadly <\onsequences.
"By not washing our hands
regularly, we may be causing our
own poor health and spreading
germs to others," she said. "In
fact, the spread of many genns
that cause infections-ranging
from the common cold to diarrhea-can be reduced by
handwashing with soap and
water."
According to the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, hand washing is one of the
"most important means of preventing the spread of infection."

"To serve humanity by following
the example of Christ to the best of
my abilities, and to love and respect
all people."

-Regina Ramon

soplumwre

''To survive."

-Courtney Yin
junior

.'

.'
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play it again, gene
'JAZZ piAnist

KATHIRYN SCHREYER
SfR/f writer
,

For the last seven years, talented . jazz musicians have
played on the stage at Cowles
Memorial Auditorium and on
October 18, this will happen
again as world class jazz pianist
Gene Harris makes his second
appearance with the Whitworth
Jazz Ensemble.
Harris first performed at
Whitworth in 1992, after being
invited by Dan Keberle, profes-

,

fjene Harris returns to Whitworth
sons we had to do it earlier. So
the students had to learn 15
pieces in six weeks, but I have
every confidence in the student
musicians that they can learn the
music that fast," said Keberle.
"We have.some very good jazz
pianists rehearsing with the
band." ,
The students in the jazz en- '
semble are excited and looking
forward to the concert., Senior
Grant Goins has a solo trumpet'
part and is excited to be on stage
with Harris. "1 know" that Gene
,

,

"He has so much charisma.
They all have char~sma, but
Gene is special."

ner

-Dan Kebede,
professor of
musIc

\~f~!: Ie! ~';]~)~I

,

r f<;:

!;"~;. (l:. \

so! of music, at the Uonel Hamp-

,

'

Harris is~ of the ~jazz
tonJazz Festival, an annual con- , pianistsaround todayand so I am
, cert at the University of Idaho. thrilled to perform with him,"
This past February, Kebede was said Goins.
there again ready to make his
As Goins coidirmed, Harris is
second request. Before he could known to ~ aficionados and to
place his offer, Harris asked,' his peers as one of ~ greatest
NDan, ,when' are you going to blues pianists in the world. Hav·
have me back at Whitworthr At ing produced over 85 albums in
that point it was only a matter of his career, Harris' most recent al- '
choosing a date. 'Since Harris is bum entitled "The Real Soul" is
only semi-retired, he still travels the source for most of the tunes
approximately six months out of that he will play at Whitworth.
the year. So this year's concert The music on his newest album
is a touch earlier than usual.
is played by his current group,
The Jazz Ensemble has had to The Gene Harris Quartet, which
work especially hard to prepare. is made up of Ron Eschete on gui"We normally do these concerts tar, Luther Hughes on bass and
in November, but for several rea- Paul Humphrey on the drums.

Grammy nomination and was
awarded Japan's Golden Disc by
"SwingJournal." It made the Billboard Jazz Chart and was one of
the BiUboard's Top 25 Jazz Albums for 1988. , Harris' "Tribute
to Count Basie" earned him a
Cash Box 1988 Music Award and
remained on the chart for over
five months.
Throughout his career, Harris
has performed alongside such
musical legends as Ar4~tha
Franklin, BB King' arid Ray
Charl~. These other musicians
have. much to offer but some
would say Harris has something
else. "He has so much charisma.
They all ~ve c~ma, but Gene
is special," ,~id Keberle."His
music is a little more earthy and
a little more accessible. Some
people don~t quite understand
jazz, but everybody'will understand Gene Harris, when he's
playing the blues.
can relate to the 'sound."
, ' Kebede il;Dd A5W~ are hoping
that the Whitworth student turn
,out is greater than that of last
. 'y~ar. Keeping' that b,"mind,
ASWC has co:'spoqsored the
event to help Iower,~ ticketco:rt
for ~tu4entsj re~' students
would benefi~ from a~ding the
!iliow. Tickets for the IIhmv are $8,
but~tworth~b,ldents can buy
~ fOr; S5 ~\IfJe qf ~e(forts
ofASWC. "
"
'"It's it;
ed;~tiooal
good players, but when he sat tunity,iri ~ 'fOi 'aM of Our jazZ
down at the rehearsal and started students, one of the ~ because
playing, they just got ioo percent they are leanung ~ to,wing,"
better. I turned around and said, Kebede said.' !'fBut then it is a
'who are those guys on drums gr~at cultural ex~ri~nce for
and bass?' then realized, those those who attend ,because they
were Whitw~rth students."
, can all ~late to ~ Idnd of~.
Among Harris' notable accom-, Theie shouldn't be any ~ds
plishments is the "Grand Prix du that make you grimace. You1J be
Disque de Jazz," the French tapping your foot and there will
equivalent to a Grammy. The be students smiling and having
Gene Hams AIl Star Big Band a good time."
,
"Tribute to Count Basie" earned a

The live perfonnance8 I;teard on
the double CD "Silver Anniyel'sary Set" and the tWo studio
dates "Funky Gene's" and "Brotherhood~ cemented the 'quartet's
reputation.
"From a musical standpoint,
Gene' has such strong rhythm
that swings so hard. He swings
better than just about anybody, n
said Keberle. "I remember when
he came here about four years
ago. We had a good band, with
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FREE FINANCIAL AID
Attention All Studellilt
FREE Money is cwrentty available for
College StUdents Nationwide, Over
56 BUUaD In aid Is now available
from private' sector' grants "
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive IOOle sort of aid regardless
of grades, Income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
"
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Major changes looming in the future
Student Life offers services to assist students in decisions
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'College life is not just about
milk and cookies, nor ultimate
fris~ and powder puff. At
Whitworth, students explore
their goals and make future
plans·,
An important factor when deciding the cowse of looming futUres is the declaration of a major. Some students come toacollege with that decision made, but
many ~e advantage of the services offered in Whitworth's Student Life ,;>uilding.
, "We are· excited to have the
brand new SIGI Plus computer
program this year," said Diane
Thoma.s~ interim director of Career !?ervices; "The program assists students in ~dentifying their
Yalues, skills and interestS!lJld
then combines them to determine
career options;"
, Since the SIGI PiUs progi;'am is
new this year, Thomas said, most
students don't know of its existence. She urges students to come
in and u~ the program. An

is unnecessary. "'The freshman
year is a good time to become exposed to lois of different cJ.asses.
This exposure helps students

advertising campaign is being
planned to educate Whitworth
students 01\ the.servia$ SlGI Plus
offers.
Student Life has various brochures available for students.
"The brochures primarily give
stUdents information about resurne writing, cover letters, interviewing and job search techniques," said Thomas.
When choosing a major, many
aspects must be considered. "Every student needs·to make sure
her majods something enjoyed,
related to an interest, filled with
career opportunities that are exciting her, filled w,ith subject matter that can hold her interest ...
and something she excels in,"
said Thomas.
Sophomore Lori Saylor enjoys
her field of study. "In high' school
c I worked withanau~ticgirland
'really' enjoyed the work. That's
why I decided to focus my major
on ~lementary education with a
special education endorsement,"
said Saylor.
. Thomas said that declaring
one's~jor d~freshn~r'-year

of their junior year. Thomas
strongly encourages students
to do a lot of research in order
to identify all of their options
before declaring a specific major.
"I'm not totally positive
about my major. I would still
like an opportunity to be a
[teacher's assistant] in a class to
find out for sure if I want to go
into special education," said

"Nationwide,
students change
majors three
times. "

Saylor.
Hands-on research and experience can be attained
through internships and field
studies. Both forms of research
allow students to work in chosen environments and encourage them to look at job markets,
"Seventy-five percent of all
jobs are obtained through networking [contacts]. A lot of
networking is done through internships," said Thomas. internships and field studies also
look impressive on resumes.
The more ~xperience a student
has, the m9re likely they will
be ch~'a a,prospective em-

-Diane 'rnlomas
interim director of
CareeF Services

gain a better understanding of a
major fi.eld, and if it is a good fit
for him or her," said Thomas.
Major declaration is preferred
by the second semester of a
student's sophomore year, but
some push it to the first semester

ployer.
Changing majors while at
Whitworth is common. uNa_
tionwide, students change majors
three times," said Thomas.
Junior Jennifer Karns is a prime
example of the major-changing
statistic. "In high school I always
wanted to major in nursing, but
then arrived at Whitworth and
became scared that I would hurt
someone, so I changed to teaching, Teaching didn't work so I
switched my focus to social work.
Soon I realized I didn't like my
classes, so'now I am back to nursing," said Karns. "1 see it as a
great way to help people and
teach them. I love medicine and
the study of the body, so [nursing} enter-twines both my interests."
It seems that many college
graduates enter careers one
would never associate ,with their
major. "There is little correlation
between a graduate's major and
what her job becomes. We will
be seeing thi~ pa~m continuing
because of the advance ~f technology," said Thomas.
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Low-cosfdecoratingtips for the dorm room
I,eotkgt PTess ~' ',.

. ',. , 'if~''N4icliig8n"UiUVemt}f': tt;a'~'~ ~your feu,ow ~orm

1~OY, Mich.-Face it.,Your
dorm l'OOIIl--rlhat p.u:ttry-sized,
,12-footby 18.;.foot space-is
~~ you'U spend yow: life for
the next eight or nine mon~.
But with a fewcrealive ~
"coUege students strapped for
cash can convert their dorm
roOms !oto campus castles," .ys
Jodi~ a Z4-y~d i:J\terior
desi
. consultant.
"~
Anger was recently charged
with the ~sk of~ decorating a
dorm ~epl;ived of every:thingexcept~ furniture-

Jerusal~

1bechallengewasthatshecould rats~vious,"sheSllid:
,
only use inexpensive p!pd1:lds _, "Some decOrating tips based on
available from' K-~rt'or ~ther /ulger'swo~in the'EMU do,m
low-price stores.
room:
.
• Purchase space-saving conEMU liked the results so much
it's now showcasing the room
t.aiN!rs to' conduring campus tours as the
ve n i e n t I Y
epitome of dorm living.
store your
Anger has put together a
m 0 s t
list of dorm room decorating
tips, and for starters she SlIggests that students accept
any old ~ or w~-out
furniture qffered from your
parent's basement.
"Stash your cash for those
just-got-to-have-it items
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prized possession. Examples are which serves as a cou~ by day
Rubbermaid snap-shut cases, and a bed by night. ~ futons
stacJgng 4rawers !Uld lo-gallon have a reversible matt1'!!88 in solids or plaids, with a
storstorage totes.- ' .
"
-Invest in a mulli-purpoee cart age drawer perfect .Ior keeping
with stOrage bins. Anger chose II eXtra Iinens or bulky sweaters.
- Use the 0010(1 in your comcart With wheels so ,that it' could
easily moVe around the room. forIef as a starting point to coIor. She placed Ibe ~.ve on the coordiNle your room. Decoratop of ,the cart and,lStored food tive pillows, bed ,..., area rugs,
picture ~ and framed mean
and s~ in the bins.
• ~Ie your work all share the same color acheme.
are. with a desk orga• A d~~toucldaml" with.'
nizer lamp that has com- 3-way lighting feature shed.J just
partments to hold desk the right amount olllght, espeone student bums the
supplies like pencils, pens daUy
midnight oil while the roomies
and post-it notes.
• Consider a futon sleep.
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Studeat. Needecl!
up to 52,(100+ per month

working for emile Ships or
Land-Tour compiIJIies, World

whitworth J922 Ensemble

Trlvel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
unbbearl. etc.). Seasonal lind
FuD-Tune employment wllilabIe.
No experience neceasary. For
more InfonnIdon call

Dr. 0 . ~ dlrtdDr

~ InIemaIJoJ1aIly known JBI2 and hIues pIan1St
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Pirates overpowered by Viking attack
Whitworth loses steam in second half in loss to Western Washington, 56-13
BENNETT GIBSON

Staff writer

;
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A strong second half and a
powerful offense by their opponent spelled defeat for the Whitworth Pirates as they fell to national powerhouse Western
Washington 56-13 on Saturday.
The Pirates fell to 0-3, while the
Vikings improved to 3·0 with
their 13th straight season win.
This was the 51st meeting of the
two teams, with Western Washington leading winning 27 of
them .
Things started on a positive
note for the Pirates early in the
first quinter. After a stingy goal
line stance by the defense to pre·
vent the Vikings from scoring,
quarterback Casey Doyle con·
nected with wide receiver Brion
Williams for a 57-yard touchdown pass that gave the Pirates
an early 7-0 lead.
Western Washington shot back
with two touchdowns in less than
four minutes.
After a nin~yard touchdown
run by Williams, Whitworth
closed to withiri one point, 14-13,
early in the second quarter. However, that was the.closest the Pirates would ~ome to the Vikings.
Western Washington scored 42

unanswered points to close out
the game, including 21 in the
third quarter.
Doyle said that the Vikings utilized their offense very well in the
second half. "They had some big
plays, and they had the momentum, while we had ours in the
first half," he said. Doyle also
said that the offense played very
well in the first half. "The [offensive] linemen did a heck of a job
creating holes," he said. Doyle
had a productive day on the field,
finishing 10 for 17, for 125 yards
and a touchdown.
Defensive tackle Chris Wilson
said that the team Vias not ~ady
to let up at any time during the
game. ''We played with a lot of
heart. We weren't intimidated,"
he said. He also acknowledged
that Western Washington, the
defending NAJA national champion, was a tough foe. ''We know
that they're a good team," he
said.
Defensive backs Coach Jim
Nendel said that the Vikings had
all of the drive in the second half.
''The kickoff really set the tone for
the game, and they used that m~
mentum to turn things around
for them," he said. Nendel ;s r~
ferrinS to a 83-yard kickoff return
by Viking fullback Scott

W_JWhIIwor1hian

Senior Brion Williams dives for more yards. He picked up both of the Bues' touchdowns, a rushing
and a receiving. Williams added 10 yarc:ls on two ~rrIes and 78 yards receiving on 4 catches.

Noteboom on the first play of the
second half.
Nendel also said that the team
is going through a lot of transition right now. "We're a young
team trying to turn things
around," he said. "Mentally is
what we're struggling with the

most," he said. ''These guys don't on television. The game was tere.
get a lot of support, so they have vised on KXLY X·tra cable chanto believe in themselves," he said. nel 14, with play-by-play given
"They met a great team today," by Dennis Patchin and· Todd
he said.
Doolittle as the color man.
Saturday's game was the first
'On Saturday the Pira~ travel
football g<47te in \\'hinvorth Col- . to Burnaby, British Columbia, to
lege history to be broadcast live face Simon Fraser University.
21 7 ~56
7 6 0 0 ·13

W. Washington 14
Whitwbrth

1~

WC-D.Williams 57 pass from C. Doyle
(D. Dickenson kick)
WWU-R.Lahmann 10 pass from D.
Erath (W.Gebers kick)
WWU-C. Nicholl 29 run (W.Gebels
kick)
WC-B. Williams 9 run (kick failed)
WWU.,.R.Wi~ns 10 run (W.Gebers
kick)
'WWU-R.Lahmann 2 pass from
S.Hanson (W.Gcbers kick) ,
WWU-S.Noteboom 83 kickoff return
(W.Gebers kick)
WWU-R.Wiggins 2 run (W.Gebers
kick)
WWU-C.Kaclin 16 pass from D. Erath

(W.Gebels Idck)
WWU-C.KaeIiIi 1

nm (W.Gebers kick)

Attcndance-I,7S0

First downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing
Comp-All-int
~ctumYards

PunlS-Avg,
Fumbles-Lost
Pcllllltics- Yards
Time of Possession

WWU
30
44-304

362
20-34-0
143
0-00
2-1
11-96
28:16

we
10
43-111
137
13-21-0
168
10-28,5

0-0
4-26
31:44

lodivicbw Statistks
Ruslullg-WWU. D,Er1!th 1-4. S,HaJISOD 1-10,

c. Kaelin 9-74. Centcrpass 1- (minus il),

R.Wiggins 24-159, S,Npt.eboom 6-53, T.Cacr 12, C.Nicholl 1-29, WC, CDoy1e 3-{minus 12),

E. Thomas 7-11, B.Wllliams2·10, B Bratorua
17-55, D.Pulney I()'33. J.Torres 4-14.
Passmg-WWU, D Erath 15-224267, S
HlUlSOR 4-7452, J Heron 1·5·0·'B. wc.
C.Doylc 1()'17412S, R Lcshe3-4-0-12
Receiviu3-WWU. D. ~ 14, EMonn 1-8.
R.McGo~ 143, M,CaseJlo2-16. C.Kaelin 116, J.E~aos 1-23, M.WiJ1iam.IOII4-I14,
R.WIS3lns 1-17, R,LahmamJ2-12,
S.Noceboom 2-26, C.NicboIl4-I13, we,
J.8immons 2-13, D.G1etm 2-11, M StucckJc: 2·
11, T. EmIt 3-24 -

c.m. w.-lWhItwoo1tIIen
Whitworth facee oft with Western Wahlngton UnlYerslly on Saturday In the Pine Bowl.

Men's Soccer splits road games
KENnMATSUDA

SIilff writer
Another weekend, another
long road trip for the Whitworth
men's soccer team. and another
kid for head coach Sean Bushey.
It was indeed a busy week for
the first year coach, as his wife
gave birth to their second son,
Isaiah Steven, last Tuesday. . The
next day the team hit the road for
Walla Walla. Wash, and defeated
Whitman College 2~. During his
weekend, Bushey led the Pirates
on a Tacoma Invasion, losing to
Puget Sound 1-0 and defeating

Paci(ic Lutheran 1~.
Freshman 'ace Jones leads the two assists). Jones scored the lone just couldn't put the ball in the
The Bues. are currently tI\ird team in scoring with 10 points goal of the weekend, but it turned _ back of the net."
place in ~ Northwest Confe,. (five goals), and senior captain ou t to be the game·winner
The setback has not dampened
ence of In·
against the hopes and confidence of the
depen.· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Pacific team at all. HI don't think we
dent Col·
Luth· played as good a game as we can
leges with
eran.
(against UPS)," Jones said. "We
a 5·1·3
"Puget all know what we are supposed
record,
Sound to do. And we are getting better
trailing
was a at it Coach Bushey is really su~
confe r·
tou g h portive and we know we can do
loss," it."
e n c e
leader Pa~
s aid
The Pirates' hectic hunt for
cific Uni·
Jones. first place continues this week as
versity,
"They Wdlamette University comes to
Ore.; by
scored town on Satiuday and Linfield
one game with eight regular sea· Rio Three Stars is right behind three minutes into the game. Af· CoUege visits the Pine Bowl for a
with eight points (three goals, tel that, we dominated, but we high noon showdown on Sunday.
son games left.

"We all know what we are supposed to do.
And we are getting better at it. "
-Jace Jones,
freshman
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Nebraska Cornhuskers seeks to
steer clear of scandal this season
former girlfriend, then-Nebraska
basketball player Kate McEwen.
For 'a while, it was easy for
There were several other playUniversity of Nebraska graduate ers with serious legal problems as
Tom Kalish to look past the recent well, including Christian Peter,
headlines about the football team Tyrone Williams and Riley Washat his alma mater.
ington.
After all, the Huskers had won
Phillips, now with the St.
back-to-back national titles and Louis Ram, still faces a civil suit
were ranked No.2 in the nation for th~ assault as well as a posat the season's start. But as the sible probation because of an arbarrage of bad press continued, rest for drunken driving. Peter
even diehard fans like Kalish be- spent 10 days in jail for disturbgan to take notice.
ing the peace after a fight on cam"You want to have some pride pus; Williams is charged with firin the fact that your school runs ing on a car tha. carried two pasa dean program," said Kalish, a sengers; and Washington will go
physical education teacher in to trial soon on charges of atChicago who graduated from tempted murder.
Nebraska 1992. "I can look past
Osborne, now in his 24th seasome stuff, but at some point you son, has defended his handling of
have to question just what's go- players correct their actions by
ingon."
giving them a chance to
And what's been going on straighten out their lives.
lately for the Huskers hasn't been
But that was'last season. This
good. Already this year, line- year, Osborne had hoped to start
backer TerreIJ Farley, Nebraska's with a clean slate. "We're going
top defensive pl.. yer, was SI)S- to concentrate on what happens
pended by coach Tom Osborne on the field," Osbornesaid. "Our
for at least two games following' players know that's where we
his arrest on suspicion of need to focus. They know what's
drunken driving. Wingback expected of them, and they know
Lance Brown also was suspended there's more attention being paid
for disciplinary reasons.
to those expectations_"
For Osborne, this is ~Il-too-fa
The players also realize there's
miliar terrain. Last season, the extra attention being paid to them
coach gave Lawrence Phillips a by the media. "We know we're
six-game suspension after the under a microscope," said defenstar running back assaulted a sive end Jared Tomich. "EverY
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

~

Comments? Story ideas?
...., Let The Whitworthian know what
you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, e-mail
whitworthian@eve.whitworth.edu.

or

little thing we do is going to be
examined by every sports writer
who wants to make a point about
college athletes."
And while many of .hose
sports writers point the finger of
blame at Osborne, Tomich is
quick to defend his coach. "He's
out to do what's best for us," said
Tomich. "He really cares about
his players."
Freshman cornerback Ralph
Brown agrees, adding that he
doesn't want to be the one who
lets Osborne down. "When you
have a coach that's willing to
stick his neck out for you, you
don't want to be the one who gets
in trouble and ruins the whole
thing," Brown said.
Although the Huskers are
working hard to keep the program clean, they are faced with a .
new challenges as well. Nebraska lost to Arizona State 19-0
on Sept. 21, breaking the team's
26-game winning streak. Now
the Huskers must regroup and
try to maintain their status as a
top-ranked team.
"I should have seen the fall
coming," said Nebraska alum
Kalish, who insists the Huskers
still will be in the running for the
nationaItitIe." This is something
that was bound to happen. Now
the team can pull together and
finish the season on a strong
note."

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.

nickl}_ _Wle Florida State football

2.

linttzll~V

break by dishNHL season?
out a record
19701

- . " '. . -Cl'_"l

3.
4.

5.

in

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Who
thel~N

TIE BREAKER~' -_. / )
(Closest to anS'wei.gets it.
How many of Babe Ru@)
at Yankee Stadium?
Prize is a-free espresso or

r[,

lights or a can of Mountai

"

Call 465-9224 with your
or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Results
_
Winner:
Congratulations to John Klapp for answering .seven questions
correctly.

Answers:
1) five 2) Rollie Fingers 3) Crosley Field 4) The New York
Mets 5) Mike Schmidt 6) Mean Joe Greene
7) The San
Francisco 4gers 8) 1970 9) Bobby Hull 10) Softball
TIE BREAKER: 15
Questions and answers courtesy of Trivial PursultC.
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Pick up iln STA Adult Pass
and free you rself fro m the
hassles of commuting, the
nightmare thilt is parking,
and the inevitable icy rO<lds
for the ,est of the semester.

SPOKANE TRANSIT
328-RIOE TOO 456-4327

,1

You'U get free time to cram
for exams on the way to
school and you can save
your ~aluable change for
the truly imporunt stuff
(like washers and dryers).
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lo-SPORTS
Disappointing cross country invitational
CAMPBELL WHITE

Staff writer
Perfect running conditions
were not enough to inspire team
success as the Whitworth Cross
Country team travelled to Salem,
Ore. for an invite hosted by
Willamette University IastSaturday, October 5.
The Women, who were ranked
26th nationanygoing in, dic:t not
fair well on a course that promised fast times and personal
records. They were unable to
take advantage of a relatively flat
course with moderate hills, and
temperatures the low 60s, due
to an unfortunate start.
At the beginning of d\ecourse,
there is a small, funnel-like opening through which more than 200
competitors attempt to race. The
·Whitworth runners were
squeezed to the back, and the
team's number one runner, Dana
Ryan, was knocked down. The
group was unable to recover from
this setback, losing to two teams
they beat last week, Eastern Oregon and George Fox.

m

WOfTCP'S Team Scgn:s

I.

Pacific Lulberan
Puget Sound

2
3_ Seattle U.
4.
S.
6.

;7.
8_

u_

N.ldIhoCC
Wtllmnetu!
Whitman
Clackamas CC
U. of.Portlnl B.

9_ GeorJe 1"0",
10. Pacifi4:

103
138
161
176
191
213
229

257

11- East. Oregon SL

12. Linfield
13.
14
IS
16.
17.

69

ML Hood CC
Whitworth
Spokane CC
CenL Wash.

281
306
306
306
311

317
3M

Clm CC -.
18. Lewis &: Clm

412
423

19. Lane CC

426
610

20. SOSC

"We didn't run wen. The poor
start put us well back of where
we needed to be. We did make
up some ground, but it wasn't
enough. However, with our top
four back from last year and some
good freshmen, I'm still optimistic that we'll be in the hunt a
month from now at the NCIC
Championships," said Head
Coach Andy Sonneland after the
meet.
Asa team, the women finished
14th out of 28 teams. The top finisher for Whitworth was Miranda
Thygesen (51st) in 19:37.4, followed by Dana Ryan (59th) in
19:43.9 and Carmine Compogno
(74th) in 20:00.2. Meagan
Widhalm finished with a time of
20:26.8, and teammates Brenna
Robinson (20:35.4), Angela Hoff
(20-.51.1), Gwen JOhnson (21 :46.0),
and Libby Lowe (22:26.7)
rounded out the team.
The men's team did not fair
any better, _though it was a good
effort in spite of several negative
factors. lim Evans and Jason
Morgan are both returning from
injuries, and have yet to reach
peak form, and top runner Dale

Wcp.,J""",S!:gm
I. Pac1fk l.GdIenn
2. 1'rII:kcitytom

3_ - W-an..nc.
4. U. 01 AIab
S. CIIckama CC
6. La.CC
7. Mt HoodCC
8. U. 01 PMJ.d
9. Geup Fox

10. WafieId

47
106
1~3

200

los
212
21B

229

219

267

11. Ceat. w.IL Univ_
268
12. &It. <Maoa 51. - - ~
13.~U.·
317
14 N.1dobo CC
321
IS OSUXCClub
16S

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21
22.
23.
24.

WhimCIaotCC
U: 0I1'IlrIImd B.

orr

Mt. Hood CC B.

420
44S
452
496
S40 -

W\IItw«1II

m

Cbemebta CC
hI:ific

SS9
713
743

LeWis a: CIIIIr;;

All systems include:
•• Intel Triton II chipset, 256k pipeline burst
Cache, built in YO $UppO(tS 4 EIDE devices,
2 floppy, 2 serial, I parallel ports.
-16MBEDORAM
- 8x CD-ROM, with EIDE interface
- 1.6 OB EIDE Western Digital hard drive

- Sound Blaster 16 sound card
- 2 MB EDO dram video card

- Yahama M·7 speakers
- Teac 3.5" 1.44 MB floppy
- 14 Sampo ,28dpi 1024 x 768 NI monitor .
- 104 key Win 9S keyboard
- Microsoft 2 button mouse
- Mid tower case
-Windows 9S
W
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Macomber did not run to his p0tential.
uDale had an off day, but he's
run with those guys before. He'll
be there at conference. Josh
[Decker] continues to improve. I
think he'n become a fine runner
before he's done at Whitworth,"
commented Sonneland.
The top performance was
turned in by Macomber (78th), in
26:45.9. Decker finished in
27:53.2, Morgan in 28:50.7, Evans
in 30:41.6, and Greg Loew ran a
31:03.5.
Decker's time was a personal
record by over two ininutes from
his previous best at 3O:{M.3, and
How
dramatic
his performance for the day
would Kirk Gibson's
\
I.
S
('
III
I{
\
I
\:\
moved him to the number two
game
winning
slot on the team.
,
homerun in Game 1 of
"I'm finally starting to get the 1988 World Series have been had he already faced Dennis
used to the five-mile race, as 0p- Eckers1ey during tt.eSeasort? Or, a better question: Would he ~en
posed to three miles in higl\ have hit it had he faced the Oakland A's great closer two or three
school. I'm getting over most of times during the fegular season? Would Joe Carter have launched
the nagging minor injuries that _ his Series wfuning three run ~ off Mitch Williams in 1993 had
we're affecting my twining early they_ met in regular -~ competition. These become relevant
on, and the rhytJ;un of the season questions with the newest controversy in Major League Baseball:
is beginning to set in," -said inter-teague play. Under the current proposa1, each team would
Decker, adding, "And having play Qte teams in the correspoding division of the opposite league
'Sabotage' by the Beastie Boys (The AL East teams would play only the NL East teams). Each
stuck in my head helped, also.
team would play six games against their non-conference opponents for a total of 30 games a year. Had this been the case Gibson may'well have faced Eckersley during the season. These previoU$
matchups would have taken a little drama out of this magical
moment in baseball history. Maybe Mitch Williams wquld have
dominated Joe Carter in the! six games in which they met and_
known not to throw a slider low and in to him.
Womcn's Bpi_inK TIIIJC§
Men's Finisbip& Dmes
Not only could the aura of the unknown be missing from the5 I. Miranda lbygesen
78. Dale Macomber
Fall Classic, but many other problems will occur as I see it. -For
19:37.42
.
26:45.90
instance, when the AL plays_ at abe NL park the pitcher will be
59. Dana Ryan
139.
Iosh-Dec~
forced to hit. How interesting will it be for ~dy J~ to hit
_19:4393
27.~3.16
in the World Series when he well could have hit a few HR's hav74. Carmine Compogno
171. Jason Morgan
20.00.15
ing played af Coors Field(why not, -everyoody else d0e5).·-,Who
97. Mc:agan Widhalm
28:50.71
wants to see the graphic flashed ,when Chipper Jo~ ~ to
20:26.78 ,-'
plate: 10-31 with 3 $'s and 12 RBI's against David COI'!e this_
222. TIm Evans
. 104. B~nna Robil1$OO
season. ,It should say 0-0 vs. Cone because they should never face
30.41.61
20:35:42 .
each other until the Series. Or what about the risk of putting a bat
233: Greg Loew
117, Angela Hoff .
in
the hand of an ALpitcher who hasn't swung since hiS high school
31.03.54
- 20:51.10
days?
I coUld just see Mike Mussina missing the season due to a
144. Gwen Jobnson
bone in his hand from bittting.fractured
21:46.03
_ There are just too many negatives h}volved with the inter-league
162. Ubby Lowe
play and that is why I believe it sho,uld not be used. Baseball is a
22:26.68
game of tradition and it needs to be preserved, so the next time
someone hits a dramatic game-winning HR in the World Series
we won't attribute it to regular season success vs. the pitc.her!
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Inter-Ieague_ competition ~ill
ruin America's Past time .
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Jesus dances through the cotton patch
-

BETHANY HONSINGER

Slaff writer

Bryan Cooper ... Jesus In the

R.E.M~

Whitworth junior Bryan
Cooper's idea of fun includes
singing, clogging and "contra
dancing" (southern-style squaredancing) to toe-tapping bluegrass
music.
Cooper plays the part of Jesus
in the upcoming faU musical,
"Cotton Patch Gospel," directed
by Diana Trotter, assistant professor of Theatre.
Jesus is Cooper's first main
role, which he considers a great
opportunity. Cooper ~ played
in many other religious theaters,
is in the concert jazz choirs, and
is on the Hosanna worship team.
Cooper, a theatre and music

·CottOn Patch Gospel."

major, feels that the play brings
the Gospel closer to home because it takes place in rural Georgia. "The setting doesn:t really
make my role easier or harder,"
he said. "1 just don't want to fall
into the stereotypical role."
This doesn't sound likely according to Trotter. "Brian seemed
an interesting choice (for Jesus]
because he has an unexpectedness'he brings to the role," she
said. "He also has a sincerity and
an ability to connect with the
people on stage."
The cast members rehearse
daily for two to three hours. "It's
hard because it's like having a
night class every night," said fellow castperson, junior Sarah
Brock. 'lt also makes you more

has "New A'dventures"

NICK BROWNLEE

hypnotic, lose-your-consciousness mood pieces with the latter
featuring the resurrgent voice of
~RE.M:.foUow up to 1970's punk rock, Patti Smith.
.....
the hugely success
"Bittersweet," with its progresful "Monster" al- sive funk-filled. electric guitar,
bum, "New Adven- will be the band's next big hit.
tures in Hi-Fi," is an' However, as versatile as this aladequate follow up. The bum is, "New Adventures"
collection of loose and spirited seems to be missing something.
tunes combine "Monster's" hard- It is weU-crafted, packaged and
rock sensibili~ the sulky ambi- produced like their previous reence of "Automatic for the leases; but Michael Stipe and
People," and the acoustic struc- Company are neither indulgent..
ture from "Out of Tune."
nor self-conscious' as heard in
"How the W~t Was Won and previous albums. Stipe's lyrics
Where It Got Us'! and the MTV- are as oblique as ever, but his versponsored "E-Bow the Letter" are bal travelogue in " Departure" ,

staff writer

shows the band's willingness to
take shortcuts, going with the
flow and the moment. This is a
cheap substitute that can never-be
reproduced in a studio recording.
And because the 14 songs were
mostly recorded during the
sound checks from their "Moster"
tour and in the case of "Zither,"
in a Philadelphia dress~g room, .
the fl~w in this album is abrupt.
Howeve-r;-it-w'buld have been
impossible to replicate the s~~
of "Monster," and "New Adven-'
tures" is a worthy attempt. .

}Vleasure,s

nurse (Sarah Jessica Parker), and two very
Move over George Clooney.
crooked cops.
There's a new resident hunk
Gene Hackman delivers a riveting perin the ER-Hugh Grant.
formance as Dr. Lawrence Myrick, an
In his new movie "Exaward-winning neurologist, who tries to retreme Measures," Grant
verse paralysis~ The dilemma is that Myrick
loses the twitching and flutis using human guinea pigs to test his nerve
tering that he has characterized in his last
regrowth drug. And he is willing to keep
movies ("Four Weddings and A Funeral"
Guy from finding out. Guy is framed £or
and "Sense and Sensibility") and adds long
drug charges, fired, almost killed twice and
stares with his dark eyes and a wardrobe
paralyzed after being assaulted.
from the Gap. The result is a terrific heartDirector Michael Apted ("Coal Miner's
pounding, bladder-crushing, mind-bendDaughter") asks enough ethical questions
ing, sUspense movie. to fill a final exam for an Ethics class. Can
~ on the trailers, "Extreme Measures"
doctors play God? What', the price of hulooks like a stupid movie that uses Grant's
man tife? Should a rich man's life be more
face to bring in the bucks. But looks can be
valued than a poor man's? How far should
deceiving; there is more to this movie.
medical research go? Why doesn't Hugh
Dr. Guy Luthan (Grant) is biding his time
·Grant get some dental work done?
in a New York hospital's emergency room
Though Grant's character lightens up ~
before moving on to NYU to specialize in
dark tone with his sarcasm, "Extreme Meaneurology (the study of nerves). Late one
sures" is above aU a suspense movie. It also
night, a patient dies in the ER from mysterihas a few ultra-violent scenes. (Not "'Pulp
ous causes and, being a good doctor, Guy
Fiction" violent, ~ like "Speed" violent.)
wants to know why. His search for facts
Regardless, it is a movie not to be missed.
leads him into the bowels of New York and
to the faces of the forgotten. In his way are '
91&4DI1: 8+
his susicious boss (Bill Nunn), a preppy

~
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Review Extren1e'

careful about how you spend
your time," said Cooper.
Members do a lot of character
shifting, so Brock plays a narrator, a high society woman, a politician and a tourist. The play
brings a whole new perspective
to Jesus as a real person, said
Brock. ('It makes the Gospel story
more personal and brings it out
of the Bible and in to real life," she
said.
Cooper said he tries to find the
love and compassion of Jesus in
every scene. As the play is set in
modern times, he is constantly
asking himself how Jesus would
respond to a given situation. On
a personal level, playing Jesus
causes Cooper to ask that same
question of himself.
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Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St.· 468-4386

Tu~aday

night is College Night!

.\J~~

. Show yow student ID and. get:

Miniature golf for $3.00
-QR-

$1.00 off Go-Kart rides
• Batting cages

• Go-Karls

<-

• Areade games
• PIzza

I•

• Pool tables
• Bumper cars
• Indoor and outdoor miniature golfing
Watch JIoruJau lflIIht Football on the "", .creenI
Valid September through April. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
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nets out when' he makes a statement.
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Bass Pro
Shops.
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,Apply for the Discover- CarO, and'
make a statement of your own.
, call ~800-1T 'PAYS TO.
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Volleyball nets

first
conference
.
wins
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See page 7

Off-campus getaway:

o

Festival at Greenhluff
continues through
October
Seepage 8
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Whitworth celebrates Homecoming
Traditions display school spirit, competition, fun

Oc:tobct IS, 1996

- Entertaining the masses ...

ing plays a major part in Hom~
coming festivities. "With this
year's dorm staff, and the people
involved in the dorms, this
year's decorating contest should
It's time once,again for Whit"
be very competitive .... Watch for
worth students to honor their
a big rivalry between Warren
school and those whom have
and 5tewart,"she said.
passed through these hallowed
Homecoming Week will
halls. "Music Memories," this
conclude Saturday, October 19,
sear's Homec:;oming theme"prowitl) a football game against Pavides the perfect opportunity for
cific Lutheran University and a
students to show their school. __
dance ~ Graves Gym beginning
,
spirit and personal pride.
at 9 p.m.
Homecoming 1996 began
The final voting for Homelast Saturday, and continues
coming king and qu~ will take
through Saturday, Oct. 19. 1"Muplac'f at the game and th~ ansic Memories' should ~ve somenouncement of the winner will
thing for everyone," said~WC
~', ·beat the dance.-·.- .. ,~ """"'-~·'~·-~-I-'-'-··<-
l1
Cultural and Special EventS CoThe' dance,_ "The Totally
ordinator Kym Atkin.
Awesome ~ Extravaganza!!!",
-Kym Atkinl , cultural .' will feature -music grouPS" like
'"' Highlights include a dorm
decorating contest and a Pirate
and special events
Wham! and Bon Jovi, transportpicnic: at ~eavitt Dining Hall
ing students to the Michael Jackcoordinator
called '~Music Through the
son decade., Admission is $7 per
{\ges".
persan, or $6 for groups of seven
The essence of "Music musical setting such as jazz and or more.
Cowboy poet John Kuhn performed In front of •
Memories" is appreciation of all blues, Broadway, 70s and 80s,"
standing room-only crowd for Saturday night'.
"Dates are not mandatory,
types of music, transcending said Royce.
. Coffeehouae In the campus Center.
but costumes are," said Atkin. '
styles and time periods.
The most memorable thing Those who come wearing their
In the spirit of the theme, about Homecoming last year for Prince tee-shirts and iced denim Monday through Wednesday -sophomore Timo Acosta was jeans will have the chance to win
different musical acts will per- decorating the dorms.
pr~es.
'
form in the Whitworth Campus
"Decorating [the dorms1
Center from 4 to 5 p.m. The Whit- was what Homecoming meant
For a preview of Saturdpy's
worth Jazz Ensemble with pia- to me and brought us together,"
Homecoming football game
nist Gene Harris will perform in he said.
against Pacific Lutheran University,
the Auditorium on Oct. 18.
Atkin agreed that <U?corat- seepage 6.
rity, safety, and peace of mind."
MARK JACKSON
Editor-in-chief
"IThe recent problems] are
dearly violations of Whitworth
What began as a series of College's behavioral expectations
pranks between dorms has for its students, and have no place
turned into acts of malicious van- in the type of educational comdalism that violate the college'S munity we want to be present on
beh!lvioral policies, according to campus," Mandeville said.
In the event that a student
Student Life administrators.
Students caught engaging in does not claim responsibility for
acts of vandalism may be disci- specific actions, a community fee
plined under Big Three guide- wilJ be levied against the resilines, Associate Dean of Students dents of the responsible dorm.
Mandeville dislikes this ap2
Dick Mandeville told the ASWC
proach, as "it's possible that the
Assembly last Wednesday.
"Students face a Big Three people responsible will stay
violation, a $40 fine, and what- quiet, and innocent people will
ever cleanup costs are associated pay for some of the damage."
Mandeville also shared conwith their actions/' MandeviJIe said,
Recent examples of vandal- ~erns over streaking. "Streaking
ism include eggs thrown at has turned to strolling," he said,
dorms, trash left on doorsteps, referring to students walking, inand ignited trash thrown at build- stead of running, in the nude. In
addition to a Big Three violation,
ings.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. '16 '
The Student Handbook MandeviJIe said streakers are
'Datice tickets go on sale. " ,
states the college'S policies on vio- subject to charges of indecent ex4 p.m. - K.1raOKC in the Campus
lent or destructive behavior pro- posure through the Spokane
Center.
hibits maiJcious vandalism, de- County Sheriffs Dep.utment.
8·10 p.m. - "Footloose" shown in the
Students with information or
struction of property, or disrupCampus Center.
tion of community life. This in- concerns are encouraged to con!
cludes ", .. [comprising] the tact their dorm president or
Complied b),Joy Yamashlla • Design by .IrarkJ(lckson' '
community's basic needs of secu- Mandeville's office.
JOY YAMASHITA
Staff writer

Musical decorations will ornament the campus throughout
the week. "Decorations will play
a big part this'year," said freshman Ande Royce, main decorator for the Pirate picnic in Leavitt
Dining Hall. "Each table will be
decorated to match a different

, "'Music
Memories'
should have
something for .
-ev.eryo e, ,-'" ,
,
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Administrators respond to
vandalism, outline discipline
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The GRAPEVINE

1.

• Cheap Date. Go to a restaurant during Happy Hour and order
from the bar menu. Usually everything is half price during Happy
Hour so, you and your date can eat two for the price of one!
• Heavy Weight. The elevator in the Campus Center is capable
of moving 2,500 pounds. The library eleva tor can lift 2,000 pounds
(books for your research paper?). The elevator in the Music Building can haul an impressive twv tons (4,000 pounds). Are flutes
that heavy?
.
• Underwear Abduction; A certain senior female teUs us that
she was minding her own business, doing laundry at HIeO Village. Sometime between putting her clothes in the dryer and
taking them out, 15 pairs of underwear mysteriously disappeared.
We've heard dryers eat socks, but this is ridiculous,
• Deadly Dreams. If you have a dream that you're dying and
you don't wake up before you die, are you dead?
Thtt Grapevne IS 8 WHkIy coIr.mn in The Whi!worlhIan fealunng bits of campurs comedy,
rnusuaJ stories. and olher bght humor. To contri:Jut9 your 5101}', or answer th9 qooshon of Ihe
~. caN our 24-hotJr voicemall atx.5083.(Off-aunpus.dsl466-3248.lVII 6)

Residents of Arend Hall feel Resident Director Amy Evans' baby kick last week.
Evans gave birth to Catherine Grace on Sunday morning at Sacred Heart Medical
Center. Catherine, her third daughter, weighed in at 7 Ibs., 7 oz.

Wednesday,
October 9

College students rate first presidential debate
College Press Service

...

HARTFORD, Conn.-President
Clinton and Republican challenger Bob Dole exchanged barbs
and quips as they laid out their
differences in ed ucation and economic policies during their first
televised debate OCt. 6.
Dole defended his position
that t~e ,Edu~a~~o{l. pepa~t!llent
should be ~minatEfdf ~y~ng,th~~
the money could be used instead
for scholarships.
"I didn't favor it when it was
started. I voted against it," he
said, charging that the department was created as "tribute" to
teachers' unions under the Carter
administration. "Where possible

I want to give power back to the
states and back to the people."
Clinton responded that it
was important to have someone
representing students at the
Cabinet table in the White
House .
The president once again
outlined two education proposals that have become focal points
of his reelection bid: . a $10,000
til~ deduction for ,the cost 9£ college tuition, and a $1,500 tax
credit to help families pay for the
cost of a typical community college.
He slammed Dole's IS-percent tax cut proposal as a
$5S0,000 billion tax scheme that
will cause "a big hole in the defi-

cit, which will raise interest
rates ... and cause people to pay
more for home mortgages, car
payments, credit card payments
[and] college loans."
Dole touted his tax cut and
accused Clinton's 1993 budget of
resulting in the "largest tax increase in history." Under the
Dole_ plan, a family making
$30,000 a year would save
$1,261, which translates il)to sev-·
eral months of day care or a
home computer, he said.
Dole, trailing the president
by about 15 percentage points in
most polls, needed to score high
marks in the 9O-minute debate in
order to get back in the race.
Opinion polls conducted im-

See Debate, page 3
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Excellent benefits and bonuses! For
more info., call:

• A tabled motion regarding theme house representation at th~
ASWC Assembly was discussed. A motion presented by Hilary
Grey (Arend), stating that students residing in theme houses will
be represented by the off-campus president, was unanimously
passed (7-0) by the ASsembly. Sheila Maak (Off-Campus) and
Jay McArthur (McMillan) abstained from the vote.
• A "town meeting" for the campus community to express their
. views on initiation has been set for Monday, Oct. 21 at 9:45 p.m.
in the CamplJs Center. All students are encouraged to aftend.

• Jim O'Brien, Marriott food services director, was present to listen to student feedback about the new meal plans.
• Dick Mandeville, associate. dean of students, was present to
discuss recent pranks, vandalisf;ll, and streaking occurring across
campus. Dorm presidents were given the responsibility to gathel'
more information within two weeks. Students violating Big Three
policies are subject to a fine, a Big Three violation, and responsibility for any necessary clean up.
• Shelly Maak, financial vice president, reported that ASWC currently has $2,000 in capital reserves. Last week it was reported
that ASWC has about $2,500 in unallocated funds for 1996-97.

SifOOl'f~itep9,rt
<;~.";:\:

{Z06)971-3620 ut. N60981

FREE FINANCIAL AID
Attention All Students!
FREE Money is currently available for
College Students Nationwide. Over
$6 Billion in aid is now available
from private sector grants &:
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive some sort of aid regardless
of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
infonnation call:

For the week of
October 4-11

Octoh,er4
Dorm and car keys reported stolen from unlocked dorm room.
October 9
Stolen car keys used to unlock car. CD player and CDs discovered stolen.

Student Financial Seroices

·800·2

-649

t,F

9

CRUISE JOBS
Eam up to $2,000+ per mOnth
working f~r Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
FuU-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call:
C",iR EMpI""'""t SnoiuI

(206 971·3550 ext. (:60983
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Oct. 16
Arend - Flu Shots

Students Needed!

Jenny Bartow, Stroe BrasMJr,
Seth Kunzl, Angela Reynolds, Deb/Jie Schroeder,
Jmnerte Siebens, Omit Wasser, /mnifer Widrig

_
_

National Parks are now hiring
seasonal &: full·time nationwide in
the following positions:

• All Assembly members were present.

Oct. 19
Ballard - Flapjacks for Jesus (Morning)
Oct. 20
Ballard - Praise and Prayer
Arend - Assassin

Oct. 21
Warren - Worship and Prayer

e
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COlllputer.shutdowns
not virus related
JACOB MEADOWS

sophomore Heather McDonald.
Whitworth's computer system is tied to the Internet, a world
Two campus-wide shutdowns wide network of universities,
have occurred since school began, businesses and private computer
leaving some students struggling systems, and sent through the
to turn their work in on time. Vi- system in Seattle. "Whitworth's
fliseS have caused shutdowns in system enables students to comthe past; however, the recent shut- municate with people all over the
downs were caused by a cut cable world for free," said Walt Seidel,
running to Seattle and a scheduled a computer specialist for Whitshutdown for CQ,lllputer repairs worth."""
"--' ..
and general maintenance.
By using the system conThough viruses in the Whit- nected to Seattle, students both on
worth computer system have been and off campus can easily gain
greatly reduced due to the latest access.
anti-virus programming, shtdents
McDonald said she would
criticized the system for its weak- continue using the system despite
nesses, such as shutdowns and its problems. "It has to be underfreezes, inconveniencing them in stood that when working with a
computer system one is bound to
their studies.
"I t is hard to get assignments run into problems, especially
done when you put all of your ef- . when we have grown so depenfort into it and than you lose it all dent on computers in all tharwe
due to a computer error," said do."

Staff writer

Lab 8&8Jstant sophomore Mikhail Bilenko helps Brenda VanderWllde with her computer work.

A typical day In the parking lot ~ DIxon Hall. ,
along Hawthorne Road westward."
REBECCA LUNA
A new parking lot has been
sl4ft writer
built behind Calvin Hall and next to
the Aquatic Center. The Physical
Commuter students and donn Plant laid concrete and concrete
residents cootinue to fight for ~ blocks and the next phase includes
parking spoaa!Sas the Physical Plant lighting the area. The lot was made
ex;Jmines paiSible solutions to the for sperling event parIdng. said Bill
parking crutch. Due to the increase Roberts, head of Security.
in cars, during the day the l~OO to
The area behind 1he Pine Bowl
1200 spaa!S m campus fill quiddy.
is also open temporarily for special
"Probably the mly lot that is events parking. It was open m Oct.
partially being used during the day 5 for the football game, and should
is the sooth H'.awthoole parking Iot." also be open during basketball seasaKI Keith Sullivan. director of the son.. ROOms said.
Physical Plant
Even though
ciround
ThePhysiaIPlantmayexpand Dixm Hall continues to be limited,
the south Ha~ parking lot. security will ~ thoee parked illeExpansim would iiivalve tearlng--gally.
,
down the small building ~ to the
Space; are labeled "NoParlcing"
lot and extending the lot to Auld to allow the Spokane Fire DepartHouse, said Sullivan.
menttogettheirequipmentnearthe
"Another cpti.m would be to buildings in case it is needed, Robextend the Pine Bowl parking area erts said.

Debate

Continued from page 2

mediately after the debate showed
that Clinton came out on top,
though many watchers said Dole
performed better than expected.
At the University ,of Kansas,
senior Jarius Jones sai~ he found
the debate to be excited. "I really
like it. In years past, they've been
so boring," he said. '1 couldn't vote,
so they were meaningless to me."
KU senior Jeffrey Au:;lander
said he thought the debate "was
entertaining...with Dole ripping at
Ginton'in funny ways, and Clinton rebutting in funny ways."
The split screen shOWing the
expleS5ions on their faces added to
the effect, he added.
The debate didn't seem to
change the votes of those who had
made up their minds already. AI-:
though Jones said both candidates
performed well, his vote was not
swayed.

"I really had my mind made
up [before the debate]," said
Jones, who plans to vote for Clinton. "I really believe that he has,
first of all, made an attempt...to
reach some of the things he set
forth."
Kevin Konen, a KU senior
who plans to vote for Dole, said
watching the debate made his
decision !fa little more reinforced."
He watched the debates with
friends during the halftime of a
football' game. '''I think Dole
showed a light side, and that he
has some charisma," he added.
Jones said he believed the
candidates spent a sufficient
amount of time talking about
higher education, consider the
time limit. But he added, "there's
never enough said about it.
There's never enough that's done
about it."
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$2 OFF

SHIPPING

One pet CUSlc:.rnef. per day.

69CFAX~~

Sending & Receiving,
Continental U.S. transmissions only, per page.
Phone r.haiun may ;apjJIy.

12402 N. Division
MAlLBOXESETc:'

Next to Albertsons, at Wandermere Mall
Tel. (509) 467-4451
Fax (509) 466-1421

IT'S NOT WHAT WE Do. IT'S

I
I
50' OFF
I
ANY DRINK I
wrrn COUPON I

I
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Limit 500 per
customer,
8.5" x 11"
White paper.

JAVA MAlIA'S
ESPRESSO
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I : Featuring Uccellos Coffee:
: Medium Yogurt : I 10505 N. Division I
I
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How WE

Do IT..'''

Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-l0 p.m.
SWlday n a,m.-9 p.m.

Do without
stress and
have the enerv
you want!
For a NATURAL ability
to relieve stress and
maintain balance.
Shaperite Concepts
541 E. Hawthorne Rd. #23
509465-9116

Jerusalem
University
College
• M..ter of Art.
• graduate or undergraduate
...".......broad
• short-term academIc
study program.
• credits tranaferable
• 8iIlIicaI History
• New Tes1ament ~
• Midcle Eastern Studes
• Hlstorical ~aphy
• Hebrew Btie Translation

, • Hebr_ Language
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In late August of this year, a remarkable story graced the front pages of the
nation's newspapers. A reporter from
the San Jose Mercury News had uncovered connections between the CIA,
the u.s. backed Contra forces in Nicaragua, and the crack plague that has
stormed America's cities. He asserts
that throughout the 1980s the CIA fwmeled drugs into
urban America and used the profits to fund the Contra
army, thereby launching America into the greatest urban disaster in recent history.
The astonishing fact is not that this event occurred, but
that the American populace, especially racial minorities
?nd other disenfranchised groups, were not shocked by
It. 'I!'ey already unde~tood that which many others try
to hide: that the AmerIcan government does not always
stand fO.r the well-being of all its citizens. The CIA drug
conneci1on should serve as a reminder to all AmericanS
that there are some in the government who care little
about the welfare of non-wealthy citizens and immigrants.
Som~thing drastically wrong has happened in America
when Its people have come to anticipate negative polici.es on the part of their ~ovemment, such as the support
given to the drug trade m the 19805. -This crisis of trust
gi~es rise to the critical question of who the gpvernment
eXIsts to serve. To those who suffer the brunt of governmental abuse and neglect the answer is abundantly clear.
The government does not serve them.
One need only 190k at the continUing troubles in
America's inner-cities to, discover the ineptitude with
which local, I?tat~ anq f¢er.al governments have handled
problems. In nearly every case, these governmental structures have created a system which favors groups that are
wealthy and that wield political power. This bias can be
seen in the disproportionate funding for education, which
favors wealthy neighborhoods; the lack of initiative in
finding genuinely ~elpful, rather than mean-spirited,
welfare reform; and m government measures which support corporate profits over and against the needs of the
larger community, especially in the areas of health, environment, and labor.
~mericans are often insulted for their cynicism and
~elf apathy, but t.here is little question that their reactions are understandable, if not excusabl~" If the government wan~ to reincorporate sectors of the community into its fold, then the government must first show
that it has the best interests of these groups at heart.
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Sex, alcohol, and a college
campus

I

________________.--J

Government distrust
is well deserved

October 15, 1996

-Shailesh Ghimire
senior

I

t was an average Friday
evening. Two friends
heard there was a "bringyour-own-beer" party off campus and they decided to go.
They were legal adults so, they
bought beer and went to the
party. As they navigated around
the party apartment, they were
greeted by friends. Everyone
was friendly, everyone was nice,
there were lots of smiles and
abundant laughter. What a wonderful evening it was. The drinking continued as the evening
wore on. Our two friends
mingled, . drank and
flirted. After an enjoyable
night, they ended up back
at his dorm room. One
thing led to another, and
before anyone knew what
was going on, they had
sex.
Going to parties, drinking and having sex is not
as foreign to some people
at this college campus as
many would like to think.
People walking around
with beer cans mand having late night sex: are, for some,
a typical friday night.
These activities are not as
alarming as the carelessness
with which people go about doing them. 'Maybe they pretend
that nothing bad will come from
these entertaining incidents, or,
at least not for them. However,
apathy is not the best way for
educated people ~o deal with
these issues. There ar:e precautions that have to be taken and
safety limits whie" need to be Ie-

Spe<:ted.
Let's start with drinking. For
one thing, everyone is aware
that drinking and driving is not
safe. A designated driver can not
only save your life, but also the
life of another person. Many
members of our own communi ty have lost loved ones to
drinking and driving accidents.
It is not something to take
lightly. A safe way to solve this
problem is. by going to bars
nearby and with designated
drivers. There are good bars
near Whitworth, such as

Bigfoot, the Onion, and Red
Robin. It is probably safer to go
to one of them than drive across
town.
It is 'also necessary to be
aware what is too much drinking. Social drinking is not only
safe, but to an extent it is healthy.
However, not only is it unwise
to drink excessive amounts of alcohol in one night, it can be fatal. Alcohol poisoning of the
blood is as real as gravity, and it
has been known to kill.

Sex should also be treated
within similar lines of safety and
precaution. It is easy to take
sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) lightly, and some people
may not even associate sex with
STDs. Whitworth may seem like .
a place where STDs are rare, but
no one knows for certain, and
the diseases have no mercy. We
have been educated and r~u
cated on the implications of various forms of STDs, but because
of this constant drumming, it is
likely that people have become
apathetic to the message. People
who choose to have sex
should practice the paradigin that condoms are the
best form of protection
available. The health center at our college offerS free
condoms, and those who
enjoy sex should take advantage of this offer.
Sex and alcohol are
rarely discussed' on this
campus, as if it is somebody else's concern, which
it is not. There are students at Whitworth who
stay within the law and enjoy
these human desires. The silence
of Whitworth can make them
forget about the ways to stay
safe. Everyone should be aware
of these safety precautions as a
matter of personal responsibility. Our two friends mentioned
earlier had a good time that
night and we should be glad'that
they did; but it would have'
made us feel better, had they
taken the necessary precautions.

,
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Comments?
Story ideas?

'J

Let The Whitworthian know
what you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, or e-mail
whitworthian @eve.whitworth.edu.
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TIlE WHITWORTIlIAN WELCOMES YOUR
: VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTERFST TO THE
COUEGECO~NnY.~SHOULD

BE lYPEDAND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATIJRE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (FOR
VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS
UTfERS WIlL NOT BE PUBUSHED. WE
RESERVE TIlE RIGHT TO EDIT All LETTERS. LE'ITERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "TIlE WHnwORTIIIAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHnwORTIlIAN@EVE.WHnwORTII.EDU. LEITERS
MUST BE RECEIVED BY 8 P.M., WEDNESDAY, OCT. 16 FOR
PUBUCATION IN TIlE ocr. 22 ISSUE.
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After 10 p.m.
Adventures of a graveyard-shift security guard'
CARYN SOBRAL

Staff writer
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"Hey, that's my bike!"
"Put some clothes on!"
"Go to bed!"
These are common phrases that Lynn Westhafer,
the only female security guard on campus, exclaims
during her routine graveyard shift from 10 p.m, to
8 a.m. Westhafer has seen it all during the midnight hour. She repossesses Security's bicycle with
ease after the'McMillan Hall men have stolen it,
she demands that Mac men put their clothes back
on, and she even tells feuding McMillan and Balwin
residents to go to bed. Amazingly, they do it!
Westhafer said that McMillan residents have
made it their pasttime to steal the bike Security uses
to peruse the campus. They seem to take joy in
stealing the bike, she said. However, they left the
bike outside of McMillan Hall the last time they
stole it, and Westhafer took pride in repossessing
it. "With those boys it's kind of like the supply and
demand law. If we leave something out [like our
bike], suddenly there's a supply and demand for
that product!" said Westhafer.
Westhafer says her run-ins with McMillan residents usually prove to be entertaining. On one of
her first nights on duty while she still didn't have
her uniform, Westhafer got a call about three naked McMillan residents playing hacky sac in front
of their dorm. So she went to check it out, and when
she got there, they didn't recognize that she was a
security guard without the uniform. When she
asked to see their student identification cards, they
realized they were cayght.
"Those boys ran like gazelles straight for the front
door of McMillan Hall, They got their little pink
key out, unlock~ the door and bolted inside. But,
they forgot the key in the lock, so I followed 'them
inside. I followed the pitter patter of their racing
footsteps to a dorm room door," said Westhafer, "I
could hear the boys zipping up their jeans as they
hurried to get dressed: When they finally opened
the door, I told them they could pick up their key
in Dick Mandeville's office on Monday. I think it
just fascinates them to run around naked!"
Not all the confrontations with students have
been so comical. One night Westhafer got a call
saying a stUdent accidentally put his arm through
safety glass and was bJeeding. An ambulance was
called immediately and the student was all right,
"but blood was everywhere. It was in the carpets,
on the walls, down the hallways, and you don't
mess around with a bio-hazard like'that. Students
:need to be aware of not having contact with blood,"
!said Westhafer. "That was the worst situation [have
:seen on campus:"
With a job in security, you have to be prepared
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Westhafer proudly displays Security'. bicycle.
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for the worst, said Westhafer. The security guards
on staff are required to be certified in CPR and first
aid. "They must have three to five years of experience, have great stamina, be patient, and be able to
prioritize and handle six calls at a time," said
Westhafer.
, Bill Roberts, Security sU'pervisor says that
Westhafer excels in her work, "She relates to students weJl, she's efficient, and she's a meticulous
worker. Her communication skills are excellent because she works so well with students," he said.
"She works well with everyone, and J~ve seen no
reason to go through any special programs with the
staff to t;nsure equality among them."
Westhafer's co-workers see her asa key member
of the staff. "She's a good security officer who's
very conscientious about the requirements of the
job," said fellow Security guard Eric Schutta.
Westhafer's ability to relate to people helps her
both at work and at school. She's currently a
Whitworth student as well as an employee. After
her graveyard shift is over at 8 a.m., she goes to
class at 9 a.m. "I survive on Starbucks, and half
the time I don't even know what I eat," said
Westhafer. She is currently finishing her bachelor's
degree in accounting and computer science.
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Stogie smoking current campus trend
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REBECCA JORDAN

Staff writer
Whitworth has recently been a
bit stifled by clouds of stogie
smoke as cigar smoking has become a popular pasttime. Some
of the men in the Arend Hall
basement enjoyed a Stogie Night
two weeks ago.
"[Stogie Night] was a floor activity. All the guys who wanted
to participate got a cigar and lit
up," said sophomore resident assistant Mark Bowker. 'We had a
good time joking around, wearing our old-man fishermen
hats, H said Bowker.
~d's stogie smokers each
have their reasons for puffing. "I
reaDy just enjoy the company, not
necessarily the cigars," said
Bowker. "'It was fun filling my

The increase in cigar smoking
think I will
mouth with
ever do it is not only a local Whitworth
the smoke and
again." said trend, Nationally, according to
trying to make
sophomore National Review, smokers have
fun rings with
resident assis- become afraid of cigarettes and
it." Since Stotant
Eric have consequently turned to ci·
gie Night was
Flodin. 1t was gars.
only Bowker's
Since the smoke from cigars is
Stogie Night,
second experiand I just not intended to be inhaled, the
ence with cigar
wanted to see repercussions of stogie smoking
smoking, his
what
the big tend to be less than those of cigarings weren't
deal was." Af- _ rettes. However cigars don't
too successful.
ter half of his have filters so the tar is sucked
J 0 h n
cigar, Flodin directly into the lungs. This is
Ranheim, an- (From '-II) o.n W......., I11III Yeomm,........, MIIeon, ~
realized he just why "stogie smokers have to spit
other Stogie Hawk.-ld o.n PI_In MuJco CIty entov=wlll _otic c:Ifprs on the
all the time," said Ranheim.
didn't like it.
Night partici- CenIrIII AmerIca Study Tour .... -..y.
There is also a difference beBowker
pant simply
likes puffing on his cigars. month, whenever the mood didn't enjoy his stogie either, and tween stogies and cigars, alRanheim smoked his first cigar at strike& him. "They are a great said the taste in his mouth "sim- though the exact line drawn beage seven. "It was with my piece for conversation:' he said. ply wasn't good." In the future, tween the two is rather general,
grandfather in his big Buick,"
Not aU the guys who partici- Bowker plans to only smoke on "Stogies are much bigger, while
said Rartheim, fondly. Currently, pated in Arend's Stogie Night special occasions, "possibly the cigars are slender," said Ranheim.
Ranheim smokes once or twice a enjoyed their cigars. "I don't 6rstsnow,"
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Cross Country steps up at InvIte
Whitworth shows improvement facing Division I schools
CAMPBELL WHITE

Staff writer

.~
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Powder Puff football played Saturday in the ~oon Bowl with
Tatonka (right) defeating Red Dog 15-2. ~"was a way to have
a lot of fun with girls, meet people and to bond," said
Tiiiunka Quarterback Sarah RI;:a.
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Pirates look to upset PLU
for Homecoming game

)

BENNElT GIBSON

Staff writer

As the Homecoming Dance
approaches, the Whitworth Pirates are looking to put a crowning touch on the weekend with
a victory over visiting Pacific
Lutheran University this Satur• day. The game will begin atl:30
in the Pine Bow1.
After four losses in a row,
there is a sense of frustration
among the players. Sophomore
. quarterback Rob Leslie said that
despite this frustration, the
team is still close-knit and
working·together as a unit. "I
think there's disappointment
and frustration, as there would
be for any team," he said.
"Nobody's pointing fingers."
However, Leslie said that the
team is still optimistic about
their progress. "1 think that
there are still a lot of positive
attitudes on this team," he said.
'We're not the type of guys to
say that this team is 0-4, 50 the
season's over. We are going to
play hard till the end of the season, because in the long run irs
gonna a off," he said.

.,
}

•

'What Leslie would like to see
from the team, he said, is playing a full game, knowing that
they gave it their all, regardless
. of the outcome. "Not 20, 30, or
58, but 60 [minutes]," he said.
Sophomore offensive lineman Victor Garcia shares in the
disappointment of the team's
record this year. "We tend to
come out on the short end," he
said. "We're going to go out and
give it our best to change
things."
Sophomore defensive back
Emilio Placencia said the team's
goal is unified this week against
PLU. "Number one, win," he
said. "We moY( that things are
going to pick up."
. Saturday's game is the 51st
between the two teams, with
PLU leading the series 38-12.
The Pirates are yeaming for a
victory, after many years without a win against the Lutes.
T
PLU is coached by Frosty
Westering, who is in his 25th
year with the Lutes. He earned
his 200th victory as PLU coach
against Central Washington two
weeks ago. The Lutes are 3-1
this season, while the Pirates are
0-4.

Would )'WIlilre '*Pitt decldJnfl
" ' - K ' - I Is right for)'WI?
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The Whitworth cross country
team competed Saturday against
several NCAA Division I schools,
on the Washingtc?!\ Stat,: Golf
Course for the 1996 Washington
Stat~ University Crqss Country
1nvita tional.
."
"It was a very hilly course,
probably one of the most challenging courses so far this year,"
sakI freshman Jash Decker, commenting on one of the many variables the runners had to face.
The tough course and cold
temperatu'res didn't slow the
Bucs, who turned in many good
individual performances and improved over last week.
The men's team ran their best
all season. They placed fifth overall as a team, defeating Division I
Gonzaga University by four
points, 159 to 163. Junior Dale
Macomber had a good, steady
race, finishing in 26th place with
a time of 28:30.13. The second

Whitworth runner to cross the
line was sophomore Jason Morgan (41st) in 29:47.78, Decker
(42nd) right on his heels in
29:48.44. Senior Tim Evans (54th)
and freshman Greg "Loew (55th)
also finished dpse, in 32:12.60
and 32:31.39, respectively. Due
m~ to the cour..se, the times
were not an improvement this
week, but the performance was.
"I was very pleased with the
men. They did a good job of running with focus and pushing the
entire race. They showed a lot of
improvement against tough competition on a tough course," said
Head Coach Andy Sonneland.
Overall, the women's team
had improved performances over
last weekend as well. "As a team,
they placed sixth, being beaten
only by Divil>ion I schools. Junior Miranda Thygesen ran a su"perb race, finishing in 17th place
with a 20:29.21. Next was sophomore Dana Ryan (34th) in
21:34.48, who ran with an illness.
Finishing right behind RyilR

M'D'~

M~O'5 I~iml S!;;2rs:25

Washington State
Montana
Eastern Wash.
Idaho
Whitworth
Gonzaga
Lewis & Clark State College

32
35
77
86
159
163
210

WQmm'5 I~am S'2~5
1. Washington State
2. Idaho
3. Gonzaga
4. Montana
5 . Eastern Washingtmi"6. Whitworth
7. Lewis & Clark State Coliege

25
61
94
95
107
155
218

1.
2.
3.
4 ..
5.
6.
7.

was sophomore Meagan
Widhalm (35th) in 21:38.48.
Widhalm is continuing to improve after a long layoff due to a
knee injury. The next two Whitworth finishers came in a package as well, with fr~shmen
Brenna Robinson (39th) in
21:53.65,
al1d ,,~armine;.,.,
Compogno (40th) in 21:57.01.
Sophomore Angela Hoff (44th)
finished in 23:07.01 and teammate freshman Gwen Johnson
(46th) crossed the line with a
23:26.10.
"Overall, it was a pretty good
race for the women against
NCAA teams.
Miranda
Thygesen had an excellent racefocused and aggressive effort the
whole way/' said- Sonneland,
~mphasizing the way his team
stepped up to meet the higherlevel competition.
The next challenge for the
team comes on Saturday, Oct. 19,
at Finch Aiboretum he(e in Sp0kane for the Eastern Washington
University Invitational.

FinishinK: Times
Dale ¥acomber
iason Morgan
Josh Decker
Tim Evans
Greg Loew

28:30.13
29:47.78
29:48:44
32:12.60
32:31.39

Women'5 Fini5hiOl: Iim'~
17". Miranda Thygesen
34. Dana Ryan
35. Meagan Widhalm
39. Brenna Robinson
40. Carmine Conmpogno
46. Gwen Johnson
52. Libby Lowe

20:29.21
21:34.48
21:38.48
21:53.65
21:31.39
23:26,10
25:44.27

26.
41.
42.
54.
55.
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GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
PRESENTS

I

LAW SCHOOL IN A BOX

I

DATE: Saturday, October 26,1996
TIME: 9:30 am - 4:00 pm
WHERE: Gonzaga University School of Law
601 E. Sharp
Spoka~, WA 99202
REGISTER FOR THIS EBEE PROGRAM BY Mon. Oct. 21st:
·Call Sheila at 1-509-328-4220 ext. 3736 or
e-mail: sstilllan@lawschool.gonzaga.edu
·Call Sally at 1-800-793-1710
-Pick up reglstnltion fonn from your prelaw advisor
or Career Services Office

whitworth J~ Ensemble
Dr. Dan KdJerIe, dlrt:dDr

katurtng IrJIcmaUonaIJy known JSI2 am b~ pISnISt
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Volleyball picks up
------ .~cargap'es:· first conference wins
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team has struggled in the serving
category. We usually commit
three to four serving errors per
game. Today we only had one for
This past weekend, the
the entire match," S<lid Naipo.
women's volleyball team gave
The Pirates are through with
fans a lot to cheer about. They
the first half of the conference seawon their first conference match
son.
of the season, as well as their sec"We are in good position as a
ond.
team to be competitive here
"Our team has been playing well the last three weeks ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"'!'! in the second half of the
season. We should be in
and matches have been
every conference match
closer. Both our team as
with a chance to win. The
well as mental confidence
only opponent who has a
has grown," said Head
greater advantage is
Coach Hiram Naipo.
,
Willamette," said Naipo.
On Friday, the Pirates
The Piratp.s are currently
posted a 15-7, 15-12 and 152-6 in conference and 5-14
11 victory over Lewis and
overall. The Pirates have
Clark College.
won three out of their last
The Pirates were lead offour ma tches.
fensively by senior Renee
The Pirates will be on
Williams who had 11 kills
the road next weekend,
and freshman setter Elisha
Pirates defensively with 15 digs. with the challenge of continuing
DeYoe with nine assists.
Defensively the Pirates were Senior Sherri Northington added their win streak against
'
Willamette on Friday and
lead by junior Brenda Clinesmith nine kills.
"Throughout the season our Linfield on Saturday.
with 12 digs.
On 5.1turday the Pirates continued their winning ways by defeating Pacific University 15-10,
15-8, and 15-11.
Freshman setter Kori Walter
tied her season high assist record
by posting 20 assists in
Saturday'S match. Clinesmith
once again led the way for the

SHARON OLNEY

Staff writer
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"We are in good position
to be competitive in the
second half of the season. "

a
xl

st
la
ele

-Hiram Naipo,
head coach
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Wom,el1:'s soccer wins one, ties other
BRIAN HULTGRENN

Staff writer

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.

2.
3.
4.

What annual award goes to the top-fielding baseball player at his position?
What was the
nickname in their
first NaUOnaJ!p~ag
What ...,...,H-;i-.
1959
Who

The Whitworth women's soccer team (ell short on Saturday.
The Bucs challenged the undefeated WiIlamette Bearcats to a 22 tie in overtime. They bounced
back and crushed Linfield Col~
lege on Sunday, winning 6-0.
Willamette got off to a fast start
by scoring their first goal ten minutes into the game. Whitworth
h~d trouble moving the ball
around and qidn't get a lot of
good shots in the first half. "They
pressured [us] a lot," said

sweeper sophomore Amber
Young. Willamette scored again
13 minutes into the second half.
Whitworth responded immediately, with sophomore Kolea
Andreas-Feeney, scoring the an~
swering goal.
With only seven minutes remaining, Young scored her first
goal as a Pirate to force the game
into overtime.
Coach Hagerott said that the
team definitely felt the loss of junior Marilyn Piduch. Piduch was
starting 'at midfielder until the
George Fox game when she injured her wrist after being

tripped. "That was probably the
biggest tackle of the season," said
HageroH. Because of her absence,
Hagerott has been forced to move
players around to different positions' and, WhitWorth doesn't
have the strong finishing as they
did.' lilt's really hard not being
out there playing," said Piduch.
The Women's soccer team
rolled over Linfield for the sec~
ond time this season on Sunday.
Whitworth scored three goals in
the first half and another three in
the second to defeat Linfield 6-0.
Freshman Jennifer Dunford had
a hat trick with three goals.
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;.- ' " Smuns 'vs, SomebOdy Else'
','.-G,~'4: ~'P;ql~ ,":,:" :,Gapl~,,~.winner,vs, q~"3 ~iMef
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TIE BREAKER:
;_
(Closest to answer ge~ i't.)
How many home runs clid
1908 American League

The prize is your name in
Mountain Dew.
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- , , Game 4 teams pl.aY'(i(~e:'cessary)' ' ·
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winner box and a can of
,

Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Results
Winner.
Congratulations to Carrie Wasser for answering all questions correctly.

Answers:
1) Seminoles 2) His own 3) Tom Seaver 4) Sandy Koufox
5) Roger Hornsby (.424 in 1924) 6) Seattle Mariners
'
7) 35- 10 8) #19 9) Pittsburgh Steelers 10) Johnny Unltas
TIE BREAKER: 28

QJJestlons and answers courtesy of Trivial PursultC.
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Hansen's Greenbluff Orchard
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Orchard is strictly a family run
business. Hansen's wife, Karen,
manages the orchard and the rest
of the family is involved, too.

KATHlUYN SCHREYER
Staff writer

T

~
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Throughou~ the month of October, apple orchardists from the
comm1J!lity of GreenbJuff, just
northeast of Spokane, are literally displaying the frqits of their
labor. The Apple Festival, which
has become a Greenbluff tradition, is a chance for orchardists
to display their apple products
through direct marketing, meaning that they can sell directly to
customers off their own property. People from miles around
are free to drive around the different orchards and check out
what is being sold. There is a
double decker bus available for
those who want a guided tour,
but driving yourself allows you
more time to shop.
Whitworth Mathematics Pro-,
fessor Rod Hansen and his family own an orchard in
Greenbluff. About 11 years ago,
Hansen purchased the bare land
and began planting even J?efore
building his home. Over the
years, Hansen has gained much
knowledge about running an orchard.
The Hansen's
Greenbluff
•
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A family owned, family operated tradition

.
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"It's just a
country place
with an old
w.ooden floor. "
-Rod Hansen,
professor of Mathematics
HLast weekend when we were
pressing apples for cider, the
whole family was involved. My
two sons, my daughter'and sonin-law, and Karen's sisteLand
brother-in-law were all helping
us to make cider and to handle
the selling shed where we have
apples, ciders, crafts, carrot cakes,
jams and jemes and a few other
items," said Hansen. Hansen
-'describes their home on the orchard as country place with an
c;>ld wooden floor," and encourages people to visit and taste a
cup of ~ cider.
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"Each farmer on Greenbluff
does their own individual thing,"
said Ann Wellens, chair of the
Apple Festival Committee.
"That's the fun of it. To go somewhere you haven't been before
and try out dilferentthings." Although the festivities are only on
weekends, products can also ~
purchased during the week.
Items being sold include homemade country pies, arts, crafts
and hot cider. For children, there
are pony rides, face painting,
mazes made out of com stalks,
hot a.iJlbaUoons, hay rides and a
pumpkin patch to pick out the
perfect jack-o-Iantem.
During the festival, the or- ~ Professor Rod Hansen feeds apples Into hla cider
chard .owners hope to let more press at his Greenbluff orchard.
and more poeple know about
Greenbluff, and they hope to sell
what they hav_e reaped fro~ the
harvest. "This is a .family-oriente<! party that we throw and
we go out of oUr way to allow
people !o have fun," said
Wellens. Byron Siemers, president of the Direct Marketing Association On Greenbluff said, "If
~ 1Iogert ......... 1'IIaIN.
Oct. 17
you come out to Green\:>luff, you
. . . .oInI· $12.50' f i g 1cIed·..·SoI
can expect a lot of beauty, a lot of
fruit and illot of fun."
1IodI .........g.otry. Gallup UnIv.,
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That Thi.ruJ
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"That Thing You Do!," the
story of a one-hit wonder garage band, has become a huge
national media sensation. If
. you went to the movies during the summer, you saw the trailers. If you
didn't go to the movies, then you could've
seen the ads in
newspapers or
magazines for
the last eight to
10 weeks. If you
missed the ads,
then you surely
caught the 30second commercials airing almost every 20
minutes. If you
didn't see the
commercials, then you must have seen the
26-foot tall billboards. If you missed all of
that, you need to get out more.
, And might I suggest you get out to see
"That Thing You Do!"
No sex, no drugs, and lots of rock and roll
make this movie good. Add a great story, a
young ,but excellent cast, and a hit
soundtrack, and you've got a terrific movie.
Written and directed by Tom Hanks (Forrest
Gump himself), "That Thing You Do!" is a
vivacious look at life in 1964. Lyndon
Johnson, Muhammed Ali, Martin Luther
King, "Bonanza," "American Bandstand,"
The Beatles, and hundreds of garage bands
that recorded ooe hit to become known as
one-hit wonders. Hanks wrote about a fictional four-member band from Erie,Pa. th-at
could've been many of the bands from the
60's. What makes this movie work as opposed to other rock l:!and-mania movies (i.e.
"BackSeat") is the innocence in which the
band is ortra ed. Each member has dif-

ferent motivations for making music and
different motivations for life.
Jimmy Uohnathon Schaech) is the seriousminded lead singer and songwriter of the
group. H~ has written ballad ~r b3llad to
his girlfriend and devoted fan, Faye (Liv
Tyler). When the regular drummer breaks
his arm the day
of their first gig,
the girl-crazy
Lenny (Steve.
Zahn)
and
Jfmmy
approach Guy
Patterson (Tom
Everett Scott)
'for help. Guy,
an appliance
salesman by
day and jazz
percussionist by night, turns up the beat on ,
the lead song, "Tha t Thing You Do," and literally overnight the Wonders have a hit
song.
They are signed onto Play-Tone Record!';
by Mr, White (Hanks), a suave and cynical
record producer, and quickly whisked away
to tour state fairs with the "Play-Tone
Records Galaxy Of Stars." When their
record hits Billboard's Top Ten, The Wonders are off to California to make a movie, a
television apperance and a new album.
Long-term fame is stopped short by several
series of events in a climactic ending. _
Hanks accomplished something that has
been nearly impossible (or most movie-makers to do: he wrote a movie for the audience. It has no violence, nudity, or perverse
language. It is funny and engaging. It is
witty and-touching. It is great. - Make the
next thing you do "That Thing You Do!"
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Congress increases
college funding
JACOB MEADOWS

Staff writer
As colleges raise tuition and
the over-all cost of educatIOn increases, many students fInd themselves in need of more fmancial
opportunities. The government
has responded by opening more
financial doors for students in the
form of student aid.
At WhItworth this government aid proVIdes an increase in
grants and loans for those that that
qualify, and a slower rate of increase in tuition.
President Clinton recently
agreed to a substantial increase in
student aid "The budget we
agreed to.. contains the biggest
increase in Grant scholarshIps 111
20 years," said ClInton. This increase in grants is the most beneficial for students because grants
do not need to be paid back.
The budget also contains an
increase in loans, a fact of life for
many Whitworth students. "I
have accumulated thousands in
loans and belIeve it IS a worth
whIle cause for government to in-

vest in the future by investing i'1
it's students," said senior Seth
Irish.
The new budget increases
money for education by $3 5 billion, funding not only loans and
grants, but the national
AmeriCorps, an organization that
enables students to payoff their
loans by doing community service.
James B. Appleberry, president of the American Association
of State Colleges agrees with the
new budget and supports
AmeriCorps. "We are creilting a
seriously debt -burdened society
and are in need of more grants and
AmeriCorps programs to alleVIate
thIS problem," said Appleberry.
Many studen ts are borrowing
money for college and accumulating large debts because tuition
costs are rising faster than the rate
of inflatIon.
Pn va te undergrad uate
school tuition has increased 5 percent in one year and IS 2 percent
higher than inflation. The rates of
mcrease are sinllliar for Whitworth.

Cheering on the team ...

Freshman Jen Eastman, junior Jeff Davis, and sophomore Wayne Berry brave the
elements as they cheer on the Pirates at Saturday's Homecoming Game.

Dance rocks Graves Gym
JOY YAMASHITA

Siaff writer
Saturday evening, the Whitworth community
was transported back to the time when people
wore their sunglasses at night. The soothingly familIar songs of Debbie Gibson and New Kids on
the Block tranquilized the crowd eager to remember their junior high years. Several blue lights allowed a brief flash of neon and a glimpse of
crimped hair.
Greetings of "Pour some sugar on me" and
"Jump back!" could be heard. The time machine
that produced all thIS nostalgia was the 1996
Homecommg Dance, "The Totally Awesome 80s
Extravaganza!II"
"Because the 80s was a very recent and prominent time in our lives, it didn't feel like a dance, it
felt like the real thing," said freshman Maria Tena.
Graves Gym was decorated with signs containing 80s slang such as "cool" and "rad."
There was "seven mInutes of heaven," a c1osettype contraption for those who wanted more privacy. LIve video screens captured every denim and
spandex moment.
The costumes covered all aspects of the 80s.
In the crowd of more over 400 was filled with
Madonna wannabes, Bruce Springteen clones,
punkers, and old school break dancers.
Workout gear, ala OliVIa Newton-John, was
also a crowd pleaser. Elegant prom dIvas in their
pastel, off-the-shoulder gowns added a glamorous
touch. Some of the Baldwin Brothers climbed the
Whitworth booth and danced for the crowd.

See Dallce, COlli illllClt on page 12

Task Force adds service
to class curriculum
ALISHABROW

Staff writer

(
1ilIIiliM,.

Angela ReynoldslWh,lwonh,an

Junior Dayn Wilberding demonstrates his
favorite dance steps at the "Totally Awesome
80s Exlravagaza" Saturday in Graves Gym.

The Service Learning Task
force, a group established to
combine community servIce
and academIC study, met for the
fIrst time Friday, Oct. 11 to define the role of service in the
mission statement of the college:
"to honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity."
"The definition is really important for clarity," said Kathy
Storm, vice president for Student Life and dean of students.
"There are some institutions that
define service very narrowly
while others are very broad in
their definition, ilnd then there
are di fferent definitions of what
constitutes learning."
The task force will draft a
theological preamble and a
statement of educational philosophy, and then develop a
definition of service learning for
Whitworth College. "We're putting together some working
documents thilt will guide liS,"

said Storm.
"This task force will work on
putting all the paperwork mto
pl,ace, then secondly we'll begin
thinking about ways that service
might be integrated into ollr curriculum," she said. Psychology
and Education students already
have il servIce practicum integrated into their curriculum, and
all students in Core 150 complete
a servIce initiative as one of the
course requirements.
Dale Soden, associate professor of history and director of
Continuing Studies, said students respond favorably to their
Core 150 service experiences.
"We get a lot of pretty touching,
almost emotional comments
when people reflect on what it
was they saw for the first time,"
he said. "Things happen in those
situations that are pretty touchIng from a human standpoint."
Elsa Distelhorst, executive
director of the Lindaman Cen ter,
the community relations hub for
the college, said the campus and
the community support each other.

See Service, conlinued 011 page 2
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The GRAPEVINE ....

Enjoying the autumn leaves ...

• Cheap Date. Make like a tourist and go swimming at the Red
Lion Downtown. Worst case scenario: they may ask you to leave.
• No Offense. Ever notice how people say, "No offense" just
before they say something offensive?
• Lyric Confusion. Listen to the son9, ':Man On ~~ Moon" by
R.E.M. I always sing "And y, are you pukmg on ElVIS? and somehow it doesn't seem right. Is that really what Michael Stripe is
singing?
• Strange Coffee. If one of your friends orders a funky new
flavor of coffee from Stan, gets bitter bee~ face, and says "Here
taste this," just say "no." Trust me.
~

• ·Sad. A senior student tells us he recently visited chat rooms
on America Online. In the "trivia room," he ran across a'guy talking like Beevis and Butthead, whose profile admits he is 37 years
old and his hobby is "playing trivia on America Online." Get a
life.
Dan PloesIWI1tMlllhian

~he G.:e.. Es,caPees ~ Y~unge.. and younger ~very y~r.

1he Grapevne is a weeIIIy ooIumn in The WhitWOfIhran k:atrxing bits of CBIrpIS comedy,
unusual slones, and ofher light humor. To rontntM8 yourstoty, or ___ /he question of /he
week, call our 24-hour voic8marl aI Je. 5063. (Off-t:atrfJUS, dial466:324B, fIJd. 6)

Service
Contmued from page 1

figure out how to help the college-aged are just starting to
world rather then spending find out that they can make a
four years in the ivory tower," difference. You don't need a
he said.· .
particular skill. You just need
"To be in a thriving rela. Jim Page, resident director a desire."
tionship, you're giving ~nd tak- . of Bal.dwjn~Jenkins.Ha!1, ,is'in: A ,variety of opportunities
ing from each other," she said. volved with Students Eager·to - are available for students. Kari
"Communities need colleges to ~espond to Volunteer Endeav- McFarland, SERVE coordinator
be involved, and students can ors (SERVE) and said he sees and member of the Service
take their book learning and ap- several students who ,desire· to Learning Task Fo'rce, said
ply it in the community."
get involved.
SERVE works with seven orga.
Soden said it would be ben"If we had a van, this cam- nizations:'
eficial 'in the History depart- pus would go crazy with vol"1 know aboutltons and
ment for st~dents, to ~ave the unteering," he sai~. "The re- tonsof.!lctivities that I don't tell .
op'poriunity to apply. thejr ma-,. sponse w~ had for. Community people about unle'ss they want
jor in a .service ~ap~c1ty:' . '.
Building' Day' was amazing. . to do so~ething we don't offer.
. "We can help pe~ple prac- Many people said we should do I could have people all over
tice service and reflect on its CBD on a monthly basis."
downtown if transportation
value to the community. We
The motivation forinvolve- wasn't an issue," she said.
owe it to our students and this . ment comes from a sense that
Other groups like Circle K
community owes it to the serving and volunteering are and En Christo also offer serbroad<:r community to be en- important, said Page.
vi~e opportunities to interested.
gaged in serving and trying to
"A lot of people who are students.
<.
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• The tennis ball golf tournament was cancelled due to rain and
a stolen course map, arid was rescheduled for Sun., Oct. 20.

r-~JAVAMAMA7S-'

Eli Jaeger

,

• KwRs is giving away free gas on Wednesdays to select cars
bearing a KWRS sticker.

328-9625
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• College bowl teams are being fonned. Interested students
should call Alisa Tongg at x. 3276.

"

News Editor Sarah Bade
Annemarie Eklund

..,.-q.

• The constitutional update committee has been meeting to further review revision of ASWC'~ ·constitution. Drafts of the new
documen~ shoul~ be ~v!ijlable in November.

-

Mark Jackson

"'".u-.j"""......

• Th~ Assembly discussed a motion to periodically hold Assembly meetings in dorm lounges, The motion, presented by Selby
Hansen (Stewart) and seconded by Alison Foster (Ballard), passed
the Assembly 9-0.
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• A showing of the movie "Dead Man Walking" will be the campus-wide activity in November. Place and tim~ to be announced.
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Women's Task Force promotes
gender issues on campus
ALISHABROW

Staff Writer
The Women's Task Force at
Whitworth has been a misunderstood group on campus and they
are working to make students
more aware of the existence and
purpose of the group.
The Task Force wants to
make women students more
award of gender issues on campus, said Patricia MacDonald,
prof~r emeritus of psychology. "Most of them don't even
notice that there is a problem,"
she said.
The Task Force was first
formed in 1973 with the purpose
of making the college a place
where the development of the
full potential of women is p0ssible. "We were way ahead of
other institutions when it came
to things like changes in hiring
practices," said MacDonald.
Whitworth altered hiring

Are you breathing?

practices by having prospective Elsa Distelhorst, executive direcinstructors interviewed by the tor of the Lindaman Center and
whole Task Force.
Task Force chair.
The Task Force successfully
Activities for this year inconvinced the school of the need clude development of a Women's
for women's locker rooms in Studies curriculum, and a
what was then a newly built 'Women's MentoringTea thatwas
Fieldhouse. The original plans held during the first week of
for the building had no women's school to help female students
locker rooms.
connect with female faculty memThe Task Force also provides bers, who would then serve as
women students with academic mentors.
advisors who took their career
It is still possible to particigoals seriously, and would en- pate in the mentoring program by
courage them to go on to gradu- contacting Dayna Coleman.
ate school and a good career
The Task Force meets on the
rather than get married, second Tuesday of the month, but
MacDonald said.
it has a representative memberBecause the Affirmative Ac- ship including students, faculty
tion Committee wits designed to and staff, Distelhorst said. Somehandle the concernS of both the times they invite other people
Women's Task Force and the Mi- and men are involved this year,
nority Task Force, the group was she said.
suspended for awhile.
"We want to develop bridges
-It was reinstituted in 1992 be- with the rest of the campus so
cause the Affirmative Action they can help the Task Force,"
Committee was not meeting the Distelhors~ said.
needs of women on campus, said

Junior K* HMcock IIItenIf* 10 .... the pulee
of MnIOr lim Hoinor during WI Improv act
October 13 In ... c.mpua Center. The eYMI . . .
..... 01'" GrMt EactIpe Weekend.

,\:
f
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Support group helps women
with eating disorders
Every Tuesday, from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. in the Schumacher
Health Center, a group made of
college students who are suffering or recovering from eating disorders gathers to share
their struggles with eating issues.
Patti Waller also attends
the sessions. She provides
guidance and encouragement
for the women's group. Those
in attendance struggle with
Jood and dieting, and have
turned to starving themselves,
using laxatives to lose weight,
or binging and purging.
Waller said there is "definitely
a huge need" for this kind of
support group at Whitworth.
"The group is a place
where they can come and feel
like it is okay to talk, but it is a
very non-threatening environment. If someone doesn't feel
like talking, they don't have
to," said Waller.
Another woman who at/ tends regularly said the support group has helped her "re- it
alize that no one is alone with
this disease, and having a sup·
port system is very important
to recovery."
One woman explains
struggle she has gone through:
~~~~~~~==========~~~~==~====~~~~~_'_'T~w~o~a~n~d~a~h~a~l~f~y~e~a~~~a~g~o~,I
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started dieting and didn't.stop. said, " .. .1 was terrified to go,
After six months and losing 40 but I knew that if I was going
pounds, I was admitted to a ,to make it...1 would need the
_. hospital· for anofPxia--' I sUen!" '-:~Uh"',!.ori:'~ I'~h 'J; ',j I l d j j 1"""_1"
. ,
• r•
'r",:
YI'-'tHl.lj,h "~J~·i ... rjl~.f. liF j')f
two months of my senior year
The weekly sessions usuthere. Since my release, I have ally involve discussion of indibeen going to individual and vidual struggles and talk about
group therapy."
- what has been happening in
Recovery for these girls is each person's life. "We usually
a "slow, long process, but I see don't specifically discuss food
the progress that has been and weight; we try to focus on
made," said Waller.
the underlying problems,"
The .women who -attend said one woman, who has been
agree the support group has attending for over a ye~r.
been an important part of their
Anyone who feels they
heaHng process.
nee~ the encouragement and
They also said. making the support this group provides
decision to attend their first can attend on Tuesday aftergroup was a difficult step to noons. For more information,
take. However, as one woman call the health center.

JUUESUND
StIIf! writer
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This American culture?

--

-Aimee Elliott
senior

Whitworth needs to
,scrap Initiation
Hanna G,ln..,er
As new freshmen swarm the Whitworth campus each year, so also comes
a slew of familiar looking attire. Red
and black beanies, pig-tails and neck
ties, pre-man t-shirts and red do-rags
color the parts of campus which
haven't begun to reflect autumn colors. Unfortunately, these outward reflections of long-standing initiation traditions mask the
underlying problems with the activity.
Whitworth initiation has a turbulent history, and is
currently under investigation and re-evaluation by
ASWc;.. Today ini~ation is not serving the purpose it was
established to accomplish.
The institution advocates the mocking of incoming
freshmen by labeling them with initiation paraphernalia. It seems that freshman have enough adjusting to do
without adding the deliberate segregation from their
older piers.
Initiation also labels Whitworth. More than once, reports have surfaced of profane language, ill-tempered
initiators, and fraternity-style practical jokes like tubbing
and icing. If this is part of the image Whitworth wants
to portray, they should add a few Greek letters to the
front of every dorm.
Not only does initiation mock incoming students, and
label the college, it destrc;>ys the camaraderie it was intended to create. Whitworth would be better suited to
follow the model of schools like Whitman College where
new students are able to chose from a number ofo'ff-cam• pus activities like cam~' g and ·raftiI:tg. This seems a more
a d u -b' . 0 tion ..".~......• . . Ii'ositive
...yvri!'''~
~·)?BL~m., ,g,.p
'-' ~'..' . ,
nitwottli 'snould stop' initiation before the ethical
standard it upholds becomes irreversibly tarnished.
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A VICIOUS CIRCLE

A

merica j';lst has no of the big. Americans do not ample, is a convenient item
culture. Such was my drive Yugos. Instead they see which most of the world has not
initial reaction to this Suburbans, pick-ups and mini- experienced.
~fast-food and movie" society vans. Not only are the vehicles
Finally, I have experienced the
when I first set foot in Spokane huge, but restaurant meal serv- United States as a culture of very
to spend my college years in the ings are fit for dinosaurs. Homes personable humans. It is frightUnited States. America has no are spacious, with dens, garages ening for a foreigner to enter a
Gothic cathedrals or ancient and basements. Most of the store and be smothered with
pyramids. It boasts no famous world's citizens have never seen friendly "hellos" and "how are
waltz or internationally known homes like those in America. A yous." These courtesies show a
cooking technique (not counting phenomenon that continues to human interest and personal
the art of the McDonald's ham- shock me is the size of the Ameri- touch I never knew in European
burger!). No one praises America can refrigerator. In Austria, I shops. Recently, I had a delightfor a tradition of afternoon tea knew a 4' 10" fridge, but here ful expe~ence in this personable
with crumpets or for its apprecia- mine towers above me and has America, sitting in the emergency
tion of choice wines at meals.
so much room I can hide left- row on a short Hight. On my left
No, these lovely bits of culture overs and never recover them. sat a young college man, across
fail to define this country, while Big must be beautifulin America. from us a middle-aged drug
the words Mall of America, ", " . ',\ ,,,,,,,. .'" .:-"., . :' .. ' ".' '"
;'
counselor and a retired
The Simpsons, Pizza Hut f~·;'.dW(jii~6:it1nifi€ii:t;in~6ts~".'~~\
~avhY 'couAPfril~, and on .my
and lemonade stands more '.":' "'" ;~~. ,.,t.' ;.,,,: ':~~ .-;.,,':'j" ",."" . "
ng tan
can-Arnencan
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m?~er of five.

Within 10

~mut~ we were ensa:ged

complained. It is fluff! In ;:",,~,~,
m pohte conversation,
~
h
Ih
r:.,':Ji~~i~~;;·.i;~'.it·h·~:f':~,~· :>;, -- J';"~::,
which soon turned to Navy
my ew yea~ U:~
ave :~~~~~L~~,.",,'[t~~~tj!.J;e.j.:
. f ·1 h. .
begun
to notice
ascinat- ~.~,:,q;t:;:;;;'{,'1~t.~MMf-'.e,.~,).:t:;~:t?:"~,,.
stones, ami y Istones
ing personality of this coun- ~~~~~~~r~;4t"if~fflf~Jr1:JJl'f,fU;f.l~~;' .
and current love problems.
try. Though American so- ;~f'iniiJc'&~~tb7$~$Pf;i;tH;;Orieco'i:,(
By the flight'~ descent, we
dety reflects little of the 2~~"" ",:;.,,,,-,,~'f,. ' r. "'-;.... /<."P~"Jg(. . . ,/,1.'.:
were la ughmg and exancient art and historical ,;,w ',';ki'.,J,:i:I.;;J;:.:;,.,,/::..'.';:,.z?,-(."t."".'J-,.:~-?,;~
ha"
dd
hil
_
[r/ t , "Ul-f.4?~;5-, ¥: ~_~t~':;;:;~"i~:\':iii'~5'7;)\;:ic ngmg a
w e
tradition we associate with fk:,,: ":<if .,': :o:r, ,') '~' ... ';:" .:: :f:"'· ," "', .,:;:~ :'>}
the Navy man nudged his
wife, winked in good nareal culture, it has character which makes it one-of:a-kind.
Creativity is another ex pres- lure and insisted the coUege boy
America has culture - there is no sion of the American culture. get my phone number. A sense
question. The challenge is uncov- Whitworth dprm activities dis- of openness and freedDm
ering that which sets the U.5. play this creativity in their mas- brought us togethedn laughter,
apart from the rest of the world. sage evenings, manicure nights, teasing and sharing. ~uch friendOne of the first tastes of culture bowling in 70s clothes and cam- liness and social ease is not found
shock I met here was in the hair pus-wide games, such as Assas- everywhere in the world.
raising task of deciding between sin. I never imagined the crazy - I have only grazed the surface
fudge,doublefudge,mintmocha forms of entertainment that have of what defines American culfudge and chocolate chip fudge met me here. I remember the em- lure: variety, size, creativity, indelight at an ice cream shop. barrassment of being dragged to vention and humanness. PerAmerica is a culture of choice. Shari's at la.m. with a group of haps, in this same light, we can
When ordering a meal at the On- silly girls dressed in mismatched be challenged to shed some preion, one must be armed with de- PJ s and pony tails. Another sumptions and look with new
cisiveness and prepared to fire at mode of creativity I observe is in eyes of appreciation, not only at
the endless choice of salad dress- advertising. The Republican the United States, but at other S(}ings. In Austria, McDonald's Convention, for example, had cieties and cultures. What utter
monopoliZes fast-food business, nearby venders boasting their delight we may find in discovering what makes a particular cuIwhile in Spokane one might col- Dole pineapple ice cream.
lapse in indeciJ;ion when choOsThis creativity, coupled with ture -or even person- so
ing between Burger King, entrepeneurship, led to fascinat- uniquely itself.
.
Wendy's, Arby's, Taco Bell and inginventions: GadgetsarefashZips. This choice sets America ioned here which are virtually Elliott UQS born in ViennJI, Auslrill,
her parents were missionaries.
apart.
unknown in other parts of the where
She lived there 18 ~rs before coming
The United States is the culture world. A Zip Lock bag, for ex- to study in the Umted Sillies.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POUCY
THE WHIlWORTHlAN WELCOMES YOUR
~ : VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTERFSf TO mE
COLLEGE COMMUNI1Y. LEITERS SHOUlD
BE TYPED AND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (FOR
VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS
LETTERS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL LETTERS. LEITERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "THE WHllWORTHIAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHlTWORTHIAN@EVE.WHlTWORTH.EDU. LETTERS
MUST BE RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., FRIDAY, OCT. 25 FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE OCT. 29 ISSUE.
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~th
Speaks

Out
If you could change one
thing about Whitworth,
what would it be

~

•

"Pave the Baldwin-Jenkins
parking lot."
-Josh Decker
!reS/III/ali

"I would want people to realize that if you don't do all of
the Whitworth-planned activities, you could still be a
Christian."
-Sarah Everett
jUnior

-r - ~ -"-i:~~"4 r-· l-.~.r. ,~·t"Hi-·r'" :
, 1 w<?ulu like to see the cam~.', '
pus more diverse."
-Adam Uhler

Through the years

junior

Homecoming traditions change with the times
ELIZABETH VERNON
Copy editor

This year's Homecoming festivities did not involve fire hoses
or shaved heads. Students were
allowed to dance, and we did
have a Homecoming queen. But
what we hold as Homecoming
tradition has not always taken
place, and there have been other
traditions. Although many
Homecoming events have remained the same through the
decades, the festivities have
changed and adapted over the
years to meet changing times.
When Mathematics Professor
Howard
Gage
attended
Whitworth as an undergraduate,
there was no official or organized
Homecoming dance. Instead,
there was a banquet. "Conservative churches didn't think
dancing was appropriate," Gage
said. "But there was no way to
control students dancing somewhere else." Students regularly
went off campus to dance, especially to Gonzaga. Another
popular spot to danct; was
"Letterman's Landing," an area
at Deaconess Medical Center,
where Whitworth pre-nursing
students studied.
The bonfire, which was once
called the frosh bonfire, is one of
the oldest Homecoming traditions. It appears in yearbooks
dating from the 1940s. The bonfire is called the "major spectacle" of fIomecoming i~ the

19305 in History Professor Dale
Soden's"A Venture of Mind and
Spirit," his centennial history of
the college published in 1980.
The football game is the event
which has taken place most consistently over the years. Gage has
strong memories of the Homecoming game from his freshman
year. He played third string quar-

Homecoming
festivities have
changed and
adapted over the
years to meet
changing times.
terback, and was put into the
game early in the second half after the other two quarterbacks
were injured. He had never
played in a Whitworth game before. "The results were not
pretty," Gage said.
During the late '50s and early
'60s, Whitworth and Eastern
Washington University were in
the same athletic league and had
a close rivalry. Gage describes the
behavior during these games as
not exactly Christian, and as full
of fights. ''They had to use fire
hoses after games to break up

fights," he said.
Homecoming went through
radical changes in the early
19705, and no longer included the
naming of a queen. The Oct. 6,
1972 issue of The Whitworthian
reported that "Whitworth's Student Senate hopes to get the campus into the spirit of the game by
changing the emphasis from
Homecoming Royalty to student
concern." That year money was
raised and given to Shriner's
Hospital for Crippled Children.
Homecoming traditions made
a comeback in the 19805 and became more like what we know
them to be today. The traditions
of floats, a queen and a dance
were brought back. Tad Wisenor,
director of Alumni Affairs, went
to Whitworth in the mid 19805,
before the tradition of dorm
decorating began. He remembers the importance of the floats
and the parade. These were also
the years when streaking made
a comeback after many years,
and a group of Mac men streaked
across the back of thf? Pine Bowl
during halftime, he said.
In 20 years, Whitworth Homecoming traditions may be very
different. Will students in the
year 2016 think that electing a
Homecoming queen is a sexist,
outdated idea? Will they give up
the traditional bonfire in sensitivity to clean air? Will football be
abandoned in favor of a global
game of cyber-baU? Only time
will tell.

"Move it home to SeaHlel"
-Grant Clay

. junior

"All the pine needles would
magically disappear."
-Bethany Christensen

freshrrum

,
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"I wish it were closer to
home."
-Allison Foster

sophomore
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(Above) Sophomores Beth Rodman and Amy Ritter of Warren
Hall prepare to be judged for the dorm decorating contest.
(Below) Junior Joanna Grant, freshman Sheri Anderson, and
sophomore David Boscow make signs for the Village dorm
decorating.

To ASWC Cultural and Special Events Coordinator
Kym Atkin, a reSIdent of Southern California, "the
whole snow thing did not make sense."
But Atkin, who started planning Homecoming 1996
last April, did not let the rain, snow, haI! and other
precipitation that fellillst week disrupt "Music Memories." Concessions were made for the weather (the
picnic was canceled, the bonfire was moved inside,
and fans at the football game bundled up), but the
spirit of Homecoming remained intact.
The Powder Puff football game kicked off the week.
"Powder Puff went really well," said Atkin. "We were
very nervous because of the fact that the Athletic Department wouldn't let us use the football field, but it
was a beautiful day and so many people showed up it just made it wonderful."
Coffeehouse in the Campus Center on Oct. 12 featured several student performers and cowboy poet
John Kulm performing to a full house. "It was fun to
see so many people there," said junior Mike Emmans.
Emmans and junior Yosef Durr combined their musical talents to perform "Mac Men Streaking in the
Loop," a parody on "Dust in the Wind" that Emmans
attributed to Durr's genius.
There was low attendance for the mid-week musical acts in the WCe, but those who went enjoyed themselves. Since It was a mid-term type week, and there
were several events both on- and off-campus, the timing didn't work for many students. "Next year I would
suggest a few less events. It was really crowded this
week," she said.
Several people attended the "Footloose" showing
in the Campus Center on Wednesday night. '''Footloose' was so cqol. I had totally forgotten how rad
that movie was," said Atkin.
Decorating competition was intense between the
dorms. Stewart Hall won the judges' vote for being
the best decorated, while Ballard Hall won the
student's choice award. "Dorm decorating was really
fun," said sophomore Selby Hansen, president of
Stewart Hall. "[n Stewart, we had a lot of people get
involved, so that was really cool."
Traditional judging occurred on Thursday night, and
the "Parade of Dorms" tour for interested students was
held on Friday night "I thought the parade of dorms
was a really good idea," said Hansen. He said it was
logistically difficult, however, to expect people to participate tWo nights in a row Olnd to run the performance
three times on Friday to .JC'commodate everyone. It
made it tough with only four our of the nine groups
participating, he said. "Next year, we're just going to
do it all on Friday night," said Atkin.

The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble performed Friday
night with jazz pianist Gene Harris in the Auditorium.
"Gene Harris was phenomenal," said junior Sarah
Everett. "The concert made me feel tingly all over."
Following the concert, stu~enls packed the WCC for
s'mores and hot chocolate, and enjoyed a performance
by Whitworth's improv group.
The Homecoming game against Pacific Lutheran
UniverSIty kicked off in the Pine Bowl at 1:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon. "I thought the crowd was really
pumped up. It was definitely the best crowd we've
had, and definitely the biggest," said freshman player
Darin Radke. "It seemed like they were really into it,
even when the score was pretty lop-sided. It was pretty
cool that a lot of them stuck around even when it was
hailing and raming."
"It was funny to see how the weather got people
pumped. Half the people left, but the half that stayed
were totally stoked," said Hansen. When it started
hailing, people started chanting "Hell no, we won't go,"
and a bunch of guys took off their shirts and ran down
the track, he said
Half-time entertainment consisted of a juggling
troupe composed of several talented youngsters as well
as the-antics of the Homecoming king and queen candidates. Warren candidates juniors Alisa Tongg and Jeffr
Davis enacted a rendition of" Aladdin," and were later
crowned Homecoming King and Queen.
The week was capped by "The Totally Awesome 80s
Extravaganza" from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday In "
Graves Gym. "The dance was rockin' because everyone was really into it and most people were in costume," said sophomore Erin Gauntlett. "It was really
sad to see how many people had 80s clothes to wear"
Sophomore Angela Gillam was also amazed at how
easy it was for people to dress 80s style. "It looked so
natura!," she said. "Everybody was sporting the miniskirt and the big shirt with the collar hanging off the
side."
While several people had no problem capturing the
look of the 80s, there were signs that the decade has
passed. ''I'm glad everyone else was as lost as I was on
how to dance 80s," said junior Andrea Olah.
"This is a very fun job to have. Hopefully with the
money we make on the dance we can fund the winter
and spring formal and also do some more programming. I'm thinking of renting out a bowling alley and
having a Whitworth bow ling night and some other offcampus events." On Saturday, however, she was planning to put her long-term plans were temporarily on
hold. "Tomorrow, I'm going to sleep all day long," she
said.

St011lm" Lydifi Dobrovolny
- Photos by A'tg~l~ l(eynolds
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and Stev~'BrasIie4r' ~,'
, D~si~ bij~li T~g'er,~··

(Left) Costumes from the 80s
infiltrated the Homecoming dance
Saturday at Graves Gym.

I
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(Right) Tyler Smith of Uptown
Productions in Missoula, Mont.,
announces the winners of the best
80s costume as Cultural and
Special Events Coordinator Kym
Atkin looks on. (From left) Smith,
sophomore Penny Pearson, senior
Tim Evans, freshman Andrea Frey,
and sophomore MaH Bates, and

AtkIn.
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(Above) Coach Kirk Westre rallies the offense during the first haH

(Left) Freshmen Lindsay
Hunter and Annl Dupuis
decorate for Arend's Nelectric"
dance during dorm decorating.
Judges chose Siewart Hall for
first place In the contest, while
second went to last year's
winner, Warren Hall.

(Right) King Jeff Davis and
Queen Ailsa Tongg of Warren
Hall lead the dance at
Homecoming Saturday night at
Graves Gym.
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8 e SPORTS
Renee Williams: heart and soul of Pirate volleyball

The team IS only four-year member leads by example
lenges is being a captain or the
leader of the team.
..
"Being the captain can be a difficult balance. You want to encourage, but at the same time
your expectations of the team are
high and can be demanding,"
said Williams.
Schaumburg said the team has
a lot of respect for Williams and
as a leader she is a determined
and focused individual in both
practice and game situations,
Throughout her four years at
Whitworth, Williams has ·been
through coaching changes and
has been a part of a young, developjng program.
"This year we have lots of talent ~pread among the members
of our team. Even though we are
young and lacking experience, it,
is encouraging to'see the positive
progress that the team has obtained since the beginning of the
season," said Williams .
. After graduation, Williams
would like to travel abroad and
teach. She would also like to
teach and coach here in the
United States at either the junior
high or senior'high school level.
"Someday I would like tc? be
able to share my experiences with
my athletes and students," Williams said.

criticism in order to improve
her
level of play,
According to senior Renee Wil- as well as that
liams, sports is an opportunity to of her teamgrow as an individual, meet other mates.
people, and is also a way of life.
"She
is
commi tted to
the program.
She leads by . Coo~lISyofNatsihi
example at
both practice and in matches, She
helps keep the. team together,",
Williams is the only four-year said Naipo. "She's our 'go-tovarsity member of the women's player' and'our primary passer
volleyball team. She is currently on the court."
a co-captain and has started in
Williams said volleyball is a
every game of every mat<:h this both a team and an individual
season.
,~effort. . Every action affects the
"The sport of volleyball is ftin:, result whether it be in practice or
It is a chance to compete, as well in a gam~. She added that everyas contribute to a team effort," on,e mu:;t work ~ogether to obtain
th~ t~am's ful~ potential and to'
said Williams.
Head Coacti Hiram Naipo said make use of each individual talWilliams is the heart and soul of cnt.
"When I was a freshman, I rethe team.
Sophomore teammate Sonya aIized that there was room for
Schaumburg said Williams is growth ,in my game. I often·
"open to suggestions from her looked to my teammates for an
- teammates and is willmg to'do example, and from there I have
what is best for the team in any built a foundation," said WiIIiams:
given situation."
Naipo added that Williams is '
According to Williams, volleya player who simulates informa- ball is a ;;port that provides many
.tion and a~cepts cons~ructive ,challenges. One of those chalSHARON OLNEY

Staff writer

Pirate
Profile
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Williams (left) jumps with, teammate to practi~e blocking shots.
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Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St. • 468-4386
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Slww your student ID and get

Miniature golf for $3.00
-OR·

$1.00 off Go-Kart rides
• Batting cages • Go-Karls
• Arcade games
• Pool tab~es
• Bumper cars • Pizza
• Indoor and outdoor miniature golfing
Watch Monday Night Football on the big screen!
Valid September through Aprtl, OPEN YEAR ROUND.
;
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Would you like hwIp In ~ldIng
N..., "1tooI ~ righ' fw you?

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
PRESENTS

I

LAW SCHOOL IN' A BOX

I

DATE: Saturday, October 26,1996
TIME: 9:30 am - 4:00 pm
WHERE: Gonzaga University School of Law
601 E. Sharp
Spokane, WA 99202
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REGISTER FOR THIS £BEE PROGRAM BY Mon. Oct. 21st:
*Call Sheila at 1-5C)9.32~220 ext. 3736 or
e-mail: sstillian(llawschoot.gonzaga.edu
*Call Sally at 1-800-793-1710 •
'
*Pick up registration to"" from your prelaw ad'Iisor
or Career Servlc" OffIce

. Gonzao- UnNttr#y

SchooJoIt. ...
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Tuesday night is College Night!
'j "

Cross country fights first signs'of winter
Staff writer
Winter made its formidable
presence known at the Eastern
Washington University Invitational, in Chen~y on Saturday,
when temperatures hovered in
the mid-30's and snow fell right
up until the beginning of the first
race.
The course proved to be as difficult as the weather, consisting
of a 1.5 mile loop (run twice by
the women and three times by the
men) featuring non-stop hills,
Both Whitworth teams ran well
in spite of the harsh conditions,
with a few exceptional performances mixed in like chocolate
chips in grandma'S homemade
cookies.
One hot spot was the performance of junior Dale Macomber,
who finished 17th overall.
"This was the best race of the

Men's Team Scores
Divisioo I Schools
1. Eastern Washington University
2. Montana
3. Gonzaga University
Non-DiYisioo I Schools
I. Spokane Community College
2. North Idaho College
3. Flathead Valley CC
4. Whitworth College
WQmen'~

veal for Dale.-, He ran a constant Macomber,',commenfu:\g,on his,
pace and held his position well. , chances to qualify for nationals.
It was a breakthrough for the seaThe women also had a good
son," said Head Coach Andy day, even though the team's top
runner, 'junior
Miranda
Sonneland.
The ne.xt runner for Whitworth Thygesen"was unable to compete
was'sophomore Jason Morgan ,due to iUness. Stepping up to fiJI
(34th), and then freshman Josh the void was sophomore teamDecker (47th), senior Tim Evans mate Me~gan Widhalm, wholan
(51st), and freshman Greg Loew , strongly to finish 16th. Sopho(59th).
more Dana Ryan (26th) was the
Macolnber's goal of competing second Buc across the line, folin nationals draws closer t~ a re- lowed by freshman ,Brenna
Robinson (35th), freshman Carality ~ith every race.
"1 feel confident, but it's always mine Compogno (36th), soph~
hard to teU. I think my chances more Libby Lowe,(47th), sophoare definitely better than SO/SO to more Angela Hoff (51st), and
get there right now. I'm training freshman Gwen Johnson (54th).
to peak at the conference cham"I was particularly impressed
pionships, while a lot of teams are with Meagan Widhalm and
looking past that. There's prob- Brenna Robinson today. Both had
ably more individual pressure on very good races and showed exme'than 'on anyone in the confer~ ceptional improvement. The
ence, simply due to past perfor- team did well also, although
man~es and expectations. But
missing Miranda certainly didn't
that should only help,", said help," said Sonneland.
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17. Dale Macomber
34. Jason Morgan

27:13.00 '

47. Josh Decker

28

51. Tim Evans
59. Greg Loew

29:22.00
29:59.00
31:11.00

Women's Finishing Times
16. Meagan Widhalm
26. Dana Ryan
35, Brenna Robinson
36. Cannine Conmpogno
47. Libby Lowe
51. Angela Hoff
54. Gwen Johnson

21:26.10
21:55.80
22:19,30
22:19.80
23:20.30

28:33.00

43
74
78

25
49

58
23
41

57
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Men's Bnishin, Times

37
70

Tam SmDii

Division I Schools
I. Ponland
2. Gonzaga University
3. ~em Washington University
Nott-Divisloa I Sc:booIs
I. Spokane Community College
2. Whitworth College
3. North Idaho College
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Pirate football falls short in sloppy shootout
BENNE'IT GIBSON

St.Jfwriter

•

On a day that prescribed rain,
gusty winds and snow, victory
was not part of the medicine for
the Whitworth Pirates as they fell
to Pacific Lutheran University 41-

18 Saturday in the Pine Bowl.
The Pirates are still searching
for their first victory at 0-5 while
the Lutes improved to 4-1.
The Lutes virtually dominated
the first half point-wise, scoring
14 points in the first quarter en
route to a 21~ halftime lead. At
that point in the game, it seemed

as if the second half might produce the same results.
Then the sky opened up. For
the duration of the second half,
players competed in the midst of
harsh conditions that included
periods of rain and rain mixed
with snow. As a result, the Whitworth defense began to take ad-

vantage of the Lutes' inconsistencies by creating turnovers.
By the end of the game, 12 turnovers were committed, nine by
PLU. The Bues capitalized on
three of these, scoring three
touchdowns in the second half.
However, the Pirates had their
share of mishaps as well, both
turning the ball
over and failing
to prevent the
PLU offense from
putting more
. points on the
board. The Lutes
scored another
", :} three
touch:' i downs
the second half, thereby
.~ locking the door
..... and throwing
away the key on
the game.
Sophomore
linebacker Jason
said that
was a woropponent
"They were pretty
tough. They knew
what they were
doing," he said.
Sophomore defensive lineman
ustin Messman
~ said PLU was
a"tricky" team,·
and the team was

in

In The Trenches
With Jess than i~ conditions
created by the snow and rain
during the game and the

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ

preVious'.t.:ihe PiraIES and

/

Lutes often faa!d hazan;ls olheI"
than each other.

1.
2.

ABOVE: Junior Eric 'Thomas
........ through Ihe P8cIIc
~""' .... andthe
......... fteId. Thomas had

3.

24,.... ........ on seV8n

carrieL

very prepared. "In the next
couple of years, we're going to
give them a fight," he said.
Messman contributed two tackles and the team's only sack.
The consensus among the players was that PLU was a very
classy team, and that praise carried over to the coaching staff.
Defensive coordinator Chris
Casey said that PLU was an admirable foe. "They're as difficult
as any team that we've played,"
he said.
Casey also said the coaching
staff was very proud of the team
and their attitudes. "The game
was a lot closer than the score,"
he said.
The Pirates did have a scare
late in the fourth quarter when
quarterback Casey Doyle took a
crushing blow while trying to run
in a two-point conversion. After
several minutes, Doyle was
helped off the field by his own
will.
Immediately following the
game, Doyle had no recollection
of playing at all. "1 can't remember anything that happened," he
said, Doyle had a dedicated performance on the day, ending up
10 for 23 with 143 yards and two
touchdowns. As of press time, it
appears that Doyle will be fine.
The Pirates travel Saturday to
Salem, Ore: to face the Bearcats
of Willamette University.

4.

.

What's the nickname of the Oregon State Football team7
How many pitches did Reggie Jackson hit his three
straight homers on in a 1977 Series game7
naIs pitcher played
What former St.
with the
in 1957-587
What did
do in his only

5.
lEFT: Sophomore I;Irian
BratoniII tucb the b818IId
Ioob _ .. opening. Bndonia
on 14
CMtes..

6.

....... for.,..

7.
8.
9.

-=.-

Jei-usalem
UniversitY
College
• ...... ofAlts
......... or ..... YJiaduale

..................

• shoIt-lemt IICIIdemIc
study programs
• CI'8dIIs .... asfenIbIe
• Biblical HisIory
• New Teslamant BacIqJtlmds
• MiItIe Easaam SIUIies
• HIsIoricaI Geography
• ~ Bille Translalion
.~Language

FOO'I'IL\LL

Stat Sheet
PLU-Finstucn 3 run (Maciejewski kick)
PLU-Finstucn 19 run (Maciejewski
kick)
Pl..U-Pi1Md 15 pas.~ from Jordan

(Maciejewski kick)
WC-Gienn 23 pass from Doyle (kick:
failed)
PLU-Resqua I run (Maciejewski kick)
WC-Torres I run (pass failed)
PLU-Van Valey 19 run (Maciejewski
kick)
PLU-Van Valey 7 run (kick blocked)
WC-Sluekle III pas.~ from Doyle (run
failed)

Pac. Lutheran 14 7 14 6-41
Whitworth
0 o 12 6 -18
First downs
Rushes-Yards .
PwiJIg

Comp-AU-Int
Total Yards
PunIS-Avg.

FumblCi-Lost
Penalties- Yants
Kickoff Returns
TlnlC of Possession

PLU
27
48-329
249
14-24-2
578
1-28
9-5
7-55
Hi5
32:05

10.

we
I~

47-105
157
12-29-0
262
9-33.9
3-2
6-47
5-92
27:55

Individual StatUtial
Rushing-PLU, Finuuen 111.185. Van Valey
11.65, Requa 6-64. Iont.n 7·13, Fooce 1-7.
Cloft 1·3. 1M 1·2. Jenson 3 (-IO)WC. PuIaey
17·61, E. Thomas 7·24, B.Williams 1-(-61, B.
Braloma 17·55, Doyle 5·J. I.Torres I-I, leslie
1-(-14)
Passing-PLU, Ionian 12-23-2-249, Ienron G-I().O. we, C Doyle J(J.23.o.143. R.Leslje 2·6()'14.
Rettivmg-PLU, Pimeuen 5·80. Van Valey 254. tcrum 2-46. Anderson 2·29. Kelnez 2·25,
P,land 1·15. we, ".Williams 5-72, D.Glenn 3·
39, M.SeueckIc2·25,J Simmons 1·18,
T. r:mSI 1·3
.

The prize is your name
Mountain Dew.

winner box and a can of

Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' .box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Congratulations to Kyle Forsythe for answering six questions
correctly and beating Alex Schuerman with the tie breaker.
Answers:
1) The Golden Glove 2) Colt ASs 3) Second Sase 4) Bob
Watson S) Catcher 6) Chuck Knox 7) Danny White 8)
Arizona and Arizona St. 9) 1912 10) Buffalo -Bills
TiE BREAKER: 3
.
QJJeslions and answers courtesy orTrlvlall'ursult<tJ.
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Two Whitworth students find common
bond running in Spokane Marathon
TODD PARSONS

Sports editor
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Sport, //
COllllentary

Friendship and teamwork got
two Whitworth students throuBh
the hills and poor weather of the
Spokane Marathon, on Saturday.
Juniors Chris Cooper and D,J.
Jernigan ran side-by-side
through rain and snow on the
Spokane course, finishing with a
time of three hours and 37 minutes.
Despite being seven minutes
over their target time, the two
were pleased. The weather.fac"Could the woman
tored in heavily wi th the temwho left her 11 kids at the
perature dropping to 32 degrees
IGngdome come and pick
in the first hour.
them up, they're beating
the Seahawks." Ha, ha, very funny. Everyone is quick to cut down
The- key for both runners was
that they ran together.-. . -', "
the Seahawks. - People
used to be fans are always the worst.
"It would have \Jeen a yeiy
Well, I've g~ a r~ws flash for some of you quitta's. Tearr-,s go tt.rough
tough race to get through al~,"
tough times; it's part of the gairie. H 5(JII1e teams didn't struggle for
said Cooper. .
,. '"",'
.500 every year, ~ you wouJdn't have teams dominating like DaI~It, definitely h'7I~_ to Nlv~
las, Sari Francisco and G~ 'Bay.
someOne to run with-and ,train
Before ,evetyone who is a ~; San Fraitcisco or Green Bay fan
, wi~" Jernigan ad~ed,: ,: __ ; "
starts pumping themSelVes up~ ~ me menti<Bt a couple things. First,
~ two have beenJf~~
I didn't ~ you :t>~r's fans talkirlg abou,t your team a few years
five'weeks for the marathon.'" < - _
ago when ~y were one of the ~orst'~ ip the league. I haven't
1,()75 men and wC?m~' ~-.
forg~' ~~,~ the pre-Jimmy J~ era dte only Cowboy fans
were in Texas. ~ ~ easy to roOt for San Francisco now, but will it be
\pated in the mara~ori, _w,hich '
also included a half mckathaei': ,just' as easy when ~, free agenc;y, and age brings them down a
Cooper is no str~:ti?~a- ' .
level They W~'.tgo on winning ~er.
'
thons, as this was hiS'siXth. ',- t'
. Jt ~gI)t. ~~~~wks in a' coUple y~ who ~ beginning to
At age 15, he rarijh:~~J.9ijl_: .
d~~_the~:' I'm sme ybu'Bbe quick to denOunce your 1OySan Francisco Marati'icn'
'With., :
;iJ.v'to
hop on the fastest
.
. band-wagoo. Thftical
.
,
~1 - 'one:aeam
.
, .. , and
.,
...DlOVJIlg
-7Y
littlemoree){peri~~9$~d.e-:
, , : ' . ' o.n~7wea~~-~~~~youhowlongyou've~a_
giee weather he took thiRUn-ms ,J~ D.J. JemJ..... , Md ChIle eoop.r ..... fi!a..... ,fan you_ll ~_"quick to say, ~-~yS lovf,!d the ~~~If I ~
" ilge gt'9Uptb~ rt~t ~~tfilii!l,' ~,- together to, ~... iii ~. Spobne ~"1Oft.
what you're thinliliig, ~ would fti!Yer say suCh ~ thing." Let'~ look at
,:·~~"M.i~~tnoli:!fn}W.:l:z~,ft'~",:~" "'Tome,nmniiigisjutii .. release 'mentalraoi,~attkattime thepast~,: ..::. ': _ : - - . Ie - ., .-.- ;-_:~;
_
'.
Cooper kept on-}~i>rov~8;: -and a chance to challenge my- you're [phy.~;'llY] spent," exWeJlsta~rwith,t;heMarineIS. Theywe~onlytalkedaboUtwith
taking first place in~ t,he ~a:-, ,~f," he said.
'_
plained C~,_ -:'.
disdain and'Saft:asmbefore the M'$' miraculouS Refuse to Lose cammento International ~ q~: :' The Spokane Marathon was
Jerniga~id
bro~ght a paign. Now everybody is a big fan· -The amazing thing is ti1eY-have
ing for the prestigioufBos~" Jernigan's first, so Cooper, being sense of a:~omplisPment from all been big ~'forever. I wonder who the ~ comers are that are
Marathon.'
_, ->, ;.: :;,:>' ,themoreexperieilCedrunner,car- the expe~~e, and that h~lld finanyfilling:~,Kingdome. Ifyoul;till don't believe me, 111 go back
. He finished with a ~ of~, - ried him mentally iUld. emotion- work dDt!&~aiJ. .o .'
even farther. -,:--:- '
ju~t- a minute under ~-cu~, -ally at times.
_
'1t definJIIJIY bioJJghUCoopet] - . The Sonies. Aftt!r the last few ~ of dominati<Bt they ~ve a
"It helped a lot wi~ his expe- and myselfjflO~-cl~r, ": said . nation-wi~e ft?I1owing. High ~ players like Shawn Kemp and
point for qualifying fPf ~,~t'"
y~r's Boston Mara~, ' ":f:~:- .,:~. rience," said J~' "He kind Jernigan. . , ' ,
:, " .
Gary Payton ~ve pe9ple taWrig. Hardly an~ remembers the
Cooper opted instead.~, ~~,,' of brought me through'the last six"It was ~encin. ~e love day when the.SonK;s .re~ ~n Alton Lister ~ Xavier ~Dan.ia1 fOl'
tum to the San Fr~~a.:' miles."
of runninfr1!Pth 01M! 01 ~y ~t rebounds, while TOm ~l'$ was our Ieali~ offensive threat
thon.
' _:. -,' : ~::J' '; , "The last six are baSically a friends,'!-~ said.
.
In the next ~ouple years-maybe this y~ Seahawks will Un. -- , "':~:' '
,prove. I won't niind ~le joining in my enthusiasm at ~ir_victories. Just pIea$e_ don't give me the story about how you remember
Krieg p~ to John L Williams. Because the fact is; you prtlbably
don't.
-,'
,

Fair-weather fans and bandwagoneers can hit the road
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:Mich~el Jordan donates
$1 million to alma mater
ronment of this nature, and un- .
fortunately, many parents are
Basketball superstar Michael overwhelmed by the pressures of
Jordan has donated $1 million to life, struggIingand tJyingtosurvive."
his alma mater University_ of
The institute will bring toNorth Carolina.
gether social service professionJordan, a 1986 UNC graduate, als and academicians from many
gave the money for the building disciplines to find solutions to
of a new Institute for Families, to problems facing families, ranging .
be built of the university's from inadequate day and 'elder
ground and named in his honor. care to drug abuse, teen-age pregPart of the School of Social nancy, domestic violence and
Work, the Jordan Institute for children living in poverty.
Families is designed to
"We see the Jordan Institute as
strengthen families and help chil- a mechanism to bring togethel'
dren in need. Jordan and his experts from many diSCiplines
mother, Deloris, were in Chapel and campuses to collaborate on
Hill Oct. 1 to cut the ribbon for ways to strengthen families," said
the building.
.Richard Edwards, social work dean.
"! feel very blessed and fortuDeloris Jordan, now of Chili-nate to have had a family struc- lotte, has been active on the
ture which nurtured and pro- School of Social Work's advisory
vided a positive influence for board. She recently wrote a book
myself and my siblings," Jordan on parenting, "Family First. and
said. "Many young people today was president of the Michael Jorare not benefiting from an envi- dan Foundation of the Carolinas.
College Press Service
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Sonic Burrito is a hip, '90s
Features editor
~ burrito joint that first opened in
the Rosauer's shopping center on
Someone once told me that 29th on the South Hill. This fall
Spokane nightlife is about as they opened a second one on
happening as a country Nevada near Gonzaga. The line
cemetary. You wouldn't have to at Sonic Burrito is always
do much convincing to get me but leaving with a
to agree. But as my senior year tummy makes it all
flies by, I am realizing that I'm a wait. From the first
sentimental fool about Spoka- charmed by the quaint,
vegas, as I so amiably refer to it. desk chairs and the
True, Spokane is not Seattle artwork; I could
when it
to nightlife, but I reading "Backpa
have
to spend zines, munching
my last
ploring
and
e sights, and
sounds of Spokane. After a
month-and-il-half I can teU you
there's more here than you
might think.
Have you ever been to the falls
at Riverfront Park when the
river ~ high? You can stand on
the bridge and take a shower in
the spray from the waterfall. It's
an exceUent place to kiss someone or talk about the future, or
mouthstand alone and mutter useless
And when your
phrases to remind yourself that
laun~ry is ready to go in the
sanity is fleeting.
dryer,
run next door and make
For more ambiance, there's
the switch. Hey, would you
the Rocket Bakery on
rather sit in the stinky
tuck~d in between
laundromat,
watching the tigh,tyacross the street and
whiteys swirl around in the dryer
block from the
or stuff
face with the ~t
movie theatre. The
tlSiDOlkarle? You mak~ the

A~TS & LnTL~TAlnr\LnT -II

ner, playing guitar and singing
at the top of your lungs, filling
your stomach with greasy fries.
It's worth the two hour drive just
to see that hole.
And the booming metropolis
of Tum-Tum is beautiful at night,
even if you have no clue how
you got there or how on earth
you're going to get back. Take a
friend along. You can see the
glow from the Spokane ci ty
. the best view east of the
.:asca(ips after 10 p.m.
okay, so I'm starting to
mClCkiing the east

you can
so many
you nuts.
believe that SpOkafle
a CQuntry cemetary.
I've been tl? a counnot far from Spograss was so tall, I
my own mower
could r~ad the

Confessions 0'£ a Phish die-hard
How do you review an album
from one of your
favori te bands?
Do you a) review
it objectively with
. neutral ears; b)
rave about it with totally biased
opinion; or c) review another album? Because I am a professional (I lost my amateur status
when I won $50 in a bowling
tournament), I must back away
and review this album as any
other professional writer would,
objectively and b~sed-free.
PHISH IS THE GREATEST
LIVING BAND IN THE WHOLE
WIDE WORLD! (Oops, there
goes being objective and·professional.)
.
"Billy Breathes," the group's
first studio release in two and a
half years,.possesses something
that has been missing from previous Phish albums: lyrical maturity. An example of their previous lyrics is their first single .
from their "A Picture of Nectar"
album. What exactly does "poke
a double decker on a llama
taboot, lIa'rna taboot, taboot: trigger a blastopast, ramshackle laker

,
.
mean anyway? Or my bum is a warm, rustic declaration
personal favorite: "give the direc- of optimism and new life, hence
tor a serpent deflector; a mud rat the title of the album nodding to
detector, a ribbon reflector; a • the birth of lead Singer
cushion convector, a picutre of Anastacio's baby daughter. The
nectar; a biriIe disector, a hor- sixth track, titled "Talk," is the best
mone collector?"
song direct~d towards the
Maybe I am not completely resurregence of·life. "Nothing's
wrong in thinking those lyrics ever/soaking through the filter
wHl not inspire great works in that surrounds your thoughts/'
people, but Phish is still THE sings Anastacio, in a voice that
GREA'FEST LIVING BAND IN can only be that of a father.
THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD.
With their fo)kyvibe, vocal harSorry. But after hearing "Billy monizing, and back-porch guitar
Breathes," Phish reminds me of a sounds, Phish echoes a variety of
particular drive I took during the influenc~ (the Beatles, Grateful
end of this summer. As I was Dead, Traffic, Jefferson Airplane,
driving through the Columbia and Pink Floyd to name a few).
River Gorge with my ragtop "Billy Breathes" is a combination
down, hair blowing across my of the Grateful
Dead's
face, the sun hovet'ing over the "Workingman's Dead" and the
horizon and listening to Phish, I BeatIes' "Abbey Road" in that the
had an out of body experience. I focus is on a musical essence that
felt like "Easy Rider" in a Rabbitt is often ignored by today's rockConvertable.
'0" concert spectacles.
Phish sways
But enough about my personal back and forth "like a cloudy
experience with Phish. "Billy spring day," as one critic wrote.
Breathes" is a break from the So- Another critic stated that the new
phisticaled trickery heard in ear- release is low in irony and high
Iier albums. No more barbership in deceptive ambition:
quartet harmonies, which are ofThis critic thinks "Billy
ten described as the group's mu- Breathes" is 'an original piece of
sical trademark. This 13 song col- work. Consider it a fresh breath
Jection answers the critics who of air from the biggest cult bilnd,
say that Phish is just a jam band post-Dead era.
with a huge foiiowing. This al-

reced~"
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names
Spokane
But it also has
Ever ~n to the r ...,IJ .......
night? Rimrock? Deep Creek?
The Arboretum? Manito Park?
list could go on and on but
to give'away my best seknows? Yo~ may be
idate for a hot date
Iwouidn'(
late at night, I loy~ ge,~g .
ta~e you t}tat
existed. So if
the car and driving to random
more ideas, find
towns Uke Chattaroy, Inchelium
. Tum-Tum. I'll bet you
spot. Go with
an adventure.
dn't have guessed that
has a restaurant, pool With a little creativity, you may
11, community ~enter and find, just as I have, that the city
of Spokane offers a plethora of
'J<.u-.v,eunoo:: all in one building.
You CilJ\ sit on the floor in the cor- entertaining stimulation:

NICK BROWNLEE
StRjf writer

{'9.11 Catibj'U&

Oct II

·Nosk....u·-19ZZ 5tknI fIm of ........
stoker', "Dr'MuU" willi ort- musk by
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PLU pulls out
of Jan Term

Various travel destinations offered for.J an Term
Students will see sights in Hawaii, South Africa, Europe, and San Fransico
REBECCA JORDON

ever the Hawaii course on InstIl/f writer
ternational Business does have
four or more <openings. AssociWhitworth's off·campus ate Professor of Business ManJanuary Term classes allow stu- agement Jay Kendall, the
dents to experience other cui· course leader, encourages stutures first hand, or explore the dents to apply for th~ remainUnited States. All JanTerm off- ing spots.
"People not interested in
campus courses are led by a.
Whitworth professor and last business would enjoy this
course," Kendall said. "The
approximately one month.
Students are travelling to course is abou~ working with
South Africa, Eur9pe, Hawaii, people across cultures."
The various cultures of Haand San Francisco this Jan
Term. For the most part the off- waii offer students fascinating
campus courses are full, how- study. Any students inteJ,'ested

in this course for the upcom- an incredible experience. We
ing Jan Term, need to contact have a great time together,"
Kendall himself, or the Cff· said Baird.
The South Africa trip is beCampus Programs Office, and
pick up an application.' Be- ing led by Gordon Jackson,
cause the deadline for ap- professor of communication
proval is Nov. 1, and this is studies, and John Yoder, proalso the due date for the $300 fessor of political studies. This
course fee, all applications course explores the press,
should be turned in as soon as prophets and politics of South
possible.
, Africa through visi ts to
The overall cost of the trip Johannesburg, Cape Town,
is $1,313.' This fee covers Grahamstown and Durban.
This course does have a
transportation and lodging at
a hotel Kendall considers nice, prerequisite requirement.
located on the beach in uSouth Africa has a one-<:redit
Waikiki. On the other side of preparatory class to be~er senthe spectrum, Core 250 Study sitize the st1,ldents to" the culTour is at top capacity. "Core ture, and then the students get
250 is full and bursting at the more out of the class," said Sue
seams," said Sue Jackson, co- Jadcson. With the added culordi!lator of off-campus pro- tural knowledge, studentS tend
grams. The Core 250 course' to get more out of the experiinvolves the study of Western ence, she added.
The Munich/Rome course,
Civilization as the students
travel through Europe.
being led by Rich~rd Evans,
"Core is the hardest to get professor of music, did have
into because it is the most openings until the application
popular," said John Klapp, 'off- deadline two weeks ago. This
campus programs secretary. coming January, students who
Core 250 wilL be taught by m'ade the de'adline will be
Forrest.Baird, professor of pJ.ti- studying a wide range of the
losoph'y. Baird noted the arts,' from architecture and art
courses popularity. For this to theater and music.
The expense of Jan Term
cc;>ming Jan Term trip, Baird re·
ceived 80 applications for only off-campus courses is often a
19 open,irigs.
r
concern,for Whitworth stuOne stop
the Core 250 dents. ,The inte~national trips
European tour is the site re- to South Africa and Europe are
vered to by Baird as "the most· more expensive than the
beautiful place in the world." United Stat~!> tours, ranging
The location is Zertnatt, Swit- from$2,200 to $2,700.
zerland, where studertts enjoy - This amount· contrasts
skiing and sightseeing from re- with the San Francisco Domain
markable vantage points.
of the Arts/Music tour, which
Baird pointed out that by is in the range of $550. The
taking the course abroad, stu· expense of the courses abroad
dents cover the same material covers most food, transporta~
as they would have coyered'by tion and housing.
taking' Core 250 at Whitworth.
The San Francisco fee cov·
"It is a lot of work, but also a ers travel, but the students
lot of fun," h~ said. "Students must,bring money fol' ~he play,
listen to eve'ry lecture they tickets and food.
would 'get here, as well as yisit
A disappointing note to
14 museums."
some W_hitwor~h students: the
, Though the students do Tall Timber Ranch course in
hav~ to complete three papers
C!,!ristian Spidt~ality that WaS
and take three tests, Baird feels • scheduled for this, coming
the trip is well enjoyed. ''It's Jilnuary has been canceled.

on

Students on the 1996 Core ~ Study Tour ... the .iIea of
Europe, Including ~ leaning Tower of Plea, Italy.

exchange
program
JUUESUND

Sta/fwriter ,
Whitworth College is one of
50 colleges and universities
around the United States participating in a Jan Term Reciprocal
Exchange Program, allowing
Whitworth students the opportunity to spend Jan Term at another
schooJ while still paying Whitworth tuition.
-"One of the biggest trades
has ~n with Pacific Lutheran
University (PLU) in Tacoma,
Washington," said Mardelle
Shagoo], Whitworth associate
registrar I evaluator.
This year, howe'ver, PLU
made the decision to withdraw
from the reciprocal program. The
provost at PLU decided to quit
the program i~ early September
because more students were coming to PLU than were going to
other schools, said Debbie
Pereira, in PLU's Center for International Programs,
Students from schools with
Jan Terms can still enroll at PLU
for Jan Term, but now tuition
money is paid to PLU, instead of
the s~dent's home school..
Other colleges, such as Biola
, University in LaMirada, 'qalif.,
and Rollins College, in Winter
Park, Fla., hav~ also withdrawn.
Wh~n it comes to s~udents
who want to take advantage of
the Jan Term exchange,"i,nterest
seems to be going down all the
way around," said Shagool. "The
program needs to be promoted
mo~," she said.
'
If a student is interested in
this opportunity, lis.ts of reciprocal co1leges are available in the
Off-Campus Programs Office in
Alder HalL
"
Before enrolling for Jan
Term, most coll~g~ req,!ire that
students complete an applicati!?n
process. Students can also go to
the Registrar's office for more information.
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Dance

Continued from piige 1.

"

,

.

Dorm decorilting winners
were a'nnounced, and the top
honor went to Stewart with
their "Bill and Ted's Excellent
Adventure" theme.
The Homecoming King
and Queen were announced,
and juni.;>rs Jeff Davis ~nd
Ali~a Tongg from Warren Hall
were crowned.
The best part of the night
for Cultural and Special
Events Coordinator Kym
Aktin was when "the lights
were turn~d on to announce
the winners of the awards,
and'J could see everyone having such a good time and enjoying themselves."
Senior Nate Carson safd,
"out of the four homecoming
dances J've been to, this was
the best one." He continued,
"1 have never seen so much
people dressed up and' in·
volved in school spirit."
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ELECTION 1996
Dole & Clinton
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Staff writer

In preparation for November, several Whitworth students
have been actively involved,
both on and off campus, in the
politIcal process.
While educating others on
the issues, their participation has
allowed them to expand their
own political ideologies while
exploring the pros and cons of
political careers.
"I want to be in politics. I
wantto be active all my life", said
junior Deana Carlson, vice-chair
for the Washington Sta te College
Republicans. "It is important for
me to be involved in what happens in this country."
Carlson has recently established a College Republicans
club at Whitworth, and intends
to start chapters at other area colleges.
"We have heard that people
are going to try and start a college Democrat group," said
Carlson. She supports the idea,
and encourages dialogue between people with different
ideas. "You understand your
own opinions better when you
argue them," she said.
Students taking American
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Political Parties are completing
internships downtown as part of
the course, working on the state
Senate campaigns for either John
Moyer or Lisa Brown.
The students who did the
internshIps had an introduction
into how campaigns work, an
how effectively or ineffectively
campaigns can be run, said Julia
Stronks, professor of Political
Studies and class instructor.
"Even if the experience is
not fun, it's always valuable.
Even if it's disillusioning, it's always valuable to have an U11derstanding," said Stronks.
Dale Hammond, a jumor International Studies and Po Ii tical
Studies double major, worked
on John Moyer's campaign.
Hammond worked in Portland
for Senator, Mark ~tfield last
summer, and for his state senator 'the summer before
Hammond said Moyer'S
campaign was very Machiavellian. "It was a lot more of the inthe-trenches side of politics than
once they're in office." While
Hammond doesn't think he'll
run for office himself, he thinks
it is likely he will become involved in government.
Amber Palmer, a junior
American Studies major,
worked on Lisa Brown's campaign. "I've learned that on the

Debbie SchfOeOerlWhrtworthlan

Junior Amber Palmer calls campaign volunteers for the Lisa Brown for Senate campaign.

local level, you probably don't
have true representation of what
the national party is about," she
said.
"I think the parties need to
start actively recruiting young
people. MTV's Rock the Vote is
a,great idea, but it's not enough,"
said Palmer. "The conventions
this summer were so boring that
very few people our age

Seminaries, grad schools to visit campus

watched them. They're going to
have to totally revamp to get our
attention."
Stronks encourages students
to attend the election watch in the
wce of)- Nov. 5. She has been
pleased with the involvement
and sophistication of policy issue
analysis that Whitworth students
have exhibited. However, most
of the students she has contact
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Staffwnter

GueSt writer

sion making can be made easier pus, and it's never too early to
by attending the fifth annual think about the future."
Graduate/Seminary Day toGraduate/Seminary Day
morrow from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. will consist of representatives
By this time, some upper- in the upper level of the Whit- from 18 schools around the naclassmen may be thinking worth Campus Center.
tion. They will be there to anabout the next step graduate or
"Although the thought of swer questions and set lip conseminary school. This difficult more schooling may seem tact with perspective students.
period of transition and deci- daunting, this is an important Sponsored by the Whitworth
opportuni ty to Career Center, the event will
talk
to the consist of more Institutions
1~6.Gr;iquate S~minary pay
people
that than last year.
Participath19 Scho<?ls'
could help you
"It will be an up close and
greatly," said personal opportunity to get
Atkinson Graduate School on Management
Whitworth Ca- valuable information for the
AUstin Presbyterian TheolOgical Seminary
reer Counselor future," said Kari McFarland,
Biola University
Stephanie
president of the Religion maDubuque Theological Seminary
Halton.
jors club.
Ea.tern Washington University
"Even
if
Fl,llIer Theological Seminary
In preparatIon to meet the
Gonzaga University
you're barely representatives, McFarland
LC?Uisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary
think
about suggested to come prepared
Oregon Joint Professional Schools of Business
what to do after with questions
Portland State University •
your bachelor's
"Know what you want out
Princeton Theological Seminary
degree,
you of the school and ask questions
Reformed Theological Seminary
should attend that will push them to explain
San FranciscO Theological Seminary
this schoo! fair," this program in detail in order
Union Theological Seminary
University of San Diego
said
Halton. to determine if the school will
W....lngton State University
''It's a valuable suit you," she said, "Ask about
Whitworth - MIM '
resource we of- the possibility to visit the
Whltwof'th - Gr8d; Ed. and MIT
fer here on cam- school."

3'7

with are interested in policy issues.
"Naturally, I think that students, like the rest of the country, are dealigning from polItical
parties and disconnecting themselves from the political systems." Stronks said it's imposSIble to care too much. "It's very
important to reflect on what it
means to be a citizen."

:,:gq~~;:;9,~>~J}~,;:'·.With the ~ ~~addi~

lion to the printed copies, students,
'Historically scai:\:e, The Flash. farulty imd staff will be able topulI
Whi,tWorth's source of campus upa current copy of The Flash any
news, events and classified ads, is timetheywantfromanycomputer
comingoutofhiding. As of Oct. 17, ortcampus. 'The newsletterisaIso
the semi-weekly newsletter has available to students livingoffcambeen available instantly to anyone pus with remote access through
in the Whitworth community via their home computers.
the nearest computer.
According to Ken Pecka, direcPublished every Tuesday and tor of Instructional Resources for
1}1ursOay, The Flash is a primary InformaAon Resources, 'The Flash
communications medium for stu- will be available· to students from
dents and faculty, and until now; Whitworth's new Intranet.
The newsletter will be il) the
only a limited number of copies
have been available.
form bf one or more web pages, acAccording to Linda Yochum, cessible only to computers dialed
administrative secretary of ASWC, into Whitworth's system, said
only 550 copies of The Flash are Pecka. Students need only to
printed at a time and 401 of these launch Netscape and go to
are <;Iistributed to faculty and staff. Whitworth's home page.
The rest are stacked in the dining
Submissions to The Flash can
liaU and Campus Center for stu- be made in writing at the ASWC
d~ts who are lucky enough to get
office or through e-mail, which
one.
makes layout easier and faster. "We
1he Flash has never been dis-- want'to get more newsletters into
tributed to students through cam- ·the students' hands, make The
pus mail. For these reasons, Flash more ect;lJlOIl1i:al, and make
Yqc4t,n:n~, "few copies are getiteasierforstudentstosubmit,"said
tinii: to students."
.
·Yochum. '
'

2·CAMPUS BEAT
Children visit
Whitworth for
writing help

Fall Break brings flip for joy

• Griffey for President. Freshmen polled at Welcome Fair shared
a variety of political views: Forty-four percent suppor~ed Dole,
31 percent supported Clinton, and 4 percent supported Perot. The
remaining 22 percent were either undecided or voted for Seattle
Mariner Ken Griffey, Jr.
• Republican Robinson. The majority of students polled at
Fieldhouse Registration thought President Bill Robinson would
run as a republican if seeking public office. Students suggested
Dale Soden as his possible running mate.
• Dating Siblings. Ever notice how the couples around campus
look like brother and sister? The real question is did they look
like each other at the beginning of the relationship or do they just
start looking alike? Some go as far as to wear the same outfit. Is
that'entirely necessary?

Sophomore Corey McEachran uses some Fall
Break energy and does a flip on the pine needles
outside of Levitt DInIng Hall. Students used the
pile during the weekend as a "Whitworth style M

trampoline.

were told to entertain the children until the program started.
The program began with
Granowski, who told children's
stories.
The children then broke
into groups of 10 led by Whitworth students and went to
various classrooms. Teachers
cond'ucted' writing ?essi~ns
wi~h the children and had t~em
write a story.
The children cut and
pasted their stories to form a
book. After finishing their
book, the children went to the
Campus Center to eat snacks,
Francis said.

Math Tutor
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Can help with basic math
through calculus.

328-9625
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A new motion p.resented by Foster and seconded by Hansen,
seeking $350 for the Ski Team, passed the Assembly (9-0).
• The Assembly debated a $1360 requisition for'unallocated funds
to subsidize a rooter bus for a November football game at Linfield
College (Ore.). The finance committee recommended to fail the
requi,sition. The Assembly failed it (9-0).
-• ASWC will offer discounted ticket prices for the Dec. 6 and
Dec. 8 performances of "The Nutcracker." Tickets, normally $25,
can be purchased for $10 beginning in November.
• Copies of the proposed ASWC Constitution are being circulated to student leaders, faculty, and students-at-Iarge for comment. A new constitution will be presented to the student body in
December.
• Next week's ASWC Assembly meeting will be held at 5 p.m.
Wednesday in Stewart Hall.
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initial office visit for
students and staffl
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•
Hill House - Pumpkin carving, 6-8 p.m.
October 31
Warren - Trick or Treatfor canned Food
Village - Haunted House, 7:30 p.m., in Shalom
McMillan - Ha unted House, 7 p.m., admission $1.
Arend - Halloween Fun
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November 1-3
Parent's Weekend

HAWTHORNE
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• The Assembly passed'a capital requisition for $191.88 to procampus network hook-up equipment for the media.
, \
. • The Assemlby di!'Cussed a requisi~on from the Ski Team, asking' for ~$500 in unallocated funds to pay conference and nationid ..
dues. The requisition failed (5-3). Selby Hansen (Stewart), Lora
Grissen (Baldwin-Jenkins)~ and Robin Kolb (Beyond) voted to
approve funds. Voting not to approve funds were Hilary Grey
(Arend), Allison Foster (Ballard), Jeff Davis (Warren), JoAnna
Grant (Village), and Tim Hornor (proxy, Off-Campus). Jay
McArthur (McMillan) abstained.
vjJ~
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Minutes

Wednesday,
October 23

Good. for $25.00 off your

Spokane, WA 99218
(509) 467-1000

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT

ASWC

I

NEW PATIENT
GIFT CERTIFICATE

James P. Doro~h, D.D.S.
10015 N. DiviSIOn, Sic. 201

Jemry Barlou>, Lisa Beal, Sirphen Brashear,
Selh KIlIIZI, Angela Reyllolds, Debbie Schroedcr,
JClllle/le SiebellS, Becky Spellc(''Y, Carrie Wasser,
Jellllifer Widrig
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• Make-up Advice. If you were watching David Letterman, you
may have noticed Cindy Crawford promoting her new book ~n
make-up application. What make-up was she wearing? Godawful blue and green frosted eye shadow up to her eyebrows.
Do we really want to take advice from this woman?

/

donation of autographed copies of his book to a local library.
This year marked the beginning of something new in
the rally. If a parent is a single
parent with more than one
child ~ttending, student assistants can help one of the other
children.
....
" ;.-th~ 'd~iidren wer~ g'ivE!n
the 'option of attending one'of
two sessions. Both ses&ions began with the children registering and picking up their tshirts, said Francis.
Then the children, accompanied by parents, were led to
the auditorium where stories

THE

News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editors

The GRAPEVINE
• Cheap Date. Go to the Spaghetti Factory and share a plate of
pasta "Lady and the Tramp" style. If you're still hungry after one
plate, a reorder is only $2.00.

REBECCA LUNA
Staff writer

Over 500 children and parents from as far away as British
Columbia came to Whitworth
to attend the 13th Annual Whitworth Writing Rally. Children,
grades kindergarten through
fourth grade, attended the creative writing rally on Saturday.
The rally was created to
bridge a gap faced by parents
with younger children. Eastern
Washington University only offers writing seminars for children in the fourth grade or
higher. Whitworth filled the
gap by a making a program for
parents to help their younger
children create a book.
The raUy celebrates writing, stimulates reading and celebrates the stuff that little kids
do, said Les Francis, assistant
professor in the School of Education and one of the founders
and organizers of the event.
"It doesn't make any difference which year it is and I know
it's going to happen agam this
year. I'll walk into a little kindergarten room and I'll see a
dad down on the floor with his
little kid working on their story.
I think that's what it's all about
and I'll 'start crying," said
Francis'. ',". " , ,.
.... \,':
. "'GI~est
speak~rs-playan'jin~
f ,J i -)'.
.
~
portant'p~rtin each year's rally.
This year's speaker was Dr.
Alvin Granowski, an author
and vice president of World
Book. Granowski was sponsored by Tack-Bughn, his publisher. His compensation for
speaking at the rally was the
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November 4
Warren - CPR training
Baldwin-Jenkins -International student panel
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Students concerned about
campus job limitations
>to

REBECCA LUNA

Sfaffrvrifer

employers understand students'
time constraints, said Miller.
Gordon Jacobson, director of
Student Employment, said about

Students working on campus
have been complaining about the
lack of hours they are given each
week. In addition, students are
having problems reaching their
work study allohnents.
"Last year I worked at Marriott
and here and I still didn't get very
many hours," said Campus Center Manflger Lynne Miller. Lik~
many students who work on
campus, Miller, a junior, did not 220 students are currently emwant to hassle with driving to , played on campus. Last year, stuwork and back.
dents who worked on campus
Another reason for staying on earned an average about $1640
campus was that on campus jobs while students employed off
are more flexible with hours and campus earned an average $2450,

Students are
allowed to work
up to 20 hours a
week on campus.

In~'_iDte UJ,hAlfh""',,,,'mnl

Pr(.~~loI. """,Ir~ ..~,~~n~~~~\)
~Gan 'b.~i\lJl1,~.r

said Jacobson.
Off-campus work study jobs
usually pay more than minimum
wage. Students who work at
these jobs can work fewer hours
and still make more money than
on-campus jobs.
Students are allowed to work
up to 20 hours a week on campus. "Because of students' schedules, they [some on-<:ampus jobs1
have ended up using two students for a 20-hour position,"
said Jacobson.
If students need more hours in
order to take care of their financial aid package, Jacobson said
they should see him fir~t.
The fedeial work study program supplies the money for oncampus jobs while the state work
study program funds off-ca~pus
jobs. Students receive more
money allotted to them through
the state work study program
than the federal program, said
Jacobson ..
One student who has -no
trouble reaching the weekly 20
hours is freshman Sarah Seeman.
Working both at Marriott and the
Phone-A-Thon, Seeman thinks
she may wipe out all of her work
study money aHoted for the fall
seme!?ter before it ends. Before
get~ng 'her job' with the PhoneA-Thari; Seeman could get betw~n ~~, a~d
hou~s',~o'rf-i~&
at Ma~riott. Seeman said anyone
could get that many hours i'f they
were hired early enough.
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Seth Irish works on campus In the Audio-Visual department.

Environmental team works to make
Whitworth co,m~unity more aware

" ,

JACOB MEADOWS

Staff writer
Whitworth Environmental Action Concern Team (WEACT)
plansan bringing about environmental awareness to all people of
the Whitworth community and
educating the greater Spokane
area.
"Environmentally conscience
people are not all long-haired,
pot-smoking hippies, they are
people that understand the necessity in-being good stewards of
the earth and its resources," said
junior Jason Fligor, co-founder of
the new ecology-club.
WEACT is in the process of
becoming a registered club, electingofficers and making plans for
the future. The first part of their
strategy is to make students
aware of their actions in regards
to the earth and each other by
focusing on recycling. They are
developing a campus-wide recycling program.
"We want it to become as easy
for students to recycle properly
as it is for them to throw it into a
trash container," said senior Nick
Brownlee, an active WEACT
member.
By becoming a member of
Green Star, an organization that
promotes recycling in the northwest, the club will recieve free
recycling containers. WEACT
plans on color coordinating the

bins corresponding to a sp'ecific
recyclable and placing them in
strategic areas throughout the
entire campus.
WEACT is looking for support
and information. Several members recently went to Gonzaga
University to see how the
Gonzaga Environmental Organization (GEO) conducts their
meetings and programs.
"Gonzaga University was very
enthusiastic about Whitworth
creating an environmental program, and expressed a desire for
us to work together," said Fligar.
WEACT plans on adapting
GEO's placement strategy of every classroom, dorm and office
on campus. Keith Sullivan, director of the Physical Plant, has also
expressed enthusiasm and support in the new club's activities.
A t the first meeting of WEACT,
an over-all emphasis on environmental education was proposed.
"Students need to realize that
living an environmentally sound
life does not take away, but adds
to the quality of life of all people,"
said junior Greg Gerrish, environmental activist
The club plans to have campus
activities focused on the environment and how all students can
contribute. The group also wants
to have members doing informational presentations on wise environmentalliving in schools and
local businesses.

• ....., ...'

"If we can teach people of
school age than they could develop environmentally beneficial
habits that they will participate
in all their life," said Brownlee.
From containers for aluminum
cans and peper to information
activities, WEACT wants to promote a more ecologically aware
lifestyle.
"If each of us becomes responsible for our individual actions
than the community as a whole
will gain the rewards of a more
ecologically stable future," said
Gerrish. WEACT wants to be
active in promoting this environmental responsibility.
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FREE FINANCIAL AID
Attention All Shldenlsl ,
FREE Money is currently available for
College Students Nationwide. Over
$6 8111101'1 in aid Is now available
from private sector grants &
scholarships. All students are eligible
to receive rome sort of aid regardless
of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For more
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The Race

White House
Election '96 Coverage

..

Here is a lOok at Dole and ClintOll on impomnl issues facing this
election. The purpose is to provide the ~. ¥lith filets of where
candidates stand on "hot" isslJes. Hanna Ganser and Ryan Howard,
forThe Whitworihian'seditorial board, also provide theircomments
on the candidates' Platfo~.
"

t-W

, Ryan .Howard

ft Abortion

.

PI\. Abortion

cannot be hidden from'the attempts of Iast-

minute campaigning. TeIevisiOO~biIblards,
newspaper head1ines, bumper stickers, and
friendly advice of our coUeagues are squeezing their way into our
mirxh, to c;hange or reinforce our voting det:isic:w. Media poUs
consistently mark Bob Dole behind President Clinton by as manyas
20 points, and Dole is trying to make the much-needed ground
without rocking the boat. ClintOll, meanwhile, is playing it cool,
duding recent aiticism of controversial Campaign contributions,
hoping 10 ride the wave of his past four years ~to the next.

TO THE

~

~-?e!!!!'we.tt~

I

Abortion is such a priClinton supports abortion rights, and believes the decision to have an abortion should be left to the woman. vate decl$ion that it should
giving states the right to impose waiting periods and/ or . He opposes late-term abortionS except when the life or be left to the woman to dehealth of the mother is threatened.
·cide.
parental n.otification reqllirements for abortions.
Dole opposes abortion, except when the mother's life

is in danger or in cases of rape and incest. He supports

: Pl. Affirmative .Action
~.
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W:Affirmative Action
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'. Dole opposes quotas, set-asides and #~prefe~: .:" .:"MeIjl1 it, don't ~d it.~ ~tonbelieves affirmative
:that favor individuals because they ~~,fu a particU:,~'~'8j:tion;~ould be'reform~, not abolished. Clinton. is
tta~ grouP.·lljf~,~PP,Cl~. ~p,!!. tq remed~en past d~ :r.1ig~~quot.asl_bu,t. beli~v~ affinnlttive a~on 'is' !itiU a';
Criminati,?,~~~~t ~i~ indiv:i~ua~e~';lpports ef"':(";~~~~l for in~ econo~,,?p~ties for mi~
forts to recruIt qualified women and mmonties as long . i!onti~.·
!',
as such steps do not I'eS9rt to pref~rences. '
,.

.... Budget,

PI\.

Dole favors a balanced budget constitutional amendment. (He c<>-sponsored a balanced budget amendment
in 1971). He advocates the line-item veto, and helped pass
a budget plan that would eliminate the deficit in seven
years.

--

P& Congressional Reform
Dole supports a 12-year term limit for·US senators and
believes the House should set its own limits for US representatives. He supports banning all political action
committees; opposes government funding of campaigns
and spending limits on congressional campaigns.

He opposes a Constitutional amendment to balance the
budget. Clinton supports a balanced budget but insists
on one that maintains funding for Medicare, MedicaId,
education, technology and research, the environment, and
maintaining a strong defense.
~

Clinton will mandate new limits and full disclosure of
"soft money:' unrestricted ,donations given to' political
party committees for general voter registration or mobilization activitieS. He supports limiting the influence of p0litical action committees, and give candidates free TV time.

7tf- Education
Clinton supports "increased options and quality of education ttu:ough such projects as charter schools, public school
choice and national standards." Clinton opposes school
vouchers (government money given to parents to send their
children to private schools if they choose). In June, Clinton
proposed a $l,.500-per-year tax credit to help pay for two
years of college for full-time students. Families may chooSe .
between the tax credit or a $10,(XX)-per-year tax deduction
for vocational tt:aining or college tuition

:ilia:

ilL Environment
Dole supports changing the Endangered Species Act
to limit the number of habitats eligible to be designated
endangered and using "cost/benefit analysis" to calculate the economic impact of environmental regulations.
Dole sponsored legislation requiring government compensation when property values are dimini$hed because .
of government regulations - the so<aUed "takings" issue.

..

PI\, Taxes

Dole has proposed a IS-percent personal income tax
cut. He also wants a cut the capital gains tax from 28 to
14 percent, a $500 per child tax credit, and a repeal of the
Social Security benefits tax. He will push for a Constitutional amendment requiring a three-fifths majority vote
before Congress can raise incQme tax rates.. .'

j
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,", Racial. discrimination:is'
~ Affirmative action gives
stiUprevalent. Affirmative a false sense of reconcilia~ action is still needed to help ., tion, aJl4 QfWrjng p.:ten"nd ~rimination.
"lial ~a~nt to 1J'in0rities
I'!, .
'.
sends the message, that ~y
are uncompetitiye iU1d caps
the number hired. .
A balanced budget is
needed, but should not be
done so on the back of the
poor and eiderly.

If the federal government would take an IOU
for
tax debit, I might be
more inclined lo support
deficit spending.

my

A.IlA
··
·
l~Rf
n C ongresslona
e orm

Dole believes education is a stare responsibility, and would

abolish the US Department of Education. He backed the
school choice demonstration progr~, in which parents
could choose which school their children wOuld attend, even
if it was not the school closest to their home. Dole believes
that American schools should teach only in English and stop
the practice of multi-lingual education as a means of teaching ethnic pride. Dole supports a constitutional amendment to aUow voluntary prayer in schools.

",

Precautions to preserve
the fetus should occUr as
lOligwe lack empirical data
as' to the humariity 0.£ the
unbqm child~
',- .. -' - - ~ .

ftBudget

iIiI!iIIIk

. PI\. Education

Hanna Ganser

Finance reform is desperIf they can't get it done
ately needed.. ?oft money in 12 years, ~ give someone
must be curbed as well as . else a chance!
the influence of lobbyists.,

Clinton's support of edu- .
National standards are
cation has been stupen- causing us to trail behind
dous. His tax breaks for other world powers. H we
college students and had a guarantee the stan- .
Arnericorp are a must.
dards would increase, I
would go with. Clinton.

ff Environment
Clint9n has proposed increased ~ding for the Environmental Protection Agency's operating program which
deals with global climate change, developing and exporting environmental technologies and protecting sensitive
ecosystems. He also proposed increased funding for the
operation of national parks and phasing down federal
land acquisitions.

Clinton's plan will lead
us to sustainable use of our
resources so we will still
have forests generations
from now.

One question: From
where is this funding
coming?
'

TheOintoo taxproposai is
a sensible approach to giving
middle class families. The
Ointon laX cuts are paid for
and will help the econOmy
continue to improve.

Democrats so rarely propose tax cuts, I must support this step in the right
direction.

ftTaxes
Clinton propoSes a middle-class income tax cut 'that
provides for: ,. A $5OO-per<hild tax credit" Tax deduction for coUege tuition (up to $10,000 per year)" Expanded
Individual Retirement Accounts with penalty-free withdrawal for emergency medical expenses, home purchase,
education and unemployment.
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It is ~ime for

e

a revolution!
.
-Shailesh Ghimire

r

senior
What is the mo,t important
election iuue for you in 1996 : .

T

hailand's prime minister kane can affect the \Jehavior of worth and ending at Riverfront
recently resigned under poIitiaans in Washington, D.C. It Park. The aim of the march
pressure on charges of is tUne to give up on this hope- should be to unite students and
finandaJ corruption. In Britain, lessnessand Whitworth students take a stand against politi_cians.
conservative members of Parlia- should show the way for the rest At the park, speeches should be
ment have developed a reputa- of the world. The time has come made by student leaders calling
tion for their sex scandals. -A to rise, to take a stand and shake for the creation of honest govemCOllIt in India has asked former world politics. The best "time to. ment and the restoration of pubPrime Minister Rao to respond to embark on this noble goal is Nov. 5. lie trust. The speakers should
allegations his government was. No, I don't mean vote. I mean make it clear we will no longer
involved in the largest financial do not vote. Neither Bob Dole, slana idle as politicians acro.ss
scandiil irl India! These so-called Bill Clinton or any other candi- America and the world ditch deleaders are guilty of one crime: date deserves your vote. Your cency for power. We should then
the belniyal of public trust.
march back to campus durThe United States itself
ing evening traffic, ending
haS not escaPed such a corwith a silent candlelight
ruptiOn or its politics. The
vigil.
president ~ been charged
We should understand
with sexual harassment,
this non-violent show of
congressional leaders are
political power is urgent.
People of the world a~ 105greedy and untrustworthy,
and newspapers have pubing faith In their institulished reports charging
tions signaling trouble for
-gov~mment agencies with
our future. Politicians have
drugging minorities and
committed crimes whose
qmducting ra~ioactive exadverlie. results' will be
periments on people.
played out in our lives.
America's adult citizens are cyni- vote is worth more than what Public faith has to be restored.
cal,frustrated~ tao caught up these people offer! To show the
History haft taught us'that
in capitalisml'to do anything powerofanon-vote,let'sstartby world shaking events begin in
about this betrayal by politicians. creating a task force to mobilize qui_e~ ~om_~rs of the world., How
Ev!;!n worse, America's youth students across Ameri~ and the much- q-wetercan you' get than
have remained, intoxk!itted with: ! world to fight to' restore ,honeSt I SpolWle1 A~d, how grand an'
selfindulgen~. Why?:
"
gQvernment.'"
" eveht'cah you organize than'ah ','
-,. :l-am·-j:nclined· to,believe that··" ; _The task force should 'declare- ,,' overthn7w1of'corrupt'PolitiCians'lJ!
students in this country have Nov. 5 "Student, Empowerment ' :acr0s8 ~the -world?' ·It all shoUld "
given, up. hope in '~ir political D~y~ and should be observed begin here at Whitworth Nov. 51
system. Ain~rica is physically withnon-vioJentdemonstrations.
vastandpoliticallycomplex.ltis The day should begin with a
Ghinlire, tl senior physics mlljor, is
hard for an ayerag~ student to march down Division, during from Nepl", 'where sfudenf tlctivism
belieVe that actions in far-offSpo- morning traffic, starting at Whi.t- ch4nged government policies ftrl990,

•

"Education. Kids in today's
society need to know what is
going on around them."

-Nate Piturachsalit
jreshmlln

"The more they are Jike
Senator Mark O. Hatfield, the
more I vote for them. He really takes the time to familiarize himself with all sides of an
issue, and constituel\t service
.is top priority for him."

-'"'Dale Hammond
junior

r

;:",""1Il~~~~~~Cj(~~~n;,~;~ ,"
Education and ~aJth ~~ ,IS-'
sues."
"
-Erin Spooner
junior

What happened to Ross Perot?
~

, As our country considers who
. wiU lead our nation to the end of

. this century, I find myself thinking, "What happened to that
short Texan IDlY?"

"Drugs and violence in
schools. We need a better way
to keep these awary form our
children."
-Megan Olivia Bishop

.senior

MARK JACKSON
. Editorin Chief ,
The big-eared billionaire, Ross
Perot, according to some polls,
will only net between 5 and 10
percent of the popular vote. In
the electoral count, you know he
will probably get zilch. Yet, he
still continues his campaign and
wiD "fight to the bitter end/ ashe
put it. The only thing ,he coul~
do at this pOint to ,worsen his
image is pull another 199~ stunt,
and drop out of the race, rejoining it before election day.
What is there about his campaign that is appealing? NQthing. He twice now has chosen a
nobody for it rwming mate, and
his campaign has been reduced
to appeara{lces on "Larry King
Livet infomericals that offer a
~ries of meaningless flip charts,
and an occasional prime-time
television ad. His cackly voice
rips at the ~tossed-salad~ government, and offers few ways to
make it heUer. In fact, in the
Washington State Voter's Pamphlet, he lists six issues he is com-

mitted to resolving, but he
doesn't say how he intends to fix
any of them. What candidate
wouldn't say he or she is committed to ~a new tax system that is
fair and less complicated'!" Come
on, Ross, give us your plan in
black-and~whHe. It has to be better than the one we have now.
, You mighl hav,; noticed that he
wa!lfl't invited to participate in
. the ~Iection debates (did anyone
care?), because he didn't have a
realistic change of winning the
election. At least that's the opinion of the Committee on the
Presidential Debates, as recently
quoted in Newsweek. The truth
could be they didn't have a podiumshortenough or they didn't
want the town mt'fling to be a

Perot-hosted election version of
"Donahue.~

I do agree with Perot on one issue: The United States needs to
lose the two-party mentality.
There needs to be more choices.
We are so limited now, such that
elections are merely, voting for
"the lesser of two evils." Perot's
presence in '92 made the election
decently attractive, or at least provided the occasional chuckle.
But if a third party is going 10
make a serious crack at the presidency, they should front someone
other than Perot, or Green Party
candidate (and everyone's favorite consumerist) Ralph Nader,
I'm sure this could be a bad time
to mention Gen. Colin Powell's
name, but at least he's popular.

"Less government intervention; putting the ·Ieadership
and decision1naking back i{l
the hands of the individual
states. More government programs won't solve the problems."
-Carrie Kyle

junior

'Why do we'have partisan
politics? Why can't we vote
for a person instead of their
party?"
-Jeff Dillon
sophomore
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Running keeps Meagan Widhalm on course
CAMPBELL WHITE

Staff writer
Family has always been a big
part of sophomore cross country
runner Megan Widhalm's life.

.
'Pirate

Profile
She was born September 11,

1976 in Valier, Montana, where

with the running,
The first
race was a
truly a sight to
see. Widhalm
stepped onto
the course
without a clue
about race
strategy,
course topography, or even how
to maintain an effective pace.
Running on pure guts and instinet, she finished fifth overall in
her first race. Needless to say, the
freshman had made the team.
Widhalm finished the season
in style, placing second in the
state championships as a freshman. Her accomplishm~nt and
natural tendency for mileage led
to th~ distance events that track
,season, where she con,tinued to
improve and impress.
'
In Widhalm's sophomore year,
she had to make a choice because
of time constraints of school and
a new job, she had to chOO"'...e between basketball and cross country. In th~ end, an injury which
only allowed her to run o~ grass
'decided her fate.
Dealing with three different
coaches in her four years of high
school running, Widhalm was
mostly carried by her natural
ability and innate desire to get
~Her. She oi:tIy averaged about

extended family was abundant
and their strong influence helped
to shape who Widhalm was to
become. Graduating from Valier
High School in 1995 with a class
of 20 peers also shows how important her family was in her
'early life. , Her father, mother,
stepfather, stepmother, two sisters (ages 16 and 23), eight year-.
old half-sister and six year-old
half-brother composed almost
her entire world.
Sophomore Meagen Widhalm stretches during practice In the Fieldhouse.
"I never even ran more than a
mile straight before my freshman
year of high school," said
the college running Scene. The out the presence of some sort of number one runner, and the
Widhalm.'
shock of having to put in 60 to 65 injury. But I see an injury as an placement of the team shifts
miles per week eventually wore obstacle to overcome, something weekly. We all run very close toThe high school crOss'country
off, and she settled in to the which pushes me to excel. It's gether, and every member of the
coach 'at Valier higl;l sent team
member over to Widhalm's
rhythm of the season.
Iik~ having an enemy to fight team has the potential to be in the
Being forced to give up basket- while you run, Eventually you top five. It's our unity that will.
house to take her on a run before
ball for good was also 'very hard reach a point where the pain ei- pull us through at conferepce,"
the season began. He had a
for her. There are
Widhalm.
'
hunch that the 'athleticism she
.. still' a lot of ther disappears or you'.collapse," saidThe
team has high hopes to get
.. had already shown in basketball
things she regrets~ though she said Widhalm.
insists the decisiqn was the right
and volleyball prior to high
Whitwo~th Cross. Country to nationals. 'Jho,ugh, the expec'
Head Coach Anay Soiuleland has tations haven't really changed as
school could be directly applied 20IDilesofrunningper~~kdu'i one to make.
"I miSs the ability to physically ,had a huge impact on Widhalm's' the season plogresses and confer:
to running.
ing tpe seaSon, with nO',9ff-sea-:
The decisio~ to run was a son training. She also'$plit ~h~r heip your teamllJates ~:succeed, :success ~ c~JlegeJh~s t~r. ,;. .ence ~pp~cl}es, t~ ~~, is in~
"I never used to have strategy creasing Wi~·evely'tace.Y
.
t~u~ ~t::...be~~f.~ict ~.• !i1nt.~Jh:.,~ll,?y~ll-::,·'.!.. ,.. " ~ . ~ikt: in t!'le Jl:I0~ 'Eta~qp~itt~d
'or
styliin
hiSh
sehooi:
Andy
con";,,=After finiShing in tne top' 20 at
~rts
o('vQUeybaU
and
basketlY.~,Y1~t! b!Pk~a'l ~a!t6u(but %~ ~ it ~e.t~'.w ~/ttte
out oY.respikt-to the'cr~'coun- decision to continue hetrunning 'DaIl, where a"S¢t 6P-assi~t can'di- 'tinuously supplies me with tips" c~nfer~nce ~st year as ii fresh l
try coach, Widhalm deCided to career in col1egiate ~thletics was rectly affect another's perfor- 'on running form, strategies arid ~ mail, the future is looking in~
aHempt both sports. She would easy. Athletic aspirations were mance," said Widhalm. "There encouragement. He taughfme cteasingly bright for Widhalm's
go out at six in the morning for what drove her forward ~d kept is certainly a team aspect to cr~ how to run," said Widhalm.
eVerblossomingcrosscountIyca~
training runs, go to school all her going when all else failed.
country and track, but it still isn't
Widhalm's roots'in team reer. The thing she is most proud
day, and then aHend basketball
"Ever since I was six, I, wanttkl the same."
sports have carried ov~r to her of is not a specific time or place,
practice each aft~moon.
to be in,~ college .sport. It was
The physical demands of run- view of cross country as a sport, but how far she has come. Her
Ironically, the sport which really exciting for me to be re- ning have taken their toll on The team is th~ mo~t important times hav~ consistently imnow consumes her originally be- cruited for college running. It Widhalm. Her Iisfof major inju- thing to her, and she 'dedicate~ proved since she ~gan racing,
gan as a one month ~al period. was basically a dream come true ries includes Achilles tendonitis, herself to helping her teammates and she always strives ~o get even
Widhalm struck a bargain with for me. It didn't even matt~r a sprained ankle, an infected toe, excel as well.
beHer.
"We're all there for each other
"I don't look so much at what
and tendonitis of the knee.
her coach that if she could sur- what sport it was," she said.'
'IThere has almost never been 100 percent. '{here are no stand, I've ~one, but where I can go,"
vive the first month of the cross
Widhalm received a rude
country season, she would stick awakening whEm she arrived on a time when I haven't run with- outs on our team. There is no true Widhalm said.
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Spiking so hard ifhurts

,' Congratu~aiioQS;
Men's TCl1llii CbNnpion'
~~comb'

"

"~~nl~:~,';.:

SenIor Sherri NorthIngton hammers one down. Whitworth
battted Whitman College last Wednesday in the Fieldhouse
and prevailed, to pick up another victory. The Bucs have
only four remaining games with two at home: Oct. 9 vs.
University of Puget Sound and Pacific lutheran University.
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c.m. W.&._I\M>iI'oIlOlth.~
LEFT: Senior Haley Nichols dribbles ahead of Pacific Lutheran
University P'ayers as teammate Ko... And,...Feeney follows.
ABOVE: Sophomore Stacia Marb rises to the occasion.

Women's soccer clinch second
BRIAN HULTGRENN
Staff writer

The Whitworth women's soccer team came up with ~o victories this weekend to clinch second place in the conference. They

..

".SPQ.RTS TRIVIA
.Q-UIZ
'-;

1.

2.
I
\

defeated Pacific Lutheran University on Saturday and the University of Puget Sound on Sunday.
Whitworth beat PLU Saturday
3-1 and on Sunday junior Jennifer Lee scored Whitworth's only
goal to ~efeat UPS.

. 3.
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What's the nickname of the Georgetown basketball squad?
What" major le<llJWI8"I!~N{aS named for Chief Luis
Francis S04:k<!~d&?1
What
MOPPllgahel,

~hitworth made important
adjustments this weekend and
came back strong after last
weekend's disappointments
against George Fox University
and Pacific University.
"We didn't let down, we
played the whole game," saj~

KEN,I MATSUDA

4.

6.

be-

7.

the

8.
9.
10.

TIE BREAKER:
(Closest to answer gets it.)
How many touchdowns UU.l:.\:filn: Sayers score against the
San Francisco 4gers on
12,1965?
The prize is your name in
Mountain Dew.

Jerusalem
University
College
• Meater of Arts

Last Week's Results
Winner:
Congratulations to Kyle Forsyth for answering six questions correctly.

Answers:
1) Beavers 2) three 3) Bob Gibson 4) walked on four
pitches 5) the Atlanta Falcons 6) Fritz Pollard 7) Doug
Williams 8) UCLA Bruins 9) the NBA 10) Boxing
TIE BREAKER: one
Questions and answers

Heading into the last full
. weekend of the regular season,
the Pirate men's soccer team
looked to clinch a divisional playoff spot and tune up in preparation for the post-season.
Two Tacoma schools, Pacific
LutJ}eran University and the University of Puget Sound, arrived
in the pine Bowl in hopes of playing spoiler, but the Bucs pulled

off a split of the two games and
clinched the fourth and final
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges playoff berth.
Sophomore Matt Leonard
scored the game-winning goal in
Whitworth's }-o victory over
PLU on Saturday. _But the PugetSound Loggers proved too strong
for the injury-hampered Bucs,
winning a 3-0 rout.
With a --fourth-seed sport
locked up, Head Coach Sean
Bushey now looks forward to
two weeks of recuperation and

couru~sy

of Triviall'ursull©.

• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic
study programs
• credits tranaferable

Join us for safe night!
Thursday, October 31st

• MIddle Eastern Sttxies
• HIstorical Geography
• Hebrew Bible TrallSlalion
• Hebrew Language

4:00pm-8:00pm

LIYE CHRISTIAN BANDS:

• Biblical History

."Jlew Testament Backgrounds

fine-tuning. "We !Ire not too
healthy," Bushey said. "Lenny
Peterson is doubtful for the playoffs, and Rio Three Stars is back
but still hurt."
Bushey is optimistic about the
Bues' chances in the NCIC playoffs on Nov. 9-10 iii PorestGrove
(Ore,). "We have the ability to
play with anyone in our league,
and we've beaten Pacific already,"
The Pirates end the regular
season Nov. 6 in Seattle against
Seattle Pacific University.

Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St. • 468-4386

winner box and a can of

Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in Todd
Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located upstairs
in the Campus Center.

to the goal," said junior half-back
Chrisanne Roseleip.
After a roller-coaster regular
season; Whitworth is ready for its
first playoff game. The Pirates
will take on the Whitman Missionaries on Oct. 30 at noon in the
Pine Bowl.

Men',s s.occe'r:gaiIjs
final playoff berth
Staff writer

.5.

junior marking-back Heidi
Hultgrenn.
They worked hard and won
more balls out of the air then they
did last weekend and they used
the wings more. "We were able
to worked the ball around more
so the forwards got more cleanly

Cry Manna
FREE

Shades of Praise

hot dog, pop and candy bag for everyone

HALF OFF GOLF FOR ANYONE IN COSTUME/
Drjnk~

supplied hy Pepsi.
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Dorm cooking offers
alternative to eating out
J(ATHIRYN SCHREYER

Stfljf writer
Dinner entertainment does not
have to resulf in a huge restaurant bill at the end of an evening.
Many Whihvortb students opt
for a dorm-cooked meal as an alternative to eam,gat Leavitt Dining Hall. Foods that are afford· able and easy to prepare seem to
be the biggest trend.
"I have a love for cooking and
I would rath~r eat my own
food," said sophomore Jared Stover. resident assistant in Warren
Hall.
Stover finds enjoyment in
cooking for himself and his
· friends and plans to attend culinary sChool after he receives his
degree from Whitworth. He has
invested in a griddle for his room
and uses it often:
"One basic thing I do is fry up
some chicken or steak with a
little lemon pepper and then
throw it on noodles with some
parmesan cheese," he said.
Irt addition to cooking for himself, Stover has- started a pro-:gram within-his dorm. "EVery
month I put together a pancake
breakfast for the dorm and we sit
around an<:l,watch cartoons/he

sciid.

" .;
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Other students like Stover have
decided to buy basic cookware
for their dorm rooms. Rice cookers seem to be popuJar and are
easy to use.
Sophomore Becky Nygen has
a rice cooker and uses it when she
is too busy to make
it to Marriott. She
also cooks for
fun.

"Every once
i,n a while for a special
event 111 cook potatoes," ~e said.
"All you do is ~lice the po~toes
into little slices, then 'add butter,
garlic salt, pepper and then just
fry them up. You can add sausage too if you want it as a meal
instead of just a side dish."
The classic brownies and cookies are also favorites to cook in a
dorm. Making food with friends
can be a community building experienceat~hvorth.

"I love making rice crispy
treats," said junior Kendra
Nickerson. "It's a commw;tity
thiIig because w~ all get together
, and make them and they turnout

better than the ones at Marriott"
Cooking for yourself is also a
g~ thing if you have certain dietary needs. Se,nior Megan
Bishop is a vegetarian and feels
her needs are best met by cook.;
ing for herself.
/
"It is much easier to go to
Marriott, especially when everyo~ on your hall is going as a
group, but I would rather do it
myself," she said. HI get vegetable soup mix and then put
toos of vegetables in it. Everything is fresh and it is really good
for you."
SeveraJ Haw~an stude~ts far
away from home cf100se ~o cook
for themselves on a regular basis also.
.Junior Kalele Blaisdell cooked
often when she lived in Warren
Hall. ''You are limited when you_
live in the dorms," she said. "It
is harder to make what you really want but food is better when
you make it yourself."
A popular food to m~.ke
among some Hawaiian students
is Spam and rice wrapped in sea~
weed. Many of the delicacies
needed for familiar Hawaiian
dishes are brought to the students by ~iting friends or pUrchased when they visjt home:
..Sophomore HaJjy Si#lki,~J)-,
"

','

'
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style and most of all, the spirited,
relevant issues in her songs.
However, Shocked still seems
to be emotionally caught up in
There's no reason to her lawsuit and it shows in the
be "shocked" be- underlying themes of death. In
cause GenX'er rocker addition to tracks in which
Michelle Shocked is Shocked displays a number, .of
melanch.oly emotions, "Kind
back.
Because of a conflict Hearted Woman" also attacks the
with her former record label Goliath-like men tali ty of the macompany, Shocked has spent the jor corporation record labels.
If this sounds familiar, fellow
past few years witnessing first
hand the constitutional right to folk-rocker Ani DiFranco also
sue, She eventually won the carries similar beliefs toward
masters recordings of her previ- major label companies. Howeyer,
ous labels and was able to be re- - Shocked's album is not as successful in exleased from
pressing such
her record
topics
as
contract.
DiFranco's.
Shocked's
Is' this a
style of music
good album?
· is hard to catYes, and with
egorize, and
a variety of
ranges from
styles, "Kind
folk-ballads
Hearted
to
full-on
Woman" will
swing. "Kind
attract many
Hearted
listeners,
Woman," her
Can this alfirst release in
bum be taken
recent years is
seriously?
no exception
Depends on
. from the pohow
serietic "Fever
Breaks" to the big-band inspired ously you want to take it, If you
are looking for an anthem album
title track.
Seeing her on the second stage to express your disgruntled view
of Lollapolooza five years ago, I toward the system, you are betremember being pleasantly sur- ter off listening to one of her older
prised ~th her diverse playing albums.
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joys
making
locomoco.
Locomoco consists of hamburger,
eggs, onions, mushrooms, rice
and brown gravy. Suzuki said
eating in the dining hall made him
. lose weight. So cooking for him, ~If is a good-way to stay at the
, weight he wants.
, Cooking at Whihvorth is not a
new trend. Whitworth's Director
_of'Annual Givin~ DOUy Jackson

graduated in 1992 and remembers making meals for ~erself on
occasion.
"We made brownies a lot, ate
lots of Ramen and popped a lot
of popcorn," said Jackson. And
sometimes Jackson said she and
her friends made "something a
little more creative like stuffed
Manicotti."

.
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; -Actor Spotlight

Singer Michelle Shock~d r~tUms
with same sound, new themes
NICK BROWNLEE
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Staffwriter
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.Jennifer Vl!ij
IAN SPELLING
College Press Servia
Jennifernlly seems to specialize in portraying gangsters' mQIls and sweet,
ditzy yOJ,lng ladies. Just
look at her bio, which includes "The Fabulous
Bakec'Boys" (1989), "LetIt Ride" (1989) and
'The Getaway" (1994), as well as an Oscar
n.omination for "BuIJets Over Broadway"
(1994).
Still, there's got to be more to nlly than
playing ditzes.
"Everybody gets typecast. . If I:m going
to be typecast, I'd rather it be as a lawyer
or some kind of intelligent woman," she
stresses. 'That wouldn't be so boring to
play over and over."
''There are a lot of people in Hollywood
who play themselves. I-don't," she adds.
"I have a RF.A. in theatre (from Stephens
College). I act, but a lot of people in Hollywood just don't understand that you can
go in and playa character totally unrelated
to yourself. It's a constant battle to keep
saying, 'Hey, this isn't me!' Hopefully,
'Bound' will change that a Uttle bit."
"Bound," of course, is TIlly's newest film,
and it should make people look at her in a
different light. "Co-directed by the
Wachowski brothers, Larry and Andy,
"Bound puts a big twist on an otherwise
old-fashioned heist thriller. This time the
pair swindles $2 million from a minor Mafioso. To get specific, nlly is Violet, Gina
Gershon is Corky, and Joe Pantoliano is
Caesar, Violet's wise guy boyfriend.

d!

"Gina and I thought .'Bound' was a
movie about two women," Tilly says.
"Caesar was a d~tant third as a character.
The women just double-cross him. I
wasn't even concerned about who was
going to play Caesar. Then we met Joey
and he said, 'No, no, both of you have it
~rong. It's not about two women who
double-cross this guy. It's a love triangle.'
Joey was really insisten t. His performance
is so ferocious that when I see the movie I
think Joey is right."
nlly describes Violet as completely different from ariything she has played before, in that she pulls people's strings,
doesn't mince words and retains none of
the little-girl charm TIlly's characters have
displayed in the past. The actress is confident audiences will appreciate the fact
that she's trying something new and
hopes men and women alike will go along
for the ride.
Chances are that if "Bound" becomes a
hit, it will do as much for Tilly as did
Woody Allen's "Bullets Over Broadway."
In that comedy, Tilly played Olive, the
chatty Betty Boop-ish gun moll.
.
When nlly looks down the road, she
envisions playing a variety of parts and
working with good people.
"I just want to keep working," she says.
"I'll keep doing independent films, because there's great stuff getting done in
that arena, stuff that wouldn't get made
other than on a low budget. Hopefully, I
can move gracefully into the future."
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"Hot" initiatives
face Washington
state voters today

ARTS & rnTrRTAInt\rnT

SPORTS
Fellowship of Christian Athletes:
Mixing sports and a message

See page 3

Seepage 6

Floyd Daniel displays
photography in
Koehler Gallery
See page 8
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The Gospels with
a Southern twist
Whitworth stages 'Cotton Patch
Gospel, ' modern day story of Jesus
ELI JAEGER

Layout ed,tor
The strumming of a
lin captured the ambiance
the South in
Auditorium
Whitworth's
ment presented
Gospel," a modern
tion of the Gospels of
and John set in rural
The musical shows
evance of the Gospel
today's audience as it
the life of Jesus, played
ior Bryan Cooper. Biblical
acters were given Sout
twists, including jun
Davis as "John the
and senior David CoIlins
Davidson, the father of J
"Cotton Patch Gospel
as
directed by Assistant Professor

of Theatre Diana Trotter, who
holds this production as a personal favorite.
"The time was right. I'm sad
IS over," sa
Trotter
The cast
together
nsemble, said
ancock. Origie-man prod uction,
on was divided among
rate performers.
had such a clear VIher," said Davis. "She
tton Patch' groupie," he
member Brooke Kiener
her participation in the
rewarding experience.
made the story of Jesus
IccE~ssi.ble and real to a lot
Ie," said Kiener, a
e. "We loved the
show. We were really able to

Jesus Ounior Bryan Cooper) offers a healing hand 10 a crippled woman Ounior Kate Hancock) in
Whitworth's production of "CoHon Patch Gospe'" as the cast looks on. The musical, directed by
Diana TroHer, was performed Thursday through Sunday in Cowles Auditorium.

connect with each other."
"Cotton Patch Gospel"
showed Thursday through Sunday in the auditorium.

Working to save lives,
Circle K International, a service club sponsored by
Kiwanis International, has
adopted Iodine Deficiency
Disorder (100) as its worldwide service project for the
year.

"One nickel
can save a
life, "
-Jill Cummings,
Circle K president

100 plagues over 100
countries and is the largest
cause of preventable mental
retarda tion.
Developing
countries with heavy flooding

Adapted into a musical by
Tom Key and Russell Treyz, it
was first performed as a oneman show in 1981.

WWP donates $1 million
to 10 region colleges

Circle·K sponsors IDD
•
awareness campaIgn
JOY YAMASHITA
Stuff writer

The play is based on a "Cotton Patch" version of Matthew
and John, written by Dr.
Clarence Jordan.

are hit the hardest.
"Iodine in the soil gets
washed away by floods, leaving the food grown there deficient," said sophomore Jill
Cummings, Whitworth Circle
K president. The affects of the
disease can be prevented by
each person receiving a teaspoon of iodinized saIto
Circle K, along with
Kiwanis and Key Club, is
earning money to build iodination plants in developing
countries.
"The problem is easy to
prevent and the process is
fairly cheap," said junior
Heather Stark, club treasurer.
Through duty presentations, change collections, and can donate money in the name
"Kiss the Pig," Circle K wants of their favorite professor.
to raise awareness and funds The professor with the most
to fight this disease.
money donated in their name
"We'll be placing change will kiss a pig. "One nickel
cans in the Campus Center can save a Jife," said
and offices, and presenting Cummings.
programs in the dorms," said
Circle K will also be sponCummings.
soring a dance in the Campus
During "Kiss the Pig Center on Nov. 22. The profWeek," students and faculty its will go to fight IDD.

- 'IIIl

Independent Colleges of
Washington Quarterly
Whitworth College and
Gonzaga University are among
10 higher education institutions
in Eastern Washington and Idaho
to share in a $1 million gift from
Washington Water Power. The
gift of unrestricted funds was
announced on Oct. 4 by Paul
Redmond, chai rman of the board
and chief executive officer at the
Spokane-based utility.
WWP will transmit $150,000
to Independent Colleges of Washington which will, in turn, forward $75,000 to each of its two
member institutions in Spokane.
This is in addition to the $20,000
annual gift to Gonzaga and Whitworth through JCw.
"Our area is blessed with excellent higher educa tion,"
Redmond said, "and over the
years, we have supported these
institutions whenever they
asked .. They are well worthy of
our support, and I think it's high
time we took the initiative to reward the good work they do."
The gift is to divided among

these institutions according to
enrollment. The funds, which
Redmond points out do not come
from any operations that affect
electricity prices, will be given
entirely without restrictions.
"We know that every institution has needs that are designated
sources. These unrestricted gifts
will enable them to address those
needs in ways that will leverage
the greatest benefit," he said.
"For our company, this isn't
charity. It's good business. We
want to take a leadership role in
providing a strong, vital, inclusive future for our children and
grandchildren. We want them to
stay here to build their liyes because this where they find the
greatest opportunity and the
highest quality of life.
"The reason we've been able
to run our business successfully
has been the quality of our
people. We have to make sure
that we'll be able to hire equally
capable and every business of
any size can identify with that
equation and make a good case
for supporting higher education,"
Redmond said.
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The GRAPEVINE Ieii
Cheap date. Watch the election together in the Campus Center
T.Y. room. The Political Studies department is pitching in for
pizza, so eat all you can for $2.
Chinese torture. Why is it that after eating Chinese food I feel so
bloated I never want to eat again and then two hours later I'm
hungry? Don't tell me it's the rice.
Easilyamused. Seen on Doc Evans' bulletin board: Blessed are
those who can laugh at themselves, for they shall be constantly
amused.
R.E.M. explained. The words are "Andy, are you goofing on Elvis,
not puking. The song is referring to Andy Kaufman's comic rou-

tine, performing a parody of Elvis on the old television show
'Taxi." Now, can someone please explain 'What's the frequency
Kenneth?·"
JemeIte

Fa~1I1e8

vleHIng their loved ones wandered the campus throughout Plll8llta' Weekend.

Campus invaded by parents.
LVOlA OOBROVOLNY

StaJfwriter

.'t

- Asthemedianageoncampus
grew this past weekend, so did the
level of activity and energy.
Parents' Weekend got underway Friday -with registration beginning at 4 p.m. and continuing
into Saturday morning. ASWC
Administr~tjve~retary Linda
Yochum and the Campus Center
managers were responsible for
helping put together the logistics
of Parent's Weekend, which ineluded regisb-ijii~~-NCkets for the
550 parents who attend.
~~tioilpacketsincluded

tickets toHti*, P~nts' Weekend
lunch in the·
football passes
to the football game against Lewis
and Clark r.~~, ~.runch on Sunday, ticke~J9. ~~ f~~,J.Ilusical, and
~ Parents' ~l<end mug.
Jeff Dillon, a Campus Center
manager wno assiSted with registration, joK~ ',~~~~ tjle need sev-

wee,

eral parents had for caffeine. "The
parents were ornery until they got
their mugs, and then they were
_ happy."
Dillon said the fog which shut
down the Spokane Airport Friday
night delayed the arrival of several parents, but many were able
to get to Whitworth by Saturday. .
Saturdaymomingbeganwith
a continental breakfast served in
the residence halls. Resident assistantsandotherdormleadership
were on hand to meet parents and
discuss life at Whitworth.
Parents had the opportunity
to experience life in a Whitworth
classroom at on of the several
mini"Coilegb whlcI(~~~H~~-1 J
Topics included literary views of
the American West,. whether the
success of democracr_~¥n~ on
religion, whatimpaq~ 9asses
have on learning, and Core SO,
which offered exposure to the
Core experience. --'-"Being a teacher myself, I en-
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Sophomore Amber MatthewS received a surprise' visit from her
mother, who flew down frOm
Alaska without Matthews' knowledge:
_ "What I ~ is really cute
are the parents who come all the
way to Spo~e f~r_ tl)eir kids/'

til?lTORIAL BOARD
Jeremy Nelson (coordinator), Sarah Annstrong,
Hanrw Gonser, Ryan Howurd

CAmpbell While, Joy Yamtlshif4

PUOIOGRAPHtiRS
lenny &rlow, l,.iSQ BaU, Stephen Brashear,
Seth Kunzl, Angela Reynolds, Debbie ScIrronler,
Jenlltfte Siebens, Becky Spenar, Omit WQSStI",
Jennjfor Widrig

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT

The G~....ne IS a MIllIeI)' column In The WhIIworlhian frIaIuring bits of catTJ1US comsdy.
I.nIJSUaI storiss, and OIlIer light hLmor. To contnbut9 your $lory, or _1h9 QU9Stion 0I1IIf'

WHIr. cal our 24-hou1- voicBmaillll x. 5C83.

parent's and it's fun for them to
get to meet all my friends," said
Alice Thompson. -

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW
FOR THE

(0If~,

ASWC

Minutes

da/466-3248. IUd. 6)

Wednesday,
October 30

I

• The ASWC issues committee has been writing letters to appropriate department heads regarding student opinions the coinmittee has discussed.
• ASWC has received a letter from the Baldwin Hall initiators,
apologizing for any problems their actions caused.
• ASWC will soOn make available a box for students to deposit
opinlons or concerns for the issues com,mittee to read and discuss.
• Subsid~ tickets to. the Dec. 6' -arid 8 performances bf "1be
Nutcrac;ker" are now available at the--Infonnation- Desif in the-'
Campus Center for $19. The performance is being staged by the
Spokane ~ymphony and_ th~ Alberta BaUet Company. .-

• "Dead_Ma"-Wa~g"_ wil!b~ shown Nov. 8 iit the GampU$ Center.' ,-

For the" week of
O_ct 28 ~ Nov 2

~i~ '11iked
~phomoreJen
McCall.
hanging out With my

Sheri Allen

STAFf WRlTtiRS
AlisM Brow, Nick Brownlee, l.ydia Dobrovolny,
Jamie Fiorino, Bennett Gibson, Brian Hultgunn,
Rebtc~ Jordml, RebecCII LuM, Kenji M4tsuda,
Jacob MtmIows, Sharon Olney, Heather Parish, Jennfer RRff,
KRlhiryn Schreyer, Caryn Sobral, ,ulk Sund,
"

Seating was extended into
the bakony to make room for the
large and enthusiastic audience
which gave the cast and crew a
standing ovation,
_
For most studentS, a visit
from mom and dad a~d ~he
chance to show off dleir campus

Todd Parsons
Eli Jaeger
Dan Plies

Adviser Ginny Whitehouse

t',

Gospel."

Annemarie E1cJund

Elizabeth Vernon
Advertising Manager Carin Seppa
As8L Ad Manager Kelly Rodimel
Circulation Manager Eliznl?eth Vernon

<

joyed being a student in an academic setting," said Carolyn Thompson, mother of junior Alice
Thompson.
The President's convocation
was held at 11 a.m., followed by
lunch and the football game. Several parents attended the evening
performance of "Cotton Patch

Question of the Week: Who was that mysterious ghost passing
out fruit snacks on Halloween?

• ,........1.
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A car break-in reported. Car was parked- in the Leavitt Dining
Hall parking'lot. A backpack with property was stol~n.

ti
s.

October 27

s:
n

Backpack reported stolen from Leavitt Dining Hall foyer.

v

pctober28

~~

1

Two car break-ins reported. Both cars were locked and parked
near Graves Gym. Appeared to be professionally done with a
-lock puller. CD player, CDs, and cellular phones taken, All property was in plain view.
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JAPAN EXCHANGE AND
TEACHING PROGRAM _
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November 4-7
Arend - Roommate Week on Duty
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November 7
Stewart - Multicultural Craft Night

9

FORAPPLICATIONS CAlL:
l~~JET (463-fi5J8)

Dtm Plies
Consulac.Gefterat of ....n

November 7-11
Baldwin-Jenkins - Alcohol Awareness Activities on Duty

"
I I:

NovemberS
Warren - Ann-wrestle "Saga Chad" Night

601 Union St..
Sutte 500, SNttIe, WA 18101
TEL: (206) 224-4374

Eo

November 11
Warren - Worship and Prayer
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Students frustrated with political
parties, view issues as illlportant
45 percent of males and 50 percent
of females chose the Republican
party while 37 percent of males
and 28 perCent of females chose
the Democratic party. 18 percent
of males and 22 percent of females
were undecided or did not affiliate with eilher major party.
, Many students interviewed
do not identify with a particular

ELIZABETH VERNON

Junior Janise MatYds is voting. but says that shp. fl.>els isolated and uninformed. She does
think that issues are important,
As the Whitworth community reads this paper, millions of
especially education.
"We need to educate the
Americans are voting for national
youth of America or we won't
offices, state positions, and local
initiatives.
survive, " she said.
Some students want to get
Of the 214 students surveyed
beyond the idea there are only
Friday by The Whitworthian, 75
two parties. "There
percent said they will
are more than just two
vote in today's election.
Other students are
people running, and
the issues go beyond
pot planning on voting
Republican
and
today. Being uninDemocrat," said junformed stands out as a
• RIIpub/Ic:aI'I
ior Matt Yeoman.
major reason for not vot• Democra'
Junior Amber
ing.
Palmer answered "yes
"I'm not voting beI!J lIndec:Idad
and no" in response to
cause I'm not informed
, i!ientifyi,ng with one
about the parties and
party. their issues and I don't
She doesn't
wanttomakean uneduwal1t. tQ identify with
cated choke," said junthe stereotype of the
ior Amanda Johnson.
Others aren't vot~
Republican party.
, ., i'People see
ing because of a general
the Republican party
Women
dissatisfaction with the
Men
as extretnely consercandidates. "Although I
vative, old, and like
normally think it is good • Based 011 214 shldnrts, Aged 18 to 23,
surveyed At tM Nov. 1 Forum.
Gr.phlcbyEHJaegerlWhilwollhia!1
the Christian Coalito vote, I will not be vottion," she said. "But
ing in this election. Clinton and Dole are really the only party and said it instead was the I like they way the Republican
parlY. does things'and I agree
two to choose from, and I am not issues that mattered.
Freshman Partida Bartell said with theit stands ,on the is~
able to choose the lesser of the .
two evils," said junior Bill she didn't really side with one sues."
party or another. "It depends on
Kvasnikoff.
When asked if they identicY Who's for what. I didn't vote for Jacob MeRdows, staff Writer, contributed to thiS story:" ",
with a particular political party, just one party," she said.

Copy editor

Toward what political
party do you lean?*

\

'"

Second grader Michael Flint perfects his drRlMl'1ln
art room at Meadow Ridge Elementary.

the

Washington may face
changes' in education
Mead School Board should oppose
Initiative 177. Hunt Cf'IX&S the

REBECCA LUNA

Stll/fwriter

measure because no public over-sightregu1a1e new school districts,
: r;'{~yv~~.~. ~ schooIs'are not included
Or not to c:hanse the face of educa- ' and 'state funding:Willl:ie·taken'

bin Washingtoostate by making

Initiative 173 ~:t77 realities. Initiative 173 proposes a system in
Whim"~voucheIs"roUId
~ used by studmts in kindergar. ten through 12th grade to pay for
iheschool theirchoire, private 01'

from' the public to be Used in pri.vale schoOls: BOth Sth60I District
81andthe~4.~.~

Wildllfe,:a:dvocafesibattle over initiitlve :
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do exist that limit the types of and management of bears, cou-'
gars, and bODcat'~'ana also albait that' cali be used.
lowing pri~at~ 'piq~rty own-'
Supporl~rs of the Initiative
voted wwlimouSly against both
initiiltives.
- .,'
- -- .. "
'
willnt both the practices of "bear ers and state an~t federal
'I~ is up to' Washington
baiting" and the practice of agents to track and kill animals
Initiative 177 ~ allow votex
state's voting popul~tion to ap-' high-tech "hound hunting" that pose a"ttire'cit"fb public'
en; in a district to make charter
I.
public. Ini~tive 177 calls for the schools and "renewed school diSprove or reject' an initiative on banned. If Initiative 655 i!J ap- safety and' property.' .
revamping of schoql districts tricti', ~ funded by pubnC
hunting that has created cIash- proved, dogs could !Jtill be used
Many ~wUd.lif~:·.!Jlanage
,ing opinions between animal' to protect the public from wild ment groups such as the Inland
throughout ~bymaldng
money~nm
rights groups and wildlife man- animals, but many more regu- Northwest· Wildlife Council,
~ c h art e r "
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! independently..
schoo1s or priagement groups.
lations would be put on the use Wildlife Committee...of Wash·
The' private
vate schools
Initiative
655
will
appear
of dogs for hunting purposes.
ington and St~deg~ for Wildschools would
run by t;ax
on ballots asking voters, "ShaH
"Bear baiting" refers to set- life ConserVation are against
be tuition free~
money.
, .;
it be a gross misdemeanor to ting out food bait for bears, and Initiative 655. They say Initianonreligious
In Initiatake, hunt, or attract black l;H!a"s then shooting them at close tive 655 is the' product of aniand open to all
tive 173, any
with bait, or to hunt bears, cou- range. Consequently, in many mal rights extremism.
students. They
sdlOOI with 25
gars, bobcat or lynx with dogs?" cases, this creates problems beWriters of the Statement
would' also
students or
The existing law allows cause bears .will enter rural Against 655 'say wildlife will
keep 15 perr:ent
more is entitled
property owners to trap and kill campgrounds and communities dwindle as a result of predaof enrollment
to becoming a
wildlife that is damaging do- searching for food.
tors over populating and also
spots open to
voucherschooL
mestic animals, crops or fowl.
Writers of the initiative be- it wiJI allow, and encourage the
low-income
The school
Current law states the use of lieve that banning these meth- uncontrolled killing of wildlife
students.
dogs or bait to kill black bear, ods of hunting protects public by state, county, and federal
wou1d haVepeLevy and bond
-Carrie Eagle, junior money would cougar or bobcat is also al- safety and private property, by government agencies, at taxriodic testing
and annual auEducation major be issued to lowed. However, regulations allowing continued hunting payers' expense.
dits and reschools based
ports. Privale
,
on enroUment,
schools would
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independent status. Opponents
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"We should be

improving
public schools,
not spending
the money on
private schools,"
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An epitaph for the
Christian Coalition

'.

:.;wi:-"~:~{

i

A St. Petersburg
Busride

----.J

In this era of incendiary issues and
divisive politics, fads will come and
go. And so, it is without great sadness that the American people usher
the Christian Coalition, and the whole
of the Christian Right"out of the
American political door. In the elections of 1994, the Christian Coalition
_claimed their time had come to set America straight, but
just two short years later, their time has gone. They were
. yet another political trend to walk right through Wash·-ington, D.C., in recent years.
· The Conservative hurricane stormed Capitol Hill full
. of hateful words and angry speech, but now it seems to
:. have dissipjl~aS quickly as it came. Perhaps the Ameri· can people ~y~ come to expect more from their politi. clans than rhetoric, intolerance, and a moralizing agenda.
Or may~·they have simply succumbed to the next political wind blowing through the country. We live in an
age of political fads and fashions which change as quickly
as the latest songs on the top 40. And it seems that no
one is capable of predicting or controlling their next direction. Even so, it is without mourning that we wave
good-bye to the Conservative political club.
What the country needs in this time of transition is not
talk about enforced family va.1ues or angry policies
against already marginal~ed groups, but true leadership
and direction. The people are tired. Once again, they
have seen that political promises rarely come to fruition.
Like previous political trends before them, the self-proclaimed leaders of Christianity hav~ failed to bring about
the changes they had promised the, coun~.
' ": .:
Instead of the Christian Right's"loud and aggressive
politic~l_ moralizing, the' country needs leaders willing
to quieJ;ly and determinedly take their values into Washington and to act upon them. Our leaders need to value
such things as·th~ ~anctity of human life, the basic rights
of all people, the empowerment of the poor, the care for
the !>ick, and the respect of othel!>. And it is these values
that all voters must take to the polls. .
The epitaph for the Christian C~tion has already been
written. The ~erican p~blic has finally seen that the
religioUs rhetQ..gc. of the Christian Right has gotten the
country n.9.w.here: The only question which remains is
· which stQlU'l will blow tlir()ugh 'Washington next. Will
" the peopJe:simply repl~ce them with another trend, or
',will ther-~~t on ~mething more sub~tantial?

,

r
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-Aimee Elliott
senior
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OU say you are new to
thought with the swarms of man puzzle shifts and reforms.
Russia? And the buses, people around you. You must This is not your stop, but it is a
are they giving you concentrate on boarding the bus. time to breathe. Everyone retroubles? Yes, you must develop The mob grows and it becomes a ceives a few extra centimeters.
your own strategy when you ride battle which you must survive. Reposition yourseJf and hold on.
the bus in st. Petersburg. It is a Keep your position, and as the After every stop the crowd thins.
skil1. The mass of people is final person exits, swiftly follow . Look out for your own stop, as it
threatening, yet they are a com- the flow of humans into the bus. will not be instirictive at first.
Final1y, seats are becoming
munity: squeezing, waiting, star- Search immediately for a space
ing. I am an old Babushka. I have where you may fit. The seats are available and if you move swiftly,
long since learned the art of tak- all taken, but thankfully there is victory will be yours. Oh, th~
ing the Russian bus. Listen, and standing room.
bliss of sinking into a well-worn,
Find something to grip. Each cushioned bus seat! The many
I will share the ways of the bus
ride with you.
person is responsible for sustain- times this weary babushka has
Waiting is a ritual in Russia. ing his or her own equilibrium nodded off in that inviting seat.
Foundationally, you must re- during this bumpy ride. If you Spoil yourself, even if you have .
member one thing: Th~re is no maintain balance as the others do, only a few Iri6restops. This is one
certainty your bus will arrive on you will be a part of the human of life's special delights;
You have spotted your
time, or even come at all. v.-<;:.'-.:-.-n':~'->.4k'-";,.;;;:'f''';"0'.: '.~;:y:,:.:~",'~- 'J'.' ,',,-'0
Thus, you must be patient, i:/[;/i;:ia1Ef!t:;'ii~~;';;i!Jffil{It'f:r;:;.p!. ::;~I bus stop in the distance, fast
and must have time, The ht>:~;~~~:'.i!~:,q.~~,,:'~'f;.f;·i>:; ,~::..;;::'C~{t>~; ..
approaching. Themo~enbus stop can be a place of f ·~:"Ru$.$td-'-0.'.~,p;~'PIiiMfe:riS1t~· ~j~!';} %; -)
tum of the bus, the pull of
gravI'ty and the soft sea't
peace and indifference and ;. -.'; ,>.~ ';,;-;' :.~fJ:".;f.!.·~.z,7L'"J::Y ,"",':'1)''''''
':"If :.f.;-·... ~~ beckon you to stay. Now
humor. Enjoy your help- . . :.. ::.;;~<".lv...:M:::<
"~':"}.lJ
your bags and the
lessness, and keep a calm ;,':,.. ...... ..
-a~rlve
even·',
". clutch
spirit.
~-:y:~-: -- . ·,>,:~,:y-,t;''''<'' ".'
-'";0"';.:
,;;,:;>.;. -;,:..
bar, peal your body from'
Now you find yourself f':~;"~il:'9J)U~~ ;r!1i!:~/yqJi _4:
the chair and mov~ toward
surrounded I?y growing ,.-,:"' .. ,.': .•...:]:.... .' ~:. '"
, ... _-,', "; '. I':·.'
the door. The bus Jerks and
crowds, and you must po- ~.; ;;~mJ,.§t ~~t:1l(ltl#l.f; ~4.h4f1'fl'ij~t~~,
your planted feet learn the
art of bus surfing (as' the
sition yourself on the curb \~':; hiiJi:t1ffl;/::~·")~~:·.'';.?.'·:··~ i~;:-:p\·>:;·;.:·
where the bus door will .. ~*~<i:·;·~:~;~:>;,i;«--f-~:~?£~jt-f};:~,,::~;~~r-::
young generation calls it).
open. Three clusters of 6'l
The final jerk and it stops.
people are fornling before each wave that gently sways with ev- Do not forget this critical finale
imaginary door. Choose your. ery odd jerk of the bus.
' to your ride. Clutching the rail.'~. cluster, ilOd pl~t yOUrself in po--':.
Your bags can be placed once ing you are to d~end the steps
';,'. sition:'~ow-you:!naY relax. T\lck., again ~etween your feet or in tothecurb. Carefully: one .;; two
your bags between your feet. In your arms. Sadly, some fellow ... three. Once again you are on
time you will grow used. to the COmlTlUters would deligh t to ,firm ground, standing easy.' You
smells around you: auto e~ust, reach into your bag unnoticed. watch your bU$ rattle away, and
wet dogs, warm bread, flower Watch out for those men! , Place the smell of exhaust is now .
bushels and people. Remember; yourself strategically, perhaps mingled with an out-of-city :
body <>\for is mttural and a sign between hvo older women. Use .. ·freshness. You a~ healthy and :
?f1;l.eaIttt ~k attheweary~- your bags ,to ,b~ffer uncc:>nifort- " whole, ~<l you, have ~~riquered _
lesaroUl)dyou. Don~holdtherr·. able body contact. Po not make ' a-petersburgbus-ride. Trustme, .
hard day~s labor against them: eye contact, but stare out the win- -thiswillsoonbeinstinct. Youwill _
Rejoice ~ ~ei~ hel!lthy bqdies..
dow. ·Remain conscious of every master .the puzzle like this pld .
What JOY It IS to see the bus 11'\' body touching you, yetdislance babushka has! .
the distance, and finally right be- yOurself with an intent gaze. .
fo~yournose. Bynowyouhave
The bus comes to a halt. It· ~llio~t_ was born' ~ missicnulry parents
in VlefIlI4, AustTul, where she ltoed for
gripped your bags and pushed jerks, the wave sways, and you 18 years. She visited !it. Pel~l1urg,
forward a bit. Do not get lost in keep a firm grasp. Nice! The hu-. Russ~, in August 1993:
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that can be a barrier to a disabled could I be "stressed" here in this
Person. For example, if one has place? If only I could just catch
balance problems, the impor- up with that stack of grading.
lance of the weight and direction
-Jay KendaU
of a swinging door are obvious;
associllte professor of Business
the only way I can demonstrate
Dear Editor,
Management
I was recently interviewed for what it is like for a "normal" peran article which tried to capture son would be to suggest trying to
the dilemma faced by Whitworth open the door while standing on
regarding handicapped access one leg. Spend a day navigating
("LaclS of funds limits Whitworth . in a wheel chair, and you will find Dear Editor, .
community handicapped access," yourself frequently saying "Gee,
While I agree with much .of
I never would have though of what Aimee Elliott has to say
Oct. 30).
As I read the article, I feel.'a that!" Keith Sullivan and other about American culture C'A Difneed to clarify two points. First, . college administrators are sensi- ferent Perspective," Oct. 22), I
I'm really not "stressed," at least tive to'this, and frequently ask for would like to set the record
input from the disabled. They are straight in one regard: Not only
not over this issue.
My ~econd, more important very qUick to respond to any do we have Gothic cathedrals in
point, is that every organization problems that arise.
the United States, we have one
As I "walk through" my situa- right here in Spokane - St. John's
faces the tension inherent to
showing compassion, being good tion, I am constantly reminded of on the South Hill. I'll admit it's
stewards of sea rce resources, and God's mercy. He has place me not Chartres [Cathedral] but it'~
being in compliance with statu- here at Whitworth, which is the pretty impressive in i~ own right.
tory (ADA) requirements. I tried best place in the world for me to
-rerry Rayburn Mitchell
to communicate that even if be. Daily I am surr:ounded by
pssistant director of
funds were unlimited, the people students and employees who
Publications
who are planning solutions can bless and encourage me with
(Editor's note: It's not Gothic,
have difficulty in understanding, their greetingS and smiles, and
(i.e. recognizing, perceiving, dis- who leap to help when it looks but don't forget about Lourdes
cerning, relating to) situations like I could use an assist. How Cathedral, also here in Spokane.)

Professor provides
clarifica'tion for quotes
in recent article

Gothic' cathedrals do
exist in the u.s.

~.~. ' I '
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Student voices concern
over name mis-spelling
Dear Editor,
I almost always like the section
in The Whitworthian, "Whitworth Speaks Out," so when I
was asked if I would like to answer a question for it, I agreed,
wrote out my quote and signed
my name and year. I assumed it
wouldn't be too difficult to read
and print out correctly so I was
surprised to see my name spelled
wrong ('Whitworth Speaks Out,"
Oct.30). I normally wouldn't say
anything or say "it's no big deal,"
except I always say that when
people spell my name wrong.
But it gets a little old after awhile.
Besides, isn't journalism about
paying attention to the details?
My name is part of my identity
and I have a lot of respect for
people who make the extra effort
to learn the correct spelling because it is unique. It never hurts
to take a few extra minutes to
check you facts and your spell-

•

ing and it makes for a much
higher quality newspaper. You
did get the quote right, though.
-Carry Kyle

junior
(Editor's note: Our editors attempt to verify name spellings.
We apologize for the oversight.)

Music professor gives
.thanks for Harris
jazz concert preview
Dear Editor,
Many thanks to you for the excellent story on the Gene Harris
concert ("Play it again, Gene,"
Oct. 8)! I thought that it was wonderfully written, and the title,
caption and photo worked beautifully.
Everyone tells me that it was
the best jazz concert in eight
years, and it was attended by
1,000 people. Thanks for getting
the word out.
-Dan Keberle
associRte professor of Music
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flurries make Spokane a winter wonderland
wasn't bent out of shape though,
since they were the first
Whitworth students to go skiing
this season.
When the snow starts to fall
in the Spokane area, here are
three local ski resort options:
Mt. Spokane is a 30 minutes
north of Whitworth. Nearly an
hour away is 49 North, located in
the Colville National Forest.
Schweitzer Mountain Resort in
Idaho, the third option, is two
hours away, but students who
make the trek find it worth the
extra miles.

REBECCA JORDAN

StQj/ writer
The snow is inevitable and
the fun unbeatable when it
comes
to
Whitworth
students and
their winter
wonderland
adventures.
The eagerly anticipated snow
adventures
range ttpm organized competi~
tive skiing to grabbing a group
of friends and heading to a
nearby hill for some sledding
fun.
Since Spokane has yet to receive any, sigf!,ificant fluffywhite powder, two Whi~orth
students spent their Fall Break
looking for snow.
.Freshmen Tyler
Bauer and John ' "
Ranheim traveled
to Oregon in
.
search of quality
skiing conditions. Upon
. reaching the base of Mt. Hood,
Bauer and Ranheim, typical
. college students when it comes
to finances, found themselves
.without money for a hotel
['QQm. ,
'~We slept in our car at a rest
stop at the base of the mountain," said Bauer. 'Ranheim

dents cross their ski poles, hoping for a big snow-fall right here
in Spokane. When the snow
comes, the oppOrtunities for fun
are endless.
Throughout the winter
months, Whitworth stu-

.
*

~

•

1::~~ C~~~hi~;

air near campus.
•.
• "There
are
some awesome
•
sledding hills in
the back 40," said junior Glynis Bathum.
And beyond our own campus
wonderland, there are many
other sledding hills nearby for
winter fun.
Bauer, a Spokane resident for
the past five years, knows of
prime sledding spots beyond the
Whitworth campus.
"Holmberg Park is great for
sledding," Bauer said, adding,
"It's only for the big kids, .. it's
"Schweitzer has good terrain really steep."
.'
and is definitely worth the trip, "
So keep your fingers crossed
said Bauer.
that snow is on its way and take
Sophomore Ryan Bowers advantage of the entertainment
ilgreed. "Personally J feel that snow offers. Never mind the
Sch~eitzer is the best of the dose
cold temperatures and icy
mountains,". he said. '
roads because the
It isn't usually until late in the winter wonski season that Spokane's nearby derland is a
resorts are blanketed by,heavy haven· for
snowfaU. For this reasonf ski-fa- play. ,Yes, let it·
natic students often travel to dis- ' snoW;' let it "
tant places 'in search of snow- snow,' let it
drifts. Still, many Whi tworth stu- snow.' ,

tr~pped

f you were
in
prison cell for the rest of your
life with one person, who
would it be, and why ~

'The Pope, Maybe then he
would have a chance."

-Jease M~lott
junior

The winter

wonderland is a
/u:lven fo'r play.

j

''Tim Robbins. That way I
have a sure out."
_-Jamie Pace

senior

"My friend Taco, because
he reminds me of a midget
and every morning I c6tild
laugh at him."
..
-Jake Benson' . ,

junior

',",

"Sarah McLaughlan, so she
could sing me out of my sorrows of being alone."
-Camille Conley
freshman

"Luciano Pavoratti, because
he could sing me to sleep."
-Michael Meyers

sophomore

"My sister, because then it
wouldn't suck as much."
-Sally Werner

sophomore
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Fello-wship of Christian Athletes
presents rn.inistry to coaches.!
athletes, students through sports
SHARON OLNEY

Staff writer
Christian outreach and ministry plays an important role in the
Whitworth community. There
are 5-groups, En Christo, SERVE
opportunities, Young Life and
much more for each individual
to get involved in.
When one thinks of varsity
sports and athletes, a person normally_sees students and coaches
who give numerous hours of
time each day to practice and
preparation in order to wear a
Pirate uniform and represent the
college on a playing field or
court.
Whihvorth, there is a group of
athletes and students who feel
that Christian outreach is important and can be done through
sporting activities.
According to first year adviser
and Head Varsity Track Coach
Toby Schwarz, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes (FCA) is an
organization whose mission is to
present the Gospel to coaches

FCA members celebrate Halloween in full costume.

and athletes. It is also an opportunity for people to grow in faith
through ministry using athletics
as a tool to get the message
across.
"Our organization is designed
for student athletes whether they
are currently involved in varsity
or non-varsity type athletic programs," said sophomore Jessica
Aarhaus.
According to Aarhaus, the
_FCA program at Whitworth is a
group of people who are invalved or influenced by athletics
who want to learn more about
Christ and have a time of feHowship.
"This year FCA has 25-30
members, and has a consistent
group of about 15 students that
attend our meetings and activities," said Aarhaus.
- This year FCA has already organized events such as a pizza
feed and a trip to play laser tag.
They are also planning to do
turkey baskets and have a Christmas party before the semester
ends.

Aarhaus also said that on
Monday nights' the FCA house,
one of the new theme houses on
campus this year, opens its doors
for people to come and watch
Monday Night Football together.
The group holds regul.ar meetings on Thursday nights at 7 p.m.
in the Field House. At these
meetings, the group engages in
activities including singing, Bible
study, bringing in guest speakers
and ending with recreational
time. They also hold open leadership meetings on Sunday
nights at the FCA house.
"We post flyers, stuff mail
boxes, make phone calls as well
as encourage members to invite
others to our meetings and
events," said Aarhaus.
According to Schwarz the
short and long term goal for the
group is to see growth in participation with the program.
"We Invite and encourage all
athletes, staff and students to
come and join and learn more
about the Good News through
our organization," said Schwarz.

No nationals bid for Pirate cross country
CAMPBELL WlDTE

Staff writer, . , ,
• r

Clear J.I
blue , 'skies and bright
sunlight welcomed the NCIC
Cross C~Wltry _Championships
to Salem" Oregon. WiIlamette
UniversitY hOsted the event in
Bush's Pasiure'Park~ and runners
enjoyed 5$' .d~~ weather and
a relatively flat course.
Although the conditions were
near perfect, ~e, ~uits were not,
and for different reasons neither
Whitworth-C~~ Country leams
qualified for nationals.
Senior Um Eva~ was unable
:to compete, because of pneuma:nia, and the men's team did not
:have enough J11nners to field a
team for the meet.- .. '
Individually,
were both
disappojntment~ an.~ surprises
in store for the Whitworth men's
team. Junior Dale Macomber, the

there

number one nmn~J;:.on *e team,
finished 49th, while freshman
Josh Decker ran a personal record
time of 27:16.2, finishing 34th in
the race. Finishing'~rd 'for the.
team was sophomoreJason Morgan (S2nd), followed by fresh~
man Greg Loew (64th).
"Coming into the race, I felt
like I was at my peak. I had just
finished two weeks of training
and preparing specifically for this
meet. I had no excuSe not to race
well. It was a great race for me
to end the season on," said
Decker.
In spite of the overall results,
Head Coach Andy Sonneland is
optimistic for the future as ~eJl
as very proud of the team.
"Overall, it was a positive
weekend for the guys, with most
of them improving their times.
The team is only losing one runner for next year, when Tim

Evans gr~d~ates. We n~ed to
have couple-of recruits
·out.
next year, and we'll d~firi,itely
have the potential to be a strong
team," commented Sonneland.
'The ~torY of the ~omen's race
is like ':' nigh~~' ?{i~ a bi~ of
personal triumph mixed in at the
end. The race began with sOph~
mores Dana Ryan and Angela
Hoff, and freshman Brenna
Robinson being tripped and falling. This proved to be the fatal
blow to the team's aspirations of
qualifying for nationals.
" Angela Hoff was tripped up
by another runner cutting in front
of her, and then I went flying over
her and twisted my ankle. I'm
not even sure how it happened.
I started on the right side behind
her, and ended up in front of her
on the right," said Robinson, referring to the accident at the narrow gate that all the runners must

a

.tum

funnel through at the start of the
;;-.
race.
_,
.
, Miranda Thygesen, ~nnirig
with a first degree calf strain, had
a superb race, finishing 14th over-

have to go out there and find
yoijr ZQne, and then stay in it/'
,said ThY-gesen.
Cciach Sonneland wrote a letter to the conference officials deall.
scrib_ing t~e situ,:,~ion, and
. Sophomore Meagan Widhalm 'though m~et officials agreed
was second for the Bucs, rUnning . with his opinion. regarding the
apersonal record time of 19:17.8 - team's status for nationals, the
to cross the line 20th. Next was team will not move_on because
freshman Carmine Compogno they were not ranked in the top
(28th). Campagna was the fourth 20 nationally.
.
, "The women peflked at the
fastest freshman in the race.
Coming in fourth for Whitworth right time, and really had a great
was Ryan (39th). Following Ryan cace. They went out and comwas Robinson (66th), sophomore peted with some good teams.
Libby Lowe (68th), freshman Without the unfortpnate inciGwen Johnson (73rd), and Hoff dent, we probably would have
(75th).
placed at least 4th, if not 3rd.
"1 had a good first 800 Looking at the team next year,
[meters]. It was very important we will be returning all of our
to get out fast and avoid the runners, while most of our rivals
crowd at the gate. I tried to stay are losing seniors. There is deftwith the front pack and maintain nitely reason to be optimistic,"
my position. Basically, you just said Sonneland.
~~

COME DISCOVER YOUR
TREASURE1J SMILE!
Men's Team Scores
I. Puget Sound University
2. Pacific Lutheran University
3. Willamette University
4. George Pox College
5. Linfield College
6. Whitm~ College
.
7, Lewis & Clad: College
8, Paci fic University
9. Whitworth College
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Women's Thaw Scores
1. fuget Sound University
2. Pacific Lutheran University
3, Willamette University
4. Whitman College
5. WhitwOl1h College
6. George Fox College
7. Linfield College
8, Pacific University
9, Lewis & Clark College

MEW PATIENT
OIFT CERTIFICATE
36
41
80
101
120
148
210

Men's Finishing 11mes
34, Josh Decker
49. Dale Macomber
52. Jason Morgan
64. 11m Evans

Good for $25.00 off your

27:16.15
28:14.69
28:25,23
29:52,81

initial office visit for
students and staffl

NORTHSIDE FAMILY'
DENTISTRY

257

28
56
97
111
154

164

170
193
205

Jerusalem
University
College
• Master of Arts .
• graduala or undergradllate
semester abroad
• short-term academic
study programs

• credits transferable
Women's finjshin& 11mes
14. Miranda Thygesen
20. Meagan Widhlalm
28. Carmine Conmpogno
39. Dana Ryan
66. Brenna Robinson
68. Libby Lowe
73. Gwen Johnson
75, Angela Hoff

19:01.07
19:17.81
19:35,65
19:56,00
21:01.83
21:16.50
21:45.65
22:03.03

JIUIH.$ Po Domsh. D.D.s.
10015 N, Division, Sle, 201
Spokane. WA 99218
(509) 467-1000
HAW11fORNE

D

o

Whitworth Prof. Cnll'

•

o

DIVISION

• BiblicalIi$oIY

• New Testament Backgrooods
• Mid<te Eastern S1u<ies
• Historical Geogaphy
• Hebrew BiJIe Translation
• Hebrew Language
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SlaptlerJ

Freshman Damian Putney breaks Into the v~ii ::..Id.

Freshman receiver Matt Stueckle catches a pass from sophomore
Rob leslie for Ihe Pirates' only touchdown.

BENNETT-GIBSON

Staff writer

SPORTS 'TRIVIA
'QUIZ
I,

• Defense was the strategy of the
day for both teams as the Whitworth Pirates fell to Lewis and
Clark College in a low scoring af'~i,r, i'4~, S~~rdilY at the Pine
Bowl. The Bucs fall to 0-7 while
the l'ioneeh; irriprove:to 4-4.
The Pirate defense held ,the
Pioneers to the lowest point output by any Whitworth opponent
this season.
Head coachJolm Tully_said the
defensive executed well wh~n
they needed ,to. "Coach Casey
had a good game plan. They're
playing hard and getting to the
ball," he said. Tully added the
better performance reflects that

,,_

"

l.

?-.
3'.

4.

WhC!-t college did Magic Johnson attend?
,
Who his 206 of 215 freethrows in 1980-81 for an
NBA season
accuracy mark?
How many
NBA in its inaugural 1 """'I"7-_'U 1~"'7VI'''1
What
averaged an
his three-year

5.
6.

the defense has been getting better in the last few weeks.
Sophomore quarterback Rob
Leslie said that the team gave a
full effort on the field for 60 minutes. "They never ever gave up,"
he said. Leslie finished the day 10
fin 23 for 136 'yinds and the Bucs'
only touchdown.
Sophom6re linebacker Jason
Ashley sai~ the key to the
defense's success was their successful execution of the defensive
game plan. "~verybody did their
assignments," he said.
Sopho~ore defensive lineman
Justin Mes~man agreed. "The
biggest thing is that we did what
we needed to do," he said.
"We've been preparing all week
for this."

7.
8.
9.
10.

TIE BREAKER:

"-1

(Closest to answer gets--lt.)
How many touchdowns UH.I.\V'!1": Sayers score against the
San Francisco 4gers on
12, 1965?
The prize is your name in
Mountain Dew.

winner box and a can of

Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in Todd
Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located upstairs
in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Congratulations to Bennett Gibson for answering five questions
correctly.

Answers:
1) Hoyas 2) Cleveland Indians 3) Joe Montana 4) Kiki
Vandeweghe 5) Julius Erving 6) the Baltimore Bullets
7) Isiah Thomas and Kelly Tripucka 8) 1916 9) Texans
10) Jim Hunt
TIE BREAKER: six
Questions and answers courtesy of Trivial Pursuit©.
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Pirate football comes close to first win

SIaphen BrashearfWhitwo<1hoan
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A key play noted by many .
players included a goal line
stance on downs with less than
five minutes to play. Thatdefensive stop led the way for a Pirate drive that lasted 11 plays for
99 yards. It was'capped off by a
37 yard touchdown pAss from
Leslie to freshman wi(j!y' receiver
Matt Steuck Ie 'with' itS ticks left
to play.
' . ' •. ",
An unsuccessful pnside kick
ended the Bties' 'rally;,'but the
players said ttiitHhis was one of
team's best ga~~'~l t.lie season.
This Saturday tht; r.i,~ates play
their final home ga'7'(( of the season against the -l1ntversity of
Puget Sound: The'mateh-up will
take place at 1. p:m: in the Pin~,
Bowl.
"
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Photographer -Floyd Daniel
shares gifts with Whitworth
/,,
i

~

J

J

hard. Gordon Wilson, associate
CARRIE WASSER
professor
of art, encourages his
Guest writer
students to ask questions about
Color, composition, contrast' the photographs such as, "wha t is
and creativity. You don't have to the main subject?" and "what
be an art major to enjoy these el- does the art say to you?"
Wilson believes the observer's
ements in the photographs by
Floyd Daniel now hanging on interpretations are just as valid as
the walls outside the archives the artist's, eVell if they have completely different ideas about what
foom in-the Cowles library.
The photographs were moved the art means.
from the Koehler Gallery after
being shown through Oct. 10.
Daniel's mastery of the medium
is evident in the 13 prints being
displayed.
"1 was very, very impressed,"
said Christopher Woods, senior
and aspiring photojournalist. "It
is such a treat that someone that
--Gordon Wilson,
caliber would share his work, his
associate
professor of art
passion, with others."
Daniel took time out from doing research for his autobiograDaniel spent much of his life as
phy to put together this show
filled with brilliant landscapes a freelance photojournalist, and as
and mood-setting images. The Boeing's unofficial photographer.
purpose was to "open up the He is now retired from-Boeing and
minds of students who haven't living in Sea ttle.
Woods has been struck by
delved into photography at all,"
Daniel's leveJ of commitment to
Daniel said.
Assembling a show that will the Whitworth community which
interest and benefit students is has been shown not only through

"All of the photos
have a lot of
strength them."
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Photographer Floyd Daniel poses in front of some of his
photographs in the Art departmenfs Koehler Gallery during the
opening of his show on September 16.

J"~
'J

this display of excellent photography, but also.through Daniel's
growing photography book collection.
The collection is the result of
Daniel's desire to become a better photographer. He used the
books, covering nearly every subject imaginable, as his teachers.
The collection is extensive and
has a large number of the best
books available on many photographers, such as Ansel Adams.
"There is probably no collectim) that approaches this within
4{)(j or 500 miles/ Wilson said.
"Maybe you would have to go as
far as San Francisco to find one
that is comparable."
Although Daniel and his wife
Shirley had no formal ties to
Whitworth before the donation of
the books, they had specific criteria for the college that would
receive their gift. The Daniels
wanted the books placed in a
Christian collllge with a non-technical photography program.
They were also looking for a setting where the books would be
used as a resource by students
and faculty in many classes other
than photography.
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JAMIE FIORINO

Staffwriter
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Uyou want to see a movie
set in the South about lawyers, rent "The Client," but
,
please don't see '7heCham-'
'
ber. "
H you wilOt to see a thought-provoking
movie about the death penalty, lent "Dead
Man Walking," but please, please, please
don't see 'The Chamber."
To prove my reaction is not as childish
as it seems, read on and I will prove it.
My first point is timing.lohn Grisham's
book 'The Chamber" was published a year
before ''Dead Man Walking" was released.
Because of the popularity of "Dead Man
'Walking," 'The Chamber" doesn't stand a
chance in the box office.
Second point: poor script. Grisham's
book is exceptional. It examines the lines
of humanity and family under the harsh
lights of death row. Adam Hall 'is sent to
the South on a pro bono case to keep Sam
Cayhall aUve and out of the gas chamber.
Sam is a white supremacist convicted of
murdering a set of twins in a bomb explosion 20 years earlier.
Adam, who has just passed the bar exam
and has never tried an actual case, has been
following the case for years. Of course, he
has a deeper interest in the case than most.
Sam is his grandfather.
Adam struggles throughout the story
with the issue of family. In the book, Adam
learns to love his grandfather. In the book,
Grisham paints the picture of Sam Cayhall
as a murderer, a racist and a victim of heritage.
~ is a comple~ character who has values and morals, twisted as they are. You
hate him for who he is and what he confessed to believe in, but admire him for his

curutingwit and integrity.In the book, Sam
,Cayhall dies for the crimes he committed.
This is the only common el~ent with the
movie.
In themove (whose screenplay was not
written by John Grisham), Sam (Gene
Hackman) is portrayed as cold-blooded
and one-sided. Adam (Chris O'DOnnell)
is secure and cocky. The movie never de~elops the relationship between the (wo.
It's angled more towards trying to solve
"who really doile it." Adam feels nothing
more than a loss in the movie, whereas
the book shows his grief.
Lee (Faye Dunaway) is a Southern Belle
with bad hair. Adam develops no relationship with Aunt Lee like he does in the
book.
This bringS up my third and final point:
acting.
Gene Hackman, a screen legend, gives
a horrible performance as a man convicted
of murder and sentenced to die. He plays
it more like a New Yorker hailing a cab.
(Accent included.)
Christ O'Donnell, presumably brought
on board for his looks and not acting skills,
gives a dreadful performance. He should
stick to the Batman & Robin gig.
Didn't Faye Dunaway die a few years
ago? Where did the producers dig her up?
She has the big hair and, the accent but
can't play the cool and hurting Aunt Lee.
Did she not have a good acting coach?
(Where's Diana Trotter when you need
her?)
Do you need more convincing? Then I
double dare you to go see the movie and
you will see. Otherwise, I'll see you at the
library checking out the book.
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• Behavior out of control
• Who picks speakers?
See page 3
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Editorial \ Opinion
Racial injustice:
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Dave Matthew's Band
• Concert Review •

Editorial and
"A Different Perspective"
Seepage 4

Seepage 8
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Pirate football chops
Loggers for first -win
BENNETT GIBSON
Sialfwrlter

Stepnen BrashearIWhltwMh,an

Sophomore '3rice Stanley plunges over the UPS defensive line for the Pirates' final touchdown.

Annual winter blues sets in
Campus lea~ers, administrators offer sage advice
ALiSHABROW
Staff writer
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The days are getting
shorter, the trees are getting
barer, term papers are just
about due - it's the long haul to
Thanksgiving.
Typically this time of year
is a sort of down time for students at Whitworth, and colleges everywhere.
"From what 1 know, the
number one reason is because
students have been expending
energy at a steady pace for a
long period, and the novelty of
the first weeks of school has
worn off," said Kathy Storm,
vice president for Student Life.
Storm also said midterm
grades, deadlines, assignments
due, anxiety about the Imminent return home'and even the
climate could have something
to do with increased stress and
depression in students
Junior Amber Armstrong,
resident assistant in Jenkins
Hall said, "This is the time of
the semester when school work
really hits hmd and it's a long
stretch away from home,"
Amy Evans, resident director in Arend Hall, talked to
more students in the past week
about stress than ever Ihis year

she said. "This happens every
year," said Evans, who has lived
in the dorms for five years.
"You cope with the newness,
and as time goes on your endurance runs out and you say
'I just can't deal with this anymore," she said,
Janelle Thayer, director of
Counseling Services, said in
November they begin to see a
gradual increase of stress and
depression in students that

"College
students need to
learn to make
boundaries, "
-Amy Evans,

Resident Director
doesn't peak until the end of the
semester.
"As stress increases, depression increases, and students get more depressed about
things they could usually manage," said Thayer.
Armstrong noticed that
students living in her dorm are

becoming more short with each
other. "All of a sudden, little
conflicts become big conflicts,"
she said.'
When students come to
Armstrong feeling stressed or
depressed she tries to help
them figure out the cause and
help them find a solution that
will be best for them.
Evans said students often
want to be involved in evelYthing and end up doing too
much. "College students need
to learn to make boundaries,"
she said,
Storm said basic health
needs are many times ignored,
students need to sleep, eat and
exercise more. "They need to
find people to talk with about
their struggles and just take everything one small step at a
time," she said.
Thayer suggested that students organize themselves and
break things down so they
don't bite off more than they
can chew.
"They should get enough
sleep, not drink so much caffeine and ask for help if they
need it," she said. She also said
that working ahead and not
procratinating should lessen
the work load.
"Prioritizing is really im-

The time was right, and the
time was now, Victory. What had
been eluding the Whitworth Pirates all season finally came to
the Bucs as they defeated the
UniverSIty of Puget Sound 39-7
Saturday III their final home
game of the season. The Bucs
improve to 1-7 while the Loggers
fall to 0-8.
The key to victory for the Bucs
was one word: defense. The Pirate defense created six turnovers, including two fumble recoveries and four intercephons.
They also forced UPS star running back Darrel Wright to carry
the ball 37 times and handle the
load for the struggling lopsided
Logger offense. The victory also
stopped the bleeding by avoid-

mg the Pim tes to tie a 61-year old
record for most consecutive
losses.
Head Coach John Tully
praised the defensive efforts of
the football team. "Number one,
the defense was outstanding
against the run," he said. "All facets of the team played well today,
especJaJly mentally, and it
showed. It's been a pleasure to
coach these guys - a retll pleasure," he said.
Defensive Coordinator ChriS
Casey said the defense pltlyed
with the three things he looks for
in his squad. "They played with
enthusiasm, intensity tlnd attitude today. This thlllg has been
coming," he said "They didn't
just play well, but plllyed to win,
<lnd that was the difference"
Casey also said the win meant a
See Football, pnge 6
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portant," saId Armstrong.
Evans always makes sure
that students know that it's
okay to use the counseling services, and she encourages it.
ThIS year's Fall Break was
supposed to bea time for students
to restore their depleted energy
and relax to rid themselves of
stress.

''This is one of the reasons
there was a Fall Brcilk this year,"
silid Storm,
She thinks students are discouraged because of the amount
of work they have to do, and so
little ,time to do it before the semester is over. "The end isn't
quite in sight, and the beginning
is over," said Storm,
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Hawaiian groove ...

The GRAPEVINE
Cheap date. Go to Riverfront Park at night and pretend you are
children of Doctor Moureau. If you don't know what that means,
watch the movie together. It's a riot.
Be happy. Seen in religious tract on "Just Being Happy": If your
wife nags you, just be happy she goes to sleep.
Hungry plumbers. Does anyone know why Snappy Plumbing
has starving animals painted on their vans?

on

Poopy seats. Oprah had a microbiologist
her show advising
people not to where short skirts or shorts to a movie theater. The
seats are covered in fecal matter.
Gun Control. Bumper sticker seen: If guns are outlawed, only
outlaws will shoot their children accidentally.
Question of the week; How many credit card salesmen can the
Campus Center hold?

FROM LEFT: Chris Carvalho, Kepa Francisco, and B.J. Kealaiki perform at
last Saturday's second annual Kanikapila, sponsored by the Hawaiian Club.

Committee implements
,',
!
-7

stu~ent

on the committee.
"The Issues Committee
makes students feel as though
Proposing changes to they are a part of the process
Marriott food plans, making of finding solutions," said
securi ty more recognizable, Pulei. The committee emand investigating parking so- powers students and listens to '
lutions, the Issues Committee their concerns, he said.
meets to find solutions to stuJunior Kevin Bates, a
dents' problems.
member of the Issues ComASWC esta blished the mittee, also believes students
committee to improve college can be active in improving
life and mediates between college life.
students and other members
"The committee will deal
of the Whitworth and Spo- with issues that concern the'
kane community.
entire campus," said Bates.
Moses Pulei, ASWC presi- Every student is encouraged
dent, sees the Issues Commit- to be a part of the decision
tee as an opportunity for all making aspects of the comWhitworth students to voice munity, he said.
their concerns and act on'
Students have proposed
them. Each dorm is repre- changes to meal· plans and
sented by one or two students other aspects of Marriott's

JACOB MEADOWS
, StaffwTiter

mE

WHITWORTHIAN

The Grapelline IS a weekly column in The Whitworthian fearurtJg bits of campus comedy.
.unusual stories, and other right humor. To coolnbule your 5tOl)', or answer /he question of /he
IOVeIc. call our 24-hDur VOIC6ITISII at Jl. 5083. (Off-campus, dial4(j6'3248, ext 6)

concerns

ASWC

Minutes

Wednesday,
November 6

food service. "Jim O'Brien,
the head of Marriott's food
service, has been very coop• The Assembly discussed a $2,000 capital funds requisition alerative in
considering
lowing KWRS to purchase an emergency code box to meet fedchanges in hours and content
eral regulations. The requisition passed unanimously. '
of meals," said Bates.
Another issue voiced by
• KWRS shirts are still on sale. Call x. 4260 for more information.
students conc~rned the parking lot beside Baldwin• Group rates 'for snow skiing at Schweitzer are being offered
Jenkins. In researching a prothrough the Outdoor Recreahon office. Call x. 3276 for more info.
posed paving of the parking
Also, Spokane Chiefs hockey tickets for Nov. 23 are on sale at the
lot, the committee discovered
. -Information Desk in the Campus Center.
the esiimated cost would be
more than $100,000, far beI
yonf\l the·Q."dget. "i) - ";,.
The Issues CommiU~e,.
gives students an opportunity tp change the campufi if
2-8 .
they participate and communicate their. concerns. "Stu..
dents need to feet"free to ~om
November 7
'"
municate with their ASWC
Two car break-ins reported between 5 and 6 p.m. One parked in
leaders so that,the leaders can
the Music Building parking lot had wing window
. know. their concerns. Office
pryed off and purse and backpack stolen. Second located in
hours are open and students
Fieldhouse parking lot. Driver's door lock was popped out and
are welcome to use them,"
CD player was taken.
said Pulei. ,
The committee meets on
Security Alert: Due to the recent thefts, security advises drivers
Monday nights at 9:45 p.m.
not to leave any valuables in parked vehicles. If you see anything suspicious, call security imme~iately.

. For· the ,week of:, ,
November
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• Looking for serious •
•
•
• and motivated people .•
EXPERIENCE.

: For more ;nformation call: :
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November 12
Village - IDD Awareness Night
November 13
Stewart - Healthy Eating
Arend - IDD Awareness Night
November 14
Stewart - Professors on duty to answer life's questions
Arend ~ "World ShoW" International Night
Off-<:ampus - Bowling, Colonial City Bowl, 11 p.m.
Warren - IDO Awareness Night

Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-IO p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
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November 15
Warren - Movie and Mocktails
Stewart/Village - Laser Quest
November 16
Warren - Pancake Breakfast, 9 a.m.
Arend - Fantasy Night - Dinner and Dance
November 17
Warren - Compassion International Night
Stewart/Village - Progressive Dinner
November 18
EVERYONE - ROVING DUTY!!
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ForUlD behavior hits all tim.e low
REBECCA LUNA

Staff writer
The rustle of backpacks,
notebooks opening and closing, conversations in loud
voices, people sleeping. Is this
the Whitworth Campus Center? No.
Welcome to Forum.
Forum on November 4 was
no exception. "I didn't think
we were going to get credit
because people were rowdy,"
said junior Heather Stark.
Assistant Dean of Students
Dayna Coleman worries Forum behavior will give visitors
a bad impression of the college,
"To have visitors to the
campus have that be their ex-

- .. .. . . .
'

Becky Spencer/WhlIwQ<

Junior Janise Matyas (left) and senior Nate carson, Youth for
, Christ inte~s, attend a staff meeting.

Companies seek students
with~in~emship experience
JOY YAMASHITA

Staff writer
Fresh out of college, it is
easier to get a job with a running
start. Internships and cooperative education are the necessary
, for today's competitive job market. Whitworth College'S Cooperative Education/Internships
and Field Studies Program iminerses sttiden~'in if profesSional
atmosphere.
'
; Junior Mattie Broker, a soci?Iogy major whose internship
takes her off campus conducting
research,said "the experience is '
helping me learn more about
·myself."
Internships and Co-ops provide students with the opportunity to test new technology, learn
preferences, and gain a network
In the career world, said Jim ,
Ne~man, C~reer Services assistant.. "It's an invaluable experience that gives you a 'chance to
use classroom learning in a work
setting," he Said.
Senior Nate Carson works
for Youth for Christ, developing
activities for elementary school
children. "It has been a good
experience because my organizational skills have improved and
it prepares us for entry level
jobs," he said.
Not only dq internships improve students" skills, they provide references and-opportunities for future employment. "A

good number of employers hire
their interns after the term is
completed," said Newman.
"Without internships, opportunity is limited. Most employers look for a work background along with academic
excellence," said Diane Thomas, interim assistant director
of Career Service.
Junior Mattie Broker, an institutional rese~rch intern, has
received job offers while wor~
ing on her internship.
"1 have connections in
other schools that have offered
me summer jobs, and it has
challen'ged me to ask questions
and improve my people;skills,"
said Broker.
, Students are eligible for the
iftternship and co-op program
starting the ~ond term of their
freshman year. Applicants........must attend a mandatory orientat1~n or n:teeting with a career
infC?rmation advisor, develop a
resume and make site contacts.
Career Services is contacted
daily with new opportunities
for,all majors. Tem of work
are six months long, part-time
or full-time. Each semester, 30
to 40 stud~nts are involved.

perience of Whitworth bothers
me a lot," she said.
Forum Coordinator Craig
Bartmess explained disciplining poor behavior is difficult
because disres'pectful students
are in the minority.
"The majority of students
try to participa te and show a
very respectful attitude which
is what makes it hard for me to
say that you're all not going to
receive credit. That's punishing the ones who were trying to
be respectful and participate
along with the ones who are
just plain being rude," said
Bartmess.
"There are lots of classes
that are required that you have
to take and rudeness is never

acceptable in any of them. I
don't know why it should be
acceptable in Forum,"he said.
Freshman Sara Johnson
said students should not be
reprimanded for sleeping in
Forum.
"If they're sleeping, take
the hint and make Forum
more interesting," she said.
The Forum Committee is
trying to put an end to the
rude behavior by recruiting
speakers that engage students, said Coleman.
Using open microphones,
experienced speakers and
topics that open students'
minds, the committee is try- •
ing to find new ways to keep
students attention, she said.

Cotnm.ittee selects Foruln speakers
REBECCA LUNA

consider input from faculty
members, speakers bureaus and
students in order to find people
Date rape, white supremacy, who fit the right criteria for Foand Hungarian folk culture rep- rum, Bartmess said. The list of
resent a small cross section of the speakers is then reviewed by the
Forum topics being offered this Dean's office and finalized.
When looking for a Forum
semester. Forum speakers
present topics which entertain, speaker, the committee tries to
provoke thought, or cause stu- find people who can keep students to reeyaluate their belief dents interested for 45 minutes.
Assis~ant Dean of Students
systems.
The Forum Committee, con- Dayna Coleman said a spe~ker
sisting of five 'faculty members, needs to engage and challenge
F~rum
Coordin,ator Craig students.
"You want [the students] to
Bartmess and one student>
choose Forum speakers.· The have some kind of emotion. You
committee asked'ASWC for two don'Lwant them to sleep or do
more student 'members; said- their· ,homework in that time,"
Bartrit'ess.
" '
I
said <:olemim.
"1 feel like I've done my job
the. memb~rs shuffle
through fliers and broch~res, when people are talking about it

Staff writer

afterwards," said Coleman.
Forum is meant to create discussion, she said.
Forum speakers present
views students may not agree
with, but which allow them to
see the other side of a topic, she
said.
Evaluations are done at
the end of each semester to get
student response to the speakers. Students vote on the Forums they liked the most.
"The Forum that's evaluated as the best by students we
always try to ask back," said
Bartmess.
Stuqents can alt\o voice a.n
opinion on possible spe!lkers
by calling the Forum office or
speaking to members of the Forum Committee.
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Racism may have
-subsided, but it still
exists -Shailesh Ghimire

,~IJj'~ ~,.c.i

#-{'d,~

Racial injustice still
plagues Spokane
Sarah

senior

T

o better educate voters
for last week's election,
the Christian Coalition
sent voter guides to churches
across America. The voter guide
was designed to sway voters toward Republican themes of
smaller government, supply-side
economics and social conservatism. A "good" citizen, according
to the guide, does not supPQrt
abortion, favors school prayer,
and other ideas touted by the
Coalition. The "bad" citizen is
one who supports abortion, sex education in public schools, ,and the "liberal" agenda. A picture of
a beaming white man followed the description of
the good citizen and to visually symbolize the bad
citizen there was a picture
of a black man!
The guide seemed acceptable for an organization like the Christian Coalition. That is, until The
New York Times published its racial bias and it '
dawried upon EXecutive Director
Ralph Reed that their publication
was ethically and morally repulsive! He later recalled the guide.
Living in the 90s, it is tempting ,
to say discrimination 'base(j'on
color and ethnic origin is over,AfteraIJ, the most visible symbols of
d'iscrimiilation that existed in the

Arm~trong

Being aware of the issues of racism
is not a choice anymore. Recent events
in Spokane have demanded the community to examine racism face-to-face.
The recent stabbing of Tim Buchanan
sparked racial implications throughout the African-American community.
Buchanan, an African-Amercian University High School student, was stabbed several times
in the leg after a fight broke out with peer Tri$tan Beaman.
Police reports show it was Beaman's mother who stabbed
Buchanan. The police then released Beaman, wh() is'
white, of all charges while holding Buchanan for questioning.
In response to this and other racial incidents that have
occurred, pastors of local churches planned a gathering
in hope of breaking the barriers and biases between races.
Reconciliation Sunday, held last month hosted oyer 120
churches in a diversity-celebrated gathering.
Despite such events, other !,teps taken to eliminate racism in'the Spokane community are still in their infancy.
Racism 'continues to remain prevalent in Spokane. We
are, in the most subtle and everyday form, perpetrators
of racism.
Although most go unheard, Spokane minorities experience many other radal injustices. African-Americans
in Spokane report being pulled over by police on a regular basis for minor or non-existent traffic violations. They
continue to be victims of racial slurs and threatening
notes, some are even insulted or intimidated at work.
We also succumb to racism through the daily rhetoric
, we use, the actions in which we partaKe, and .the poli-,
tics in which we believe. Because of the unjustness that'
continues to plague Spokane, we remain fighting as seParate groups. It is time we examine our owJ,1 prej~dices,
and stop pointing fingers.
"
pa~t ilo'Johger-do~ ~gJ.'egated
The fust step in recognizing the reality 'of oppre~sion_
schools ar~now in~E:grated~' lais to ",cknowledge how deeply in it, we are immerseq.. " 'beled water fountains ,ar~ gone,
We must actively work to rai~e our, o~n multiculh,1ral and on 'the sudac~ it seems as if
awareness, for it is our own ineptneSs that keeps,us from ' " raCism has disappeared. , Howgrowing.
- . ; :", ,
:; , ever, the aqions of the COalition
No one is expecting to change Spok~e overnight. But
, e~pli~tly show that racism is still
we do !'t~ve the responsibility, as caret\!~ers of our comaround and within us.
munity, to better ,it any way we can; It is time to open
the eyes of apathy and ignorance and take action on our
words.
-

College campuses in the Spokane area have also been sites of
racism over the last few years.
For two straight years, AfricanAmerican students at Gonzaga
University have received hate
mail. These hate letters were so
racist that it was hard to believe
anyone was capable of writing
them. Whitworth itself has not
escaped racist behavior. In
Baldwin-Jenkins HaU, during the
1993-94 school year, racially degrading messages were written

on a black student's door. The
culprit was never determined.
The racism most prevalent in
today's society is subtle racism.It is deadlier in its form and sur-'
gical in' its approach.' At a Tal;:o
Bell drive~through in Oregon, a
friend of mine noticed two signs,
One, in English, asked custp01ers
how they felt about the'service:
The other, ~n Spanish, said the
store was not available for pUrchases over $50 after 11 'p.m.
Spanish ,signs in Oregon could
only be targeted to one group! ,
This same friend, who wQrked
at a local store, also told me about

his boss wanting him to keep a
careful eye on the cash register
when Hispanic-looking customers entered.
Another form of subtle racism
is "the look," the one a per,;on of
color or different ethnic origin
gets upon walking into a reStaurant or a gas station at night. It is
hard to pinpoint the message behind "the look," but it conveys a
certain coldness, as if the colored
person has no right to be there and
unofficially did not belong in the
~ial strata of the business.
~cism can only be coun, terE!d bv being aware of its
existence andtaking action
against it._ It is wrong to be
complacent and to erroneously believe that it has
been overcome: The dream
that Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. invoked in the
summer of 1963 is yet to be
realized. While progress
has been made in that direction, society has yet to
become cQlor blind. Soci,
ety 'pOS!iibly' will nevt;r be
free of raCism, but, individuals
should try, The first_step in becoming free of racism is being
able to pinpoint cqmmon expe-'
riences, even within gr0':1ps of
friends, as being racist· arid, do':
ing something about-it. There
are instances when even, simple
dilily experi~nce~ can have racial
conllotations arid 'it falls upon
the individual 11;> condemn-it.
WhitWQrth Colleg~ is certainly a
place that needs to undetstan~
this better. ,
Ghimire is a senior physics majQr from
Neppl, 'Q small country in Southeast
Asia.
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Schumacher Health
Ce1?ter explains
student worker policy
Dear Editor,
It has been broughtto my attention that some students on campus are uncomfortable having students assist them at the health center or answer the phone yrhen
'they call to sched ule an' ~ppointment. I want to address this issue
in a way that m~ts the needs of
all students.
First, let me explain the philosophy behind having student workersatthehealthcenter. All of these
students are majors in health-carerelated fields and they give our
profeSSional staff insight into how
things are for you. They have expressed an interest in helping others. Included in that desire is a
profound respect for the right to
privacy of anyone that they might
assist, no matter how minor the
encounter, Our health coordinators, resident nurse and administrative assistanls feel privileged to
be able to serve you in their respective capacities. The opportunity for students to work in this
setting is truly unique. Many of

I

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
THE WHITWORTHIAN WELCOMES YOUR
-:. : VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTEREST TO THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY. LETTERS SHOULD
BE TYPED AND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (FOR
VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS
LETTERS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED.' WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL LEITERS. LEITERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "THE WHITWORTHIAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHITWORTHlAN@EVE.WHITWORTH.EDU. LEITERS
MUST BE RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., FRIDAY, NOV. 15 FOR
PUBLICATION IN THE NOV. 19 ISSUE.
,

I

I

' them are in their second or third
year of, working for me and have
proven to be invaluable assets to
the health center and to you as shidents. It is a great chance for them
to get practical experience and
gives them that little extra edge in
getting a job, or getting into
graduate or medical school.
I believe in an open-door policy.
The health and counseling services are here for all students, particularly for. those who might feel
some level of discomfort in reaching ou t to others. Our services are
meant to be safe and non-judgmental for everyone. We also
want this place to be a friendly,
warm environment that invites
and warms the people who come
here for help with mental or
physical concerns, In addition, all
personnel (students or professipnals) who work here are bound by
rules of confidentiality. If you see
a shident worker at the health center or tqlk to one on the phone, be
assured that the student will not
discuss that encounter outside of
the health center, If any of you are
still uncomfortable calling the
health center and reaching a student, ask to speak toastaffnurse,
the office coordinator, ask for my

voice mail and one of our staff
members will get back to you as
~oon as we can.
If you have any further concems about this issue, please call
me at ext, 4449 or e-mail me a
jmurraY@Whitworth.edu.
- Jan Murray
director, Health Center

Student apologizesJo
participants of Nov. 5
Sundya dinner
Dear Editor,
I wish to write this letter in an
effort to express my regre't and to
extend my apologies to those
present at the Sundya Dinner on
NovemberS.
It was an over-estimation of my
bagpiping abilities on my part,
and ifJ misled those who coord inated the event, I ask their forgiveness.
I took part in the festivities in
order to contribute somethin-g to
the overall program, not to take
away from it and I ask for your
understanding.
-Eric Schutte

freshmall
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Staying healthy until spring

WhftVIO""

Annual flu shot best precaution against 'winter sickness
REBECCA JORDAN
Staff writer

!l

r

1

f

Imagine being flattened with
a 102 to 104 degree fever, headache, extreme fatigue, weakness
and pain in muscles you didn't
know you had. A picnic h-. the
park? No instead it's the symptoms of winter's menacing influenza (flu), as described by Health
Center Nurse Jan Pennock.
It's one thing to miss a few
classes for a ski adventure or
other excursion, but who wants
to spend three to seven days in
bed? Pennock anticipates this to
be the length of sickness for the
upcoming flu season.
"After the seven days, often it
may take another two to four
weeks to regain absolute enerty,"
said Pennock.
Can WhitWorth students afford this absence from school or
work? If not, Pennock recommends a flu shot. Shots are given
in the health center for only $6.
Arend Hall HeaIthCoordinator LiSa Peterson encourages students to take the plunge and get
the shot.
.
:'Would you rather spend two
w~kS in the ~athroom puking
'and misslng dasses, or withstand a-.gti'>mentary sting?" she
asked .. LJ ~
"
Over the years it has been
widely observed that viruses
sprea4. rap;d,ly on ,coU!!g~, cam-

puses. The flu is 'no exception.
Lack of sleep, poor eating habits
(Ramen just doesn't cut it) and
the stress frequently felt by college students are' factors that contribute to an increase in flu' cases,
said Pennock.
Peterson, a sophomore, said
the stress and lack of sleep factors bringing students immune
systems down; thus increasing
their vulnerability to contracting
the flu. She also added the factors-of close Jiving quarters and
lack of cleanliness as contributQrs
to the multiplied contraction
rates.. These factors are nearly impossible to prevent.

"The flU ~hot -is
the only thing you
can dolor
- protection."
--Jan Pennock, R.N.
Schumacher Health
Center
"The flu shot is the only thing
you can do for protection," said
Pennock. Howeyer, she noted
the shot's protection is not guaranteed. "It generally works 70 to
90_percent oHhe time,~ )She said;

but added it is most effective in
younger people. (Bonus point for
us!)
This fall Pennock has observed
a good turn-out of students getting their shots. "1 have given
about 400 flu shots," she said.
"That's almost twice as many as
last year."
For the unfortunate souls who
may fall outside the shot's protection range (or for those who
were silly, and didn't fork over
th~ $6), knowing flu symptoms
may come in handy. Along with
the fever, headache, extreme fatigue, ~eakness and ,muscle
pain, flu sufferers may also experience a sore throat, hacking
cough, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
If you haven't gotten your shot
and aren't looking forward to the
flu's painful symptoms, don't
fret. There is still time. "The flu
has started in the U.S. but has not
reached this area yet," said
Pennock. "We are usually two to
four weeks later than'the official
start of the flu season." Some
cases have been reported on
Washington's coast, and the flu
appears to beheaded our way,
Since the vacdI"!e doesn't provide its protective effect until one
or~o weeks after injection; students should get shots ~oon. The
wave of puki,ng is onits way. Do
youYf-ant to be caugbt' with your
toil et:8eJl1j up? , " ";/',,_

Speaks

Out

If

you were to write a
fortune cookie fortune,
what would it be ~

•

"Sometime in your life you
will read a fortune."
-Dan Kullander

sophomore

"Aphids are born pregnant.
Have a nice day."
-Ben Patterson

junior

,

.1 .. ,

"You plan your own destiny."
t.

-I

-lise Braun

"..

freshman

.,

~.

,

I
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"Your mother will be buried
alive at 2 o'C;lock sharp."
-Drew Turnbaugh

sophomore

"When walking, always
look up, because you might
trip and look like a complete
fool in front of everyone."

'.j
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"Men: Can't live with 'em,
pass the beer nuts."
-Anni Dupuis
-Regan Kelley

freshmen
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Carrie WasserlWhilworthian

Junior Mandy Decious gives it her all to layout for one of her 33 digs.

Volleyball ends season strong
SHARON OLNEY
Staff tori ler

The Whitworth Pirates volleyball team brought down the
house Saturday night when they
knocked off the Pacific Lutheran
University Lutes in five games,
15-11,8-15,10-15,17-15,16-14.
"It was an awesome feeling to
finally beat PLU," said senior
Renee Williams.
In the first game, the Pirates
found themselves tied at 10-10.
Through aggressive play both
offensively and defensively the
Pirates quickly jumped ahead 12lO causing the Lutes to call a
time-out.
After the time-out, the Pirates
came out and added to their lead
giving the~lves an opportunity to seryt;! for the game point
after a sideout kill made by junior Mandy. Decious. Williams
finished ol( the first game with a
kill giving u.~ Pirates a 15-11 win.
The next two games belonged
to the Lutes. The Lutes capitalized off Ule hitting as well as
communi~ation errors that
seemed to be plaguing the Pirates. The Pirates were tied in the
sec;ond game 7-7 before the Lutes
put together an 8-1 rally winning
the second match 15-8.

The Lutes built a 13-6 lead in we were hungry for a win," said
the third match and were able to Northington.
hold off the offensive attack lead
The Pirates quickly found
by senior Sherri Northington. themselves down 1-5 in the fifth
The Pirates Cl,\t the lead to 10-14, game before mounting a comebut after a time-out the Lutes fin- back behind the play of sophoished off the third game 15-10.
more Katie Jo Borgmann,
The Pirates found themselves Dedous, and Williams. The Piin a must win situation in the rates and the Lutes found themfourth game. The Pirates built a selves tying the score at 11,12,13,
6-2 lead but the Lutes rallied back and 14. With the score tied at 14,
and tied the score at 8-8. The Decious came up with the kill
Lutes were the first to score and giving the Pirates the 15-14 adtook the lead, 11-8. But the Pi- vantage. The Pirates then served
rates weren't about to quit. They the ball to the Lutes, who were
came back to score the next three unable to come up with the
points knotting the score at 11-11. sideout giving the Pirates the
The Lutes once again broke the game 16-14 and the match.
tie extending their l,ead 11-13, "The key to this victory was
only to see the Pirates come back_ having confidence in our ability
and tie the score at 13, The Pi- to win and not letting thE! Eutes
rates had the first opportunity to get the advantage," said Willwin at 14-13, but aggressive play iams.
by the Lutes shot down the PiThe.Pirates finished the game
rate chance and gave them an op- with freshman Korf Walter postportunity to win the match after ing 32 assists and Northington
taking control of the lead 15-14. having 15 kills. Northington and
WilliamS lead the Pirate offensive Williams each had four blocks
attack with a kill to tie at 15 and and Decious made 33 digs.
then the Pirates resumed control
According to Head Coach
and scored the next two points Hiram Naipo, the Pirates accomwhich sent the match to a fifth plished many goals this season.
and deciding game.
First they won a conf~rence
"Our intensity picked up, and match on the road when they dewe needed to rise to the occasion. feated Lewis and Clark on Nov.
It was the seniors' last game and . 2. Second, the Pirates swept a

Dan PlieslWhltworthoan

Senior eo-captain Renee Williams (11) meets a PLU opponent face
to face at net, with teammate senior Mandy Hogan (7) ready to dig.

home conference se.ries when lost to the ,University of Puget
they defeated both Lewis and Sound 10-15, 1-15,5-15. The PiClark and Pacific on Oct. 11-12. rates were lead by sophomore
Third, they defeated Lewis and Sonya Schaumburg with six kills
Clark both at home and away. and nine digs. Walter had 12 asFinally, the Pirates had a winning sists for the Pirates offensively
record at home with a 4-3 confer- and Williams and senior Mandy~
ence record and 5-3 overall.
Hogan had hVo blocks each.
"As a team we had to create a
Naipo is optimistic about the
home court advantage in order to volleyball 'program next year. He'
help move our program ahead/' is looking to build a program
said Naipo.
with 13 returning players next'
Another goal achieved was fall. He ~aid the team is begindefeating PLU, the third ranked ning to play with more confiteam in the conference.
dence, and the players are more
"The only three teams that aggressive in attacking the ball.
beat us at home this year were
"The season seemed to zoom
Willamette who is ranked num- by especially these last three
ber one in the conference, Univer- weeks when we really began to
sity ofPuget Sound who is num- play well. His nice to see that our
ber two and George Fox who is program is supported by the stunumber four," said Naipo.
dents, staff and administration,"
Earlier in the day, the Pirates . said Naipo.

Football: Defense shuts down UPS,
forces six turnovers in 39-7 victory
continued from page 1

Slep/lan BrasheaflWh~WOItI1'-n

Freshman linebacker Therman Blbens (69) lights up the University of Puget Sound quarterback. The
Whitworth defense rocked the Loggers oftense with a shoutout until the final minute when UPS
finally scored. The Bues racked up n tackles, forced three fumbles, and picked off four passes.
f'~

lot to many people. "This is like
the icing on the cake," he said.
Both Tully and Casey were given
the ice bucket after the game by
their players.
.
Freshman defensive lineman Chris Wilson said the defense's
performance might spark future
successes. "I feel this is like a new
beginning for us," he said. "i
think our defense is really coming together." Wilson finished
with eight tackles nnd the tenm's
only snck.
Junior. defensive back Trnvis
Toreo said the defense made the
plays when they had to, regardless of how many yards they gave .
up. "We held them to six points,
period," he said. Torco snid the
victory was undefinable. "I've
been here for three years, and you
can't explain what it means," he
said. "It's like a monkey off of our
back." Toreo finished with seven
tackles and one interception.
On the offensive side of the
ball, the Pirates dominated as
well. The Bucs racked up 436
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yards of total offense against the
Loggers, their highest output of
the season.
Leslie said the offensive line
dominated the UPS defensive
front. "The offensive line played
out of their minds," he said.
Leslie completed seven of 12
passes for 127 yards for two
touchdowns and no interceptions. One highlight included a
55-yard touchdown pass from
Leslie to sophomore ninning
back Brian Brntonia enrly in the
second quarter.
Freshman running back
Daminn Putney said the Pirnte's
first win was mevitnble. "We've
been waiting for this all year.
Everything went right today," he
said. Putney was the team's leading rusher for the day, rambling
for 97 yards on 15 carries. r The Pirates will be looking to
add another victory to the season
tally next week as they finish
their schedule next Saturday
against the Wildcats of Linfield
College in McMinnville, Ore.
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MONf,fAV NQV.,4~<'
'.'"
Offs,~ (l.o)'d, SJamnuit'Toe Jam$'(O-I) 87·54

Hi&h ~ofer:' !re Fei~f (OT) c27 pIS, ,"
,Pj!C'uJry (1-0) d, M~ Recipt'ochy (O,2) 4744
'"
High ~OI'er:: Presidell\ BiU RobioSOl\ (F) 14 pts,
'
,
, Disgrlli!tled Posllll Worlr;ers (i -0) d, KiII~k'H Co, (0-1) 58-30
, High Scorl:i': Carl Adams (DPW) 13 pIS
mURSDAV NOV, 7

Sja-mmin' TOe JimlS(I-I) d, Anacondas (O-2) 34·26
HIgh Scorer: ~Ig Kyle nlrSyth (STJ) II pIs.
SUN,DAY NOV. to

_

-

Ma,ss ~eciproCiti (1:7) d, Ki!itak's + Co (0-2) 43·37
HigJJ$corer: l~ Brunner JMR) 12 pIS.
, Scri~ (2-0), d. Faculty (1~1) 47-46
.. Hjgh Scorer: AIIIJI ~tanfield{S) 28'pls, :
o,t;'s,Teilffl {ZoO} d.J;>isgruitlled Posllll Workers (I-I) 80-65
High Scorer: _John Beckman (OT) 21 pIS, '
~:
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, Indoor Soccer
MPNpAYNpy.4,
~Savages(I-9l'!I.M3ntis(O.I) 6-3""

, "

, ~jglt'~ 'froy~iller(TS) : 5 pts (2 gOals. I assiSC) ..
TuEsDAYNoV.S :--;'..;" ::- , ' '
",'
'J<~Obe (2:0) d.
Special I} i3; i ~
, _ ,"
~Hjgb,~.;ri',K~Vi{i~,~taUq q pIS: (5 g~!s,7,assists}
,KneeBigh&ocb'O-J)d:Bud(0-2) 5-3
;Higl1 sCOrer: '(tie) "1Ylee Bauer (KHS) 6pIS. (3 goals)
", ,-'.
",:,(ue) ~ ~r (B) ,/'i pIS. (3goals)

,

N:06Ody

co.

C

Dan PlloSlWMworthlan

Students work out in Whitworth's only weight room facilities, located In the Graves Gym basement.

"

:Digw~lSllClsiaO'(i~fiJ.'JIki~ame(I-I) 7,:3:.
.
Higb Scprer. ;Jake Prom" (D) 6 pIS. (2 goals, 2 1L~sists)
,THURimAY:N6v: 7" "

.

SlIa(uiiiJ)'d.:rbC'SIPms.{o,.2) 10;2 .

'"

'

Higtl SCOr!!r: Se~y Hunsen (S) : II. pts.J5' goals, r assist) ,
,Sl<lmose'Moles(~-:o)d.:~~avages(l-j) 14:4
,"
.' Higll !)6O!',er. AIU'iln ~u!jSel! (SMr J3 pts:(5 gOllls.,3 as.~islS) " "
NoQollySpi:cial,o.~iJd, Az~aS (0-) rorfe~t
'
, 'Sic, Seinper'1'ir8lie~ (1-,0) d:,Mliniis (9-;t) 4-3
"
(
,- HIgb !iCoref,'Pl)i1 ~u~1 (SSn '~ p~ ,(I gOOJ. I assist)
THURSDAY NOV. 7: ,-",,, ','."
: ',' .

:'~oI~,{1,Or4~~soy;g~:O,2):II~i

,',,_

';Higq:~~r;,~0·~(19.'lOplS: (5 g?3I~) ::
:'_BItIt(l;Z)d,~lec¥,(I},.2) 12-,s , :",', , ' , ' , .' " '.
'"H""b'''''--'--'
Tr-"" li..h
" 1 (8}'6'
(3' c, I) .;
",' :;..
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••~qa,
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~:~le,~~~o(2~)!li~~,HighS<xzkJ;(l.2)4:2
"," _~,' ,: .
;:Jjigh~~: ::;(~)',r,fIIQIeO~~!.i (SST) ~ pIS. (2 gOals)',
.' ,:'c" , ,
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Economic constraints limit
weight room improvement
KENJI MATSUDA

Staff writer
The Whitworth !lthletic department is stuck in an economic
crunch when it comes to expanding and improving the weight
room, said Athletic Director Scott
McQuilken.
"We are just out of room," said
McQuilk~n'J

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

What college did Magic Johnson attend?
Who hit 206 of 215 freethrows in 1980-81 for an
NBA season record .958 accuracy mark?
How many teams made up the NBA in its inaugu1949-50
•
What Louis
. averaged an
astoundi
in his three-year
college r",,,lbl>"/
What

ral

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

,Whitworth's athletes and students argue that the current
weight r~m is not big enough to
meet the needs of both athletic
teams and the general student
body. '
"It's real small," said junior
tennis player Kanani Wong. "My
high school weight room was bigger than that."
Junior Kepa Francisco, a
former Pirate football player and
frequent weight room user, sqid,
"The two room~ shou,ld be joined
together. It's got all you need to
get a full body workout. I'm just
used to having mOle and better
equipment." Francisco pointed
out that weight training gives an
opportunity to bond with teammates. "There is more team unity
and it is a real confidence builder.
You feel like a better athlete," he
added.
, Despite tb~ cramped quarters,
Baseball Head Coach Rod Taylor

stressed the importance of weight
training for athletic teams, "It
, improves overall performance
and it helps to prevent injuries.
And, in baseball you need
strength to stay consistent," said
Taylor, whose teams' off-season
workouts include vigorous
weight training,
But Tilylor admits that the current facilities are lacking. "Compared with: other schools I've
seen, our weight room isn't even
close, Lewis & Clark's is beautifuL It's spacious, lots of mirrorsl
and it meets 'the needs of athletes
and students, We are behind,"
While athletes and coaches
have big dreams about bigger,
and better facilities, McQuilken
looks at the situation in an economically realistic way, "We are
maxed out," he said, "A bigger
weight room needs a bigger fqdlity, like a separate fitness center. $12,000 worth of new equipment was put in last year. Things
like free weights; mirrors, paint
and a new platform."
Wong voiced concern about
the aging equipment. But once
again, money is a roadblock.
"The Nautilus equipment was
purchased in the fall of 1981. It's
old, but fine for rehabilitation
work," said McQuilken.
McQuil~en said bud et con-

Jerusalem
University
College
Call 465-9224 with your aruM¥e:rs or drop them off in Todd
Parsons' box in the Whi
ian office located upstairs
in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Resylts
Winner:
Congratulations to Don T. Prossad who answered the first six
questions correctly, but apparently the last four were too hard.
Answers:
1) Banana Slugs 2) pepe 3) Dan Majerle 4) Sam Sneed
5) Ohio State beat Washington 45-10 6) Kurt Rambis 7) the
Schuerman Tanks 8) monkeys 9) the Fellas 10) bowling
shirts
TIE BREAKER: 5,921,058
Questions courtesy of Trivial Pursuit©.

straints also affect the open
weight room hours for general
student use. "We have a certain
number of hours that we can pay
a monitor to be there. We need a
monitor there because of liability
reasons, so we have to ration out
the hours for the entire year."
McQuilken has big dreams for
Whitworth's athletic facilities
despite the limited budget. He
said a separate fitness center Is
being planned, but tlia't no time·
table or budget has been set by
the development department. '
"This facility would provide
sports medicine and' physical
education students with student
'lab rats' and enhance their experience in their fields," said
McQuilken.
Such a building would include
a new expanded weight room, he
added, "The department has
people that give money monthly
towilrd a fund for a fitness center, We started it in our department and we are hoping everyone catches on, We have,a vision
and a plan."
Even with budget restrictions
and limited space, Taylor takes a
liking to the current weight room,
"It's a tough man's weight ropm.
It's like a cave down there. From
an athletic point of view, I like the
toughness."

Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N, Division St. • 468-4386

• Master of Arts
• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic'
study programs

Tuesday night is College Night!

• credits transferable

Miniature golf for $3.00

• Biblical History
• New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastern StUdies
• HislorlCal Geography
• Hebrew Bible Translation
• Hebrew Language

,OR·

Show your student ID and get:

$1.00 off Go-Kart rides
,

J

• BatUng cages

• Go-Karts

• Arcade games

• Pool tables
• Bumper cars
• PIZ7.a
• Indoor and outdoor miniature golfing
Watch Monday Night Football on the big screen!
Valid September through Aprtl. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
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Dave Matthews Band crashes Spokane

'! :

Wednesday nightts concert leaves fans undel' the table and dreaming of energy-filled acoustic sounds .
DMB bui! t up momentum with
reckless abandon. Sure, they
Staff writer
played the crowd favorites, but
it was the lesser-known songs
"Eat, drink and be merry,"
that made the concert worthcommanded Dave Matthews last
while
for me: "Typical SituaTuesday night at the Spokane
tion,"(originaUy written in reArena. Having eaten a Thai
sponse to a prayer),
burrito from Sonic Burrito,
"Rhythm and Reason," a
drunk a frosty Nut Brown
12 minute version of "Jimi
Ale before the concert, and
Thing" and the encore,
dancing to Dave later that
"Dancin Nancies."
night, I did exactly that. In
The band consists of
their first trip to Spokane,
Matthews on acoustic
Dave Matthews Band,
guitar, Boyd Tinsley, a
with opening act Me'Shell
classically-trained violinNdegeocello, mesmerized
ist,' Carter Beauford with
the crowd with their openhis 50 arms on percussion
emotion performance.
and the rhythm section of
Both Ndegeocello and
Stefan Boussard on bassDave Matthews' interacguitar, and my favorite,
tion with the crowd was·
"Cajun-Man'"
LeRoi
not a concert for the
Moore on four kinds of
masses (5,500+) but a comsaxes ( soprano, alto,
fortable gath.ering among
tenor, baritone) as well as
close friends.
the flute.
Being crazy enough to
They
goofed-off
drive to Portland to catch
throughout the show. I've
the concert the night benow seen all 32 of Boyd's
fore the band played in
teeth. Man, with that
Spokane; I did not know
perma-smile he had going,
what to expect from Dave Matthews Band's Boyd Tinsley (left)
Me'Shell Ndegeocello. and Dave Matthews face off for "Two Step." he should be doing com- .
mercials for Crest. And
With a mixture of guitardriven rock and chest echoing opened with "Recently," "Two Carter ... where do I start? The
bass guitar, she easily won the Step" and "Lie In Our Graves" to human drum machine actually
crowd over with her funk-filled, satisfy the crowd's thirst, "Trip- dropped his stick in between
soulful sounds. I was dancing so. ping Billies," "41" and "Jimi songs because Dave was making
much the rent-a-securityguard Thing" floored me with their in- him laugh so hard. But what
kept harassing me get back to my spired arrangEmen ts, instrumen~ cracked me up was when Stefan,
seat. But as great as the songs tal skills and ability to jam for poor little quiet Stefan, who is
"Jesus Healed the Blind Man" rhythm's sake, not for their own the least known member of the
and "Transcendent Reality" personal glory. With each song, band, convirn:ed himself
, th~t lte
.
were, I was anxiously anticipating the opening song from the
main attraction. As my neurotic
roommate so poetically said, "I
skipped my Core 350 class to see
Dave, not her."
While Dave Matthews Band

NICK BROWNLEE

was the next coming of Flea from "Rhythm and Reason'." No two
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, slap- concerts are the same.
Which concert did I like better?
ping his bass.
DMB attracts diverse concert Portland or Spokane? Before last
audiences. The combination of ' week, I would have called that
the intimate. atmosphere of the question a no-brainer. But after
concert (even though I felt like I both shows, I would have to say
was in Forum with practically all the Spokane show was a better
of Whitworth College present), performance. The band seemed
and the joy that oozes out of the to be in a more playful mood yet
band when they are playing, is they played as tightly as any
what seeing the concert is all band possiply could. And surabout. It's been like that prisingly enough, the Spokane
every time I've seen them play. crowd wa~ filled with spirit and
They never play the same set list beat. Wednesday night's concert
twice. Tuesday night in Portland moved itself into my top ten list
consisted 'of Bob Dylan's classic of all-time greatest concerts. If
"All Along the Watchtower," you didn't go, ask me and I will
"Granny" and "Warehouse." elaborate even more on the ohWednesday, they played "Satel- so-spiritual Dave Matthews
lite," "WhatWould You Say"and Band.

Nov. 12

'8allet Stars of Moscow· dancers

Movie

Dear

New York Pianist Glenn Jacobson'
evening of romantic music, The Met

B p.m.' (all 325·5IAT for tickets
Author Sue GrafUn reads her new
mystery. "M Is for Malke" . Auntie's
~k~ore . 7 p.m.
(00110, Main Attradlon and Run DM(
EWU Pavilion· B p.m .. call 325·SEAT
fortlckds

B p.m.' TkkdS $lz-caiI120BI654.B574

god

JAMIE FIORINO

Nov. 16

a.

17

~

The summer movies are now
in the vi~eo store and the holiday movies aren't quite here
..
yet. Whatto watch, what to .
watch?
.
I want to see a movie that
is funny and believable. I don't want to see
blood and guts or nauseating sex scenes. I'd
llke to see a romantic comedy about how
mankind isn't so screwed up. I don't want
an overpowering script with flowery words
and metaphors. I don't want special effect
wizardry. Maybe a lead actor who has had
to earn respect and not have been born with
a silver spoon in his mouth. I want to belly
laugh and walk away with one quote that
will make me giggle for a week to come. Oh!
And I want a supporting cast that is amazing. But it has to have a plot and a subplot
you can follow. If it's any good, I'll settle
for it being set in a California beach town.
If you have the same requests, I recommend paying six bucks for Gary Marshall's
new movie, "Dear God."
It's a romantic comedy for men and
women (i e. great date film) that's set in
California about a can man who has a
change of heart when he's sentenced to get
a job at the Dead Letter Office at the United
States Post Office and forced to work with
some real crazies. Tom, the can man, has a
change of heart when he sees the good he is
doing by replying to letters addressed to
God. His co-workers range from a manic
ex-lawyer to a semi-retired postal carrier
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who bit a dog (TIm Conway) to a boss who
disappears almost into thin air (Hector
Elizondo) to an unsuccessful soap opera
actor.
The good-giving starts with Tom (Greg
Kinnear) accidentally giving away his first·
paycheck to a woman who lives in a slum
apartment. Rebecca (Laurie Metcalf), the
manic ex-lawyer, catches him in the good
deed and talks the reluctant Tom and several other co-workers into opening more
mail addressed to God. The group saves a
man from committing suicide, gives puppies to a retirement home and cleans a tired
cleaning woman's apartment. Eventually
the news leaks out to the public and Tom is
arrested and put on trial for mail tampering, among other things:
If you want the rest of the story (the girl-'
friend, the thugs, and the revolution), go see
the movie.
This is Greg Kinnear's second major role
in a movie. His first was the remake of the
Hepburn/Bogart classic "Sabrina" in which
he played the playboy brother who falls in
love with the tomboy. Kinnear is trying
his hand at acting after a year and a half
stint as a television talk show host. And
he's doing a pretty good job too. He has
H~h Grant's aw-shucks grin and Robin
William's comedic timing. Together it's a
great combination .
"Dea'r God" (s all that and a bag of popcorn.

Grade: B+

ConscIous UvlngjConsdovs DyIng

5entIMr on dying w .... integrity .
( ...5(. . . . Court IIaIroom . 8 a.m. to
, 5:30 p.M. Salurday. 9 ~ to 5:30
p.m. Sunday.

5taff writer
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They MIght . . Giants' University of
Idaho Student Union 8a11room . Moscow

Nov. 14
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Revieur

fronJ:~

Russia· Spokane Opera House .
7:30 p.m.. call 3U·SEAT for "ckels··. ,

Nov. 13
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Ticketllow on IIle: $191t811 Gil Select·
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Who Is fredlng Spo~ale's leedy?

Faculty considers new
minors in women's,
environmental studies

Jlol,n/ttl'S /I'lt lot'! ftJtJd
b"ls, SIIIpll/tlltlS SUettSS

Sec pnge 3
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Security
tightened
on campus

Remembering their service ...

Whitworth found
below national
average

Increased numbers wander
campus to prevent theft
JULIESUND
Siaff wrrler

More security gUilrds than ever are roaming
the cilmpus as Student Life ilnd Security work
to milintilin student safety.
"The number of security gUilrds was Increased th 15 yeil r and theIr response tllne seems
to be much quicker," said Dick Mandeville, ilSsOCiate dean of students ilnd director of Residence Life.
In the past three weeks, four Instances of Gil S
break-ins occurred Two CillS parked In Gr,l\'cs
Cym pill king Jot were brokell into Octuber 2Cl,
one pclrked In the MUSIC budding lot on November 7, ,llld ,lnother parked 111 flonl of the
I;ieldhollse Two of these four occurred In broild
daylight.
Ed uca tion of potential victims is essen ti<ll in
preventing break-ins, M,lI1devilie silid.
Students need to be cautiolls when le,wing
lheircals unilttcnded, milking SUII.' that no valuables are Jeft out in plilin sight. "\~e hilve seen
C,HS 111 which money is left laying out on the
seilt," said Secul ity Supel visOi I3dl Roberts
Money, CDs, purses, clothes, and even books
left in a Cilr present a LargeL for thieves, especially this tlll1e of year, when the holidays are
nearing, and people become desperate fOi
money.
Sec Secrtrity, pase 3

College
president
salaries
on the rise
JULIE SUN~_
Siaff WI ile/"

As salaries of college presidents throughout the counlry increase more than eve I before,lhe
sillilry of WhitwOl th's PresidenL
Btli Robinson remains well below
the niltlonill average, according Lo
a report by the t\mellcan Council on Ed lIca tion, the Assocliltion
of Governing Boalds of Universilil's and Colleges and the College and University Pel sonnel
A~SOcliltion

Physical Plant employees Jean Barger (left) and Deborah Feltus
place a wreath in memory of Whitworth veterans. The Physical
Plant sponsored a memorial service for students, faculty and staff
in Centennial Plaza last Monday before Forum.
'------

--------_._-

According to the rcpol I,
chief executive officers (CEOs) ilt
private lehgious institutions
Stich as WllItwOl th are currently
eall1l1lg $101 ,000 to $177,000 allnmlly.
FlgUI es published lilsl
month 111 the Chronicle of
Higher Educiltion olso showed
the average salmy of il pIesidl'nl
of a pnvate college or uI1lvelsily
IS III Ihe $100,000 to $200,000
range, but some presidents Illilkc
See CEO Salaries, page 12

Career Services provides job assessment
REBECCA LUNA -SlnjJ",,.,I('/"

-"----

~~----

Resmrching what 10 do wllh
your life is eilsier then you think
With over $2,000 WOl th of l11illl:'riills In Student Life, students
Ciln bUild life-long skills for job
searching.
Students have iln opportunity to do computer assessments, lead aboul possible caI eer chOices and sec whilt grad uates in their miljor have done
with their degree
"The imporl,ll1t thing sludents need to be aware oi is Ihat
they should begin Ihis proc('ss
carlyon once they have declared
il major or even before they declare a major. They need to research what types of opportunities are available in that partiClIlar field," said Diane Thomas,
interm director of Career Services.

Students can begin their
search by taking ilssessmenl
t('sls. Ca reel SCI vices recently
plllchased a new computer PIOgram called SICI Plus that allows
students to ta ke assessments and
resea rch careel s.
SICl Plus identifies the values and interests of the student.
It then transliltes the inforl11iltion
to different occupations, S,lld
Thomas. Using the Cilreer Center library, students Ciln research
the plOgrillll offered occupiltions
ilnd Cilr('er opportunities
Students should take lhe
next step after assessments and
do infolllllltional interViews,
said Thol11i1s InformiltlOnal interviews allow the student to
learn more about a pilrliculilr
field or occupation. Students can
get inside information about il
job ilnd fmd out how one person
feels about their occupiltion.
The final step is an intern-

ship 111 a field of Interest. Students Ciln get job experience
while deciding if this IS what
they wilnt to do, Silld Thomas.
Students Ciln also cilll the
sludent employment line to gel
informiltion on internships. Besides internships, the lille gives
information ilbout work study,
non-work stud y and full time
jobs. Students Ciln c<111 466-3273
to get a prerecorded message diVided into categories and gl\Tes
il bnef descriptIOn of the jobs
available in each section.
Many grilduates are under
employed. They <Ire working ilt
a job that usually rcqulI es a high
school diploma and are not using lhe skills they learned in college, Thomas said.
"Many times students think
it will be easier then it is to get <I
job in their field. They need to
be prepilred for related options
where they may need to begin."

Dan PliosiWhilwonh.an

Students take advantage of Career Center resources during
the Career Center Open House last Wednesday. The Career
Center is open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Global Live Lab opens The GRAPEVINE -1'
19
••
whole new world

Cheap date. Pull out your Snoopy ~sheet.s and cans.of chicken
soup and dance the night away. Circle K IS sponsoring a. T~a
dance Friday 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Campus Center. AdmISSIOn
is a can of food or a buck.

LYDIA DOBROVOLNY
Sfaffwriter

{
J

High expectations to do
well, coupled with the changes
every college experience entails,
are enough to subdue the average student. For those who venture beyond the comforts of a familiar culture and language in
seeking higher education, the
magnitude of the transition is
heightened.
In recognitioll of this reality,
Whitworth has recently instituted Global Live Labs to ease
the transition.
.
Global Live Labs are different from foreign language live
labs because they occur on an individual basis. A native English
speaker is paired with an international student.
"Each person is contributing," said Sonya Hokanson, associate_professor of Modern Language.
The international student receives language practice while
the interaction provides the native speaker with a peephole into
the process by which non-native
speakers process the English language.
"Tpere was a time when I
thought ~e should do something
about the proliferation of -programs at Whitworth, but now I
think ~f:s,good," said Hokanson.
"Now we can individualize."
The International Club tried
to -starf'a similar program, but'
because It was approached on an
informal basis, -commitment
waned, said Hokanson. The Global Live Lab is now a required
component of Methods of Teach-

Like a cave. If you think the weight room is a cave, check out the
basement of Warren. Now there's a cave and women -not menlive there.
English pot favor. Ju~iors Sheri Allen and Si'imoa lata !ound
Taco Bell clerks do not even understan{l elementary Spamsh. It
seems Fajita Wrap par favor wasn't in the clerk's vocabulary.
Geez ... What is this world coming to?
Funky dye. Warning for all those with hair dye fetishes: Do not
use Chestnut Glintz on blonde hair. Unless you want to look like
Raggedy Ann or Andy for two weeks and then have your hair
turn Sex Pistol pmk for any extended period of time. If so, have
fun.

Junior Amanda J_ohnson (left) and graduate student Sasha Wan
converse and share ideas in Global Uve Lab.

ing Languages, and the possibility of extending the concept to
other classes, such as those related to international business, is
being discussed.
The results have been positive. Several students are spending a lot more than the required
five hours per semester with
their Global Live Lab partner,
said Amanda Johnson, a junior
Spanish Education major:.
"The Global Live Lal;> originated primarily for the benefit of
the International students, but
we incorporated it into our class becau~ we arli! learning English
as a Second La~~age meth~s,
and this ii> very beneficial," I?<lid
Johnson. "We jO!lrnaJ and spend
time in class talking' about our
experiences. "Johnson sai~ she was surprised to learn how frustrated
her partner was that few people
were talking with her. "People
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Overkill. Anyone else sick of Celine Dion? Apparently the
women of Warren Hall's 2nd West are. They kept tally of how
many times "All coming back to me" played on the radio in a 24hour period. Final count was 20 times.

don't talk to the international
students because the conversaBand day. November 23 is National Band Day. Whoopee!
tions can be awkward. This can
become a catch-22 for the interQuestion of the week: Does anyone actually read Todd Parson's
national students," Johnson
sports trivia quiz? Does anyone even care?
said. "They' want to be able to
practice."
The Grapevine is a weekly column in The Whlfwotlhian featuring bits of CampUs .comedy.
Sasha Wan, johnson's partunusual stones, and other light humor_ To contribute your story. or ansW9r /he questlOO of the
ner, is a poSt-graduate student
week, ca" our 24·hour!lOlC8tTlBd at x. 5083. (Off-campus, dial 466-324B. e>.1. 6)
from Taiwan who has her degree
. in English. Wan hasappredated
the opportunities to practice
more and learn some of the intricacies of communicating in
English. Americans tend to slur
words together.
"t'When they write them
dow.n,- J ~a_n,under~tand·" but
" • Th-e'Hawaiian Club present~d a -requisiti~A t~ ffi:eive $209.95'
whlh'1 they speak, I can't tell the
for'Luau supplies. The finance mmmittee recommended t9 fail
difference," she said.
.
th~ requisition. Alison Foster (Ballard) moved' to amend the
"They also use a lot of slang
amount
to $100. After discussion, th-e amendment was defeated'
I can't understand." Wa,n said it
4-4-1 Assembly vote and Presid.ent M~ Pulei castIng a~
with
a
has help.ed to learn that ~xpres
"no!' yote due to the tie. Jeff Davis (Warren) moved to give the
sions like "wh~t's up~'.and :'run
d~b ~150, and the motion passed, unanimously (9-0).
into" are not always meant to be
,
taken literally.
'
• The finance committee recommended failing a $300 requisition from Special and Culturjll Events Coordinator Kym Atkin
to subsidize 30 additional Nutcracker tickets. The requisition
,:' ROCI CHI' REPAIR
~ ,c.::., .
II-~ ,
failed.
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-Wednesday,
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292-264J
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W. ~n come to youl

• Warren Hall will be hosting Snowfest on Jan. 11. The day will
in~lude skiing at Mt. Spokane and a dance on-camp~ later

ill

the evening. The Snowfest is a tradition at Whitworth that has
died out in the last several years. Details will be coming soon.

10410 N. DiVision • 466-8434
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I Medium Yogurt I

November 20-26

: 99ft T~:gs

November 21

:

I Lirnill ~ coupon Expires Nov. 30,1996. I
L ~ ~d.With any other spec':'o~ -.J
~:

Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Warren - Turkey Week

Warren - Relationship' in Different Cultures
Stewart/Village - Stuoent Panel on Alcohol Use
Novembe~22

Stewart/Village - Mall Invasion
November 23

Arend - Chiefs Hockey Game
November 24

Set

487-NAIL
(6245)

Warren - Improv Night "Cool WIP" (8 p.m.)
November 25

Warren - Worship and Prayer
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,Faculty proposing new
women's studies mino'r
.

.

"

Students, faculty meet Friday to begin proposal
Whitworth currently offers' four classes that focus
on women's roles in specific
fields,
Julia Stronks, associate
Iit:()~essor of History and Politic,a, Science and profe'ssor
said, "Whitworth should
-add a' capstone course that'
wquld address female issues

JOY YAMASHlT A

Staff TQriter

, " T)1~ WQmen ~ s Task
'I!prce is tak.ing prelimi-,
nary sreps to add ,a
intra(Jiciplinary e?(plpratiol1 on 60 'percent, of the.
Whifwortl;l community women. .
Five' 'women, students
a'i1\! faculty; wilt. meet Friday to di~cuss the possihili,ty of a women's studies minor. and "hopefully
'be able to propose it next
" ,spring," said Acting Chid
Academic and Dean of:
'" facuny'T~rr'tmy ~eid::
Questions'about the .
~ame of th~ minor; what '
, courses' should' b'e a<id(ld '
:, ,~n,c{ho\.;r ,~o ,~et up'~eces-', '
, .s€l,ry. c,urr,lc~lum, ~lll \Je
>

"It's thlonk'
t d'

,

'women s s U. zes
lOs,an
excellent
'.'
"
branch' 'of
'j'
'.
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rate of student interest. "As
lo11g as, I've been at Whit~
wo~'th, the're have been re- .
quests al,>out a women studies program from botti.
males' and females," said'
Reid.
.
Senior Nita Fritz is excited ~bout the minor pt;"~~ ,
}:losal. "It's a wonderful opportunity for both men and
women to be presented with
real issues' and have a
chance to study them," she'
said.
.
History booksrarely re-., '
fleet on the role women
prayed in' government and
'major events, said juiiior
Si'imoa lata.
"I think
women's studies is an excellent branch of sociology'
studies."
. St~onks ~mphasi~~d the : ~
'neet;! for )!u~~nt..i,np~~ . .';I~:,: ..
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Faculty collaborate
to establish new
study programs
JACOB MEADOWS
Staff writer

In the future, new minor
titles could be found in the
course catalog as Whitworth
opens to new minor fields of
studies. "A process is established thatwould recognize new
minors," said Dale Soden, professor of hIstory and member of
the president's faculty.
The process is one of creativity, verification and application,
said Soden, For a new area of
study to become an accepted minor, it's decided by a group of
faculty with a common ideal
"Seldom is it.proposed by
only one professor, though in
many examples it is one who
originates the idea," said Soden.
Students also have the opportunity to propose new ideas
to the faculty by presenting their
views personally to faculty or

the ASWC Issues Committee.
Next, the facuIty establishes into which department
the minor falls. If two or more
departments are involved, it
will be more difficult to reach
agreement on the new minors'
details,
"It would also be more
possible for a new emphasis of
study if it used existing
classes," said Soden. If new
classes would need to be created, others would be dropped
because of financial and time
commitments.
Then, the new minor is presented to the Professional
Learning Council. "The possibility of a new minor will
hHgely depend on the abilities
and resources at the disposal of
the current faculty," said Gary
Whisenand, acting academic
dean of faculty and registrar.
This council would decide
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~
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Recent additions
fields added in
the past 10 years

• Peace Studies
• Certificate of Ministry
Program
• International Business
Management
• Sports Medicine
on the academic standards, the
classes needed to fulfill these standards and structure in ~ccordance
with already existing minors. The
area of study must also meet the
general ed lIcation requirements
specified for all of Whitworth's
curriculum, said Whisenand.
Finally, the entire facuIty
must agree on the formation of the
new minor. The new minor
would have to meet the need of
the facuIty and the student body
and be consistent with the overall mission statement hpld by the
college.
"Whitworth hasa traditional
curriculum and all ready b<lses a
majority of Its resources on its existing areas of study." saId Soden,

Faculty seek. to find a departmental
home for semi-science minor
ALiSHA BROW
Staff writer

Because of high student interest, the college may create an
environmental studies minor,
Lindaman Chair Susiln Bratton
said. Unfortunately, which department will house the new
field of study is still unknown.
"We started working on it
in committee last year and put
an interdisciplinary task force
together," said Bratton, That
task force consists of representatives from several academic
departments, including biology, chemistry, economics, education, history and physics,
Bratton said the task force
is looking for an environmental studies curriculum that includes everybody, not just students with a strong background
in science.
Why the biology department would be" home to
environomental studies is a
question that bothers Howard
Sti~n, biology professor emeritus.
Stien said there is a difference between environmental
science, which has a greater

Security

WRITE

Continued from page 1.
Students should also be
warned that major events on campus, such as football games or theater productions are prime times
for thieves, because they are guaranteed a certain amount of time
the car owner will be occupied,
said Roberts.
Security repl<lced the door
locks in every room of Keola, one
of the Village residence halls, because one of the occupants returned from shopping to find her
keys missing. "It is hard to tell if
they were lost or stolen by someone, but' the locks are uSllillly
changed when something like
this happens, just to be safe," said
Security Supervisor Bill Roberts.
This was the first time this
year locks were changed in one
of the dorms. Sophomore Esther
Reese, who lives on the first floor,
said she "feels n lot snfer knowing that whoever has thnt key
can't get in,"
Attempting to minimize the
vandalism problem, Security notifies dorm resident assistants of
incidents, so they can remind residents to lock up and take extra
precaution. Security hns also
posted notices all' over campus
warning students of cllrrent theft
problems and specifying what
kinds of possessions are attracting thieves,

emphasis on ecology, and environmentill studies, which
concentrates more in ilreas of
social studlCs. "The proposal
had very little science in it,"
he said.
The most recent proposal
for an environmental studies
minor has many choices that
make it possible to have either a social science or natLlral science concentration, although guidelines do require
six of the 20 credits must be
in science, and six mllst be in
non-science courses.
"And if it's environmental studies, ['m not sure the
biology department is where
it should be housed," said
Stien.
Even without an official
offering by the college, an environmental studies minor,
or even a ,major, is still possible by petitioning the registrar for a personalized major.
"We've just upped our
environmental offerirlgs a
lot," Bratton said. "We have
at least one heavy duty environmental class every semester."
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4. Editorial \ Opinion
A
Program needed to
inform party goers
Ryan Howard
Living off campus provides many
new freedoms and opportunities not
offered by on-campus living. Offcampus residents can have cable, have
members of the opposite sex stay over
night, and host parties with alcoholic
beverages. With these new found freedoms, students must also take responSibility. Whitworth College should provide resources to
prepare students to handle the freedoms of living offcampus. This is especially important regarding parties Student Life should provide programs and information
to students.
The same ritual of finding who went to which parties
and who got really drunk over the weekend happens
across campus nearly every Monday. At most parties
there are copious amounts of alcohol for all, and few think about the consequences of excessive drinking. It is not
helpful that no one prepares hosts for the responsibilities inherent to hosting a party.
Whitworth should have a program at the beginning of
the year to inform off-campus students of the responsibilities that come with hosting parties. The program
could consist of a range of information, such as serving
food that is high in protein, which slows the absorption
rate of alcohol, to insuring that people that too drunk do
not drive home.
One way Student Life could get the information to'Students is to send a packet of information regarding living
'off-campus (including partying responsibly) at the beginning of the year. While a voluntary program about
drinking responsibly would not bring ~ff-campus students in droves, one idea is to have a program in<;luded
in Alcohol Awareness Week at Whitworth. The week is
an annual event where college campuses across America
take time to discuss the serious issues of college drinking.
Student Life has made brochures available in the health
center to all students living off-campus or on. AIso,-information can be found from companies, such as Miller
Brewing Company. They have a program called "Think
When You Drinl:<':_Which includes brochures and information about hosting parties responsibly.
'
The freedoms. and dilemmas of living off-campus will
not go away. But, Student Life can make life a lot safer
for students' by givil\g them 'helpful information, to inform them on how to host parties responsibly, making
off-campus parties safe and more responsible.
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Losing your life

Differellt
Perspective
A

-Aimee Elliott
senior

aah! This is the sound plishment. Something, however, grocery store can likewise serve
of a sweaty, tired col is awry when the tasks of the day as a regenerative time, and time
lege student in his car keep us constantly occupied and to know the state of your heart.
at 10:30 p.m., after an intramural away from "little Sabbaths," that These are moments to relish, as
soccer game and a long day of is, moments of rejuvenation and they draw us out of the rush and
shJdy and work. His body pasted of remembering who we are, In into a deeper life.
German author Dietrich
to the driver's seat and head busyness we can lose identity,
back, he watches his windshield finding ourselves at the end of a Bonhoeffer speaks of mealtimes
fog up from the heat of his body. day machines'of task rather than as short Sabbaths. Our meals are
His mind turns to his day. He humans wi,th depth and soul. often a shove of the food into our
smiles remembering the History Without a bit of quiet in which mouths as we sit at a stop light.
, test he aced, then chuckles think- our spirits become known to us, Rather than this frenzy,
ing of the girl by the salad bar , we may in fact be losing our very Bonhoeffer depicts meals as restful times to recuperate from
who helped him recover
the day's work and to enjoy
his overturned tray that ~;
~
;'.~~:'~ "';:,:Y~;."~A' :"
the fellowship of other
morning. He ponders the
people.
disturbing Core 250 deFinally, as college stubate, his brother's broken
delig1t.~·;:9f.tdk[ng~~Q::
':~ dents, we know time to be
arm, his messy roommate,
precious. We look at ollr
skiing at Thanksgiving.
.~.~ :'to' 'med~tateJn' ~;~ commitments
and consider
Many thoughts later, he
a half hour time to be used
remembers his homework, shakes his reflection
in quality study - or qualand slides the key into the
<sttu~ :~,:gJljt~itQ!;;1~~J~: a.~~:~ ity socializing! Sadly, we
ignition. That short mo- :.~
P :,', ,:; ~ rarely know the delight of
taking 10 minutes in a day
ment of contemplation,
alone to meditate in the
however, did something
pleasant to his being.
light of a sunrise, to strum
A moment like this
a guitar or lie in a pile of
might be a rare occurrence in the selves. The Buddhist idea of autumn leaves. Though '!He may
frantic college lives w'e lead .. emptying one~s mind is akin to long for solitude and reflection,
Classes, sports, clubs and friends this picture of solihJde and quiet , these are not often realized in our
~weep us 'away into a kaleidowe perhaps so desperately need. lives.
scope of never ceasing activity. In In these still moments, we filter
But knowing peace in the hecJapane>se, the character for the through our experiences, hear the tic of college life is more feasible
word '!busyness~' means :'losing voice of God and be reminded of than we think~" The day is full of
one's life" or" dying:" This phe- our identity.
minutes for Us to use deliberately.
nomenon can be observed in our
Though the idea of rest is ob- Minutes for a brisk walk, a cup of
own mad drive of activities and vious, we fail to take even short hot chocolate, a nap by the Camresponsibilities. ' We become so minutes in our days to be refu- pus Center fireplace or playing a
caught up in doing things that we eled.
lounge pian~. If we do not delve
can forget who we are and begin
The morning is ideal for a cup into these Sabbaths of rest, of stillto lose something of ourselves, of hot tea and 10 minutes of quiet ness of soul, we'might in fact be
Like a wilting flower, the vi- gazing out of a window. It can losing our Jives: It is, a~er ali, in
brancy and depth of our beings be a waiting on God and a time these moments that our souls can
fade away. Our in~er lives may of contemplation - a little Sab- become rich, as 'we listen to the
feel hungry and one-dimen- bath.
,stillness of God and remember
sional, butwe continue on, pushThe minutes after you wake are who we are amidst the chaos.
ing to the end of each day.
wonderful for mulling over
Elliott was born In Vienna, Austria,
Yet, what is wrong with a life yesterday's experiences and the where
her parents were mIssionaries.
so full and exciting? The human day to come.
She lived there 18 years before comillg
is fulfilled in work and accom- , Walks between classes or to the to study ill the United States.
-';:',
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
~

THE WHITWORTHIAN WELCOMES YOUR
VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTEREST TO THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY. LEITERS SHOULD
. BE TYPED AND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (FOR
VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS
LEITERS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL LEITERS. LEITERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "THE WHITWORTH IAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHITWORTHIAN@WHITWORTH.EDU. LEITERS MUST
BE RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., FRIDAY, me. 6 FOR PUBLICATION IN
THE DEC. 11 ISSUE.
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AWorld AWBJ
Across the Atlantic, appreciation
for Whitworth -and life- is gained
What is the worst thing
you have ever done to
get in trouble ~

D

istance lends perspective. Never have J understood that phrase
a~ well as I do now. Half way
across the planet, I can now fully
appreciate the close community
Whi tworth offers. Coming from

But somehow we have become.
unsolicited opinions on decisions
I made. It seemed any self-righ- a family. I cannot think of a
teousness could be justified un- single person who would not
der "keeping one another ac- give up what they have if another
countable." I'd always loved was in need. Somewhere along
Whitworth -that never changed- the way independent personalibut we all had a lot of maturing ties have learned to compromise,
becoming a cohesive community.
to do.
Now I have lived as one in a God is teaching us to serve one
group of 20 for two months, with another with hearts free of reone ~onth to go. I thought 1500 sentment and complaint. We still
was sn:taI1? "Privacy" doesn't have a long way to go, and I'm
Guest con tributer
exist. I can't really even imagine sure not everyone here in our
it anymore. Mostbedrooms group is conscious of the growth
a Southern- California high house four or five girls, and of- that has taken place in the last
school twice Whitworth's size, I . ten we are sharing double beds. nine weeks, but the fact remains
really had no concept as a fresh- We descend upon historical that we are learning to tolerate
man what it would belike to eat, monuments 'and restaurants and even appreciate what each
sleep, learn and basically live' alike in our horde of 20. W~ all person contributes to the whole.
I am looking forward to comwith the same people day after' havediffenmtperSonalities, with
day.
differentgoals, fettishes, fears, al- ing back to Whitworth. I'm sure
Because I knew no one coming lergies, dreams, obsessions, and the 19 students on this trip will
into college"the intimacy of com- favorites. I have walked through always share a special part of one
munal life at Wi'\~tworth ap- . room upon room of modem art, another. But I am al~ looking
pealed to me and gave ~e a sup- . because Jenn likes it. I have drug . forward to seeing the community
portstructureIneeded. Butonce four or five' people to life at Whitworth through new
I had adjusted to life in Washing- . McDonald's because I was crav- eyes, in the lessons God has
.
tmi,myindePendentpersonality ing apple pie.· We don't always taught me. ..
~an to f~ a bit smothered. get along -none are perfect fits. Sud~~y people were question- . with never ~ disclgreement or ir- Nunn, II junior, is in Englimd II
part of the British Isles Study Tour..
in~ 'DlY' behavior ·and offering ritablEl moment..

•

"i've never been caught."
-Greg Gerrish
jUlIIor

Marilee Nunn

"I touched the [meat] slicer
before I was old enough to
touch it. I got suspended."
-Christina Anderberg

freshman
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'The police caughtJne making out with my. girlfriend in
a no-trespass' zone)', :'"
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"My sister and I painted a
car with house paint when we
were just little tykes. It was
our mother's date's car and we
were supposed to be napping.
Now we're both artists, go figure,"
-Amber Johnson
junior

"When I was in second
grade, I jumped up and down
on a kid named Chad. I had
a good time until a recess
duty caught me."
-Steve Dilley

Student expresses disappointment in faculty's political comments
Dear Editor, .I would like to present a concern
regarding some of the characteristics Whitworth College'supposedly
embodies. Unfortunately, last
week I was wnfronted with the sad
truth that some of the faculty do
not uphold these attributes.
, The presidential election was
[Tues., Nov. 5], and to accompany
the event, the Political Science department 'put on a pizza party. It
was designed to be a gathering for
facUlty and students to ea t, discuss
the issues imd watch the election
results via television. Sildly, however, the evening was marred by a
hostile atmosphere and several
unkind comments.
Three specific· faCulty members
made remarks concerning the fact
that the room was decorated only
with signs and posters put up by

our College Republicans. As I understood it, some student Democrats had planned to help decorate,
but they never showed up. When
I explained this to the faculty, they
laughed or expressed disbelief in
my story. Someone even said the
room was the political equivalency
of II driving through Hayden Lake.'"
Last I checked, the right to free
press still existed ...
The worst comment was still to
come. One faculty member present
was bold enough to say something
to the effect that one day the Republican students would come
around, get educated, and become
Democrats. This was utterly insulting. Please understand I a~ not
saying this was uncalled for simply because it happened to Republican students. This kind of disrespect should never be tolerated. I

would be upset no matter to whom
the comments were directed. I may
challenge someone's beliefs, but I .
will never attack them as a person.
I am disappointed that Whitworth,
a C.hristian school, hires people
who foster an attitude of disrespect
and intolerance. This seems to me
the very anti-thesis of Christian
behavior.
Respectfully then, I would like
to say I am saddened by the display I witnessed on [Nov. 5], and I
hope no!;,ne else experiences what
I did that evening. Whitworth is a
place that should be full of love, respect and tolerance - not ridicule
and narrow mindedness. Let's
make it so.
.
-Deana R. Carlsen

junior
Julie Gustafson also signed this
letter.

senior

"I gave my brother such a
huge wedgie that it ripped his
skivi~ in half,"
-Colleen Bryant

sophomore

6·FEATUR£S

Serving
Spokane
As the season of Thanksgiving rolls around, The
Whitworthian takes a close look at people in the Spokane
c01nmunity who are without food. Staff writer Caryn
Sobral wrztes about food banks and the crucial role they
play in placing food 011 the tables of needy fmnilies. Staff
un'lter Kathiryn Schreyer tells of her experience at a local
soup kitchen. The needs are great and Whitworth students
can lend a hand by investing their time and their hearts.

A meal is shared together at the Women and Children'S Free Restaiaunt at St. P

ABOVE: Volunteers at the new Mead-Area Ecumenical Food
Outlet, one of 19 food banks in Spokane, organize the new
donations.
BELOW: Manager Rory-Anne Cudney weighs and bags food at the
Mead Food Outlet. The outlet Is open 4 to 7 p.m Wednesdays,
though volunteers work each day to meet the needs of the food
bank.

Million for lite lIungry
Food bank volunteers make a difference to Spokane needy
CARYN SOBRAL
Siaff writer

It is difficult to milke ends meet in today's poverty stncken world, but local food banks are helping by feeding hungry people in Spokane Nineteen food banks, to be exact.
The Meild-Areil Ecumenical Food Outlet is a new
addition to the food bank chilin in the Spokane area.
It IS located near Whitworth on Center Road behind Fmwell Elementary School in pOrlable foul.
The new food bilnk is grow1l1g rapidly, and the need
for volunteers ilnd doniltions in on the rise.
"We just want to serve the cO!l1lllunity, ilnd be a
beilcon of hght to people who Ciln come to us for
help," said 1<01 y-Anne Cudney, !l1ilnager of the new
food bank. "This is a reill olltJeach, nnd we wilnt
ilS many people involved as possible. Cudney said
the bilnk would like to hilve volunteers iltany time.
The hours illl! flexible ilnd every little bit helps.
The Mend food bilnk IS open h 0111 Wed Ilcsdilys 4
to 7 pm., ilnd volunteels ilre needed to SOl tout,
pIck up and divide food "We love llilving students
come and help," said Cudney. "We would love for
Whitworth students to volunteer."
Cudney said the need for volunteers increilses as
the holidilY months come closer. "We need steady
volunteers," she saId. More food donations during the holidays require more volunteers t050rt imd
package food for each family. The Mead food bank
will work to give a turkey or ham to each family
this holiday season.
"Your donations do help feed starving children,"
said Cudney. "We do accept donations of money

as well as food. Just call us at 466-7068 to help.
You can bring your donations to us at the Mead
food bank, or we can come and pick them up. At
Mead we stress the fact that everyone needs to
worry about other people. That's the only way
anyone's going to make it, so we have to care for
each other."

Over 30,000 people in
Spokane are no longer
starving because offood
banks in this area.
Food bomks can only survive if the commullIty
comes together and milkes donations, saiJ Ev,llvn
Adallls, a volunteer at the Spokane Food Bilnk
"Our mission is to e,lse hunger by helping to SC] \'C
food to the hungry in Spok'lne and the Inland
Northwesl," said Adill11s Those intelested in \'(llunteering Ciln call Adams ,11 534-6678.
Through the 19 food banks in Spokilne, an avl']age of 13,000 people ilre fed a month, and hali of
them are children. Over 30,000 people in SpoLllle
are no longer St.l] ving beciluse of the food banks in
this ilrea, said Adams. "We really appreciate the
support we receive from people who dOllah.' food,
ilnd who come in to volunteer. Student dflven food
drives hilve been very helpful at Whitworth," she
said

F£ATURES-7

9Gnging tIie ainner 6e{{
Loca[ spoR..ane SOUp Kitchens provide 1fleafs for hungry W011len, cliifdren
KATHIRYN SCHREYER

Stlljjwriter
Felltrlle WI iter Kalhiryll ScllI'I:ycl writes ofller (,'PCI h'llcL's at tI/(, WOIIII'II
and C"ildrel1's Frce Restaurant, a Spokllne soul' kitchcll/omtcd lit 5t Paul's
Mt'lliodlst C/ll/lch.
ThursdilY, November 7: I am serving food at a Spokane soup

Stephen BrashearlWhitworthian

staraunt at SI. Paul's Methodist Church.
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kitchen at St. Paul's Methodist Church. The world is hurting and
sometimes the hurt seems so far away I want [0 take steps to
understand some of the needs of people living in my own community--to start with those who bvc jllst down the street from where I
live.
From the start, I am taken aback at how wrong my pre-Cleated
expectations about soup kitchens arc. There Isn't anyone standing
outSide in a line waiting to eat like I thought there would be. I \\'onder why there al e so many cars lJ1 the p"rking lot. People lJllleed of
a soup kitchen certainly shouldn't be drivmg themselves to the faCIlity, 1 think. Embarrassed by my presumption, I realize that I have
been fooled mto believmg that soup kitchens cater primarily to the
homeless living on the street. Knowing only one other soup kitchen
experience, which happened to be located in one of the poorest sections of downtown Phoenix, J find myself explaining to the photographer, ''They must not be serving food for a while, otherwise I'm
sure we would see lots of people gomg inside."
InSide J am pleasantly surprised to see a small room in the basement of the church with about fifteen people Just stal tll1g their meals.
They have "Iready begun serving dinner and no one IS makmg their
way till ough a cafeteria style line to get food Instead, all of the food
is sitting to the l11Jddle of the tables in very nice dishes for the patrons to serve themselves. The meatloaf, vegetables and dinnel lolls
look just like a home-cooked meal. I re"lize, at this moment, that SI.
Paul's is not just an impersonal place that distributes food to people
who can't get It anywhere else, but instead a place where fflends can
gather and share a meal.
Senior Steve Brashear (the photographer) and I have a few strange
looks tossed our way when we enter, "nd after meeting the ladies in
charge I find out why. This food kitchen is the Women and ChIldren's
Free Restaurant, a place where no
men are allowed When the restaurant first began years ago, it
primarily served battered
women and children. Without
. even knowing it, I have infringed
on the comfort of many of the
women present However, even
despite my error, after a few
akward moments, I find myself
forgiven and welcomed by the
women and children Steve's
camera becomes a source of curiosity for the younger c1uldren, so
hiS acceptance comes easily.
The staff at St Paul's consists
of about five women, all of whom
are volunteers. Every Tuesday
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Slephen BrashearlWhltworlhlan

ABOVE: Soup kitchen volunteer Daniela Erickson prepares a
meal at the Women and Children's Free Restaurant at SI. Paul's
Methodist Church.
RIGHT; Women and children share fellowship and conversation
while eating dinner at the soup kitchen. Meals are served each
Tuesday and Thursday and preparation of the food is provided by
volunteers from the Spokane community.

and Thursday, when the restilllJ <lilt is open, thl.'ll.' .11 I.' dlffel{'nt peopll'
there to m,lke sun' tlMt dinner is served. Some of the ladies \\'orkin).',
till'; evenin).', arc from a womcn's soront)' called Beta Signl<l I)hl. Thcy
come till' first Thursday 01 every month tll complete a servIce project.
I appreciate the accountability till'; sort 01 prog! a,m bllJ1gs ilhout, but
I wonder what will happen when service pi ojccts, slIch as the one
being done by the Beta Sigma Phi group, are fi1l1shcd. Will the volunte('rs leave the restaurant empty handp(P So I ask the ladies III the
group what their plans are when their obligation IS complete and I
am happy to he<Jr that being a part of Ihe rest<Juranl has becomc a
privilege rathcl than a requiremcnt for them. Others working have
s1ll1llar reasons fOJ voluntcellllg thell time. Volunteeflng gives them
a chance to givc back to the community Some volunteers who rnay
come flOm low mCOIll(' famillcs <lnd I eceivc food stamps or gove!nment housing fecI thc reslaUldnl 15 an Upplll tunlty to 1ll'lp otllPr;; in
their community in ways they wei e once helpcd. It is nicc to Sl'l'
someone giving 10 another Witll nothing to gall1

It is nice to see S0111eone giving to
another zuith nothing to gain.

Aftel le"rnJJlg about how the restaurant works, I take the opportuI1lty to meet the children. They have been look1l1g at me fOJ quite
sometIme, pJObably wondering who I am, so it IS casy to "pproilch
them. One little boy with curly, yellow-blond hair.is silting in his
highchair mashing food into his mouth, probably solely for the amuscment of his sisters. Another isn't eat,ipg his food at all so I convince
him to eat a'iittle bit anyway by telling him about the big chocolale
cake J have just seen in the kitchen. There are two other children J
speak to, both girls, and one wants to be a painter. She hi'S much to
say about her art class at school The other tells me that her little
brother in the highchair is usually messier and that I should be careful not to let him throw food on me. I don't thmk I would mind
much if he did, but am glad for the warning all the same,
I found the children amazingly typical (and the rest of the people
too). Kids are just kids and they deserve love from the people around
them. This is where places like the Women and Children's Free Restaurant play in; places where women and children can receive unconditional love and a home-cooked meal. They can go for an hour
or two every week and be accepted "nd feel like part of a family.
Just before I left, a woman who had been coming to SI. Paul's with
her mother for a few years said to me, "We are a family here. This is
my family."
SD I suppose serving a few is just as effective, if not more so, than
serving the masses. J believe God WOJ ks III mysteriolls ways and in
this case, he never mtended for the Women and Chtldren's Free r~es
taurant to be" large establishment, willch is probably why the basement at SI. Paul's IS so small
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Whitworth goalie shuts down the opposition
Jenn Peterson fought through
several injuries, but prevailed
BRIAN HULTGRENN

Staff writer
The Whitworth Women's soccer learn is on the way to
regionals. Their success this season is due to a variety of factors
including senior goal keeper Jenn
Peterson, who has had an excellent season. Although she doesn't
receive as much attention as
many of the leagues' goal scorers,
she is just as important to her
team.

Pirate ~.
Profile 'U
Pet~rson has been playing soccer since she was in sixth grade.
She wasn't always a goalie, but
used to play the field as well as
the goal. In high school she enjoyed success playing for
Hanford High ~chool in
Richland, Wash. Sh~ ~tarted all
four years th~re, and, Hanfo~d
High ~ed}n the top five in
the state each year she played.
Her sophomore year, the team
finished
~aQSe of her success, Pete~n ~as recruited by a
numl:?er of,*,~~~ .right out of
high schoolr!t ";' "
.

firs,.

Peterson
was mainly
in teres ted in
small Northwest schools
where she
could stay
reasonably
close to home. '
She consid~
COUl1esyolNaISlhl ered Seattle
University
. and other NCIC schools.
Former men's soccer Head
Coach Einar Thorarinsson recruited Peterson. H~ introd~ced
her to a couple of players on the
Whitworth team and Jenn was
able to play with the girls in a
tournament. Peterson found that
she liked the girls and decided to
come and visit the school. After
her visit she made her decision Senior goalie Jenn Peterson allows an average of less than 8 goal a
to attend Whitworth.
Peterson started on the WhitShe returned to play goalie the strengths. He also mentioned her
worth soccer squad as a fresh- last two seasons. Peterson's fa- toughness in being able to come
man. She was injured in the last vorite thing about playing the back from two serious knee injugame of the season, 'but came goal is that she gets to fly after ries. "There was never a question
back to start in the goal and play shots on goal. She reaDy enjoys of not coming back," said
in the field her sophomore y~ar. it, but occasionally wishes she Peterson.
,
Although she is not one of the
Then she blew out her knee a sec- could take to the field and get
ond tim~ playing basketball and, back a goal that the other team' team's vocal leaders, Peterson
was forced tQ miss a seasqn.
leads by example with her tenacslipped by her.
"It's really frustrating !iitting
Head Q:@ch Hagerott called ity and commitplent to,th~ team,
out, because you want to ~ out . Pet~rson, :;~, ~mendolJsly gi(ted sa~d Hage~tt: . .
.
PeterSon is .JTiajormg in'sports
there helping the t~~m, ';, ~ai:d athlete." He counts Peterson's
Peterson.
. athle(icispl as ()ne of l),er grea~t medicine, physical education,

Me'lr's_ basketball looks

5

(

s
li&a~

game and has 11 shutouts.

and education with an emphasis
in special education. Her other
interests include basketball,
which will be playing for Whitworth this year, and hydroplane
racing. She has raced stock-outboards, in the past and plans to '
pursue this in the future,
.
Peterson and, the rest of the
Whitworth women's soccer leam
will take on wlllamette U,niversitY'in OregOn'1n .tIle firSt game
of regionals.

to repeaf success'

Pirate.s 19se four ~ey players from last year's 'stellar no. '2 nati9~~1 ,te~~i try .to recoup
"--,-If!.

','

KEN}I MATSUDA

Striffwriter

C'I

Men's Basketball Head Coach
Warren Friedrichs knows that 265 seasons don't come often or
easy. But don't expect him to
shoot for anything less,
Friedrichs, returning for his
12th season as head coach, sees
the 1996-97 Buc basketball team
poised to make another run at the
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NAJA Division n national tournament. The loss of first team
NAIA All-American Nate
Dunham, second tea,m AIIAmerican Roman Wickers and
two~year starter Jeff ArkiIls to
graduation will hurt those
chances, but Friedrichs hopes his
team has reloaded so they don't
have to rebuild.
"We are a little bigger than last
year," said Friedrichs, whose
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frontcourt iricludes.6-foot-5 inch BYU-H tournament ka~ ffu~ " 'vide stiffcompetition,'ranking at
forward sophomore Doug waH Pacific universitY (rjlnI<ed no. 4 and no.21, respectively.
Schulz, 6-foot..6 inch center/for-· no. 2) and BYU-H (ranked no. 8),
Playing in a tough division
ward junior Jeff MiX, 6-foot-7 inch two of the NAI~s top ranked di~ , aJ;\d without many of last·year's
forward 'sophomore Greg Jones vision I teams.,',
. '. stars has made the--ream realize
and 6-foot-5 'inch forward senior
Friedrichs 10<?~ to put on the just how important teamwork is.
GabeJones. Add Shoreline (Wa.) defensive pressure and run the 'We have g~ team chemistry,
transfer junior Ben Heimerman, court in order to disrupt bigger, and we are unse Ifish," said
a 6-foot-6 forward, to that lineup, more talen.ted teams. '~We are an Schulz. "That will win usa lot of
and the Pirate frontline
games."
looks like the pine trees
After leading the nathat surround campus.
tion in three-point field
Wherethefrontcourtis
goal percentage (42.7)'
tall, the Bucs' backcourt is
and ranking in the top 15
deep. Sophomore Tyler
in scoring'defense, field
Jordan and junior Sean
goal shooting and scoring
Weston are back and lookmargin, Friedrichs will be
ing for their c;hances to '
hard-pressed to duplicate
start. Senior Louis Vargas
last year's incredible seaaddsexperience~dtena-'
son. And the coach'
dous defense. But the
knows better than to decenterpiece of a talented
pend on the past "All the
group of guards is prob~Hea
posters and success," he
ably senior Nate WiIITA7
'l"01ff
says, looking over his
iams. Williams, who avYYJ
I LU
shoulder at news cliperaged 14 points per game
pings posted on a bulleand shot an incredible 56
tin board, "we have to
percent from three-point
take everything down
range, returns for his second sea- up-tempo team. We play man- from last year and start over."
son with the Bucs and wUl take to-man defense, and we like to Schulz agrees. "We can't really
get defensively in your face," said gauge ourselves on last season's
the shooting guard spot.
Friedrichs will take his act on Friedrichs. "We are a top four, success. We have our own identhe road for a punishing pre- playoff-type team. Lewis&Clark tity. We have to learn from what
season schedule. After a tourna- has the (most) talent, but we can last y~ar's team showed us."
ment at Lewis & Clark (Ore.) on give them a go and make it."
And with the talent and attiThe Bucs' are ranked 24th in tudes he has assembled,
Friday and Saturday, ·the Pirates
take to the high seas and invade the NAIA preseason poll, but Friedrichs has no reason to expect
the Brigham Young University- NCIC division rivals Lewis & anything short of last year's
Hawaii campus on O'ahu. The Clark and Pacifi~ Lutheran pro- magic.

"We are an up-tempo
team. We play man-toman defense, and we like
to get defensively in you r
face. "
d
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Senior Jeff Rice fraternizes with an opposing athlete in a swim meet at the Whitworth Aquatic Center.

Freshman Megan Williams in mid backstroke.

Expectations run high for swim team
als, while the women placed second at conference and fourth in
the nation.
The men are looking strong
and remain optimistic, mostly
they only lost one senior from last
year and gained three promising
new freshmen.
" At this point, the expectations
are, even higher than last year,
and accordingly, my demands are
higher, especially for the men's

CAMPBELL WHITE

Staff writer
Expectations are running high
for the swim team this year, and
the men's and the women's
teams have their work cut out for
them if they plan on improving
on last year's results.
In their previous seaSon, the
men's team won the conference
title and placed second at nation-

SPORT,S TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Who was the first quarterback to score a Super
Bowl touchdown?
Who set an NBA season scoring record with the
staggering average of 50.4 points a game?
What NBA coach did the San Diego Rockets make
the seventh ov
. tion in the 1967 college
draft, out of entl,lcky?'
What univ ity sJ!hH;u-ry B d into the pro ranks?
What Pac' ,c Divi~iQPlt~am s . an NBA record for
home att nda.n~'J~L~?~~-80,: veraging 21,725
fans a g e?- ~'"' ".q ·r·f~·i -Who dis ed:out·~p:~4're~9rdtlo~,~ssists for a
center i '1967.;';687'.~
,,:r
;:1";1:-\'::;.': ~:., ~,::/'" .
,
.t,
What,d
'~·amic-ne'riv~·Nl.f··'· tidud: as·I-2 in
".J.P, ,
""" l ' '''' ~~~.(. ... ,,: yY ..
thej!~_~~~3,:~B~;$toring;t1l~: ~'~9ting race?
~

7.

8.
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team," said Head Coach Thomas
Dodd. "So far, they seem to be
struggling a little to adjust, but it
will be good for them in the end.
The work ethic is definitely there
for everyone, but now we have
to focus more on sharpening our
technique."
Rising to this level has been
difficult for some of the new
freshmen swimmers, yet Dodd is
impressed with the work ethic
they have brought ~ith them as
well as how quickly they have
caught on to the rhythlJl ~f the
team.
"It's a lot different than high
school," said freshman Sky
Becker. "Th~ expectations are
higher, and the workouts are a lot
more demanding. On the other
hand, the swimmers are lot more
positive and there seems to be
more emphasis on the team concepl."
Two freshmen in particular
have caught the coach's eye early
on. Freshman Ben Swinehart has
posted excellent times for this
point in the season. He did well
in the 500-meter freestyle against
Pacific Lutheran and in the 200meier backstroke against Simon
Frasier. Freshman Meagan WilJ-

iams has a/ready produced some
career bests, coming through for
the team in the 200 backstroke
and the 200-meter individual
medley.
The expectation is for the men
to come together and do well at
nationals. Of course. Personal
goals vary for each athlete.
"No more injuries. That's my
first goal. If I can accomplish that,
then my long-term personal goal
is to help the team place well at
nationals," said Junior Jon
Peregoy, who suffered from a
shoulder injury earlier in the season.
Underneath the expectations
lies the sense that time is running
out for both team's aspirations of
glory.
"We're losing eight seniors
next year which will make it
tough to maintain the current
level of competitiveness. This is
probably the last year we will be
this competitive for awhile," said
Dodd.
The absence of junior Dorian
Reese, who is not competing this
year due to schedule conflicts,
has effected the expectations for
the women's team. Reese placed
first in the nation last year in the

200 individual medley, and was
an All-American in eight events.
Senior Jan Okada provides
hope for the women, most recently by finishing the 200-meter
breaststroke faster than her finish at nationals last year.
Senior John Rasmussen is the
current standout for the men,
ranked no. 1 in the NAIA in the
100 breaststroke and the 200
breaststroke.
The Bucs face two main rivals
this year, Linfield and Simon
Frasier. Both are expected to be
competitive at confererce. The
favorite at the time is the University of Puget Sound, who were
national champs last· year and
feature an exceptional,ly talented
and deep team.
Although beating UPS will be
tough, Dodd views them as the '
team's best challenge, and one
which can improve times and
toughen mentalities for the
swimmers. \
"Catching UPS is a very long
shot, but not a no shot. It would
basically take a perfect performance, with no room for errors
of any kind. Maybe that's why
my demands are so high," commented Dodd.

WJ!t!~,;Y~~~~W(f ~~ius q~jU:rr&~i~,~l:(eworld
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9.

W!t~af4~~~l!i~';firs~;y~~!io capW.r~:Vie NCAA title

10.

What¢tY'J:lQ~~ed'U;Si'.~e~iqE:,m~I1'S Spaghetti Bowl
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TIE BREAKER:

(Closest to an~wer gets it.) :;:
.
How many rottnds' did George Pliriiton last in the ring
with Andre Moore? ::- '

The prize is your name
Mountain Dew.

in the winner box and a can of

Ca11465-9224 with your answel's or drop them off in Todd
Parsons' box in the Whitworth ian office located upstairs
in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Results
WInner:
Congratulations LO Bennell Gibson who answered SIX questions
correctly and got closest to the lie breaker La edge oUIJoC Blagg.
Answers:
1) Michigan State 2) Calvll1 Murphy 3) 17 4) Pete
Maravich
5) the Milwaukee Bucks 6) the Houston Oilers
7) Herschel Walker 8) the New York Giants 9) John Wayne
10) 5'4"
TIE BREAKER: 8
Questions and answers courtesy of Trivial Pursuil©.
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Women's basketball preview
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Pirates return with experience and more scoring threats
BRIAN HULTGRENN
Stnff write1
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The
Whitworth
women's basketball team
has high hopes this year.
They have all the key elements needed for a successful season, including good
forwards, good shooting
and plenty of experience.
The Bucs' five returninlj
players who started at
some time last year are seniors Rebecca Moore,
Sherri Northington, Jenn
TIssue, junior Kristen Davis
and sophomore Andrea
Sherer. Besides these five
the Bucs also have two
transfers and three freshmen who are all talented
said Head Coach Helen
Higgs. The team has so
much talent that Higgs isn't
sure who will be starting at
the beginning of the season. Despite their young
talent Higgs said experience does playa role in
playing time.
The team has other
strengths this year besides
their experience. The team
has greater athletic ability
than in the past. 'We are
much more athletic top to
bottom," she said.
Higgs said the teams
balance and depth will be
a real advantage for them.
In addition the team'has a
lot of players with t)1~ ability to score.
Most of ·the team is enrolled in 'a conditioning
class in preparation for the
season. A lot of the conditioning was done with the
ball in hand to help players get ready for the Season.
Senior lenn Peterson,
Sophomore
Kolea
Andreas-Feeney and Tissue will be joining the team
in good shape after the soccer season. According to

1

';~

'W

Dan PI...iiWriiiWiiiitiiOii

Senior Krlsti Mylander shoots over a Whitworth alumni
member as another alum looks for the rebound.

Higgs, the team is pulling
together well.
Higgs said one thing she
is trying tu do this year that
is different from last year is .
to put more responsibility
on the players to motivate
themselves.
"It starts in practice,"
Higgs said. "We have to
have the intensity there in
order to be successful in
our games."
As far as offensive and
defensive schemes go, this
year Higgs plans on running with the ball more this
year. "Running with a purpose," is what Higgs called
it.
She will also be playing

different pressing defenses,
and the team's depth
should help them wear
down other teams. On offense the Bucs will be running a lot of four and five
player motion to free up
more good shots.
The team hasn't discussed its goals yet but
Higgs is a firm believer in
shooting for no. 1.
Tissue mentioned some
teams they would have to
overcome to be successful.
"George Fox has a lot of
returners and Willamette is
alwaystough." She is looking forward to a changing
last year's direction and
winning more games.
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MONDAY NOV. 11 '
. c',
j.)
<Dig~~-., '\ 5.0_,': . .-' ':'. .
Di8~SIaQ (5.0)' d. Manti, (G-I) 6.5', . '
.
2.) (tiC) S!amOse'Molef
" 4-0'
.".
Hlsh ~ 'Mi~1 ~1dift(D) , 9 '(3goais, 3 aSsists)
4.)' (tie) ~!t"",,,:,,
,~.
TUESDAY NOV. ll' . -,,' ,
Nobody SPecial (2-3) d, No NIlJIlC'(G-5} 7-2
, 5.)
Sic Senipe"'JY!:wlus
3·)
-,
High S~orer:James (NS) Ii -Pli.. (31l03J~f
. '6.)
, Kriee HIgh ~ks
3-'2'
Slarnose Moles (4-0) d. Spafu (4-1)' S-;4 "
1.) (tie) Bud
'<..
2,3
". Hig"~, Je{e!11Y P!V!1O (~".>:s pes (21loais, I 'lSS'st) .
(tie) 'Nobody :Spec!al
M "
Bud (2,3)d. ~ Siothi '(14),10.3 . <
<
'9.)
The Savages' ..
1-3'
HIgh ScoRi-~ <de) Chet ~ugbty.!~) 8)11$. (4 gllals)
10.) (tie) 1be Sloths
1,4 ,
" :(lie) Dan.K~,(B):8pts. (3 goal~, 2 a.~5isl~)
(tie) iUtecas ' ,
[,4 .
; $IC ~TI)';!.!luS (3.J),d. Aztec8s (1·4) 16-2
12.)
, Mantis
Q.4'
.' Hiill Scorer: ~mi EQox' (SS1) 9 pu. (4 goals, I assist)
13.)
No N8ine0-5
. W.EDNESDAV NOV. 13 . .
'
$tarnose ~~ (4.0) d .Nobody SpeCIal (2-3) 5-3
High ~~:, TIto MonsWta (1II~) 5 pis (2 goals; I assist)
Knee I{igli !'ocks (3.'2'-!L 'JlJc.Savages (! ·3) 7·2
Hig~ Sc~ri Usa Niskanen (KHS) 6 pis," (3 goals)
,',

pis

I was sitting in class the 9ther day, making
a futile attempt at concentrating on my work
while my mind remained otherwise occupied
,
and my heart felt heavy. I have suffered from
this peculiar aff!iction ever since the underdog Seattle Supersonics' unfortunate .loss to the
tyrannical Chicago Bulls in last year's NBA Finals.
On this particular day, though, my mind refused to give in to the reality of the aforementioned tragic event. Instead, as I stared vaguely out the window in search of some higher
truth, I had a vision. It was a vision so beautiful that the image is forever burned into my
mind's eye. What I saw was a reckoning...
The Bulls were leading 'the NBA Finals 3-0, having won the hrst two easily in Chicago
and the third against a hostile crowd in Key Arena. The unbeatable Bulls were one seemingly easy road victory away from sweepIng the Sanics out of the Finals, and all hope
seemed to be lost in the world. Fans were already lighting candles of mourning 10 the
Seattle Ciry Center, for how could their beloved team possibly come back against such
odds? But hope there was. What force was behind the Sanics unthinkable comeback? Was
it mer~ly fate? Was it a divine hand pushing the Sanies toward their true destiny? How am
I supposed to know? I'm only dream1Og, remember?
Game 4: A strange electricity buzzed through Key Arena on this magical night. The
fans could sense a sort of higher power at work only two mmutes into the game, as the
multl-color-ha.ired Denpis Rodman was t.hrown out after mooning the referee. Feeding off
the energy produced by this unexpected gift, the Sanies swarmed onto the scene. Gary
Payton stole the ball on aUlD of the Bulls' next trips down the court, leading to six Shawn
Kemp dunks, two three-pointers by Sam P~rkins, an acrobatic
lay-in by the glove
himself and a half-court bucket from DeUef Schrempf to beat the fiist quarter buzzer_ The
final score of the game was 112-90, and against all odds the Supes were ~till alive.
Game 5: The level of expectancy was higher now as the SuperSonies entered the darkened Key Arena amidst ground-shaking cheers and laser beams carving the Sonic logo on
the walls and floor of Our tIouse. The lights came on as the Bulls entered the court, and
while their eyes adjusted to the light, Scottie Pippen failed to see the puddle of Mountain
Dew accidentally spilled on the floor_ Slipping on the pop, Pippen hit his, rather large nose
on the announcer's table and knocked himself into a coma. With the absence of Pippen
leaving a gaping hole in the Bulls' defense at forward, this game belonged to Det. He lit the
Bulls up for 39 points, hitting seven of eight from three-point land. The final score was the
Sanies with 129 and the Bulls a meager 101. That same night, Fate once again flexed her
muscles as a rat, caught in the wires of a popcorn machine, spontaneously combusted deep
in the heart of the United Center in Chicago. The ensuing inferno left nothmg of the Bulls'
former home except ashes and a charred bronze statue of Michael Jordan soaring into the
air above nothing.
'
Game 6: After the fire, the Bulls were forced to forfeit their home.:court advantage, and
the series' remained in Seattle. Although morale was a bit low in the Bulls' locker room,
hope was still high that they could win just one more game and return to Chicago as Champions of the World (again). From the Sanies locker room on other side of the building, the
anxious Bulls could almost make out the raucous strams of "Tequila," as the Sanies remained relaxed and confident that their incredible streak of good luck would continue.
Before the game could even begin, a sight never before witnessed in the history of the NBA
occurred. After hearing that Toni Kukoc had referred to him as a freak, Rodman started a
fight With his own teammate at the center court circle, and both were ejected for unsportsmanlike conduct. Living up to his nickname, Kemp reigned supreme in game six, pouring
in 64 pOints to break Jordan's playoff record and secure yet another Sanies victory. Twice
the game had to be stopped to replace the backboards after Kemp's glass.shattering dunks.
The final score of game six, which evened this miraculous series at three apiece, was 132·
116 In favor of the Sanics.
Game 7: Despite the long senes and the trauma caused by all the incredible mishaps
which had befallen his team, the immortal Jord,tn once again rose to the occasion. For the
first time in four games, he led a whole and healthy team onto the court to complete his
mission of world domination. Neither team led by more than three points the entire game,
and the lead changed hands at least once every five minutes. Jordan scored 53 points, only
to see his rival the Reign Man score 55. While Pippen was able to pull in nine steals, veteran
Nate MacMillan grabbed 11 for the Samcs. Every time Rodman threw an errant elbow, it
was answered right back with a blow from big Ervin Johnson. This monumental battle was
not decided unlil the final few seconds. With the Bulls leading by one point, the Sanics had
the ball on their own sideline with 1.3 seconds left. Payton inbounded the ball with a
floating cross·court pass Hawkins leaped into the air, and in one fluid motion, flung his
~hot up and over the outstretched hand of Jordan. The fans were silent as the ball flew
through its destined arc. Swish. All was delirium in Seattle. The ecstatic fans rushed the
court, trampling the poor Bulls players in their attempt to reach their victonous heroes.
Even Tom Hanks felt a twinge of nostalgia, for he knew that no one in Seattle would sleep
that night...
I :-vas awakened fro~ my daydream. by the .sound of my classmates packing up and
lea~mg.th~ room. I remam~d mom;ntanly, rub~tng my eyes and enjoying the warm, fuzzy
feeling ~nsl?e Of. me: To thiS day, I m not sure If my dream was simply the product of an
overactive ImagmatlOn attempting to change the past. Perhaps J was seeing the future ...
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THURSDAV NOV. 14"
. '. ' .' ,
KolohC (oW) d. MRlllis. (0-4) 1)0' SC9fe reCorded,
Dlgye~llaD'(4-0) d. ~ic Semper;Tynmlis (3-1)7-3

High Scorer. Miguel Sahlin (D) 10 pis. (4 gOals, 2 assi~ts)
Sllaru (4·1)(/; Aztecas (1-4) '8-2 :. ,
'
High Scorer: Selby Han~n is) 6 pl•. (2 goai<. 23uisls)
"me Slotbs (1·4) d. No Name (0.5)4·3
HIgh Scorer: Marcus Denny (S) 6 pis. (3 goals)
SUNDAY NOV. 17

Snafu 14· \) d. Sud. (2·3) 6·1
High Scorer: Aaron Kinsema (5) 9 pts. (4 goals, I essist)
AzU'CDS (1-4) d. No NalJ1C (0.5) 8·3
High Scorer: Eugene Moyer (B) IO pl~. (5 goals)
Digyers3CiSlan (5·0) d. Nobody Special (2·3) 8- ~
High Scorer: Miguel Saldin (D) 14 pIs: (7 goals)
Knee High Socks (.'1.2) d. ')be Sloths (1.4) 6-4
IIIgh Scorer: Tyler Bauer (KHS) 8 pts (4 go.1ls)

5-on·5 Basketball
WEDNESDAY NOV.1J
Whal obo,n thlll guy (2·0) d. DoC + AssOCla1es (0·2) 50-38
HigoScerer: Bryan Dufresne (WATG) 191'ts. .
SUNI>AYNOV.17
'
CIeDo Plastic Babies (J'{)d Hapa Haoles (0.1) 60-54

HIgh Scorer: kff Duf!eli1Je (CPB) 21 1'15.
Nuttin' but Slillz (I'{) d. Run 'N' Gun (0·1) 49·47
High Scorer: Ivan GlIstaf50n (NBS) 23 pts.
AJ1lIContlas (1·2) d. Sweaty Shoelaces (1·1) 45·39
. lIigh Scorer: Dave TeykDeT1$ CA) 12 pl~.
<
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Dating through decades
Alumni offer advice, share stories about dating in past times
KATHIRYN SCHREYER

value system here. We believe in
relationships and we love them."
Long remembers going places
Dating: Say the word and in a group and going out to
evoke a range of responses from dance. She also said tha t she did
Whitworth students. Where to not remember there being many'
go, what to do, how to dress, how couples then. By the time she
to act and, the most important graduated, she only knew of
question, how to I(eep the entire about five couples who actually
campus from talking about it the got married.
next day.
Like Long, Dolly Jackson, asso"There are a lot of people dat- ciate director of Annual Food and
ing, but they tend not to let on to Benefactor
Services
and
it because they don't want to be Whitworth aiumna of '92, belabeled," said sophomore Angela lieves that casual dating'among
Hoff.
students is positive. "People need
Many Whitworth professors to be willing to date more," she
and staff members were once stu- said. "You are missing out on so
dents here them- many interesting people and fun
selves. A few of experiences b~cause you have
them share their this one pair of goggles on that
stories from their you see the world through."
college days and
. The size of the college has oJ, \1 offer advice.
ten playeq a big role in the dat,
"People on this ing expeIiences of students.
campus like people "Whitworth was a close knit
:= to get married, they community and so if you were
>like romance and going out with someone, basi, i they like 'it when cally everyone,was in on it," said
people get to- A thletic
Director
Scott
.
gether/' said Asso- McQl,lilken, a graduate of the
ciate Professor and Director of the . class of '82.
Gifted 'and Talented' Program
Besides going off campus for
Margo Long, class of '67. "Hav- dates, many alumni recall spending m~ny partners is not in our ing time at Whitworth events

Staff writer
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such as movies, dances and
sporting events.
If students just wanted to get
off. campus to eat, the burger
places were most P9pular. Such
places included the Triple X, the
Beacon and A & W Root Beer
stands. Students also went to Lilac Lanes to go bowling.
Professor of Mathematics Rod
Hansen, class of '62, said his first
date was at a Whitworth basketball game. "There was an awful
lot of school spirit in those days,"
he said.
Hansen said another fun thing
to do was to get dressed up and
go to The Fox, The Post or The
Ofpheum Theater to catch a
movie. And then afterward, go
to a drive-in to get a hamburger,
milk shake, and french fries
"Then you'd have to speed back
to campus to get the young lady
back to dorm by h~r curfew," he
said.
Women at Whitworth used to
have a curfew of 10 p.m. on
weekdays and ~f:30 p.m. or
midnight on weekends. If
women were not, back in the
dorms on time, they would be
locked out. Incidently, this rule
did not apply to the men. Good
thing the times have changed.
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Afttlr seeing Ron Howard's
"Ransom" with Mel Gibson,
Rene Russo, Gary Sinise,
'iii Delroy Lindo, and Lili Tay, lor, I am reminded of the
old adage: all that gliHers is
not gol~. Lately, the thought in Hollywood
has been that Mel Gibson is a Golden Child.
Rub his belly and, you can get any thingAcademy Awards, big budgets, big stars.
You name it, you got it.
"Ransom" centers around Tom Mullen, a
multimillionaire, and his lovely wife, Kate.
Tom started a little airline service that becomes the fourth largest in the United States.
Kate was biology teacher and retired to
raise their son. They live in a penthouse in
New York City. They throw elaborate par·
ties and invite the mayor. He does commercials, she chairs education committees. Per- .
fect, right? Maybe.
On the other side of town lives Jimmy
Shaker, an officer with the New York Police
~partrilent. He is living with Maris, a bartender with a really great tattoo on the front
of her neck. It happens that Jimmy arrested
Maris' father for a.busing her. Wtlat a hero,
right? Maybe.
Tom would do anything to keep his company afloat, or not afloat, as the case may
be. He is willing to pay millions to keep his
planes in the air. Millions to anyone. Jimmy
Shaker is an average j~, like the rest of us,
except he gets to carry a gun and shout,
"Stop, police." Jimmy he is jealous of
multimillionaires and probably a bit too
greedy. He thinks th_at Tom and Kate and
their socialite friends are a bit to big for their
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BeatIe-mania continues
," wi,tp a third anthQl.pgy.
'J'

JAMIE FIORINO'

Slaffwriter" .

Saawd Music. S6d'ed Danc.· IZ·.,.rt
performance of tradlUonal11b.tan music
TIN lid . 8 pm .. Hekels $15 . ,aU

collective britches. So, he and Maris and a
few frient:is (including Donnie Wahlberg, .
ex-New Kid On The BlOCk tum rap star /
a~tor) decide to kidnap Tom and Kate's son
so they, the kidnappers, can have the good
life too.
Jimmy and Co. snatch the kid and make
a demand of $2 million for his return. Tom
and Kate are not to call the police or FBI;
they are only to gather the money and wait
for further instructions. What would you
do if you were a muitimiIHonaire7 Tom and
Kate called the FBI and then hopped in the
Jag and drive to First National Bank for Rich
People and withdraw the money. Jimmy
and Co. cook up a high-tech scheme to allude the fibbies and get their ransom.
I'd tell you the rest of the story, but you'd
get mad at me. Let's just say th~t Jimmy
had some trade agreement complications
with the company and the local boys in blue
were forced to put an end to the negotiations.
"Ransom" is a loud, suspenseful movie.
It is a mixture of "Silence of the Lambs",
"The Net", and "Pulp Fiction". The Super
Surround System makes for a viewing experience that is unlike any other.
If you are squeamish orfaint of heart, take
a friend to bury your head into. If you don't
mind blood and suspense, bring a friend
because Mel Gibson needs the money, If
"Ransom" becomes as big as Mel hopes,
then he really will be another Golden Child.
And if "Ransom" chucks at the box office,
there's always hopes for Braveheart 2.
A girl can dream, can't she?

NICK BROWNLEE

Staff writer

~

All right. No more
Dave
Matthews,
Phish or Rusted
Root. No more neohippie band Dr concert
~ reviews (for now). As a
music reviewer, it is my job to review different styles and genres
of music. So here goes with the
Beatles Anthology Part Three.
Is there anyone who is as sick
and tired of the recent Beatlesmania as [am? How long has the
band been broken up? And what
is up with making what was obviously a poem written by John
Lennon into a song ("Free as a
Bird")? Do they need the money?
If I sound like I am lessening
the Beatles accomplishments or
their gifted musicianship, I do
not mean to. The third and last
retrospective of the previously
unreleased Beatles' recordings
reveal, on two disCs, their youth. ful but masterful approach to a
band .that would ultimately be
viewed as modern gods. Paul
McCartney's demo of :'Helter
Skelter" alone would be enough
to support my last claim.
And while George Harrison's

MII4Io

outstanding solo-i)(iq~lstic "While
My Guitar GcntlYiWeeps" and
Lennon's "Sexy Sap-je" fully expose their mastery ,~nd craft, it is
Paul McCartney who emerges as
the true winner of· these past recordings.
' :~
Along with "H~lter Skelter,"
his raw rendition pf "The Long
and Winding Road~' and his improvisational goofy "Let's Do it
on the Road" make me regard
him as the most fertile of the
quartet. Surprisingly, Lennon,
with his whimsical "What's the
New Mary Jane" and "Los Paranoias" clearly indicates Lennon's.
state of mind.
If that last paragraph doesn't
indicate my appreciation for the
Beaties, then I'm not sure what
article you are reading. But does
this, or any of the other two anthologies, contribute to the
superstardom status of the
Beatles?
.
No, long before the Anthologies came out, the ~atles were
already in a c1;iSS of their own .
From the "White Album"lto "Abbey Road" to "Sgt. Pepper," 'the
Beatles have earned their praise
and glory. Let's not take it away
with too many post-humous accreditations of past glory.

.....,

Grade: B
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.scam. a:rtists
ALISHABROW
. Slaff,writer

cation fees, low-interest -ioanS
scholarship prizes,' s.cholaiship
search serviceS and ,eSsay compe, ,If you mu~t pay money to titi,ons offering ]arge prizes.
'g'et~oney,itmightbeascam. , , ,The ale~t said that in re-.
{

I

"

l

Thati~t~egeneraJtU~~tb s~~:!oth~ rece~t amqunt,~r

v

follow when stu(ients

i=Fes ' 'JOi....
an~ 'c9mpJ~u,n:ts~Qout, scholarshIp, :ihe F~ lal

,', theirp~r~n~i1reSearchingfor . sca.q1~;·~h~ 1-1'C: ha~ d¢velo~
. '. ' , :,/ ;~,: ,·A~lh:.-lfI.I.~.'..';;,,":,'Sec:«:,',11,Id, ~qrIMQl;(llrmr.n·Haill
ways topay college expenses. " Project $tholar-$carii (SCholar-", c~ns~:~q¢'~~(m·dltnp~ign., ';; PO!sSiI,le,:tVi~(6f':JjJiarltijlr
,: Accor~ing to the Federal Scam).':'
,tabelp jnaice'~~4~~~ ~~d th,eh:.;. :' "
, '.
'TrC!de !=ommissiqn's (FTC),
"Th~ project inclu~es filing
fa~Ues a~ai'.¢~of.~ltolarsmp; : .an~,tneit· farrrilie~;'of possilbJe
.' schol~rship'~am alert on the . charges in feder~r~~bjct cO,urt' sc~~; : '.', :-'./:::,:, ",;' ,~.';'" Sca:trls.,,; ,';' . " ,,<;' '; ~
W0t:l~" Wide"Web, common
against ffve cOJ!lpani~.anegedly. . . "~QStly ,w,h{!",a. ~ap1' dOes, ," }iqhe br~hure, the';De. &ChoJarship sCams could in- involved .with'susplci9~S sello]- j~ ,~ohtaFHiigti ~hQOI senlopij ,parqnent ~f Ed~catioirJi~~s
, dude,sch6I!l~hips with appli~ arship.S:chemes and JaUnchirig,a !lnd for 'any'\:VI:ierii ;ijcin. ~o !to ~ ':'~o~tces. of: ~re~ in(orri:{iitiQn
,,
, .
, '.
",
' ~200,- th~y '~~.na;, infoimatfon .' apo~t fe,.;l~r~~ and ..sta,t~Jin,an~'·,
about seholcjri;hfps.and promise ',£iaJ,aid .for sw<tents,:ind~ng'
thatthestUderit·WiUwinacer:" .,an80(l'ilUinber, : ' , ' . >,-;:
Warning signs of a possible scholarship scam
'tai'n: amo\int/~"~aid Wendy",
uReaIiy'a ~tudent~houl[in't·
OlsOn,
Fin~mciialhl9:
director.
:
'have
to pay togt!fthat kinifbf
¢ Application fees. Most legitimate scholarship sponsors do not
" Tliese' kirids o(scams in~ inf8tffiation,l',Ols6n said. .require an application fee.
,,1 u~e ;federal aicf ~ part- ofthe ~:, ' The l>~oqnlre a]so e~pl~iris :
¢ Guaranteed winnings. No legilimate scholarship sponsor will
prorhl~zd winni~gs, because .'wher~ the figur~s for tJ:!e'''ptil-'
most peopl~ 'are eligible for 'lioris-.()f dollarsgoing.J.mused"
guarantee winning an award.
some ,kinQ of -fed~ral:stui;lent )in,e" cbme from. Every yec\r
¢ Everybody is eligible. Scholarship sponsors do not hand out
aid.'
:
"
,,, ' :
: companies and organizations
awards !o students simply for breathing.
. Olsori said' other scams op:" ',set aside money to provide f~r,
erat~ throu~,ads.in <;:oll~ge aDd "~nefitsJhat afe'availabJ~. only
¢ No telephone number. Most programs provide a number for
,high 'schoo] ~nE;w~papers:that to tlie employees alip'f"miJies
inquifles about application mBterials.
('!ltdi students' attention with of a sp~dficcompany; or to.tOe '
¢ Operating out of a residence. Since when did a major nonone-liners-such as' "Get your fair, members of a specific union or .
'share!"· br "Millions of dollars other,organization.
profll corporation operate ou( 01a home or apartment?
goingunused/:/'.'
..
'.,
TheD~pa~entofEduca-'
¢ Masquerading as a federal agency. A Washington, DC,
,
"Thafs nodrue," O!~()n tion also recommends thatqtu- ,
address does not mean the organtzatlon is a federal agency.
~aid a~out the ':~~.i.IliQns bf u,ri~·, . pents and their familie~:,chec.l<
¢ Unusual requests for personal information. If the application
used dollars" lin'eo' ;".
,
,up ,on' unknown 'scnol.arship
" II1'addi\ion to the fTCs - services by c<>nta<1ting t~e'Betasks for bank account numbers, credi! cardnumbers, or social
~.roject $chola~c~irI,·.the
'. t~r'BusiI1~s~ ~ureau!()r: !l'~tat~"
security numbers, it's probably a scam.
ernmerit"has alsQ,
a : attorney getl~ra]:s PffiCt(befo.re, ,
Inlormat;Ofl provoded by Federal Trade Commiss,nn's PrOiect SIlolarS<;am
r~.ndingji1piley,to use the:~r~:'
-';··vi~es,. ':,
,;- .'~'; ",

Gihon unites off-cam.pus students
,
i
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REBECCA JORDON
Staff writer
/

Without the tempting aromas
and sleek orange trays of Leavitt
Dining Hall, one would wonder
how off-campus students stay
connected to the Whitworth Com_
munity.
Late last spring, Off-campus
Ministry Coordmator Scott Sund
noticed this problem. Sund heard
people talking about the needs of
off-campus students. liThe sense

of feeling disconnected came up a
lot," said Sund, a senior.
After recognizing the need,
Sund and fellow off-campus Ministry Coordinator Amanda Rillos
formed Gihoo, an off-campus
worship service.
"Gihon gives off-campus students a chance to get together,
hang-out and worship," Sund
said. "It provides students with
an opportunity to get plugged
back into relationships between
themselves, other students and

~

Off-campus MInistry Coordinator senior Amanda Rillos worships
In alienee at lest Wednesday's Glhon eervlce.

!

.'

God."
Rillosagreed withSund. "Gihon
is a time to meet together as a
group and see friends, but it is
basically a time for fellowship,"
Rillos said. "It gives off-campus
students a place to be renewed."
The Gihon service typically
lasts one hour, broken up into
period of worship singing, scripture reading and small group sessions. During the small group
time students talk over their past
weeks, times of frustration or joy
and discuss a specified topic.
While one of the major focus'
of the service is to connect offcampus students, Rillos points
out that the service is open to all
students. Sund has observed a
number 'of on-campus worshipers, and encourages more to
corne check it out. "Come, take
the risk and and you may find
that you will really like it." said
Sund.
Gihon is held twice a month
at 8 p.m. Wednesqay nights. Students with night classes have
found this time slot dif ficuIt to
fit their schedules. Rillos and
Sund are considering a possible
time change for next semester,
but will remain the same for now.
The ned Gihon service won't be
until after Thanksgiving Break.

up to $600,000.
According to the Chronicle
of Higher Education, Robinson's
salary of $110,004 for 1994-1995
fIscal year makes him the lowest
paid in comparison to the presidents of Pacific Lutheran University, Seattle Pacific University,
Whitman College, Pacific University, Linfield College, Gonzaga
University and the University of
Puget Sound.
While
Whitworth's
president's salary increased $1
from 1993-94 to 1994-95, the CEO
of Howard University incr~ased
$676,980 to $800,318 (including
severance payment with salary).
His salary more than doubled
President Bill Clinton's compensation of $360,000 per year, and also
passed Bill Gates' $563,000 yearly
salary.
Unlike the President of the
United States or the founder of
Microsoft, college pre:;idents do
not usually have access to private
jets or private bodyguards. However, surveys say most college
chiefexecutives live in houses and
drive cars provided by the college,
as does Robinson.
"Manypeople today feel that
more pressure comes along with
being a college president than ever
before, that the president's job has
gotten more difficult and also that
today's president has more of an
influence on the well-being of the
institution," said Robinson.
"I feel strongly about equity
in a college," said Robinson. EquIty refers to college employee
salaries being in the same percentage quintile of their respective industry
"Having everyone in the
same quintile is a goal here [at
Whitworth]," said Robinson. The
salaries at Whitworth are annuallyreviewed to insure one person's
compensation is not in the 20th
percentile, while another is in the
60th or 70th.
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Ice storm wrecks havoc on campus
LYDIA DOBROVOLNY

Staff writer .

.i

i

This past week temperatures rose into the
40s, allowing the snow and ice to recede and
making the extent of the damage upon the campus from the recent ice storm more evident.
According to Keith Sullivan, director of the
Physical Plant, the damage caused from the
storm has notxet been fully assessed, but some
preliminary estimates have been obtained in the
course of digging out.
More than 50 trees on the campus proper
were damaged, and approximately four times
that amount in the Back 40. "It's difficult to put
a price on trees," said Sullivan. "We easily have
$50,000 plus of damage to trees and bushes."
The storm caused wires to be pulled from
buildings, resulting in substantial electrical dam-.
age. Power to Pirates Cove was cut, and
Baldwin-Jenkins as well as several other buildings, sustained electrical damage. Costs incurred from electrical damage are estimated at
$2400.
Expenses related to the storm such as generators, flashlights and other miscellaneous supplies cost approximately $3000. Labor demands
created by the storm resulted in about $5000 for
physical plant employees alone. The school also'
suffered other monetary administrative costs in
lost productivity.
Sullivan said safety was the motivation for
closing the school. Fire was the primary con-

Continued on page 3.
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Last month's ice coated every surface outdoors, causing downed power lines, fallen trees and damage to property.

Students prepare for
Christtnas vacation
JOY XAMASHIT A

Staff writer

Ii
1
1

With Christmas vacation
around the corner, non-Spokane
residents will leave for their respective homes. Transportation,
domestics and academics are important issues one should settle
before leaving the home away
from home.
Resident Assistant of
McMillian Hall Kanani Wong
said, "The plane ride is not the
only thing that needs to be taken
into consider\ltion."
Like many students, junior
Charise Asuncion said "I usually
get a ride from roommates,
friends or schedule a shuttle," for
transportation to and from the
airport.
AWSC's shuttle service costs
$9.00 one way pre-paid, and rides
can be set up at the information
desk in the 'Whitworth Campus
Center during work hours. Usually shuttle requests need to be

~

)' "

Planning ahead
• Arrange for an airport
shuttle today.

three days prior to the trip, but
• Check with Academic
vacation seasons need a week
Afhlirs to take exams
notification. The traveler needs
early.
to know his/her flight number,
airline and departure and arrival
• Set-up check out time
times. ASWC Administrative
with A.A.
Secretary Linda Yochum said
"the sooner the notice the better,
so I can secure a ride and a shuttle
schedule,"
. Today is the deadline to re- the airline arid they keep track of
..
quest a shuttle for this Chrishnas the flight."
season. "Students looking for
Students who need to take
rides are rarely turned down, and exams early, they must complete
the ones that are occur because a petition available in the Office
oflast minute scheduling on their of the Academk Affairs located
behalf," said Yochum.
in the library and submit an itin. Tightened security requires erary to Acting Chief Academic
students to be at the airport one Officer Tammy Reid.
hour before departure and stuProfessors should be notidents are picked up outside the fied of the student's departure
baggage claim upon return.
and return to establish a possible
"The service is totally reli- alternative work schedule.
able and when it gets busy,
"In my experience, the prothere's a shuttle every two hours fessors have been understanding
for the students with delayed about missed work and help you
flights and stop overs," said to catch up if you ask them," said
Yochum. She added, lid rivers call Asuncion.

Life goes on despite
storm's destruction
,

JACOB MEADOWS

Striff writer

Many people in the Whitworth Community were affected
by Nov. ice storm have interesting stories to share,
Whether it was due to the
lack of electricity or heating or the
falling of 'trees, the storm left its
mark.
The storm stranded students
and left them looking for a place
to go. Mike Westenskow, Cowles
Auditorium technical director
had 23 students staying in his two
bedroom aparhnent, said David
Nobel, information resources
technical specifialist,
"Within 30 minutes, his
ki tchen cupboards were bare. He
also made eight to nine trips to
the airport fo take students to
catch their plane." said Nobel
Tom Johnson, vice president
for Business Affairs also tells of
difficulties that arose due to the
stonn. "In our attempt to keep
l

communications going in the
dark, we dripped candle wax into
the key pad of the telephone
switchboard, bringing the system
to a halt temporarily until we
could line up a replacement
unit," he said.
Many people suffered loss of
trees and property damage from
the storm. Diane Thomas, interm
director of Career Services said,
"We cut over 100 trees that
blocked the road and lost' over
500 trees on our properties on the
north bank of Fairwood Park."
Assistant Chemistry Professor Karen Stevens said she and
her neighbors became creative
with the damage to their property. "
We have stuck the top 10-15
feet of what used to be 100 foot
tall trees into snowbanks and
decorated them as our Christmas
trees. Our next door neighbor has
taken this several steps further by
carving all of our fallen trees into
reindeerl" said Stevens,

,
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2·CAMPUS BEAT
Donns share Christmas spirit
with Spokane community
JACOB MEADOWS

Staff writer
Even with fuJI schedules
students take time out to parti<;ipate in service pr.ojects
that serve the community.
Many of the projects have
taken place recently giving
them a holidays interest.
"The purpose of dorm
service projects is·to give stu-

dents an opportunity to experience community service first
hand. Hopefully if students
have a good experience they
will continue participating in
service projects all their
lives." said SERVE coordinator senior Kari McFarland.
Each dorm is,required to
do one service project a se-'
mester. Many campus wide
service projects involve all the
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Cheap Date. Hang at the airport and watch the CNN Airport
dorms in a group effort. Kari
Network. Make bets on how many.times Jane Fonda's CookMcFarland has been collectbook commercial will air in one hour. (Her husband, Ted Turner,
ing clothing donations for the
owns the network, you know.)
Crosswalk and Volunteers of
America programs down
Bad Breath. If someone hands you a piece of gum, are they betown. "Winter is the hardest
ing generous or are they implying you have bad breath? Since
time of the year for the homeyou never can be sure, you should probably take it.
less" the warm clothing that
we take for granted could
Yummy. Seen ona semi-truck: '1lovecats:1heytastelikedUcken."
meet the~r needs," she said.
McMillan and Ballard did
Passing time. Watch the Whitworth Choir very closely at their
a joint service project this seconcerts this weekend. They pass random items down the rows
mester. They held a Santa's
to pass the time. One year someone passed their pants. Don't
Little Workshop consisting of
ask how, just watch.
making ~rafts and gifts for
friends and relatives as 'gifts
How to be a Spokane driver:
for t~e holiday season. It took
• Whenever possible, cut other drivers off and slow down.
place at Ligerwood Eleme'n• H another driver honks a t you, ignore it, continue to do exactly
tary School and enabled Colwhat you are doing. and give him a dirty look.
. lege and Elementary school
• Save time: Read your Whitworthian and have breakfast while
students ~o spen,d time to~
driving.
gether.
• Keep your brake light blinking by keeping one foot on the
"It was lots of fun, and
pedal at all times.
enabled students to interact
• Keep your ski racks on all year round so that you look like a
with the surrounding commupolice car in the distance.
nity" said sophomore Allison
• Put on makeup while driving.
Foster, organizer of the ser• If you get lost while driving on Division, the best place to stop
vic!:? project.
and get your bearing is a green light.
"Stewart );tas postponed
its servic~ project u~til JanuHow to respond to annoying Girl Scouts trying to sell you
ary Term due ,to l;Iad weather
cookies:
and the compl~~ities pf .finals
• Got,milk? .
vyeek an~ homework," said
, • May I sample?
Selby Hansen, Stewart Hall
• Dam, I left my coupon at home.
pre~ident. 'Their service
• NoEngl~h.
project'consi~t~ of going dpor
• Were these made in a Taiwan sweatshop?
to door coll~c~ing f,?od an~
.,How many dolphins died to make these?
toilet paper .for the Caritas
• Is the package environmentally friendly?
Center.
.
~ • .Ha~~ they been licked? .J like that! . ,,", .
'",
1 '.' J ••• r
'.
•
.., .'
, ,
, . '~a.I<;I,~,~n;:J~~~~it.s~: J3~xpp~,1 . "J!-I.I'M-ASTRANGER! B00GA BOOGAU: ;,I •• '.,l:~ .':" !,;.:I, 'F'_,
altd the lriteti;latioilii) ChiD are
, J', ,
singing holiday songs' al:
. How you know you're in the Minne~po1is Airport:
Hawthorne Manor for' 'their
~ There are no drinking fountains. ser~iCe project. Artm(n~ pi~n~
• The fast food clerks always answer "Yah."
ing ',: a
'project
with
• If you walk outside, your body will require "de-icing."
Westminster. House. The
• The CNN Airport NetWork is everywhere you go. '
Vilage and Warren are' als'o
• Your flight has changed gate numbers, again.
doing ind~pendent projects in
• None of the planes are actually leaving.
the community.
So what? Seen on a business readerboard: "It's Natiqnal Apathy
~arge's ComputerWeek ... But who cares?"
of~...
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Sophomore Allison Foster help•• Llgenvood Elementary student
91ue together her Christmas craft proIect.
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• A report was given by the constitutional update committee. A
campus-wide vote will be taken Friday, Dec. 13 to approve the
proposed ASWC constitution.

\

PHOTOGRAPHERS

• Students are reminded not to park cars in lots marked with
"No overnight parking" signs, as snow plows work in the lois
late at night.
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• During the power outage at the end of November, a VCR, CD
player, and CDs were stolen from a dorm room. The incident is
under investigation by security.
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Jacob Metu/ows, ShImm Olney, l-UtIthw Parish, Tenrrfr:r RIIff.

Jenny &rtow, U. Btm, Stqltnl B1'IISht4r,
Stth Kwul, Angela Rqrwlds, Debbie ScIrrotdtr,
Jennette Sitbtrrs, Bfdy Spencer, c.rrie WIWItr.
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Sunday 11 ~.m.-9 p.m.

IVlthiryn ~, Caryn SobrrU, Julie Sund,
Campbtll White, Joy y"rrmhilll
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Monday -saturday 10 a.m.-l0 p.D\.

/limit Fiorino, Bennett Gibson, Briar! Hultgrenn,
RtIs«aJ /OrdIm, ~ U4Nl, Kenji Matsuda,
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~ASWC
ii}.. Minutes
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STAFf WRITERS
Alishll Brow, Nide Browni«, 4/di4 DobrorIofny,

~

Floor it. How many off-campus students are late for class because of the stupid stoplight at Hawthorne Road and Whitworth
Drive?
Question of the month. What are you doing New Year's Eve?

Advertising Manager CArin Seppa
Aut. Ad Manager Kelly Rodimel
Circulation Manager Elizabeth Vernon

,,.

Specializes in belpiDg students
look gootfj term papers, resumes,
tko-FOR LESS! (509) 92fJ-6767
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• Security has received caUs from concerned students about coyotes seen on campus. According to Security Supervisor Bill R0berts, a coyote family lives in the Back 40 and are often seen on the
main campus. Roberts said there is no major need for concern,
but cautions against feeding the animals.
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Amnesty International
expands involvement

Strumming away...

KAREN GAVARESKI

Guest writer
Though it has always been a
steady presence at Whi~orth,
Amnesty International has begun
to increase its activity both on and
off campus in the hopes of raising awareness of social injustices
being committed around the
world.
In the Whitworth chapter's
receot past, most club meetings ,
were spent writing urgent action
letters to the United States governmenf as well as those countries unfait:ly holding prisoners of
conscience, said junior Kristina Amnesty international meets every Tueaday In the wee.
Peyrollaz, Whitworth chapter's
president. These letters re- unfairly treated or tortured upon are well informed about the requested the humane treatment return to their native country.
sults of sending certain prisoners
and/ or release of specific persons
"We really want to raise and home, said PeyroUaz
imprisoned for their beliefs or Spokane and campus awareness
To help reach the greater
on what we are all about, and Spokane community, the Whitheritage, not law b~aking.
"It takes a lot of dedication what we are domg," says club worth AI chapter has teamed up
to consistently write these letters member junior Alice Thompson. with both the Gonzaga chapter,
The club is trying to get a and the Peace and Justice Action
week after week," said Ron Frase,
Forum speaker again this year on League in' Spokane to sponsor
former AI adviser.
John OHbokI, • Unlver8ity of Wuhlngton lunlor,
Letter writing ~ still an im- the rights of indigenous peoples two speakers opposing the death
opened for 0 ..... Aoc*' Satunt.y nigh' conc::ert
portant part of AI, but the clUb around the world. Last year AI penalty. This meeting will be
in the c.mpu. Center.
has also now begun to reach into sponsored a Forum on Guatema- held December 10, Human
both theSpokane 'and Whitworth Ian terrorism and did a campaign Rights Day.
communities to spread, aw~re- for the rights of children.
Shelly Maak, ASWC Finanness t<? more people:
Instead of only one cam- cial Vace President, who also l"UJ\8
,
I:'
Amnesty International is a paign this year, club members the club council, commented that
"nonpolitical, international grass aim to sponsor two. 50 far, the she gets a lot of phone calls from
'roots movement," seeking hu" ,6rs~ wiD focus on stopping the organizations off car;npus. who -.'.
;"
-{ ,
man rights for all, says PeyrollaZ:,: Viti ted States! 'discrimHlatiori woUid ~elAI *~ ~i' or coMMBRADE
ins
Karate
over
a
year.
Specifically, AI opposes the death against'those refugees allowed to sponsor events in the community.
'editor
"Our ranking standards are
penalty, seeks to end all cruel and, stay in the United-States and
The club is "still_ relatively
very
conservative," said Porzio,
degrading punishments upon those returned to their native small, and we'd love to see more
Five Whitworth Karate Club 'There are no curves." Anderson
.mem.,ers," said junior Andrea
nonviolent prisoners of con- countries.
It will also focus on making Olah, club member. Meetings are members tested for official rank will be testing for a Green Belt in
science, stop the "disappearances" of citizens, and end the sure the U.s. officials who make held every Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. with the American Amateur Ka- six to nine months, he said.
The Karate Club, started in
rate Federation and the Japan
return of refugees who wiIl be decisions on returning refugees in the Campus Center.
Karate Association of the United fall 1994, regularly sponsors
States on Nov. 16. The five, seminars and workshops for
VaneSsa Anderson, James Can- those interested in expanding
non,
Zach Hedgpeth, Gretchen their skills. The Nov, 16 exam was
Continued from page 1.
Lussier, Adam Stevens all suc- followed by a two-hour seminar
cern, and a,nother was sanitacessfully tested for promotion to a ttended by 20 members of the
tion. Other, considerations 8th kyu. Whitworth Karate In- Whitworth Karate Club. The
were the eontinu~d well-being
structor and club advisor Sensei club sponsored the seminar, and
an'd morale of students. "The
Ron POl'zio and Sensei Art guest instructor travel.
_ first day is kind of exciting, but
Cherry, a senior JKA-U.S. instruc"It is my hope to have a Whitafter that it starts getting old/
tor from Portland, Ore. adminis- worth student achieve black belt
he s~id. '\'
, ,,',
level over the course of their four
tered the test.
Whitworth has in,surance
Participates start Karate at a years at Whitworth," said Porzio,
to cover the, ~alI1aged trees,
zero rank and are then tested fpr
The club is open to all WhitbU,ilding repairs, overtime la9th,
and
8th
rank
The
lower
worth
students who successfully
10th,
, ,
Sell! t<unzII'M1l1wo1hian
-bar and other expenses. "The ~urp~ s~h as this one awaited many during the Ice storm.
the rank, the better you are, said participate in the Whitworth P.E.
storm does illustrate a real need
Anderson, who has been study- karate program.
for emergency generator ·generator in the -WCCrand employees whose power took
power," Sullivan said.
plowing. "It's really inter- longer to return, and sey-eral
Generators would allow esting to plow aroun,d trees,
buil~ings were made accessible
the school' to run some steam especially falling ones," she
to pec;>ple who needed' a shower
M~SSASES?
boilers to maintain minimal' said.
or just a warm place to stay.
,
When'
the
'power
cam'e
.
:
'
,
i
,
,
}:leat in some buildings and
back on at 3:05 3.m. Thurs-.
~ iC -Ie -Ie iC'if -Ie it . . . . if •.
keep pipes from freezjng.
, More importantly, Sul1ivan -day, physical plant employsaid, a generator would insure ees got called to come back
Per month (Of service.
, • Master of Arts
fire protection.' "The storm, and start thE! clean-up. "We
U~iversal 800
placed us iri a very dangerous had a lot of flushing to do."
• graduate or u~uate
semest., abroad
and precarious position for a
Wright said it was internumber in this area!
fire."
esting to see the variety of
• short·term academic
CALL 1-509-489-1143
A generator could power wildlife that ventured onto :
study programs
the water pump, and provide campus where the plowed
• credits transferable
water for fire protection, toilet paths made the going easier.
~.,:.
SNEED EXTRA INCOI!!E[
• Biblical History
, flushing, and drinking. While
"We were plow i n g
Donate PIIIma
TIIefdIy thAI
•
New
Testament
Backgmund&
he advocates investigating the snow after the ice storm.
At NASI
~
• Middle Eastem Studies
EXPERIENCE.
You can,., SM!
H2f E. Sprague
possibility of purchasing an when Dan saw a five-point
• HisIoricaI ~
emergency generator, Sullivan buck. We've seen severa1.,.,•.• MJ~=1':to ~.9624 :
: NECESSARY! :
• Hebrew BiJIe Translation
said such a venture would be does, and !here iS,a familf~.'*",~~2l%~ 121t)j~
• Hebrew Language
• Looking for serious •
expensive, costing approxi- ofcoyo~, .h....d.
':/''ii "~'. 624-1252
mately $100,000.
WhltwQrttt_tookadvan~.
TUlSdayItlrU
: and motivated people.:
Janet Wright, grounds su- tage of the ~-::
__ ,.. of power
'lI~'~ w. ~ve.
• For more Information call: •
pervisor of the Physical Plant, to reach O(l~_ e commuIaIIdcn AvIMIt
said the grounds crew worked nity. Tw~ ~uL ings in the
1he0l.l*YSGun:a
late removing trees, running a Village were 'opened for
~ iC iC -Ie i f . it it .-• • •

Karate club inembers
test for official, rank
~
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How Hindus celebrate
their Christmas

L - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---~

Ice Stonn
'96: boost
,

-Shnilesh Ghimire
f

to cotnmunity
Hanna Ganser
In the delicate misting of the Tuesday morning rainfall, Spokane
unexpectantly awaited the fatefull
freeze that would offically become
Ice Storm '96. While trees sacrificed
their branches and empty houses
braved the solitude of vacancy, a certain degree of warmth combated the
chilling reality of disaster. As students combated the
ice and snow, Whitworth faculty and staff demonstrated the spirit of the Whitworth motto "educating
the heart and mind." There seemed no end to the kind
_deeds offered to those needing assistance. _
Professors whose power remained operational welcomed the many homeless refugees who couldn't
make it back to families. Mike Ingram, professor of
communications, hosted foreign exchange students
who otherwise would have been condemned to ice
cold dorm rooms. Professors Rick Hornor and Jay
Kendall also warmly received students who needed
shelter.
While some professors opened their homes, one faculty member Iiad only an apartment to offer. But offer it he did, and in the end,Mike Westenscow hosted
. 22 students in his two bedroom flat.
Ice was the leading cause of disaster, but the snoW
fall also found many students in distress. Again, the
Whitworth famdty jumped in to help. Sean Bush~y,
the new ,soccer "coach, nQt only helped shovel his
Whitworth neighbors out of the snow bank, but also .
aided anyone ,~lse on the street who had fallen into
djstre~s .. While Spokane's 'silent enemy slowly encroached upon yards and powerlines, the Whitworth
~omm~ty mobalized to provide for everyone needmg asslstanc;e.
Many think the serious business of college
educationoccurs in classrooms and textbooks but the
strength of this community was exemplified in its response to Ice Storm '96.
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n the surface, Christmas seems very different when compared to
Bada Dashain, the biggest festival in the Hindu tradition.
Chrisbnas involves endless hours
of shopping and cOWltless numbers of Christmas trees. It is
about Santa Claus and his
reindeers bringing presents and
happiness to little boys and girls.
Above all, Christmas is about the
birth of Jesus Christ and all that
he brings into the world. Hind us
do not have decorated
trees
during
Bada
Dashain, children don't
expect presents from a flying man and Bada
Dashain celebrates something entirely different
than Christ's birth. Despite these cultural differences, the two festivals are
in many ways remarkably
similar.
Hindus celebrate Bada
Dashain in September and
October. The festival's
main aim is to honor Lord Rama
and all he did to restore righteousness on the Indian subcontinent.
According to the
Ramayana, Rama, the eighth incarnation 'ofl Vishnu; was born·
heir to the kingdom of Ayodhya
(presently northern India). He
married Sita, the princess of
Janakpur (presently southern
Nepal). Ravana, a tyrant king of
Lanka (presently Sri Lanka), was
in~rested only in' his own welfare and
not concerned about
the suffering brought about by
his rule. He also wanted to marry
Sita and was immensely -disap-

was

pointed when Rama won her
heart instead.
Because of internal political
turmoil, Rama was forced into
exile, and his wife Sita was kidnapped by Ravana. In exile; with
few friends and no worldly resources, Rama embarked on a
long and intense struggle to res-'
cue his wife and win back his
throne. He eventually rescued
his wife, destroyed the evil kingdom of Ravana and ruled with
everlasting righteousness until

the death of his body. It is this
feat that Hindus celebrate during
Bada Dashain.
Dashain lasts15 days with a religious ritual to mark each day.
The first nine days involve different rituals accompanied by daily
puja or worship of Lord Rama.
The 10th day of the festival is
called Bada Dashain and is the
main day of the festival. Most
people spend this day with their
immediate families receiving and
sharing the blesSings from Lord
Rama. The 11th to the 15th day.
is a time when people visit close
relatives and distant family mem-

senior
bers bestowing respect, seeking
blessings and commemorating
the sp~ritual aspect of Bada
Dashain.
It may be a matter of coincidence, but the celebration of both
Dashain and Christmas have
their negative sides. While
Christmas has become more and
more about consumerism and
iess about the birth qOesus, Bada
Dashain has become more focused on rituals' and traditions
than on Rama Rajya (kingship of
Lord Rama). Both traditions need to insure such
activities do not overshadow ~nd overwhelm the
original purpose of the festivals.
Despite these weaknesses, whi~h are also similarities, Dashain, like
Christmas, is a time for family members to reunite, exchange gi(ts and eat good
food .. Children run around
singing Dashain songs, parents shop for food, spices
and new dothes for their children. The Dashain time of year
is a timeto be happy arid merry,
much like Christmas. There is a
certain sense· of relief about life
and people sit, back to relax 'and
enjoy the food, the family and the
human spirit. The love and compassion people displ~y during
these times shows the fundamental unity of two entirely different
cultures and their quest for the
meaning of existence.
Ghimire is a senior physics major from
Neptll, a small country in Southeast
Asia. About 90 perc~t of Nepal's
citizens are Hindu.
. -
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Shop in Cyberspace
Buy from the comfort of your own computer and
find the perfect gift for that special someo.ne
REBECCA JORDAN

Staff writer
The holiday season is a time of
good cheer, friends and family
and, of course, presents. Unfortunately, college students often
find it hard to buy the perfect gift
for everyone on their often
lengthy lists. Not only is that
green stuff a rare commodity
(thanks to the late night Pizza
Pipeline calls), but finding the
time to shop is often difficult.
There is a solution to these
problems, and it is at the touch
of only a few keys. With no parking hassle, <,>r whiny kids to get
in your way, Internet shopping
is fast and convenient, and
the bargains are out there
ready for your searching
keywords to find.
Archie McPhee's
Home Page is one site
that could easily satisfy all of your
shopping needs.
There are kooky, bizarre gifts out there that
will bring smiles to the
faces of everyone on your gift
list.
Moms are always hard to shop
for, often saying, "ohhoney, just
knowing you love me is enough."
But you know this is false. Mom
wants a cheesy gift just like everyone else on your list. McPhee
advertises a Brain Gelatin Mold
($11.95) that any mqther would
love. When your mom opens her
package on Christmas morning,
she will be speechless as she sets
eyes on the bright plastic. She
will certainly know you have
been thinking about her. (Get it?

Thinking about her ... brain
mold.)
McPhee's page is loaded with
gifts for all your friends, both
male and female. For the artistic
minded pals on your list, how
about two of Picasso's Noses (set
of two for $5.25). The three-inch,
pink, gooey noses stick to any
smooth surface (including faces).
How practical can you get?
Still on the artistic track, give

Chicken ($8.95). Made from 20
inches of quality, soft rubber and
hand painted yellow and orange,
who wouldn't enjoy this item?
McPhee's Home Page has a gift
just perfect for that friend who
has been spending just a little too
much time hitting the books this
semester (if that is possible). The
Deluxe Nerd Glasses ($2.95 a
pair, or $10.95 for four) would be
perfect, with their thick lenses
and dark black frames.
On the other side of the spectrum are McPhee's full-face
masks for those friends
that stay out all night
long. The lion
mask ($2.95) measures,.' 12-by-10
inches and would
surely cover up
sleepy morning
eyes. McPhee also
advertises
'a
chicken
mask
($3.95), measuring
12 inches in
length. ,
If, someone on
~:.
your list just can't seem
...
to grow up, how about a
Large Rubber Duckie ($4.25).
that This gift is big and bright with a
speciaf jolly squeak sure ~o brighten up
,someone on anyone's bath tub.
your list Van
McPhee's Home page features
Gogh's Ear (set of two for $5.25). the items described above and
Van Gogh cut his ear off for love, many more. If any of the items
so giving your sweetie a gooey, looked interesting and you
dark-pink, gel ear would show would like to check them out,
how much you care. It wouldn't McPhee's address.is: http:/ /
be nearly as painful as Van www.haicyon.com/mcphee/.
Gogh's feat either!
The gift:; are certainly not typical
Some people seem to have just and will definitely make an imabout everything. For those folks pression on t.l:te recipient. Happy
on your list, try a Deluxe Rubber holidaysl

--.... .._.J,..."".,...

Singing the Christmas
message across the state
Whitworth Choir treks to Seattle for annual holiday concerts
KATHIRYN SCHREYER

Staff writer
Last Thursday, the Whitworth
Choir, the Handbell Ensem
ble and the Brass Ensemble
headed across the Cascades for
the Seattle-area pOlltion of their
annual Christmas tour. The
groups performed in Tacoma,
Bellevue and Seattle.
"The best thing is singing the
music and hearing how it blends
and fills the church, and catching
glances from people in the audience now and then," said sophomore Josh Moore, a second-year
choir member.
The music performed is a selection of Christmas songs meant
to share the season's message,
including songs in Russian, German and Latin. The choir and
handbells have been working all
semester for the tour.
Many students believe the
Christmas tour marks the time

when friendships within the
groups become closest.
"You get to know a lot of
people and make a lot of new
friends that you wouldn't have if
you didn't go," said sophomore
handbell player Megan Banasek.

"1 will always feel
a connection to
Whitworth
because of [choir] "
-Amy Clark
Building friendships is encouraged by having Secret Sa ntas and
a "Gonzo" doll which goes to the
person who does the silliest thing
on the trip.
"Almost all of my closest

friends who have been influential
in my life are in the choir," said
senior Amy Clark.
Because of the family spirit
found within this group, Clark
thinks it will be difficult to graduate and move on without the
choir.
"It will be hard to see a choir
concert next year and not be a
part of it, but I will always feel a
connection to Whitworth because
of it," said Clark. She also said
in the last four years the choir has
been a constant in her life that she
can look forward to everyday.
Sophomore Carrie Brueggemeier shares similar feelings.
"Choir gives me an opportunity
to get away from academics and
do something familiar that I
know and love," she said.
The choir, bells and brass ensemble perform downtown this
weeken~ at First Presbyterian
Church, Concerts are Friday at 8
p.m and Saturday at 2 and 8 p.m.
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en·s hoops comes out
New season, same success
more guard Tyler Jordan sat out 14 from the free-throw line, and
the entire game with lingering his two foul shots with 2:18 left
baek spasms, but is expected back iced the game for the Bues.
The Bucs escaped with this
It looks as if Head Coach War- for this weekend's games.
win
because of the home court
Despite
taking
leads
early
and
ren Friedrichs and his Pirates
have picked up where they left off often, the Bucs often found them- advantage and loud fans, said
selves running for cover from Williams:
from last year's 26-5 season.
"We don't play our best basAfter six games, the Bucs have Whitman's seemingly endless
ketball, but we find a way to win.
a 5-1 record, including the Lewis barrage of three-point attempts.
Whitman sank only 10 of 33 at- That's the sign of a good team,"
& Clark State Snake River
tempts
from long range, but Wtlliams continued. "We hit the
Shootout tournament championship and an impressive win over made five in a row at one point, shots at the end. They didn't." .
Friedrichs was pleased with
NAJA Division I opponent Ha- forcing the Pirates to regroup:
the
way his team responded to
"[Three-point
shotS]
deflate
waii Pacific University.
,
"That was a huge upset," said you a little bit," said Jones. "You being behind late.
''They mounted a charge and
senior forward Gabe Jones. "We work hard on offense and then
learned what it takes to beat a have someone hit a three on you, took the lead. But we made the
team that is bigger and more tal- it just affects the way you play on plays at the end. Heimerman did
. a great job on the boards, and
ented than Whitworth College, the other end, too."
Weston had maybe the play of the
Once
again,
Heimerman
was
and we did it against Hawaii Paa force in the paint, getting easy game with the steal at the end,"
cific."
_
After outgunni'ng Central lay-ups, forcing Whitman to foul Friedrichs said.
The Bucs will continue to have
Washington 87-75 on Wedriesday, him, and playing disruptive defense.
.
the
home-court advimtage this
the Bues beat Whitman College
While trailing 7~ late in the weekend as Carroll College,
79-73 Saturday night in their first
game, Heimerman ma~e alay~up Concordia Cplleg, and Northconference game ~f the season.
Junior Ben Heimerman led the that gave the Pirates the lead for west College all visit the Field
House for the Whitworth College
way again with 20 points and 17 good. _
Tournament
Friday and SatAfter
Weston
stole
Whitman's
rebounds;
urday.
•
The
Bues
did no~ fa,:=e
inbound~
pass,
Heimerman
Senior guard Nate Williams,
playing with a heavily taped made anOther easy lay-up that Concoidia last season, but split
knee, adde~ ~3 points off the . took the air out of Whitman and two games 'with Carroll and
ended
of the visitors':come- smashed Northwest by 26 in last
~ while junior guam Sean
.Weston dumped in 13. Sopho- back hopes. Heimerman was 10- year's opener.
KEN(I MATSUDA

Staff writer
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Th.... BUQ. J.rf IIIx (5),- Ben Helmennan (33), and Nate WIlliam.
(12). bdletheWhIbn8n.~rIes under the boa_rda.

Graves Gym: Whitworth
mecca of sports, social
activity through the years
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SHARON OLNEY

(HUB), the Seeley Mudd Chapel
and Leavitt Dining Hall were
constructed, Graves served not
As you descend into the base· only as an athletic facility but also
ment the steps may creak. As you as the center for campus social
walk through the hallways a chill interaction.
may run up your spine. The
"Students were able to go into
walls may be thin and the paint the basement and get their mail
may be peeling, but Graves Gym- and grab a bite to eat," said
nasium has served as a place of Merkel.
social interaction within the
According to Dale Soden's
Whitworth community for 53 book "A Venture of the Mind and
years.
Spirit," the basement of Graves
According to Al Gray's book was known as the Commons.
"Not By Might" (1965), the excaThe Commons served the
vation for the gym began in De- needs of the Whitworth commucember of 1941. But a week later nity much like the Whitworth
the United States entered the war, Campus Center does today. It
and building materials became provided a place for students to
scarce.
socialize and hang out.
Construction of the gym was
The upper part of Graves was
made possible by..the work of not only a place for athletic
President Frank F. Warren. War- events, but also where chapel
ren stressed the need for a better services and theater productions
athletic facility in order' to remain were held, said Merkel.
competitive with othel' colleges.
''They used to tak~ roll of those .
In May of 1942 the students or- who attended chapel. Each stuganized '~Bricksrieg," a program dent was assigned a number. It
that raised $3,100 for bricks.
corresponded l'Vith a seat some"Students sold paper bricks to where in the gymnasium,"
people and local businesses to Merkel said.,
help brick the front part of . Before the Whitworth Campus
Graves," said Paul Merkel, a Center was built, students gathWhitworth student from 1940 to ered at the HUB· and the Com1943.
mons in the basement of Graves
According to Gray's book, was tom out: The construction
commencement was held in the of lockers, offices and a weight
unfinished building in 1942, and room began. Athletic training
the gym was named Jay P. Graves facilities were also added.
Hall in honor of the trustee who
According to Athletic Director
gave the land for the campus to Scott M~lkin, a few additional
the college.
changes have been made in the
Until additional facilities such gym since 1987.
TIle first change was to putting
as the Hardwick Union Building

Staff writer
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Graves Gym was c~ns~ructed between 1941 and 1943 and has served the Whitworth r..t"llmllnUI,ihl
since. It provided students with a place of social activity much like the Whitworth Campus Center.

large lockers in the mens' locker,
room in 1987. In the fall of1993,
the athletic training facility was
moved from an 18 by 10 foot
room in the basement of Graves
to a much larger and better
equipped facility in the ,Fjeld:,
HouSe. By the spring ofl l997,
McQuilkin hopes to see renovations to the women's locker room
facility completed in order to
comply with Title IX regulations.
Merkel said Graves was a
great atmosphere in which to
hold athletic events.
''Your fans were sitting on both
sides right on the court. There
were many times where athletes
would fall out of bounds and
land in your lap. In big games it
was hard for you to hear anything because the gym was so
loud," he said.
Despite the fact that the original wood floor still lies as the
foundation for the interior of
Graves, McQuilken said there are

Graves Gym'. top floor Is Whitworth'. original basketball court.
" .all serv. . . . an area for physical education cIaasea and
countless Intramural actJvItin and plck-up games.
no current plans for replacing the
down to the nails" floor.
HGraves will still serve as a facility for physical educatjon
classes, varsity practices and iri-

II

tramural activities and coaches
offices. However, someday
somethinjt will have to be done
to upgrade the facility," said
McQuilken.
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on fire for new season
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Giving the Bucs true home-court advantage
BENNElT GIBSON

and yell as loud as we can to support the Bues," he said.
Spirit Coordinator Alisa
The yelling. The cheering. The Tongg, a junior, said spirit at
taunting. These are some of the Whitworth is growing. "The
characteristics of the typical fan. spirit that has a large potential
Whitworth CoUege can attest here has turned into the actual
that it has its share of fan support. when it comes to basketball seaAnd the most exciting times for son," she said. "When you see
fans during the school year have your peer succeeding, it fosters
been during basketball season. school pride and loyalty." She
With last season's success of also said it is great to see every
reaching the national champion- type of person" come out of their
ship game, fan support is now at comfort zone" and support the
an aU-time high for the Bues.
Bues.
How it feels to be a fan and the
On the other side of the court,
aspects that drive a person to the fans are greatly appreciated
sup~rt their team are important
by both coaches and players.
things to consider when thinking Head Coach Warren Friedrichs
about team spirit. Students have said the fans '!Ire something spemany different reasons for at- cial. "Our fans are the best in the
tending and supporting the Bucs conference," he said. Friedrichs
at every game.
added that the fans really help the
Sophomore Kyle Forsyth said team when they "make a lot of
the fan support ·helps the team noise."
.
gain an advantage 'over the opSophomore forward Doug
ponent every time a visiting team Schulz said that the fans are great.
comes to Whitworth. "It gives "They raise'usto another level,"
our guys an extra edge," he said . . he said.
Out of the mold of the regular
He'ciI.so said that the stands are
so 'cl~ to the playing surface fan, there ilre always those who
makes the team feel li~e' they .rise above' and beyond the norhave a "sixth man" every time mal ~pectator, TheY
known as
they bring the ball down the "superfans." At Whitworth Colcourt.
lege, only a select few can truly
"Every'tUne they (the, team) be placed in this category.
give 40 minutes of intensity. 'The
During basketball season, a
least we can do is fill the stands famous ~o of
~re al-

Staff writer

are

Whitworth has no trouble with getting fan support during basketball season. This group of 12
students are particularty creative wHh their "coaches squad- that mimics the every move of the
opposing team's coach, much to the amusement of the fans, players and even the ridiculed coach.

ways present at the Bues' basketball games. They are seniors Alex
Schuerman, Andy Mitchell and
Todd Parsons. Along with the always vocal men·of McMillan
HaU, they are the ones who never
cease to share their loud support
for the Pirates.
Schuerman said·it is obvious
why he comes out and roots for
the Bucs every game. "Hey,

Owl

~rIWh

__1NIn

The WhItworth FIeld House Is rwgularty Cl'Immed to cheer the Men's BaaketbaH team.

Women's basketball shoots for respect
BRIAN HULTGKENN

o.vers on their first six posses-

8 shooting from the field.

StlJff writer

SIOns.

Whitworth continued to dorninate in the second half
outscoring the tired Missionari~
50-30.
This conference win brings
Whitworth to a 2-2-record for the
season and 1-0 in NOC play.
Andrea Sherer had 15 points
and nine rebounds for the Sues,
Rebecca Moore added 12.
Jenn TISSue led the team with
16 points on 50 percent shooting
from the field. TISSue also dished
out six assists.
The women's basketball
team's next game is scheduled fof:
Dec. 20, at home against Central
Washington University.

The Whitworth women's basketball team is off to a solid start.
,The team took second place in the
Lewis-Clark State College tournament, nearly beating the hosting Lewis-ClMk Warriors in the
championship game. They also
blew out the Whitman Missionaries in their first conference
game.
.
The Bues were off to a fast start
against the Missionaries, opening
the game with a 1~ run.
The Bues surprised the Missionaries with pressure defense
early and fOR:ed six straight tum-

.

.

Offensively, they opened With
6-for-10 shooting.
At the end of the first half,
Whibnan made a 13-0 run to cut
Whitworth's lead to 17 points at
35..18.
Most of Whitman's offense in
the first half was from the charity stripe as they made 10-0f-14,
including 7-for-8 during their
end-of-the-half run.'
Defensively Whitworth did
the job, pressuring and causing
turnovers, holding Whitman'!!
AII-NCIC player Amanda
Ikadford to 11 points ..2.5 below
last ye.us average- on only 3-of-

they're the best team in the nation," he said. He also said he has
been waiting all year for the season to start up again. "It's fun to
watch, and I love basketball."
Scott Bryan, who graduated
last year, still frequents Pirate
games. During his tenure at
W~i!W1?rt!r, he attended nearly
every athletic event without fail.
He even appeared in the school
catalog showing his school spirit
by rooting for the Bucs. He is
known to many as a superfan.
"My goal is to be present and
support my alma mater," he said.
"1 want to be part of the experience, to yell, cheer and hope that
it catches on."
Regarding the success of the
team, BryiSn said that anything is
possible. ''When you see the fire
in their eyes, they can accomplish
anything."
When it comes to how a fan
roots for their team, the question
of heckling and trash talking is
often debated. Schuerman said
it has positive effects, "It gets our
crowd fired up and helps the
team win," he said. "It takes the
opposing players out of the game
and makes them focus on the
crowd rather than scoring
points."
At,b,letic Director Scott
McQuilkin disagrees. He thinks
there should be no ta

whatsoever. "We want the opposing teams to know that we have
represented our school well," he
sa~

.~

Bryan adds, "There is no place
for [taWlting], and there is no
good that comes out of H. Those
who talk trash look like trash.".
Junior Mike Sedgwick, arlother superfan, agrees with
Bryan. "1 would rather be more
supportive of our own team than
negative towards the other," he
said. "If I were in th~ opponent...
shoes, I wouldn't like it."
No matter what the opinion
might be about trash talking,
most students agree that being
supportive and creative are the
most important things for the
team.
Something must be working,
as the Men's basketball team
hasn't lost a home game in over
two yeiSrs.
One exampJe of creativity was
seen in the last two home games
when a group of 12 Whitworth
male students dressed up in
coaching attire, sat in the front
row and mimicked the opposing
coach's every move.
Scott Bryan summed it up best
when he described the purPose
of being a true Pirate fan. "You
can be loud and innovative, wear
the school colors and just go

"
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Garden comes to life on stage
Spokane's Civic Theater production of "The Secret Garden" charms audience members
and eventually she revitalizes her
new family to find love and forgiveness.
Mary, Mary quite contrary,
This play has been done many
how-does your garden grow? It times over_ since the story capgrows beautifully aftet Mary tured the hearts of people everyLennox unlocks its ~t beauty. where. However, what this
"The Secret Garden'! is a well- production has done with the
known chi)dhood story, arid now story is remarkable. The cast
it has come to life on stage at the is incredible, but what really
Spokane Civic Theatre. The brings the story to life on stage
premise of the story is simple, is the intricate set and lightmysterious, sincere, wonderful ing design.
and charming.
TIte set engulfs the viewer
Mary Lennox is orphaned af- _ into the time period to the'
ter her parents are killed -from point that you forget your
India's cholera disease. She is surroundings and become
sent to live In England with her part of the action. The light~cal Uncle Archibald, her
ing gives the impression of
only remaining relative. Once mystery and intrigue by reshe enters his enorm~us and flecting off gauzy backdrops.
mysterious house, Mary begins These backdrops create a comto unlock mysteries and secrets pelling image as the figures beshe never knew existed. Her- hind them look ghost-like, givstubborn and relentless attitude ing the impression that they are
charms the people around her, just in reach but not really there
CARYN SOBKAL

Staff writer
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at alJ. The set changes were also
simple yet haunting.
A portrait of Lily, Mary's beautiful and deceased aunt, is in
view throughout the play. It is a

simple image, but one that seems
to have eyes that bore into your

soul.
That is what makes this productionsoeffective. It works from the
beginning to find a way into your
soul, and it stays there through interactions with intriguing
characters who bring the
story alive. The. first and last
scenes of the play were
truly a sight to behold,
bringing tears to the eye.
The performers made
magical comedic drama
happen all at once.
Spokane's Alyssa Calder,
the young and amazingly talented girl who
plays Mary Lennox, was
simply incredible. -She had a
voice so sweet that you almost believed what was happening on the stage was in fact
reality. The other actors gave
strong performances of voice
and stage. Whitworth student
Heidi Groshoff (Lily) gave an in-

credibly memorable performance. Her beautiful voice
epitomized the role of Lily, the
sweet and lovely wife and
mother everyone loved so
dearly.
The performers are to be
credited with making this story
new and compelling through
their individual characterizations. The actresses who portrayed Mary, Lily and Martha
alone were worth the trip to the
theater. I would recommend
this beautifully adapted play to
anyone. Any age can appreciate a sweet and mysterious
story_~bout the secrets a garden
can hold.
The Secret Garden continues
through December 15 011 the
main stage of the Spokane Civic
Theatre. Tickets are $9 for students. Anyone interested may
call the theater at 325-2507 for
reservations.
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Romeo Cij> Juliet

JAMIE FIORINO

ety. The acting, while superb, is not what
Shakespeare imagined. (Tybalt had a strut.)
The setting is far from Verona, a quaintltalWhen I found out I was going to h.ave to ian village, and instead takes place in a large
review "William Shakespeare's Romeo and beach town. The costumes came from Prada,
Juliet," I was less than enthused. I put it off Gap, Goodwill and Eddie Bauer.
The most interesting sides to the show
for weeks because I had created an image in
my mind of what Shakespeare should be weren't lines or actors but what was happening in the background. Luhrmann made
like .
Most of us had to watch "Romeo and the setting as lively as he could and used
Juliet" in high school. We laughed at the subtle humor to ground the audience to the
language and giggled nervously during the real thing. Example numero uno: the pool
sex scene. Some of us cried at the end and hall where Romeo declares his unrest to his
best friend, Mercutio, is called The Globe
some of us didn't
Theater. Exnotice the end. It
ample B: when
was boring and
Father
dlJlI and what
Laurence sends
we imagined
word to Romeo
Shakespeare to
to come to
be. Old English
Verona and beand blah. We
cause Juliet will
know the endfake her death,
ing~ So why go
he sends word
pay $6 to see
"Post Haste
something
Delivery," a
you've already
Federal Exseen?
press-type of
Because I had.
eoun.y III TwIMIIeIII CenIury Folr place.
to pull out my
Luhrmann
thesaurus to look
also explored avenues left unseen by a readtip more words to describe this movie.
Aussie Baz Luhrmann co-wrote and di- - ing. He shows the rage of Verona and the
rected a fabulous work that brings to life the desire of the lovers. He shows the rich life
tale of the star-crossed lovers in a beautiful of Montagues and Capulets and how
mural of color, sound and feelings for those Capulets deals with that price. He shows
Juliet as a lovestruck woman.
of us with short attention spans. Really.
This movie is something to experience in
Violence and passion. Despair and hope.
Vengeance and forgiveness. Love and the theaters, not on video. The acting is
amazing. DiCaprio gives an Oscar demandDeath. Romeo and Juliet.
He created a new place (Verona Beach, ing performance as Romeo, as does Danes.
think Venice Beach) and new style (prada Sorvino and Dennehy are remarkable as the
meets West Side Story) and a new feel with heads of the households.
If you are worried you wouldn't undernew actors (Leonardo DiCaprio,- John
stand
the words or the story itself, take heart.
Leguizamo and Claire Danes) and old actors (Brian Dennehy, Pete Postlethwaite and From the opening words of foreshadowing
Paul Sorvino) to perform a very old script to the dosing words of hope, the story is
understandable and real.
(SOO years old).
The language is the only thing Luhrmann
stuck close to. Old English set in New Soci-

Staff writer
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Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St. • 468-4386

Tuesday night is College Night!
Slww your student ID and get:

Miniature golf for $3.00
-OR·

$1.00 off Go-Kart rides
• Batting cages

• Go-Karts

• Arcade games

• Pool tables

• Bumper cars

• Pizza

• Indoor and outdoor miniature golfing
Watch MondCIJI Mght Football on the big screenJ
VaBd Seplmlbn- through ApnI. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
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We're online!
THE
WHITWORTH IAN
ONLINE EDITION·
http:Jtwww.W1Iftworth.edul8IwctwwfanlwMJrtm

ExASW\':ent
Should th~ position be Dired
or elected? You decide! See page 3

SPoRTS
'Men's BasketballOn the way to
nationals again?
See page 4
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Student body to vote on Constitution changes
AARON PAGNIANO

Staff writer
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Students will soon have the opportunity to decide if the ASWC
executive vice president should
be elected or hired for the 199798 school year. Two versions of a
new ASWC Constitution, each
containing provisions to elect or
hire the position will be presented for adoption of the student body before March 1. Stu-

dents may vote to accept either fice and dorm representatio'n in
proposal, or reject both.
the assembly. As of press time,
The ASWC Assembly agreed no new date had been set for the
,Wednesday to allow the stUdent student body vote.
body to decide the fate of th~ poWednesday's ASWC meeting,
sition after a compromise could unusually well-attended bystu~
not be reached as to which word- dents at large, was marked with
ing should be induded in the pro- - strong opinion on either side of
posed constitution. A vote to the issue and defensive stateadopt a new constitution was ments, which resulted in a divischeduled for last December, but sion of the asSembly.
was postponed over concerns of
During discussion, an unoffithe executive vice president's of- ciaJ-survey was taken of aU stu-

Whitworth adopts
tuition increase
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Staffwriter,."..._ ..
A notice arrived in students'
mailboxes earlier this month informing them and their parents
of the 3.9 percent combined tuition and room and board increase for the 1997-98 school year,
"This change in cost represents
the lowest percentage increase in
more than twenty years," Vice
President for Business Affairs
Tom Johnson stated in the letter.
The increase is significantly
less than it has been in years past.
Three years ago, for the 199394 school year, tuition cost was increased by_ 7.9 percent. Whitworth has been steady in .
lowering the rate, in aHemp-t to
recognize the financial pressures
faced by students and their fami~
lies,
Whit~orth's tuition is lower
than ten comparable private colleges and universities in the
Northwest.
Figures range from Reed
College's $21,490 to Seattle Pacific University'S $13,680.
Whitworth's tuition is $14,324,
more than $2,!XIO below the average of the ten schools.
When considering the rates of
tuition increase, between 1995-96
and 1996-97 school years, of these
schools, Whitworth's rate is the
same as the average, 5.2 percent.
16,000
"As far as
student re14,000
cruitment
12,000
goes, the most
8,000
accurate com6,000
parison
to
4,000
make is with
these
ten
2.000
Northwest private schools,
because they

dent!. ;>resent, members and nonmembers, showing that 17 favored hiring and 15 favored electing the executive vice president
(EVP) , Three students abstained
from the vote.
The issue had been debated at
the Feb. 5 assembly meeting, but
resulted in a locked vote. Ten
membersvotedtokeeptheclause
al10wing students to elect the
EVp, and ten supported the idea
of a hired position. Five mem-

Winning ~t home, losing away

,

(

bers abstained, including three
dorm preSidents.
A main ~oncern wa~ whether
the EVP has direct involvement
with students. "Because the majority of students are not directly
connected to the EVp, it is hard
for them to hold the position accountable when they don't see
the 'internal workings of Aswc
leaders," said sophomore Selby
Hansen, Stewart Hall president.

See ASWC Constitution, page 2.
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represent Whitworth's major
compe,tHors," Sjlid Jphnson.
"Wllitw'orth- offersa'n eaucatlon '"
of great value; arid a very competitive academic and student life
program to'its students."
Small, private colleges and universilies in other areas of the
country also compete with Whit- worth for students, but not as
much as the schools in the same
region.
"Smaller Midwest institutions
tenc;J to offer lower tuition than
Northwest schools do for som~
reason, but the financial aid packages given by these schools is not
as high either," said Johnson,
Inflation is a' major factor to
consider in tuition increases.
"[The Whitworth community]
can expect to see continuing inflationary kinds of adjustments
each year to tuition," said
Johnson.
The Pirates continue to win at home, as junior point
For the 1995-96 school year, 65
guard Sean Weston glides to the basket. However,
percent of Whitworth's revenues
the
team could not hurdle Pacific University or
came from net tuition and fees,
Lewis and Clark College in two crucial road games.
The remainder of the college's
revenue comes from Auxiliary
Enterprises (Room and Board,
Bookstore, etc.), 24 percent; Gift
income, five percent; Endowment, four percent; and Miscellaneous, two percent.
According to Whitworth's an- LIONATANNESEN
Contrary to the signs on camnual report, total revenue ex- Staff writer
pus, members of the Internaceeded expenditures by $60,088.
tional Club will begin serving
At 1997's International Ban- dinner at 4:30 p.m., said Internaquet, to be held this Saturday, ad- tional Club President, sophomore
_PlIY"'_
venturous stomachs will digest Ryland Taniguchi. Entertainfoods like Wali wa Nazi in the rnentwill also begin earlier at 6:30
banquet's new venue, the Cam- p.m. because the basketball
pus Center. Afterward, guests games created an unexpected
will migrate to the Cowles Audi- conflict.
"We're trying to finish it before
torium for entertainment from
the [men's basketball) game,"
seven different countries.
Whitworth students from 16 said Taniguchi,
Before the entertainment bedifferent countries will try to live
out the banquet theme and be gins, guests will smell food from
"Windows to the World" for their all over the world as they wind
Arodemlc Year
guests.
See Banquet, page 2.

International Banquet'97
moves to Campus Center
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Banquet

Laughing Wild ...
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Continued from page 1.

through lines between countries.
They can choose from Bulgogie,
-Cheap date. Go to Costco on a Saturday at noon and try out
a Korean-style beef barbecue,
their sampler buffet. Their Teriyaki chicken is the best.
Japanese Teriyaki chicken, and
Wali wa Nazi, African coconut
• Wise words from an old Samoan chief: Do not wander in the
rice. Last year no
darkness, for men are part of the darkness. They are partners
African dishes were served,
but this year the African Food Cowith the devil.
ordinator, junior Kevin Ob'bayi,
• Deaf ears. Most people would rather fight for your right to
urges guests to try the African
speak than listen to what you have to.~y.
fare. Side dishes will include Chinese dumplings and sticky rice
- Don't smoke. "Smoking kills. If you're killed, you've lost a'
and Baklava prepared by Sociolvery important part of your life," saiu Brook~ Shields during an
ogy Professor Raja Tanas will be
interview to become a ~pokesperson for a federal anti-smoking
served for dessert.
With full stomachs, guests will
campaign.
progress to Cowles Auditorium
• Note to up-coming brides: Do not make your bridesmaids wear
for entertainment ranging from
purple dresses that make them look like Barney. Karma comes
Nepali singing to a Korean fan
back.
.
.
dance. An international fashion
sh9W and a flag procession will
eOuch. 'The doctor X-rayed my head and found nothing," said
show the colors and costumes
Dizzy Dean explaining how he felt after being hit on the head by
from the l6 countries represented
by
Whitworth. students.
a ball in the 1934 World Series.
Taniguichi laughed every time he
mentioned the Nepali singing.
.ComputerVirus Guid~~
.
'That's going to be fun," he said.
Congressional virus: Runs every program on the hard
In an English skit, graduate
drive simultaneously, but doesn't allow the user to acstudent
Jim Hodges plans to put
complish anything.
Seniors Josh Dickson and Rebecca Ricards
accent correcting rhymes like "the
entertain a full house at their perfonnance of
rain in Spain falls mainly on the
-laughing Wild" Saturday nIght
Hillary Clinton virus: Files disappear, only to reap
plain" to a ne:w use. "By the end
pear mysteriously a year laJ:er in an<;>ther directory.
of five minutes or so they should
.all be speaking appalling London
O.J. virus: You know it's guilty of deleting two of y01;1T
accent:$," said Hodges. .
files, but y?u just can't prove it.
Continued from page 1.
One of the bigge~~ program
Senior Paul DiRocco, current den position and students are not improven:'ents is the n~ locaJimmy Hoffa virus: Your programs can never be heard
ASWC executive vice president, aware of the EVP's respDnSibili- tion in Cowles Auditorium infroma~ain.
.
disagrees. "If the question is that ties, but on the other hand, it is stead qftheFieldho~: ''Having'
the EVP doesn't 4irectly effect an important position." She said it in the Fieldhouse:iS like l:taviI)g
Freudian virus: Your computer becomes obsessed
students, that's not true. The EVP a well-represented student com- it in an airplane hang~r," Said with marrying its own motherboard.
heads up all hiring of coordina- , rnitt~ would make "the best'de- HodgCli.
.
tors and oversees ,,11 representa- cision."
.,
,.,~!:l<e~<;ap]'E)pu~~~!i.~rrt ,: j. ,! .. "A,j,t;line luggilg~ v~:. You are.in"L.A and YQur data ,;
tives who also work directly with
The next assembly ~~e~~ng ", t;lj~,<,:amp'uS Cent~r ~o~?on ,.,_
is in Dallas. ,
.,
..
students."
will be held tomorrow at' 5 p.m. .oooth, N~er Hall, fro~ In~ernaAnother issue discussed at the in the ASWC Chambers, upstairs '. 'nonal club members,. or at the
. He'alth care vjrus: Tests your systems for a day! finds
meeting centered on whether stu- in' the Whitworth Campus Cen- door,
. . ":.
nothing w~ong and sends you a bill for $4,500. .
dents are properly informed ter. The student body is, invited . "1i,ckets for food and ent~rtainabout the dutieS of the EVP to to attend. .
ment coSt $10 for adult rion~stu
~~S yil1ls: Your programs stop every few minute~
makeawfsevotingdecision. Jundents, and $7 for students and
and ask for mone.y:
ior Alisa Tongg, ASWC spirit co- Mark Jackson, editor-in-chif{, chifdren. Entertainment alone is
ordinator,said, "The EVPisa hid- contributed to this story.
$1. -Question of the week: Why does Hawaii have an inter~tilte?
---

ASWC Constitution

,

"

)
"

The GrapeW/B IS B weekly column in The Whrtworthian f9Blunng bits of CSIIl'I.IS' ctXTlfH1y,
jJlHJStJ8l storl6s,'and oIh6r Irght humor. TD conl"buta your story, or an5wer /he question of /he .
WIIIIIIr, caH our 24-holJ( vr»cematl al Ji. 5083 . (Off-campus, dial466-3248, eit. 6)
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• Over Jan Term, most of the unallocated funds were distributed, resulting in approximately $300 left for the year. A complete financial statement will be prepared after the tenth day' of ,
classes.
• The Asset:nbly approved the salary rate for the 1997-98 ASWC
executive officers. It was set at 30% of the college's tuition rate,
divided into monthly payments.
.
• The assembly voted to hire only two intramural coordinators next year, as opposed to three. The two will be salaried at 20
hours a wee~.
• The assembly rejected the idea of hiring a promotion coordinator for ASWC who would be responsible for public relations
and promotion work of ASWC p~ograms. It was instead suggested that money be spent on promotion training or promotion
line items in coordinators' budgets.
'
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Monday -Saturday to a.m.-tO p.m .
Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Feb. 12:
• The issues committee reported that students have been concerned with student access to Graves Gym, Dorm presidents were
asked to consult their residents rega,rding this issue.
..
- Discussion took place over the proposed constitution in rela:.
tion to the executive vice president's position. The assembly could
not reach agreement as to whether the pOsition should be hired
or elected. It was decided to give students the opportunity to
• accept either document, or reject both. The constitional update
committee will meet to discuss specific wOf(~ing.
• Mac Hall in Con.cert is scheduled for Thursday, March 28.
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Vote to elect

Vote to hire
Rod"

1).111n\

Exec-utive Vice
President

The governing body of the ASWC is on the brink
of r:naking a decision which could drastically alter
the way students participate in their own student
union. Two versions of the revised ASWC constitution will be offered for student vote in the coming weeks. The difference between the two is a
clause which provides that the executive vice president (EVP) be a hired rather than an elected posithe ASWC Astion. This clause would deny students another
piece of their voice in student affairs. -This proposal
seIDbly has heard reports from the constitu,must be voted down.
tional update committee regarding a revised
Recent years have brought increased momentum
Most'of the changes included in
document.
In the trend of chipping away at student representhe draft Were made to reflect -current ASWC
tation in ASWC. The arguments for hiring the EVP
can be convincing, but you should not let them
policies and procedures. However, one issue
~lead you. It i$ said that hiring the EVP would
has
caused debate -and tension- within the
ensure that Whitworth would have a qualified perassembly: Should students elect the executive
son every year. Further, it ~ ~ed that since the
EVP is solely an internal manageme~t position, it
vice president, or should the position be
would se~e the studenfs better to hire an experiAfter deadlocked assembly discussion, if was
enced manager for the job. The assumptions in
decided
to give students the chance to decide
- these arguments are presumptuous.
by presenting two versions of the
the
matter
first, it seems that there are more appropriate
methods, such as candidate requirements, to ennew constitution, one containing provisions to
sure qualified applicants without resorting to takand the other to hire.
elect
ing the power out of the hands of the students. And
. We present here the opinions of each sid~ to
second, there is little evidence that hiring will guarprovide the reader with further information
antee quality. The argwnents for hiring stand on
-shaky ground. And while its proponents cannot
arid insight to formulate his/her own opinion
prove that it will in~ase efficiency, it is oo.vious
and
be educated before a student body vote is
that it will limit stu,jent participation.
held
sometime next week.
The fact is that the voice of the students at
_Whitworth is not ~orth sacrificing in an 'effort to
- Mark Jackson
m4e.f'.SWC run better. Even if hiring the EVP
Editor-in-Chief
wo~d _make ASWC more productive, which is de:J?atable; it would do so at the expense of the stut:.. her·.I.· I .
d.
dent voice. 'This is a tradEK>ff that students should
Resources orJ ~rt
,n,o"'!lrltiC!n regflT 'ng
be unwilling to accept.
_
the proposed ltSWC Const'tution:_ .
- The push tQ hire the EVP is a s~g move in the
,
I '
."
wrong direction .. It wi~ 1ead 'ASYVC down a' path; ':- ~ ;Ple~ see 'top'.:'~~ry' ~n~ ~t page thiS .!~ue.
that is unat;ceptable to all students who care that
• ' ASWC Assembly Meeting' - Tomorrow' (WecO 5 p.m: ii{ the
their voice is heard. Th~studentuni~nwasformed
ASWC Chambers (upstairs in the WhitworH(qunpus C~nter).
to give ~tudents the VOIce they deserve at all levelS . All students are invited to attend,
_, _
_
of decision making: By cutting ~iit. one more av': --'. Dave Roth, chair of the constitution ,uPctate c!->mmittee - x, 4240
enue for participation, Af?WC would further cut it- _. ASWC Reception Desk (for all ASWG employees) - x, 3276
self off from _the students of Whitworth College and
• A$WC President Moses Pulei - x. 4559
from its mission.
. • AS',AIC Executive VP Paul DiRocco -:x. 4556'_Nelson, a senior, is The Whitworthian'5 editorial
• ASWC Financial VP Shelly Maak - ~,4557 ,-

In recent weeks,

hired?

fi

of

l?oard coordinator. -

Question: How should the position of ASWC
executive vice president be filled? Answer: Fight
about the possibilties in ASWC meetings for six
months and then: "No no no! That's much too
childish and would solve very little, aside from
tearing friendships asunder." Instead, let ASWC
have the sudents decide, and so they did. Now
let me clear SOme fog and make the choice
simple: hire the EVP.
I've spent almost two years thinking and debating this point with two different ASWC Assemblies, and finnly believe the role of the EVp,
in the constitution and in real life, represents the
student OO4y no more than my hired position as
intramural coordinator.
The most important part of the EVP's job is to
run the internal affairs of the ASWC Assembly.
This includes holding people accountable to their
jobs, especially the presidents, and keeping relations in the ASWC assembly as healthy as possible. Secondly, and less significant, the EVP
leads the media commlttee,and sets up college
committees. At no point does the EVP make decisions on behalf of the greater student body.
~ure, the EVP indirectly represents the students in a variety of functions, but trust me, no
more than any other hired portion of the assembly. If the EVP was hired, would the students
lose power by having a voted-position taken
away from them? Absolutely not. I tell you its
been a.facade from the beginning. the EVP simply does not represent you enough to deserve to
be elected.
Who would hire the EVP? I say a group of
people made up of students at large, current
ASWC members, and the director of Student
Activities. I would even be happy to see candidates screened through a co~mittee first and
then put up for election. Really, the possibilities
of how to incorporate'student interests in hiring
this position are limitless. '
My decision -and concern come from the inconsistencies in representation of elected members. I believe the EVP should continue to balance the power of the.other two executives, but
not under the guise of a representitive of the student body.
Roc~, a junior,

is an ASWC intramural coordina~or.

The International Banquet VS.
Whitworth Community?
-Shailesh Ghimire
senior

t is once again that time of are already becoming evident as
year when International this year's banquet approaches.
,
students present to Whit- Again, despite a vigorous adverworth a taste of their native cul- tising campaign and rigorous atture through a banquet. Usually tempts to sell tickets, the prosa festive occasion, many interna- pects of having,~ financially suetional and American stu~ents put cessful banquet seem bleak, The
an enormous amount of time and banquef was not mentioned in
energy into organi~ing and plan- such ASWC pilblkations as "Free
Food" (the off-campus newsletning this big event. .
Over the last two years, the ter), and many students have albanquet has not been financially ready set their minds on attendsuccessful, which is discouraging ing the basketball game that same
to the dubs' officers. Last year night. Why is it so difficult to'
the club suffered a heavy loss and excite people to attend the banhad to organize a car wash to quet? The cost? The perfor~
raise additional money, Inad- mance? The display of diversity?
equate planning and poor ticket Maybe the name "international"
sales are two of the reasons why itself?
'
the banquet was not a financial
As one who aHended the last
success. However, a bigger rea- three banquets, I find it hard to
,son was the lukewarm support see why people wo~ld not want
shown by the Whitworth com- to attend such a celebration of
culture and diversity. It is the
munity.
Signs of this lukewarm support only occasion when one is able to

I

eat Kenyan stew, European salad,_
Korean beef and a host of other
cuisine from across the world all
in one night as part of the same
meal. Some argue they cannot
afford the $7 ticket. But, let me'
ask, would you not pay the same
amount if you wentto a local restaurant and ordered an average
di,nner?
;
There are many more reasOns
why you should attend the ban-quet. This year you, can receive
forum credit for ~ttending and
you can use your meal plan to
pay for it. Then, of course, you
will have a good time relaxing,
enjoying and for once letting the
inter.alional students be the
hosts. However, the most important reason for attending the banquet is the exposure to students
from different cultures, The international students will be wearing their ind igenous clothes,

singing their folk son~" and dancing their ancient dan~. You will
discov~r they are as I:tuman as
you are. I promise you wiIlleave
the perfc;>rmance the night of Feb.
22 with a genuine respect a_nd appreciation for all cultures and
people of the world.
It is my hope thufyear that in- .
ternational students will not have
to wake early on a Sunday in
April and wash cars to pay for
their attempt to contribute to
Whitworth. I want to extend a
personal invitation to this event
organized by your international
brothers and sisters and hope you
will attend in good faith. Even
though there are many other
events demanding your attention
that same evening, I ask that you
give yours to the International
Banquet. You never know what
you willieam, enjoy and find out
about yourself.
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4 e SPORTS
Men's hoops dominates
at home in Jan Term
.

February 18, 1997

.

'Bucs win five at. home;
continue to strJ-lggle on
the road droppi~g three
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KEN}I MATSUDA

Staff writer

"

'\

For those brave Pirate basketball fans who dared stay through
the harsh winter and tnindnumbing Jan Term, a word of
advice: You are crazy.
Crazy, but informed about the
continuing success o£ Buc Basket'
ball.
Those with the opportunity to
stay away during thf,! January
freeze were not able to watch the
Bucs roll through late December
and January with only a few minor stumbles.
With a 16-6 overall record and
a 9-5 conference record, Head
Coach Warren Friedrichs and his
team are feeling good about the
upcoming N~IC; playoffs.
"Our goal is to host at least one
[playoff game], preferably two,"
Friedrichs said. "The home-court
is such a big deal."
Indeed it is. Opponents
around the league have found
Marriott food m~-re appealing
than the prospect of trying to win
at the Whitworth FIeld House.
The Pirates are riding high on
a 3D-game home winning strea~
dating back two seasons. Most
of the home wins this year have'
not even been close.
LIfe on the road has brought a
little mediocrity as the team has
run up a 3-5 road record. Still,
Friedrichs is pleased with the performance away from home, especially with the loss of so much experience and road leadership
fr,?ni last year.
"We thought going .500 on the
road, and win them all at home,
we have ~ chance to win the conference," Friedrichs said. "That's
satisfying to me that we could
lose, 'Roman (Wickers), Nate
(Dunham), Beck (John Beckman),
and (Jeff) Arkills, and other guys

have stepped up .. ,we're real
pleased that we could maintain
that kind of tradition and consistency. I don't like to rebuild. I
like to reload."
The lJucs lost liP both Pacific
University (Ore.) and Lewis and
Clark College (Ore.) last weekend.
PacifiC won on Friday, 78-73,
with the Bucs shooting a miserable 15 of 28 from the line, The
normally on-the~money shooter
Nate Williams was 2:for-7.
The Pirates showed some Deja
Vu falling behind 19-5 to start the
game. The Bucs were down 19-6
to start their home gal!le against
the BOxers two weeks ago.
ABOVE: Three BueS, Gabe Jones (21), Nate Williams (12) and Sean Weston, scramble for. the ~
Uwis and Clark College had,
ball as the Pirates pick up a win against Pacific. BELOW: Williams blows by a Pacific def~der.
even less trouble with the Pirates
crushmg them 96-84 to basically move up in the league ran kings,
stomp out Whitworth's champi- as the now top dogs, Lewis and
onship aspirations, Frie~richs Clark and Pacific must both gO,on
seriously,mixed up the starting the road to face a spoiler-minded ,
lineup with seniors Gabe Jones , Linfiela. team, and a Willamette
(l-for-17 from the field during the squad that Friedrichs calls "a
weekend) and Ben Heim,erman, problem for a lot of teams."
and junior Sean Weston on the
Friedrichs ha~ seen firsthand
bench.
'
how much of d problem
Had the Pirates run the table WiJlamette can be. After-yet anthis weekend, they would have other home demolishing; 94-58,
won the division outrigh't, a the Bearcats turned the tables on
luxury Fri,edrich? w'ould have 'the Bues; beating 'thefu'iiy'30
,loved. '
- points in Oregon, '.
"We are shooting for first, ~nd , ,- ~'We were flat that night ~nd
in' the, worst case scenario they came out on fire, Friedrichs
second ...we'd like to be able to said. "They are a very good
control our own destiny, and we, shooting team.
are in that position now," he said.
,."They were not playing well
After last weekend's disap- when they hit us here. Theykim:l
pointing road trip to conference pf rolled over and played dead ..
leader Pacific and Lewis and SOmetimes that hilPpens."
Clark, the Pirates are back for : . :The Pirates fortunately don't
their final homestand of the year. 'have any regular season away
The University of Puget Sound games, but the playoffs are lurk(Wa.), who upset the Bucs last ing. NCIC playoffs start on Feb.
month in Tacoma, returns, for 8 25, with the conference leader
rematch on Fri~ay. Pacific Luth- hosting. Should the Bucs aderan (Wa.) doses the Season Sat- vance, they will return'to the
urday night.
NCAA Division. II tournament
The Bucs still have a chance to on March 12-18 in Nampa, Idaho.
-,
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Swimmer Jan Okada sets her own standards
CAMPBELL WHITE

ing you can't always control, so I
, don't really think about it. If you
: ' '.keep on working to get beUer, the
Being born in Honolulu,- Ii~· 'winning follows naturally," comwaii has its advantages. As'se- ·"r:nented Oka'da.
niOT swimll1er Jan Okada has' . -Whether she hal;l control over
found, you're never far from the it or not, Okada has certainly enwater.
joyed succ~ss as a swimmer at
From early on, Okada I)as Whitworth. Lastseason,shewas
loved the water and most of her named conference champion afhobbies still revolve around the ter winning the 400 1M, 200 1M"
beach, including water polo and and mile in the big meet, and
racing in the ocean.
things are only looking to get bet"1 haven't ever really had time ter,'~
to pick up' a hobby t~at didn't
:'My attitudE;! is so much better
have something to do with the !lOW. I've matured, and there's
~beach," Okada said. "That's
less anxiety and stress now. For
where I spend most of my time.", the first time in a long time, I'm
Okada has been involved, in enjoying:the wholt.€ .process,"
competitive racing since she
Okada said.
six year~ old, but she only began
Okada i~ not the only one to
to enjoy and appreciate the sport note improvement over last year.
when she was 13 years old.
. Botli her coaches and teammates
"At first, I didn't like all the see her' taking on a'new role as'a
practicing and the anxiety of premier swi~er.
competition ·involved in swim~
Although she may not £ally.
mingo At 13, I, started to try like it, her new status this ~son
harder and I guess the competi- has practically thrust l)er into a
tor in me sort of surfaced, and leadership position'on the team.
that's' when I started ~Jove After a one-an-one talk with
swimming," she said.
Head Coach Tom Dodd, she has
. She lettered all four ye"ars in' begun to accept responsibility as
high school and won several age- a leader and role model on the
group state championships. The team, though she still pr~fers to
shift up to college ~wimming givesupportandguidance'toher
wasn't too difficult' for Okada teammates on a more 'p~rsonal
because' her goals never change, level as oppose to long-winded
she ~'always 109king to improve speeches before a meet. '
herself. SpeCifically, she would
"She doesn't talk'much, but
lIke to beat, her best finish ever, people 'listen' when she does.
whichwa's third lhe nation last That's mainly because she can
" season.
back it up," said Dodd.
.
"Tb.ir\~.1i~~;!r~ng apdJos~,,:~, On.~;- of QI$.a,4,~~~.d~-,,~.u~rit,:

Staff writer
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Came WasS8flWhl\1Nol1hlan

Senior Jan Okada has put together an Impressive final season, qualifying for sIx national events.

memories occurred last year at ally pulled me through. I had a
the Conference Champiohships. bad attitude and was getting a
She had to swim the mile as her . little tired of swimming. There
third and final event, needing a were times I almost walked off
win in order to secure her spot as the pool deck, and that was when
aU-around champion. For a little .they would step up and be there
over 18 minutes, her teammates for me the most. They didn'ltake
lined th~ pool deck and cheered my attitude personally, and their
her on to an astounding victory, encouragement was incredible,"
That collectJve pride and loyalty said Okada.
demonstrated by her teammates.
Although she has already
has helped keep her in the sport. seemingly accomplished so
this long.
"
much, there is much more in store
: i "Lf'st y'~af' 'fRy t~amll1jltes ~~[ .)Jpr Okjlda.".~h~ sHlI h~s to stu-

dent teach next fall, and then she
is c;:onsidering studying exercise
physiology in graduate school.
Also, she still has to accomplish
her goal of swimming over nine
miles across the Maui Channel.
She figures it shouldn't be too
hard, since two black labs made
the journey without a problem
not too long ago.
"1 don't think I'll stop swimming, because t don't exactly
know what it's like not to,"-said
Okada ...

I~d~vidual NatiQ~al Swimming Qualifiers (events)
MenGuy'Mikasa, Sr~ (50 Free, 100 Free)
..
J~remiah'Pal?~! So: (2~ Free) "~'";:'"
....
Mike Peloso!' Jr.. (l~ ~~k, 20~)J~~~)...
John ~lilimus!'Cn, Sr.. (100 Breast, 700 Breast) __ :'
Jeff Riqe, Sr. (100 Fly, 200 Fly, 2OQI.M., 200 Rree)
Jerry R~ce, ~r., (50 Free, 100 Free; 200 Free, 200 Back,
200 I.M., 400 LM.)
Ben Swinehart, Fr. (100 Back, 400 I.M.)
Dan Welch, Jr. (100 Breast)

WomenShannon Braun. Sr. (100 Free't'OOo Free, 100
Back)
Sarah Ewan; So. (50 Free, 100 Free, too Fly)
Mindy-Galbreath, Fr. (200 Free, 500 Free)
Jan Okada, Sr. (500 Free, tOO Breast, 200
Breast, 200 Fly, 200 lM., 400 I.M.)
Mary Ryan, Jr. (200 Breast)
.
Megan Williams, Fr. (100 Back, 200 BaCK, 100
Breast, 200 Breast, 200 I:M.f
•
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Free ShuH'. Service t. the career Expo '17
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TIE BREAKER;
(Oosest to answer gets it.
What salary did Willie
baseball's highest-paid

_ ..rt.... TiI.,. .
1963 to ,become

Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center.
Last Week's Resulis

.

Please enjoy this week's sports quiz and patiently wait for the
answers which will be in next week's issue of The Whilworthian.
Winner:
none
Answers:
none
Questions and answers' courtesy of Trivial Pursuit«:J.
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Team losing streak ends at 117
After last season, RutgersCamden provost Walter K. G~rRutgers-Camden, the most losdon announced his decision to
ing men's basketball team in
drop the basketball program,
NCAA history, tasted victory ~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ caJIed-the losing streak too
Jan. 17 for the first time in
"demoralizing to the stu. nearly five years.
<Y
dents."
The Division III Pioneers
He was later persuaded
beat Bloomfield College 77by student groups and
72, after a record 117 con- Dawan Boxley,
alumni to reinstate the
secutive losses.
player scrappy Pioneers.
"We're on a one-game winAfter the game, Head
ning streak," excited freshCoach Ray Pace said he
man Dawan Boxley told report- U2's "Achtung Baby" ruled the knew it was "just a matter of
ers after the game.
pop charts.
time" before his team triumphed.

Colfege Press Seroice

To put things in perspective,
the Pioneers last won a game in
January 1992, when George Bush
was president and songs such as

>

"We're on a one-cyame
winning streak, "

,;
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DIary
Show me the money?-The new breed of athlete
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Dennis Rodman: the poster-child for everything bad about sports
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SUMMER SCBOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO TBE TOP.
lfyou didn't sign up for ROTC as a freBhman or lophomore,
you can mIl catch up to your cluamate. by attencfing Army
ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid .a-weelt,aummer courae in
leaderamp training. By Ihe time you graduale from coUege,
you'U have the credentiala of an Army officer. You'U alao have
the aelf-confidence and diacipline it takea to aucceed m college
andbeytind.
Find oul morel Call Deborah Ruud at (509) 328-4220, 8:1:t.
3117 or atop by Gonzaga'. Aclminiatration Building, Room 138.

Over the past
few decades, the
face of professional sports has
changed immensely. Changes in technology, facilities,
and advanced communication have allowed fans to
see sporting events all around the world as th~y are
happening.
One of the most disturbing changes in today's soci. , involving profeSSional sports has been the athlete.
It is not so much the physicality of the athlete that has
changed, but rather the attitude. What was once a
group ofhurnble, young athletes who played the game
for the love of it has evolved iltto one that is filled
with greed, cockiness and a hunger for the moriey that.
is involved.
This new surge of player attitude has come upon
our society very recently, only in the pastlO to 15 years.
It begins in the college ranks, as it has become commOliplace for athletes to leave school early in order to
. pursue the financial rewards that the pros have to offer. Athletes such as Kevin Garnett and Kobe Bryant
have forgone the mere thought of a college education,
and hav~ entered the NBA straight out of high school.
Football players have been guilty of early eJ;ltry as well.
Houston Oilers running back-Eddie Jones has-become
the latest to join the ranks of'the NFL early/as he
pC\~ up his junior and senior years of college to enter
the draft.
.
.
As far as veterans of professional sports go, the attitude of a large group of the~ players has become one
that lacks team loyalty and, tlv,iVe.s Qn·greed, Th~ players of this mold would include the likes of Deibn Sanders, Shawn Kemp, Barry Bonds, Albert Belle and
Shaquille 0' Neal.. When players sign a contract, they
'should honor that contract until the end of it. When
Shaq says at a news conference that the reqson he
signed with the Lakers had "nothing to do about
money," i~ made me want t<? go buy one of his rap
records and run over it with a steamroller.
Hall of Farner Walter Payton, who spoke at the Youth
Awar:ds Luncheon here in ~pokane last Wednesday,
share~ his thoughts on today's athlete.
"There's a group out there 'that'S gone too far," he
said. ''Their opinions and focus and desires'- they're
not mine. It would be hard for me to relate to them."
In one respect, we can't blaJ!le' them. ' I can understand how an athlete who'comes from a financially
struggling family would want to help them, or even
the athlete who sees his chan~es of a payday greater
this year than the previous year. J11is is because there
are no rules that forbid it. ShQuld there be? YES! Rules
and regulations need to be implemented in' order to
stop this depletion of the college athlete and the college student. In athletics, college basketball in particular has begun to show noticeable signs'of a lack of talent depth. In academics, it is the individual who suffers.
When it comes to the veterans, there is no excuse
for their selfishness except their own motivations and
values. There are a select few, guys like David
Robinson, Kirby Puckett, Reggie White and Joe Mon. tana, who stand apart in the midst of fhis new breed
of greedy players. I truly admire those athletes who
retired with the teams that they started their careers:
players like Jim Kelly, Alan Tnimmel,'Walter Payton,
Roger Staubach, and James Worthy. I think this shows
loyalty and numility in the way they carried themselves as a player and a person.
We need more players like these few, but it seems
that the trend of today is best summed up from a quote
by Cuba Gooding's character in Jerry Maguire: "show
me the money!"
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The Force is back!

-SrAR.

"Star Wars" special edition lights up the
screen with newly enhanFed digital effects

WARS

spaCIAL

.DIYION

entertainment industry. Other celebrate 20 years of "Star Wars,"
LUCASFlLM, LTD.
creative people-from fiction the trilogy returns to the big
Press release
writers to commercial artists to screen in a way audiences have
While "Star Wars" was a de- advertising copywriters--point to never seen before: with restored
fining event for pne generation, the "Star Wars ~rilogy" as the be- prints, enhanced or new visual
it has been embraced by new ginning of their creative urges.
effects, a newly-remastered
generatiQns, assuring its place as
The Trilogy continues to have soundtrack-and some special
a timeless epic of grand design significant impact: a recent sur- surprises,
and boundless fun. The trilogy vey of college students indicated
For Lucas, preparing the "Star
has both entertained and in- that "Return oftheJedi" was their Wars Trilogy Special Edition"
spired moviegoers by exploring favorite film of all time, there are . has truly been a labor of love, a
the conflict between good and over 350 "Star Wars" web sites on chance at last to complete a proevil, and between technology the Infernet, and the "Star Tours" cess that began two decades earand humanity. It also strikes a ride at Disn~land remains one of lier. It is a unique experiment
chord by celebrating heroism- the favorite attractions in each of and he is eager to see the results.
. and the Jimi~less potential of the Disney's theme parks worldwide. "Nothing has previously been
. For an entire generation, the done on this scale," he says. "I
individual.
"Star Wars" has become so in- only way to experience what enjoy~d the chance to re~work
grained in the popular culture of started the phenomenon-the the movies and finish them the
these generations that terms and films themselves-has been on way I originally e'nyisioned
phrases that would have the television screen. But now, to them."
sounded strange just two decades ago are part of the everyday language: Wookee, Death
Star and, of course, "May the
Force be with you." From the
days of Ronald Reagan and the
"Evil Empire," to·a recent episode of television's "Friends" revolving around a fixation on
Princef1S Leici in .a dancing-girJ
costume, Ge~>rge Luca~' epic
~p!'lcefan~y has always been
something special· that liv~ by
its own r.ules. .
..Co~tless film school students
and thos,;!alre.adyin the buSiJless~"
2redits~eing ,'fStar 'Wars'!' for .
their desire .to become pm of the ' ..
.

,.

Defeat boredom;· go online;
Internet .ntertalns even wun ......... no one .Ise .round
LYNNE MILLER

Staff writer

'

It's two o'clock in the morning
and your roommate is hunched
over the keyboard, eyes glazed
qver, totally mesmerized by the
computer screen. Even though
your roommate is having a great
time, it would be nice if she
would just go to bed.
Whether for WQrk or
for play, Whilwo·rth
students spend a significant amount qf
time on the internet.
From doing research
for classes to just surfing the net, users have
found that while
spending time on the
net is productive, it can also be
addictive.
Junior Dawn Longnecker
found that although she uses the
internet for her kinesiology class,
it is easy to get sidetracked.
Longnecker's most unusual experience was when she found a
little surprise on the net. "One
time I found an actual homepage
on death, with people grieving
and conversing about it," she
said. Longnecker enjoys pages
on sports medicine and rehabilitation.
Senior Don Dicus uses the net
for work and for play, spending
two hours a day during the week

,"

.- New ~d Gently Ust:d Records, CDs, and Tapes
on saJ~ TIDS WEEKEND ONLY at the annual

KPBX Recordings
& Videos Sale

While many students use the
on line and a little bit longer on
w.eekends. 'Dicus' favorite sites internet for low-key entertainhave inforqlation on coaching, ment, some students keep their
trucks, sports and travel. In ad- use down to a bare minimum. "I
Classical- Jazz - Blues - (4~olk - ~ock - Pop - More!
dition to using the internet, Dicus rarely use the internet for fun,"
said
junior
Erin
Cole.
Cole
is
on
also takes advantage of e-mail, "I
22 9
5
e-lflail constantly to friends and ,the internet about an hour a
relatives, he said." Dicus said that week, and only for research.
The enormous amount of mahe was so pleased with the conIn The Masonic Temple's Auditorium
venience and low cost of e-mail, terial on the internet can make it
(w. MaJn Sf. entrance)
time consuming for
users to find exactly
what they want. Senior Ryan Hawk
found that the key to
eliminating
this . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - .
problem is actuaJly
knowing what you
want when you get
GOLF & GAMES
on the net. "I only go
to subjects I'm inter". -:::.
Right behind Whitworth at
that he urged his friends to cor- ested in/' said Hawk. His favor.10515
N. Division St. - 468-4386
ite sites include business, educarespond with him via e-mail.
In addition to sports and enter- tional and informaiionallinks.
Overall, students have (ound
tainment, catching up on the
news is something students often that they usually have a site in
do when surfing the net. Junior mind before they go on the
Cylas Engeland favors CNN and internet, but there are certain
things that can catch the eye.
other newS related Jinks.
If you want to know about any Longnecker likes different colors
kind of contest, ask senior Nate ana graphics, and for items to be
Fox. "I spend time entering con- "shprt, brief and to the point."
tests, all the ones I can find," Fox Sophomore Nicole Polen enjoys
.said. In addition to being entered pages that are clean, with lots of
in a wide variety of contests, Fox fun links. Although Polen does
also gets e-mail from the compa- use the net for research, she benies that put on the contests. He lieves that the most entertaining
Watch Monday Night Football on the big screenl
enjoys looking up stock quotes part of using the interne,t is exValid September UITOugh April. OPEN n:AR ROUND.
ploring.
and finding clips from movies.

Saturday Feb.
a.m. - p.m.
Sunday Feb. 23 I I H.m.• 5 p.m.
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and get $2 in tOke~.
FREE ~
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Group studies post-apartheid
changes in South Africa
the first and often faltering steps ferent cities throughout South Afof
the new democratic govern- rica when they stayed with host
Siaffwriter
ment.
families. After staying with all
However, according to many of English family in Cape Town,
Under the South African sun
this Jan Term, a group of 16 stu- the tour members, this freedom Morishita noticed there were sllll
dents and five adults loaded into presented many problems that distinct separations behveen the
a kombi, the South African term the newly established govern- different races. "ApartheId
for a mini-van, and started on a mentwasnotprepared to handle. ended politically, but socially it
When sophomores Amanda still remains," said Morishita.
journey "that would take them
Tour members frequented the
3,000 miles through a country Ayars and Camille Cooke toured
struggling to establish a demo- the grounds of Nelson Mandela's open air markets with wares of
house, they noticed that it was colorful beaded jewelry, masks
cratic government.
This is the second trip Whit- surrounded by barbed-wire and wood aoq stone carvings.
They dined on the traditionill
worth students have made to fences.
.It
was
not
so
much
to
protect
meal ofbobotie (a meat dish with
South Africa. Gordon Jackson,
professor of Communication the president from any certain curry) and a South African deliStudies, has accompanied the group, said Ayars, bW: to protect cacy, ostrich meat. "[The ostrich
him from the general violence meat] ·tasted like steak, but
students on both tri~.·
that
pervades South Africa.
healthier," said Cooke.
The first trip' took place in 1994, .
"The whole country is in dis- .
Group members walked along
the year of the election in wbich
Nelson Mandela's African Na- array right now," said Ayars. the shores of the Indian Ocean,
tional Congress took control and Though nwnerous changes have visited gardens and museums,
formed a democratic govern- occurred since the 1994 elections, and the more adventurous of the
ment. The second trip observed many of the tour members agree group rode ostriches. Described
the changes that have taken place the country has a long way to go. by Morishita as a very aggressive
South Africa has one of the high- bird, few riders were able to keep
in post-apartheid South Africa.
est crime rates in the world result- their balance.
~With the new 4isp~nsation
" ,iIt tipped its head and dumped
there's been a wonderful opening ing from widespread unemplC?yup of press freedom and an ease ment and poverty, said Morishita. me right over the front," said junMembers of the tour w~re able ior Matthew Mooney. "It was
ing up of censorship," said Jacknever forget."
son. It is a grea~ time for'students to get a closer look at life in.clif~==~~~~=7~~~~=-~~1
to be in South· Africa as its citizens and institutions search for a
new identity in the face of increasing freedom, Jackson added.
Students.-~~re able to learn
more about' the culture and political situ!ition in South Africa
thro1,lgh . lectures, . The .topics of
'. the daily lectUres Y(er~ Siv~n by
membe~ of the Jl)eQ~a! ,~)lurch
. officials, economis\s and. social
. workers, said junior Satoshi
Morishita.
Many of the large' institutions
in South Africa, such as the media and the church, are being redefined by the post-apartheid
government, said Jackson.
The tour provided students Members of the South AfriCa study tour take a break and enjoy
with the opportunity to w'itness the view from the Delair Winery near Cape Town.
STEPHANIE LENOX

I
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Seniors Lelf Heins and Molly McDougal show the Masai children
from Emurototo how to write in English.

Medical mission
serves in Kenya
last tribes in the world to be
modetnized. Sophom.ore Jill
Cummings said the Masai vilThis Jan Term, 31 Whitworth lagers were captivated with the
students traveled all the way to flashes on the cameras and liked
the eastern coast of Africa to take the flashlights the students gave
blood pressure, give injections them.
The viIJageT5 took the l'tuand dean and bandage wounds.
The students ventured into rural dents into the manyatta, the
place where
villages
around
the
the Masai
warriors liv~
Kenyan city of
and the men
Migori to pro."They
vide medici;ll
did a warrior
care to the vildance
for
lagers. They
them. This
gaveoutmediwas special
cines
and
because they
normally do
counseled on
good· hygiene
not 1~~P.fqple
- Jill Cummings,
from ou tside
with the help
sophomore
of translators.
the tri~ hitl?
The mixtu~e
the ~nyatta(
of pre-med, religion, education, said Cummings.
business, biology and chemistry
Along. with the Whitworth
. majors spent most of their time medical mission team, an eduhelping the poor, whQ do not of- cation team and a ministry team
ten get medfcal aid. "We had handed out copies of the Bible
three American poetors, and in English.
most days three Kenyan doctors,
"They went out and saved
but they were not on the same people and also got a ~ouple of
skill level as the Americans," S{lid congregations
'started,"
sophomore Marcie Colvin. She"''- Cummings said. The African
referred to a Kenyan hospital as people have an incredible faith,
"a living hell."
. she said. "They often saId that
Among the people the group we were the answer to their
vIsited were the Masai, one <;If the prayers."
ALISHABROW

Sta)fwnter

ofte1:l said
that we were the
answer to their
prayers, "

Invest in yourself and strengthen your
corporate position with a Master of
International Management degree.

You're invited to the
.
19.97 M.I.M. Open·House
.

Thursd6Jl, Feb. 20, 1997, 7 p.m..
-Fourth Floor /JoiIrdroom
Spo/Iane InterrollegliKe Reseilrch ilnd Technology InstItute
665 N. Rlverpoll1t' BlVd., Spo/Il1He

Milster

M.I.M.
0'

International MaRt1gement

• MilMgement ilM Lei1dersh/p
• C£oss-culturill CommuniadlOll
• Reseilrch ilMAniI/ysls
• IiIoIJiII srriltetl/es lor Bus/ness

3¢ COPIES

Every Saturday! 8 1/2 x 11,
white paper, single side only

One Stop Mailing Shop • Great Service, Great Prices
HourS:

N. 9916 Waikiki Rd.· 465-8412
Herr to Encore Espresso In file It'rIifwortII um,."."

Moo • Fri 9am-6pm
Sal 1oam-3pm

For more Informiltlon, contllCt the
WhItWOrth GradUilte ProgriJm of ,ntel1JiJtloniJllMlJiJgement

WHITWORTH
COLLEGE

(S09J 466-3742, E-mail: mlm(IJIWhltWOrt/J.edu

World WIde web: http://WWW.wh/tWorth.edU/dept/mltrVmlm_oome./1tm
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Men's basketball secures
NCIC playoff spot, will
travel to defend title

Experience the Aroma:

Spokan."s hldd.n
coff•• shops
See page 7

Sec page 4

THE
Volume 87 • Number 12

THE

WHITWORTHIAN
. ONLINE EDITION·

Check it out!
http://www.whllwOl.lh.edu/aswc/wwlan/whlt.htm

Official Publication of the Associated Students ofWhitllJorth College

Whitworth College • Spokane, Washington
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Dancing to a different beat ...

Dorm programs address
shunned sexual issues

Voters to decide
changes in new
cOl1sti tu t ion

LIaNA T ANNESEN

Staff writer
Human Sexuality Week was launched Friday
WI th Forum break out sessIOns Nightly dorm-sponsored progrilms will continue until the finill Forum
on PlldilY.
During the week, dorms nre featUring speakers,
vIdeos, discussIons and a poetry reilding on human
sexuality. The week will conclude with il Forum on
"Sexllillity in the 90s, Reality il.nd Fear" presented
by speakers from the Spokane County Heillth Department
.
"The goal is for people to really think ilbout their
own perspectives, and If they don't hilve il healthy
perspective to develop one," said Jan Murray, heillth
center director.
The programs nre geilred toward encotl1ilging
people to think about ilnd dISCUSS sexuillity Issues
from il Christian perspective
"Sex, especially on a Christian campus, hilppens,
but we don't tfllk ilbout it. Because of thilt, we have
illotof negative issues tied in with it," silkl Jim Page,
resIdent director of Baldwin-Jenkins.
Students are ilsked in the Human Sextlililty Week
pamphlet to consider a series of provocative questIons which may encourilge healthy sexualIty perspectives. These questions include. "How does
culture ilffect your image of yourself? What criteriil
mfluences your deCisions about sexuality? How do
you milnilge your biological urges?"
Two to four proglc1ms investigating these questions will be held each evening in different dorms.

MARKJACKSOJ'oL

Erlllor-rI1-chir!

International Club members perform a traditional Kenyan
dance to contemporary Kenyan music af Saturday's "Windows
to the World" International Banquet.

See Sexuality, page 2.

Campus theft on three year increase
JQLIESUND

Stn!f writer
Property thefts from cars, dorm
rooms, and of bicycles hilve increilsed in .the past three years.
Student Life ilnd Security are now
til king action to dec reil se the number of thefts on cilmpus.
Their strategy includes educating students abou t dilily risks they
take ilnd making changes around
Cilmpus to improve the security of
students' personal belongings.
The number of total thefts reported in 1993-94 was 28 ilnd the
number climbed to 35 in 1995-96,
accordmg toa Security Report put
out by Student Life ilnd Security
In ilccordance with TItle II of the
Student Right-To-Know and
Campus Security Act of 1990.
This number includes stolen bicycles, thefts from vehIcles ilnd
other thefts.
Dick Mandeville, ilssociate
dean of students and director of
Residence Life, attributes a signifi-

creates an easy target for thleves,
as does leilving dorm room doors
unlocked and neglecting to lock
bicycles.
"There were some arrests made
lilst fall, and I hope that this will
result in a decrease in thefts," said
Mandeville. The trend of a yearly
increase in theft seems to be coming to an end.
"Recent statistics
look
pretty good
There has definitely been a decreilse in reported crimes
on cilmpus,"
saId Bill Rob• rrom vehie les
erts, Security
IB1C~cl.s
supervisor.
[]Olhe('Three suspects were arrested earlier In
the year for
theft.
95-96
"The three inEll JaegeoNlhllworlhlan graphIC
dividuals ar-

Cilnt portion of the theft mcrease
in the last yeilf to "off-campus
people cOllung on and stealing
items left m plain Vlew in vehicles."
Security warns srudents ilbout
leaving Items such asCDs, wallets,
cash and portable CD players out
in plain view in their Cil rs This

. Calnpus Thefts
35
30

25
20

!5

10
5

o

93-94

Students
to vote
Thursday

94-95

rested turned out to be professional criminals, and I thmk that
these arrests crea ted more confidence that Security will actually
do something when there is a
problem," said Roberts.
One step bemg taken to prevent
theft on campus is that students
can now take their backpacks upstairs in the dining hall and leave
them behind the check station so
they can see them
"vye hope that It deters people
from stealing backpacks, but so far
students have not been bringing
their packs in to the safer area,"
MandeviJIe said
In the new dining hall in the
Campus Center, projected to be
completed next fall, there will be
cubby holes or lockers available
for students to leave their personal
belongings while eating
"We are illso looking at installing surveillilnce Cilmeras so that
student belongings can be monitored while they are eilting," Roberts said.

Students will have the opportUJlity to vote Thursday on the
adoption of a new ASWC Constitution. Voting will tilke plilce
II) ihe Campus Center and ilt
LeaVItt Dining Hall.
Two versions of the constitution will be presented for adoptIOn. One. versIOn prOVIdes for
the executive vIce president
(EVP) to be elected by the student
body The other ciliis fOJ the 1111mg ofthe position. Studen ts Illily
ilccept eithel version, or reject
both.
Copies uf the new documents
are being circulated to allow students the chan<:e to review the
proposals and become educilted
before the vote. Copies are ilvailable at the Campus Centel Information Desk, ASWC and on reserve at the library.
In addition to changes regardmg the EVP's position, the new
document illso calls for redIstributing voting power III the ASWC
Assembly. According to a letter
from the constItution update
committee being distnbuted with
the new versions, the constitution
"restructures the composition of
the Assembly, adding more representatives in order to reilch a
goal of more fillr and equal representatIOn, particularly for
larger dorms and off-campus."
This will be accomplished
through dorm representatives
who will have voting authority in
ilssembly proceedings. Under
the new constjtutlOn, dorms with
more thiln 150 residents will add
one representiltive, elected by
each residence hall ilt the start of
the fall semester. Off-campus
will add two representatives,
elected in the spring ilt the Silme
time the off-campus preSIdent is
elected
The constitution will also redistribute the duties of the president
and EVP to "reflect the external
and internal nature of these positions," according to the letter.
Other changes in the constitution
reflect current ASWC policies
and procedures.

Fighting the bungee cord...

..-!At..

The GRAPEVINE
•

• Cheap date. Go to Magnolia Hi-Fi and ch~ out a movie in
their Home Theater display. I highly suggest Jurassic Park.

1

• Greyhound adventures. Why is there always at least one
greasy, white guy on the bus ride home that insists on developing dreadlocks on his head by rejecting any concept of h~althy
personal hygiene? And why do these individuals insist on sitting next to me?
• How the media will report the end of the road:.
USA Today: We're dead
National Enquirer. O.J. and Nicole - together ,again
.
Playboy: Girls of the Apocalypse
Sports Illustrated: Game over
RoIling Stone: The Grateful Dead reunion tour
Ladies Home Journal: Lose 10 pounds by Judgement Day
America Online: System tempOrarily down .. Call again in
15 minutes.
Inc. Magazine: ' Ten ways you can profit from the Apocalypse

Seth KunzllWlutworthl8n

~homores Selby

Hansen and Rachael ~ik battle it out at Saturday's
·party in the Gym· after the men's basketball game.
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Prograrr:ts help stude~ts develop
health.y perspectives on sex and r~lationships

Sexuality:

cuss the issues raised in the
She was unable to estimate progr'am attendance, since it deTonight Stewart will show movie.
"Birdcage", a film depicting a
Vpc.oming programs in- pends on student interest. "It's
young man planning his wed- elude "Sexual Decision Mak- either something where you eiding with his homosexual fa- ing in the 1I0s" with Murray ther hit a nerve or people say,
thers, at 8 p.m. in the lounge. and Page, "Media & Body Im- nah, I've already heard !lbout
Afterward viewers will dis- age: Myths and. Realith~s," that," said Coleman.
" ReI a t ion Senior Shannon Keesaw said
ships' 101," she n;Ught go to'forum: She' did
Human $eXuality Week
at
.
- a glance
and "Gyno not think she would attend any'
Monday
Nigh t." '
of the other events since she liv~
, 8J: Men, Marriage & Sex
Dan y a off campus.
Stewart: Health RelatiOfiships #1
Coleman, as"I thi~k a lot of ac;t!v~t.i~~.Ci.t.
ruesdBy , "
..
si&t~nt
d~an:
W~~~~~rt'h'
~i-,~~;p,et~y:..ch?~~::.
','
Stewart: BirdCage 8:00 p.m.
of .'students; minded as far as ·w,l;lat tJt~y:,
Arend: Sexual Decision Making in the 90s
r e"'c 0 m -' al,ow,"~Jd ~niorterry.Borders~
Wednesday
Arenq: Health RelatiOfiships
m~q~eci :;tu-. He does notplan..to att~nd any,
BJ: SrD Awareness
dent's attend' oJ thlj'events eHnei-: H:e:sa,dj~
Thursday ~
t .. "h
e wo~(lbe' ~~re'w~rthwhil~
Arend: GYno NIght
p r ci g ram (s)' 'small ~o~~u'ri. ty, like Whi t;
Warren: Sexual Health in the 90s
which offer. worth h:)d~l,t~,.,hu~an Sexuid~,
Friday,
Forum: Sexuality In the 90s, ReaHty and Fear
in f orm ~ ti p n ity in,the classroom like in hlgl}
they need. -- '-school> .:
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McithTutor

rHE

Can help with basic math
through calculus.
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10) Czech Bouncers
9) Buenos Airheads
8) Peking Toms
7) Seoul Brothers
6) Hungary Jacks
5) Taipei Personalities
4) Syria Killers
3) Iraqi Raccoons
2) Prague Tologists,
1) Guadelajara Krishnas
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~. Mu~ic

Television. ~ anyone remember way back whf,!n,
when MTV played music videos?, And what is up wi~ that
blonde ~hic on t'Road~u1es?" She totally bugs.

~,

,J !.

~n.the zone ... L.would ,encoura'ge everyone on the Whitworth '

"campus to listen to KWRS. on Thuitday.mornings:::It-wilU'put
you in the zone." Of course, I have,no idea what ' that means.,
,Show ~e the money!"
-
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': !B~iJr cats. -Willemette University's mascot is'a b«:ar cat?, What
. e!'~~tlyjs a ~ear cat? Some mutation from a science experim~nt
gone wrong? Don't bears eat cats?
, _",_
• Dope discovery. 'Researchers have found a strong connectioq
, between the effects chocolate and marijuana hav~ on th~ human
body. The, two substances were discovered to have other siini, larities but the researchers can't remember what they are. '
• Question of the week; Why does the whole campus s~elllike
dog vomit?
ThfI GTiIP6Ifrl6 is-11 weekly column in ThfI WhItWOOhIiVl featuring bits of ~us COI1MdY,
unUIWIII s/on8s, and Ofhe, IIfjrI humor. To CCfIIribute your story, or answer /he questIOn of the
MJ8k, CBII our 24-hour l.Oicemaii at x. 5083. (Off-c8mpUS, dIa/466-3248, ext, 6)

Sarah Bade

UISE

Annemar;e Eklund
Todd Parsons

Eli Jaeger
Dan Plies
Elizabeth Vernon
Karen DuBerke
Draft Editors Sherj Allen
Jlllie Sund
Kenji Matsuda

, U.,·rOUI '."Or.,1If
Work in Exotic locations (the
Caribbean. Hawaii. MeXICO).
meet fun pc!,plc. AND get paid!
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Minutes

Wednesday,
February 19

• The constitution update committee reported that a student
body vote will be held Thurs., Feb. 27 to adopt a new ASWC
Constitution. Copies are available at ASWC, the Library, and
members of ASWC.
• Shelly Maak, finandaI' vice president, reported more students
paid ASWC fees than budgeted, resu;lting in $500 left in
unallocated funds for the year.

EDITORIAL BOARD
/uemy Nelson (coordinDtor), Sarah Armstrong, Ryan HOWIIrd,
HannD Ganser, Mark Jackson, Christopher Woods
STAFF WRITERS
Anna Beard, AlIsIw Br010, Carolyn DeBell, Aimee Elliott,
Meltmie Faris, Bennett Gibson, Shailei;h Ghimirt, Brilln Hultgmm,
Rebecca Jordan, Srephanie Lenox, Rob Leslie, Kenji Matsuda,
Lynne Miller, Aaron Pagnitmo, Julie Sund, LionD Tanlle5en,
Campbell While, Joy YaTIUI~hila

ASWC'

lIng::.:z..:co::;'_--J

Adviser Ginny Whife}wuse

10410 N. Division • 466-8434

·The Assembly discussed ~ proposal from the Softball Club,
asking ASWC to sell the club's equipment to next year's ~ew
varsity softball team for $500. Discussion was tabled until Feb. 26.

,,"\.~~<p
I
"
I
I Medium Yogurt I

• Applications for all ASWC positions are available on a table
outside of ASWC (upstairs in the Campus Center.) Positions include executive' officers; coordinators, media executives, dorm
presidents, and Campus Center managers.
'
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• The top 10 rejected international sports team names

Continued from page 1.

4

• Warren Hall President Melissa Hendrickson reported complaints about KWRS being played in the Leavitt Dining Hall.
Ch~tian Gunter, KWRS general manager, asked donn presidents
to gather students' opinions and report to the next meeting.
• The concern of Assembly representa Hon of the 800+ off-campus students was discussed. No solutions were decid~ on.
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EDITORIAL

Defending my degree for
generations to come.
-Derek Smith
senior

I

am a computer science rnajor.· Some of you may read
that and-think "Whitworth
has a computer science pro-'
gram?" while squnching your
. forehead trying to recall pages
from the course catalog. Perhaps
that reaction in itself is enough to
stress my point, butletme develop it further."
As a freshman four years ago,
I had a choice. I could take the
bach~lor.. of arts route, where I
woul~ study computers,
but'also business and accounting. Or, I could tilke
the bachelor of science
route, studying camputers, math and Scien~e. I'
chose the B.s. degree, I am
not suggesting that I am
now, as an only-sixmonths-until-I-graduate
senior, regretting the
choice, but rather I have
come to believe the organization of the degree options in the computer science department is inadequate.
Whe~ compared to degree programs in other disciplines, the'
computer science d~ is not a

choice between studying literature or writing. If I had chosen
the literjlture track, I would have
been given options. I quote from
. the Whitworth course catalog,
from the requirements for an English major: "One upper-division
literature course." Wow. This
type of "customizable degree" is
what I think needs to be offered
in the computer science department as well. I think it is not fair
that one degree gives a student a

:
!

I

'------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_____.---...-l

taste of something without offering a remedy. My proposal is actually quite straight {olWard. The
Computer Science department
(actually a part.of the Math department, mind you) should recognize that all computer science
students do not fall into the categories of button-pushing business types or microchip-designing math types. Instead, they
should allow students to select
courses they feel are important
based upon their interests.
The program would be
stronger and would p'roduce better computer scienlists. Some simple re-evaluations of the degree organization could eliminate both
frustration and dissatisfaction.lrecognizethedepartment is small (I believe
there are two o(us graduating this spring), but we
are getting more and more
_students in the department
every year. I think it is in
myriad of altemativ~ while an- the best interest of both the stu- .
other is static and.rigid, Depend- dents and the industry as a whole
ing on their interests, history and to provide a "customizable de:'
English -students can tak~ only gree," as in other disciplines: .
deg~atall. We~vea'business those classes that interest them
Th~ bulk of my frustration
degree with a compu,terempl;lct- and avoid those that -do not. comes by asking, "Who deci~ed
sis, or a combination math minor Should not the same privilege be . this was important for computer
aruJJphyskt;,Rlipor,.throwing.in ,,,extendedtostudents.iDalldegree. sciencer' in reference to a ClaSs I
some computer <;Jasses and, can~: " progrim"is?, .In my' degree} rI' am' had J6 bike' t'O 'fulfill .rtY'~p\h;~J
ing it a good degree. J find it I)ard . given one' choice: Graph'Theory ments. 1Jle'aepaCm{eht l:t~s ~~ I
to believe that, at the turn of the or Algebraic Structures: If you a great-help to me, b~t I -think if
. 20th century, the~ is not en~ugh ask me, this is like choosing be- is ti~ for it to ta_ke wing and fly, '
material about computers for the tween· carving your-lungs 'out and I feer the 'coIi~g~ has .tI:te re~:
degree.;'" . '~:. '
with a spoon or drinking battery sponsi~ility}6 ~V:E;'j~ a runway.
tfad I decided to be an English acid.~'· _.
.Smith, ~ senior, is a gueSt contr.:tjor, I would J"t;:ive been given a
I ~hink it is unfair to voice _dis- tri~utDr to ,A Differ~t perspective..

Forensics team lacks
adequate funding
Sarah Annstrong
The recent decision by Mike
Ingram, professor of communication
studies, to retire his pos!tion as forensics director has sparked·a controversy in regard to funding throughout campus. As of this year, the nationally-honored FOJalSics team will no
longer be active at Whitworth College.
Although motives behind this decision are an issue
of debate (no pun intended), the underlying factor is
the lack of funding for the program. Throughout the
past nine years, Ingram has forged a renowned Forensics program from literal non-existeQce. Although it
has proven-itself worthy, the Forensics team has yet to
receive the kind of recognition or financial support
from the college that would allow them to continue in
their success.
Most four-year institutions have an allocated amount.
of funds used for inter-collegiate programs. Whitworth
College is no exc;:eption, although such funds are often
unequally distributed among certain prograrps. As a
result, decisions must be made in the advancement or
. expulsion of specific programs. Unfortunately, suc~ a
scenario has occurred at Whitworth.
.. ~en time and money are inv~ted in certain program~ aIld not oth~rsr it creat~ barrie~ of priority for
¢~ting pl'Qgrams and s~ts the growth of new ones.
It is ~ble t;ha~ the Forensics program may not bring
a lot to Whitworth in regard to numbers. It does, how".~:V,er, prpvide~h\1o~ With an OUf)@nc;lipg.acadetnic,: i
t: rrepiltation which might be more effective,in promot.~, mg tJ'ie school.
,. .,., "'-'_
-, ... Fo(cLllationally-recognized progran;t ~uc;:t(as the· .
_ WJ;titw,orth Forensics 'team to be c,rippled due to li!ck
.. of funding and support by tile college is a "hame. The
. Fore~~~s program has proven that; by its achieve. m~nts, it is worthy o~ our S1,lpport.
'
'
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Pirates sweep final home' stand
Whitworth extends home win streak to 32 games, clinches NCIC playoff spot
all) take to the road for points. Heimerman, a force on
Wednesday's playoff game , the inside, ildded 22. points.
Saturday night's contest with
against second-seeded Lewis &
the Lutes unfolded much the
With the game well in hand, Clark University (Ore.).
"We have to [win]," said Will- same way. Jones finished off a
the three Pirate basketball seniors·
made their way to the bench to iams. "We need to go in confi- rather sluggish first half with a
steal and dunk giving the Pirates
rousing ovations, Maybe it was dent. We can beat them."
Should they play th,e same \;Vay a 45-29 lead, and more imporHead Coach Warren Friedrichs'
way of giving Gabe Jones, Louis against Lewis & Clark as they did tantly, momentum going into the
locker room.
Vargas and Nate
Williams had
Williams a well deBuc fans holding
served moment in
No
their
breath
the limelight
when, with two
But maybe it was
minutes and 40
the work of a man
seconds left in
who knows he will
- Ben Heimerman,
the half, he
need all the effort
junior forward
drove the lane
and energy his
and landed awkteam ·can muster
wardly on the
for the upcoming
in the second half of the UPS foot of PLU center Brad Brevet.
playoff stretch, '
"It's all on the line now," said game, the Pirates can expect to Williams, who injured his ankle
junior forward Ben Heimerman. advance to Saturday's conference earlier in the week at practice, returned in the second half and fin"No excuses, No matter how we championships.
The Loggers hung tough for ished with 13 points.
do it, we gotta win."
The man picking up the slack
the first 28 minutes but were unWell said.
,
Dan P1leslWllIIworthlan
After running through the Uni- able to keep up with the Bucs' for the injured Williams was
versity of Puget Sound 90-77 on run-and-gun second half attack. Heimerman, who pounded the Junior Sean Weston explodes to the hoop in a win against PLU.
Friday and Pacific Lutheran Uni- Williams once again led by ex- Lutes down in the low post. The
"Lewis & Clark earned the Pioneers' guard Brooks Meek.
versity 87-60 on Saturday, the Pi· ample, hitting 7 for 11 3-point 6-foot-6-inch forward showed his
Meek is anything but his
'rates (11-5 conference, 18-6 over- shots en-route to a game high 23 usual dominance inside by scor- right to play at home," said
ing 21 points, many on spectacu- Friedrichs. "Lewis & Clark is the name, as NCIC opponents have
lar layup!? and power moves to best team in the conference," he discovered. The guard has torn
continued. "We have !o keep up the league with the highest
the basket.
The Bucs weekend sweep them from getting comfortable scoring average, but was fairly
leaves them as the third se~d in They can shoot it, so we have to well contained by the Bucs in the
the NCIC playoffs. Top ranked really play some defense."
January meeting at Whitworth,
Pacific UniverSIty ~~~'~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'!""""'~~~
scoring only 13
(Ore.) hosts the :::
points in a 80-65
fourth-seeded Lutes
loss to the Piin the other plaY9 ff
~ome
rates.
d
h"
Fried richs is
game. The Pirates
looking for a restill have a shot at
hosting a playoff'
- Warren Friedrichs,
peat
perforgame should they
Head Coach
rna nee against
defeat Lewis ~
Meek, but will
Clark and 'if Pacific
not have the
loses to PLU. The
luxury of playLutes w:ould then again return to
Williams echoes his· coach's ing in front of a friendly Field
Spokane to plLlY the l3ucs f~r the sentiments.
House crow'd.
"I'm gonna concentrate on '0'
"Homecourt is bjg," Friedrichs
conference championship.
,
"
But the battle-tested and road- harder than I usually do," said said. "Its worth 10 points. We
Junior Ben Heimerman (left) is held back by referee Mike Peterson weary Friedrichs isn't looking Williams, who will probably have . have to play 10 points better. But
and teammate sophomore Tyler Jordan after being hammered by
,
ahead to anything.
the unenviable task of defending , it can be done."
a UPS player. Double technicals were called. '
KENJI MATSUDA
Slnff writer

"It's all on the line now.
excuses.
No matter how we do it, we gotta win. "

"We'Ve played
good teams, and
t
.
goo earns wzn at , ome,

.',

\,.

Whitworth wishes the
road was less traveled
.

BENNEIT GIBSON
Staff writer

As the playoffs approach, the
Pirates men's basketball team is
hoping to overcome recent road
struggles and come out on top.
All of the Pirate
losses this year
have come on the
road.
Head Coach
Warren
Friedrichs said
that despite the
losses, the team
has fought hard
and played well
in those contests.
"We've played some good
teilms, and good teams win at
home," he said.
Friedrichs added that there
may be more pressure put upon
the players by himself and the
players themselves when on the
road.
.

/fit is all self-imposed," he said.
Senior forward Gabe Jones said
there is a different mind set when
teams are at home as opposed to
on the road. "When you're at
home, you feel more comfortable'," he said. "You also tend to

would catch up and win behind
the crowd's constant support At
Pacific was a different story, however. Pacific leaped ahead 19-5
and rolled on to defeat the Pirates
78-73.
"It is tough to win on the road

in this conference, regardless of the teams'
record,"
said
Heimerman.
.
Junior guard Nate
Williams said the
dr "
team has what it takes
to win in the playoffs.
- Ben Heimerman,
"This is do or die/' he
junior forward
said. "You either go
home or keep on gaing."
.
get more easy baskets."
Friedrichs said the team's poJunior
forward
Ben tential for the road is still yet to be
Heimerman said that it is harder seen. "We haven't played our best
to overcome big deficits when a basketball yet," he said.
team is on the road.
, With the . playoffs around the
Examples are the two games corner, the Pirates are looking to
Dan PlieslWtlllworthlan
against Pacific. At home they turn some heads again like they
Helmerman
soars
to
two
of
his
game
high
21
points
against PLU.
started the game down 19-6, but did last year.

"It is tough to win on the road in thi.s
conference, regardless of the team's
reeor
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Women's basketball ends season with. win
ANDY MCCRAW

Staff writer
"Unity. Supportive. Together,"
These are words that define the
Whitworth women's basketball
team.
The Pirate women were
knocked out of playoff conten·
tion after a tough loss on Friday
night to the University of Puget
Sou~d 63-53. Despite
the loss, the team was
able to come back with
an 85-69 win for their
final game of the season against second
place Pacific Lutheran
University (16-8, 12-4)
on Saturday.
Senior Jen TiSsue led
the Pirates in scoring
against UPS with 22
points (10 for 17) while fighting
a flu virus,
Senior Sheri
Northington grabbed 12 rebounds against the Loggers. UPS
won in the steals department
with 17, and shot 52 percent for
the night.
Saturday's matchup was a
whole different story. Knowing
that it was their last game, the

Bucs gave it their all. The thre(>
starting seniors, Moore, Tissue,
and Northington ended their careerh on a good note. Rebecca
Moore led all scorers with 20
points while Tissue racked up a
tri pie-double. Northington
added 12 points to the Whitworth
win.
"The PLU game really showed
the character of this year's team,"

to deal with adversity until
you're faced with it," said Moore.
"When Jen [Tissue) got injured
we had to have others that could
step lip and score points."
"We were cohesive and really
supportive of each other," stlid
Junior Kristen Davis.
That "stick-together" attitude
is what helped the team pull out
big wins, The game that stuck
out most in the mind
of Davis was against
Willamette University
where the Pirates
avenged a difficult
IS
two point loss last
year at home.
Although this is the
Helen Higgs,
end of the season for
Head Coach
the Pirates and the end
of the careers of several key players,
said Head Coach Helen Higgs.
Higgs lpoks to\'1ard next year
Character seemed to be an with hope.
overall theme for the Bucs this
"1 think we have the best freshyear Despite facing injuries that men and sophomores in the conkept several starters out of the ference," said Higgs, "Our junline up for a total of ten games, iors are pretty good too!"
Some team members are sorry
senior leadership, togetherness
and support kept the team in to lose some good seniors but feel
good spirits,
the returning players will be able
"You don't always know how to fill the leadership rol,es nicely.

"The PLU game really sho'wed
the character of this year
team. "

Dall PloesfWhilworlhian

Senior Sheri Northington rips down a rebound agaInst PLU.
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QUIZ
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

B.
9.
10.

What's the nick l:ul_oQ£
ketball squa
What major. eag4~ Ra:~ebal . lub is cheered on
by the inf ol,ls BleaGller Bu s?
What two , all of fi¥P~rs play. center and left
field for e,New,X.orK:Y'jlnkee the year right
fielder R 'er:'Ma~:ilii':is!61, w>iile1Jl",
What col ,ge _~o~~~!~~~m!if$:Y~~~~ ~g~pmes in
the Pa.w~~~av'U}q4Z·; : iD',':'/;(,A" ,,:;:,:', '~',
Who'sli~t{f6r,an''N'BA ~eaWii:tecOt!t~7.t1'field goal
pe~~f{wg~ ip'!r~7.2: 73? "~;; /~t;,~P:: «';'F'(: ~ ,: .
Wh~(~:[;o~;!t~'MJq~: ~kers)tar ~el: ~B,A;~arks for
Pd4if~ ',~ i·fi~I.d)~~t~tt'em~W:1n"on~:'half of a
finfIJsk
• "ga'fue,u1?J:962? "(,' ",.' ,
~f.. /. WhatitWb~scli'o61$'battled in the first college basketbalrgam1?h~levj~ 'If "-""·.~pn~~r)f1 primetime,
'''<",,'Y

'1"

/,"",/'

g~:W:~;\?$1ti

·:'i~@f~J!i'~~_handed?'

Whidl, of SOryty'J~J~t;, '
. 'ft,~tirr ~d Johnny
Unitas gained tJ:1e· f~ijt0J.lgh the air in
. -",~•.,
his NFL career~ ')
What made-fo'f.:Tv
vie deprived fans of seeing
the Oakland Raidetsf[~omeback victory over the
New York Jets on Nbvember 17, 196B? Hint: This
occurrence,was jol{i<'fi about in a recent Digital
satellite 1VA?,?,~merCial.

TIE BREAKER:

.

(Closest to answer gets it.)
How many shutouts did Grover Clevelaod Alexander pitch
in the majors? .
Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next Issue of The Whitworthian.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Chris "Night Wood" Woods c1ulched up in the waning hours of
Sunday night getting all 11 right. Amazing,
.
Answers:
1) Duke 2) Warriors 3) Lloyd B. free 4) Indianapolis Olympians 5) Magie Johnson 6) The Philadelphia 76crs
Questions and answers courtesy of Trivial Pursuil©.
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'WhitW"orth looks to alloW" Inore
student
usage of Graves GyIn
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"We are trying to ,figure mIt
what can be dQne to make
Graves more open for student
use," he said,
Bates said this concern came
to his attention becallse of letters
he received from students that
there wns not enough'time for
students to use the gyms,
Two reasons why the gym is
often closed is the bad weather
preventing sports teams from
practicing outside, and basketball still being in season, Bates
said,
The issues committee has
made a proposal to the ASWC
Assembly to help with this student concern.
"We asked ASWC to fund a
work study position to keep the
gyms open if liability is an issue," said Bates.

proper rriohitoring of the facility.
· According to McQuilkin, there
are many.:coaches offices in
If you are looking for some- Graves, sO'Sfi!curity is also a conthing to do, cross off imytning cern without a monitor present in
that involves the use of Graves the gym, '
Gym.
· In add';iion, a monitor is
Open gym in Graves is cur- needed to make sure the facility
rently not an option for students: is used strictly by members of the
looking to play basketball, volley- Whi twortli community.
ball or other activities unless
· liThe at~letic department is in
cleared through the athletic de- support of open gym," said
partment.
McQuilkin, "but we need to es"It's a liability issue for the col- tablish work study to be set aside
lege," said Athletic Director Scott for someone to monitor the gym
McQuilkin. "We would like to for [Whitworthrstudents."
have it open early in the mornThis topic has also been
ing till midnight for our students brought before the issues comto use,"
mittee and junior Kevin Bates,
McQuilkin added that the rea- head of the committee, is looking
son why the college can't have it intp the possibilities of creating a
open is because funds are cur- new service for students to use
,rently not available to provide the the athletic facilities,

Staff writer
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Give A Gift

From

me Hell

Donate Plasm:
At NABI

fOf IIIfoI'IIItIoIt all

926-1881
Tuesdav
thru
saturday

9621 E. Sprague

You can help ~ve
INK and earn up II
$1"" ~ 151 MDrKUy ltIm Frl<jav
month, you will
1219 H Division

328-9624

recejve $211 on you

,

1St llOnatlOn

624-1252

~I

me Quality SOurc(

TueWV thru
saturday
W. 104 3rd Ave,

rCII11dcare Avallabje
At DiviSIon, Valley

loutJons Only)
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Jerusalem
University
.College
. • Master of Arts
• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic
study programs
• credits transferable
• Biblical History
• New Testament Backgrounds
• MldcJc Eastern Studies
• Ilislorical Geography
• Hebrew Bible TransiallOO
• Hebrew Language
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6· SPORTS
Conference success sends
swim team to Nationals
Bucs at the close of the men's Niltionals by placing second in
800m freestyle relay when the both the 1,650m freestyle, the
teilm defeated UPS and broke the SOOm freestyle and third in the
The Northwest Conference of conference record only to be dis- 200m freestyle. Freshman Ben
Independent Colleges held its qualified when several team Swinehart proved himself worchampionship swim meet at members unkno\vingly jumped thy of Nationals with a second
Linfield College Thursday into the pool to cool down before place finish in the and fourth
through Sunday. The success of the last competitors had finished. place finishes in both the sOOm
"We were devastated, but you freestyle and 400m 1M.
the Whitworth team as a whole
"The atmosphere of the meet
solidified the belief that this just have to move on. It probably
could be one the best collection helped to motivate us to corne was very competitive, but also
of swimmers ever to head for Na- back and defeat Linfield for sec- friendly and fun. It was what
tionals.
and in the end," said Dodd.
swimming should be, what any
Led by Head Coach Tom
Others, though disappomted, sport should be," said Jerry Rice,
Dodd, who was named NCIC were also able to see a positive summing up the feelings of most
Coach of the Year in both 1996 aspect to the otherwise bleak situ- of the competitors.
and again in 1997, the Bucs lived ation.
"On paper, UPS should win
"It would have been nice to nationals. But these meets aren't
up to and in some instances far
hold the record, but we still had decided on paper. We weren't
surpassed expecta tions.
The men's team placed second a great race, and that's what will supposed to win this miHly races,
behind a dominant team from stand out in the minds of UPS, on paper at least. As far as the
the University of Puget Sound, especially at natIonals," com- team goes, it's nice to do well at
and the women took third with mented Rice afterward.
Conference, but Nationals is
UPS and WiJlamette ahead, reAlso coming through with ex- where it counts," said Assistant
spectively.
ceptional performances were a Coach Steve Flegel.
In any meet of this caliber there host of other Whitworth swimThe team as a whole is taking
are always a few disappoint- mers, including Jerry Rice, who a very positive look at the upcomments, and several Whitworth won the 400m 1M in yet another ing Nationals, and with good .reaswimmers just missed qualifying NCIC record and set conference son. The entire season has been
-for Nationals. Those sad notes records on three relays: the 200m focused toward finishing strong
were certainly offset, however, freestyle, the 400m freestyle and at Nationals, and Conference
by the many incredible perfor- the ill-fated 800m freestyle.
proved that the team is coming
mances turned in by others.
"In the relays, I think we really . together at the right time to acAt the pinnacle of individual surprised ourselves with our suc- complish their goal.
success for the Whitworth team cess. The energy ptod uced was
"As the meet went on, the team
were seniors Jeff Rice and Shan- incredible. Everyone in the con- grew cl.oser and became more
non Braun.
frrence is pretty mu~h frie~<;lIYr d~One"f and with ·eac;h'day:the:.··
Rice, who won all three of his but we still go after' each oth~t" building ~~citement and momenindividual events by dominating said Rasmussen. '!'
'"
tum helped overcome the fathe 100m fly 200m fly, and SOm
Junior Tena Emb(y'explo<:le'~ tigue," said Braun.
freestyle was named Swimmer of onto the scene and scored well for
As the rush of this incredible
the Meet for the men, while the team, showing~'inajor im~ season!s slo~ly coming to its,
Braun received the prestigious provement and qu~lifying Jor pinnacle, Ws possible to turn a
award for the women by win- Nationals in the 200in freestyle; reflective eye on what took them
ning the 200m freestyle, 100m the 500m freestyle and the 1,65Om this far and what lies in store for
freestyle and placing third in the freestyle.
" ..
.
the future.
SOm freestyle.
Senior Lea Stenerson also
"We're looking at a rebuilding
Senior John Rasmussen won showed well, making the cut for' time after this is over. Last year's
the 200m breaststroke in 2:07.77 nationals in the SOm freestyle, the seniors and those that are graduand the 100m breaststroke in 100m freestyle, and the 200m ating this year have brought us
58.36, shattering the NCIC freestyle.
from the bottom end of the conrecords in both events.
"Lea was coming off of two re- ference to the contender of toSenior Jan Okada placed sec- ally tough years, when most day," said Dodd. "It'salittlesenond In the 400m 1M and the 200m people probably would have timental, but I also know that
breilststroke, and fourth in the quit, but she really came through they'll rip it up at Nationals. I just
200 1M despite fighting fatigue for us," said Dodd.
want them to leave here happy,
and a heavy focus on perforFreshman Mindy Galbraith and when they have kids, I want
mance at Nationals.
also surprised many people with them to come here so I can coach
A twist of fate came for the a fantastic meet, qualifying for them too."
CAMPBELL WHITE
Staff wnter
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Commentary·
Bues hope for some road wins
somewhere over the rainbow.
As Dorothy
clicks her ruby .
slippers
together, she begins the magical chant, "There's no
place like home. There's no place like hpme." Per.haps the Whitworth men's basketball team should
try the same thing with their Nikes.
- The men's basketball team has had an incredible
home winning streak, which now stands at 32 games
following victories over University of Puget Sound
and Pacific Lutheran. University last weekend, but
it's the road trips that are the Achilles' heal of the
team.
Inconsistent shooting and a sluggish start· have
equated to a 3-5 road record for the Bucs. Whitworth
started out the season strong as they traveled to Oregon to beat up on George Fox University, and then
came back to the friendly confines of the Field House
where they easily handled Linfield College ~nd
Willamette University.
The Bucs then traveled the yellow brick road, a.k.a.
Interstate-5, for a battle ·against a tough PLU team
and a young UP-S squad. In hV~ ~on,~rQversial.g~~e~, , .
W-hit'Yorth came up short·~t tlie.b~zzer, not once but
twice, and left Tacoma lqoking like the cowardly ~ion
instead of the powerhom;e·that Pirate. fans were ~sed
to seeing.
Whitworth bounced right back as they came up
with two huge victories at home against nationally
ranked Lewis & ClaJ;"k College and Pacific University'. This appeared to show t,he league that the upset
loss the week earlier was nothing more than a fluke,
but someone forgot to tell that ·to Willamette.
The Bearcats ripped into the visiting Bucs, and gave
Head ~oach Warren Friedrichs and his Pirates their
worst loss in over five years, thrashing them by more
than 30 points. Thankfully, the Bucs were able to
escape with at least one win as they knocked off
Linfield, but their grasp on repeating as conference
champs was slipping away.
Whitworth pulled off back-to-back road wins as
they knocked off Whi tman, then came home and destroyed George Fox, which set up the ultimate confrontation against the wicked witches of the west,
Pacific and Lewis & Clark.
If the Bucs could win both, they would come horne
in control of their own destiny to repeat as conference champs and have home court advantage for regional playoffs.
If they split, Whitworth would still have an opportunity to win the conference with wins at home
over PLU and UPS, but would need some help from
other teams.
Dorothy could'not have been more rJght, and Pacific and Lewis and Clark took advantage ~f playing
at "home sweet home." They both left the Bucs behind with only a flicker of hope to win the conference and a bruised and beaten road record of 3-5.
Now with the season on the line and hopes of another trip to Nampa, Idaho, on the table, the Bucs
are going to have to come through without their beloved Field House. Instead they are going to take
their shaky road record and questionable confidence
to Pacific's home court to take on Lewis & Clark on
Wednesday.
Let's just hope the Pirates we know, the ones we
have seen destroy team after team perfectly for almost three years, the ones who never gave up in the
face of adversity, the ones who believe in each other
and their coach, and the ones who took us all on that
magical ride last year show up.

ROB LESLIE
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"Romeo and Juliet"
Civ~c

Theater entertains Spokane
with classic Shakespeare drama
REBECCA JORDAN

Siaff writer

••• II. "

Movie

Review
BRIAN EOYLE

••••••••••

"Shine"

Staff writer .
Rain fjllls outside as a wandering man pounds on the windows of a closed seafood restaurant. Once inside, the man, drenched and cold, begins td mumble about needing to talk to a
woman named Sonya. The employees of the restaurant try placating the man in an attempt to
discover from which mental hospital he has escaped.
So opens "Shine," the true story of Australian child prodigy David Helfgott. Born to a poor
family outside of Melbourne, David is taught to play piano by his overbearing father, Peter,
who is a Polish survivor of the Hok>caust. Peter's absolute desire is to make his child win
every competition in which he entered, resulting in an abusive and manipulative control over
his son. "Shine" traces the impact of this relationship from the time of David's childhood,
through his college years, and into adulthood.
The character of David Helfgott is engrossing. Played by James Wood:s look-a-like Geoffrey
Rush, Helfgott is a man of intense genius and intense confusion. Jumbling his words together
as thoughts collide in his head, Rush paints the picture'of a lovably immature maestro.
Religion plays an interesting role throughout the movie. Peter Helfgott, a non-practicing
Jew, continually swears off religion in favor of a Darwinist approach to life. This irony is
noted when David mentions that Helfgott means "God's help."
"Shine" is up for Best Movie of the Year and it is easy to see why. With its faScinating plot
and brilliantly portrayed characters, Shine does more than just tell a story; it takes you inside
the dark past of a child and leads you to the luminous present of a genius.

"Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art
thou Romeo?" asks lovely brunetteJuliet Montague. Why, dear
Juliet, he is at the Spokane Civic
Theater, of course!
The qunint atmosphere of
Spokane'S largest amnteur community thenter is currently featuring Maynard Villers' (director)
rendition
of
William
ShakesphpiHe's timeless classic,
"Romeo and Juliet", a tale of starcrossed lovers.
On Friday evening, sitting in
Row B, just two feet from the
stage, I was close enough to see a
fair share of Mercutio's spewing
mouth juices, and Romeo's excited bits of saliva. By the end of
the show, I was good at anticipat. ing the long, soliloquies and managed to dodge most of the actors'
spit.
Sitting in the dark, cozy theater
for the three-hour show was difficult. I definitely could have used
one of Stan's famous coffees halfway through. However, the humor of the actors kept me entertained and giggling throughout
the show, though an occasional
yawn did slip out
Juliet (Danni Guidry) was fabulous, with her dramatic emotions
. and expressions. ] was particula'rly..imp~essed when real tears
streaked her pale cheeks. Guidry
engaged the,~udience, portraying
Juliet's love-struck happiness.
She also pulled the audience into
Juliet's feelihg of severe sadness,
at the sigh~.of her beloved, and
newly dece<lsed, Romeo.
Ro~eo Oon Jordan) on the other
hand, lacked the charisma of enchanting Guidry.
I began to
cringe whe.never he spoke, and
not simply for fear of his saliva.
Jordan didn't carry the character
of lover boy Romeo. His emotions
were artificial. When Jor dan
was profeSSing his pain from seeing his beloved Juliet dead, I
couldn't help but grimace ifll~ide.
Jordan simply didn't embody the
Romeo of Shakespeare's beautiful
script.
Mercutio (Jack Lippard) was
electric, captivating the audience
with his biting wit and dramatic

The htl1nor of the
actors kept me
entertained and
giggling throughout
the show, . ,
sword fights. Lippard's performance greatly contrasted with
Jordan's rendition of Romeo. He
was certainty a shining star in this
production.
Often 111 theater productions it
is the little people who carry the
show. This production was no
exception. . Nurse (Kimberly
Roberts) and Friar Lawrence
(Norman Gano) were wonderful, .
both of them entertaining the audience with wonderful humor
and witty remarks. Roberts is a
kind confidant for young Juliet
and at the same time a wonderful friend. Gano supports young
Romeo in much the same way,
providing a loyal and helpful
support. If it \\'.eren't for the terrific performances of Roberts and
Gano, this production of Romeo
and Juliet would have been lacking a wonderful spice of humor.
Overall, I would recommend a
night out itt ~he Spo~ane Civic
Theater simply for t1wambiance.
So get out of the old.grind next
weekend. Skip Pizza Pipeline or
a movie flick, and enjoy getting
all spiffed up. Enlighten your life
with some culture.

Ticket
Information:
Showing through
March 15
Spokane Civic Theater
stlldeuts $7
325-2507
-It
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Right behind Whitworth at
10815 N. Division Sf. • 468-4386

~ FREE TOKENS! ~

Buy $5 in tokens
and get $2 in' tOken~.st',

FREE ~

ALSD, GO-CARTS OPENING SOON!
Watch Monday Night Football on the big screen I
Valid Scplrmbcr lhrough April.

Or~;N
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his own special barbecue sauce: spending his free time with his·
He openly divuJg~s various iJ;t. three cl1ildren, his wife and':at
gredients in his concoction (t~his church, but he'alSq spend~
Irs Friday afternoon. The last mato pastei garlic, oregano and' his' l~i~ure time ,With studeJ:tts,
student finally sh':lffles out the brown sugar to nan'le a few), but Yes,' students. Pyle ieCogniz$.
door, leaving l}is exam on the GroSvenDr keeps a' few speCial in-. th~ benefits his stud~nts' reap'
front desk. Taking a quick gredients confidential from pry- from professor/student rela':
gl.ance over his shoulder he ing, salivating students. ,
: tionships,butalsonotestheben~
won~!si ''Wh:at do.Whitworth
"The sec~t.U:tgred.ierits.give it· . efitS he cmd his fainily reap as
.pr~feSsprs ,do afte~. all of. th~ir'~ z~~'( said Grosyerior:, SO why' , w~lI;... .
. ,my.
s_l!Jden,~' ~~~ve' ~Ind '~ark!'es2?,' dOeSn't he' give out his r~~.for , stul;l~nts
fal~ ?~. a:fric;l,~y:'~mQ?n?:'.. ',.; :~l4'de!,ts ~PJt'?1t.e ,~P: ~oY1,' : aJ:l~: illy
<?l~~ ~~~~ei'i": ~:~~:co~: .'; -.~~W:lh;~ it~~Wd,,,:t.,~~~~·,;: ,. ~~r:1.
REBECCA JORDAN
Staffwriter '>'.
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· s~¥ :Wl.~ t.helr.:own,~ed<".': r~cJP~,::~I1Y~P.~i·: :H9~1~~er(' ~f!;
, e~~.pl"riS,.to:ev~ri. t;~idet ~e, .' 'Gr(iSvepot,!las ~e~U(PQwn~to',:"
sOclal Jiv~ ofJtl4i!ir:p~p>~ , give~ng~~~r{a ;aroflUS·.~:." ~WiI~ti1~~
· ~"Hi~~(pi pi:O~rs m~ '..p~miere &iuee.: ,,: .: :' " ,:~.:.,,:
e~j~t;~.p~a'-4~ th4!Y ;"re'liu~,; '~ ~"FuSti~ (f,h,e'~~looly&n :,' - '. ~:)\~'Diim!l
mims;"rigt"tf':,' . ,'. "; :. ~ nbs, but ~iow I f9U"'(::fit:~ really" .'oaIDeI's··'jmcl-bbOl<S··1
Yes, let the ti1lth be told~ pro- 'go<?,d' on', chJcken;!1 __ .:said:"·
fe~~jjrsdite .'iJ.ldeed' "living, . Grosvenor:::tr~' ~lsCgv~¥,t¥f ,'_ ..
bteath~ng"anc:Hoving speCi~ cooking. t~rtli~Ken '~f a)o~e:r->YoW' :ptofessor
, mens W~9 have'; homes, cars, . tempenitilr-e. :all0w.'s ,h,is': secret .·il sm!le or" goo.dbye" and wish
· famil!~, and hobbies beyond sauce to ~etter'perme:ate",th~'" themwellonth¢irw~kendad~
le~hires.and'd.e:vel?ping the meat. >...... '.', , :', ':.~.
. 'ventui~.'Whethertheymaybe·
,tricki~ttrue/f!llse·questi';ms.'··: Ass06ateProfessor6fChemis~ simply<'enj~ying family comShidents 'may be surprised at try, Donalp Car~)l~a th enj.oys. paqy o~wea~iri,g ivg:>, all of our
the hidden passions and inter- spending his Friday'evenings __a~ prbfe5SC?rsdo~yelive&beyond
ests of some of Whitworth's fin- home with his· wife, watching a ' WhitwOl:th.·· , "
est .' "
rented movie
< ."
:
•
Rod,:Hahsen, professor'of and munching ..
Mathematics ~nd Computer on'asliceofp4;.'pand
$cience', w~sspotlighted last peroni
fall iIi The Whitworthian for ql u s' h roo m
This'
his: Green .Bltiff apple orchard. pizza:This love of Hansen's is in it- cheesy delicacy .
s~~f ~rt ; in.terestin'g !,obby.. isn'fCalbreath's"
, ~~ri~~n. greW: 1,lp: in the SpO-" favoii~;tlioi:iSh~'
'kan~e' area and 'loved Green' . "My\vife,rriakes,.
.I?l"ff.: .A.§i~~"hqm.,hi~ famous' a. kiIl~r ,choto:: <..-.""""''''''
~PB)~:dd~!-,,;'I'~i1~n'also enjoys la te ,). cheese'ca~~/!' s~id :
· weaviftg.;Yes; weaving. .'
· Hansen and his -Wife Karen <;::albreilth \'{ith a
· spe,np tim'e' we!iving rag rugs, ,smile.' ," .
on his personal'I~m."
.' .
hit w b r t h'
"My fa,vorit~ rug materi~ls profe~sors don't .
ar~ b~uejeans'and ch~(nille'bed- .' c q m pie tel y
,~prea~~,'~~i~tJa~I'J,)-Iesells .. sep~'rate :their
: his ciqei, ,rug~, 'l:\O,m~:grown': jobs 'from their :
· .pro,duce and .va'rious other sociaHives·.ilnd:
·q~f!?·ft. ~~'littl~ so4J.l~ ~tore{., ' ~eJr jo?:s' ~~t~n.,
'or ~\hng. s!l~d.:.,' ~ , ,':'~'.::. pJ-;\y'~n mtegr.~l,:
WhitWo,r~1.fishomet~·~riy'~ pa'rt'·:.in.:' tMit
.' talented, e!iu~~tqr:s·;~s, weihs '.' homtdife; ':': 'r., .
prtist!' .. wp~n;n~f;\£o!k,irig
i " :"A,' ~·~,o i iI t.~:
:his ~rain~fl g(~~'i)1a'frtewi«~?;,:'~rbf(s~(;T ::;' :,(if. {
_J.'L_
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Ingram resigns as
Forensics director
in terms of making the college
the best place it can be, said
Soden.
For once, the Forensics team
As a result of the' benefits
is at a loss for words. After Forensics has brought stu13 years of participating in dents and the school, the
and coaching forensics, Mike prospect of hiring a part-time
Ingram, professor of Commu- . employee or recommending a
nication Studies, is stepping current employee was disdown
as
director
of cussed.
"We thought about hiring a
Whitworth's Forensics propart-time person, but didn't
gram.
think that a
Forensics is
part-time facone of the
ulty member
best things he
could
be
has
ever
available
done. "The
enough for
hardest pro-.
the
stufessional dedents," said
cision I've
Dean of Facmade is to reulty Tammy
tire
from
Reid.
forensics,''Ingmm
I "
In addition
said.
to the probThe added
- Michael Ingram,
lem of findtime commitprofessor 'Of Communicaing someone
ment
of
tion Studies '
who would
coaching a
be 'willing to
forensics
devote
as
team was a
maj~r factor in Ingram's deci- much time as Ingram did,
sion. Ingram's work with the Reid also commented that a
Forensics program is in addi- . season of coaching forensics is
tion to being a full-time fac- lo'riger than a regular sPQrts
ulty member.
season.
"I'm here all the time," he
Because of that time factor,
said. In addition to adminis- a parHi.me employee would
triltive and coaching respon- not be able to put in enough
sibilities durirlg the actual fo- time to benefit the team, said
rensics sea'son, Ingram works Reid.
In the National Parliamenon script ideas for the team
when the school year is over. tary Debate Competition,
His wish for increased Whitworth placed tenth in the
funding for the Forensics pro- 'country. In competition last
gram was also a factor. Dale year, the team placed third in
Soden, acting associate dean the Northwest, out of 35
for stra tegic planning, ex- teams.
"We had a good name for
plained that budget ,constraints prevented the school ourselves, it will be kind of
from better funding the pro- weird not showing up {at
competition]," said senior
gram.
All colleges and universities team
member' Rebecca
have to balance funds in order Ricards.
Students were
to fully maintain tuition and drawn to. our school as a refinancial aid, and that all fi- sult of our Forensics program,
nancjal deciSIOns are difficult she said.
LYNNE MILLER

Staff writer

"The hardest
professional
decision I've made
is to 'retire from
fore1J.sics
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ATLANTA-When
four
Morehouse College students
were charged in October with the
rape of a 17-year-old Spelman
College freshman, tensiDns drew
tight between the two campu~s
and rumors let loose, students
say.
Even now anxieties persist,
says Morehouse senior Kenji
Japser. Though charges eventually were dropped, Japser said,
some female students are afraid
to visit the mens' campus. "They
think if they're raped no one will
believe them," he said.
Students from Spelman and
Morehouse needed a catalyst to
bring people back together, said
Crystal Slade, co'editor of the
. campus newspaper, Spelman
Spotlight.
Slade, co-editor Naskia
Clements and Morehouse Tiger
editor Marc Joseph collaborated

£, [

,-"~,:::)

group fights sexisIn

on a joint issue of their publications.
Prin ted just before winter
break, the aim of the issue was to
improve black male-female relations.
"We included a taped dialogue
in which several students from
both schools discussed their feelings about rape and sexism':'
Slade said.
The results were worth the effort, she added. "I think .it had a
positive effect. We received great
feedback."
Japser, a writer who has been
}>ublished in Vibe and Essence,
worked on the issue, too.
AttheAtlanta UniversityCenter, a cluster of campuses including historically black Spelman,
Morehouse, Clark-Atlanta and
Morris Brown, rapport between
the sexes has never been great, he
said.
"At AVC, there's a lot of misogyny and misunderstanding

between men and women," he
said.
When Black Men for the Eradication of Sexism (BMES) first
emerged, campus tongue
waggers said some guys would
do anything to meet women.
A few said maybe its founders
were just gay, said Steven Adams,
a Clark-Atlanta University senior, who started the group with
several buddies.
Despite the mumblings ofcynics, most students have reacted
positively toward the organization, Adam said.
"People are surprised. Women
are like, 'Wow, That's great.'"
Even before last October's incident, the group held a rape vigil
to protest violence against
women. The reported assault in
the fall drew a predictable response, Adams says. "The bottom line was people were supporting the men. We always
question the women."
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AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

Pirate baseball has iJ
high hopes; season ~
begins Saturday

Career Services
assist students
with grad school
search See page 8

Is it needed, or is it
another form of racism?
See page 3

See page 4
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Lu'au preparations in full swing

l
\

ALiSHABROW

'"

StaffWnter
STEPHANIE LENOX '

, StfJIfwrHe; ,
/.
. :A;ti~bl~g ~f disconte!lt begins ~ach seine~tei

Members of the Hawaiian Club
are getting busier as the date ofthe
annual Lu'au celebration inches
closer on the calendar.
"Students sent off more than 150
letters to parents and relatives in
the islands," said Bill Johnson, Psychology professor and adviser to
the Hawaiian Club.
The letters asked for donations
of native flowers like orchids, hibiscus, ginger and tea leaves, and
food Only authentic Hawaiian
dishes are served at the Lu'au.
Members of the Hawaiian Club
have been working on plans for the
Lu'au since the beginning of the
school year, and have also been
practicing dances all fall semester
in preparation for the second Saturday in April
Senior Aubrey Aka~la, president
See Lu'all, page 8.
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: as stuqel}~ sfand ~ ~o.ng,l4tes.;t6 p~rchase tex~': '
bookS, totaling betw~n $200, aitd $500·
" .
, , MintY- stUc;lents at WhItworth believe books coot,
,too'much;"'·"", ''';:'",:: >'.
'.
"
"We'don't feei like- !'-uch high mark-up sho~dd
l:!~ u~d ,!h,e~'Wf/r~'pa~&~such ,Iligh'tui,tion/',
. sa~d, seru~&;o~~frtid.. ~~t~me$te~ Surid started'
a~p~~~t~ ~(?<?k'9~r:ati~ri ,ii:lor~er:to Si,ve studentS
at' l~a~~ ,Qri~ ',~f~ma.~,Ye'< to the bookStore~: Qther"
_.s~a~tits ~ve ia'ke~ fo' ~haijrig b90~ and riinsac~ii;ig' U$ed, b90kSt0re.s ~J6'!lvpid: paying the pi-ices
'charged'on'c!l1l1pils.>" .. , ' ; ,
",:', ' ,
::' Thfl book$tore i~ oft~n at the inet~y'~f the pub'ljsher~' sald',~'091Ss~oi~"Receix!rig' Cl~rk.R9,~in ~

-~il~~!rtflf2~~~~~~~::~b~~~~~Jl:':
,_ ,'"
, ' " ,"
,

in th~ii" fi~l,d~:
, "W~'r~.trymg to get, the books as ~heap as we.
,can,:' ,~~d ,By~~ly. ' :f:We go, th!ough a' used boo.k
'wlfol~ler firs.t. to try tQ get flS many'ilsed,ooolis'
: .a~ pos~ib~e."\'. : "
','.'.',."
, ,:.....: :.:,
, '. <';~or., ~,v'ity, dollat, i( sqident pi\Y~ for bQoJg;,_th~, .
,~f!'t9~~',~.~~f 75 c~!l~<Ac~9rding to~e;~ol-,
'lege 5t9~ :~es.~~tch 'anq ,Education PounCl~hQn,

.

"bper~tirig,'ex~nsesjncluding ~jj1ries,a~9b.en-· ,
efitS( rEmt, 'u~lities, fr~ight an':i !lny oth~r C;Qst the,
'retailer incurs leaves tne bookstore with less.thim
"a nickel of p~9f!t." .
' '.', :.
,
"
. Th~s profit is then lumped in 'wi th the total revenue of ~he school, ~aid Controller Mary Ellen
Ba:u~oL The bookstore's revenue totaled $870,572
, 'for fiscal year 1996, accorctiJ')g to financial reports,
Once' expenditmes were ~~ducted, any surplus
rno~ey went into a fund for purchasing new computert> for the school, said Uaukol.
"It's really easy ,to go in the hole," said 13ookstore A,ssistant'Fay W!ltson. Most bookstores
Would p()tbe able t9 bre~keven ifthey relied solely
on textboo~ sales, she Said. They supplement their
textbqok sales with items such as' sweatshirts,
m~gs and bumper stickers.,
,'
Professors ulitrriately decide which textbooks
make it (mto the h<?Ok~to~e ~helves. They must
,
"
. " S~e Bookstore, page' 8.

Hawaiian Club members rehearse a dance routine for the April 12 Lu'au.
Dances from different parts of the Pacific will be featured.
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wee radio speaker raises eyebrows
JOY YAMASHITA

Staff writer
Speakers playing Pirate RadIO
KWRS added a little more ambiance
to the Whitworth Campus Center and
Leavitt Dining Hall begmning February 18 and have provoked mixed reactIOns from the community
"The speakers are on a trial basis by
the ASWC from two weeks to a
month," said KWRS Community Affairs Director senior Christian Tobias.
"There's no set clear cut criteria
needed to be met, but our goal is to
have the speakers on all the time, forever," he said,
Opinions have been voiced through
written comments posted in the din-

ing hall, by word of mouth or by
physicall y taking control of the speakers. "The first day, people kept turning the volume down, or turning it off.
I almost got into a fight with some one
who wanted to turn it off and I
wouldn't let him," said KWRS Music
Director junior Jamie MacKenzie.
"Everyone needs to give it a chance,"
she said.
TobJas is not discouraged by the
negative reactions. "General feedback
has been more good than bad and the
malority like it," he said. The speakers are on when the specIalty show is
appropiate for the listening audience,
said Tobias. "Every night we try to
have a different type of music for dinner hour."

Freshman Janine Lau disagrees.
"Most of the music I hear is alternative or hard rock," she said.
Some students such as freshman
Melodi Akaka want the speakers removed.
"I find them annoying I have no
other choice but to lIsten to it, and it's
not the type of music I want to listen
to. It's not relaxing," she said.
The speakers will remain for the
tIme being. "We are providing a service for the college and letting Whitworth be aware of one of the biggest
clubs on campus," said junior Dayn
WJlberdmg, KWRS production manager. "This is a hot bunch of DJ's and
it would be a shame if a few people
ruined it for the majority that likes it."

New constitution approved, EVP to be elected
JOY YAMASHITA

Staff writer

i

'I
1

'1

I

The student body approved a
revision of the constitution on
Thursday that will provide an
elected executive vice president
(EVP).
A total of 385 students voted
among two different constitutions and the option to reject both.
How the EVP comes into office
was the sole difference between
the two revised constitutions.
One called to elect and the other
to hire. Two hundred and seven

votes activated the elected constitution, while 165 preferred the
hiring constitution. A minority'
of 13 rejected both revised documents.
A constitution reviSIOn committeewas created last year when
reorganizing the document and
presenting a new, concise constitution was suggested, said senior
Dave Roth, chair of the ASWC
constitution update committee.
"Regardless of which way the
vote goes, either one is a better
document," he said,
Most of the material in the old

constitution, dating back to 1984,
is non-applicable and has been
amended out, Roth said.
According to an information
flyer distributed at the voting
table, the new constitution will
update language, clear up confusion of revisions made from the
past and call for more equal representation of the student body.
The constitution is a frame of
the specifics of pay and job description. "Specific numbers and
job duties will be worked out
shortly following the vote," said

See Constitution, pGgt 2.

Chang•• In Dorm Repres..,tatlon
(As required under the new ASWC Constitution; to take effect
for the 1997-98 school year, J = viia ASWC Assembly vole)
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The GRAPEVINE

E'!i(!ying the warm,th ...

• Cheap date. Picnic at Dick's Burgers downtown. Sure its cold,
but no one said these were warm dates, just cheap ones.

,,

• You might be a Republican if:
...you think "proletariat" is a type of cheese .
...you've named your kids "Deduction one" and "Deduction
two." .
... you've ever referred to someone as "my (insert racial or
ethnic minority here) friend."
... you're a pro-lifer, but support the death penalty,
... you answer to ''The Man."
... you fax the FBI a list of "Commies in my Neighborhood."
... you're afraid of the liberal media .

,

,.
t

• Top 10 politically corred ways to say someone is stupid.
IQ) A few clowns short of a circus
9) A few fries short of a Happy Meal
8) An experimeI1t in artificial stupidity
7) An intellec.t rivaled only by garden tools
6) No grain in the silo
5) Receiver is off the hook
4) Surfing in Nelira~ka
3) Swift a? a d.ead gazelle
2) The lights are' on, but nobody is home
1) The wheel's spinning, but the haoister's dead

"}r
(

,

Senior Tim Evans enjoys the sun's ~rm1h and catches • few winks
outside Ballard Hall on one of Spo~'8 few c~~:days. , ., ~ , ~.
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Educator says some "too",
stupid" for college. ~tudy ,':'.:t~fOl
College Press Service
CAMBRIDGE,
Mass.Many Americans are simply
too i'stupid" to ,go to college,
says John R. Silber, chair of
the Massachusetts Board of
Education. "
The controversial educator
said President-' Clinton's
pledge to give 'every American access to college is "elitist" and "wro'ng.", "
"What about people who
don't want ,to go?1' Silber
asked educators, professors
and students in a Feb. 12
speech at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "What

from the faUen trees. No, there will not be a log cabin built in
, the Back' 40, ~

about people who want to be'
lab technicians or plumbers?"
He added: 'IWhen they say
everyone should be going to
college what they are really
doing is denigrating honest
labor,"
'
, Members' 0 f the au d-i e n c e' ,

• Stench mystery solved. That raunchy smell permeating campus is from the diseased and rotting trees, according to
, Whitworth groundskeeping.
• Question of the week. Is anyone's roommate not getting married?
.

ThB Gr8pe1lln8 is a W991c1y column 111 The WhitlW<lhlan fNtvnng biIs of ~ comedy,
InUSUaI s/Orl8s, and oIher light humor. To oontnbultl your story, or answer the ques1ion of the

ahPpear~d to bfeS?llb'Vi'~7~~'!~'~<'')I~(i''Jj!~~rt~~~n,~Od'Jt~iJljj~~~~;~l'l4tj~,,7~;jt'i)~'f4jiii~l6.l~f:.b·J,1 'jl"~1I'B8II:"!"",:,!!!,*caJt=~;,,,,{,;;;:;'4;;,,:hour~.
~.VOICSI7liI~"'";,
..;""";
•• ";,r~a! !t,:,;~',;, fXJ83, :, ;,;, *, ,}~p";: ,-campI.I$~"="=';';"=1";:"~: i', , ,46 -,; ,",;,32! !.48='6" xt! !,6! !~';"':';_'; " ; "' ;' ':' ';'=1
, ;' ,

I el' slcOm~"
ments.
.. ,I ,'. • ~
Some audience members
deba ted the issue with him ',' 1W11:ij(h;)Ai~11i:11tJie~·¥'>te:r~0E!Il1/
after the speech while. others' ,
clapped enthusiastically... ·· :.,,-,
The president has proposed
$1,500 tax credits or HOPE
Scholarships to offset col!eg~.
expenses for the first two
years.
_______ .. _
_-,.:'-;_'::':::::.:::: .~. _ . _:' ,.,
.:.: ~~~_.::~_ ;;S;.:;..~;, -,', ,-- - ,-t eir opmions·o
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• Jim O'Brien, food service director fo~'Marriott, asked'dorm
presi'dents for f~edback about'the current meal plans, food ~rvice and ideas for plaimirig the riew ~i~ing hall. Discussion in.:
~ ._eluded staying open longeihours hi the morning and afterlunch,
." ': .. :~:long lines alter Forum, lunch being closed to students with
. : -- .. meals cards in the Campus Center and the vegetarian bar.
",~ :~ :~~CR--U'IS"f'The assembly heard reports from dorms about the KWRS
.-"
;.-~
-~
'.
' ' 'music being played in the Campus Center and in the dining hall.
& .lAII".rOUI
,Most rep on!> statec;l students like ~e idea of the music, but have
. '~ork in Exotic locanotis '(the'
. conce~ about yolume, format and placement of speakers.
'
. • The finance committee passed a requisition of $39.63 for ma"
Caribbean, Ha~~ii, MeXICO),
meet run people, AND get paid!
terials for Psi Chi. They also passed $100 to' pay for gasoline'
For industry mformation, call
expenses for 17 students attending the Washington Leadership
Cruise Employment Services.
Conference.'
• The unallocated funds account has $337 for the remainder of
(800)276-4948 ext. (60981
the year.
Cruise Employment ServiCes
• Warren Hall President freshman Melissa Hendrickson was
We are a rM4IaICh & pIJilIIoIing co,
appointed to the finance committee to replace Jeff Davis.
• Springfest planning is under way. Students interested in
helping with the event should talk to their dorm presidents.
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: Medium Yogurt :
I

: 99 ct To:::~gs

:

I L1nnl) p"r coupon, Expires ~r 30,)997 I

L ~~d~h~~r'p"daJo~-.J
H2w::i:
Monday -Saturday 10 a.m.-tO p.m.

Sunday 11 iI.m.-9 p.m.

KWRS 90.3 FM
New specialty
shows now
on the air/

,,-.

Friday,
February 28
SECURITY WARNING!
From Bill Roberts, Security supervisor
POWER SURGE PROTECTORS CAUSING FIRE
.We have been.notified by the fire department regarding the
failure. of power surge protectors which, as a result, may cause a
fire. Fires can be caused by two particular models we know of:
The SL WABER (models WH7NS and WH7NSA) have been
found to be a problem in our area. Costco, a local warehouse
store, was a major supplier of these units in 1993-94. At that
time, they were sold in a twin pack.
Should you find one of these units, please unplug it and contact Bill Rob~r:ts at x ..4494. Any bran~ of power surge protectors
that show VISible eVidence of scorchmg or burning should also
be disconnected.
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Affinnative action debate
.When good people
stand by, watch
as evil triu:mphs

Racism: putting one Diversity p'r(),blem
group over another needs to be solved
eh I'i "toplwl'

Hoods

At the present time, America
is struggling with the mother of

all racial issues: affirmative action. Just as the American flag
- Shailesh Ghimire, senior
is composed of various colors, so
is our nation's populace. The
he last two weeks have been unfartunate
flag represents one nation just as
" weeks for the cause of the TIbetanpeople. Read
each
individual, regardless of
ing articles and opinions in the media, I got the
color,
represents
one
American.
However, through
impression Deng Xiaopeng WiiS the last great hope for huaffirmative
action
the
value
of
the individual is
manity. Except for a few commentaries here and there on "
lost in the filters of sex and race. When it comes
his misgivings, no one really talked about his government's
down to it, affirmative action-is just another form
intentions to wipe out the Tibetan people and culture.' Not
of racism-racism being a policy of putting one
believing what I ~ad, I sean;hed extensively but could not group ~bove another. "
'
,
find any report on how his government is committing a
Buying
into
the
idea
of
affirmative
action
means
cultural ~ocide in Tibet. Instead, the" Western media
you value one race over another, which makes you
asked whether the next generation of Chinese leaders willa
practitioner of racism. Racism iuday canies the
measure up to Deng Xiaopeng. I sure hope not. .
same ~eight around the nation as the assorted
TIbetan freedom has seemed like a lost ~use for qUite
four-letter words.' Racism is rude and wrong.
some time now. The cultural genocide of the past four deMartin Luth~r King, Jr., a man who most becades seems to be taking its ton on the TIbetan people. With
lieved to ,be for -affirmative action, was actually
monasteries 'dating back to the 12th and 13th centuries
looking more at equality to end racism. As he said,
destroyed; ancient Budhist writHI have a dream that someday our children will
ings burned; men, women and
be
judged by the content of their character rather
children raped and countless oththan
by the color of their skin." Content of charers murdered, every bit of news is
is
who you are and what you stand for. These
acter
discouraging.1beChinese governshould
be the bench marks for our society.
ment seems to have successfully
The
tenor
oiKing's cry for equality is best seen
masterminded the m~t systemip
Supreme
Court
Justice Scalia's feelings on affiratic, efficient and long-termculmative
action.
tural genocide since World War n.
"To pursue the concept of racial entitlement even
Not only did the world ignore
_
for
the most admj.rab.~ and benign of purposes i$
these facts, but glorifi~ the man
to
leinfor~ and preserve for future mischief the
who guided the triumph of evil.
way of thinking that produced race slavery, race
It is not,hard"tq ~ why._ -!i~t _ privilege' and: race b8~. In. the !t!f}'es of. governdoesn't float on,a sea Qf oil, nor
ment we are just one race here . .Jt is American,"
does it have excellent investment opportunities. 'The counScalia said. ' "
try lacks beaches, big parks and a thriving metropolitan
- Ideally, people should look at individuals,with
city. Tibetans are humble peOple, nonviolent ill Jh~ir apKing's
and Scalia's eyes. Right or left, green 'or
proach to life, and intensely spiritual in their understandpUlJ'le, we are all individuals, we·fU'e all free and
ing of the struggles of life. No government or institution
we-are Americans.
.
-has any uinterest" in TIbet. " "
-. ,

T

Tibetans, true to their nature, have launChed a nonviolent campaign under the leadership of ~e Dalai Lama, to
win back their homeland. At the moment, the odds seem
to be against this struggle. The miijt<py Dlachine of China
is getting bigger, and it has acquired powerful allies of
Western Europe and the United States, who provide spare
cash to spend on tools of violence. Tibetan allies, on the
other hand, incJude ~mi!ll countries like Nepal, where
many Tibetans have fled, and less powerful countries
such as India, where the Dalai Lama lives in exile. These
countries and people have provided mora] aodspiritual
support, but are unable to provide strong material support. With such maj:erial disparities, the Ti~tan movement has come to symbolize the struggle of all tha t is
good in humanity with all that is.evil in humanity. It is
extrem~ly regrettable to see the wrong side winning.
When the Amnesty International chapter at Whitworth
brganized a candlelight vigil in support of the Tibetan
people last fall, I was ecstatic, It reminded us that the
nonviolent struggle is a long, ongoing-process, and such
a struggle is more about who you are and how yQl,l !!Ildure the oppressor than about the annihilation of the oppressor. Sometimes nonviolent struggles seem to be losing ground; the Tibetan struggle is at this stage:
Mahatma Gandhi once said tyrants and ,lJlurd~rer~ "
seem invincible when you are engaging them. nonviolently. He noted that, historically, they have also always
fallen. Ghandi's faith rested on the fact that the simple
truths of God, nonviolence and love, always triumph. The
amount of signatures collected by the Amnesty d rive last
October highlighted enough people who share Ghandi's
feelings. It is urgent that we increase our numbers and
contribute our nonvio~ent energy to the TIbetan cause.
Many people say itis unclear what path China will take
in the pOst Deng years, but it seems dear to me that it
will continue the massacre of the Tibetan people. Now,
more than ever, we have to raise our voice in support of
the nonviolent struggle of the Tibetan people. Martin
Luther King said the 20th century will be remembered
not for its heart breaking oppression but for how easily
good people let it happen. Let us not let the ~lst century
start out on a bad note.

,
l

"No!" to notion
of security cams
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response
to last week's artiCle about
the increase in campus theft
(Feb. 25, "Campus theft on
three year increase.") At the
end of the article, Bill Roberts said Security is c6hsidering installing surveillance cameras to heighten
security. I think I speak for
many students when I say
I am opposed to this idea.
I was 1';1C!ky enough to go
to a high school that had no
metal detectorsf security
guards, or cameras, and I
must say I enjoy not having
them at Whitworth, either.
The idea suggests we
cannot trust other students
on our campus; which is
contrary to other evidence
in the article which suggests most theft is done by
people who are not students.
Cameras in the dining
hall or the Campus Center
would be a bad move for

Far too often people have joked
that the name of Whitworth
should be WHITEworth, Whitworth is in dire need of greater
diversity of its students. Granted
there are international students,
but American minorities are
needed. The problem of racism
is prevalent and exists in places such as Whitworth.
Affirmative action was designed to diminish racism. It has helped some but Whitworth and the
. nation need to realize racism would flourish if affirmative action was eliminated. Whitworth
doesn't have a policy of affirmative action in choos-,
ing students but it should.
One complaint is that affirmative action uses

J:!~~ =::~'c::;i~~, ~d~~~~:

preferring men to women, children of alumnae to
others or people from different geographical areas.
What afffrmative action does is extend this policy
to end social segregation to those who have been
discriminated against, and it can help increase the
diversity of the school. Affirmative action for Whitworth would look like this: students who are
equally qualified and who would do weU would
have to be separated to decide who would and
would not be accepted. Many qualities would be
looked at, including musical talents, whether or not
a parent was an al~e and race and gender; -,
Without affinnative action, Whitworth would be .
even more bland and dreary than it is today. When
the 1~ Civil Ri~ts Act was p~, four percent
of African Amentans had coUege degrees. Now
tha~ Jev~J is up-to 12 ~t. Unl9rtunately, African Americans are still lagging behind Caucasians
as college graduate rates have increased from 10 to
23 percent. Affirmative action has worked, yet still
has a way to go. Whitworth's goal is to educate the
students to become leaders and change the world.
What better way to show this than by embracing
afffrmativeaction?

What about my
Toyota truck?

storytelling It's the place
where the writers should
naturally exhibit their passion for their subject
(though perhaps not Dear Editor,
overtly.)
As a remark to the secuRob manages these city article on the front page
things with apparent ease. of tlJe Feb. 25 issue ("CamHe carries interesting im-' pus theEt on three year in- Jennifer Widrig
ages all the way through his ~rease,"). I could not help
junior
commentary and his lan- but ~otlce ther~ ~as .no
L~slie guage garners the interest' ,mentIon of an entire vehicle
of the reader. I first noticed taken from Bala w inwriting:spq~ts! his work last spring with a Jenkins' parking lCi~! I dQ
baseball article he wrote. not know if you a~:aWare
Dear Editor,
Keep Rob Leslie writing He was good then, and he: : ~.~Tli~~:did not Il1tmtion it,
for you! Give him what-, continues to improve. He',s.• <?r~I.~~~,~as left 01.1t:011 pur::
ever he needs to continue an exceptional sports com- pose.
Another one of.the secuputting out the tyP; of ex- municator and the best
cellent articles and com- sportswriter/commentator rity guards :~~tuaJly
mentary I read in the Feb. I've seen in The Whit- . stopped and talk~Q_,to the
25 issue (Sports Commen- worth ian's pages in quite",p~_rso~ -who stol~:the ve- hlcle TIght before they took
tary: "Bucs hope for some some time
I commend you for how it.
-road wins somewhere over
you've increased the qual.10 _Security's ~e.fense,
the rainbow.")
I didn't grow up a sports ify of sports coverage in they caught the guy three
"_
fan. I've become one as an The Whitworthian. Keep' days later.
'- ..I t~ought that you should
adult. As a writer, how- up the good work.
_ Heather Parish
be aware of this because I
ever, the sports page is alsenior
.. have been without my
ways the first place I tum
(Editor's note: Yes! Rob is Toyota pickup since Dec. 9,
to when opening a newspaper. The sports page is the a fine sports reporter. Stny 1996.
- Chad Sherfey
place I expect to see alive tuned for his work this spring
freshmlln
language and interesting as he follCYWS Pirate baseball.)
ll1e campus.
Furthermore, students
should know better than to
leave their bags lying
around with valuables in
them or their cars unlocked
with valuable in them. This
is, after all, a city w~ live in.

_Keep Rob
-

1
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Pirate Baseball is ready for the
new season with stong pitching,
experience, plenty of new faces
-'

nior season. Fleming finished last
year with a 5-3 record and recorded 42 strikeouts in 75 innings
pitched.
It still may be cold and snowy
"Sam is our top guy right
outside, but things are heating up
now,"
Taylor said. Behind
inside the Whitworth College
Flemming
are seniors Jason
Field House. That's where fourth
McDougal and Clark Rider who
year Head Coach Rod Taylor and
are also pitching well.
his" Arm and Hammer" boys are
McDougal led the pitching
preparing for their upcoming
staff last year with a 2.34 earned
baseball season.
'
run average, and had a 5-3 record
The Biles return from a 20-16
for the season. The fourth man on
overall record and a fourth place
the rotation, junior Jason Tracy, is
conference mark of 10-8 last seaa ~ansfer from Central Washing~
son with many new faces on their
ton University.
-roster, and no returfitng starting
With the retu~ng ex_ infielders.
perience on- the mc;>und,
Tay'?r brought in four
it would ap~ar obyious
_junior college transfers
that the streng~qLthis
, and added seven freshteam -is in,the hands of
~ to his roster to deal
position~
:
the pitching staff; qui the
with the lack of returno~tfield,
for tJ:te-lJucs is '
i~g pl~yers. "We are go- Ryan Swan,
not
hiding
in ~he shad-,
ing ~o be more athletic
player
ows.
,
defen~ively and much
"Ouroutfield
will
be
-stronger offensively this
the best in the league,",
season," Taylor said.
One of the new faces that will together, but we will pull to- said senior center fielder'Ryan
be responsible for offen;;ive out- gether," he said. "Spending the Swan. "We have all-around great
put is junior Tim Bishop. The last five months practicing to- athletes at every ~osiijfm:r JoiningSwan in the outfi~d will ~
trarisfer from Lower Columbia gether has helped us.'"
Community CoJ1ege will have
T)te lack of experience' does not sophomore Sric Brown in; left
big sh.oes to all. He replaces all- inc~ude the pOsitio~ behind the , field, as well, as 'freshman Jason
Francek and junior Pat Fischer
conf~ren~e, first baseman S~an _pl~te. The Bucs are very strong at
Peterson, who led the' team in' catcher with veteran senior Alex, who wjU be ~J:1pring tim~ in right
, batting average, .381; ,'an(i' runs .' Schuerman and sophomore Sam fiel",. J;li.scher may alsO ~ tiine
_
'
~~~,~, ~~. ~et~~~~ ~l;~,hit.~~ I ' ~hi~enti both'back for this ~a pitching; .- ' , home runs for'tile Pltat~.· ", '-, - son."Taylor plans both to see slg- , "This shQuldbe the strong~t'
outfield .since I'v~ -been here,"
Yet Bishop comes to Whit-:' ' nifidmt playing ~me.
,
Seth KunD'WhllWorlhlan
worth
as
a
first
team
all-c"onfer~-,.
'''They
will
p~bably
split
time
Taylor
said. He said hiS 9utfield
ABOVE: Junior Tim Bishop takes a vicious swing during batting
ence ~tection himself. l;Ie will be early on: and they will both' be' will be .impreSsive this s~ason '
practice In the Field Hou~ batting cages. Big things are
joined in the infield by two other used-as designated hitten;," Tay- beCa'use o~ theshvng~, s~d expected from clean-up hHter Bishop who will see time at first '
newco{)merS, junior transf~r Chad. lo~ said. However, Taylor is leanhitting abilih' they' ,all p~base and designated hitter.
Ripke and freshman' Mig-util ' ing towards the more experi~ sess,
"
BELOW; Senior Ryan Swan eyes the Wlffle Ball™ to -his bat 11'1 an
Saldin..
_
ented Scheurman as his starter.
The basebilU !Jef'son 1;>egins on
attempt to frighten it. Swan has his hands full playing in the, Ripke will take over at short- , "Alex i!> a stronger defensive Mafch 8 with a tournament in:
graveyard of a center field at Merkel Field.
-! '
stop:this season, and Taylor is catcher and has more' expe,ri- Caldwell, Idaho. Th~ B~~~' also
, ' e~ctted about th~ $~ he l;>rings _'. -'ei:'ce/' h~ said. "But Sam is really ,face two NCAA Di:vision I
.. _to,Vteba~path.;" ,:,-' ,
:, "Rushinghim."
,
schools,this year; Washington
" '~Chad"!s a tlemend?us l?a'~, -, ,'.'~~ver ends up behind the State University' on March 12 and
stealer. He also ~~ po)V_~r ~,t the, plate '~iP need to handle the Gonzaga 'UniversitY on:April 9.
plate and is verys~lid defen- fastballs oflast year's ace pitcher Conference playbe~ Ma~ 15
sively," he said.
_ for the Bues, right-hand!,!£. Silm wh~n the Bues host ~rge Fox
Saldin comes to Whitworth as Fleming, who returns for hi~ se- College.
their top recruit from Blanchet
High School in Seattle, He turned
down NCAA Division I schools
and the Milwaukee Brewers to
play at Whitworth, and now
f.inds himself as the probable
starting second baseman.
Sophomore JackArthaud is the
remaining piece of.the infield.
Arthaud saw limited playing
time last year at third base, but
he is not concerned about the lack
of experience around the diamond.
"We obviously don't have a lot
of ~xperience actually playing

ROB LESLIE
Staff writer

"We have all-around great
athletes at evcry
"

an'"

1991 Pit"" 'BIII,IIall'Sc"ellule
'
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IMIf.

Salurd.~.

SalurdJ~,

March 8
Much 8

Sunday, March 9
Sunday, March 9
Wed""sday. March 12
SATURDAY, MARCH IS
SUN1)AY, MARCH 16
Wrdnesday, Much 19
WtdMsdlIv, March 19
Thursdly. 'Mareh 20

SATURDAY. MARCH 22
SATURDAY, MARCH 22
SUNDAY, MARCH 23
SUNDAY, MARCil 23
Tuesda)', March 25
FridlY, MI .." 28
SI •• rdIY, M IT.b 29
W~a}', April ! .
SATURD... Y. AI'IU L 5
SUf'iDAV,AI'RII.6
W~yAprill)

WrdMsd~y,

'\1'';116
Sllurdl)" April 19
Sundl)" Ap,;110
SATURDA V, A PRI L 26
SUNDAY, APRIL 27
WEDNESDA Y, APRIl. 30
SatUrdlY, May J
Su.dly,lItlY 4
F';dly,!l.by9
SltUrday, MlY 10

,OPPONENT
,
+ Alb<nson ColI~g. of Idallo

+ &sinn Drclion Stale Col~.

+ Oe<>rg. Fox Collegt
+ Contral Washington Univenity
Washinglon Stale Uru".rsily
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE (2)
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE

Califomja a.p.ist UniycrslJy
Southern California Colle ••
Azusa Pile!&: Un,,;m"}' • ALBERTSON COLLEGE OF IDAHO
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
• ALBERTSON COLLEGE Of IDAHO
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNP{ERS!TY
uv.is-Clark State College

P,cll\f Luille ..... U.i.-Hsil)· (1)
'".ili. L.llb ...." Uni...i-sity
Contl'lll Washington VII;.....;ty (2)
, UI';IVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND (l)
U~IVERSI
OF PUGn SOUND ,
Gonzaea Unh..rsicy

rv

WbiCDlI.CD~e
Pldr~

LOCATION

CIl<h,..1L lD
CIJd\\CU: ID

4pm
7pm

Cald",.U, ID

lOam

CaJdwell,ID

Ipm

Pullman, W...

lpm

MERKEL FIELD

12pm

lJam
2;)01'10
12pm

T"CO"'", WA

, I2l'm
11'10
Ipn.

Il"",

Ellensburg, W...
MERKEL FIELD

MERKEL flU/)
Spotane, WA
WIII.WIItI,W"
For~.1 Grove, OR
FornI Gron, OR
MERlCEJ. FIEI,D

WILLAMElTE U~IVERSITV

MERKEL FIELD
MERK ...L FIELD

'-it

.'

Ilam
3:30pm
100m
3pm
6pm

UDI ..... hy(2)
Pacill. Uni\ ... itv
WILLAMETfE'.t,'NIVERSITV (2)
WHITMAN COLLEGE (2)
A Cia"" CoJkce (2)
IAwis '" Cli rk C_nqe
U.1idd Collqr (2)
Lialirld CoJ~e

121'''

MERKEL FIELD

Los Anselc$, CA
Las Angeles, CA
Los ~elts, CA
MERKEL FIELD
MERKEL. FIELD
MERKEl- FIELD
MERKEL FIELD
uwi5\on,1D
Tleoml, WA

Ilpm
4pm

3rm
Ipm

Ilpm
Ipm

I2pm
I" ..

Pon'"nd,OR
Fort"~d, OR
M<MiD.,'mo, OR
Mr\1iIlD'i'" OR

'I''''

Upn

Ipn

11".

-, Albenson Colle£c of Idaho 8·Team TournaJt1Ont
• Whilwonll ColleM. Townoment (AJb<nsol\ Whit",onh, Central Washington)

,\LL CAPITAL LETTERS: Horne Games
Selll KunlL'WtutwOOhlan
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Piratespiay a waiting game
Men IS basketball must now hope for atlarge bid to return to NAJA Tournament
KENJI MATSUDA

Defensively, the Pirates accomplished the task of containing
Lewis & Clark guard Brooks
Meek, holding him to 14 points.
But Pioneer guards Perry Lam
(23 points) and Eli Effinger (22
pOints.), and forward Whitney"

the !;onference, need the top seeds
in other conferences to advance
with automatic berths, thus leaving at-large berths available to
Head Coach Warren Friedrichs
lower ranked teams such as Whitworth. At-large berths will be
turned out to be right on the
money once again. Going into
announced Thursday.
Should they receive
last
Wednesday's
NCIC playoff game,
a spot, th~ Bucs will
travel to Nampa, Idaho
the 12th year head
. for the Marc" 12-18
coach said homecourt
national tournament. .
advantage is worth tenLast week's NCIC
points to the' home
team.
.
awards brought indi-Warren Friedrichs,
vidual honors home to
rhe Bues' 93-83 10l!;S
Head Coach
three '"
Pirates.
at Lewis & QJink
Heirneiman and senior
. . proved Friedrichs'wisguard Nate Williams
dom right. '
were named to the alJLed by junior for-_
ward Ben Heimerman's 27 points Brake (22 points.) more than I\I CIC first team, while junior forand 13.rebou'nds the Pirates made . picked up the. slack.
waoiJeff Mix was given an hon,
The loss leav~s Whitworth orable mention.
a spirited effort, but were
Williams also finished the ~a~
outgunned by the Pioneers' of- playing a waiting game for an atlarge national playoffbeith. The son ranked second nationally in
fensive barrage. '.
!'They got away from us," said Bucs have a chance at ~ playoff three-point percentage whil~ the
Friedrichs, "We gave it a heck of spot should other conference. team finished tenth in field goal
a ~.' I still Uke the effort we tournaments be free of upsets. percpnti\<1'f' "'''~ Hm, in free throw Junior Jeff Mix elevates to the basket in a home game
, showed."
The Pirates, as the third seed in . percentage.
Mix grabbed an honorable menllon In the NCIC awards .

Staff writer

We gave it a h(}ck of a run. I
still like the effort we showed.

seasOn:

.College basketball hurt by NBA defections

SPORTS 'TRIVIA·
.
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QUIZ:'..", ..
What former
current
Needler
wpo ~was
reign
What

1.

2.

3.

NeJ~_~:ankee

outfielder,.and
was dubbed The
players?
'
champ to

4.

5:
·6.

7.
8. ,

9.

~

10.

find the main culprits in the hallways of the NBA headquarters in
¥arch Madn~ ~s less than one New York.
,
m~nth away, but many under- , ' "The NBA has no respect for
~a~u~t~, col~~ .~a~¥~~all play- ,th~: ki~s," he said. "They See
~rs have set there. sights beyond ,,' 8tar~ as~freshman 'and sophothe alU)ual NCAA totimament~" mores, and they lure them with
for the proS.: "
': C ,·''"''',fame and fortune. There's no
'We're lOsing our future for I'tu,- J_. sense of ~ponsibility,"
pid, selfish reasons," said Mik~, .. '. Rod Thorn, the commissioner
Trilnghese;'colllIriissioner of the" of the NBA, has often said the
Big' East coJ1feren<;e. "We're -not· ': league)lal> no choice but to ac.;:ept
even talking about take th~' younger players because of a
money and run. We're talking.; court decision in the early 1980s.
aboutthiJlkaboutthemoneyand",,, 'Tranghese, however, said
, n,IO." ,
. . " . ThomandhisassistantsdonothIn 1994, 20 underdassn:ten de- . ing to di&uade coaches frol'!'l godared the~lves ~ligible for the' ing after-younger players.
NBA Draft. In '95, 21 declared
Thorn has always been quick to
themselves eligible.
point ouUha:t it's the NCAA that
Litst year, the number swelled al~ows a:player to declare himself
, to 43. ,
eligible fQr the draft, then change
, Tranghese, who often is cred- his'mind and return for another
ited for the rise in college . Se~son' with his college team if
basketball:~ popul!lrH}:'during
he's not happy with the pick.
Tranghese said hecan't always
the 1?~~~ ~id the pl~yers must
take,some.blame for their selfish defend the NCAA, but adds he's
actions.
now afraid the NCAA won't even
Bu~ Tranghese said you can get a fair shot.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

"The game is slowly bejng destroyed," Tranghese said. "You
get a kid who has one good year.
and then he carts off to the NBA. .
Then college :basketbaU Jlas no·, '

stars.",

,"

.'.

Surely; pl~ye~ s~~h as Kevin"
Garnett, Kobe Bryant, Jermaine
O'Neal, Stephon Marbury and
Allen Iverson could have benefitted their respective teams and
the game in general by not opting to leave for the pros before
their senior years. But these players already are having an impact
on the NBA, so new fans are being created where others are lost,
right?
, "I don't look at it as a t~ade-off,"
said Tranghese. "This is going to
hurt the NBA one day. There are
differences in players when they
don't get thecolJege experience."
Tranghese said he's concerned
about college ba!lketbalJ's survival, period, '
''Th~ garr,e's not as pure as it
used to be," he said. "And it looks
like it's only g<;>,ing '~o get worse."

TIE. BREAKER:

(Closest to answer
How many majorKennedy attend while
,I

J~rusalem
U ni,ve~s.ity

.,... " .. "",1 games did John F.

Prize IS a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue of The Whltworthian.
CaU465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results

,
"Big AI" Schuerman and Tim "Super Swisher" Bishop. collaborated and nailed nine of the ten answers. CongratulatIOns, but
Bish still owes Al 100 quarters in gambling debts. Maybe he'll
knock off 2 quarters for your can of Dew.
Answers;
1) The Gamecocks 2) The Chicago Cubs 3) Mickey Mantle and
Yogi Berra ~) UCLA Bruins 5) Wilt Chamberlain 6) Elgin
Baylor 7) Houston and UCLA 8) left handed 9) Johnny Unitas
10) Heidi
TIE BREAKER: 90
Mn~~

J

. Do you need a job
this summer?
Do you enjoy working in
. t he outdoors with
,children? If so, YMCA
Camp Reed will be
answering questions and
handing out applications
for summer counseling
positions. March 17th,

~

iiID

1997 from
9am-1:30pm
In the WCCI

College
• Muter of Afts
• graduate fK Undergraduate
.eme.ter abroad '
• short·term academic
study programs
• credits transferable

• BtbIH:aI HIslory

• New Teslament Backgrounds

• Middle Eastem Studies
• Historical Geography
• Hebrew Bible Translation

• HebnIw Language

QJJestions and answers courtesy of Trivial PursuitCl.
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nlary
Big Al sticks neck out with
March Madness Predictions

The members of the Whitworth baseball team are frequent visitors to the training room.

Athletic trainers do more than
tape hurt ankles, fetch water
the athlete from the beginning to
the end of their rehabilitation process, regardless of the timeline.
Senior student trainer Jay
McArthur said what he enjoys
the most about being a trainer is
his relationship with the athletes.
"It's good to be able to use the
knowledge base that we have toward injuries," he said.
Every day a trainer is assigned

joys the program for the fellowship. "The people in the program
are phenomenal," he said. He
In the world of broken ankles,
also enjoys his ability to be there
muscle strains, sore backs and
for the athlete.
"Just to see the looks on their
pain all over, the trainer is the one
v;ho help" put Humpty Dumpty
faces when I've helped them
back together again.
gives me my job satisfaction," he
Junior Heidi McCahan, athletic
said.
A typical day for a trainer intrainer and sports medicine
eludes cleaning up the facilities,
major, said the role of the trainer
is to be there for the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
giving "ice masathlete, to take care
sages" cfnd having the proper
of both the "physical and mental asto
materials ready
pects."
for any injury
Her job is to "rethat might occur.
turn them.to play.
All of the
satisfac~ion,"
trainers have
ing as quickly and
as safely as pos-Steve Lewis,
been around sesible," she said.
.
.
rious
inJ'uries in
JUnIor,
The responsibiliathletIc trainer
their careers, but
ties of an athletic
some have been
trainer are time conmore frightensuming and regiing than others.
In one incident, a football
mented. Each trainer is required to a practice for an athletic team,
to complete 1,500 hours in the and each is at one time or another player who had just returned to
training room as part of their de- in charge of a partic~lar squad, the field after weeks of rehab on
gree. After graduation, they are making sure the athletes stay his knee came into the game for
required to take an exam for cer- healthy.
a couple of plays. In one play, he
tification.
The possibility of injury ranges took a hit that injured his neck.
Also required of every trainer from sport to sport, with football He immediately hit the ground,
in the program is to complete a producing more injuries sports and was motionless. Fears of pos"case study," which involves be- such as tennis and cross-country sible paralysis or other serious ining in charge of an athlete's reha- producing.
juries were on the minds of the
bilitation. The trainer works with
Junior Steve Lewis said he en- trainers, as a stretcher was
brought on the field and the
player was taken to the hospital.
Fortunately, the player was not
seriously injured.
The common negative aspect
- of the program shared by the
.
trainers is the burden of time.
Most of the students in the pro. c 10515 N. Division st. • 468-4386·
gram spend eight hours a day
together, which demands a lot
from them.
,
When trainers graduate from
Whitworth, each wants to use
their degree towards different
goals.
These goals include attending
- graduate school while working
as an assistant trainer at a small
Christian school, working as a
physician's assistant and owning
a practice.
With sllch a variety of career
SO-CARTS OPENING SOON!
goals, it is obvious that the life of
Watch Monday Night Football on the big screen!
a trainer is a lot more than just
ValJd September through April. OPEN YF.AR ROUND.
ta ping ankles and [etching wa ter.

BENNETT GIBSON

Staff writer

"Just see the looks on their-flaces
when I've helped them gives'!me my
job
,.
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Conference
tournaments
across the land
are being played to determine their conference's automatic entry into the NCAA tournament. Teams on
the "bubble" try to make one final statement to the
selection commi ttee. These are the happenings in the
final week before one of the most celebrated sporting
events of the year: March Madness. This season has
been one with plenty of upsets as well as dominating
play. The ACC has had five different teams ranked in
the top ten. Kansas seems to be the team to beat as
they have compiled a 28-1 record and have been
ranked No.1 for over half the season. Who will win
the tournament? Who will get in? Who are the sleepers this year? These questions are on a lot of minds
and will be answered over the next month. I, however, would like to give you a preview of how I see
the tournament breaking down.
I must start with Kansas since they are No.!. They
along with 26-2 Minnesota are sure No.1 seeds. One
of the remaining two will be either South Carolina or
the defending champ Kentucky.. The Gamecocks
made it a season sweep by beating Kentucky at Rupp
Arena this weekend. The odd team out will get a No.
2 seed. TIle fourth goes to either Duke, North Carolina or Wake Forest. I give: NC t~e ~dge right -now
but the conference tournament looms big this coming week. The other two receive No.2 seeds. These
seven are definitely the cream of the crop. Few other
teams will challenge the~.
Along with the South Carolina/Kentucky loser and
the two odd ACC schools, the final No. 2 seed will
probably go to Utah although I find them highly overrated. Keith Van Horn is sensational but I don't see
the Utes doing much damage in the tourney.
The No.3 seeds will be UCLA, Clemson, Cincinnati and New Mexico. The only team I see doing well
is UCLA. They are so athletic and talented. They
can't shoot free throws so in a close game I think they
are done. Cincinnati, Sl's preseason No.1 has yet to
beat anybody worth recognizing. They are a prime
candidate for an early exit by a smaller school.
The No. 4 seed~ should be Arizona, Iowa State,
Xavier and Maryland. None of these teams have the
firepower to contend in March.
This gives us sixteen plus Charleston Southern,
College of Charlston, Murray State, and Princeton
who have all gained automatic berths. Total: 20
Who will the remaining 44 be? We will soon see.
WIll one of these 44 teams be the Mississippi Stafe of
1997? Don't be surprised to see seven ACC teams in
the tourney and maybe the Sweet Sixteen. They are
this tough.
Here's Big AI's predictions. I must say it is hard to
do without the pairings but here goes nothing.
.
My final eight are Kansas, Kentucky, South Carolina, Duke, North Carolina, Wake Forest, UCLA and
Mmnesota. I see Kansas holding off UCLA to reach
the Final Four South Carolina is playing as well as
a~ybody and will reach the Final Four by defeating
T1m Duncan and Wake Forest. Duke will handle Minnesota and Kentucky beats N.C. to round out the Final Four. Kansas squeaks by Duke and S.c. beats
~entucky for the fourth time this year to reach the
fmals. My head says to pick Kansas in the finals but
my upset instinct says S.c. in overtime over Kansas.
There you have my surprise prediction. I will probably be wrong but if you are like me, you just want to
see great college basketball and some upsets from
those small schools. This year's tournament should
be one to remember.
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nate because Rhames seems to possess a

Staff writer

range that is far greater than the one offered

Ever since "Pulp Fiction," I've been intrigued
by Ving

~ames .._SO

when I

wood," I was naturally in-

between defending his in-

terested.

terests and doing what is

in Rosewood, Florida between December 31,1922
and January 5,1923. Af-

Singleton dilut£?s his
story by trying to show
the audience everything
that happened.,.

Stuff writer
Before I reviewed LIVE's
new album, "Secret Samadhi;' r
had already seen
the video of their
single, "Lakini's Juice," and was
disappointed. It's hard to take a
band seriously when they have
girls in bikinis prancing around
on screen. I thought LIVE had
more class. I had a biased opinion and impression in my head
from the beginning.
But, surprisingly enough, I
liked the album. Who knew?
Like so many contemporary
groups out there, such as Pearl
Jam, Nirvana, Rusted Root (as
much as it hurts me to admit
that) and U2, LIVE's music has
not drastically changed since hitting itbig.
Unlike the other groups, however, LIVE is remaining true to
their roots. They are keeping it
real. And like their first release,
"Mental Jewelry," and their 1994
release, "Throwing Copper," "Secret Samadhi" hfls thflt hard
driven, adventurolls edge that

}:las kept them a fan favorite for
the past five years.
As usual, most of LIVE's songs
were written by lead vocalist Ed
Kowalxzyk. Unfortunately, this is
where the album's weaknesses are
found. The lyrics are not strong
at times and he tends to cheat on
rhymes. 1 mean, do we reaIly
need a song that starts,
"Everybody's here, puke stinks
like beer?" Let's leave that to
someone else like Silverchair or
U2, shall we?
After browsing through the disc
cover, I noticed the side note that
said "Secret Samadhi" was written
and performed by LIVE, lyrics by
Ed Kowalczyk. I found myself
thinking, "boy, I ",:ouldn't brag
about that ifI were you, Ed."
If I am being too hard on LIVE,
I do not mean to be. "Rattlesnake,"
"Lakini's Juice" and "Ghost" definitely caught my ear. I will even
make a prediction: "Turn My
Head" will be the next "lightening Crashes."
Overall I was impressed with
this album. Nothing too fancy,
nothing too strange; it is good
music. What more can someone
ask for? Especially when the disc
is on sale.

right. However, Voight's
character, like the rest, is
left underdeveloped imd
shallow
The

director,

John

ter a woman falsely

Singleton, seems to have

claims to have been

made the same mistake

raped, the white resi-

many directors make when directing a fact

dents of Rosewood and sur~oul!ding a~eas fall

based film; trying to tell the audience too

into ~ 'kiil crazy orgy, lynching every black

much. Instead of focusing.on three or four

person they can get theiql;l,,~ps Qnl ~ying
Rha:~e,~ 'plays the,I?~~t o~ ~ r~.~t\E(r 'Vho. ~~\rI:lis-

intriguing people, Singleton dilutes his story

takenly taken to be the rapist..

that happened while still trying to stay

,
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"Rosew(,)Qd" has all the makings
NICK BROWNLEE

Jon Voight delivers an interesting performance as shop owner torn

on events that took place

, N ~w album, 'same ~-dgy sou-nd

I-!e had a

starring role in "Rose-

"Rosewood'.' is based

r"S'ecret .Sainadhi"

hear~

him in this film.

.

~i ~h en-

by trying to show the audience everything
within the confines of two hours.

gaging {iim: racial conflict class~~truggJes, mob

If "Rosewood" sounds interesting, I would

mentality. Unfortunately, thli!.fj1m. dives into a

recommend picking up one of the many

quick-cut game of cat and mouse that leaves

books written about the events of those fate-

the story stunted and the characters underde-

ful winter nights. "Rosewood" presents an

veloped.
Rhames' .character, Mr. Manne, is reduced

interesting premise, but lacks the stamina

to a simplistic flction hero, which is unfortu-

sion.

necessary to carry the viewer to its conclu-

Do you agree with us?

;'

Read page 3 every week and find out.
rHE
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"Setting up a
communication
line by_writing
fo'r information
is a smart way to
show interest, "

1S_'

.,

:

The library contains catalogs and a CD-ROM with
3,500 different universities,
Two more years of school and Student Life has helpful
to earn a master's degree literature.
"Department faculty can
seems daunting f,?r upperclassmen, but the possibility also give a lot of i,nformais becoming a reality for some tion," said Career Services Interim Director Diane Thomas.
as graduation draws closer.
The search should start durThe process of deciding on
fng junior
a
graduate
Hawaiian Club d8nc:era pIKIJce In the W8I1'8f1 HIlI. lounge for the upcoming Lu·...
year. "Setschool
is
ting up a
more lengthy- '
communicathan chosing
tion line by
Continued from page 1.
an
underwriting
for
..
CI u,
b sal'd b ut also on a 11 a f the P ao·ft·
g r a ua t e
o f t h e' H awauan
c 15- asked for one parent to come up, school.
, information
dances from different regions of lands," Akana said.
from Hawaii to supervise the
"A lot of
is a smart
the. Pacific, in, eluding New
The community effort it takes to cooking; "just for guidance," she
way,to show
' the specifics
d
Zealand, Tahiti and Samoa, will be ready also includes parents, sai.
d
'd
interest,"
'relati'ves and friends of the club
Paying for the big event may
epen
,on
f
ed .
be per,orm
b
f
th
the major,"
said Thomas.
''This year all the songs fordanc- members, some Gonzaga stu- ~em impossi le,.but a ter
e
In a recent
junior
ing are--new, and we a Iso chang ed d ents, me'mbers 0 f a Ioca1 isIand showm'g of BOO people last year, said M
I
graduate
sursome of the food," she said,
club and the stage crew.,
' there are hopes the ticket price of Jesse
a ott,
vey,
50
perMembers of the Hawaiian Club
The cooking wi1l begin in $10 for students, $5 for kids, $12 stu den t
cent of Whitworker atLithe
are practicing two different types 'Marriottthe morning of the Lu'~u, for all others and a two doUar dis- Career
fe
worth gradu-Diane
Thomas,
of hula dances: "auana," a ~ore but the flowers and some food will count for groups of 10 people or
ates attended
Center.
Career Services
modern, graceful and swaying be shipped by air about ~ or more will offset the costs.
Car e e r
graduate
hula and "kahiko," the traditional four days before the Lu'au. '
Johnson said the same thing C ~ u n s e lor
interim director
school within
hula dance that includes chanting.
Some parents and relatives would cost about $50 in Hawaii
five years of
. The native New Zealand dance p ]anmng
. t oa tten d theceIeb rati'on and those who plan to attend S
t
e
p
han
i
e
Halton emcompleting
is the "hab" which is il war chant. will hand carry the items to Whit- s~o~ ~u1apect '~~~",:?J,1h phasized 'the .
the i r
_'_'Th_e_~_ocus
__ _m_ore_o_n_Ha_w_all_"_,_w_o_rth_._Akan
_ _a_sa_id_th~_e_'_stu_d_en_ts
_ _o_g____an
__g____.__ number of factors to consider. b.achelor's degree.
"Siie, prestige, cost, loc~
. Ha If of these, studen ts
tion, percentage of job place- . looked into seminaries. "The
ment and student fellowships second highest number of stuare I;mly some things needed dents at Princeton TheologiContinued from page 1.
opportunity to be exposed to those ing world of information-; new to be taken into consider- cal Seminary come from Whit'decided whether the books should images,"
.
editions of textbooks come out ation."
worth," said Thomas.
be required oT optional and
Specialized majors require
Other popular griiduate
Karen Stevens, assistant profes- every one or two years. Books
whether the quality of the b?Ok is sor of chemistry, has run in,to the com~only come .With additional different pre-requisi tes.
fields include education"psywor,th the financial demand it same problem when sel~g text- feflching materials iflduding study
"Entrjince exams such as the chology, sociology and interplaces on the student.
GRll, GPA, completed major national business and manboo~ for her classes. Though less guides, lecture notes, videos, comAssociate Professor of Art Bar- expensive textbooks exist in the puter programs and overhe~d 'and classes to bring education ag~ment.
bara Filo requires atextb~k with paperback form, such texts tend to sheets which raifie the price.
to the graduate level need to
The proce~s is difficult, but
11 price tag of $49.25. The color be for non-5(;ience majPrs and do
For '?~t; of ~tevens' chemistry be completed before apply- necessary to find the righ t
plates and reproductions in the .not serve the needs pf her stu- courses, a $30 CD-ROM ·accom- ing," said Halton.
school.
book explain why the book is so dents, Said Stevens.
Whitworth has many re, pani~ th~ $80 textbook. Stevens
"There are many different
expensive. They make the book
The books used in Steven's does not require her students 'to sources on campus for re- , schools, so it's wise to start
the best resource for a survey art chemistry course range from $80 purchase the CD ROM but said it s~ar~hing
prospective looking early," said Malott.
history course, said Filo. "A to $100.
is further proof that "if anything, schools.
cheaper book would sacrifice the
In response to a ,rap!dly chang- [books] a~notgetting cheaper."
JOY YAMASHITA
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,In the pa~t'. 1Q:_y~jirs, there

'{

~ere only e~ough COllege-level
jobs for 80 percent of those who

received degrees. ,What may
those now enrolling expect in,
the years to come? "
"Slightly fewer c~lIege-level
jobs," says a new report from
. the U.S. Department of Labor.
Only 75 percent of thoSe completing college _bet~een 1994
and 2005 ar~Jil,<~~y tQ end up in
positions w:hi~h' require a
bachelor's degree. The remainder will probably end up in jobs
which pay !~~~e.~ ·cha~ces for
advancement:---·"~- .. ,!he good
that unemp'.Qyment shQuld remain relatively low among those with
college degrees-it's currently Jess than three percent; half that
for those with only a high
sch~l diploma. And lifetime
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More graduates than jobs, says
u.s. Department o£.~abor.study
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incomes of those with college million which were created
degrees average $640,000 more each year in the prior decade.
than those who stopped with a - The decr~ase in jobs in the corilsecondary school certi'fic~~e. :, ing years is ~omewhat c'ounter, bal~nc~d by the'fact that fewer
persons of working age are entering the labor force.
In the 1994 to 2005 period,
two out of three openings will
result from growth and upgrading and one of three from the
need to replace retiring workers. The annual number of new
COllege-level jobs between 1994
and 2005 is anticipated to be

Between i994
and 2005, an
average of1.6
million jobs will
open up ea'ch
year.

1,040,000.

- Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimates
Be~een 1994 and 2005, ~n
average of 1.6 millio~ jobs will
open up each y~ar, according to
Bureau of Labor ;:itatistics estimates. This is less than the 2.2

Today the total number of
college graduate~ is estimated
at 1,340,000.
These figures, while showing
·that a college degree does not
guarantee a college-level job, '
do not argue against college. A
college degree is still the best
insurance against unemployment.
"
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Robinson
threatens
Initiation

Coffee orz the rUl1

Enrollment
•
Increase
needed

...

JOY YAMASH1T~_
Staff writer

RYLAND TANIGUCHI
Siaifwnier

------,------

President 13111 Robinson threatened to ehmimte the
Jnitiation program unless It IS chcmged for next ymr. A
levisedASWC imitation policy WIll attempt tosilve the
WhItworth tlalhtlon,
"Last fall I decided lhat the best thing tOl Initialton
would be for me to jllst kill it unilClterally," said Robmson. "Nobody would be lllad ,1t ASWC, or Student Life
or clllyone, Wh,ltevel i1ng5t this stirred would be dIrected at me" Initiation confltcts WiUl tile school's IllISSIan, Ill' argues. He hopes to be proven wrong ,mel leccntly agreed to give the revised policy a chance
"I'm not sUle if I'm overrt'Clctmg 01 llnderreClctlllg to
\Vlmt I sCl\V IllSt yeal: But It Just feels to me like we're
doing too much bad to get too little good,"sald Roblllson
The Initmtion review committee, composed of diverse
membels from Balwin illltiutor sophomore DClvid
Wemer to ASSOCIate Delln of Students Clnd Director of
Resldl'nce LIfe DIck Mandeville, creClted C1 new Initiilhan policy. JlI111l1r Alis.1 Tongg, chmr of the Initiation
review committee, smd the new emphClsis holds initiators llccountable and pJOtects U1em from unfair consequences
The pohcy hCls no new ntlcs, but instmd cia ri ftes existing ones [mtiators will go through iln application
process and sign a contract
"I hope initiators look fonvard to the apphciltion pro-

Sec [llitill/IOII, page 8,

7:l(5

Rn

CllfIsloplle' WoodsIWhlll'lortnlan

President Bill Robinson, on the way to the Faculty Assembly, enters the
Music BUilding with a lalle in hand Whitworth Ian Photographer Christopher
Woods spenl a recent day at RobJllson's SIde, See "In Ihe Shadow," page 4
of Beyond tile Curtain, a new feLltvre svpp/ement

J

,-------

Athletics breaks over-spending pattern
L10NA TANNESEN
Slnfr wl'iln

The AthletiC' department's flveyear pil Itern of going overbudget
was blOken IClst yea r, ilnc! the depilrtment plClns to follow the ne\V
budget developed tim; yeur, sClid
AthletiC
Director
Scott
McQuilklll,
The AthletiC dep<lrtment accounts for 38 perccllt of the
school's budget this ye<lJ', sClid
Tom Johnson, vice pI esident for
Business AffClirs That percentage
is $861,325 of Whitworth's total
operating budget of$22,7 million,
Johnson sClid
The money from the college is
supplemented by fundrCllslng,
The annuClI Pirute Night Cluction
raIses llbout $30,000 and the annUClI spring golf tournCl1l1Cnt
raises between $10,000 Clnd
$12,000, sllid McQuilkilL IndividuClI teilms Cllso hold fund ICliser5. The bClseball team raised

$33,000 last year selIlllg oIClnges,
runnlllg the concessIOn stnnd at
games and rutting on cClmps
"T think it \Vould be Clccumtc to
say we rClise thi1lmoney I thlough
fundruislllg) beclll1se the school
IS not situated to fund the progrClm the wCly we would like,"
said McQutlk1J1,
Money also comes from restricted accounts, C11l10unts of
money a donor gIves restricted to
il certa11l time period or ilctivity,
sClid Genelal Accountant Robyn
KokoL These accounts Clre
anonymous and confidentiClL
Equipment, salaries, trilvel, recruiting, field lllaintenilnce and
miscellaneous expenses mil ke-lip
the Athletic department's budget.
Travel takes the biggest chunk
out of the budget.
Footba II spends abou t $18,000
CI year on travel, and WOlllen's
bClsketball spends $10,500,
McQUIlkin said
Usuillly athletes MC allotted

$10-15 for meal money, ilnd they
stClY in four-person rooms willch
cost about $60 a night, said
MCQUllklll '
Post-season tmvel fOI play-offs
or nationClI championships used
to put the department III CI bind.
ThIS fIscal year is the ft rst yeilr
that post-seClson travel WClS
added into the totClI budget

Bet\Veen the 1990-91 school
year and the 1994-95 school yea r,
the Athletic depClrtment cClme in
ilnywhere between $10,000 and
$100,000overblidget
"We hClve had CI bit of a pat tern
over the last fe\V yeills," sClld
Johnson,
The limIted budget and the
51'[' A/hletics, paSe 2-
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Whitworth needs to enroll
and retClJn 375 studen ts in the
1997-J998 freshmen c1ilss to
prevent problems with campus
lIving Clnel the budget
"If there Clre too Illany or too
ltttle students living on campus, the quality of reSidential
life goes down," sClld Dean of
Enrollment Serviccs PI ed
Pfursich
Accepted ,1pplicatiollS have
increased irom 853 ldst spring
to 1021lhls spring Cllnfillllalion hClve lliso Incn',lsed fmlll
J·J5 to 151:L
I~or the 1996-1997 school yeil 1',
the freshman c1ilss totililed 320
students ilnd had ,1 retention
late of 953 percent.
rnctcJls5uch CIS thenulllberof
u ppercl'l~slllen, tl ansfer students lind letentloll rates also
determine the necessIty of havlllg 375 incoming freshmen.
A fll'mer estimClted llumber
of new students will hl' estilblished after Financial AId sends
out ClW<l1 d pClckets
"It is CI competitive mal ket,
lind it IS a challenge to Illake
Whl tworth affordClble for
enough studcnts," ~ald Dale
Soden, acting associilte dean (or
strategic planning
Recently, thc college hilS experienced natlonClI exposure.
"Whitworth is Clltractmg CI
tremendous alllount of Clttention aCildemically, ilthlctlcally
and through high college runklIlg in U,S, Ncws," saId
Ph1l5lCh.
Along with thiS momentum,
the recruitment process hCls become more personnlized. Accepted students receive fClnllty
calls ilnd a personally lltldressed Clnd signed form letter
from the president.
"What's uniq ue abou t the letter IS the presiden t is gIven a
review of the file Clntl writes a
brief and speCific note to the
student. It tClkes hours of his
time," said Pfursich
Admissions Counselor Lurry
Kekaulikc has increased onroad con tClCts "I t ra vel to Ililwaii, AICI<;kn and central W,lshington, ilnd the IIlterc~t is
there," sClid Kekaulike
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Athletics

The GRAPEVINE . .

Continued from page 1.
budget managers both contributed to the problem, said
Johnson. Two other athletic directors who now work at different schools were in charge during the years the budget went
over, said McQuilkin.
The athletic budget did not increase substantially from 1989 to
summer 1996, said McQuilkin. It
dipped in 1991 when the school
budget was cut due to lower enrollment.
During this time, hotel room
rates increased from $40 to $60
per night in 1997. The cost of
baseball bats leapt from $60 to
$120. McQuilkin taped old baseballs together after all of the
stitching came out when he was
the baseball coach from 19841990.
The school added women's
soccer, but only added about half
the funding allotted to men's soccer, said McQuilkin. '
"The school was expanding
sports, but not adding moneys,"
he said.
An athletic task force heaq..ed
by Associate Professor ofHistory
Dale Soden looked into the philosophies which should underlie
an athletic department and its
budget in a Christian college last
year.
They wrote a philosophy
which paralleled the mission of
the college, said McQuilkin. The
philosophy helped to shape a
new budget.·
"1 think we have a budget now
that the department can be held
responsible for," said Johnson.
The Athletics department anticipates staying within the budget this year.
"1 think it's a fair budget, and
it is a budget we are obligated to
meet," said McQu!lkin.

~ Cheap date. Go to Target and read cheesy greeting cards to
each other. All the sentiment, none of the cost.

• Grow a buH. According to Living Fit magazine, a person not
naturally endowed with a well-rounded backside can bui~d a
bigger butt by overloading the gluteal muscles through weight
training exercises such as squats and lunges.

Student callers Jennffer Reynolds and Andrew Watson. both
juniors, telephone alumni for donation and updates.

Phon-a-thon meets
fund raising goal
L¥NNE MILLER

Staff writer
The Whitworth Development
Phon-a-thon, responsible for
raising scholarship money,
reached its $100,000 goal for this
school year last December.
Phon-a-thon Student Manager
junior Kathiryn Schreyer misunderstood Dolly Jackson, AsSociate director of annual fund and
benefactor services, when Jackson told her their goal. Jackson
meant the goal for the entire year.
Schreyer, thought they needed to
reach it by the end of the semester. The callers did reach it, totailing $101, 755.81 in donations.
, "I think,the students.are doing
a good job and, should l?e ~Qm-.
mended," said Schreye,1.. ;
,
Phon-a-thon callers celebrated'
their achievement at a party held
at President Robinson's home.
The funds raised p,i-hnarily,
fund student scholarsh,ips based
on academic merit and financial
need.

THE

WHITWORTH IAN

'
Shident callers work five days
a week, from 6 to 8 p.m., calling
alumni and parents of current
students at Whitworth. They
update alumni _files, dictate notes
to professors and make sure parents are receiving the Mind and
Heart newsletter and the Whitworth Today magazine.'
When, requesting donations
from parents of currently enrolled students; their ,right to say
no is respected, said Jackson. But
if callers do not ask, this is money
thatis not received, she said.
Ten percent of students do not
receive financial"aid and their
parents have the opportunity'to
give to the college.
_}'Parents help k~p other students' tuition down and aid up,"
said Jackson.
. Alumni were called by area
code, but are now callec;l by cl~ss
so student callers have the opportunity to learn about an era
in Whitworth's history, said Jackson.
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• Eat more Twinkies. With only 150 calories per serving and
only five grams of fat (compared to 21 grams in a Nestle's chocolate bar), Twinkies make a healthy snack. Not only that, they
have enough perservatives to increase your shelf life by 20 years.
Eat one a day and your body will never decay!
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• Big Sandwich. 'Check out the billboard on Newport Highway
across from Subway. It's a huge sandwich with the words "Not
Actual Size" written under it. What idiot would believe they
make sandwiches that big? Probably the same idiot who believes twinki,~ are a healthy snack.
• You might be a Democrat if.
, :.,.you walk into a bookstore and tell the clerk to bill your
copy of "Das Kapital" to the government.
,..y,o,-! think that Dukakis' problem was that he was misunderstood.
.
...you'd go out drinking with Senator Ted Kennedy.
... you think the Consbtution contains the phrase, "From each _
according to his ability, to each according to his need."
... you refer to President Ronald Reagan a~ 'That Evil Scum;"
... you get a new job and immediately ask, "Which union do
1 get to join?"
....you find yourself quoting Hubert Humphrey.
.• People stink. Ever notice how certain people carry a distinct
odor that never goes away? What's scary is if you spend enough .
time with them, they will mark you with· their scent.
• Question of the week. Did anyone else miss the ski-lift up the
CORE 350 mountain?

ASWC

Minutes

Wednesday,
March 5

• The assembly discussed a requisition from Script, the ASWC
club that annually produces a co1lection of student writing. The
requiSition, asking for $300, was recommended to fail by the finance committee. The assembly failed the requisition unanimously, (0-9). Village President Joanna Grant made a new mo- .
tion, giving $150 to Script. The motion passed.
• ASWC Intramurals are l?Oking for referees. If interested,
please ca1l the Intramurals office at x. 3276.

(800) 276-4948 exl.C60gel
• Sarah Eells, senior class coordinator, reported that Dale
Bruner has agreed to speak at Baccalaureate. Former Speaker of
the House Tom Foley is being considered for Commencement.
Seniors are encouraged to pass comments to Sarah.

Cruise Employment Services
We are a reAiIdl & publIShIng ca.

• The assembly heard comments received from dorm presidents about Marriott's service and suggestions for eating facilities in the new dining ha~l, part of the_Campus Center's Phase ll.
10410 N. Division • 466-8434
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: Medium. Yogurt :

: 99 ¢

To::,:gs

:

I limit t per coupon. expIres Mar 30,1997, I
L ~ v~hd,:::th:::! ~~'.l offer -.J
l::I.m!.n:
Monday ·Saturday 10 a.m.-lO p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.·9 p.m.

KWRS 90.3 FM
New specialty
shows now
on the air!

TaEHOUSE
March 12
March 13
March 14
March 24

March 27
March 28
March 30

Warren
Open House
Arend
Rollerskating with Faculty
Warren
Irish Night
Stewa rt /Village Ice Cream Sundae Building
Warren
Warren Olympics Opening
Event (Olympics continue
throughout the week)
Baldwin-Jenkins Laser Quest
Arend
Easter Egg Hunt
Baldwin-Jenkins Star Wars Trilogy
Warren
Easter Egg Hunt
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EDITORIAL

A Whitworth senior's
"Little Instruction Book."
- Aimee Elliott
senior

G

et to know Spokpne.

It is easy to dismiss

this city as dull when
we are tucked away in a subcommunity on the North side,
with no idea of all the treasures
available in Spokane. Spend time
exploring, and before you realize
it, this little Spokane will grow on
you. Take abusride to_Garlan~
Theater. Buy a chocolate shake
at ~ Milkbottle, arid then
stroll down the block and
peek into Ute littl; record
shop that has stoQd there
for years. Ta~e a friend
through the" Arboretum
,just pasttown. Bike at Riverside State Park. When
driving, takti new roads to
get to places. Explore the
city's nooks and crannies.
Learn to climb af Wild
Walls and practice on the
buildings of Spokane.,
Drive by th~,mansions on
the South Hill, arid visit Cheney
, CowleS Museum in Browne'~ Additicm. ,Enjoy Wine-tasting in the
Valley. Run Bloomsday and volunreer at Hoc;>pfest. Canoe d~~n
~e Li~ Spokane ~ver and hike
Indi~ Painted Rode, Enjoy these
'deligh~,andSpo~e~yslowly

'1

~

i

,become a home to y~)U. ,
~ IGe~ to ~no'U/ your profess.ors.
Tn~y:~a~ eager tC)know you as
well; however,. you must make'
the ~ffort. ,Find afew professors,
fa~ulty or staff membe~ to pursue afiiendship with and go to
!:'lf1n'stogetberr Get to know their
famHies' and· their hobbies and
as'k them about their college
years. Soon, they may become
like a second family to ypu. Establish and nurture theSe kinds
of relationships, starting your
firSt year. This is nq~'w~sted time. .
Instead, it will g~ow on yo~ ~nd

bring you joy many years after
college.
Be cUrious. Stop at new booth;
set up in the Campus Center. Sit
in on lectures in d~ you are
not taking. VISit different departments' senior projects. Peek into
the library archives, find the cam. p~ greenhoUse, explore the BacJ<
, 40. ,Hi,tch a ride on the mail cart.
Be intrigued by·people. Don't

make so many assumptions; instead, ask more questions.
Take risks. Do nat let fear harness you. Go on a study tour Or two. Climb trees. Enjoy daling-it doesn't mean marriage!
Taste foreign cuisine. Take an
o,-:,ernight trip to Seattl~! Learn
to love peOple who.are not like
you. Start. to forget yourself.
. EnjOy the freedom of'ailing'for
others and spend afternoons with
the kids at West. Central.., Play
music for the elderly at Haw':
t~orne. Ma.nor.. Hug a' pregnant
teen. 'Sit wi~ the 10neJy person
in the, dining hall .. Don't get
trapped in self.:consciousiless, in
pride or in your image. It's a
prison. Forget yourself. Study
Jesus' life. Risk living his way.
Live simply.' Your dorm room
need~ to brea the, toc). ·Give aWflY
clothes and CDs. Hold your pos-

-

.

Keep that KWRS
music playing!

sessions with an open palm.
Don't lose your sanity in com- '
plexity. Spend as little money as
.. Among the brightly <blored scribbled
possible. Give away more than
banners littering the Campus Center
you ~ you can.
walls, one now hears sounds coming
Believe. Trust in the people
from a sticker-graffitied speaker. Hangyou meet and hope for g~ in
ing harmlessly in the foyer of the wce,
them. Believe God. Don't make
the controversial box broadcasts the
him small, but instead, begin to
ASWC-sponsored radio station, KWRS
imagine the kinds of things he
90.3 PM. The station communicates
can do. Beli~ve even an ounce.
campus happenings, Whitworth sports Commentary and
Don't get carried away with
public setvu:e announcements, allows hands--on broadcastintellectualisms and reliing experience, and most importantly, good tunes. Because
gious rationalizations. Do
the station itself is a valuable asset to the campus, the speaku~e your mind, but also
ers in the wee should be supported and maintained.
nurture 'an, imaginative,
The speaker in·the wee is anOther means of promoting
chilc;llike faith.
an ASWC-sponsored activity, along with all the promfr
" Sh.y healthy... Get
tional parapllemalia. Senior Kevin Hyder, who deejays a
enough sleep. .Otherwise,
show on Saturday evening, argues, "Other campus activiyou are only half-living.
ties an? able to take advantage of ~ spare. There are ban- .
Sleep does amazing things
nets all over the pla~. Why shouldn't the radio station
for emotions and the
have a platfonn in this area which is intended to function
psyche. Eat a good breakas a center for activities?" Another deejay described the
fast. This will get you
speaker as, II A live banner with pleasant~tervals of music."
through the day. Be physiMany may recall that the old HUB facilitated the listencally disciplin~d, taking
ing pleasure of those interested in the student radio stalong walks, jogs or swims. Be
tion by projecting it through a crusty ~peaker in the TV
spiritually d~ipU,"¢d. Be still
area. This tradition shoUld' be continued in the new stuand meditate. Nurture every part
c:ient ¢l\4!r, too. sOm~·argue ~ would like to study or
of your being and you will grow
" the music is 5jmply too loua, It seems those who wanted
and share this with others.
.to study could ~ther move to the library, or study in the
FiIUl clp.e friends. ~k out
eatiI)g area where the music ls not as IQud. Junior Chrisseveral close friends. Then, begin \ t4m Gunter, KWRS general manager, ~d the station is no
a journey tqgether. Shan; your
10nger playing the,heavy me~ musi£;, and at certain times
feats and your (ailures. Be trans.- they aren't broad~ting, at, all. ,He ~,a dorm survey
parent and vulnerable with these
. showed' 85 perce~t of students eiJher ~ked the speakerS or
few, 'Pray with, tHem, make din'did rlbt mind them.' ," ,
, ",
" " .,
,
ner with them and get frustrated
Others argue with the content of the secuIai- alternative
with them: Be committed to
, music broadcast. However, this objection' is'a Separate" isthem." Enjoy many acquaintan..:
~ue 'from the speaker in the wec. A critiCiSm 'ahqut the
ces, but stick close to'these few
station's format does not relate to whether· it should be
. friends. They will become like
broadcast over public speakers. The content of KWRS will
brothers and sist~rs. Walk
not change unless those who ,think it is the voice ~x of the
through your four years with
devil speak up and stop broadq.s~g all together.
'
these dear friends and nurture
The student rl1dio station offers a powerfulvoice to those' .
relationships thatwilliastthe rest
willliig to take advantage of it. ~very
enrolIed at
of your Iif~.
this institution has the opportunity to d~ay if they choose.
With 85 students on the air and 32 of them running speElliott Was born in Vienno, Austria,
dalty
shows, KWRS is an importantm~um 'at Whitworth
and lived there for 18 years where her
College. In the words of Gunter, "It's a great way to showparents were mlSSimwries.
case, the diversity of the station." It is an under-utilized
form of student expression, and the exposure it receives
by pr~g it in the wee benefits everyone.
"

person

Students need to be informed and vote

JAI

LEITERS TO THE EplTOR power

THE WHllWORTHIAN WELCOMES YOUR VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTEREST TO THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY. LETTERS SHOULD BE TYPED AND MUST BEAR
TilE WRITER'S NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS ~TANDlNG. MAJOR AND PHONE
,
NUMBER (FOR VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS LEITERS WILL NOT
~
~. BE PUBUSHED. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL LEITERS, LETTERS
.
SHOULD BE SENT TO THE EDITOR #4302, OR E-MAIL:
-.
WHIlWORTHIAN@WHIlWORTH.EDU. LETTERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY
4 P.M., FRIDAY MARCH 28, FOR PUBLICATION IN'nIE APRIL 2 ISSUE.
'

Dear Editor:'
issues involved. Catchy slogans
Students: in the up'coming and fancy rhetoric can be decepweeks, two elections will be held, tive, so pay attention to what the
the primary and general electioJ1S candidate is truly saying. Does
of your representatives and ex- he or she have speclfic ideas and
ecutives officers of the governing goals for the c(lJT)ing year? Does
bodies'of ASWC. Last year, only he or she have a solid underabout 550 students voted in the standing~of lhf! position in quesASWC general election. We urge tion? Does he or sh~ have expe~
you to vote and to make your rience that would prOVide a solid
vote count as an educated, in- backgroun'd to do the job well?
formed and prepared voter,
Seek information about the IsThe positions in ASWC are real sues, the candidates and the poand they deal with real issues. sitions. Attend the debates' and
These are not simply jobs that the election Porum. Vote based
need to be fHled, but offices that on knowledge, not ignorance.
have the power to make decisions
The ASWC general election
that Can and will affect the lives will be held on Priday, April 4.
of students and the college as a 'Pay attention to the leader behind
whole. Yourvoteisvital and you the campaign, and vote wisely
are not only electing, but paying and with integrity.
s.tudentl; to represent you.
-Moses Pulci
As you look toward the upASWC President
coming elections, we challenge
-Aimee MOiso
you to educate yourself about the
Programming
candidates/ the positions and the
Coordinator

.'-
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Nate Williams talks about his two years at Whitworth

"J

KENJI MATSUDA
S/flff.wriler
,For a guy who causes success
wherevrr he goes, ~nior Nate
Williams has his feet pretty well
planted on the ground and his
eyes ~ocused on the future,
His two years at Whitworth
helped bring Pirate basketball to
new heights, an accomplishment
he credits mostly to the effort of
his teammates and guidance of
Head Coach Warren Friedrichs.
But with his athletic eligibility
finished, Williams finds himself
staring at a different type of opponent, His future.
The man who was never afraid
to pull the trigger on a threepointer isn't about to hesitate
now. He is as dead-on about his

'J

, ' plans as he is with his shots. Williams wants to coach.
"I want to start in high ~hool
and work my way up," he said.
William:; ~ been a student of
different coaching techniques
throughout his career, ranging
from the intense Royce Kiser at
Clackamas Community College
(Portl~nd) to the more levelheaded Friedrichs, and finds
Friedrichs' laid-back, confident
style more to his liking.
"He motivates you, especiaHy
if we're down," said Williams.
"He wasn't always yelling. He
, used a nice calm talk, telling us
what needs to be done."
When he'becomes a coach, Williams plans, to adopt the
Friedrichs approach ..
"1 See
'

calm, collective type. And'it
works. At limes I'd get after them
but if its needs to be done, I'll be,
calm."
For now, he says, Williams will
finish his classes, graduate in the
spring of 1998 and hopefully be
an assistant under the tutelage of
Friedrichs.
"1 ~pect {him] very m'uch,"
said Williams.
Friedrichs signed Williams out
of Clackamas, where in two seasons Williams made his presence
felt.
.
'His 'freshman year saw
Clackamas go all, the way, winning'the Northwest Athletic Association of Community Colleges
[NWAACC] : championship.
Next season, the team' defendeCl
their league championship but
lost in the NWAA~C playoffs.
The time had come for Williams to make a deCIsion: He was
now being hea'Yily recruited,
with Lewis & Clark [Ore.],
Linfield [Ore.], Will~ette {Ore.],
Whitworth and Montana State
showing interest. .,
He narrowed the'fil~ld to Whitworth and Montana State, which
was in·the process of rebitildine.
That first taste 'of success at

Williams

explodes to the basket with .bsolute ~~~~:;=:

game against the University of Puget Sound Loggers where he lit

them up for 23 points and 7 of 11 three-polnt8l8.
a good laugh. On the team trip
In perhaps their biggest road
ClackamashadWilliams~aving to Disneyland last season, the winoftheyear,theBucsknocked
more. So he, 'signed' with 'normally' serious Dunham off NAIA Division I Powerhouse
Friedrichs, who Williams now ,hugged forward Gabe Jones and Hawaii Pacific University 89-79.
calls" a great guy/an~ it great in his best MirqUe Mouse imper"That was a great win," ~id
cbach/'
:.
.:., . ' ,
. sonation, told Jones, "I love you Williams. ,"'The refe~ing wasn't
'Williarils arriyed.' in 1995, con- Gabe."
good. One of the refs killed us.
tributing once again during his,
During this ~eason's trip to That's what coach said in the
first year at a success-' """"!!~~~~!!"!"!!!!~!!"!"!!!!~~~!!"!"!!!!~~~~~~ locker mom. [He said] 'we
ful program. / Tha t'
beat six people out !;here
teain, which eventutonight.'"
.
ally went all the way
That win gav~ hope for
to the NAlADiv. llfiroad success during the
nals; is a special one
new season. But problems
to WIlliams.
-Nate Williams,
away from home ham"1 think I~H rell1emsenior
pered the Pirates all seaber all the players on __
son:
that team' forever. L
"1'd be -lying if I didn't
remember the feeling we had, the Hawaii, the players, led by say I was di~ppointed," said
confidence in each others' play sophomore Julian Nakanishi, a Williams. "1 thought we had a
and knowing that we could get it ~waii native, ren ted mopeds .good season, but w~ just didn't
doile."
' a n d attempted to ride to scenic' 'reach the goals we set We:had
. Itwa~fromthisteamthatWiI- Han,aumaBayforsomesnorkel- to win more on, the road. I
thought we'd g~t h?:~tionals."
Iiams made some of his dosest ing.
ties. "lv1e and,U,?~n1 Beckman
"We went for fa 35 minute
Despite this, Williiul1s hasn't'
and [Nate] Dunham are very drive going 30 in a 45' [m.p.h. second guessed ~is 4ec;ision to"
close, r made some very good zone] and we ended up getting come to Whitworth. "1 experi- .
friends here at school."
there and the place was closed," enced great times here. I'm glad
Aside from ttu~ huge successes recalled Williams.
I came here the past two years.~'
on the court, Williams sa:d the
The rest of that trip was not as
It's a safe bet to assume Pirate
team always found a way tn have ill-fated as the moped ride.
fans agree.
=0

"I experienced great times here.
I"m glad I came h
ere&"

0an~1an

Williams brings the complete package to each game with his'
driving ability, three-point shooting and court vision.
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Are Whitworth
Students Minding Their

,

AmuBulD

4

Siaff writer '

(

E

ight track tapes,
drive-in movie
theaters, ditto machines, please,
thank you, excuse
me. What do all these things
have in common? Some would
say they're all obsolete, tha t good
manners rank up there with rotary phones, especially among
today's college students. But
have students truly lost the traditional values of etiquette and
courtesy?
Walk around campus some
time and see how many people
open thedoorforyou. Count the
, number of obscene,words yO!!
hear. Or go into the dining hall,
and have a meal, paying clos!,!
attention to the conversation and
behavior of the people arou'nd
you; You may be surprised.
Most people think college students are well-mannered in
som~ areas and not so well-mannered in others. 'Sophomore
Debbe Woods is pleased by the
number of doors which are held
open for her, by both men'and
women, when she's on campus.
She thinks Whihvorth students
have a better grasp on basic etiquette than most people, the
same age.
"Students
here
have
befter
'. • •.
.
.
. -. I
"
mariners tl1im I've seen' any.:.
where else," Woods said. At the
same time, Woods sees ~ gener~l
decline in good manners among:
young a,duIts.'
Senior Michelle Lee agrees,
th~t she never has to open a door
for' herself, but said students
have problems in other areas.
She thinks the use of foul language among students i::; more
common than in the past, and
adds that this is part of a bigger
problem. Lee says we have relaxed our standards in using lan- .
guage so we aren't as formal
anymore. She also thinks the
~

,
'4

,l
1

l

I

lack 6f basic etiquette among
young people will cause them
probl~ms when they graduat~
and try to ,enter the work force.
Lee thinks good manners arc not
being taught anymore, either at
home or .3,t school. '
"I think that before
people get into the
work force, so~e pf
them need an .etiquette class," Lee
said.
Foul la!1gu~ge is
only one problem
among studen ts, Said
Gail Fielding, circulation specialist in' the
lib~arY· Since, spe,
graduated
from
Whitworth in 1962,
she has
a change
-in' behavior' among
students. Ignoring
rull's in the library
and other buildings, speaking disrespectfully to each other and
treating the campus itself with
disrespe~t are just a few of the
thing-s she notices.
Fielding thinks students are not'
as thoughtful about their manners
as they. should be'. and blames it
on a changing soCi~ty. "Peop'le are
on the g9 i?O much th~t they,don't
have time to be I;ourteous/' she

seen

said. She added that working
parents and fast food families
have made it. harder for parents
to teach their children good manners. "The family dinner table is
extinct," said Fielding.
But when it comes to table
manners,
Whitworth
students
have a good
repu ta lion
among fm}d
service employees and
other students. Food
Service Manager· c,J:-a!i1"
Leonardi
says almost,
all of the stu- .
dents
are;
well-man~.:
nered and.,
courteous when eating in the ..
dming hall. "It gets pretty wild ..
sometimes," Leonardi said; "bu~.
on the whole, 99 percent are very
well-beha ved."
Merrily Bjerkestrand is a cer~ ,
tified etiquette cqnsultant and
owner of the Northwest School
of Protocol. Bjerkestrand thinks
college students today do lack
good manners, and if etiquette

Brush up on your ETIQU

..
S

LYNNB MILLEa
Staff writer

isn't taught, it will affect their future careers She says there is a
high demand in the corporate
world for polished individuals,
ilnd a definHe shortage of good
manners. Bjerkestrand quotes a
recent study as saying, "Univclsity graduates are coming out
technically brilliant,. but lacking
social polish ilnd people skills." ,
Bjerkestrand also blames lack of
manners on a chimging society.
She sflid up until 30 years ago,
social skills were taught in school,
and finishing schools specifically'
designed for etiquette were common. Then the 1960s came along,
and rules were out. "Etiquette
~a.~ putr,~rit'just o~ th'e back
burner, bUt.. on the back' porch,"
Bjerkestrand said.
, But Bj~rkestrand thinks the
family din.ner table is a main classroom for good manners. Like
Fjelding, .!?he believes that a hurryup society with working parents
and fast food dinners has definit~ly contributed to bad man- ,
ners.
So whitt can we do about it?
:'The wh<sre thing is to slow down
and think- about what you're doing," said,Fielding.
Bjerkestrand adds, "If you don't
know w}Un to do in a situation, be
kind and'(1onsiderate of others."

ETTE

.
to you and see what he does, vorites: (1) Don't replenish the
supply of food in your mouth betaring blankly-at a t;l:ler~ may p~ hope for you.
.. p~ace ~ttil!8..in'a ni<;e
All of these perplexing ques- fore you have swallowed the prerestaurant, you real tions were answered last vious mouthful. You are not a coal
, ize that YOll ,have a Wednesday by Marriott General furnace, (2) Don't fiddle with
problem. Whenj~ced with eight Manager Paul Komelasky of your cutlery. You will look nervous and make others edgy, (3)
. pieces Of silverWare, CIa YOil (a) Gonzaga University.
,
start fiom ~h~ inside and work
The do's and don'ts of busl- Don't try the "boarding house
your way out; (b) try and slip out ness etiquette were explained as reach." Ask someone to pass you
of the restaurant as .quietly as pos- students dined on a six course whatever it is you want, (4) Don't
sible, (c) watch the person ne?'t meal whiCh gave them an oppor- smack your lips and heave a huge
to you and see what he does, and 'tunity to put the theory into sigh of satisfaction after swallowhope he chooses the 'correct fork, practice. At first, the atmosphere ing, and (5) Don't lean back on the
or (d) start'from the outside.
was a bit uptight, but as the rear legs of your chair. You could
If you chose to flee the restau- evening progressed, and after break the chair or your neck.
Aside from the obvious social
rant; be aware that there will be . some minor mistakes, everyone
blunders
that college students are
. another time in your 'life when .. loosened up.
.
you
be faced with an etiProm the definite don't Ii.st guilty of when It comes to eUquette dilemma. However, if you gi yen out at the etiquette dinner, ,quette, mistakes In business etidecided to watch the person next here are five of my personal fa- quette can be a crucial obstacle

will
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when applying for that job after
college.
Komelasky said that one important thing to remember dUL:ing business lunches is to never
assume that.you will be able to
get into a restaurant, always
make reservations. In addition to
planning ahead, ordering familiar, easy-to-eat foods and watchIng how much alcohol you consume will cut down on any potentially awkward situations.
Komelasky also stressed that
common sense is the most important thing when dealing with etiquette.
By the way, the answer was (d)
start from the outside and work
your way in.
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ARE WE· TOO BUSY FOR IT?

AHHA Bu.e
Staff writer

~,
!
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Junior Heather Stark laughs
when she recalls a fire alann last l
year in her dorm. She was so exhausted that she slept through it,
oblivious until her roommate
shook her awake.
"I had gone to bed early that
night, at around 12:30," Stark
said. Less than an hour after she
fell asleep, the fire alarm went off.
She never heard it.
Looking back, Stark can laugh,
but in reality, the problem was
serious. Stark was suffering from
sleep deprivation. A pre-med
student majoring in biology,
Stark is a self-described overachiever and demands the best
from herself. But she drove herself so hard and had so much to
do there just wasn't time for a
good night's sleep. Last year she
averaged about five hours of
sleep each night, and it wasn't
enough. She became irritable,
had trouble with concentration,
ilIld found herself fighting to stay
awake during the day. When she
did get to bed at night, her body
would shut down so completely
that she WaS unaware of anything
else.
"I would zonk out and sleep
like a rock," she said.
Stark's situation is more common than you might think. According to an article in Consumer
Reports magazine (March 1997),
nearly 100 million Americans suffer from sleep deprivation caused
by insomnia or busy life-styles
which don't allow enough time,
for enough sleep. Younger
people make up a large part of

2ctlrt~~'

"Primarily what you see in this
this group, mostly because of
stress and demanding schedules. environment is students that
So it's no surprise many college don't have time to get enough
students are sleep deprived as sleep initially, and insomnia can
well,
develop," sa~d Murray.
. Janelle Thayer, director of
Jan Murray, health centerdirector, thinks that students are more Counseling Services, said the adprone to sleep problems than justment to college life also
most people, especially at Schools causes problems with sleep, eslike Whitworth where academic pecially in younger students. She
performance is so important. She . thinks that the excitement of new
also thinks young people have a surroundings and new experihigh tendency to ignore physical ences add to anxiety, which is a
limitations. .
.
major cause of insomnia. Anything from
"We have
so many,high
'~,)feeling un",". '.,,; . " ,
- ' / " , . ' ,',' ,<\.,' '.' '''"-' >,'
achievers at :;"~i'~c·'~"N.~tf:rl~:'
100 ',"'"'c~>;:ilcom f or t a bl e
this school,
~;:::' ~~~;0\F} :'::}'/:~"t.:;;,:.:
·:i·.:::.~:~~:; in you~ room
and one of " c:," ""''''·.'+',mli.lion -, :,' :,'" to staymg up
the things ::'~,i~~::l~' ':n~'~iiif:fJ'f~:.::~la!e visiting
I've noticed is "',~,_: :~
y,;,,~ '''',j'\'''; ',~,,:,.~. "" .-.'~ ~;lfTlends can
they .'.~:'<"~·U:<;:f,rom'~·.'
. that
\·:\.7'jcause sleep
don't feel like , "..;.<~> :::'::;",'~:.'~:!S"''';':''':\''''·."" . .... ' ;·'deprivation.
.... <·But one or
they have j~~':~~"'·,:.:depnfvatlori
',/
,'::.,:;
\.''''". ..... "
'.1
\ - ... ' 5t
limits," said !·""'~''''·'·\c:a'·u~·'s''·e·a~,;·~b'·y:''.\'''' ;. ,two
late
~,J"
,~.' ,'~
':;':"·~"~
~
~nights aren't
Murray.
Murray ;. ·i.~~..Q.Pl·~i~. J).r::\p~st·· the end of
".''0,:".','" """;;, ..:',' '., ,,/'" '>". . , ~theworld.
liays these
qualities 'c; i':-~ ';:;6·.~f~~!r~l1,"",~". ,' .. :: ;: "The inter'~. ,~, esting thing
cause stu- ;(;·::\·h,.~fuh'ich
'l~.t"C_rl=-~l!~v
•
,
"-<-,vi " .....
'
"
::.
I
dents to push .~ "~"''''''ri'l'' , .
. >" '0>'.
'about seep
themselves .::.t}~,~: ,~,W: :~~<O.~~h . '," ;isthatit only
too hard and ~::,;~:t,j.q,'~ ... ,:fo~"·:·
:,~ takes one
involve
:':.~,' .:< ~'~ :::~; ~!fch~ upt,?
themselves ':d~i:;:,:~;:~.~ ~~:".·::
said Thayer.
,in too many
academic and social actiVIties, For instance, if you've gone for
and the effects can be physically several days with too little sleep,
and emotionally debilitating. you don't need to sleep one hour
Not only will you not have for each hour you've missed.
enough time for sleep, but added Your usual required. amount of
stress and anxiety can make sleep sleep will rest your body comless effective. This can lead to ab- pletely and get you back on track.
normal sleep patterns, which in
Serious problems develop
turn can cause physical illness, when the body is deprived of
general inability to function well sleep over a long period of time.
and emotional problems.
Eventually you can't read your
','"
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body's Signals and you may not
even realize that you are sleep
.
deprived.
"We lose the ability to track our
body's needs," said Thayer. The
result is burnout and illness.
So how can we manage to get
enough sleep to stay physically
and emotionally healthy and still
do all the things we need to do
as students? First we need to
know what our body needs.
Thayer says sleep requirements
vary from person to person depending on individual needs, so
we need to find out what those
requirements are and set enough
time aside each night to give ourselves the right amount of sleep.
The best way to judge if you're
getting enough sleep IS by the
way you feel.
' .
"If you've slept well, you'll feel
refreshed in the morning," said
Thayer.
Murray agrees, and adds that
going to bed each night at the
same time and getting up each
morning at the same time will
establish a rhythm important for
getting enough sleep. ,She also
says that effective time management and good planning are importan t to establishing and sticking to a sleep routine.
Developing a bedtime ritual
will help establish good sleep
patterns and prevent insomnia.
Murray suggests that students
stop studying at a certain time
every night and give their bodies time to "shutdown." Taking a
warm bath, listening to music,
reading and having a cup of
herbal (decaffeinated) tea are all
techniques for relaxing and can
help with the transition from

wakefulness to peaceful slumber.
Cutting down on coffee is also
helpful. Murray says too much
caffeine, especially in the later
part of the day, can keep you up
at night.
"If you start using it in the afternoon and evening on a regular basis, your body will need the
·stimulant, and caffeine takes several hours to wear off," said
Murray.
What about sleeping aids? If
the above relaxation techniques
don't work, Murray says an overthe-counter sleep aid such as
Benedryl can be helpful occasionally. If you still feel like you're
just not getting enough sleep, the
cause may be physiological or
emotional and you should visit
the health center.
Perhaps the most important
piece of advice comes from Stark.
Last year, when Stark's lack of
sleep' was at its worst, she was
working, had a class load of over
21·credits and spent her free time
do~ng homewo~k and fulfilling
requirements for acceptance to
graduate school.
.
Since then, she has lightened
her load, adjusted her priOrities
and is less anxious in general for
two reasons: Stark has learned
to say no and she has given God
control of her life. Although she
is still only averaging about six
hO\lrs of sleep each night, Stark
says she is more at peace and feels
less pressure to control everything.
''I'm just going to ~Q what I
can," she said. "It will all work
m,zt even if 1 don't stay up until
3:30 in the morning doing bio.
chemistry."
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Staff writer

H

eadaches, insomnia, anxiety
and depression are particu
larly disturbing symptoms
this time of year. And they
are typical and common symptoms of
burnout.
"Student burnout has been clinically defined as depression and mostly anxiety,"
said Janelle Thayer, director of Counseling Services. "At this time of year I see
patients suffering from irritation, annoyance, lack of energy and motivation, and
resentment of extra work or activities."
Therapists and professors on cilmpus who
work with students have seen a pattern
of burnout especially in seniors, student
leaders and athletes, Thayer said.
"There are definite signll of depression
at this time of the year," said junior Aubrey
Akana. "After winter students need rejuvenation which can come from the sun,
exercise and being proactive with friends.
As a senior, my suggestion is to withstand
the weather and have faith in success because student burnouts are not a dead end
road."
Sometimes time management and reorganization of schedules are necessary to
combat burnout. "Pace yourselves in or-

MARCH
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der to avoid the burnout," said Patty
Willler, health center counselor. "Ask
yourself what is important and what can
wait."
Once in a while, however, when time
management and re-scheduling don't
work, there are other creative ways to
solve the burnout dilemma. "Unnecessary busy work contributes to burnout
when I am already overwhelmed with
academics and athletics. Nintendo is my
escape," said junior Keith Husby.
Realistically, students ilre not the only
ones who deal with burnout. Faculty and
staff, and others who are constantly interacting with students, see and deal with
it often as well. Their patience is necessary to student survival.
"Faculty should be flexible when students are confronted with burnout, but
hold to what is expected and make suggestions to students on how to manage
their time and regrouping methods for
their symptoms," said Thayer.
Thayer suggests physical exercise,
sleep, health care and limited caffeine intake to overcome the anxiety of student
burn out. She also recommends that students not expect perfection from themselves at this time of year. They should
be realistic with the amount of energy that
is spent and be willing to renegotiate
schedules in order to preserve time for relaxation and regrouping.
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BIG CHEESE. Bill
and Tom Johnson,
vice president of
BUSiness Affairs,
share a bit of
coffee before the
faculty gets a crack
at them at Faculty
Assembly
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FAMILY BONDING.
Bin shares some
bonding time with
daughter freshman
Brenna Robinson before
Mid-week Worship.
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FRIENDS WITH STUDENTS. Bill greets freshmah Tony
Edwards after Mid-week Worship. Edwards met Biff when
visiting Whitworth as a high school junior and was'surprised
that Bill remembered him two years later, "It's great that he
not only cares about the students, but what's goIng on in their
lives," said Edwards.
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NO BUSINESS'AT NOON .
"Iobody (we mean nobody)
can ~eat Bill when it comes
to basketball: The NBA
. , (Noontime,Basketball
Association) pits faculty
against staff. Bill 'and Jason
Tobeck go up for the
rebound.
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CHRISTOPHER WOODS
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FAMILY DINNER.
Bill, wife Bonnie, and
children Ben and
Bailey sit down for
some Robinson home.
,cooking. Bill has less
than 20 minutes to eat,
pack and head to the
airport to catch his
flight to Seattle.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Bill studies the agenda while the cabinet
prepares for the weekly meeting. From left: Acting Chief Academic
Officer & Dean of Faculty Tammy Reid, Vice President for Business
Affairs Tom Johnson, Vice President for Student life Kathy Storm, Dean
of the Chapel Terry McGonigal (foreground) and Bill.
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Tennis swings into action
Another men's coach, women are 3-1
BENNETT GIBSON

strides, already tal\ing care of big
His goal for this season is for
conference foes Whitman and "each individual to be prepared
Pacific Lutheran University.
and competitive in each match,"
The Bucs are led by Associate he said. The Pirates are coming
As the snow begins to melt in
Spokane, the Pirate men's and Athletic Director 10 Ann off of a 7-7 season where they finwomen's tennis teams are ready Wagstaff, who is in her 13th year ished third in the conference.
to thaw out the competition this coaching the Pirate women. She They are currently 1-3.
upcolning season.
led Whitworth to a conference
The coach also gave praise to
On the women's side, the Bucs title in 1991 and has accumulated team captain Yosef Durr, who is
are coming off of an 11-7 season a 117-81 career match record be- one of two juniors ~n this young
where they finished sixth in the for:e the beginning of this season. team. "Yosef provides quality
Wagstaff said one of advan- leadership for our guys," he sai~.
NOC tournament. The Pirates
-tages the team has is that they "He knows what it takes." .
are currently 3-1 this season.
Sophomore Joelle Staudinger, have a lot of experience and are
Durr said he feels a degree of
.
the team's number one seed, said physically fit.
'frustration in what has taken
"We can become more consis- place with the program in the
the club's strengths include
working well together as a unit tent to be able to wear down op- past three years. He added that
ponents," she said.
the Athletic departmel)t's treatand physical strength.
Wagstaff also said that the team ment of the team has ~n disap'~We're not, individually
needs to push itself when they pointing.
minded as players," she said.
Despite this, he said he is quite
Staudinger added ·that the play; "We need to be not happy
team need~ to maintain a posi- with where we are, but go up a content with where the team is
tive ,attitude regardless of the _ step," she said.
right now, and that they are imOn the men's side, the Pirates proving everyday.
wins or losses. "As long as we're
"We've been able to use early
playing well, then 'i 1's O.K.," she are in a similar situation as recent
years past, with a new coach this matches to gauge where we are
said.
Junior Dawn EliasSen said the season The pirates have had right now," Durr said.
With spring just around the
team's goals include getting to three coaches in three years:The
the conference finals. and :work- -new coach is Sean Bushey who is corner, the Pirate men and
ing on their mental game<'We're also coaching the men's and women are ready to show a
women's soccer teams, imd hedd spring in their step this upcomon a great start," she said.
The Bues have made some big of the Spokane Shadow.
ingseason.
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"S'PORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.
2.

3.
4.

What company started printing baseball cards in
1951?
What New
holds the career.
record for
with 23?
What
Freddy Brown to
the
What Bos"n:~~~~t~l!1_!~~!~~~

S.
6.

.,
{:

C3rn9 WBli_IWhfllwol1lf1iMl

Junior Yosef Durr takes a backhand swing In preseason pr~Uce.

Swim t~am finishes exceptional season
Whitworth's men accumulate
more points than they ever had
in the past.
Many of the Whitworth fans
The Whitworth swim team
traveled to Federal Way, Wash- ,il!!!U!lpporters, including Head,
ington Thursday through Satur- Coach :Ibm Dodd, felt a twinge
day to compete at the NAlA Na- of nostalgia and even sadness as '
tional. The team, widely re· they watched the group of segarded as one of the most tal- niors who have played a major
ented groups of swimmers ever role in bringing the team into
at Whitworth College, finished :national pri?minenee swim their
with a third plac~ ranking for the final races i.n college.
"We really feel that we've come
men and a fifth place ranking for
the women. to the end of an'era here at WhitA season's worth of emotions, worth. There were a lot of sentisuccess and expectancy came to mental feelings in the senior
a head as the crowd witnessed speeches. Life will go on and
CAMPBELL WHITE

511lff wri fer

we'll be successful, but it'll be different," said Dodd.
The setting allowed the swimmers to step into a different life
fora time.
The facilities, built for the 1990
Goodwill Games, contained an
Olympic-sized pool set into a pit
with vertical seating rising from
both sides of the deck. It created
an intense, noisy atmosphere that
can't help but change those who
experience it
"After three days, you feel like
you've been there for two weeks.
You live a lot during that time,"
commented Dodd.

7.

8.
-med to
mon the
Hint: She's
ng TNT basketball

9.

did 0.]. Simpson play
number of people that .

10.

TIE BREAKER:

.

(Closest to answer gets it.)
,,
What were the opening odds on the Red Sox winning the
1967 Am~rican League pennant?
Prize is a fre~ can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue'of The Whitworth ian.
CaU46S-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian . office located
upstairs in the Campus Center

LaSt Week's Results
Winner.

Chris "Night Wood" Woods clutched up In the waning hours of
Sunday night getting all 11 right. Amazing.
Answers:
1) Lou PinieJla 2) Cassius Clay-Muhammad AJi 3) Little League
4) Mike Schmidt 5) The New York Knicks and Washington
Bullets 6) seven 7) two 8.) CBS 9} The Baltimore Bullets
.
10) Bill Walton
Queslions and answers courtesy of Trivial Pursult©.
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Body images:
Are they healthy?
if'

40 percent oifwomen students struO'gle
with eating disoraers( Phelan says
~4

....
on Whitworth's campus. The
Staff-writer
pine cone curtain can't even
protect us from these devastatNaomi Campbell, Cindy ing diseases..
Crawford, Elle MacPherson,
II At least 40 percent of the
Claudia Schiffer. Those names girls on campus are struggling
are heard and known around with eating disorders," said
the world. Men swoon over Catherine Phelan, counselor at
the
svelte ~~~~~~~~~~~~ the health
bodies of sucenter and
per models.
Stewart Hall
"In
Women sweat
resident 'di~
up a storm,
rectoI:.
trying
get
This numtheir bodies to
ber was a
look "model
surprise for
perfect."
some st~Bulimia and
dents, but
anorexia
not nearly
nervosa are
high enoughtwo
other
in others'
- Catherine Phelan,
names, but
eyes.
health center counselor
they are the
"1
defi.. names of disand Stewart Hall
nitely see
eases, eating'
eating disorresident director
disorders to
ders as an isbe
exact,
sue on camThese diseases often arise as a pus," said freshman Karen
direct result of the image soci- Massey.
ety places in the minds of feMen are often oblivious to
males. This image is drilled the large numbers of women
into girls heads through tele- suffering from eating disorvision, magazines, newspa- ders They are not nearly as
pers and other forms of media. sus~eptjble to th~_J'.r~ssures
Bulimia and anorexia .are SOCIety puts on oooy lInage,'
frighteningly prevalent even said Phelan. The ~edia defi!j
,...
REBECCA JORDAN

to

,,
.;

general, people
who struggle with
body image don't
have a realistic
perspective of their
bodies,"
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nitely influences what looks
good: skinny, tall and beautiful women, Phelan said.
Sophomore Zach Hedgpeth
was quite surprised at the
number of women who suffer
from eating disorders. "Our
society demands that girls fit
the stereotypical model image
of a healthy woman," he said.
"But it's not that healthy. Most
of the models are probably
anorexic themselves."
A major problem that often
leads to poor body images
(and then eating disorders) is
a person's perspective.
"In general, people who
struggle 'with body image
don/t have a realistic per spec- .
tive of their bodies. They are.
critical of themselves and how
they look," said Phelan. "The
standards set by society aren't
good. You can have a healthy
body image with out fitting
into set standards, but the key
is accepting who you are."
This trend toward a lack of
self confidence and poor body
image for females often stems
flOm childhood. According to
the March 1997 issue of Teen
magazine, 81 percent of girls
report a fear of being fat. At
age 10, most girls are iI1 the
third orfourth grade. The statistic says a lot for what sodety i~grains in young girls'
minds.
The early, fear of being fat
progresse; into dieting.
Roughly half of all teenage
girls in America are on a diet,
according to the Seattle-based
association, Eating Disorders
;~~y~~e~~ss.a~(rPrevent~oI:t: " .
DIetmg In the teens often
leads to eating disorders, a

~rastic (seemingly m~re effec-

Innovative bike
programs hit
Portland, Utah
State University

hve, but harmful) mode of _
weight control.
Anorexia and bulimia arc,
essentially, a slow method of
committing suicide, said Sue
Polzin, a private practice
cOWlselor from Portland. Both
'diseases have reported mortality rates of 10-15 percent. JOSH LOFfIN
These diseases are not to be H-The Statesman H
dealt with casually, and treat- Utall Stair University
ment is necessary.
Often, the transition to colLOGAN, Uta/h- Dflpper
lege life is one of th~ most det- Aggies may soon have the oprimental to the female's body portunity to impress their
image.
friengs and amaze their peers as
"When I arrived on campus, they whiz past, conveniently
I constantly was warned about commuting' from class to class,
the freshman 15," said Massey. . on sleek, yellow bikes.
"So many people' worry too,
That's right. Yellow bikes.
much about it, and are too obRecently, Utah State Universessed about gaining weight.
sity President George Emert proNext time you are flipping posed the university adopt a
through the latest issue of program which provides free
Glamour or watching 'Singled bikes for use by students around
Out on MTV, look at those campus.
"babes," "chicks" or "hotlies"
Similar programs have been
with a new perspective. Real- adopted throughout the nation,
ize that bodies are made dif- modeled after an innovative exferently. Not everyone can periment in Portland, Ore., dursqueeze into those plastic ing 1994. Tom O'Keefe, the curpants like Jenny McCarthy, but rent director and originator of
really, who wants to?
Portland's program,. said he
The key is to be secure with came upon the idea after his bike
yourself. That is easy to say was stplen.'
but difficult to do. Often, the
With! help from charities,
best solution to kicking the in- O'Keefe was successful in startsecurities (and sometimes eat- ing a program with 10 bikes,
ing disorders) out of your sys- painted yellow and reduced to
one speeds. Bikes were place
tern is through therapy.
The health center offers an around town in September 1994.
Eating Disorders Support
Since that time, the program
Group, which meets 3:30 p.~. has grown. O'Keefe estimates
Mondays. The group is open more than ~OO bikes are in use
to anyone, and exists for the throughout the city. "With city
sole purpose of helping stu- grants orproperfunding, I could
dents.
have had about 3,000 bikes by
now," he said.
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U2 POP

Moyie DO~~NnfE

NICK BROWNLEE

Stuff writer
With all the buzz that's going on in the media, you
would think it's the Second Coming. Unfortunately, it
isn't the Second Coming but the highly anticipated release of U2's newest album, "Pop."
With the exception of the theme song for the movie
"Mission Impossible" covered by drummer Llrry Mullen
Jr. and bassist Adam Clayton, "Pop" is the first release
from the Irish supergroup in nearly four years, dating back to the
1993 release "Zooropa."
When I think ofU2, I think of "Sunday Bloody Sunday" with Bono
going ballistic at Red Rock AmphItheater in Colorado, not this Dance
97 mix found on some infomercial during the wee hours of the morning Quintessential U2 is "Unforgettable Fire," "Boy" and "October,"
not" Achtung Baby,"
"Zooropa"
and
"Pop." I never gave
much thought to the
old cliche, "bad
things happen m
threes," but I can see
how this particular
case supports such a
claim.
Unlike previous albums, U2 has created
their version of
lifestyle music. This
collection of songs
ranges from techno
and R&B to love-sick
ballads. They have
created a whole new genre of rock music in one album.
With a mixture of heart-seizing rhythms, violently schrieking electronics and guitar distortion I can only compare to thatof a streaking
jet engine, "Pop" is nothing but extremes. U2 makes a conscious
effort to create extreme, dangerous and on the edge music (no pun
intended). The first single, "Discotheque," is so unbelievably distorted that one reviewer claimed, '''Discotheque' is so compressed
and distorted that itsounds like the farting of a constipated wasp."
Who says writing music reviews isn't an art form?

With a mixture of
heart-seizing rhythms,
violently shriekmg ele~tronics
and gUItar dlstortlOn
I can only compare to ,that of a streaking jet
engme
"Pop" is nothing but extremes.
f

Surprisingly, "Pop" is filled with religious themes. From the weary
"God Will Send His Angels" to the near blasphemous address of
Christ in "Wake Up Dead Man," I wonder when U2 started hanging
au t with Trent Reznor. With the populmity of near-existential groups
such as Smashing Pumpkins and Nine Inch Nails, U2 has done nothing but hop on the bandwagon, fully compromising themselves and
their fans.
Overall, the best analogy I can think of is the over-the-hill athlete.
Too many times there are athletes who are past their prime, yet continue to play for fame, money and glory. Last Saturday night WilS a
great example when boxer Sugar Ray Leonard, who well past his
prime, came outoE retirementto fight one last time. Because this was
the second time he did this and lost, his "Iegend" status has been
tainted and lessened. No longer is the society going to view him as a
past champion without thinking about his recent, humiliating losses.
U2 should have gone into retirement after "Joshua Tree" or even after "Rattle and Hum." After their third feeble attempt, they've lessened their already legendary status. It has been tainted.
Bone, The Edge, Larry and Adam, it's time to call it quits. Retire
before you completely erase your past accomplishments.
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ReVIew
BRIAN BOYLE

Staff writer
As much as America hates to admit it, the
mob is a business with costs and overhead just
like any other company. And, just like other
businesses, the mob has bosses, middle-men
and grunts. "Donnie Brasco" is the story of
Lefty (AI Pacino), a mid-level gangster who
befriends Donnie Brasco Uohnnie Depp), a
jeweler. Over the course of the film, Donnie
leaves his job to become Lefty's right hand
man. What Lefty doesn't know is his new
friend isn't a jeweler at all, but a special undercqver agent for the FBI.
"Donnie Brasco" is a classic story of the
undercover cop who gets so caught up in his
work that he finds himseJfbehaving more like
the gangsters and less like a cop. Unlike other
films that tackled this story, "Donnie Brasco"
presents characters with real depth and conflict.

Pacino and Depp nre fantastic in this film.
Pacino delivers a surpaSSingly likable gangster who is caught up in his work not because
he likes it but because it pays the bills and puts
food on the table. If you didn't know he was
gangster, Lefty would look like an average
middle-class father with basic concerns.

Depp plays a wonderfully naive cop who
doesn't understand the business, but is
willing to stick with Lefty through thick
and thin. By the end of the film, Depp's
character has risen to the upper ranks of
the mob and is torn between giving Lefty
a way out or arresting him.
One of the more interesting elements of
"Donnie Brasco" is the picture that is
painted of the day to day working of both
the FBI and the mob. Like the men they
are trying to catch, the FB! demands loyalty from its members and tends to become
more of it way of life than a job. By the end
of the film, the similarities between the two
organizations become sickeningly apparent.
"Donnie Brasco" is a marvelous film J
highly recommend. However, it's worth
mentioning that if you find yourself queasy
at the sight of blood, this film may not be
for you. The bulk of the film is pretty tame,
but there IS an excessively graphic "hit"
scene. If you arc not disturbed by blood
and appreciate a good story, see "Donnie
Brasco."

College aWlu.Jes aboul sigle
reyeal informal faslaion aWluJe
CAROLYN DEBELL

Staffumter
Do you remember the days in
high school when the way you
dressed was of ultimate importance to that group of "in" students? Or do you wonder
where the cast of "Clueless"
gets its fashion consciousness? Notice how the attitudes about the way you
are "supposed" to dress
have changed since coming to college.
I found students
who just don't care
about what the
magazines say is
hip and cool. I
went out in
search of the
trends in college fashion and believe me, I certainly didn't find
anything that could compete for
the cover of Vogue.
I checked but the University
of Washington, Pacific Lutheran
University and our own campus. What I found was a whole
slew of random styles.
There are the "preps" who are
best known for sporting khakis
and button-down shirts. There
arc also students wearing retro
styles, alternative or grunge
clothing and all kinds of styles
in between. I found that even
though some students could be
stereotyped as having a certain

style, most cannot. Many students who I talked to said their
mood determines what style they
want to wear that day.
Even if people are separated
into categories by what they
wear, corduroys seem to know no
fashion boundaries. Ovemlls arc
also a favorite. f found that a
popular outfit for a student on the go all day is
jeans and a I-shirt, sometimes accompanied by fl
hat.
Or if running a bit late,
a common occurrence al
college, students often
throw on sweats and
a sweatshirt on
their way out Ihe
door. This is the"f
don't have time to
care today" look.
If looking for comfort, try junior Beth Robblee's rule of vogue.
"Find your favorite Whitworth
sweatshirt, preferably big, thick
and navy bille, and go With it.
Wear it every day until it can
walk on its own."
Or you can try something a bit
out of the ordinflry. "My favorite style {or everyday is plaid
flannel pajama bottoms accompanied by a huge sweatshirt,"
said Junior Robin Kolb.
A dilemma some students face
is the lack of funds to spice up
their wardrobe. A greal solution
to this is a trip to the thrift store.

Almost anyone's fashion wants
and needs can be met there for a
minimal price.
f n college, shopping a t the
thrift store is cool, unlike those
days in high school. Once the
realm of college fashion is entered, it ;s no longer possible to
stereotype people by the way
they dress. College students find
who they really iJfe when they go
to school. This includes knowing what they like to wear, and
you will find all kinds of favorite
styles here at Whitworth.

College students find that

fashion choices change
when coming to college.
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-Elected committee evaluates
faculty for tenure status
IULIESUND

dent teaching, currently
serves as chair of the Faculty
Evaluation Committee. "I am
impressed with how very fair
the process is," she said.
Liebert describes tenure as
"the most important step in
one's aEademic career."
Being granted tenure does
not only mean job stability for
professors. "It also grants the
employee academic freedom,"
said Bloxham.
Whitworth professors apply
for tenure in their ,sixth year
of employment at Whitworth.
Usually the applicant has a
doctoral or other terminal degree.
First y:ear, second year and
fourth year reviews are conducted prior to the tenure
ability
review
in
thE;!,
candidate's sixth year at
Whitworth. .
"Faculty use thE;! results of
these reviews to improve or
change areas that will be considered in the sixth year review," Bloxham said.
The criteria followed by the
faculty evaluation committee
for granting tenure is outlined
in six categ,?ries.
The first asks' if the
"~
candidate's performance
shows evidence' of superior
-Laura Bloxham,
teaching.
. :
,
professor of English
Class evaluations completed l?y students are it factor when considering this, as
"In my 22 years here, only is self-assessment completed
.
about six professors have not by the applicant.
The evaluation process also
been granted tenure," said
Laura Bloxham, professor of looks for evidence of an ongoEnglish and acting associate· ing program' of professi,onal
dean for faculty d~velopment. study, ability to work, con7
Doris Liebert, professor of structively and work well
Education and directOl: of stu- with others in th';! community,

Staff writer
Every year, an elected body
of Whitworth College faculty
members evaluates professors
applying for tenure to determine whether or not a professor qualifies for a long-term
career as a employee at Whitworth,
,The process of evaluation is
an elaborate one, and the
evaluation committee takes
into consideration factors
such as teaching effectiveness, scholarly activities and
comm,unity servic~.
If the professor is not
granted~ tenure after evaluation by the com,Jl\ittee, he or
she is given a year and a half
to Hn'd work elsewhere.

"Faculty use the
results of these
reviews to improve
or chnnge ar(?as that
will be considered
in the sixth year
.
reVIew,
,

sufficient academic breadth
and professional versatility,
and the candidate's effectiveness and availability (as a
counselor and adviser). The
last category of evaluation
sees that the candidate has a

"In my 22 years
here, only about'six
professors have not
been gr£.lnted
tenure, "

Christian Singer Kenny ",rb win ~ Whitworth IIIIrch 2~26.

Christian recording
artist to visit'cam.pus

- Laura -aloxham,
professor of EngliSh

serious commitment to the
mission and goals of the col- STEPHANIE LENOX
Staff writer
lege.
"Having-a commitment to
Ouistian recording artist Kenny
the mission and goals of the Marks visits the Whitworth campus
college is a significant factor March 24-26 to bring his message of
because of Whitworth's em- encouragement and Christian faith.
phasis on the importance of
Marks plane; to meet with students
community," said Liebert ..
and speak to audiences through lecAfter the faculty committee ture and song while ~ is'here, said
finishes th~irevaluation, Michelle Seefried, Religion and Phiwhich usually takes most of ' losophy department secretary.
fall semester, the candidates
Marks' ~r in the music indusfor tenure are then submitted try has spanned more thana decade,
to the Board Elf Trustees for turning out eight albums including
approval.
,
his latest release, "World Gone
Aside from the possi!:>ility Mad." This recording explores inof a candidate ·being denied tensely personal themes such as
tenure <tfter t,he review, a pro- adoption,'grief overthe loss of a famfessOr could lose tenure if his ilyrnember and the love for his wife
or her department was and family.
phased out, or positions
He will make his first appearance
might be eliminated in the in Forum on March 24 with a talk
case of a major budget short- entitled "World Gone Mad," nanied
fall.
after his latest release.

Initiation,
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Continued from page 1.
cess," she said. ''It will help them to
become more organized and it will
help them to brainstorm the goals
of Initiation."
Some students disagree.
McMillan Hall Initiator junior Rob
Foster believes the revised policy
takes away from Initiation. ''I think
their intent is good. They want to
hold people accoW1table for their actions," he said. "Bl,1t on the other
hand, they've in a way ruined Initiation because it's no longer fun to
go through all these Iega1 issues."
The Law Offices of Paine,
Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke &, Miller
determined that maIdring arid yelling activities are forms of hazing, illegal under Washington State Uiw.
According to the ~Policy of
Washington State (1996), "hazing is
defined as any method of initiation
into a student organization that
causes bodily danger or physical
harm or serious mental or emotional
harm to any student"
Uabilities bother Robinsoo but are
not his main concern. ''I wouldn't
kill initiatioo forthat
"he said.
'1nAmerica in the~, Mother
Theresa is subject to a ~wsuit, as are
all the rest of us," said Associate
Dean of Students and Director of
Residence life Dick Mandeville.
The reWed policy will go hebe
the ASWC Assembly to be decided.
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Marks beljeves it is important for
his~ to encourage fellowOuis-

tians, but he has another goal in
mind when he writes his songs:

ministty.
''When we start getting on mainstream radio in America, then we1J
have some real walls breaking
down. To a great degree, we're still
fighting the fact that many Christian
artists mainly sing to Christians.
That needs to l>e addressed," said
Marks in an interview with Religious Broadcasting magazine.
Marks will a1so speak in th chapel
on Monday night at 7:30 p.m. The
title of his lecture will be ('Single
Minded Love."
For Tuesday night's Hosanna,
Marks will join fon:es with student
musicians to present a combo concertin thechapeI at9:45 P,Ill: At Midweek Worship on Wednesday,
Marks will pa;e the question, "What
are you afraid of?"
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Whitworth College • Spokane, Washington

Going through the Mac Hall morning routine ...

Election Results

Tonggtops
first ballot,
advances
with Kolb
Hansen sweeps
bidfor EVP
MARK1ACKSON
Edltor-ill-clI/e!

Mac Hall in Concert Masters of Cer~monies (from left) senior Jay McArthur, sophomore Nate Brown, sophomore Rob
Leslie and junior Mike Sedgwick showcase the preparation it takes to be a McMillan Hall resident. Thursday night's
show featured musical groups including Scattered Skies, haircuts by Rebecca Ricards and the Mac Hall Power Team.
- . - - - - - - - - -- -- -------

.-----~-----------------------------.

Stu'd'ents re~pond ASWC Assembly unanimously
to tax legislatio'n' passes revised initiation policy
SARAH BADE

Nellis editor
ASWC will hold a letter writing campaign
beginning April 10 to persuade Washington
state legislators to pass an act making required
college textbooks tax exempt.
House Bill 1229, 82.08 RCW, currently on the
House floor; would allow any textbook required for a college course to be sales tax exempt, reducing the cost of higher education.
Juniors KymAtkin, Alisa Tongg and Christian Gunter composed a sample letter for students to sign. ASWC will pay for the cost of
sending the letters to the Washington State
Legislature, "OUf goal is to send 500 letters,"
said Tongg.
'
If 500 letters are sent, the cost will remain
under $100.
The Jetter says the signer is in support of
cutting college costs by implementation of the
bill.
ASWC will set up a table ip the Campus
Center on April 10, giving students a c,hance
to see nod sign the letter provided, Dorm
preSidents and ASWC coordinators will also,
have copies of the letter and will use duty
times in residence halls to recruit signers,
"Publicity is our biggest obstacle," said
Atkin. It's important that students get involved and let legislators know how they feel,
she said.

STEPHANIE LENOX
Staffwntcl
A policy revising the process of initiation
was passed unilnimously by ASWC last
Wednesday
The revision con~mlttee was made up of
students and administrators who reVIewed
the policy to ensure that it was clearly in line
with stilte law and with the Intssion statement of thl.' college.
CommIttee Chair Ali5<l Tongg, junior, 5<lid
it was necessary for ASWC to take il strong
role in f01 ging il compromise in order to retain miliation as a WhItworth tradition. I{ecently President Bill Robinson challenged
ASWC to revise the policy or allow him 10
eliminate 11l1ttation altogether.
The revIew committee took lip this challenge and decided that the best approach
would be to define the goals of initiiltion
According to the new policy, initiatIOn
should' "1) Help students build positive
relillionships with others. 2) Help students
become familtar with the current and historicaltraditions of Whitworth College ilnd
their particular residence hall. 3) Provide
an ahnosphere where students understand
that they are a part of Whitworth's history,
its present and its future."
Director of Development for Alumni Re-

lations Tad Wisenor also took part 11l the
revision of the policy, As a 1989 gradllilte
of Whitworth, Wisenor brought his own experience with imtiation to the commIttee
"I am awareof the posllive aspects of 11l1tiation and whilt it Ciln do when it works
well," smd Wisenor. "We operilled with the
understanding throughout the process thilt
something had to be done to save initiation"
Though no new rules have been added,
the Hazing Policy for Wilshington State
(1996) was introduced into the policy for
clarification Most violations of the former
policy came from initIators not being aware
of whilt constituted hazing, said Tongg.
According to the revised policy, violiltlon
of the policy will result 11l the iniliiltor being removed and will be conSIdered il J3ig
Three violation.
The key word in the new version of the
il11tiation policy is accountability, said
Wisenor. Initiators will be required to go
through all application process and will be
well rehearsed in the details of the new
poltcy.
.,
The new policy guafilntees that initiation
will remain a part of Whitworth tmdition
as long as it coincides with state lilw and
the ultimilte goa I of creating a sense of belonging among new students,

JuniOI s A lisa Tongg illld Robin
Kolb will face il showdown JI1
Fridily's bid for ASWC president.
Last week the primary election
gave both top votes in il narrow
race for the executive position of
the student body association,
edging junior Christian Gunter
out of the rilce.
Tongg received 40 percent of
the presidential vote, whIle Kolb
took 32 percent. Gunter receIved
28 percent.
This yeal marks Tongg's second attempt fOl the position. She
lost the race to current president
Moses Pulei, senIor, In lilst year's
general eiectinn, She IS currently
;!,r ".5",.;r ~pirjt .t;)orrhn,."p
Kolb is currently servlIlg as
preSIdent of Beyond 1-lillL
Sophomore Sdby Hansen,
Stewart
Hall
preSIdent,
landshded the bid for executive
vIce president, netting 55 percent
of votes cast for the office. Junior Dilllny Rock collected 30 percent ilnd will continue to the general election with Hansen. Junior Jeff Powers will be dropped
from the next bOlliot after receIving only 16 percent of the prImary
vote.
Sophomore Jason Morgiln, Cilndldate for financial VICe president, ran unopposed 11l the primary election In this situiltion,
the ASWC Constitution still reguires il candidilte to receive a
majority vote Morgan receIved
88 percent, advancing him to the
geneml election.
504 total votes were cast in
Thursday's electIOn, according to
eiection results releilsed by Pulei.
The candidates will present
speeches and ilnswer students·
questions. Friday during Porum
The general election will be held
Priday. Students can vote in the
Campus Center and Leilvitt Dinl11g I-la! l.

o For //lore IIljorlP/alifm, please see
"ASWC E:teclltlVe Officers & 001'111
President Candidates" olll'age 8.
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A warm vocal tone joins acoustic sounds ...

• Cheap date. Drive to the top of Mount Spokane and check out
the Hale-Bopp comet. You can see it a lot better without the glow
of Spokane city lights.

"

• After Mars Attacked. "Well, we're going to have to rebuild
our houses and stuff. But,' instead of living in houses, I think we
should consider living in teepees, cause they're better in,a lot of
ways." Go see the movie.

.

• What I want. What I want, what I really, really want is to
never hear that stupid Spice Girls song ever again. And what
about that lame-o Freshman song they play on the Peak? Hey,
I'm a senior. Can I be held responsible?

Juniors Mike Emmans and Yosel Durr accompany freshman vocalist Lydia Jones on
acoustic guitars Thursday night at Mac Hallin Concert..
,

Study finds students act more
recklessly during Spring Break
College Press Service
MENOMONIE, Wis.- Students drink more, use more
drugs and engage in riskier
sex while on Spring Break
than at their own campuses.
That's,what two University
of Wisconsin-Stout professors
discovered after surveying
800 Spring Breakers on a
Florida beach in 1995~ ,,-." '.
Three 'ouf of, fou'r men and:
two out of five women reported being drunk every day,
while a third of students said
they used marijuana while on
Spring Break, the professors
saId.
Also, men told the. professors that they had more unprotected sex with new part-

,
ners during break than they
typically had at home.
"Our findings are quite starling," said the survey authors,
Tourism Professor Bharath
Josiam and Psychology Professor Gorge L. Sm~aton.
Well ... maybe to them. Students, on th~ other h~nd, say
, the, survey results are a pretty
accurate reflection of fun--inthe-sun.
. ,"It, doesn't'surprise me at
'all," said Howard Kalin, an
Ohio State University senior.
"The idea of Spring Break is
based on partying. It makes
a lot of sense."
Kalin spent his Spring Break
on the beach in Jamaica. "I
know me and my friends
drank more than we normally
do and used more drugs than

we normally do," he said.
In their survey, the professors noted that alcohol and
drug use are linked to a variety of negative consequences,
from severe sunburn to car
accidents to unwanted pregnancies,
And, "with hundreds of
thousa,nds of people vacation-ing in one location, there is
also a strong possibility of
bringing back sexually transmitted' diseases,1 Smeaton
said,.
'
But Kalin says that most
students really aren't thinking
about the consequences when
theyrre away from campu!>.
:'You ,don't have to worry
ab9~t working. You h,ave
more free time," he said.!'You
can indulge a little bit more."
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• Big mistake. A bank teller working the third lane on the drivethur spotted a dog in the passenger seat ~f th~ ca~ he ~as se.rving. The teller gave the customer a dog bISCUIt WIth hIS receIpt.
The customer asked what the dog treat was'for. "It's for your
,dog," replied the teller. "That's not my dog," said the customer.
'That's my girlhiend." .
• Stay hom~, ',Have yo~ seen the Immodium AD commercials
where ~e guy is in a car pDQl and has to stop every five seConds
to use the facilities? Or the one where he's at a crowded ball
game arid has to sWim through the crowds to use the bathroom?
Here's a clue: If you have the runs, stay home.
• Safeway soundtrack. Have you ever noticed that Safeway
plays Peter Cetera and Jon Secada-ty}:Ie music nonstop? Does
this music make people buy more fOOd? Does it induce a desire
to throw random items into one's basket? I don't know. Something to think about. ..
• Seen on a pickup truck in the Target parking lot: Grow your
own dope, plant a matt.
,

,

ThB ~ is a ~ column .., The ~ fBIIumg bits of ~ comedy,
IIJUSUIfI S100Is and other light humor. To conIthfe ycHK s/oty. or _ t h e QUII8fXIn d Ihs
..... c.I our 24-ho11\QQ!1n1a6 at It. 5083. (OIf.ctllJf'U$. diaI~, IJJII.. 6)

ASWC

Minutes

Wednesday,
March 26

._ • ~helly Maak, fmancial vice president, reported that six reqat the April 2 meeting. Students are
invited to provide feedback to their dorm presidents. The requisitions are as follows:
1) $350 for Psi Chi (psychology dub); to be used for con- '
,
, ference expenses of seven students.
,
2) $400 for WEACT (environmental club); to be used for
recycling bins and membership in Greenstar. .
3) $618.08 for The Whitworthian; for printing CO$ts, an additional four-page supplement and spot color in the last issue.
, 4) $1100 for ASWC media (Natsihi and The Whitworthian);
to be used for computer and printer hardware and !>Qftware upgrades.
, _
5) $400 to subsidize entertainment for an outdoor Chris:tian concert, sponsored by Warren Hall.
6) $100 to pay for postage of student letters to legiSlators
regarding textbook taxation
• A letter has been drafted for !>tudents to sign and send to
legislators regarding taxation on student text books. The letters
should be available soon. (For more information, please see "Students respond to tax legislation," page 1 of this issue.)
• The ASWC Outdoor Recreation office has heard student request for whitewater trips. IT inte~ted, call.Andrea Read in ASWC.
• The Assembly unanimously passed a new policy regarding
initiation practices. The document outlines guidelines for initiators and appropriate behavior. It also includes text from the Washington State Hazing folicy. (For more information, please see
"ASWC Assembly unanimously passes...," page 1 of this issue.)
uisitions'~ be p~nted

~ Co"ection: In The Whitworthian's March 11 issue, it was reported that the ASWC Assembly'passed $150 to subsidize Script, the
student literary publiaztion. The correct· amount should have been
$75. The Whitworthian regrets this error.

Don't miss these upcoming ASWC events
Fri. April 4; 8 p.m. - Jerry Harris, hypnotist, Campus Center.
Sat. AprilS; 8 p.m. - C~ffeehouse in the Campus Center, showcasing talent of the graduating class. Cost is $3, to raise funds
for the class gift.
Sat. April 5 - House Party in Baldwin-Jenkins, follOWing the •
Coffeehouse.
Sat. April 19 - Spring Formal at the Coeur d'Alene resort.
Sun. April 20 - Tentative date for a human rights rally, sponsored by Whitworth's Amn~ty International club.
Sun. April 27; 3:30-5:30 p:m. - Off Campus Barbecue at
Holmberg Park.
Sat. May 10i 10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Springfest at Riverfront Park.
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Re-thinking and
re-evaluating ASWC
- Shailesh Ghimire
senior

<lst week I went to look of the job performance of the
at the ASWC's current people working for ASWC. That
brochure of clubs. It did is not the issue at hand. Much of
not include the International their work is impressive and deClub, one of the biggest and old- serves our gratitude.
It is imperative for ASWC to
est clubs on campus! This exclusion reveals much about ASWC realize that no matter how hard
and its relationship to the student it tries to increase student partici-pation in its activities, it will fail
body.
Let's look at what
ASWC is and what role
we ask it to play 'in our
lives. Most of us hold
jobs, are swamped with
school work, have relationships to worry about,
ski, hike, and participate
- in our favorite sport, thus
limiting the range of issues to which We can pay'
attention. Therefore, we
choose the issues we care
about. For many students, wondering about
the future of initiation seems and students will be blamed for
trivial, the vote on the ASWC it. It is not fair for students to
Constitution seems narrow and ding to this erroneous conclulimited in its scope, and theelec- sion.
tion of officers seems more like
It is also unfair for ASWC to
high school politics. Simply and accuse the student body of apabluntly, most students do not thy and negligence. The upcomthink ASWC plays a.vital role in ing vote is an excellent example.
their lives and ~ume it never Despite posters, speeches and
can.
debates, many will ignore the
This is by no means.aJ;riticis.~ _ election. Sfudents know it takes
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time and energy to make an educated vote, at the expense of an
already grueling schedule. Also,
in the case of ASWC elections, a
low voter turnout does not mean
few people voted. On the contrary, an overwhelming number
of students voted against the process and the current structure of
the student body.
Those students seek drastic changes in the organizational structure of ASWC.
Most students have the impression that ASWC is an
extension df the goals Student Life seeks to achieve,
and feel the two should be
merged. Student officials of
ASWC would be hired and
the idea of student representation be abandoned. The
time is here to do away with
ASWC.
The most vital question students should ask is, "Is there a
part of every stUdent embodi~d
in ASWC?" The answer will be
different for different students.
However, for me and the nonvoting stud~nts, the answer to the
question .i~ "No there ish'ti'"
Gh imire is a1enior ph !is/CS rrlQjor from
Nepul, II srrlQll country nestled in the
moun,lIIi~s of Sou~he4st ~~: .< _
•

,
~
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Military budget
should be cut
The most glaring political excess of
modem years is the continuation of a
massive military industrial complex in
the face of increasing poverty and decreasing social expenditures. The current congressional budget allocates $266
billion to the Department of Defense but
only $32 billion to the Department of
Education and only $28 billion to the Adm,inistration for
Children and Families. It is time to change priorities.
With all of the brouhaha over the bottom line and a balanced budget, it is amazing how many big ticket items have
been left virtually untouched. The u.s. military budget
has survived the post-Cold War era and now drains 26
percent of the national budget each year. Until military
spending and other big ticket expenditures are addressed,
the budget debate will remain a political shoW.
The United States should cut military spending dramatically, perhaps even to one quarter of its present amount.
The re-created military should be large enough to defend
only the nation's most vital interests and to participate in
joint operations_ with allies should such action be necessary. A scaled-down military would force the United States
to sit at the table with the rest of humanity instead of dictating world behavior based on its military muscle. By
taking such bold steps, the United St~tes can show that a
"New World Order" can be forged with peace, with diplomacy, and with mternational cooperation instead of with
war. A drastically reduc~ military would forward the
cause of peace and ~curity in the world by fostering a
new urgency for international dialogue, compromise, and
communication while not endangering U ,So capacity to
,'".-1.·! 1":-" 1-:
participate in:vital defense operations.I" ' ,
The domestic benefits are even more obvioUs. lMaintaihing a smail mIlitary lVould save millions of defense dollars every year. This money could be funneled into education, health care, job-training, ~ial security and paying
off the accumulated national debt. Such bold leadership
would resuscitate the nation's social service sector and
improve opportUnities for the most needy among us. Congressional leaders need to set aside their loyalties to defense manufacturers and ma_ke ~aring and decisive
changes in the ~ay, ~x dollars are spent.
I,'

Let The
Whitworthian
know what you're
thinking.
Ca11466-3248, or e-mailwhitworthian@whitworth.edu.
L-__________________________________________
.____

...-....... Comments?
Story ideas?

Swimming coverage
needs to increase
Dear Editor,
I am writing a note to make you
aware of my concern regarding
the swimming, coverage in the
March 11 Whitworthian. '
We had -three individual national champions at this meet.
Until this season, there have been
only three national champions in
the history of Whitworth swimming. 'In the history of all
Whitworth athletics involving
Individual competition (track,
~ountry, tennis, swimming,
etc.), Whitworth had only six
champions entering this school
year.

\
I

"

The three new national champions (seniors Jeff and Jerry Rice
and John Rasmussen) deserve
better coverage from their school
.newspaper.
- Steve Flegel

Sports lnforrtllltwn Director

Seniot swimmers
deserve recognition
Dear Editor,
I was enraged about the lack of
coverage of the national swim
meet. Your article by Campbell
White ("Swim Team finishes exceptional season," March 11) forgot to recognize three individ ual
national champions: Jeff Rice,
Jerry Rice and John Rasmussen.
It also failed to list the many

school records, broken by both the
men's and women's swim teams,
'or the number of National AIIAmericans who were on the
team. Their names were not even
printed nor were the results, yet
senior Nate Williams received a
full page of coverage and is a Pirate Profile Basketball Legend.
That article shadows three seniors wh9 have been part of the
, Whitworth community for four,
. years and have lost the spotlight
to a single person.
I feel the newspaper's priority
needs to be re-evaluated to indud¢. a better balance of lesser
known sports. - Jeremiah Pappe
sophomore

U2 reviewer stuck in
the past
Dear Editor,
In response to several of Nick
Brownlee's judgements presented in his music review ("U2:
Pop," March 11): If you needed
to play for more fame and money,
I'd like to talk to their accountant.
And the idea of "Achtung Baby"
being a wasted failure is beyond
reproach: 'Ye know not of which
ye speak.' Third, what 'l;andwagon" would U2 need to hop at
this point in their career? Next,
this third "feeble attempt" as
Brownlee calls this album, is truly
their fourth album since "Rattle
and Hum." The group produced

~

an album under the name "Passengers" just after "Zooropa."
Therefore, Brownlee is obviously
not the leading expert on this
band and I believe him to be misled. If this album was full of poetry-like lyrics and Bono "going
ballistic," Mr. Brownlee, would
you then be saying U2 is stuck in
the past, unable to move on from
what they were? Either way you
are asking the band to give it up
and they, quite frankly, are refus-ing. But I encourage readers to
seek it out for themselves, and
please, don't stub your toe because you're too busy glorifying
the past.
- Rebecca Burbank
junior
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Swim team has solid national showing

I

Men take third with three national title winners

~

S

us," said Assistant Coach Steve 1:59.2. Freshman Ben Swinehart
Flegel. "It added a lot of pressure. finished 3rd in two of his three
We've always had the luxury of individual events, swimming the
The Whitworth swim team fin- coming out of nowhere, but this 1,650 Free in 16:23.7, and the 500
ished the season with a strong time we couldn't snea~ up on Free in a new school record time
of 4:38.2.
showing at the NAIA National anyone."
.
"Ben tore the place apart. All
Senior Jerry Rice swam in three
Swimming and Diving Championshipsin Federal Way, Washing- individual events, with his top the coaches came up to me and
ton March 6-8.
finish coming in the 400-meter wanted to know where this guy
"We've always been lucky to I.M. where he won the national came from," said Dodd.
have great facilities for the cham- championship in a time of 4:04.0.
In the relays, the men placed
pionships, but Federal Way was
His brother, senior Jeff Rice, third in four out ofthe five events
fantastic.' It's like a cathedral of also swam in three individual they competed in.
The women's team finished
swimming," said NCIC Coach of events, and his time of 1:53.6 in
the Year Tom Dodd. .
the 2oo-meter I.M. earned him a strong as well, placing fifth overall in the meet. Teamwork and
During the three-day tourna- national championship as well.
ment the team produced three
Finally,seniorJohnRasmussen support were crucial for the team,
individual national champions, competed in two individual races which'saw all eight national
scored more points than ever be- and won the national champion- quahfiers.
fore and broke a combined four- ship in the 200~meter Breast"The women performed as
teen school records between the stroke with a time of 2:04.2.
well as they possibly could have,"
men's and women's teams.
All three competitors broke the said Flegel. "With the amount of
After placing second last year, school record in their respective talent present at this year's meet,
they couldn't have done any betthe men's team finished third . championship races
overall in the tournament with
All eight of the Whitwprth ter, and for a coach that's a pretty
445 points, 53 more p~ints than. men's swimmers scored for the gratifying feeling."
last year. But this was not team.
Senior Shannon Braun placed
enough to top Simon Fraser with
.Senior Guy Mikasa swam three third in all three of her individual
460 and University of Puget individual events, with his top events and anchored all five reSound with 572.
finish 9f fifth place coming in lay teams. She swam the 50 Free
"It was kind of frustrating that both 50 Free in a time of 21.33, in a school record time of 24.8, the
we lost by so Ii Hie to Simon and the 100 Free in 47.40. Team- . 100 Free in a new school record
Fraser, but it was a great meet," mate Jeremiah Pappe, a sopho- of 53.7, and set the school record Seniors Jeff Rice, John Rasmussen and Jerry Rice at pooll.ldll!.
said junior Mike Peloso.
more, .also swam three events in 200 Free with a time of 1:55.6. puB t.'ach other along," said 13th coming in !he 100 Free with
a time of 55.8.
This year the tables were ~ith a top finish of third in the Del?pite a showering. of 'indi- Braun.
"The coheSIVeness ofour team
Senior Jan Okada swam in
turned on the Bucs a~ they expe- 200 Free, where he set a school vidual successes f9r the whole
rienceda role reversal and had to record Qf 1:42.6.. Junior Dan team, everyone retained a sense three individual events, her top was obvious; no one swam withfinish coming in the 200 Breast out being cheered for. We all
come into nationals with a differ- Welch swam two events, and his of their place and role.
f'nt rf'rspecti~e}"~>Djn t_ge.p~s~ _ !,il!'e Qf,58.01 wi'!S g~' enough, __ ,"~ kne.w i~ wo~ld. be ~ re.aJ ..,where she placed third with a pr{lyed tog~~her before racing
"Until now,'wenad;liev~r gone . fbr'fifth place in the 100 Breast. challenge to come In and place 'time of 2:26.9. Fellow senior Lea and gave it all up to God. It was
into nationals as one of the favor- Peloso,swam the 200 Fly for the high this year. We ju.st came to Stenerson competed in two indi- a real emotional ending," said
ites, with other teams gunning for Bucs, finishing 10th in a. time of do what we each could 'and help vidual events, her top finish of Okada.
CAMPBELL WHITE
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./ EXPERIENCED lEADER

./ ENJOYS PEOPLE
./ COMFORTABLE WITH
CONFRONTATION
"DANNY ROCK 15 EXCITED AND
READY TO SERVE THE STUDENTS
OF WHITWORTH COLLEGE BY
PROVIDING ACCOUNTABILITY.
VISION. lEADERSHIP. AND
EXPERIENCE TO ASWC "
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MenWomenGuy MiklWl (Sr) 50 F~ - 5th 21.33, 100 Free - 5th 47.40, 200 Shannon BllIUn (Sr) 50 Fru . 3rd 24 79. JOO F"e - 3rd 53.65,
Free - 10th 1:46.42
200 Free - 3rd 1:5559
Jeremiah Pappe (So) 100 Free - 8th 47.76.200 Free - 3ed 1:42.64, Tena Embly (Jr) 1.650 Free - 14th 18:~r.79
500 Free - 4th 4'39 79
.
Sarah Ewan {So)50 Free - 10th 25 29, 100 Free- 9th 54.32, 100
Mike Peloso (lr) 200 Fly - 10th 1:59.16.
. Fly - 9tJi.1:00.32
John Rasmussen (Sr) 100 Breast -4th 57.78.200 BTeMt -lsI
Mindy Galbraith (Fr) 200 Free· 9th 1:58.37.500 Free - 12th '
1:53.63
5'19.11, 1,650 Free - 11th 18:23.57
Jeff Rice (Sr) 100 Fly - 71h 52.00.200 Fly -7th 1·56.18.2ODI.M. Jan Okada (Sr)200 I M - 4th 2:15.04. 400 I.m.· 5th :f'44 39, 200
-1st 1 : 5 3 . 6 3 .
Breast - 3rd 2:26.88
Jerry Rice (Sr) 100 Free - 4th 47.28. 200 1M. - 3rd 1:54.61.400 Lea St~nerson (Sr) 50 Free - 141h 25.49, 100 Free - 13th 55.84
I.M. -1st 4:04.00
Mary Ryan (Jr) 200 Breast - 11th 2:32.14
Megan Williams (Fr) 100 Back - 13th 1:02.91.200 Back - 14th
Ben SWinehart(Fr) 400 I M - 7th 4:09.52. 500 Free· Jrd
4·J8,15.1.650Free-3rd 16:23.71
2'15.64.
Dan Welch (Jf) 100 Breast - 51h 58.01, 200 Brensl91h 2:10.22
200 Free Relay (Slenerson. E;wan. Williams. Braun)· 3rd 1:39.44
200 Flett Relay (Mi/cQsa, RasmuSSftn, Rice. Rice) - Jrd 1:24.89
400 Free Relay (Slene~n, Ewan, Wilhams, Braun) - 3rd 3:37.04
400 Free Relay (Mikasa, Rice, Pappe, Rice) - 3rd 3:08.09
800 Free Relay (Galbraith, Stenerson, Ewan. Braun) - 2nd 7'53 23
PM Free Relay (Pappe. Rice'-Swinelum. Rice) - 2nd 6:54.25
200 Med Relay (Williams. O~ada. Ewan, Braun) - 5th 1:52.82
j200 M.'d. Relay (Swinehar" Rtlfmussen, Rice. Rice) - 3rd 1:35.93400 Med Relay (Williams. Okada. Ewan, Braun) - 5th 4:07.40
M·'d. Relay (Swineharr. Rasmussen. Rice. Rice) -lrd 3:29.71 Bold; Natiorud Champion
-
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Baseball snaps losing streak
Bucs win two on road, break eight-ga~e Spring Break slide
ROB LESLIE

well. We could have easily come
out and folded," said senior Alex
Schuerman. "At the same time
we are tired of just playing with
teams. It's time we start beating
people."
There is some good news for
the Pirates. They still hold first
place in the conference standings

Pacific Lutheran University for
three games.
Before the team left, Assistant
Though the weather outside
Coach Bob Downs commented
was delightful, the games were
on what the team needs to do to
quite frightful for the Whitworth
be successful.
baseball team. Spring Br~ak at a
"We need to be mentally
California tournament did not
tough," he said. "We have to put
bring the results that the "Arm
a whole game together."
and Hammer" boys
Senior Eric Swan
were looking for. Inadded, "We usually
stead the Bucs were
play PLU well, but it's
swept. out of the Sunall mental." Swan also
shine State without a
said that in order to
victory in their pockcollect some wins the
ets .
defense and pitching
. But the Pirates
need to continue to be
-Alex Schuerman,
didn!t have time to
solid, and the Bucs
senior
wallow in their misneed to start delivering
ery as they played
timely hits at the plate.
host to a tournament
"We started out with
at Merkel Field. But
hot bats and our fieldthe Bucs came up short again and since they beat George Fox Uni- ing was shaky, but not it has flipfinished Spring Break with an 0- versity twice this season. All the flopped," said Swan.
7 record.
other losses are irrelevant for conThe Pirates turned that all
Last Tuesday , Whitworth trav- ference play.
around against PLU with a solid
eled to Lewls~on, Idaho, for a
"We're still high on ourselves, performance winning two of
battle against a heavily favored and we're still in first place in three wi th good hitting and great
Lewis and Clark State College. conference," said Schuerman. pitching.
The Buq; were defeated 4-1 but. "We know we can put things
Senior pitching ace Sam
the close score may have given back together and win confer- Fleming was particular stellar
the Bucs some much needed con- ence."
throwing a complete game shutfid(!Oce.
This past weekend the Bucs out while compiling an amazing
"It was enc~uraging to play were back on the road visiting ., 0 <"trj kC'ou ts.

Staff writer

"We know we can put things
back together and win
conference. "

1'11010 courtesy 01 Eric Brown

Clockwise from top left: Jay Wendt, Eric Brown, Ryan Wilson,
Joey Walt(, and Jack Arthaud on the Spring Break trip 10
-california with their Ewok buddy from Universal Studios.

'SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
2.

What was the ni,,~_,,~t Chicago Black Sox
player Joe IiU,~~I.Jl
Who was
ninth one
Flynn on

3.
4.

What n

5.

serlesn:~~~~~~i!~
Who
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Compiled by Todd Parsons and the Intramural Coordlnato,..

·FLAG FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT BRACKET

6. -

lsi Round

7.

2nd Round

Serru-fmals

~pGame

GunaJosewenyaplayus
,}

GunaJ~wenyaplayus

8.

Z
t.
~

bye
GunaJ05eWeny~pJayus

9.

10.

Armageddon

How
Dallas
Who's the
tory?

TIE BREAKER:
(Closest· to answer gets it.)
How many of 39 free
on February 2, 1980?

Golden Guys
Golden Guys
Tuesday, April)

OrfsTeam
OrfsTeam

McKendree College miss

Smurfs

OrfsTeam
Flags 'n Things

Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue of The Whitworthian.

Flags 'n Things
Wild Bunch

Cal1 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Nicole McGuire nails 7 correCl answers to pick up the Sports
Trivia Quiz can of Mountain Dew. Congratulalions.
Answers:
1) Topps 2) Lou Gehrig 3) Iowa 4) John "Hondo" Havilcek
5) Converse 6) Lew A!cindor 7) Kevin McHale 8) The Philadelphia 76ers 9) Cheryl Miller to) two
TIE BREAKER: 100-to-1

,
j

Queslions and answers courtesy of Trivial Pursuit©.

"

The longest meuured home run
8 regul.r--.on
Mantle on s.ptember 10, 1960 at Brtggs Stadium In DetroIt.
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BENNEIT GIBSON

Cal}fornia was the place to be,
and the Whitworth men's and
women's tennis teams made their
trip worthwhile
over Spring Break.
On the women's
side, the Bucs went
2-1 with victories
over NCIC rival
Lewis & Clark College and San Diego
City College and a
close loss to California Baptist
College,
Senior Tara Fiebick said the fellowship the team shared was
great. "It was totally fun to hang
out together as a team," she said.
Another highlight Fiebick was
beating the first men's team she
hctd ever played as a Whitworth
player.

,

Spur.
Com DIary

Tennis teams fare well over Spring Break
Staff writer

i

-

/

San Diego City College did not
have enough players to field a
woman's team, so the Bucs
played a many members of the
men's team and beat them in the
process.

there were many factors that
helped the Buc's success, but
there was one main key. "We performed well and gave it our all,"
he said. "The sunny weather inspired us."
The Pira tes also
had an eventful
week off of the
court.
After a three set
-Rhad Brown,
match, No.2 seed
sophomore
junior Yosef Durr
felt woozy and
was taken to a
For freshman Lisa Benscheidt, nearby hospital. Ultimately, he
highlight of the break for her was was diagnosed witi'! dehydration
the team trip to Sea World for a and was treated with an IV. Durr
day.
has since recovered.
The men's team came away
Coming up next on the schedfrom California with a split. The ule for the Bucs is a women's
Bucs defeated De Anza College, match today against the Commubut lost to Dominican College a nity Colleges of Spokane and a
day later.
men's match tomorrow at
Sophomore Rhad Brown said Gonzaga University.

,,------

NBA is on the ball vs. discrimination

"The sunny weather inspired us,"

By fining New
Jersey Nets coach
,
John
Calipari
$25,000 for his racial slur against a Mexican-American
journalist, the National Basketball Association once again
proved its commihnent to racial' equality, and scored
major publicity points in the process.
. While pro football goes under the public opinion microscope for its hiring, (or non-hiring) practices of minority coaches, pr'.} hockey remains a .traditionally white
sport and golf is getting its first refreshing taste of TIger
Woods. In the meantime, NBA has quietly become the
, closest model to racial diversity that professional sports
has to offer.
Calip!lri, the first-year head' coach of the Nets, called
writer
David Garcia of the Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger a
regre~s
, b"Mexican idiot,"fPromThispting the league to lev Y a hug
he
ut
appropriate
ine.
.
isa
major
step
away
rom
t
e
f
College Press Service
a campus discw;sion on racism.
This is especially pertinant
doled
out
to
players
gull
ty
usual
pocket-change
penalties
Nearly 150 students gathered with the recent incident Involvof similarly severe actions such as flagrant elbow~ or
TOWSON, Md.-A basketball at a forum Feb. 26 to discuss the ing New Jersey Nets Coach John
referee abuse. For most players, a few thousand out of
coach who started a
Calipari and his comtheir multimillion dollar contracts and sh~ endorsecampus controversy
"h
k
ments about a reporter
when he referred to his
(see Sports Commenments would be nothing more.~a.Q a slap on the wrist.
team as "my planta-Leonard Trevino,
tary).
But for a lesser-paid coach,even Cali pari and his huge
tion" has apologized.
head coach
A similar case in~ulti-year deal, it Sends a clear message to the pocketvolved a Miami Heat
In a written ~tatebook and the psyche: Don't do it again.
,. ment, Goucher Colleg~ , - _iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii annottncer ~ing fined
Cl;tances are, he won't.
'
..,' ,
" coach Leonard Trevi.ilq}ii,Jl~ the . coaches remark and other aUege(:V $2,500 for his on-air comment
Maybe it was a slip of the tongue. Maybe it was built '
remark "in poor taste'and unpro- racial incidents at Goucher.
about Virginian Thomas
up fru~tration from a'man expected to be the savior of a
fessional."
Several students held up signs Jefferson's slaves on his pbntastruggliIlg
team. Maybe Calipari is a flat-out racist.
The comment, mad,e during a denouncing racism at a Feb. 23 tion probably being good basketWhatever it is, the league took the correct action and
ball plavers.
practice in December, prompted basketball game.
proved once again that the NBA will never bear any resemblance to the KKK.
.
. Meanwhile, the National F90tb~ll League has come
under fire from minority grO\lpS for its unwillingness to
hire minorities. There have been only four AfricanAmerican head coaches in the NFL. Ever.
, The first, Art Shell' of the Oaklan~ Raiders, has since
been fired,' leaving Tampa Bay's Tony Dungy. Dennis
Green of Minnesota and Philadelphia's Ray Rhodes to
<;arry the torch for the underrepres~nted minority.
Even more troubling w"!' the fact that minority coaches
were not given so much as ¥l token consideration for any
of the 10 NFL head coaching vacancies this year. The
only potential candidate-longtime Green Bay assistant
Emmitt Thomas-was never given a "serious"look by any'
team.
In contrast, there is no shortage of head coaches and
potential heaq c9aches in the NBA. And black coaches
have seen their share of success. Atlanta Hawks h~ad
man Lenny Wilkens holds the record for most victories
$215/~emester
by an NBA coach, and K.c. Jones led the legendary Boston Celtic's dynasty of the 1980's.
Today, coaches such as Wilkens, Jim Cleamons of Dallas and Denver's Bernie Bickerstaff have all proven to be
capable of mastering the NBA game.
But perhaps more important than sheer numbers is opportunity. Minority NBA coaches have an equal chance
for advancement. Equality activists claim the playing
field isn't so level in the NFL.
A major complaint is that NFL teams place blacks in
"qead end" positions such as running backs coach or receivers coach. All are respected and important jobs, but
in reaH ty offer little chan~es of reaching the coveted ti tIe
of coordinator, the step ~low head coach.
The NBA, on the other hand, has an assortment of
skilled black assistants who are often turned to when
hiring time rolls around. Cleamons, Bickerstaff and Lakers assistant Michael Cooper are prime ex~mples.
So, by coming down hard on Calipari, the NBA reasserted its commihnent to equality-and took a few steps
away from the mire of racial problems that seem to be
engulfing much of the professional sports world.

Goucher College coach

racist remarks

T e remar was in poor taste."

(;et a jump
on next year,
,sign up for
summer
courses.

tuition rate --

credit.

• Three week courses available-DAY OR EVENING.

• Classes start May 27th.

Register during fall pre-registration April 14-18.

For more information contact
Continuing Studies
Lower Lindaman Center
466-3222
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lP"ar+e.t'~ authe.t1tic.4~ it1~piye.~ a"die.t1~
spol::.atte. Str-itt5- atvarre.+ pe.,fo"""~
MELANIE FARIS

Staff writer
Key performing musicians,
violinists Kelly Farris, Jane
Blegen, John Marshall, and cellist Tracy Dunlop presented their
talents and dedication in the
Spokane String Quartet on
March 11. Although theperformance was informal, the quartet
musicians generated intrigue
from their audience as they
played compositions from
Ludvig· Beethov~n, Bedrich
Smetana, and Eastern Washington University's, David P. Jones.
My lack of enthusiasm before
the quartet's performance came
from previous experiences with
multiple talent 'in large, respected symphonies; now I anticipated watching the Spokane
String Quartet perform what I
thought would be of no interest
to me. Much to my surprise,
watching the quartet was better

than watching a symphony. Unlike a large symphony, I was able
to observe specific movements
and emotions felt by each of the
four musicians.

Unlike a large
symphony, I was
able to observe
specific. movements
and emotions fel t
by each of the
four musicians.
Contrasting different styles of
each of the quartet pieces
perfonned intended to paint a different picture. Beethoven's quartet in B-flat major, also called, "la
musi~,

with, fa/e.tt+, de.dic..atiott

Malinconia," ("melancholy") reflects exactly what the title
means, melancholy. Smetana's
Quartet in E minor, "From My
Life," conveyed what he said
was "a picture of my life," representing various aspects of his
life. David P. Jones' String Quartet No.4 included three main areas: form, harmonic choices, and
expression of the instruments.
My apprehensions about going to the string quartet also included unfamiliarity with the
works 9f Smetana and Jones.
However, I realiz~ there is a certain familiarity, appreciation and
meaning the audience generally
is able to sense for themselves in
all music. Connecting the intensity of Beethoven's .melancholy
quartet and his life experience
made sense. Smetana's shrill
high notes were indicative signals of the solace he found in
music, as he was deaf. DeSpite
Jones' lack of harmonious
sound, he had described his

works as a compilation of "the
influences in his life."
Though the pace of a string
quartet seemed significantly
slower than a symphony's
rhythm, it had a contemporary
leisure tone and was never boring.
The performance attracted a diverse age group and throughout
the performance a passionate interest was consistent due to the
quartet's remarkable talent.
The music waS .wonderful,
however it was the authenticity of
the quartet that made the experience more favorable. As an audience member, I developed my
appreciation for each composition
and the unique meaning each
composition's sounds offered to
its composer's life.

Ska style infiltrates
Bosstones' new CD

tl .............. .

.

Band returns with satisfying album
NICK BROWNLEE

Staff writer
During the midthe U.S. went
through a musk revolution. This revolu:
, tion started to ~epa
. . . . rate jazz as main- ' stream music, introd ucing rock and roll, the most
prominent style of music in the
U.S., and the world, today.
At the same time, on a small
Caribbean island, ska music began to emerge. Ska music
(where the emphasis is on the
upbeat rather than on the down
beat) was popularized by the
musically talented Jimmy
Cliff, Gregory
Isaac,
Lee'
"Scratch" Perry,
and an unknown young
Jamaican by the
name of Bob
Nesta Marley.
Through such artists came the
transformation from ska to
reggae, heavily influencing such
well-known musicians as Eric
Clapton, Paul Simon, and the
Rolling Stones.
With the reemergence of skainfluenced bands within the past
15-20 years, it is no surprise
bands like Madness, Blondie and
Rancid have all shared commercial success. Unfortunately for
most of these bands, all you hear
is '.me catchy tune and the next
time you hear their name is the
answer to a question that starts,
"What one-hit wonder... ?"
But behold, I bring you good
news, the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones. This octet from Bas""Ip

1950s~

Movie

Review

ton has been ripping it up since you

were in grade school. Their skapunk sound is easily traced to their
early influences like Fishbone, Minor Threat and Bob Marley.
The ~tones formed in 1985
when founder member Nate
Albert was just 13, but broke up
soon after because most of the
band had not graduated from
high school. With their funky
horn-induced subliminal vibes,
they were definitely original.
How could eight guys dreasing in
3-button checkered suit, w!ng-tip
shoes, Vespa-scottin', bow-tie
wearing',
mohawk/dread
sportin' guys living close to conservative Boston not be noticed?
The Bosstones
took this originality and energy in recording and performing their
music.
Their latest albUJTl, "Let's Face
It," will satisfy
the old and convert the new. '''The
Impression I Got" is the latest catchy
tune you will soon find playing on
the radio. Different from their 1995
release, "Questio'1 The Answers,"
this album is less hard-core and
more sica. Songs such as "Noise Brigade," "Royal Oil" and "Raskal
King" are a testament of jazzy riffs
and rhythms fused with ska. The
Bosstones have had enough success
and exposure (Late Night with
Conan O'Brian, LoIIapalooza, and
a briefappearance in "Clueless") to
rock the charts,
So I ask you to spread the word
the Bosstones are back, coming to
a city near you. Be ready to ex-·
perience the greatest kept ~cret
in music.

The Bosstones have
had enough success
and exposure to rock
the charts.

\
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BRIAN BOYLE

since the time of his imprisonment.
Without a doubt, the most striking element
of "Sling Blade" is the character that is created by Billy Bo~ Thornton. With a jutting
Six m~nths ago hardly anyone had heard of
lower jaw and a voice that grumbles at the
Billy Bob Thornton. Now he has an Academy
level of a racing engine, Karl is edgy and
Award for Best Screenwriter and a multi-film
warm all at once. His expressionless face and
deal with Miramax Pictures. Not bad for a guy
flat growl of a voice somehow portray a man
who's only credentials were a short film called
of gteat love and depth.
"Some People Call It A Sling Blade," and a 1992
While Thornton's acting is superb, his
cult hit "One False Move." FollOWing a couple
writing ability also shines brightly. Karl is
of small parts on various films and television
surrounded by charshows, Thornton
acters who, in one
landed a recurring
way or another, just
role on the sitcom
don't fit. Karl be"Hearts
Afire,"
friends a homowhere he became
,friends with John
sexual, a single mom
and her son Frank.
Ritter and started
Together, they make
writing the script for
upan odd-ball group
the film that would become "Sling Blade."
of people trying their
best to make sense of
"Sling Blade" is
the world.
based on the short
"Sling Blade" has
film that Thornton
been inappropriwrote and starred in.
ately billed as a
The first 20 minutes
thriller. One person
of the full-length film
Billy Bob Thornton and Luc.. Black atar
summed it up best
is a verbatim copy of
In Mlramax'. new release, ·SlIng B..... •
by saying it was "the
the short
film.
heartwarming story
Thornton plays the part of a mildly retarded
of a killer," which is exactly what it is. If
man who has been released from a psychiatyou see "Sling Blade," be ready to be torn
ric hospital after 25 years of treatment for killbetween the goodness of the killer and the
ing his mother and a neighborhood bully.
wretchedness of the society that con"Sling Blade" is th~ story of KarI's reintroducde~ed him.
tion into a world that has changed a great deal

Slaffwriter
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Students with loW" grades can sell
thelllseives big,- counselors say
College Press Scmce

"

one that matters," she said.
stress or failure is a little scary."
Although many employers
Top-end jobs, however, do look
DELAND, Fla. - On her re- view a high G.P'A. as a way to closely at your overall gradesume, Stetson University senior predict success in the workplace, point average, warns MiChelle
Meredith Preuss boasts of her not every student graduates with Ohayon, director of the Career
computer skills and biology a 4.0. For students with a less- Resource Center at Nova Southlabwork.
than-perfect academic record, eastern University.
But there's one thing she's left learning how to tailor your re"Your grade-point average·
off: her G.P.A.
sume can mean the difference matters a ~at deal if yc;>u're hopThat's because Preuss, 22, car- between a job offer and a rejec- ing to work in a technical field
ries a 2.9 out of 4.O-not a grade tion letter.
such as engineering or in the sciRebecca Emery, career services ences," she said. "If you're going
point average that typically.
catches a potential e~ployer's director at Salisbury State Uni- in~o journalism, employers are
attention.
'
versity, says students should al- more interested in your writing
"I know grades count.but em- ways focus on ~he positive on samples. If you're going into
ployers are interested in 'well- their resume. That means, "if sales, your personality matters
rounded' people," she said. your grade-point.average is well more than your grade-point av.
"Someone who can't handl~ the below the 3.0 level, l~ave it off," erage."
she said.
Real world experience through
In some c.a~s, the G.P.A. in a 'internships, cooperative educastudent's academic major may be tion or volunteer experience can
significantly higher than the compensate for your grades,
overall G.P.A. In ~uch a case, stu- notes Ursula Hibbert, career
dents should include their major counselor at Champlain College.
"Employers look at these as a
G.P.A. on the resume,- Emery
said. .
true indication Qf aJ;>ility," she
For instance, Preuss plans to said. "A good employment hisinclude the G.P.A. in her biology tory-even when it's not careermajor, a respectable 3.4., on her relflted---can show determination
J'"' 'sume when she applies for jobs
and willingness to work hard in
in the science field, "That's the PUTSlJit of goals."

helper/nanny needed for summer:
2 children ages 11 to 8, must enjoy children and
have own transportation, nOD-smoker, hours 8·to 4.
Call Libby Brock at 468~0782 after 4 pm.

Americans to experience so
many different perspectives
For the first time this May, a and viewpoints."
group of Whitworth students
Last month, the president of
wi II get to experience fi rst hand, Lithuanian Christian College,
what it is like to live in an area Dr. James Mininger, visited
that is undergoing major politi- Whitworth and spoke to the Incal and ecqnomic transition.
ternational and Multi-cultural
Dr. Rob Wilson, associate Education Committee that approfessor of Poli tical and Inter- proves study tours.
national Studies will take seven
"What was most convincing
to 10 students on a May Term about the idea of sending a
study tour of the Baltic states.
study tour over there was how
anxious Dr.
For
four
Mininger was
weeks, these
to have ties to
students will
Whitworth,"
explore Pol. a n d ,
said CrossLithuania,
Cultural StudLatvia and Esies Coordinatonia, while
tor Sue Jackreceiving
son, member
credit for a
of the commitso
300-level cla~s
tee.
called "PolitiWilson also
cal Economy
said
he
of the Balties."
"would like to
For the mabuild an associ'a tion with
jori ty of the
four weeks,
Lithuanian
the group's
Christian Col- Rob Wilson, associate
time will be
lege,
and
professor of Political and
spent
at
hopefully
International Studies
Lithuanian
continue the
Christian ColMay
Term
lege, an Entour in the fuglish speaking .
ture."
college in Klaipeda, Lithuania.
. "Since the American dollar
Whitworth· students will goes so far in Lithuania, Dr.
have Lithuania.n roommates Wilson was able to find a workduring th~ir stay at the college. able budget, which was also an
Students will also get to important factor in planning
travel around Poland, the Bal- the trip," Jackson said ..
tic coast, Riga, the capital of
Wilson wanted an economiLatvia, and TaHin, the capital of cal way to access a foreign exEstonia, on day and overnight perience, so he developed a
trips.
May Term plan, keeping the
While'visiting these cities, budget at $2,060.
they will be guests of the Rus"Since this is a May Term trip,
sian, Canadian; Lithuanian and it allows for all students to have
. American embassies.
a chance to go, even athletes
"The Lithuanians are people who wouldn't otherwise be
who are v~ry receptive to able to take a month or a semesAmerican culture," said Wil- ter oirfor a st~dy tour," said
son. "~t is .a great place for Wilson.

"[LithuanJaJ is a
great place for
Americans to
experzence many
different
perspectives and
viewpoints, "
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ASWC Elections

passes
$2,868
fund'

• Revote today for president - FRONT PAGE
• EVP and FVP elected - FRONT PAGE
• Dorm president winners -PAGE 2

requests
See ASWC

Editorial

SPoRTS

Why our college
needs to have an

Varsity softball to
I'~ become reality
u
for 1998 season

honor code

Minutes, page 2

~

See page 3
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Senior Coffeehouse
displays class talent
;

LIONATANNESEN

Staff WrIter

Dan PllesN/tlilworthlan
Senior Tim Hornor and junior Dayn Wiiberding, of the Buttermilk
Five, entertained the packed house at Saturday's Coffeehouse.

The Senior Showcase CoffeehOllse displayed senior talent Saturday night to raise money for a
stained glass window for the
Campus Center.
The Coffeehouse served as a
fund-raiser for the senior class
gift and was also a way to show
different aspects of the senior
class, said Sarah Eells, chair of the
fund-raising committee and senior class coordinator. The seniors are trying to raise $3,000
with various fund raisers for this
project.
The senior class has commissioned Art Professor WaIter
"Spike" Grosvenor, who is leaving after this year, to crea te a
stained glass window for the
Campus Center.

"We're giving him a lot of room
to do something that is from his
heart," said Eells.
Grosvenor plans to do n contemporary stnined glnss window
to match the rest of the Cnmpus
Center, He hopes to have a fullscale drnwing by grnduatiOn
weekend, and he will complete it
over the summer, said Eells.
Saturday'S $3 entrance fee did
not deter students. They sat on
flowered bean bags, couch cushions, floppy pillows, coats, the
floor and a couple couches for the
three-hour coffeehouse.
"We totally packed out this
room, It went longer than I
thought it would. but people
stayed. I wns totally happy with
it," silid Eells.
The 11 acts ranged from original poetry to Hawaiian dancing,

See Coffeehouse, page 2,

Sophomore Selby Hansen was
elected 1997-98 ASWC executive
vice president (EVP) in Friday's general election. Junior Danny Rock, a
general election candidate, withdrew from the EVP race during the
e1ectionspeechesFridaymomingin
Forum. Sophomore Jason Morgan,
unoppo5f?d for the office of ASWC
financial vice president, wac;aJsodedared elected.
Hansen won with 89 percent.
Rock received 9 percent despite his
withdrawal. In Rock's speech, he
compared himself with a
singer who forgot hiS lyrics
and explained,
"I have not
been running
the race I'm
supposed to.
This is not
something Gcxl
is calling me to
do,"
The
announcement
came as a shock
to Hansen. "I
didn't know
whatto think or
do, so I decided
Morgan
to go on with
what I had
planned," said Hansen. "We were
roommates last year and I have respect for him It IRkes guts to follow
his heart like thilt. It showed integrity."
Hilnsen s.lid he can't lose sight of
his work. "It's going 10 be " busy
lilstsemesler, J have 10 maintain my
job as Stewart Hall president, but
illso start commg in contact with the
media, dom) presidents and <Ill the
peuple r will work with next year,"
he s.lid,
Morgan received 93 percen t of U)e
general election vote. Pliorities for
Morgan next year include cutting
wasteful s'pending and improving
fund raising by hiring a fund-raising coordinator, he said in the
McMillan Hall debate Wednesday.
"Fund raising helps the community and gives clubs exposure,"
Morgan said,

AprilS, 1997

Surprising the April FooL ..
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• Cheap date. Go to Ho Ho's Teriyaki in the Flour Mill and ask
Ho Lan, the owner, to teach you to Cha-Cha. She will move the
tables and give you a free lesson.
• Drivers beware. That monster-sized pothole behind the Campus Center measures 39" long, 16" wide, and 4" deep. It can swalIowa Volkswagon Bug whole. Be careful.
• No experience necessary. "Ex.perience is like sex. Just because you've had it doesn't mean you're good at it," junior Robin
Kolb, at the ASWC presidential debates in Warren Hall.
• Indian Polka. Why do fans stand up and clap to a polka w.hen .
the Spokane Chiefs score a goal? What does polka have to do
with Indians or Chiefs?

• Paving ~itworth Trail. OK, so Monroe is falling ~part ~
Maple is starting to suck as weU and they are repaVIng Whitworth Drive. How: much sense does that make?
• The red coals are coming. So how many of those people were
faking it on Friday night? Dude, if Tanner was acting he should
win an academy award. His performance was far superior to
Jeffrey Rush in "Shine." He should seriously consider a career as
a Russian banet dancer. I laughed so hard I oied:

F.....man Tim Erford lies in fraahlMl1 Jon Abbey's bed outside of Baldwin-Jenldns 88 .
he waits for Abbey to come home to his AprIl FooI'e Day SwprIae.

Coffeehouse
and senior David Collins acted
as the show's Master of Ceremonies.
Collins almost stole the show
with his stand-up comedy, juggling and imitations of Whitworth professors.
He received a standing ovation
for his take-off on English Professor Leonard Oakland and many
other characters, including
Homer Simpson.
Senior Shannon Keesaw dedicated her poetry reading to her
grandparenbf who flew up from
: C~li~OI:nia to ~ her. Sh~ sipped,
her glass of water as she read, and
the crowd was quiet, except for
the occasional whir of the
espresSo machine.
"I believe that if God gives you
a gift, you should use it for the
wor~d, and for me it was my

Continued from page I.

L I ect i 0

,

chance to get up and share a gift."
said Keesaw.
'
Six women from the Hawaiian
club gave the audience a preview
of the upcoming Luau with their
bare-foot dance to a Hawaiian
song with a beat.
The coffeehouse's last act was
a Whitworth band, th~ Buttermilk Five. They told the crowd
they had prepared a whole set,
and they would continue playing
until people tired ofJistening.
Some stu~en~ trickled out the
door, but oth~rs wandered ~own
to the group dan.clng on the hardwood floor in front of the stage.
"I think it's better than other
coffeehouses. I think it's cool ~
cause the seniors get to showcase
their talents," said Michele
DeKorte, a sophomore at the coffeehouse.
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elected Sept. 97
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McMjIIan:
to be elected today

• Arepresentative of the Black Student Union (BSU) ad~
the assembly abOut concerns Of the dub and its members, in relation to ASWC and the school. He asked assembly members
for their prayers, and encouraged them to not be afraid to converse with black students on campus. BSU, an ASWC-chartererl
club has been inactive, and has recently undergone organiza~onal changes, attempting to revive the group.

0ff..Campus:
';:Jason Ffigor

S1DDI1:
Keith Pennock

.lliIIIg§:

to be elected today

WIJmn:
no candidate
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• A le~r for students to sign and send to state lep1ators regaIding legislation dealing with taxati~ on required textbooks
has been prep~ and wiD ~ presented to students soon.

Poly Martin

mE

WHITWORTHIAN

• Question of the ~eek: What is your biggeSt pet peeve? Seriously, caJl in. We want to know.

• It was noted that tuition rates for summer courses increased
dramatically over last year. Kari McFarland, S~VE coorindator
and ASWC representative to the department chairs committee,
explained the increase is due to Whitworth's below-averagesummer rates, which had been the same as evening class rates. The
increased rates are still lower than similar in$titutions, including Gonzaga University. Dave Roth, Natsihi editor, encouraged
students to paSs comments on to administration officials.

Detail, of reQl1isitions presented to the Assembly:
• Becky Barrett, on behalf of Warren Hall and ASWC Cultural
& Special Events, requested $400 for an outdoor Christian rOck

concert to be held April 18. Money would be split among five
bands transportation expenses. Moved by Selby Hansen (Stewart), seconded by Sheila Maak (Off-Campus), and passed unanimously (0-9).
• Psi Chi (psychology ~Iub) requested $350 for expenses related to attending a conference in Seattle where Whitworth students will pre&ent research. Moved by Robin Kolb (Beyond),
seconded by Jay McArthur (McMiUan), and passed.
• Selby Hansen (Stewart) moved that a $618 request be granted
to The Whitworthain for printing expenditures. The motion

passed.
It Jason Fligor, on behalf of WEACf (environmental club), requested $150 to purchase containers for recyclables for dorms
and campus buildings. A suggestion to take the money from
the captial account (long-term expeneses) was moved by JoAnna
Grant(Village), seconded by Lora Grissen (8-]), and failed. Robin
Kolb (Beyond) moved to table the motion, seeking more infermation. The assembly voted to table and the issue will come up
next week. The issue will be discussed April 9.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Sfqlhnr Braslwr, Stth Kund, OIrrie WIlSsn-,
JmnifrT Widrig, Christopher Woods

• Dave Roth, on behalf of ASWC media (Natsihi and The
Whtiworthian) requested $1500 to be used for system and software upgrades three existing computers and a printer. Moved
by Selby Hansen (Stewart), seconded by Sheila Maak (Off-Campus), and passed.

'
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Gospel of Success?
- Aimee EUioH

senior

I

s successful Christ-follow
ing a maHer of the talent,
faithfulness, influence or
joy evident in our lives? What
does it mean to be truly committed to God and live a successful
Christian life? Many potential
answers loom about us. In 0bserving Christian culture, however, I notice a -trend in our
Christianity which I have been
recently challenged to rethink.
Here is what I have 00- served:
Our Christianity is outward and image focused.
Being "saved:" westrive
to become holy im;iividuals, yearning to love God
and others and sharpen
our gifts and talents in order to be successful in our
Christian_walk. We focus _
on developing our spirituality by memorizing
Scripture, delving into
vari!Jus ministries and becoming involved in
church.
However, problems arise. We
~ other good Christiaty; who
seem to have it together - perhaps more so than we do. While
doing this comparing, we search
our inventory of talents and
'ways we are being Used by God.
Our influence on others becomes
the measure of our faith. Soon
we revel in comments that we are
"a _great thinker," ";'" amazing
counselor," "such a talented music leader" or "just excellent with
kids." A pleasant satisfaction
falls c;)Ver us. These outward
signs point to our inner strength
and character - our successful
Christian walk.
I would like to suggest a different slant on a successful Chris-

tian walk. Obviously, true proof
of Christ-following is hidden in
our state of being, in our heart.
Jesus said one must take up his
or her cross and follow him. This
means to die, to be broken and
humble, not to have it together.
Jesus must have been a despicable sight to the world at his
death. He was a humiliated,
weakened man! Yet this is the
point at which he began to save

found outside of personal victory, strength, understanding
and courage. Instead, perhaps
identifying with Christ means
being a person in great need of
him and others. Is he asking us
to be people who know we are
limited, kr!ow we hurt and have
weakness? We hate admitting
our failures; a poor grade, an offhand comment, an inconsistent
friendship, a recurring habit. Being weak is not "in." Being
popular, talented, wise and
knowledgeable is. These
things are loved in the
Christian world. They are
also mistaken for Christ.
Wasn't Christ diffe-rent,
however? He let the world
see his weakness. For
heaven's sake, he was naked before the world, spit
upon, thrown around and
laughed at. We are so
caught up in our image that
we shrink to let on to a
weakness. We carefully
hide our frailties, afraid of being
discovered. Yet there is no fear
In love. Real love is freedom.
Pride in our Christian image,- in
having a life together, keeps us
from this freedom. If we allow
ourselves to be vulnerable and'
weak before others, what more
opportunity for the power and
fullness of God to invade our
empty, needy beings.
I ask you to reconsider this
Gospel of Christ, not as one of
success and "togethemess," but
rather the powerful news of
God's unimaginable strength in
our weakness and vulnerability.

humankind. Jesus still beckons
his followers to come and die, to
pick up their crosses and follow
him to that same point. Jesus
was shamed, exposed, weak and
utterly vulnerable. Yet he bids
1;18 to .fo~low his ~teps. Okay, this
is surely a good-idea (we think)
at the point when we first became Christians. We realized
how messed up we were and
turned to ~od for help. But the
Bible discusses weakness as a
c!Jntinumg phenomenon.
In hiS own weakness, Paul discovered the grace of Christ strongest. Perhaps this idea of not
having it together has something
to say to W?, as it did to Paul. Per- Elliott uus born in Vienna, Austrlsz,
haps the required ~'heart condi- lind livtd therefor 18 ytlJrs where her
tion" of a Christ-follower is parents tM't missionaries.

Whitworth needs
an honor code
(hli..,tophl'l \\lIl1d"
Lying, looking on another's test, daiming another's work as your own and
forgery are all actions that are dishonorable in academia. These acts happen at
Whitworth, but the vague Student
Handbook does not present clear consequences for academic dishonest¥.
Whitworth needs a clear honor code in
order to ensure academic integrity and accountability. Students, faculty and administrators need to form an honor
system that is set in stone with real consequences. This
will solidify the integrity and prestige that a degree from
Whitworth carries.
The $80,000 degree that students receive from Whitworth
is in jeopardy because of the lack of an honor system. Without a clear and universal honor code, how can Whitworth
be seen as a credible and honorable place?
The current Student Handbook contains one page regarding academic dishonesty but is unclear about the consequences of honesty violations. It is safe to say that Student Life places a bigger emphasis on lifestyle choices than
on honor and integrity, which are what truly make us who
we are. But who needs to ~ protected from the Big Three
of drinking, sex and disruptive behavior, which are lifestyle
choices, when honor and mtegrity are much more vital and
hard to get back once they are lost.
As students of Whitworth we need to take it upon ourselves to hold -each other accountable. Rice University
(Houston, Texas) has had a nationally renowned honor
code for 81 years. This 14-pag~ internet document stands
for honesty at all costs. Students at Rice work together to
h~lp othe~ stud~nts with .problem:> or tende~cies tow.ar~
,d.lShQl1or tncl~<;l_~g _4tef}tmg, s~eahng and lYIng· . P',lNshments for violations of the Honor System are pas~
by elected peers who sit on the Honor Council. These individuals and the student body understand that in order
to better Rice University, a 'zero tolerance toward viola~ons of the Honor System must be upheld. Academic
punishments range from an "P" in a course to a two-seOle$ter suspension. Be<.;ause all penalties are binding and
handed down by students, preserving accountabifity is
placed on peers as opposed to the administration. This
creates a better environment for real-world learning.
The solution to the question of honor at Whitworth is
obvious; we need to adopt an honor system of our own
similar to that of Rice University. 1his honor system should
include clear consequences for actions that are considered
dishonorable in order to safeguard integrity and accountability. Without taking it upon ourselves to implement such
a code, in the end we are all to blame when the name of
Whitworth College is shamed.

clown
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
~

Comments?
Story ideas?

Let 'The Whitworthian know what
you're thinking.

Call 466-3248, or e-mailwhitworthian@whitworth.edu.

Alda&l:;;;1!!M1Iii. 4£M4i&iUZJIiH _CUailLMdU _ ;'iiI!I

"

THE WHITWORTHIAN WELCOMES YOUR
'_ .' VIEWS ON ISSUFS OF INTEREST TO THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY. LEITERS SHOULD
BE 1YPED AND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (FOR
VERIFICATION ONLY). ANONYMOUS
LEITERS WIU NOT BE PUBUSHED. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT AU LEITERS. LEITERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "THE WHIlWORTHIAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHIlWORTHIAN@WHIlWORTH.EDU. LE'ITERS MUST
BE RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., FRIDAY, APR. 11 FOR PUBUCAll0N IN
THE APR. 15 ISSUE.
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Senior Clark Rider fires his sIde-arm shooter during his spectacular relief innings •
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Bues cut down Loggers
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ROB LESLIE
SeIh KoozIIWhIlWOf1hI8l1

Sophomore Jack Arthaud elevates over UPS runner to make the
throw down to first to finish another Pirate double play.

Jerusalem
University
College
• Master of Arts

• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic

study programs
• credHs transferable
• Biblical History
• New Testament Backgrounds
• MIddle Eastem StUdes

• HistoJicaI Geography
• Hebrew Bible Translation
• Hebrew Language

Staff writer
The sun came out over Merkel
Field this weekend. So did
Whitworth's baseball offense, as
the "Arm and Hammer" boys
beat up on the University of
Puget Sound;
The Bues took two out of three
games and increased their league
record to 6-2, and did it with
plenty of fireworks. The Bucs' offense racked up 39 runs in the
three game series, including six
home runs.
In the first game, UPS j~ped
to a four point lead before the
Bues came back with 12 runs in
four innings.
Leading the charge was junior
Jason Francek, who went 2-3 and
brought in four runs, ~o off a
home run to left field~ and sophomore Jack 'Arthaud who was 3-4
at the plate with one RBI.
"Guys came out ready to play
this weekend," said Arthaud.
"We finally took pressure off our
pitchers and defense with our
offense."
That they did as senior Clark
Rider came ~ in and pitched four
and one-third innings in relief, aI-

lowing four hits and no runs, giving Whitworth the win.
"1 had good control and was
able to move the ball around,"
said Rider. "The confidence of
pitchers goes up when hitters do
their job."
In the second game of
Saturday'S doubleheader, the
Bues had a 6-4 lead heading into
the sixth inning when the game
was postponed until Sunday due
to darkness.
If the Bucs had any momentum, they lost it overnight.
The Loggers came out Sunday
and took the Bues into extra innings, and in the tenth, knocked
up Whitworth for four runs to
make it 11-7.
Despite a two run home ~ to
right field by sophomore Sam
Chimenti, the 8ucs could n9t
erase the remaining deficit arid
lost 11-9.
In the third game, the 8ucs'
bats went to town on Logger
pitching by racking up 16 hits for
18 runs, including three home
runs.
Freshman Miguel Saldin had a
lead-off home run arid finished 34 with 3 RBIs and a triple shy of
hitting for the cycle.

Junior Tim Bishop continued
to do damage from the plate as
he launched a tee shot into leftcenter field for a three-run home'
' run, his sixth of the year.
And Francek didn't want to be
left out of the party. He added
another home run, this time
scoring three, and finish~ the
day 3-5 with 4 RBIs.
"1 was feeling confident at the
plate, arid went in to the game
with a confident attitude," said
Francek. '1 have been working
a lot at batting practice, and I
saw the baH really well today."
As for the power hitting of this
Pirate team, Francek said it's not
temporary.
"We have some guys that can
hit the ball," he said. "We've
shown a lot more power than

Fra
SOIl

~asp!'edic;:ted."
. The Bu~ will

try to ride the
momentum into a tough matchup against a heavily favored
Gonzaga team on Wednt!sday.
"We need to keep playing
solid baseball. We need to go in
with the attitude that we can
play with them, even if they are
a Division I school,:' said
Francek. "H we can do that, we
should be OK"

You are invittd to aUntd
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International
Careers Presentation

6.
7.

. with

8.

Dayton Hughes '
Chief Recruitment Officer
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MONPIEREY
INSTITUTE

OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
\ I \ ," I I I, I I • ,

\ I i I \ \ I; '- 1 \ • l " \

Tuesday • April 15
10:00 am - 12:00 noon
Campus Center
Conrerence Room B
FOR MOllE IHFORMAnON CONTACT:
Monterey Iuslinne of International Studies
Admissions Office
..25 Van Buren Street • Monterey, California 939-40 USA
Phone (408) 6+7....123 • Fa (408) 6+7-6-405
Internet E·Mail: admithiis.edu
hup:llwww.miis.edu
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Compiled by Todd Parsons and the Intramural Coordinators

5-on-5 Basketball
Individual Scoring Leaders
.HIim

Tam

Josh Parbon

ScrappeJs
B-BalJers

Earl Quoo
Tim Scott
La Ron Gordon

Ene flodin
AIIUl Stanfield
R)'IJI Bowers
Travis Ernst
IvlUl Gustafsoa
J.C. Reed

This Week's Results
'AYcns

Scovs
B-Ballers

Na AIi'i
ScrappeJs

Hoosier Daddy
Scovs
B·Bal1ers

NaAli'i

26.0ppg
21.0
21.0
18.0
18.0
16.0
14.8
14.0
13.0
12.8

Rollerblade Championship Game
RASTAS VS. ROTA
Tonight at 9:30 p.m.
NOTE:
Applialtions for a 1997·98 Intramural
Coordinator position is due Wednesday.

"

,.~

-!",

,~.'~

TUESDAY APRIL 2
Scovs d. B-Bal1ers 6~-63
High Scorer: La Ron Gordon (BB) 24 pis.
PHI SLAMMA JAMMA d. Shoot em up 53-42
High Scorer. Tyler Edwards (PSJ) 19 pts.

WFJ>NESPAY APRIL 3
, Scrappers d. NaAIi'i 12-46
High Scorer: JO&h Pubon (SCR) 28 pts.
SATURDAY APRIL 6

Na AIi'i d. Hoosier Daddy 48-45
High Scon:r. Eric Flodin (HD) 21 pts.
TheoJOBians d. Flcuhy (food!)
PHI SLAMMA JAMMA d. Scrappers 64-54
High Scorer: Josh Parbon (SCR) 24 pIS.
B·BalIers d. Shoot em up 9().50
High Scorer: Earl Qoon (BB) 21 pis.
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Track off and running toward nationals
AARON PAGNIANO

Staff writer
This year's track team is filled
with experience, power, speed
and many new faces. Whitworth
hopes to place high in the conference while "focusing on the
team aspect instead of the individual," said sophomore Ben
Vaday.
The men's team plans to rely
on the efforts of stars, juniors Eric
Swanson and Kyle Turner,
sophomores Chet Doughty and
Vaday 'and freshman Frank
Moore.
Freshman Aaron Posey will
add strength and speed in the
llO-meter hurdles. Turner, will

. go the distance in the 800-meter
and 4x400 relay. Doughty, who
competes as a decathalete when
the decathlon is an event, will
focus on the long jump and triple
jump while also adding his speed
to the 4x100 relay. Swanson will
add depth and consistency in the
4OO-meter hurdles.
Vaday, who has been recovering from a tom medial collateral
ligament, has been gaining
strength and mobility for the 100
and 200-meters and the 4x100 relay.
Head Coach Toby Schwarz
said, "[We're} trying to build a
good program that both the team
and the school can be proud of."
He added that the first three

outdoor meets have shown that
the athletes are on the right path.
The women's team is also
planning to finish strong with
veteran Miranda Tygesen placing
high in the 800-meter and
Meagan Widhalm steering the
way in the 1,500 and 3,OOO-meter
races. Freshmen Star Olson and
Rose Pope will dominate the
triple jump and long jump. Junior Trina. Gumm is one of the returning superstars and a lot is
expected from her. Junior
Kathiryn Schreyer is focusing on
the heptathlon and hopes to contend for a spot at nat.ionals.
Sophomore Autumn 'Stevick
rounds out the top performers in
the 400-meter hurdles.

Softball sti~l one y.ear from. varsity
KENJI MATSUDA

Staffwriter

SeIh~oiI""""'"

Freshman Aaron Posey takes the first hurdle wiIf1 stride while
sophomore C~ Doughty 1rIes to make up ground.

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
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founder died on No-
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2.
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What team
What
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championships?
said, on apcan't beat Fah-h.rf·I~~ U1t:f;lthl~r Time. Nobody
Fatler:nrHttt
be-
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How
hit
How
Hunt

1O. '

Anyway you
What was Pete
the majors?

8.

Alex "''''J'nl'~

TIE BREAKER:
(Closest to answer gets
Ho~ many older siblings

The Whitworth athletic team
with the toughest schedule, most
inconvenient playing field and
biggest recruiting disadvantage
isn't even considered a Whitworth team.
Yet.
The women's softball program,
still a club sport until 1998, is
fighting a battle of time and inexperience as it prepares for its
competitive debut in the next
Northwest Conference of independent Colleges season.
Seven of nine NCIC schools
have softball progr~ in place.
Whitworth and Whitman are the
(no pun i'n~ded) oddbails: Seattle University joins the league
the same year as the Pirates.
By that time, the conference
will be in its last season of NAJA
Div. II membership and wiJI be
making the step up to NCAA Div.
ill affiliation.
The official word? "Softball
will be a fully (unded intercollegiate sport playing a conference
schedule in 1998," said Athletic
Director Scott McQuiJken.
Until then, the club practices
and plays "home" games a bit
away from home, using Franklin
Pai'l~ on Division Street.
Although there are more than
200 acres on the Whitworth campus, a softball field probably
won't be appearing anytime
soon.
"That's a future project for

which no planning has been
done," said McQuilken. That
decision, he added, will be left up
to the administation and Board of
Trustees.
And in the background, amidst
all this clutter, confusion and
preparation, Head Coach Gary
Blake attempts to recruit players
for a team not yet out of its infancy.
Sound like a daunting task?
Blake seems unfazed.
"It's actually gone pretty
smoothly,': he said; referring to
the process of starting up a new
sport at the coJlegiate level.
"Things move pretty quickly [at
Whitworth] for a university en, viro~ent:.U~ua.l~y W~ slow and
prodding. Three years is a short
time in a university environment."
It has been almost three years
since Blake, at the time a Ix,lard
member of the Spokane Amateur
Softball Association,- first got together with then-Athletic Director Kevin Bryant to discuss a softball program at Whitworth.
They got the idea off the
ground in the spring of 1995,
leading up to a first season of club
competition in 1996. Last year's
team used equipment purchased
with ASWC funds.
Since then, the athletic department bought the equipment from
ASWC, freeing up money to be
used for team traveling expenses.
For now, Blake, with 10 years
of coaching youth select softball
under his belt, will hit the recruitI
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Sonny Liston have?

Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue of The Whitworthian.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthlan office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Wt Week's ResUlts
Winner.
"Big Al~ Schuerman got six solid hits on last week's quiz. Nice
work. Buy some milk.
Answers:
1) Shoeless Joe 2) Casey 3) WillJe Mays 4) Mr. October
5) Wei day Wilberforce Walker 6) BllIy Martin 7) Nonnan
Rockwell 8) Wayman Tisdale 9) 23 10) Bill Russell
TIE BREAKER: 39

QJ!esUons and answers courtesy of Trivial PursuitC.

ing trail. "ThaJ part of the
ballgame is a new one to me," he
admits. But his inexperience isn't
stopping him from trying to land
top talent. "Some want the Christian environment. Some want a
. smaller school and clasS size, so
you never know wha treasons
someone would have for coming
here. Its really open-ended."
This year's recruiting wiU bean
exceptional cha Ilenge for Blake
because onhe shortened time
frame in which he has to work.
Since this year's recruiting class
will probably not be as deep as
. he would like, Blake is looking
down the road for results.
"[The team should be] pretty
competitiv~ in the conferel!.~~ a~
ter two or three years, Reruisth .
cally, it takes tWo or three recruiting classes so you have a solid
,
base to build on."
What Blake has right now
doesn't look too shabby, either.
The'club has a 2-2 record after
splitting doubleheaders with
both Walla Walla College and
Washington State University.
Three more doubleheaders
await-one against North Idaho
.College at Mead High School, a
home series with St. Martins College and another set in Walla
Walla.
But there is more to this team
than what happens on the diamond. And after what Blake and
his players have been through to
start up this new program, a few
doubleheaders on the field will
be like a walk in·the park.

COMING SOON!
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Get a jump
on next year,
sign up for
summer
courses.

~.
I

Low tuition rate $215/semester' credit.
• Three week courses availableDAY OR EVENING.
• Classes start May 27th.
Register during fall pre-registration April 14-18.

For more information contact
Continuing $tudies
Lower Lindaman Center
466-3222

neak Preview '97 will bring 125 high school juniors to
campus, giving them a firsthand look at Whi~orth College.
.. They will stay with overnight hosts, eat meals with students and
, attend classes. Please join us in making these visitors feel at home.

S

As a part ofSneak Preview, the campus co~muntty

is invited to attend a special event this Sunday . ..

COFFEEHOUSE
SIM., A/l.rtll!J · i'll.lII.

Ul~ CIIAtfJ-~·
Featuring:
• "Cool Whip" - Improv group
• The Buttermilk Five - student band
'"

. , II

Thank God for baseball:
The Savior of an ailing
N9rthwest sports fan '
The crack of
the bat. The
whiz of a fastball, the call of the ump. These are
the sounds I like to hear at this time of year. As
an enthusiastic baseball fan, aU I have to say
, right now is that it is about stinking time for this
blessed month to roll around and save the ailing
sports fan from the bore of the struggles of other
sports. Especially this year. .
Being raised in Texas and California, I have always been around professional sports. At almost
any point of the year, there was at least one hot
sport that was the topic of conversation. When
one sport became a frustration to the fan, there
was always another to turn to. H you thought the
Clippers, Angels and the Kings sucked~ you
could always look to the Lakers or Dodgers for
--.
mental ~upport. It was just that easy.
However, now that I have lived here in the
Northwest for· almost a year, I notice this area
tends to cling to its stalemate teams, usually consisting of th~ Sonics, 6lazers,Mariners, and yes,
the Seahawks. That is why I suffered from fan .
boredom for a brief time. Nothing much was going on here. With the current situation, I think
two scenarios happen'. First, if one team is doing
'badly or struggling, everybody will feel it. Example: the Sonies' recent struggles and the absence of one big oaf who ci~n't know when
practice starts has depressed a majority of Sonic~
fans who now want to trade the guy.
Another scenario is when a teani is doing well
or has the potential to do well, the fans appreci,'ate the team and the players m~re than I think
other fans would ...
The buzz about the Mariners this year that I
have been surrounded with easily matches the
hysteria I experienced when the Cowboys won
the Super Bowl in 1992.
In comparison to some places in the nation, I
think the Northwest produces some pretty dam
good loyal fans. Example, the fact that there still
exists a Seattle Seahawks Fan Club amazes me.
Mind boggling, isn't it?
With the frustration with the Sonics, the absence
of a hockey team, the Big Dance now over and
the harsh reality that no one else will win a title
as long as Michael Jordan continues to play basketball, the arrival of b~seball is a gargantuan
breath of fresh air. It is great to see Randy Johnson
healthy and the future for the Mariners looking
bright, even though I am a foreigner in these parts
and rooting for my home team, the Texas Rangers. It definitely will be interesting to see how the
season pans o~t, no?
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NICK BROWNLEE

compelled the critics to create a
new category for Blakey'S music.
His mixture of rhythmically
When one thinks of charged sounds with- the classic
lItMIa jazz, common names innovation of the bebop era led to
like Miles Davis, John a new name for his music: "hard
Coltrane and Louis bop."
Armstrong come to
Despite the constant changing
....
mind.
Or their of personnel in the Jazz Messenhearlded master- gers, the group always offered a
pieces -suc~ as Davis' "Sketches constant sound that showcased
of Spain" or Charles Mingus' what they do best. Saxophonists
''TIjuana Moods" are spotlighted. Jackie McLean, Johnny Griffin
But percussionist Art Blakey, the and Sonny Rollings all contrib- unknown giant in jazz, tops uted their talents to the Blakey
them all with his album, ''Theory and the Jazz Messengers.
of Art."
"Theory of Art," recorded in
In his early years, Blakey wore 1957, was originally released unmany hats as a musician. He der th~ album title, A Night in
played the role of pelPlSSion in- Tunisia." The album showcases
n ova tor, master bandleader, elo- the Jazz Messengers plus four
quent jazz advocate and father other musicians to create what is
figure. Despite all of his contri- considered to be one of the stronbutions and the role he held in gest editions and albums Blakely
the development of modem jazz, made.
Blakey was acknowledged as
The album, strangely enough,
"the unorthodox drummer who consisted of many covers. In such
dropped the bombs."
songs as Sonny Rollings' "Evans"
Blakey quietly earned himself and Gillespie's "Theory of Art,"
the title of a jazz patriarch before Blakey displays creative expreshe was old enough to qucdify as sion for his "hard bop" that is
one. Jazz greats John Coltrane unrivaled; so unrivaled in my
and Dizzy Gillespie were in awe opinion that he is worthy of a
ofhis powerful approach. Blakey postage stamp bearing his picture.
quickly earned great respect
Seven songs. Seven expressions.
from other muSicians.
But the same masterful music.
Blakey's hard-swinging en- This CD should --be in the
semble, the Jazz MessE:!ngers, possesion of ~verY household.
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J~niorArt

Exhibit
showcases talent

REBECCA JORDAN

SliIjf writer
The Junior Art Exhibit is currently on display in the Koehler
Gallery, spotlighting the work of
12 Whitworth artists. A recep~
tion featuring the proud, smiling
artists marked the March 26
opening of the exhibit.
- Junior- Macy Applonie,
an artist featured in the
exhibit, is not a typical junior. Applonie
is a widowed
mother of five
currently pursuing an art major.
A painter since
age six, Applonie
has loved art
since childhood.
However, with a
family to take
care
of, she never saw an opportunity
to pursue her passion '" until this
year.
"1 love Whitworth," she said.
"1 have already learned a great
deal about different aspects of
art, like drawing and mixed media," said Applonie. "Recently,
I discovered I really love and excel at p~otography."
Asher senior year approaches,
Applonie is aware of her aspirations. "My goal is to I?e able to
learn as much as I possibly can
about the art world, and improve my work in the process,"
she said.
Sophomore Joe Rocha, another

art major with work in the exhibit,
dreams of a teaching career. "1
want to give back to others what
I have learned," he said, Rocha's
favorite medium is ceramics. '1 c0ntrol the destiny of the clay," he said.
Rocha's faith plays a central role
in his life, inclusive of his
artwork. "1 see myself as a tool God
uses for every-.
thing- I do," he
said. "My ideas
come
from
God."
Applonie acknowledged the
superb art program at Whitworth,
including one professor in particular who she
givesa lot of credit for her success.
"[Associate Professor of Art]
Gordon Wilson has challenged me
to go beyond my comfort zone,"
said Applonie. "He sees more in
what I can do than what I think I
can do."
Rocha recognized the intelligence of Wilson and Associate
Professor of Art Barbara Filo in
their disciplines.
The exhibit features the work of
Rocha and Applonie as well as
juniors Tena Embly, Dan Welch,
Kate Horak, Dave Pluister, Debbie
Wichmann, Julie Correll, Joanna
Grant, Julia Frey and Sarah Rice,
and sophomore Carrie Barker.
The students' work will be displayed in the Koehler Gallery until April 16.

Movie

LIAR LIAR

Review

BRIAN BOYLE

Staff writer
Liar" is also important for Carrey because,
Jim Carrey is, without a doubt, an extraor"It's the first time Jim shows up with his own
dinary man. His humor is quick, sharp and
hair."
_
_highly unique. After a series of "slap-$tkk"
"Liar Liar" is a fun film. It is has a cast
films, Carrey has decided to create a character
that provides a highly enjoyable ride.
that has a bit more depth and requires more
Carrey's performance is
acting ability rather than
gO<?d, but there are limes
just raw humor. "Liar Liar"
when the classic Carrey
is Carrey's attemptto move
tends to overpower his
from being just a comedian
attempt to create a serito an actor who is capable
ous character. Carrey
of carrying a real character
made the right decision
and plot.
by choosing a script that
"Liar Liar" is the story of
allowed him to still exPletcher Reed, an up-andpress some of his humor,
coming lawyer who is incabut I don't think "Liar
pable of telling the truth.
Liar" will establish him
After several broken promas a serious actor.
ises and forgotten engage- Jim c.rr.y _ Fletcher RNd In "Ller
The most interesting
ments, Fletcher's son, Max, Liar" .blnd. before the Judge In truth.
part of "Liar Liar" Is it
makes a birthday wish that
causes one to ask the central question of the
his father would tell the truth for one entire
movie: Is it possible to get through a single
day. Max's wish comes true and Pletcher finds
day without telling a lie? It seems si~ple
himself unable to tell a lie, which is especially
enough, but what about the little lies we tell
harmful to Fletcher because he is in the middle
to keep from hurting someone's feelings?
of the biggest trial of his life.
"Liar Liar" does a wonderful job of taking
This film is particularly important to Carrey
these questions and showing situations crefor various reasons. Pirst, it is Carrey's long
ated when one is forced to tell the truth can
rumored attempt at "real" movies. After finbe very humorous.
ishing the second "Ace Ventura," the buzz
I recommend "Llar Liar," and, if you do
around Hollywood wi's that Carrey was condecide to see it, stick around for the credits.
sidering scripts that would allow him to be
A special treat awaits those who stick
more than just "the funny guy."
around.
Tom Shadyac, the film's director, says I'Liar
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Committee
searches reap
new faculty

Modem Languages
dept chariges face
Half the department leaves as search
committees hire three new professors

LYNNE MILLER

Staff writer
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Whitworth has hired new
faculty in the English,
Religion and Modern Lan~
guages departments for the
1997-98 academic year.
"Candidates with a Ph.D. in
their academic areas, good
solid teaching experience and a
vested interest in the integra~
tion of faith and learning are
what Whitworth is looking for
in a potential instructor" said
Laura Bloxham, English profes~
sor and acting assistant dean
for faculty development.
The hiring committee has one
student representative. Having
students involved in the hiring
process is important, said
Tammy Reid, dean of faculty.
U.S. Representative George Nethercutt (R-Wash) shares
Reid believes an important
his conservative foreign policy views Tuesday with
part of the application process
Prof8uor Rob Wilson's Foreign Policy class.
is contact between students and
candidates apart from other
faculty members. "Hiring is the
most important thing we do for
students and for the rest of the
faculty. There's nothing that
affects learning more," she said.
At a school Whitworth's size,
achieving diversity is difficult RYLAND TANIGUcm
of the campus," said Dayna
because new posi~ons are only Staff writer
Coleman, assistant dean and di~
created when a faculty member
rector of Campus Center/Student
leav.es or a department exActivities. '1t will be much more
pands. Larger schools can add
Campus Center Phase TI, a $5 of a one-stop-shop kind ofplace."
a few more positions withou~ million construction project, is
TheASWCTaskCommittee ormaking much difference, said planned to open for student use _ ganized tOgatf:\erstudentmpu'ton
Registrar Gary Whisenand.
August 15,1998.
call)pus issues, assists in deter-'.
The Minority Women Doc~ . Constru~on on the new facil~ mine dining facility designs and
toral Directory and the Journal Ity may begin as soon as May if meal programs.
of Higher Edqcation are tools plans are approved by the Board
IThis committee is helping to
Whitworth uses to find a di-' of Trustees, said Tom Johnson, vice decidewhatkindoffoodprogram
verse pool of quaHfied appli- president for Business Affairs.
we should put in the new build~
cants. Whisenand said hiring
J1:te building fund includes $3 ing. what hours it should be open
methods vary from discipline millionfromtheErnstl.UedTrust, and how it can best serve a diverse
to discipline.
$750,~ in .trustee pledges and Whitworth community with difFor example, at the Modern $1.5 million m bonds.
ferent eating schedules," said
Language Association conven~
Building contractor Integrus Coleman.
.
tion, actual job interviews are Architecture plans to make Phase
Marriotthopestogetmorefeed~
held.
TI approximately the same size as back on prospective meal plans.
Whisenand believes Whit~ ~e .current Campus Center. The 'The new building opens the p~
worth does a thorough job of ~lJUOghall will extend to the park- sibilities to move the entire [food]
screening applicants because m~ lot and the Student Life office program upscale," said Jim
lhe candidates meet with a va~ will relocate to the second floor O'Brien, food service director for
riety of groups and individuals. above the new dining hall.
Marriott. 'We're looking for more
Learning the candidate's
''Everything will be at this end people to brainstorm ideas."
thoughts about faith and learn~ ----'=..c....::..::.t...==CL..:..==:.~~~~___1~E~~~~~~~_ _
ing and their personal mission
are intergral elements of the
hiring process, said Dale Soden,
acting associate dean for stra~
tegic planning and professor of
History.
The search committee re~
quires a personal mission statement from each of its appli~
(12")
cants.
Must show
Soden believes the newly
when
purchased
with
medium drink*
Whitworth ID
hired faculty will bring strong
Card at time of
integration of faith and learn~
ordering to
ing, and will build relationreceive discount.
ships with students. "1 feel
Valid anytime.
positive about additions we've
when purchased with medium drink*
made this year," he said.
full~time

, I
'

Phase II to open Fall '98

J;:xpanded Campus Center will house
new dining hall, Student Life offices

LIONA TANNESEN

dents. "Our deparhnent has been
decimated," said Brainard. "Many
students in Modern Languages
The Modem Langu!iges depart- feel very insecure right now."
The number of adjuncls will rement will be losing two of its five
fuJI-time faculty members, as well main fairly stable. One adjunct will
as one non-tenured instructor who be leaving to go on to graduate
teaches six-sevenths of a full~time . school, but more than eight are
staying. In recent years the nwn~
load.
ASsociate Professor of French ber of adjuncts in the department
Pierrette Christiaime-Lovrien will has increased, because the number
be retiring after more than 30 years majors more than doubled from
1993 to 1996, and credit hours inat Whitworth.
Associate Professor of Spanish creased from 1,319 in 1992 to 1,934
Joe Lovano and French Instructor in 1996.
"For the students, I think it will
Kathy Brainard will not be here
next year, said Gary Whisenand, be a fairly seamless change," said
acting assistant dean for curricu- Whisenand.
Ctuistianne-Lovrien told the adlum and acting chair of the depart:ministration she planned to retire
menl
The decision was made in De- in two or three years, but her plans
cember 1995 to add a fuJI~time, changed after her marriage last
tenure-track position in French ~ December.
She will teach until falllW1, and
placing Brainard's non-tenurethen will lead the French study
track, master's degree position.
Carol Smucker, professor of toUr in February 1998 for her last
French from the University of Was- time. She said she will be both sad
consin, will be filling that position. and glad to leave Whitworth.
An offer has been made to hire
A candidate has ~n offered
another French position, and a someone starting mid-year to fill
search committee. is looking for a her position. The details are being worked out, and everything is
new Spanish professor.
.
French department faculty will confidential until there is a 8igna~
be entirely new by next Spring, ture on the contract, said
said Christianne-Lovrien. 'What Whisenand.
The search committee to fill
is happening now is not terribly
Lovano's position will be bringing
unusual," she said.
However, Brainard worries that a candidate to campus this week,
changes Will adversely affect stu- said Whisenand.
Staffwriter

WANTED:
PERSONAL TRAINER
Looking for a summer job?
Nanny/personal trainer for 2
boys, ages 7 and 11
Hrs: 8:30-5:30 (wlflexibility)
Close to Joe Albi stadium
Someone who is easy going,
active, energetic; drivers lie.
Call: 624-7360 or 326-1486

$1.00 OFF

*

~'

r

!

Footlong

Sandwich

50¢ OFF
6" Sandwich

QjJer ifXXI allhe [O/Iowi~ Subw4,Y locations:
Northpointe (N. 9502 Newport Hwy.) • Five Mile (W 1902 Francis Ave)

)

SERV-U call:
(619) 645~8434
S2.99/mrn .. 1B+

Mothers helper/nanny needed for summer:
2 children ages 11 to 8, must enjoy children and
have own transportation, non-smoker, hours 8 to 4.
Call Libby Brock at 468-0782 after 4 pm.
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Students plan
for Costa Rica
mission trip

Feature Supplement

See page 2
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Lu'au brings 'Hawaii to S okane
Miguel SaId in.
The after-dinner entertainment included all new dances
Nine hundred guests with the expection of the fire
waited outside the Field dance and the Samoan slapHouse in lines reaching past ' dance, said senior Aubrey
the'Aquatic Center to expe- Akaria;' Hawaiian Club preE;idence the food,'ana danc!J;lg dent.
.
of the 17th annual Lu'au on
Women in the audienc~
Saturday night.
",'~
hooted,a~ men in blvack shorts,
When th~y reached, ,tne ran on stage and performed a '
buffet lines" club members dance 'with slapping' and
a~d th~ii' p~'ren t.s s~ooped stampj~g.
Polyne~ian 'food onto the
"I liked just watching my
guests'-plates.'
,"
friends in it; you know,
"WhafI liked best was, the pumped up," said Saldin.
LomiwLbmi salmon. late
Junior Kanani 'Wong per,mfn~. ': :.' I" 'ate
m'y fo'rmed his' fire dance with a .
grandQ\\qght~f'S. I ate my stick l?uming at two ends: but
LlONA TANNESEN

Staff writer

Stnff wrila

Ed1lor-m-cllicf

Junior I~obin Kolb was elected
1997-98 ASWC PreSIdent Tues-

'of: it fell to the plastic-covered
stilg~, still:flam.ing. ',,' ~,', "
. One 'man witli"fennis~snoes
kept trying to smother one,
chunk by jumping on it While
Wong grabbed a heavy doth ,
and smothered the other little'
fires bumin'g on the stage ..
Women danced a Tahitian
dance in pastel-colo~ed skirts,
grass fronds and coconut shells.
Another new dance was a
Hawaiian-style dance in tradi'tiona} Japlmes,e dress which refleeted the way the Hawaihn
and Japanese cultures have
Freshmen Ehre" Wa~da (left) and Pono Lopez perform Ihe
mixed.
Sam~an slap dan,?e at Saturday's Lu'au.

The Spokane Consortium for
International Studies held the
Annual International Career
Symposium at the Lindaman
Seminar Center Wednesday
Dr. James Beebe spoke on behalf of his wife, Dr. Maria Beebe,
who works with the United
States Agency for International
Development (USAID).
In Dr. Beebe's address, his advIce on advancing any career intern.ltionally included majoring
in the field, taking advantage of
international travel opportunities
and having a clear goal in mind
about career options.
A few ways to learn about international opportunities require
one to volunteer, network aI)d
look at the internet for more options, said Beebe.
Beebe said "enthusiasm for

"~,.,.
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mobility" is also a must when
pursuing international careers.
The panel presentations consisted of a panel on business, government, nonprofit organizations, foreign languages and 111ternational study abroad.
Developtng a skill YOll are very
good at doing, working on your
language skills and gaining international experience by volunteer
endeavors are ways to look attractive to businesses that are hiring mternationally, advised
Diane Thomas, interim director
of Career Services.
The business workshop advised students to have a strong
desire to live outside the United
States and a willingness to relocate often, characteristics essential when seeking employment
for government agencies internationally.
It is also helpful to keep in
mind there are some opportuni-
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Students
elect new
president
MARK JACKSON

International Career Consortium helps
students make educated career choices
LYNNE MILLER

Election Results

Kolb wins after
another close race

fI;'iendl~," Silfd~ Abrien,~e 'thestic~flewapartandchl.!nks,

•
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Whitworth College • Spokane, Washington

Pizana from San Diego, w1;lo
was Visi~,~g a}ri~ndJn Spo-,
kane., ': . .' '.'
"
'r; J'he.~omi-I.;omi salmon i~ a
special di~h,made from raw
salmon, Hawaiian salt, onion!', toiniltoes and ice.
" C<;>I1,tainers half-full of poi,
!! grey paste made from taro
root,' were scattere«;l across
the tables after people finished eating.
"My least favorite dish was
the poi. It was bland. There
was no taste to it, but I had
.to eat it because it is scarce,
in Ha~aii," said freshman

See page 6

ties to do internships in government agencies, said panelists.
The beneftts of volunteering
are numerous to college students
and graduates because they ilre
young and unattached. These
beneftts are a chance to express
idealism, the excitement of seeing other cultures, and the opportumty to interact with common
people, said John Yoder, professor of History and Political and
International Studies. Volunteers
should have persistence and
adaptability, said Yoder.
Richard Schatz, professor of
Economics and International
Management, encouraged students to join the Peace Corps for
experience abroad.
"You have a life-changing experience for the taking," said
Schatz, an ex-Peace Corps volunteer in Malaysia.
Information available in Student Life about international op-

portunities includes international
and U.s. mIssions opportunIties,
Peace Corps packets, U.s. government internships, English
teaching programs abroad and
books on international careNS,
said Thomas
For senior Dale Hammond, the
International Careers seminar
came at a good hme because it
gave him a chance to see what
opportunities and contacts are
out there
SeniorSamika Hashimoto has
been interested in some type of
international opportunity. "It
was good to hear from the various organizations," she said.
The Spokane Consortium for
International Studies includes
Eastern Washington University,
Gonzaga University, Spokane
Community College, Spokane
Falls Community College, Washington State University and Whitworth College.

day, defeatmgjunior Alisa Tongg,
AccordIng
to results released by the
ASWC ElectIons Committee, Kolb
received 51
percent of
the
vote.
Tongg netted
44 percent,
and five percent of voters chose
the "none of the above" option,
FIve hundred seventy-three
students voted in Tuesday's election, the general eleclJon's second
ballot
The first general election vote,
tilken April 4, resulted in Kolb
and Tongg each receiving 47 percent of the student vote.
The ASWC Constitution requires a candidate to receive "50
percent of the votes, plus one" on
the first ballot to be declared
elected
If a second ballot is required,
the candidate who receives the
most votes wins A revote was
Gilled Apnl 5 after the Elections
Committee met to discuss election guidelines outlmed in the
constitution.
Junior Christian Gunter was
eliminated from the race in the
pnmary election on March 27.
Kolb, who describes herself as
a non-politician, called the campaign "classy," and was Impressed by the conduct and interaction of her opponents
Kolb's first focus will be to get
the three ASWC executive officers working together.
"A tight working executive lmit
is the foundation of the assembly," she said.
Kolb will earn a $4,300 salary
for her year-long term.
Students elected junior Selby
Hansen as ASWC executIve vice
presiden t and sophomore Jason
Morgan fmancial vice president
on April 4.

2·CAMPUS BEAT
Students to gain evangelism
experience in Costa Rica
JULIESUND
Staff writer

,
,)

A group of 31 Whitworth
students will experience their
faith lived out in a new way
during a month-long mission
trip to Costa Rica this summer.
Sophomore Ryland Carter
started organizing the trip
last fall, but the idea came to
him on the plane flight home
from a Spring Break mission
to Costa Rica in March 1996
that he also organized.
This year's mission, Carter
said, will be "much more intense than last year, mostly
because we will be down
there for longer."
Carter's interest in Costa
Rica started when he spent
two months there with Youth
With A Mission before coming
to Whitworth.
"Costa Rica is probably one
of the safest places to go in
Central America," he said,
"and I wanted people to experience evangelism in a somewhat safe environment, especially since the trip is fairly
short."
Carter has five other Whitworth students helping organize the trip. Senior Diana
Van Belle, sophomores 'Eric
Devries, Julie Hansen, and
Corey McEachran and freshman Shawnda Rotmar.k, along.
with, Carter, have"been busy
since September, working on
activities such as prayer
groups, meetings and a retreat
to help students get to know
each other.

"We have spent a lot of time
bonding, praying together
and just getting to know each
other these past few months,"
said freshman Jodi Nichols.
All 31 participants have
been busy earning the $1400
that the trip costs.
Costa Rica fund raisers have
included car washes, selling
Valentine's Day carnations
and writing support letters.

"We have spent a
lot of time bonding,
praying together
and just getting to
know each other
these past few
months,"
- Jodi Nichols,
freshman

It is Carter's philosophy

that "Whitworth parents pay
over $20,000 a year for us to
be here. There is no way they
should have to pay more
money to send their kids on
this trip," he said.
The group will leave May 19
. and 'spend' four. days. in Los
Angeles to 'prepare fo'r their
time in Costa Rica and go
through training.
These fqur days will be
spent in prayer, doing dramas, listening to speakers and

reading,
The students will then be
split up into two teams for
traveling purposes. The majority of the 19 days in Costa
Rica will be ministry time,
consist of a "myriad of different activities," said Carter.
"We will be doing anything
from cleaning churches to
open air presentations."
Nichols is excited for the
opportunity for ministry in
Costa Rica. "1 am really just
looking forward to sharing
God's love with the people
down there," she said.
"We have done a lot of talking and praying about God's
direction for this trip and also
our personal visions for the
month," Nichols added.
Carter has specific expectations for this trip. "My goal
for a short-term mission is to
learn how to use the tools and
gifts that God has given u.s so
that we know our capabilities," he said.
He wants the trip to show
the students "the simplicity of
God's love and all the work
He has in store for us, and at
the same time, proclaim the
victory of Jesus Christ," he
said.
"1 don't want it to be' a
'mountain-top high' experience; people that go into it
with expectations like that are
"l,lsual}y disappointed~ ,after
coming home and entering
back into the real world."
It is too late now to apply
to go on this year's trip, but
Carter plans to keep mission
trips going here at Whitworth
in future years.
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• Cheap date, Boycott the Spring Formal and celebrate "Springtime in Spokane" instead by going to the MicroBrew Fre~y.
• Springtime in Paris? Since when is Paris in Idaho? What, is
the potato state not glamorous enough for you people?
• New York minute, How long is a New York minute? How
does it compare to a Spokane minute?
• Too much green, If you have been to the mall lately you will
have noticed the obnoxious greens that are "in" this spring. No
one will take you seriously ff you look like a bottle of Mountain
Dew. Men c:lon't have to dress like leprechauns, so why do
women? Someone needs to smack those color people up side
the head.
• Eat more meat, Why you ask? Because vegetarians have the
worst farts in the world. Maybe it's all those beans, but they can
gas you out.
• Wanted: Geeky men. Tired of being hurt, rejected or abused
by women? Not interested in any committed, long-term romantic relationship? Freshman, sophomore or just a loser upperclassmen? Want a date for Spring Formal? We're interested. If you
have the clothes and a car, call "Big Mama" at 467-6194 and she'll
set you up.
'
• Multiple personalities, Isn't it scary that senior David Collins
can do a near-perfect impression of most members of the Whitworth faculty?
• Question of the week, Why do people in books have sex but
never go to the toilet?
The Grapevine is a weekly C()/Umn In The WI1itworthian fflaturing bits of calJ¥'US comedy,
unusual sJoriBs and oth6r light humor, To contnbule jlQlJf story, or answer !he question of !he
wook, call ow 24-how lfOICBfflBil a1 x. 5083. (Off-QITIPUS, dlal4fi6.3248. eJd 61

ASWC

Minutes

Wednesday,
April 9

• Spring(est will be held Saturday, May 3 at Rive'rfiont Park.
Springfest is sponsored by ASWC and is an opportunity. for the
college to interact with the Spokane conununity. It will feature
entertainment, games and booths. Funds raised will support
Spokane Hospice, a local charity. Students interested in planning the event are encouraged to contact their dorm president. '
• The Washington State Legislature has failed a bill that would
abolish taxes on required textbooks for college students. ASWC
sponsored a letter writing campaign asking congressmen to support the bill. The bill will most likely be presented again in the
next session, and students' letters will be sent in November.
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• The assembly conside,red the following funding requests:
1) Shelly Maak, Financial Vice President, presented a requisition for $2,000 to update ASWC's computer software and
bookkeeping program. JoAnna Grant (Village) moved to table
the requ~f?t until further information is received. Jay McArthur
(McMillan) j>eConded, and it was tabled.
" : 2) The Water Polo Club requeste~ $400 to cover expenses
. to attend", tournamen.t at Linfield College (McMinnville, Ore.)
Sheila Maak (Off-Campus) moved the request at $300. It was
seconded 'by Melissa Hendrickson (Warren), and passed.
3} ~cr (envi~nmental club) asked for $50 to be used
for publicity supplies. It was moved by Sheila Maak (Off-Campus), seconded by Selby Hansen (Stewart), and passed.
4) WEACl' requested $540.60 from the c~pital (long-term)
account for recycling bins to be placed in classrooms. It was
moved by Robin Kolb (Beyond), seconded by Hilary Grey
(Arend), and passed.

In the House

STAFF WRlTERS
Anna Beard, Brian Boyle, Aimee Elliott, Melanie Faris,
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Apri118
April 19
April 20

Stewart
Stewart/Village
Warren
Warren
Stewart/Village
Warren
Stewart/Village
All dorms
Stewart/Village
Stewart/Village
Warren

Sub Sandwich Dinner
Green Thumb Night
Faculty Trivia Contest
Apple for a Teacher Night
International Dance Lessons
Women's Health
Bike Tuning
Outdoor Christian Concert
Babysit Faculty Kids
Mountain Bike Trip
Improv Night w / Cool WW
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The cult's challenge
to the church

IIiF.speetme;Jo

T
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he mass suicide in
Rancho Santa Fe, Calif.,
leaves many unanswered questions about American life and values. It questions
the American orgal}ization of
families and the intense emphasis on individualism. Perhaps the
mest important issue it raises is
how far behind the church has
fallen in catering toward a technologically savvy and globalIyaware population. It is
certainly time for the
church to listen to what
these people have to say ,
and respond accordingly.
It is well known that the
church has played a powerful role in shaping modem America. However, a
lot has happened during
the same time. In the past,
the church and its idea of
a personal God gave
people what they wanted
and put them within a
confined and narrow
structure. The scientific and technological developments of the
past few decades has altered this
order. Rapid cOjrunur~ication,
mass transportation and most importantly the domlnance of science have changed ~ple's attitudes about themselves and the
world. As a r~~ui't, many
Americans have an encompassing and tolerant view of different
religions and fai~ that exist in
the world. Even though the
church's preaching of a personal
and convicting God gives some
an outlet for personal miseries, its
emphasis on one true way fails
to convince the majority.

Americans are also removed
from the basic struggles of life.
Technology has disconnected
people from nature and the role
it plays in our survival. The faceless corporations that fill grocery
stores, the large malls with ample
supplies of clothes and the luxuries .of American homes doesn't
connect the avera~person to the
hardships ofprodudion. The allpervading technology has taken

God's place in meeting basic human needs.
Therefore, it seems natural for
people to seek the supernatural,
the mysterious and the mystical.
The church fails miserably when
it comes to this, because it is too
busy ~lling J>C<?ple how bad they
are. Its emphasis on a single way
to a p~rsonal God seems outdated to a digital society because
of the limits it imposes on God.
Americans believe in infinite p0ssibilities and seek tangible relief
from God. They seekintennittent
liberation and an ultimate oneness with a transcendent spirit.
The active role of technology and

- Shailesh Ghimire

senior

science in people's lives has created a demand for the mystical
and an exercise toward complete
liberation.
These are probably some of the
reasons why many are 'attracted
to cults like the one in Rancho
Sarita Fe. Regrettably, most cults
are a stew of incomplete philosophies and theories and are dangerous outlets to the spirit world.
Cults usually don't allow open'
questioning and tend to be
more about conforming to a
dominant personality than)a
complete liberation from
bondage to this world.
The Eastern mystical traditions of Hinduism, Buddhism and Taoism are possible alternatives to the
American need for rest and
liberation. These tradi tions
are time-tested and have
records of success. The yoga
of Hind uism offers a way to
rejuvenate physical energy
and enables people to cope
with the materi.. i world. Its way
of life promises Moksya, liberation 'and complete union with the
universal spirit of God. The
meditation of Buddhism offers a
way for people to relax, contemplate and appreciate nature arid
its role. Americans definitely
need these channels to balance
their technological and fastpaced lives. Perhaps the church
should consider incorporating
these practices and explore the
other side of God's revelation to
mankind.
Ghimire is /I senior physics major from
Neptll,a small country mSouthiilst Asia,
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Military cuts not
answer to budget
11.11111.1 (;,lll"Pl'

The dangers facing the American military are not little men, armed with bows
and arrows, crouching in shrubs mitigating a violent takeover of the White
House. When Jeremy Nelson published
his editorial ("Military budget should be
cut," April 1) stating the United States
should cut its military budget to a quarter of its current size, he overlooked several key issues.
The problems confronting the United States are drastically
different than they were even 10 years ago. We are up
against first-class chemical warfare, the possibility of
nuclear attack and increases in international terrorism.
Id~a1ist projections that the United States will produce a
"New World Order" of peaGe, diplomacy and international
cooperation by crippling its military effectiveness is outrageous. If America intends to be taken seriously on the
world stage, the most important example to be set is one
of cop.sistency in the use of the military Wt" have. Washington State Representative George Nethercutt noted there
are now nuclear arms in Korea, possible stealth capabilities in China and the manufacturing of nuclear weapons
by independent terrorist groups. We must continue to
prepare for these kinds of obstacles. Once the missile is in
the air it is too late to develop the capabili ties of dealing
with it.
Shrinking the military so small that it becomes docile
and ineffective is no way to solve the problems mentioned.
Protecting the nation's "most vital interests" is d confusing and nebulous prospect. What do those vital interests
entail and how do we plan to fight for them at a quarter of
ihe current military expenditures? A large portion of the
current military alloc~tion is paid to pensions and untouchable retiremen t salaries. ,As more servicemen and women
retire, this leaves a smaller and smaller portion of the milit<;lry budget for actual mobility and development of new
technology.
,
If the lllilitary were to cut its expenditures by the amount
suggested, it would not come from the areas prescribed.
A large number of U.S. citizens attend college with funding from the GI Bill and programs such as ROTC. Part of
the defense budget is also specifically allocated for the
health care of enlisted service people and their families.
" The engineering and development of sophisticated weaponry will continue at the expense of benefits to personnel.
If these moneys are redirected directly to Sociiil Security,
health care and education they will simply be doing the
same thing under a different title.
Across the board cuts are eminent, and disproportionate
cuts to welfare and other domestic programs In favor of
the military should be avoided. But the reverse should be
as well, we cannot cut our military spending to a quarter
of its current status in favor of c;iomestic spending. Para. lyzin$ our military, and the domestic benefits which come
from It, is not the solution to the budget crisis confronting
America today.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
~ f,

Comments? Story ideas?
Let The Whitworthian know
what you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, or e-mail whitworthian@whitworth.edu.

THE WHJTWORTHlAN WELCOMES YOUR
; VIEWS ON ISSUES OF INTEREST TO THE
COLLEGE COMMUNITY. LEITERS SHOULD
BE TYPED AND MUST BEAR THE WRITER'S
NAME, SIGNATURE, CLASS STANDING,
MAJOR, AND PHONE NUMBER (POR
VERIFICATION ONLY.) ANONYMOUS
LEITERS WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED. WE
RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL LEITERS. LE1TERS
SHOULD BE SENT TO "THE WHI1WORTHIAN #4302," OR EMAIL: WHI1WORTHIAN@lWHI1WORTH.EDU. LE'ITERS MUST
BE RECEIVED BY 4 P.M., FRIDAY, APR. 18 FOR PUBLICAnON IN
THE APR. 22 ISSUE.
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Women's tennis poses double threats
ful season since winning the
NCIC title in 1991. The doubles '
teams are 23-7.
As the Whitworth women conRecord wise, the Bucs are led
tinue to roll in tennis, much of by the undefeated twosomes of
their success can be attributed to sophomore Joelle Staudinger and
one thing: teamwork.
freshman Lisa Benscheidt, and
It takes skill to win as a singles juniors Tara Bonelli and Dawn
player, but the doubles tandems Eliassen.
make a team complete.
Both teams are Ii combined 10The women's tennis team can O.
attest to that by example. At this .
Even though the nO. 1 team of
point in the season, they are 10-3 freshman Lisa Baker and senior
and enjoying their most success- Tara Fiebeck are not undefeated,
BENNETI' GIBSON

Staff writer

.

J

,i
(

Coach Jo Wagstaff said it has to
do with the depth the team possesses.
, She added that 'when Baker
and Fiebeck play opposing
schools, they usually end up
playing the two best players on
the other team.
However, when it comes to
their opponent's other seeds,
there is a significant drop off in
skill level.
Because the Pirate depth is so
far above the competition, the

results have come out well for the
Bucs.
Wagstaff said her players are
serious when they step on the
court, but off the court when the
environment isn't quite as serious
they can sometimes be "wacky"
and full of energy. Wagstaff said
her players are quality people of
good character.
Benscheidt attributes her success with Staudinger to several
factors. "We share the same playing style, and we get along re-

ally well off of the court," she
said. "We just click."
Eliassen said her partner
Bonelli motivates her to turn her
game around. Eliassen added
that Bonelli is easy going yet competitive on the court.
"She's very kick-back," said
Eliassen.
With the women's doubles
dominating th~ competition, opponents will continue to have
double vision when they step on
the court against the Bues.

Dan Plles/WhltWOllhlan

Freshman Usa Benscheldt and partner sophomore Joelle Stal:'dlnger practice on the lower courts.

UH IS I TEAM SPORT

Doubles tandem Benscheidt and Staudinger get cosy.

College football
bowl alliance
tackles antitrust

.50
COMB.O

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE -

WASHINTON-A u.s. senator
has asked the Justice Department
and the Federal Trade Commission to investiga,te whether a college football bowl alliance violates antitrust laws.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
said the opportunity to compete
in postseason bowls is limited for
non-alliance teams. He said
teams selected for bowl play
should be based on merit not alliance membership.
"College football has no room
for a Sweet Sixteen that includes
teams like St. Joseph's and the
University of Tennessee-Chatta-'
nooga," said McConneli, contrasting the postseason Division
I men's basketball tournament
with the division) bowl games.
'The opportunity to be in college football's Elite Eight and Final Four is essentially determined before the season begins,"
he added. ''The basic message is
that if David wants to slay
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Goliath, he'd better,do it during
basketball season. He won't be
allowed to play Goliath when the
football season rolls around."
Roy F. Kramer, commissioner
of the Southeastern Conference
and chair of the alliance, said he
is confident that the alliance has
not violated antitrust statutes.
This is not the first time that the
senator has asked the Justice Department to examine the alliance
of postseason bowls. In 1993,
when the University of Louisville
was automatically excluded from
more lucrative New Year's Day
bowls, McConnell claimed the
alliance agreements amounted to
a group boycott, thus violated
antitrust laws.
After the Justice Department
agreed to review the matter, the
alliance revised its agreement.
Now, for 1997 New Year's bowls,
any team in the nation with a
minimum of eight wins or ranked
higher than the lowest-ranked
alliance conference champion
would be eligible for the bowls.
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FEMINISM?
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ay the word "feminism" and
negative responses are usually
evoked. The word connotes visions of angry male-bashing
women picketing for their rights and fighting for pro-choice legislation. But ~hile
feminism has become a household word,
actual definitions are clouded by media hype
and misconstrued cultural lenses.
Several definitions of feminism and feminists exist, said Julia Stronks, associate pro~ssor of History & Political Studies. Liberal feminists, socialist feminists, Christian feminists and eco-feminists are
among the categories feminists fall into.
"Feminism is a theoretical outlookit is a set of assumptions through which
we begin to ask questions," said Stronks.
Others add to Stronks' definition. "A
feminist is someone who's commiHed to
raising the dignity of women," said Karol
Maybury, associate professor of Psychology.
Maybury added that she believes many
students are reluctant to identify themselves as feminists even though they support feminist causes because they may have
negative perceptions of the word "feminist."
She remembers being afraid to use the word
to define herself in her early college years
because of its social cost.
"The anti-feminists use the word 'feminist' as a big put-down; it is effective
enough that it makes many people feel
defensive," said Maybury.
Feminism has its roots in movements
of earlier times. The abolition of slavery
in the United States brought on one of
the first waves of feminism, said
Maybury. Then, in
.the early 1900s,
women continued
to voice their rights
and
opinions
through the American suffrage movement, the temperance
movement and child
labor laws. Even today, feminism is continuallyevolving,
"More people are able
to talk and write articulately about feminism
now than were able to do
so 25-plus years ago,"
said Laura Bloxham, professor of English.
There are positive conversations about feminism at Whitworth. Stronks teaches a class on
gender, politics and law. Based on her experiences in the classroom, she said, "I think that
there are students on this campus who are asking really good questions."
Maybury still believes most students are reluctant to label themselves "feminist."

"I think feminist students are
noble. They are willing to put
themselves out there and risk attack," said Maybury.
Feminists are often judged
harshly by the religious right.
"The groups and people who
identify themselves with the religious right believe the Bible has a
patriarchal order and that certainly is not in accordance with
feminist thought," said Bloxham.
However, Dean of the Chapel
and Campus Pastor Terry
McGonigal defines being a feminist in a way that exists in harmony with Scripture. He holds to
the theology that all persons,
women and men, are created in
the image of God.
"The implication is that each
woman, just like each man, has
been given a unique set of gifts,
talents, abilities and insights that
must be given full expression so
that God's image can be more
fully reflected in the creation,"
said MtGbJtigal. ~·.ll~:~~,·';' -,:'.
And, according to Maybury's
definition of feminism, there is
strong biblical ground to support
feminism.
"Some people believe you can't
be a Christian and a feminist. It's
unfortunate. It is scripturally
sound to raise up people who are
marginalized," said Maybury.
However, McGonigal also believes some types of feminism can
cause great harm to Christian
communities. "There are aspects
of feminism,
just like there
are aspects of
patria rchalism,
that totally ignore the Scriptural teaching
and/or misuse
and misinterpret the biblical teaching to
serve their own
purposes," said

McGonigal.
Just as Ouistians are often
perceived as
one type of person, so too are
feminists, said Maybury. There is
a very distorted caricature of feminism which is primarily due to the
media, she said.
And even the issues which are
identified as feminist issues, such
as voting pro-choice, are specific
to each person. Feminists for Life,

a nationwide organization, is a
feminist group which advocates
the anti-abortion position. And
Feminists for Life is just one example of those who do not conform to traditional "feminist" stereotypes.
For years, feminism has caused
division among people. Its ethical implications are often misunderstood as stereotypes continue
to define those who identify with
the feminist cause. However,
continued conversation about
feminism op,ens doors to understanding and empathy. Those
conversations seem to be happening.
"Feminism ought not to be a
divisive issue. It ought to help
us toward the biblical imperative
to love each other and encourage
each other in Christ," said
Bloxham,

IN PuRSUIT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
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crimination. Amnesty opposes
the abuse by focusing on the release of hostages and the abolishment of killings of prisoners and
other random killings.
A1IU\esty has been active since
~
1961, when British lawyer Peter
Benenson launched the organization. Since 1961, Amnesty has
grown to be active in more than
60 countries and territories and
has more than one million members worldwide.
A few Whitworth students are
included in that number.
Whitworth has its own Amnesty
International dub which includes
a core team of foUr members and
approximately 15 other students.
Senior Kristina Peyrollaz, the
student coordinator and dub ~
leader, recognized the importance of Amnesty's pursuits. "It
is really important for us to remember that it is our respon/:
sibility to help others as
members of a privileged na'
~
tion and as Christians,"
Peyrollaz said.
She also recognized that
it only takes a few people
(
to make an impact.
"Though Amnesty is not ~
Christian
organization,
a
(
they feel it is their mission
to help other people who
are being persecuted," said

eare living in an age of
cultural awareness and
acceptance, justice and
freedom. Sure...
maybe in Mr. Roger's neighborhood.
In reality, injustice and the destruction of human rights is an international problem, such as the issue of
prisoners of conscience. That is where
Amnesty International has stepped in.
Amnesty International is a worldwide group that focuses on freeing prisoners in foreign counbies. The prisoners' are often imprisoned because of dis-

.
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PeyroUaz.
Whitworth's Amnesty International club is currently planning
an April 20 raDy. The event will
host a variety of speakers from
the community.
Among the speakers will be a
group of Ttbetans to speak about
the injustice to human rights in
their country. Discussions will
also encompass topics such as the
death penalty and issues of injustice in Latin America.
"What we're doing doesn't
seem like a lot, but it does make
a difference," said junior Alice
Thompson, an Amnesty member.
"The more people who are involved with letter writing, the
more
effective. Amnesty
International's mission is."
Letter writing is the key
method Amnesty uses to rectify
the injustice seen in countries.
The letters are seen as an embarrassment to governments and
encourage action, said Thompson.
And the action Amnesty sees as
a result is a prime example that a
small letter can, and does, make
a difference.
As a national organization and
movement, Amnesty International is open to anyone who supports its goal: The protection of
human rights.
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Minority students talk aboutracial
separation on campus

AlWBue
dally from each other too
much. There are concerns that
this could eventually have a'
negative effect on those principles.
Junior Rebecca Pezzullo is a
Mexican-American student who
thinks that not only do
Whitworth students separate
themselves racially, but minorities also tend to hang out with
other minorities, regardless of
race.
Her closest friend is also Mexican-American and Pezzullo says
they relate better to each other
and are comfortable together.
She thinks people are naturally
drawn to others who they have
things in common with, and often those things relate to family
background and cultural history.
"I think it's just natural that
you go with the people you're
more like, and that tends to be
racial," said Pezzullo.

Staf'f' rr1ter

I

"

t's hard to miss the large
group of mostly Hawaiian students who congregate in the Campus Center on an almost daily basis. They
come in and out of the lounging
area, visiting and hanging out
throughout the day.
Is this just a group of friends
socializing? Or is this a sign of racial tension at Whitworth and a
growing tendency for students to
hang out only with people of
their own race and cultural background?
Recent racial issues at area colleges may leave Whitworth students feeling untouched; we have
not had any incidents of violence
and our school values emphasize
Christian principles such as community involvement, tolerance
and strong personal relationships. But some students think
we are separating ourselves ra-

Senior Brandi Barrett, a Hawaiian student, agrees there is a
problem with racial separatism
on campus, and says the Hawaiian students are the most obvious
example because they're
one of the largest minority
groups on campus.
But she says
Hawaiian students tend to
gather not only
because of race,
but because of
cultural traditions which
emphasize
family values
and sticking together.
But barrett thinks a general
problem does exi~t on campus
due to a lack of cultural awareness and not enough consistent

2curt~~a

"There~

should be a
push for more
cultural diversity,"
said
Barrett, who
also
said,
"Whitworth
seems to be
getting more
minorities every year, and
it's a culture
shock from
both sides."
Sophomore Eunjoo Song, a Korean-American student, agrees
and adds that the school should
make a bigger effort to recruit
larger groups of minorities. She

thinks diversity is the solution
and adds that the more activities
students participate in, the more
opportunity there is to meet new
people and expand their internal
boundaries.
"The more open your mind is,
the easier it will be," said Song.
. Sophomore Chris Wilson is a
member of Whitworth's Black
Student Union and says he sees
some separatism on campus. But
even more he sees a lack of diversity among students and faculty.
"There needs to be a presence
of more minorities here," said
Wilson.
WtIson also agrees that keeping
an open mind is important and
says the way to do that is to be
willing to 'branch out."
Experiencing cultures through
diversity among your friends, on
campus and in daily activities is
the best way to combat ignorance
and broaden cultural acceptance,
said Wilson.

APRIL
o

~

multicultural emphasis in campus education and social activities. She also says students need
to get rid of stereotypes and cross
cultural boundaries by leaving
their comfort
zones.
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n response to the birth of

Dolly, the lamb cloned
in a British laboratory,
ethical questions have'
filled the air.
'
Now that an animal has been
clQned, how long will it be until
humans are cloned as well? Is
cloning wrong because it allows
humans topl,ay.God? Or is it a
~itive technological advancement, especially for the medical
field? People find themselves
on each side of the fence.
Professor of Physics Lois
IGeffaber believes the word
"clone" has a bad ring to it. She
said twins are also clones, but
human twins happen naturally
while animal clones are created
by human intervention.

Whether cloning is wrong or
right is a multifaceted issue. "1
think we're on a continuum
and each person will draw the
line at a different place as to
what technology is ethically
acceptable," said Kieffaber.
The ethical issue of cloning
isn't always a black and white
issue.
Sophomore Robyn Wong, a
biology major, said, "ClOning is",
necessary to benefit people, but!
much of the medical technology can be used by cloning
animals. So why clone humans?"
Once cloning reaches the
human realm, no one knows
where it will take us.
Christian communities are
thinking about these same
issues as well.

. origin, comes under both God's
"The Bible does not address
is one way that we are made in
the image of God. He creates
issues of cloning from an ethical care and judgment," said
Woodruff.
on a grand scale; we on a small
perspective
Kieffaber
scale," said Kieffaber.
of whether
also comThe issue of cloning is not just
it should or
mented on the of concern to the religiOUS and
should not
be done,"
religious
scientific academia. Those at
the governmental level are also
aspect of
said the
cloning.
questioning the ethical implicaReverend
"Most of us
tions of cloning.
Joe Woo'druff,
will use
President Bill Clinton has
'J~ology 19 ..~ ·I{t~hed a 9O-day emergency
pastor ~~:
save-lives, . . fegislation against Cloning.
Life Center
others to start
hoping to allow the U.s.
church in
lives," she
government time to enact
Spokane.
''Howsaid.
legislation that puts restrictions
'We've been on cloning in the United States.
ever, from
playing G~
Dr. Dixon, a British geneticist
amoral
and cloning specialist, said,
for a long
perspectime now, and "The choice is ours. Either we
tive, all of
some people
control gene technology today,
life falls
think that
or gene technology will redeunder God's sovereignty.
being creative with technology
sign us by tomorrow."
Therefore any life, no matter its
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WHAT DO YOU THINK
IT MEANS TO BE A

'.
,
$
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"
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"People mistake feminists for
women who don't shave their
legs or wear make up-when
actually feminists are people
who believe in who they are
. and take a strong position."

"A feminist is someone who
believes in equal rights
for men and women."

Ben Curtis,
sophomore

Emily Myers,
freshman

'''Feminism means that it's
not all about whethaT or
not a guy opens the door or
,'is a gentleman. Feminism
means that women should
have equal rights-but it,
"oesn1t mean they should be
hostile· toward men."

.

:

,

,"

Joscelyn WUso~,

"

,

i'

Jim HW1t,
professor of History,
Political & International Studies

sophomore

..'

~

I

~'.:r
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"

~in."
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"Being a femi~ist: :~~ trytng
to bring to light. the
concerns of women :in ti.' iot
of areas. Feminism tries to
educate people that all
people are made in the
image of God."

~

"Begin 'with the Christian
principal; . All human beings
are made in the image of God
and therefore have worth and
dignity •.Tll~t's what it
mean~ to be a feminist. Any
system of discrimination.
that creates prejudice or
preference of one group over '.
a~otl\et ··1~· a s~gn of
F.el;son~;l ~nd structural

Jason' Fligor,
junior

Susan Bratton,
Lindaman chair and
professor of Biology

4· curt:tia

,

."P6minism means to be ~
female who's concerned about
females and their place in
society-where they've been
and where they come from."

"A femi.ni~t~$ ~ometi~es
mistaken to be ~ol~tic~lly
radical. But· femini'~ts
consciously pu~su~ 'both
justice for women and .justice for other people ~s
well."

Moses Pulei,
senior

"

"I think feminism means
that you believe so much in
gender equality that it
becomes the focus of your
life."

Kresha Frankhauser,
senior

'APRIL 15, 1997
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Intramurals give
'atmosphere of
competitive fun
CAMPBELL WHITE

stlljf writer
The intramural hockey championship game took place last
Tuesday in Graves Gym. The
Rastas defeating ROTA by a score
of 9-3.
The game started a little slowly,
mainly due to great defense and
a superb goal-keeping job by
Rastas freshman Kenji Matsuda,
who registered a first half shutout as the first 20 minutes saw the
Rastas go up 3-0.
The battle that ensued saw the
momentum swing several times,
and the pressure was on for-one
of the teams to step up and take
over the game.
"It was a physical game, but it
never got out of hand. There
were a few arguments, but there

always are when a game is that
competitive," said Rastas player
senior Steve Brashear.
The Rastas answered the call
_with a quick goal by junior Dan
Plies coming into the second half
to make it 4-0.
ROTA then slapped in two
goals of their own to pull within
two points five minutes into the
second half.
That was the closest point in
the game, before senior Troy
Miller and Plies both put the "biscuit in the basket" for the Rastas FROM LEFT: Nicole BeaIey, Ryan Baker, Bret Stepheneon and David Glenn gave apKIatore • real
and swung" the momentum show during the Intramural roIlerblade championship game where the Ratas defeated RQTA H.
around for goOd.
The week after Easter saw the second year·in a row working
In spite of the final score, most Plus we had a great goalie," said
freshman
Elisha
DeYoe of the beginning of indoor soccer, 5 on wJth intramurals, and they're
players agreed that it was a great
Rastas.
5 basketball, softball, ultimate continuing to grow. There's lots
game.
The
high
scorers
for
the
game
frisbee and aerobics. The re- of enthusiastic support and par"We definitely respected each
were
Plies
for
the
Rastas
with
sponse
so far has been positive ticipation from both faculty and
other. They were fast, but they
four
goals
an~
junio..
students. And fans
just didn't have as deep a bench.
come out to wa'tch
Dave Glenn for ROTA
with two goals.
"1"
just like at varsity
The winners have
S
games."
high hopes now as they
°t' ..
t
The soccer and
revel in their newI S
w
basketball games
found fame. currently draw the
"Disneyland? We're
biggest crowds, and
the .Ras....., we're going
-Sharon Olney,
it's inevitable that
toJamaica to celebrate,"
Intramural Coordinator
students stop to
said DeYoe.
watch the excitement
,. _. ~~.•thE7. .two earlyof the frisbee games
spring intramural sports of for all the activities.
in the niiddle of the loop. - .
abilities have
hockey and flag football wrapped
"They're going real well
"It's justa fun abnosphere, and
Wizard of Oz?
up their seasons, the rest of the again," said Sharon Olney, Intra- it's great when you need an hour
in the American
intramurals were just kicking off. mural Coordinator. "This is my out of your room," added Olney.

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
.,

1.

2.
3.
4.

What slick
earned him
Who was
League?
What
the
the
lIow
the

fu
h
t Just a n atmosp ere, and
h
d
grea
en you nee an
hour out of your room. "

5.
6.

7.

JJftralllllfal Update

8.

9.
10.

What ChliDIE~V
field goal DelrCelota
the next two
Where did court
lege ball?

native topped the NBA in
1980-81 and repeated
Hint: He had a HUGE afro.
Bob Cousy play his col-

TIE BREAKER:
(Closest to answer gets it.)
What is chess master Bobby Fischer's IQ?
Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue of The Whitworthian.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Seth Kunzl narrowly defeats Nicole McGuire by getting the tie
breaker. Seth, you are a true legend.
Answers:
1) James Naismith 2) The Green Bay Packers 3) Muhammad
Ali 4) The Miami Dolphins 5) Mike Marshall 6) The Brooklyn
Dodgers 7) Lou Gehrig 8) zero 9) getting hit by a pitch
10) second base
TIE BREAKER: 23

QJ1estions and answers courtesy of Trlvlal Pursulte.

Compiled by Todd Parsons and the Intramu.... Coordlnato,.

5-on-5 Basketball

Rollerblade Hockey

MONDAY APRIL 7
Hoosier Daddy d. Paculty 54-35
High Scorer: (tie) Scott McQuilken (fI) 12 pis.
(tie) Jeff Reed (HD) 12pls.
B-Ballers d. Phi Siamma Jamma 101-34
High Scorer: Ivan Gustafson (BB) 31 pis.
Scrappers d. Theologians 56-51
High Scorer: (tie) Brian Hultgrenn (f) 20 pts.
(tie) Josh Parbon (SCR) 20 pts.
TUESDAY APRIL 8
Scrappers d. Shoot 'em up 69-46
High Scorer: Jace Jones (SCR) 23 pis.
WEDNESDAY APRIL 9
Phi Slamma Jamma d. Faculty 67-32
High Scorer: Nate HaniBon (PSJ) 18 pis.
Theologians d. Hoosier Daddy 63-61
High Scorer: Brian Hultgrenn (f) 24 pts.
5coV5 d. Na Ali'i ~1
Hj~ Scorer: Seth Jenson (SCO)

Championship Game
Rastas d. ROTA 9-3
High Scorer: Dan "the true Photo Pope"
Plies (Rastas) 4 goals

6 e SPORTS
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Track'takes second in hotne tneet
KENJI MATSUDA

events, taking first in the long tumn Stevick and freshman
jump and triple jump.
, Mandi Larson took second and
Meanwhile, their teammates third places, respectively, in the
Saturday's Northwest Confer- put on a show in the hurdle 400-meter hurdles, while freshence of Independent Colleges events, sweeping the top three man Sarah Fitch placed third in
Quad Meet gave the Whitworth places in both the 110 and 400- the 100.
track and field team their first meter hurdles. Aaron Posey,
Junior Trina Gumm took secchance this season to shine in Marshall Oehi and Eric Swanson ond place in the discus with a
front of the home crowd.
finished the 110 in that order and throw of 127-10, placed third in
They didn't disappoint,
switched places for the 400, fin- the javelin with a 135-foot toss,
The men's and, women's ishing Swanson, Posey then Oehi. and later placed third in the shot
squads both took second place in
Freshman Campbell White, put.
, team scores as a host of indi- running in the 1500-meter race,
Throughout the day'it was a
vidual performances propelJed ~an to make" charge during . battle for second place in the
the Bues on a gorgeous day at the the third lap, but instead fell back team competitions. Linfield ColPine Bowl.
ill. After the race, a visibly ex- lege (Ore.) continued its league
Sophomore Ben Vaday cap- hausted White was helped off the dominance by winning the men's
tured first place in the 100 and side of the track by trainers and team title with 91 points to
200-meter races, and helped an- later diagnosed with dehydra- Whitworth's 66. It was the same
chor the men's 400-meter relay , tion.
story on the women's side as
team to a second place finish.
The hurdles were no hurdle for Linfield triumphed over the Bues
Braden Thomas also won two the women, as sophomore Au- 94 to 48.

Staff writer
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What does Summer- School
have, to offer? What do you need?
• LOW tuition rate - $215/semester credit
• Three-week courses available- DAY OR EVENING.
• Classes start May 27th.
• Register during fall pre-registration April 14th - 18th.
• Many general requirements offered.

~ Check it out.
Whitworth Summer College
Continuing Studies
Lower LindJunan Center
466-3222

,
"

Can Christianity and
com.petition m.esh?-,
I have often wondered if
the Christian faith and
competition can go together, and to what extent. I sit and ta1k with my roommate about the
differences of attitude within sports. The attitude of Evander Holyfield,
professing Christian and WBA Heavyweight Champion who literally
pounds opponents into quivering mounds of pudding, seems to integrate
his career with his Cbrist-centered life, Barry Sanders, who many say is
the greatest running back in the NFL. also claims to be a Christian, and his
attitude and life show that what he talks he walks.
But how do these kind of peopl~ incorporate the love of their sport with
their undying love for God? What is the reason this question even arises?
I think it arises because of a tragic human sin called pride, And we all
know tbat prid~ is an element in competition. But we must understand
that pride has been manipulated to mean an attitude of needmg to be bener
than others. However. when we take a look at life we understand that all
things are selfish, including the desire for salvation.
Yet Paul wrote to the church in Corinth, "Do you not know that those who
run in a race all run, but one receives the prize? Run in such way that you
may oblliin it. And everyone who competes for the prize is teinperate in
all things, Now they do it to obtam a perishable crown, but We for an
imperishable ,crown, Therefore, I run like this: not wi th uncertainty, This
is how I fight: not as one who beats the air. But I discipline my body and
bring it into subjection so when I h~ve preached to others, I myself won't
be disqualified," (I Cor. 9:24-27)
,
It seems that Paul is telling Christians to run the race, fight the good fight,
strive for the better, workout harder and be disciplined in faith. But this
seems to be on a spiritual,plene, and can it be applied to the physical
plane? I think so, because first of all. Paul did not condemn those (runners
and fighters) 'he wrote about, but he did mention they ran for a perishable
crown. We agree that our trophies. m~s and awards will not last forever.
If we look to Romans chapter 14 we clearly see these things to be between
individuals and God. And each person should be convinced in their own
mind what they believe pertaining 10 disputable matters. I think this passage of Scripture also applies to competitive sports. I have fum belief that
each person can compete or not compete, and that each should be convinced in their own mind because it is between them and God.
Competition is not evil in itself, but can be tainted by ,evil or seen as evil.
If competi!;on in itself evil than we must quit many things, including all
activities thankm't din:ctly spread the Gospel. I say this because it seems .that this is anodIer View of sOme Christians: that all things are to directly
glorify God: and the
to glorify God is to spre8d the CiQspel (Matt,
28;18-20), and to be conformed to the likeness of Jesus anist (Rom~
8:29). In tum, extreme theological interpretation is applied.
Some people think we should giv~ all we own away to the poor, conform '
ourselves to Iiye in poverty, solitude and prayer and give all things to God.
relying on no one but Him. But is there a way to ~Iy solely on Cbrist and
stiIJ be able to have fun, compete in sports and plant a garden in the spring?
I think so, and I think Scripture supports this when Paul gives a listing of
spiritual gifts in Romans 12 and I Corinthians 12, The question is if there
is a difference between spiritUal gifts and natural talents. Many interpret
these passages to mean there'are only 15 spiritual gifts. Others interpret
this as Paul giving examples of gifts, but not as an exhaustive list. This
interpretation comes from the fact that the same nuniber of gifts is not
listed, and the gifts listed ~ different in each passage. However. we see
that Paul says the gifts are given for the building up of the church. Here
is our problem. If I interpret these spiritUal gift passages as exhaustive I
will say that the ability to play middle linebacker is BOt a spiritual gift, but
only a talent. However, if I interptet this passage as inexhaustible I will
see my ability to play football as a way to build up the church. But how
does someone build up the church through sports? How does someone
build up the church through singing? How does someone build up the
church by going to the beach on a hot summer afternoon?
,
These things build up the church because when we have been fulfilled by
the Lord we are able to fulfill others (the church). and we are able to live
in the Spirit of Cbrist, with love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness.
geJltleness and self-control. I also think these things build up the church
through the enjoyment they give to spect.aton and participants alike.
Isn't it true that we enjoy watching others being joyful? Isn't it true when
an actress is confident on stage it relaxes us and gives us confidence?
These are good things, and to experience joy is beautiful. To condemn
unsinfu I things that bring a glimpse of heaven to our lives today is heresy.
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with life threatening diseases.
Tickets are $6.50 if purchased in
advance or $8 at the door. The cost
includes three drink tokens, golf,
an auction and live entertainment
provided by Eric Engerbretson,
"Electric-Acoustic Groove Guy"
and "OJ Derrin" spinning songs
from the '80s.
There are many reasons to attend this event. flRaising money
to grant wishes and enjoying good
microbrews has made this event
quite enjoyable too ," said Doug
Raper, executive director of the
Wishing Star Foundation. The
MicroBrew Frenzy is expected to
raise $3,000 and is projected to
grow asthe event becomes an annualone.
The event is on schedule and
advertiSing strategies from A to Z
have been useful to reach the public, according to the GORG special event coordinator. So to
choose your brews, MicroBrew
Frenzy tickets can be purchased
through G&B 5elect-A-5eat or by
calling 325-SEAT.

Brewfest benefits kids with
life-threatening diseases
MELANIE FAIUS

Pizza. Breweries from Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon
include names such as the PortThe MicroBrew Fest on Satur- land Brew Co., Deshcutes Brewday, April 19 will give the public ery, Fun Sail Brewery and
a chance to have fun, taste some Spokane's local Bayou Brewery.
excellent brews and benefit a
"Five people from GORG Enterworthy organization, all at one prises have collaborated to coortime.
dinate this event. MicroBrew
Spokane'S first MicroBrew Frenzy is multi-purposed in the
Frenzy is brewing at the fair- sense that while benefiting the
grounds April 19 from 12 to 10 community, we will promote the
p.m. This day long event wel- increase of the microbrew induscomes the public to sample more try and raise money to enable
than 40 microbrews from the WIShing Star to grant wishes to
Pacific Northwest and enjoy children with diseases," said Guy
gourmet sandwiches from High . Thomas, of GORG Enterprises.
Nooner and pizza from Dave's
The micro-brew event, ~pon-

Stll/! writer

o

~Yateful D~ad
~ftey 2,5.... ~ea~,

sored by 105.7 "The Peak" along
with Dave's Pizza and High
Nooner, will not only be a chance
to become educated on the
brewed products available but
will support the Wishing Star
Foundation.
The Wishing Star Foundation
is a non-profit organization
that grants
wishes
to
children
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NICK BROWNLEE
Staff writer

The transition from such intensity to the
ease of sweet folkish tunes back to sonic exploration foreshadows the realization that
this night is one of the last tour dates for a
The Grateful Dead by far is
while.
the greatest band to have ever
The Grateful Dead IS made up of drumplayed. No doubt about it.
mers Mickey
S 0
Hart
and Bill
crisp
Kreutzmann,
and
keyboardist
masKeith Godchaux,
terful is their newalwith his wife,
bum, it is far better
Dorina, on backthan some of the best
up vocals, the
Grateful Dead bootsteadiness of
legs in circulation.
guitar player
"Dick's Picks Volume
Bob Weir, the
7," as the album is
backbone of the
titled, is a recording
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_ r h yth m secti on
from a Grateful Dead
bassist Phil Lesh
concert at Alexanand the sweet gui tar and voice of Uncle Jerry
dria Place, London in September of 1974.
Garcia.
The Grateful Dead is known for itstimeTogether, the band members give the alless jams and "Dick's Picks Volume 7" does
bum
an intimacy like they are playing in
not differ from the rest. It includes such clastheir
own
backyard; yet they are a thousand
sics as "Tennessee Jed," flPlayin' In the
miles away, recreating that special aura only
Band," "Wharf Rat," ''Truckin,'' "Me and
experienced by a select few in that West
My Uncle," and their signature tune, "Dark
Coast audience in 1974.
Star."
J am not saying everyone should listen to
The three-CD set, more than 21/2 hours
the
Grateful Dead. Honestly, not everyone
in length, reveals the Grateful Dead playwill
like them. But give them a chance and
ing with reckless abandon and urgency; they
come to your own conclusion; "Dick's Picks
cross musical boundaries of which most
Volume 7" may rock your world.
bands never know.

So crisp and masterful is
the new album, it is far
better tluln som.e of the
best Grateful Dead
bootlegs in circulation.

children's dreams come true"
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1611 S. Geiger Blvd.
Spokane, WA 99204

Japanese and Hawaiian
Style Take Out
Plate Lunches.

•••
Daily specials
••
••
509-747-5343
••
•••
dOled Sunday alld MODda"
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Right behind ,Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St. • 468-4386

SAVE $5!
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Buy One Game of Golf at
:
Regular Price,
I
:
L __ ~et 2n~ On!.FREE.!.. ___ .J

*AlSo, GO-CARTS AND BATTING CAGES NOW OPEN
Valid April through June. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
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Chowing down on the leftovers ...

Spokane gets a
taste of Japan

demonstration and seminar in
the Field House, explaning principles of body movement, timing
Senior Ryoko Sakaidani and and form of the kata movements,
other students from Japan are proper breathing, and the actual
brushing off their kimonos and application of the kata movepracticing their origami in prepa- ments.
ration for Japan Week, which beThe seminar will run from
noon to 4 p.m., with Kyu exams
gins Saturday.
Over 12 hours of cultural dem- begining at 5 p.m.
onstrations, featuring a bonodori
• Students from Whitworth
dance, will kick off the week's and Eastern Washington Univercelebrations at the Spokane Tran- sity will join forces to present Japan Day at Northtown Mall April
sit Plaza.
The seven days of celebration 20. Between 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
and education will include din- p.m., students will display tradiner, lectures and cultural dances tional costumes, .origami and
Freshmen lise Braull (left) and Heather JOlles scarf down the last of the pineapple
aimed at recognizing the valu- many other cultural activities and
during illtermisslon of Saturday's .Hawaiian Club Lu'au.
able contribution Japanese tradi- demonstrations.
tions have made in our commu.• "A Taste of Japan" will be
held in the lower Leavitt Dining
nity.
The week's events are a col- Hall April 22. The traditional
laborative effort between Whit- Japanese meal includes karaage
worth College, Eastern Washing- (fried chicken), rice, tonjiru (vegton University and many other etable soup) and shiratarna (fruit
organizations throughout Spo- desert). The cost is $4 and stuPollard Friday in Campus Cen- kane, said Dee Dobler, secretary dent must sign-up in advance to
ILONA NAGY
of international services.
reserve a seat for this event.
terRoom B.
Guest writer
Months of preparation have
The question and answer time
• The April 25 Forum will feawill provide students and faculty been put into re-creating a taste ture the Noh Players, a group of
Speaker, author, current chair- with the opportunity to discuss ofJapan in Spokane. But the goal professionals who will perform a
man and former chief executive business leadership and manage- of the fifth annual Japan Week is traditional dance with masks.
more than just education. Junior Through music and dance they
officer of ServiceMaster C. Will- ment issl!es,
iam Pollard will present themes
The lunch buffet will cost $4, Noriko Asano is hoping Whit- will tell a story. Following their
from his book entitled "The Soul but attendees are welcome to worth students will approachJa- performance will be a video.
pan Week with awillingness to
Elsa Distlehorst, chair of the
of·the Firm" at a banquet spon- bring a sack lunch.
Pollard not only work!> with .ask questions and become more Japan Week committee, said "Jasored by the Whitw9rth Masters
in International Management ServiceMaster, but is also direc- actively involved in international pan Week illustrates our common
tor of Coro Inc., Provident Life issues.
bonds and ·interests." The pro(MIM) program Thursday.
Pollard, the 1997 Fosseen Dis- and .Accident Insurance Com"If people know about Japil- gram is designed to help commutinguished Speaker, will !!peak to pany and Herman MiJle~ 11)c. He nese culture, then maybe they'll nity members appreciate their
over 150 Spokane area business serves on the boards of many understand us better," said differences ilnd recognize all the
leaders in an effort to raise money educational institutions and or- Asano. She said Asians love to things they share in common. For
share, especially their culture, more information about events
for scholarships for the MIM pro- ganiza tions.
gram. The event is supported by
Pollard's book examines the and she is very encouraged by the taking place outside the WhitNeal and Helen Fosseen, Wash- reasons behind ServiceMaster's respon~e Japan Week has re- worth campus, call 466-3291.
ington Water Power Co., the Jour- 25 years of continued growth in ceived in the past.
Whitworth is also taking part
nal of Business and the Daven- revenues and profit. It is available at the Whitworth Bookstore. in the community celebration by
port Hotel.
Those interested in attending hosting several events:
Students and faculty may at• The man who is credited with
tend the banquet at the Daven- the banquet and luncheon should
bringing karate the United States
port Hotel for a special price of call Sao at x3742.
Reservations for the Banquet in 1952 will be returning to Whit$20.
Students are also invited to at- and the student luncheon are due worth April 19. Master Hidetaka
Nishiyama will host a karate
tend an informal luncheon with today.
STEPHANIE LENOX

Staff writer
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Fortner CEO ·to speak
at benefit banquet

Mothers helper/nanny Deeded for summer:
2 children ages 11 to 8, must enjoy children and
have own transportation, non-smoker, hours 8 to 4.
Call Libby Brock at 468-0782 after 4 pm.

Jerusalem
University
College
• Master of ~rts
• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic
study programs
• credits transferable
• Biblical History
• New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Easlem Studies
• Historical Geography

• Hebrew BbIe Translation
• Hebrew language

as close as IJour phone!
1-900-825-1910 ext. 8393
SERV-U call:
(619) 645-8434

,
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SPoRTS

Editorial
Graduation
speakers
selected
See ASWC
Minutes, page 2

Tiger Woods breaks
records, turns golfing
from plaid pants to
"cool" sport

Women IS studies
program enhances
college curriculum
See page 3
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Take adVtlHftl1t tJl S/ltJkaM

See page 6

See page 7
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Bla-ck Student Union revived
where he would like to see the club
go," said Dayna Coleman, assistant
, dean of students and director of StuThe Black Student Union (BSU) was
dent Activities.
reactivated this spring and under the
The club is planning a picnic for facleadership of junior Chris Mastin, the
ulty and club members. Last week it
sponsored a panel
club is working to educate and increase
for fac~lty to hear
diversity of students and faculty.
The club hopes to educate students
dub
members
and faculty about challenges black stushare their experidents face at Whitworth, providing a
ences at. Whitsupport structure for black students
worth.
and increasing the diversity of students
"Pretty much,
and faculty, said Mastin, the club's
they were all dispresident.
turbing stories,"
"He has a very strong vision of
saiq. sophomore
LIaNA T ANNESEN
Staffwnter

club member Cara Mitchell.
She called home every day during
her first two weeks at Whitworth.
Mitchell grew up in Spokane, which
has a small African-American population, but there were always other black
students and black faculty members for
support.
Mitchell feels alone at Whitworth.
"There are no [American] black girls
for me to be family with. It really isolates me," she said.
Next year the BSU plans to welcome
new students with activities and a band
during the first ~eek. The members
,
See BSU , page 8.

Drumming 'to an African-beat.. ~ _.
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Seniors David Collins, Doug Hlub and junior Marte Dungan accompany.lhe Whltwor1h Choir at Forum.

Sneak preview take-s students back
tion only a campus visit can bring.
"Coming to see the campus through
my own eyes gave me something
view books and tapes can't," said attendee Leyna Oshiro from Mililani,
JOY YAMASHITA
Hawaii.
Staff writer
Whitworth students such as
freshman Jenny Magennis hosted
Sneak Preview, a program for visguests and gained a different periting high school juniors, kicked off . spective from the visitors which alApril 13 by opening the campus to
lowed them to look back on their
140 prospective students and 100 of
high school years.
their parents.
'
"It was like seeing how we all
Participants attended classes, lived
were before college. Talking to the
in dorms, scoured the campus and
Sneak Preview people took me back,
ate meals in the dining hall like regua year, and I could remember feellar on-campus students. "The puring their uncertainties about colpose was to get a sense of a Whitlege," said Magennis.
worth student's day," said Dean of
In addition to daily activities, speEnrollment Services Fred Pfursich.
cial events were included in the itinThe two-day event provided high
erary, allowing participants to beschoolers with first-hanq. informacome familiar with the Whitworth

Students host 140 high
school juniors preparing
for college life

population in the time allotted.
Attendee Katie Whipple from Portland, Ore. said the faculty and student panel was the most helpful in
getting the answers she needed.
"The professors were nice and the
students were honest. I will keep
their advice in my mind in preparing for next year," said Whipple.
The program would not be a success if not for the cooperation from
the Whitworth community, said
Pfursich. "Everyone did a great job
of welcoming these visitors to the
campus, and the hospitality was
wonderful," Pfursich said.
Sneak Preview is the last large
group of prospective students touring the campus this academic year.
The other events, Great Escape and
Campus Close-up, occur in November and February, respectively.

2·CAMPUS BEAT
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The GRAPEVINE . .

Waiting for the right one to come along...
...- - - ~"t-.

• Cheap date. Find a tall building, take an elevator to the top
and toss fruit out the penthouse window.
• Top ten Whitworth pet peeves:
10. When people take up more than one parking space.
9. Having to dodge potholes on campus, as well as in town.
8. Having to drive to Idaho for a dance.
7. Not being able to use the gym to play ~Ball.--·
6. Marriott food.
S. Guys with harems of women following them around.
4. Waiting in line for registration.
3. No having mail.
2. Trying to find a place to sit at a Campus Center event.
1. Those salespeople who set up tables in the Campus
Center.
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• Did you know: Baldwin #208 is officially off campus?

Yee

• Hair growth. Hairdressers always tell custpmers theJ:' should
have their hair trimmed every four to six weeks because It makes
hair grow faster. How can_cutting your hair make it grow faster?

bel

J

Stephen BtashearlWllilwOlltuan

Junior Heidi Hultgrenn stands by the coat rack wondering where her date went.

Renowed karate master visits campus
"

,

Handed Fighting" and cofounded the Pan American Karate Union.
Master Hidetaka Nishiyama
"His'ability to organize and
inspireq the Whitworth karate lead groups such as the Japan
program to a new level of excel- Karate Association, the All
lence in his visit to campus on American Karate Federation and
Saturday.
the International Traditional KaHis presence in the Field House rate Association has ensured the
a'ttracted many from the Spokane legacy of tra~itiona,l_ karate will
communi ty and started Japan continue in the United States and
-'\NeekLwith'a bang..... ~'. : .'. '. , . around ~~ world," said U.S. Sen.
rhl'oI.t's,~~ hl~'erka-L;event,"· said _. ,slade. Ggrton (R-Wash.).
Nishiyama's seminar built enRon Porzio, adjunct instructor of
karate. :'Whitworth will have a thusiasm for the Whitworth kareputation for karate."
rate prog~am, said sophomore
Nishiyama is a karate master, Zachary Hedgpeth, president of
author, administrator and pio- the Karate Club. He beliew"es the
neer. He co-founded the Japan seminar committed participants
Karate Association, published to karate.
"Karate: The Art of Empty"Karate is definitely affecting:
RYLAND TANIGUCHI
Staff writer

THE

Whitworth more than ever before," he said.
The Karate Club's 20 to 30
members enjoy a sport that uses
both body and mind. Karate does
not train students how to fight
but rather seeks to make better
people, said Porzio.
"This unlimited seeking becomes a part of ~he overall expansion ofhum!1n abilities," said
Ni~h'yama. "The seeking of karate development hasno nmUs."
Whitworth offers two P.E. karate classes. About IS stud~nts
volunteer for additional training
on Saturdays, said Porzio.
.
"I really encourage people to
try it," said Hedgepeth. "It can't
hurt."
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• Spring fever. "Spring is when ,the young lady's fancies tum to
what the guys have been thinking about all winter," said Associate Professor of Chemistry Don Calbreath during a Core 350 lecture. And that has what to do with science and technology?
The Grapevine is a weekly column 6J The Whdltotthian featumg bits 01 catJ¥)US CCfTIfJdy.
unusual stories and OIlIer light humor. To CIXIIribuIe your stoty. Dr answer the quesbon of !he
week, can OIH 24-hour voic8man at )(, 5083. (Off~, draJ 466-3248, eJd. 6)

ASWC

Minutes

STAFf W1UTERS
Anno Beard, Brian Boyle, Aimee Elliott, Melanie Faris,
Bennett GIbson, ShlIilesh Ghimire, RebtcC/l Jordan,
Rob Leslie, Kmji MlItsrul4, Lynne Miller, Aaron Pagnumo,
Julie Sund, Ryland Tllnoguchi, liDnll Tannesen;
CIImpbeI/ White, Joy ¥amashilll
PHOTOGRAPHERS'
Stephen Brashftir, Seth Kunz/, Carrie Wasser,
Jennifrr Widrig, Christopher Woods
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• Sarah Eells, senior class coordinator, repOrted
that President Bill Robinson will be the speaker
at Commencement May 18, Eells ~d 5.cottSund'
were chosen by a senior class vote April 4 as the
student speakers.
• No applications have been received forl997
initiators for Arend (men or women), WaiTen
(men), or the Village (men). S~dents interested
in applying for these positions should contact
ASWC. Deadline is April 24.
• Sheila Maak (Off-Campus p~sident) presented a motion to
spend $2,000 t~ upgrade ASWC's computer software for bookkeeping. Selby Hansen (Stewart) seconaed, and the motion
passed unanimously ( 0 - 9 ) . .
,
• Andrea Read, Out,ioor Recreation coordinator, requested
$259 to subsidize the cost of a climbing trip to Wild Walls. Alisa,
Tongg (proxy, Warren) move~, Selby Hansen (Stewart) seconded,
anditpa~.
.
• Scott Sund, off-campus ministry coordinator, requ~sted $300
to subsidize the cost of the spring Off-Campus Barbeque, to be
held 3:30-5:30 p.rn. April 27 at Holmberg Park. 'Lora 9rissen
(Baldwin-Jenkins) moved to pass at $300, seconded by Selby
Hansen (Stewart). The motion failed (4-Sr:Voting in favor were
Alison Foster (Ballard), Sheila Maak (Off-Campus), Lora Grissen
(Baldwin-Jenkins), and Alisa Tongg (proxy, Warren),
Following discussion about ways to' charge for the event and
reduce costs, Joanna Grant (Village) moved to. vote on an
amended request of $250, which was seconded by Robin Kolb
(Beyond), and passed (6~3). Voting against the request were
Alison Foster: (Ballard), Sheila Ma;!k (Off-Campus), and Lora
Grissen (Baldwin-Jenkins).
• Springfest will be held May 3 at Riverfront Park. Students
interested in helping with the event are encourage to contact
their dorm president.
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. Sunday 11 a.m.-9 p,m.

d!JTHE HOUSE
• Residence Hall Programs •

Adviser Ginny Whitehouse
,
EDITORIAL BOARD
Jeremy Nelscn (coordi;mtor), Sarah Armstrong, R)lQn HOWIlrd,
, 'HRnno Gqnser, MlIrk Jackson;Christ"1'her Woods

Wednesday,

the

April 21

Mac

April 24

Stewart/Village Spring Spiritual Renewal

April 25 .

Ballard
Arend
Warren
Village

April 26

Arend
Mac/B&B

April 26-27

Baldwin-Jenkins Camping Trip

Most of April Warren

Star Wars Trilogy: & Laser Tag

Bowling Night
Mall Invasion
Campfire in Pirates Cove
Laser Quest
Hiking Trip
;; Broom Hockey

Warren Olympics
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My New Year's Day
- MoeAsai

senior

T

he most significant or zippers. Figuring out how to
events in a country are wind the sash around the waist
rooted in its culture. As and fasten it tight is difficult.
Christmas is one of the most sigThe first meal my family eats
nificant celebrations for Ameri- on New Year's is the traditional
cans, New Year's Day is for the Japanese meal called oshechi, a
Japanese. New Year's Day is a soup containing rice cakes, vegspiritual and sacred day for the etables and spiced Japanese
Japanese. It tells the depths of wine. Our bodies are warmed
Japan's ancient history and cul- after enjoying this food and betture. I would like to share with ter prepared for our journey to
you my family's typical New Kyoto, a city in central Japan. If
Year's Day.
Months before December, I count the days on
the calendar until Christmas Break, excited about
the approaching holiday.
Though I might become
sick or fall into a slump
during the fall, I am upheld by the thought of going back to Japan during
Christmas Break.
Our New Year's Day
_ starts with the temple
bells throughout Japan
ringing 108 times as mid,night approaches and New you go to Kyoto, it is easy to recYear's Eve passes and we ex- ognize why it is called the most
c~e "Happy New Year" greetpopular city, for tourists. It was
iogs.:'':: the capital of Japan for thou"'
Lil~:many Japanese women, I sands of years until the early
wea~~:Jap,iJnese ethnic costume 18oos. More than a thousand
callep. a kimono for this day. It temple:;; and shrines cover the
takes Some months to learn how traditional Japanese part of
,'t6 put it on, as it has no b,~~~f'!> , , toy(.J;I, l,Jut many tall modern

buildings occupy the rest of the
city. Thls combination oftI1e h:aditional and modem attracts not
only me, but all of my family and
draws us to journey there every
year. As soon as we step out of
the car in the parking lot, we are
caught in the flow of a crowd of
people moving toward the
temple to pray for our New
Year's good luck, a custom most
Japanese like to follow:
After our worship, we
take a walk along the river.
The river bank, covered
, with a pink -ca-r}>et ofcllefry
blossom petals, is my favorite place. I never miss this
spot when I go to Kyoto.
The clock's hand in my
heart starts to slow, and
nothing but silence and
peace exist.
JusHike Christmas in
Western countries, New
Year's Day is for the Japanese an important event.
Every time the new year
comes, I appreciate the significance and warmth of being with
my family and of re-recognizing
the beauty of the Japanese culture.
Moe Asai is (l senior cross-cultural
studies rriiljf!1' from Nagoya, !apR". She
will return to !Ilpan this summer after

her grruIU4tion.
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Wonten's studies:
exciting step for
Whitworth College
Sarah

',(

i.-

Arm~trollg
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t
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Women's studies as a discipline has
come of age at Whitworth College, In
spiing semester 1998, Whitworth will
offer a women's studies minor featuring
a vaJ;'iety of classes from a variety of depaI:tments. The addition to the curriculum is viewed by many as a major land- .
mark for the school and one that has
taken much thought .iiid preparation. The classes offered
will not only enhance students' perspectives but will also
add to the sound liberal arts education already established
at Whitworth.
__
The goal of the women's studies minor is to provide ~tu
dents with a perspective no other college offers. It has
been designed to teach the history and literature of women
in a Christian environment. With classes ranging from
Women-in American Fiction to Psychology of Women, the
program will offer a unique perspective for both men_ and
women.
With a strong curriculum such as Whitworth's, it is frustrating that women as a category of analysis have not been
specifically addressed in the past. The majority of the
classes offered at Whitworth focus on male thinkers, male
ideas and surviving in a male-dominated society. Women
have contributed many things and have long awaited due
recognition. The women's studies program will not target
those women and their rolefi in shaping society, but will
help mold women at WhitWorth into such figures.
Some have argued that Whitworth d~not hay~ lheadequate' knawledge'6r'e(fucation to.mitke'sl'MgtifntS'uch
as this successful. It should instead be viewed as a concrete start and one that can be built upon in the future.
While most colleges and universities have similar pro_ grams well established, it is important that Whitworth
",dopt the idea.
Students, as a whole, should eagerly anticipate the arrival and expansion of the women's studies program at
Whitworth College. It is an exciting step for Whitworth
and one that should be taken with eager anticipation.

The Nati9nal College

Maga~lne

U. The National College Magazine wil1 appear as a
supplement to 1,500 issues of this week's Whitworth ian.
ppinions expressed both through the magazine's
editorial and advertising content do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Whitworthian, ASWC or the
college. Comments related to U, The National College
Magazine can be directed to The Whitworthian at 4663248, or email at whitworthian@Whitworth.edu.

Correction: In the April 15 issue of The Whitworthian,
Becki Barrett's name was misspelled due to reporter
error. The Whitworthian regrets this mistake.
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science and technology'S advances, people are still asking:
ward all these years and need to "Where did we come from?,"
get with t;he times; hut I cannot. ''Why are we here?" and "'what
Jesus Christ really is the only way will happen when we die?" J
to God.
ChristiaiUty alone Can ansWer
I refute Ghimire's comment these qliestioris i\Ot only in regard
that Christianity's "emphasis on to a transcendent eternity but also
a single way to a pel50nal God for the here and now. Hinduism
seems outc;lated to a digital soci- claims the world is "maya," an ilety because of the limits it im- lusion we must leave behind to
poses on God." It is just as great' be satisfied. Buddhism claims
an imposition to say God cannot that life is suffering, which we
choose to offer only one way to must transcend to find peace.
salvation. And in. spite of all of Christianity claims that while

Christianity not what Ghimire thinks
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
Shailesh Ghimire's column: ''1he
cult's challenge to the church"
(April 15). Although Christianity's "emphasis on one true
way fails to convince the majority," this does not take away from
its truthfulness. It would be
easier to agree with Ghimire and
the majority and to say there are
many ways to God. I would like
to say Christians have been b,ack-

heaven is our goal, we should not
escape life's struggles and pains,
but embrace them. Jesus modeled this, and he promises to meet
us where we are, -bringing forgiveness, peace and joy in the
midst of our suffering.
The miracle of "Immanuel, God with us," is unique to the
Christian faith. While many religions claim some kind of deity in
human form, none have claimed
that AlmJghty God, out of love
for humanity, became a person
'for the express purpose of meet-

"

t,.,'

ing us on ourIeyel, and wiIlingly
died and rose from the dead to
overcome our inadequacies. And
the Bible is clear that not only is
Jesus the only way to God Oohn
14:6; Acts 4:12), but that to disagree is to reject God completely
Oohn 5:23; I John 2:22-23). Jesus
does not call his followers to "cater toward a technologically
savvy and globally aware population," but to preach the truth.
-lim Evans
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Drenched Bucs take two from Pacific·
In the first game, sophomore
Jack Arthaud provided much of
the offensive punch for the Bucs_
Rain held off the Pirate baseball by going 3-5 from the plate with
attack on Saturday, but Sunday a doubl~ and three RBIs.
On the mound, senior Jason
was a different story.
Whitworth gave Pacifi~ back- McDougal racked up a complete
to-back losses in Portland and game pitching seven innings as
upped their record to 9-2 in con- the Bues cruised to a '9-5 victory.
ference play. This puts the Bucs -] He's currently 2-1 in league.
in no less than second place.
In the second ga~e of the
ROB LESLIE
Staff writer

doubleheader, senior catcher
Alex Schuerman broke out of his
hitting slump with a 4-5 performance which included a single,
two doubles, three RBIs, and the
game winning homerun. He finished hitting 5-for-7 for the day.
'l've been pretty relaxed lately/',
said Schuerman, "I guess it was
just one of those days,"
Senior Sam Fleming s~ow,ed

his usual brilliance pitching the Five pitchers contributed, and
complete 10 innings to bring his Flenilng picked up his third win.
league record to a perfect 4-0.
Arthaud had a solo homerun
Sch!Jerman's long ball broke and senior Pat Fischer added a
up the 4-4 tie in the top of the ' three-run shot.
tenth, inning, and Fleming finWhitworth has certainly put
ished off Pacific in the bottom of away the comments about a lack
the tenth to complete the Sunday of off~nse after scoring 22 r1ll1;S in
sweep with
three games
a 5-4 win.
alon~,
The Piknew
"We
al-

"We always
we
r a t ethes , had a good offense. It
r---:::i:~:::~-==:-':=---:"'-----::;;;;;;;;;::------'
~
played
final g a m e .
~
of the series
was Just a, matter 011
yesterday,
time belore
we broke
but results
-}'
LU
, ' , . CH
"
. : '
were not
out"
COMBO
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Buy 1 Lunch Combo, Get
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N. 9820 )NeVlda Ii' 465.879..

Alex Schuerman,

==~~

seniorcatcher

:t~e ~t~~

continued a Whitworth role from prepara tion for a'three-game
Wednesday's victory over, home series this weekend against
, Whibnan College were the Bucs ,the first place Willamet,te,

----------'----FR.EE
,

available
by press

ways,had
knewa
'we
good
offense," said
Schuerman.
"It was just a
matter, 'of
time before
we
broke
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1325 W. bt Ave. ·'7"7-183"

defeated the Mi"'onaries 8·5: Bearotls.

BAGELS

Jerusalem
, University
College '

t;J~y 1 Bage/~ ~.t:1 Free
'

UmiteTo,,'

MuIt pr-..n Q-Po.l. Expn. 5115197.

•

• M(lster of Arts
• graduate or Li~raduate
semester abrOad '
• s~ort-t8rm ~cadeinlc
study programs
.. • credits transferable
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'Full Set
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• NeW Testament Backgrounds
, • MidCJe Eastern' Studies
, • HistoriCal Geography

• HebreW Bible Translation
·Hebrew~
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GRAND OPENING

•••
•
• Tuesday, Ap..il, '22'·
••
•••
••
1611 ~. Geiger Blvd. '
••
Spokane, WA 99204
••
,
••
•• Japanese and Hawaiian
•
••
,Style Take Out
••
Plate~ Lunches.
••
Cnl} for detlllls on grllnd opening
•••
509-147-5343
••
du.ed Sunday and Monday
•
.•...............................

••
••
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Scah, Rock Gardet\

Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let your local
Mail Boxes Etc.lI' Center pack and ship it for you. From com pulers
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc. can
solve your' packing and shipping problems.
If you need packing materials remember Mail Boxes Etc. We have a
large assortment of supplies to fill your needs.
Call or visit us today.
ri----------il
Next to Albertson's at

!$1000FF
!
I
Total Shipment, I

WANDERMERE MALL

N. 12402 Division 5t.

I
I

. 'MAlL BOXES ETC'
IT'S NOT WHAT"WE

UPS
Only One Coupon Per VIsit
Expires May 31~~ _ _

L __
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I
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Comments? Story ideas?
. , Let The Whitworthian know what
you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, or e-mail
whltworthian@eve.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth has little known sports club
Water Polo Club provides aquatic.
sport .that goes beyond swimming

nd
in.

un
1a

BENNElT GIBSON

IUt

Staff writer

~ck

lin

H someone asked if there is any
outlet for starving water polo
players at Whitworth, most students wouldn't be able to tell
them .. But hark, there is such an
outlet: the Whitworth Water Polo
Club.
Nowinitsfourthyear,thecIub,
sponsored by ASWC, has be«m
relatively quie~ on campus.
However, it still has 15 to 20 faithful members.
Senior Lea Stenerson, president
and third-year ~ember of the
.club,- said the club is offered to
students who played the game in
high sChool and at other colleges
i'nd want to continue playing at
Whitwoi1,h. She said studenJs
who have not played before are
more than welcome to join.
. "It's an ~mazirigly fun spOrt,'"
.she said.
. Even though water polo is not·
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an official sport sponsored by the
Athletic deparbnent, the Bucs do
participate in competition with
other schools. Pacific Lutheran
University, the University of Oregon, Oregon State and.Linfield
College participate in periodic
competitions against one another
in tournaments.
Stenerson said the main ob. stacie holding tlrte c1u~ back is
funding because tlrte teams can
only travel when there are suffici~nt dollars to support their
travel. Despite this hurdle, there
is enough competition to keep
tlrte club exciting and competitive.
Stenerson said water polo is
in~ at times but a lot of fun.
. The dub meets regularly Jhree
times a week, and mos~ practices
consist of drills, 'skill work and
scrirrunages.
.'
Asked about why some students are unaware of the club's
existence, St~merson explained

Water Polo Club members competing In the Whitworth

Aqua~

pool.

on campus that I didn't lmow
about," she said.
This weekend, the Bucs will be

that tIrtis is because she has done
few promotions or large banners .
"Frankly, there are some clubs

hosting'~ toU:r~arrient on Saturday and Sunday in the Aquatics
Center.
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What position duWt"';Wlrre play when he won
the 1971
title with a .363
average? '
Who was
able

JntraJIIllfa'· Update

.Wh~N~~r~"~~t~~.~:T~~tE~d

Complied by Todd Parsona and the Intramural Coordinators

I

5-on-5 Basketball
4..

~.
Dale 'The Pro!" Soden
.Josh ParOOD

5.

--1

6.

..

scovs
B·BaDen
Theologians

Eric Rodm
Jace Jones
lim Scott
Alan Scanlield

8.

9.
10.

in ret)()uooillg
a game? .
Who's won
golf tour? Hint:
. daughter.
Who coached the
loss mark during
Current Charlotte

B·Ballers
Hoosier Dnddy

. Scrappers
SCOVS
Scrappers

~.

I.) Scon

5.0

21.0 ppg
21.0 '
20.6

2.) B.B.lien
3.)~
4.) Phi Slamma J8JIU1II

4·J
4·2

18.0
17.1
17.0
17.0
16.2
15.2

S ) TheologilU1$

3·2
3·3

6.) Na Ali'j

2·3

7.) Hoosier Daddy .
. 8.) Shoot 'em Up
9.) Faculty

14
I·~

()'S

IS.I

This Week's Results

on the women's pro
be George Whitworth's
Celtics to a 27-41 won79 NBA season? Hint:
s head coach.

TIE BREAKER: /'
(Closest to answer gets it.)
_How many games in a row did UCLA hoopsters win start.
ing on January 30, 1971?

••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Faculty
Scrappers

~Je~.

IvlUl Gustafson

7.

au

URon Goolon

Bri... Hultgrenn

t.

•••
••

Overall Standings (as of 4·2()'97)

Individual Scoring Leaders

Prize is a free can of Mountain Dew and your name in the
next issue of The Whitworthian.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Cjlmpus Center
Last Week's Results .
Winner:
"Big AI" Schuerman got five answers right to go with his five hits
on Sunday against Pacific University. I see ya Big.
Answers:
1) Ozzie Smith 2) Larry Doby 3) The New York Mets and the
New York Yankees 4) zero 5) Satchel Paige 6) Steve Carlton
7) Rocky Marciano 8) O.J. Simpson 9) Artis Gilmore 10) Holy
Cross
Tie Breaker: 187

Ql.\estions and answers courtesy of Trivtal PursultO.

TUESDAY APRIL 15
d. Shool 'em Up 114·39
High Scorer: Selh Jensen (SCD) 34 pU.
WEDNESDAY APRIL 16
NaAlj'j d. Faculty (forfeit)
Shoot 'em Up d. Hoosier Daddy (forfeit)
Theologi8115 d. Phi Siamma Jamma 64-49
High Scorer: Brian Nislitll (T) 14 pes.
THURSDAY APRIL 17
ScoYS d. Theologians 70-Ml
High Scorers: Rio TIuet: Stars (SCD) 16 pts.
SUNDAY APRIL 20 .
Scrappers d, Faculty 68-62
High Scorer: Dale Soden (F) 21 pts.
ScOY5 d. Hoosier Daddy 78·55
High SCorer: Seih Jensen (SCD) 22 pU.
B-BIllIers d. TheoIogillll 78-49
High Scorer: Ivan GusW50II 16 pU,
Na AIi'i d. Shoot 'em Up (forfeit)
StOYS

Spring Indoor Co-ed Soccer
Overall Standings (as of 4-20·97)
I.) No J>uedo Escucharte
2.) NorthsideTuna
3.) The Boys &. Girls Club
4.) Socceroos . .

FNXRUCBK3-9

6.) Gumsaba
1&.1

7.) The Peabody Express

5·()'1
4·1-1
5·2
4·2
4-2
1·5
I~

0-7

Doctors recommend people with leg cramps ~ the'muscle

II

few ~inute. and gradually force It to function. Peralatent- or frequent
leg cramps should be brought to the attention of • physician.

J.

. li;ilili
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Golf: Thanks to Tiger, it's not
just your grandfather's game
cooped up and overworked. Golf
College Press Service
lets you relax and take your mind
off school," said JMU junior Seth
It's not your grandfather's Burton.
Interest in golf has been buildgame anymore. The college
crowd has found a new fairway . ing for some years, but increased
:;ubstantially
this
year,
of fun: the golf course.
Once shunned as a slow game Rodenhaver said, largely due to
of old geezers in funky plaid Woods' presence on the PGA
pants, golf has become one of the Tour. "Colhottest leisure activities of college
students.
"Before golf was frowned upon
as a sissy sport," said Jason
Rodenhaver, assistant coach of
the golf team at the University of
Maryland. "Now it's really hot."
Indeed. With a boost from 21year-old golf sensation Tiger
Woods and othercelebtities such
as Hootie and the Blowfish,
young people are now the fastest
growing segment of golf players
in the United States. According
to the National Golf Foundation,
the number of 15- to 30-year-old
golfers grew 17 perc;ent from
1994 to 1995. Across all age
groups, participation increased •
only about 2 percent.
-,
For proof of the phenomenon,
look no further than college
campuses: It SeemS the thing -,.........to do 'is go to the [driving]
range," said Jen Nowitzky! a
James oMadison UniverSity senior. A~er class, you grab some lege people finally have an idol
dubs~ a few friends and head on
they can identify with. He's
ut," s'!.e,~~'1.: '" , ..; ,', .;, .' . ~~e, golf cool," he said.
- For some, the course lstlie ulLAnd Woods' legendary status
timate playground; for others, promises to only grow. With a 72teeing off is a way to relieve hole score of I8-under-par 270,
stress, "Our generation feels Woods not only won the Masters

Tournament April 14 by a record
12 strokes, but he also shaHered
the Masters' record of 271 that
Jack Nicklaus and Raymond
Floyd have shared. He became
the youngest player ever to win
the Masters and the first AfricanAmerican to do so.
On t~e eve of his Masters victory in Augusta, Ga., Woods himself said he realized what an impact his win could have on the
game of golf. "It's going to open
up a lot of doors," he told reporters. "On this stage and this kind
of media, I think it's going to do
a lot for the game as far as minority golf is concerned."
For Woods, golf is more than a
job or a game, it's an addiction.
"It's like a drug," he recently told
Newsweek. "If! don't have it 111
go crazy. It's gone beyond love
and hate. I got to keep playing."
Woods is not the only figure
encouraging the trend. Three
years ago the video cable channel VH-l started the annual Fairway to Heaven golf tournament
in Las Vegas.'
Hollywood also boosted golf's
with the release of "rm
and "Happy Gilmore" last

MAGGIE WELTER
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Whitworth in the summer? What y/
great 'idea!
•
•

MANY GENERAL
REQUIREMENTS
OFFERED.

For more information contact
Continuing Studies
Lower Lindaman Center
~
466-3222
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DIary

Tiger Woods won more
than a golf tournament

Tiger Woods
did 'many things
atth4;year'sMas- '
ters Tournament that had never been done before. At
age 21, he became the youngest player ever to win the
tournament. His 18-under par perfonnance left him with '
a record score of 270 over 72 holes. He dominated the
field like no one ever has,-setting yet another record with
his 12-stroke lead over the nearest competitor at the close
of golf's most prestigious qmmpionship.
Woods came into the tournament as a favorite,' but
nothing in the game of golf is ever guaranteed. He shot
a disappoiI:tting 4-over-par 40 in the first round on the
fiq;t day, leaving some wondering if he ,was up to the
challenge and the-pressure. From tha~ moment on, he
made his answer very <:lear.
, His drives, averaging well over 350 yards, ate up the
fairWay like a high;powered lawnmower, taking apart
the well-respected Augusta National Course and leav-_
ing the others far behind. It was ov_er long before his
s~er.
march down_ the back nine on Sunday to seal ~ deal.
The merchandise industry
Woods could well have been playing in his oWn,l;>a~k
also is hip to this trend. Nike
yard. He put an unpreced~nted di&tance between rumwooed Woods into a $40 million
self and some of th~ ,best golfe:r.> in ,the world, not only
contract t~ sport its g9J! fOQtwear
in his score but also in his show- of class, maturity and
and youth".oJ'i~Jlted appar~_I.
patien~.,
,
-,
Nike also is working with wo&is
, Even in light of his many incredible accomplishments
to develop his own bolder and - this year, Woods did something greater, something that
hipper clothing line and his own
matters so' much more and will last longer than any
logo, due to hit stores in 1998.
record or win: Woods is black.
, I-Jis accomplishment, as the first minority golfer to ever
win the Masters or any 'of golf's' four major championship~, is helping to ~t a precedent that will overcome
_the conscious as' well as unconscious prejudices and bi~\
~--.
.,/
ases that have plagued the game of golf since its very
..........
.,/----.
- beginning.
.
,"
---.:.
W90ds walked off the greens and into-history, blazing
a trail that will burn the hate and stupidity of the past
and make ~t easier for others to follow in his footsteps as
time goes on.
Many hav~ compared him to Jackie Robinson, who's _
'battle to playas a black man in baseball is now being
celebrated 50 years after he liberated America's favorite'
pastime.
.
There is potential for the same kind of impact in
America's growing pastime of golf. Once an almost exclusively rich white game, barriers are being broken that
will never have to be fought again as golf falls before the
swinging
sword of equality.
''
LOW tuition rate -- $215/semester credit.
Many may doubt the impact that his accomplishments
will or could have; But can you say that this is just anThree-week courses available -other game, and that the color of his skin doesn't matDAY OR EVENING.
ter? It does. Cultural revolutions have burst into flames
with less of a spark than this.
'Woods, on national television and backed by the,larg- .
Classes start May 27th.
est sportswear company in the world, consciolc1Sly took.
on the past and grabbed ahold of the future. -Be overcame all the pressures and expectations and didn't give
in to all the excuses he easily could have offered. Despite the appearance of a lopsided victory, this was not
an easy thing for Wopds to do.
'
As Woods walked up the hill to the 18th green to finish his historic win, he was not thinking o(the hundreds
of thousands of dollars this was makillg him, or all the
publicity he was receiving. He was saying a prayer of
thanks tor the African-American golfers before him like Charlie Sifford, Teddy Rhodes and Lee Elde.rs, the first
black man to play in the Masters.
'
After the final shot, Woods' hugged his dad, Earl, so
hard and for so long that many in the crowd were moved
to tears with him. This meant more than anything to
TIger. Even when the victory was evident partway into
, the tournament, he never slowed and he never let up or
conceded one inch.
TIger Woods was truly driven, not just by the joy of
competition or winning or money, but by destiny.
j

•
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Spring is in the Air
Staff writer explores Spokane's outdoor activities
MELANIE FARIS

Staffwriter
Are you tired of the darkness
we've witnessed throughout
winter? Ready to expand your
horizons? I wanted to search out
spring time activiti~ in Spokane
so I turned to my junior and senior friends for their thoughts.
One of my roommates, senior
Megan McEwen, was excited
about hiking at Bowl & Pitcher
at Riverside State Park. You can
"get a jump on your exercise kick
for the summer," said McEwen.
Cycling the Centennial Trail is
always nic~ this time of year.
And if you want additional outdoor adventure, senior Alan
Stanfield sugge:>ts cli,mbing the
rocks at Tum Tum or canoeing
down the Little Spokane River.
Sports lovers will find attractions to suit their tastes as well.
A t the fairgrounds, baseball season has started with the Spokane
Indians. And what is spring
without baseball?

"This season symbolizes baseball to me. This is a time to be
outside," said junior Christian
Gunter.
If you like to revel in the arts,
check out Andrew Beechmans' Art
By Yourself. They provide prepared ceramics you can decorate
and they give you the opportunity
to learn how to make pottery.

"This is a time
to be outside."
-'Christian GWlter,
senior

BRIAN BOYLE

StRjfwriter
young cast, "Inventing the Abbotts" risked
It's the summer of 1957 in Haley, Illinois,
the possibility of being just another teen.
and another tent is going up on the tennis
movie.
Instead, O'Conner does a master.
courts of the Abbott estate. The air is warm,
ful job of creating stories and characters
life is simple and America is about to dive
that are involving and genuine all at once.
headlong into the revolution of the sixties.
The solid script is due in heavy part to its
The scene is set for what 'wiH be the most
being based on a short story by Sue Miller.
troubling and rewarding years of Doug and·
The performances in "Inventing the
Jacey Holt's lives.
Abbotts" were surprising. After a long hia"Inventing the Abbotts" isn't about the
tus away from film, Joaquin Phoenix delivHolt boys or the Abbott girls. It's about
ers a fine perforcoming of age in a time
mance which is only
when the rules are
slightly
less convincchanging and the buring than his rQle opden of the past is inesposite
Nicole
capable. On the surKidman in "To Die
face, the film is about
For," Liv Tyler also
Jacey Holt (Billy
- does a wonderful job
Crudup), his brother
portraying the one
Doug (Joaquin PhoeAb
bott w ho "gets off
nix,) and their relationthe hook." At some
ship with the daugh- .
moments she is a bit
ters of Lloyd Abbot.
too pouty, but overlacey wants what the'
-all her perfprmance
Abbotts have and Liv Tyler and Joaquin Phoenix star In
is solid and believthinks Eleanor Abbott the drama MlnvenUng the Abbotts. M
able.
ijennifer Connelly) is
If you decide to go see "Inventing the
his ticket to success. Doug could care less
Abbotts," pay parti~ular attention to the un- ._
about the Abbotts as an institution but is
derlying motivations and differences in the
genuinely intereste-d in the youngest
characters. At times it is not at all clear
daughter, Pam Abbott (Liv Tyler),
.
w~t is making people behave the way they
The film tracks the Holts and the Abbotts
are.
Therein lies the strength of this film.
from 1957 to 1960. Over time, the boys fall
No single character is black or white or has
in and out of favor with the Abbotts and a
one specific goal. Whether it's power or
secret connection between the two families
money or love, everybody wants something
is revealed. Eventually, both Holts end up
in this film. "Inventing the Abbotts" is not
at the University of Pennsylvania where,
simply about of family of boys and a fam'- '
once again, they cross paths with the
ily of girls. It's about attempting to realize
Abbotts.
who you are instead of who you want to
Pat O'Conner directs what could have
be.
been the "hot film" of 1997. With its fresh,

II

And while you are hanging
around downtown, toss out the
idea of cheap top ramen and experience some of Spokane's nice
and affordable restaurants.
~izuna, a vegetarian cuisine
restaurant located on Howard
Street, is among the favorite restaurants around, according to my

$1.00 OFF

Movie

Review

friends. If you are planning on
attending a musical or theater
event, show your ticket and receive a complimentary appetizer.
"A spring tradition is taking a
trip to the Milk Bottle Restaurant
on Garland," said junior Tara
Bonelli, another of my roommates. "The owners are truly
welcoming and they can brew a
fast milk shake."
Getting the most for your
money is possible at food stops
downtown. Daves Pizza, Big
Mamu, and the local North Side
Fitzbillies are· all delectable options.
And if simplicity is truly up
your alley, Commellini's Restaurant by the Little Spokane River
\¥i1l completely surprise you,"
said senior Nathan Engkjer.
Activities are still to be discovered but in the meantime take
advantage of spring- time vitality, And hey, ask your own
friends for suggestions. Spokane
is full of things to do on these
sunny spring days.

*Mustshpw
Whitworth 10
Card at time of
ordering to
receive discount,
Valid anytime.

,

ootlong

Sandwich .

F
(1211)
wb'eiipiJrchased with medium {lri'fiFif" !,'

50¢ OFF6" Sandwich
when purchased with medium drink"

Q/feriQOd at /be follollJipW Subum' locqtions:
Nortbpointe (N. 9502 NellJ/JOrl HUI)'.) • Five Mile cw. 1902 Francis Ave)
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New computer lab policies
prevent non-student usage
LYNNE MILLER

J
I

,

Staff writer

ID, Ob'bayi said that since the lab
assistants know a large portion of the

on the compute~ but a good effort,"
saidjuniorJeffPowersregardingthe

A new computer lab policy- was
implemented before Spring Break to
deal with problems of non-students
using the labs,
The new policy requires lab users
to bring their student ID cards and
place them in lhesmall plastic holder
located on top of the computer monitors.
In addition to preventing non-students from using the lab, the policy
was also implemented to prevent
students from logging on for others.
'~ idea is to put the card in the
slot so we know that you're a Whitworth student," said junior CylaS
EngeJand, computer lab assistant
Although the new. J>?Hcy may
appear to be a good idea, lab assistantjunior Kevin Ob'l?ayi has found
enfoocement difficult
.
"Some students forget their 10,"
he said.
In ad~tion'
to lab ~ forgetting
- .
-

lab users, enforcement can become
awkward.
Obbayi,has foWld that with en-

policy,
As a result of the trouble that this

~

~

new policy causes students,
EngeJand thinks it is unnecessary.
fromstudenlswhoareusingthelab "It's inconvenient for students,
regularly.
mostly. A lot ofstudents forget their
,"Tome, it's justa little plastic thing , cards," said EngeJand.

forcement comes some resentment
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~Service
.comes 10 HiCO Village
Roll into HiCo Village North this weekend and get acquainted with the new Farmers & Merchants
Express Banking service! Take a look into our new Student Account - no monthly service charge,
no account fees, ATM charges or debit card fees. And with our ScoreCard Program, you'll earn
points toward free travel awards and

gifts~very

time you use your F&M Visa or MasterCardl

Sign up to win an item from the ScoreCard Catalog (no purchase necessary). You can also get
a lube and an oil change for just $19.06 this weekend. Irs the place to be!

'oln the ....k with staying power.
O/veA 0Ift

From 711e Hnrt

Donate Plasma
AtNABI

You c.an help YIII!
IivK iIOO earn liD to
$17D casn
month.
you 1st
WI.

328.9624
M"""'tnru Frldav
.... .... , .............

Since 1906

FARMERS
& MERCHANTS BANK
Jir :E.

receive 525 on '/OIIf

1219 N. "'.,..... ,

MlmberFOM:

Tne

'.
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ouaItY source

HiCO Village Northpointe • 10606 N. Newport Highway • 921-BANK

ARTS & enTeRTAln!\enT
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"A-Y'~~niv and Old
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Residence Life
offers seniors
room rebate

Japanese troupe shares Noh dance
JOY YAMASHITA

Slaffwnter

JULIESUND

Staff writer
Just last year, students were offered $500 to move
off campus. Now, Residence Life is offering seniors
a $750 rebate if they live on campus next year.
This decision came about as a result of a growing trend of fewer upperclass students choosing to
live on campus.
"We have wanted to encourage seniors to live on
campus as much as possible because we value the
leadership, experience and maturity they bring to
the community," said Kathy Storm, vice president
for Student Life.
Residence Life recognized increasing tuition and
living costs have forced many students to move off
campus. ''We recognize that seniors have invested
a lot of money in their education by the time they
reach their last year of college, and we want to make
their time here more affordable," said Storm.
No fees or payments for
other students will be increased by the rebate.
To be eligible for the money, a student needs to
have completed 92 credits at the beginning of fall
1997, live on campus for both fall and spring next
school year, and have participated in the housing
lottery last Thursday. One of the Village buildings,
Hobjob, was reserved for upperclassmen, giving
priority to those who will be seniors.
A letter was sent to all students who would be
eligible for the rebate on April 14, by Dick Mandeville, assoCiate dean of students and director of
Residence Life. "The decision had been discussed
as a possibility late last fall," said Mandeville. "It
was finalized by the Cabinet shortly before I sent
the letter out to students."
Mandeville said he is not aware of any incidents
in the past when the college has offered money to
upperclassmen as an incentive to stay on campus.

Carrie WasserN/hitwOl1"h1an

The Toselkai Troupe hailing from Osaka, Japan perfonned
Noh dance at Friday's Forum. The dancing uses stylized
movements, unique vocalization and elaborate costumes
to symbolize the Buddhist view of existence.

Hailing from Osaka, Japan, 11 performers
from the Toseikai Troupe introduced the Whitworth community to the oldest form of professional theater, Noh dance at last Friday's
Japan Week Forum.
"It is a great honor for Whitworth to host
such a rare event in America," said Terry
McGonigal, dean of the chapel and associate
professor of Religion.
Noh dance originated in the 14th century
in Japan, reflecting an essentially Buddhist
view of existence, said Michlko Takaoka, director of the Japanese Cultural Center in Spokane. "Noh dance is a combination of highly
stylized movements, unique vocalization,
elaborate costumes and masks, native instruments and above all, symbolism."
The formally-dressed performers are a
dedicated assortment, with the oldest in the
group being B4 years old. Years of training
are worth the satisfaction of performing, said
mask maker Yoshiko Ueyama, who has studied Noh Theater for 30 years.
Forum consisted of three parts. It started
with an introduction by Takaoka following by
video of two Noh performances in Japan. Instruments seen in the video were not present
in Forum because the delicate instruments are
not acclimated to the dry Spokane weather.
The second section was a demonstration of
basic forms of performance by master Isao
Kiyohara, who has studied Noh dance for
more than 50 years. Executing gestures that
signify emotions such as happy, sad and bashful, Takaoka said, "It's international/"
The way a dancer walks takes years of training. "Heels never leave the floor, and they
walk silently, like a ninja or spy," said Takaoka.
See Noh dance, page 2.

Springfest 97: Celebrating spring with Spokane
ANNA BEARD

Staff writer
Each year Whitworth shares its
talents and goodwill with Spokane at the Springfest celebration
and charity drive. This year, the
day-long event is scheduled for
Saturday, May 3, at Riverfront
Park. It will feature a variety of
live entertainment, games, booths,
and the traditional Mr. Whitworth
pageant, with proceeds benefiting
the nonprofit organization Hospice of Spokane.
Springfest has been an annual
event at Whitworth since the
1980s. An outdoor carnival setting, the main goals of the festiva I
are to promote community and
bring Whitworth students to-

gether for a year-end celebration.
"Springfest is intended to build
community between the students
and the greater Spokane Community," said junior Alisa Tongg,
ASWC spirit coordinator.
Dayna Coleman, assistant dean
of students and director of Student
Activities, said that for the past
few years ASWC has chosen a
charity to which all Springfestpmceeds are donated. This year's
charity is Hospice of Spokane, a
nonprofit organization which provides support services to the terminally iII and their families.
Some changes to Springfest
have been made this year in order
to cut costs and raise more money
than in previous years, said senior
Moses Pulei, ASWC president.

Most of the money raised will
come from the sale of raffle tickets, booths sponsored by dorms
and Whitworth clubs and a
change drive organized by dorm
presidents. Prizes have been donated by local businesses and include a Mountain Trek 800 ali-terrain bicycle, $50 cash and several
area gift certificates.
'Td like to see us raise at least
$2,000 from Springfest," said
Pulei. He added student involvement and attendance are crucia I to
meet this goal.
Senior lim Hornor, ASWC activities coordinator, said he is excited about the music line-up for
the day. Headlining is Michael
Powers, a professional blues guitarist from Seattle. ':Powers is a

fantastic guitarist and an incred- jenkin's dunk tank, and the mock
beauty pageant to crown. Mr.
ible musician," said Hornor.
Other scheduled acts include Whitworth
the Whitworth
Jazz Band, student band Buttermilk 5 and
Schedule of
accordion
player Patricia
/
~
Events
Bartell playing
polka tunes
11:00 a.m.
Love Guys
while Dick and
11:30 a.m.
Pahicia Bartell and the
Judy MandevMandevilles
12:15 p.m.
Jeremy Williams, storyteller
ille give polka
Cakewalk
lessons.
12:30 p.m.
BuHermilk5
o the r
Balloon Stomp
planned activiMr. Whitworth Pageant
1:30 p.m.
ties include an
Egg Drop
all-day volleyMichael Powers
2:00 p.m.
ball
court,
3:30 p.m.
Whitworth Jazz Band
Relay
Baldwin-
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Waiting for a change...

Noh dance
Continued from page 1.

The third segment included
excerpts from four Noh plays.
The principal actor danced
while a chorus of three men
sang the words in a solemn
chant.
The artists transformed into
moving sculptures telling important stories of Japanese culture.
For example, the second excerpt, Takasago, or Dance For
Harvest, with principal actress
Takako Tsujimura, is widely
performed at w~ddings with
wishes of happiness and long
life for the couple.
Japan Week was created by
Elsa Distelhorst, chair of the Japan Week Committee and exeC4tive director of the
Lindaman Center.
"Japan Week is a celebration,
and a way to increase awareCoach Rod Taylor and Sophomore Jason TI'IICy
ness of the Japanese culture
waft for relief from the buUpen.
amongst the Spokane commu....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....... _ nity," she said.

NorthW"est poet to visit catnpus~
tionships, children, being a
"Once I started reading her, I
woman, and her love for horses, couldn't stop until I had read aU
Sta/fwnter
said Marty Erb, assistant profes- of her poems/' said junior
Northwest poet Tess Gallagher sor of English. "I think that she Chelsea Johnson.
,
will read her poetry as the 1997 will be appealing, partly because
GaUagher has won numerous
Redmond Readings poet.
she will touch on human experi- awards in poetry, fiction and
The reading will be 8 p.m. next _ences that we can all. identify . teaching.
She received
Saturday in the Campus Center, with," said Erb.
Guggenheim Fellowship in p0Raymond Carver, Gallagher's etry and the Chancellor's Aw~
followed by a reception, book
Sales and signings.
husband an~ a famous contem- for Teaching at Syracuse Univer"The joy of 11 Serie17 of r;eadings 'por:ary wri_te~, 4ied in 1988.' One sity.
,
like this is-tlU.t
hav~ so many of ·her 'mOst recent bOOkS, ~!P6r
Her book of short'stories, "At
Significant poets who' are 'in t1ie - table KiSses:' demonstrateS -her the OWl Saloon," will be out by
Northwest or from the North- grief over the loss. "You will al- n~xt September.
west," said Laurie Lamon, assis- ways be expected by my kisses.
The Redmond Readings series
tant professor of English and a Lie down. Let the nose of my tries to bring authors like
poet herself.
blue pony brush your neck," G"Uagher to camp1,lS to encourGallagher's poetry talks about wrote Gallagher in "Elegy with a age poetry and prose writing at
ordinary subjects such as rela- Blue Pony."
Whitworth and in the region.
LlONA TANNESEN

a

we

The GRAPEVINE· . .
• Cheap date. Go to Safeway and sample all the new Chinese
food and then leave ... fuU.

• Star women. Went to see the rereleased "Star Wars." All they
did was add some funky-looking dinosaurs. Did anyone else
notice that the aunt and Princess Leia are the only women in the
movie? Unless you are counting those nasty alien chicks. The
future looks like a scary place.
• Black box. If the black box in a plane is supposedly indestructible, why don't they make the whole freaking plane a black box?
• Radioactive recycling. The environmental club on campus
was forced to make their recycling bins attractive before they
were placed around campus. They tried their best, but those
things look like they were made to store nuclear waste. That
green soria glows. It's almost as bad as the nasty green clothes
the mall is pushing.
• Opening act. Rage Against the Machine opened this weekend for U2's world tour. Urn, hi, can we say contrast? That's like
Marilyn Manson opening for Amy Grant.
• Potato warning. Why do they have billboards around town
about Washington potatoes~ How are they diHerent hom Idaho
potatoes? Why should we care?
• Top Ten Annoying Things Engaged Coup~ do:

10. Talk-baby talk.
9. Argue about who loves whom the most,
8. Show off or look at their rings all the time.
7. Try to finish each others' sentences,
6. Tell each other where and how to drive,
5. Talk on the phone nonstop.
4. Make up stupid nicknames for each other.
3. Take foreveito make simplistic decisions.
2. 1;'otally ignore all their friends.
.
1. Co~t down to the~ wedding day.
• Sterile engagemenL For all those of you sick of P.D.A., Check

p~t Sunday's Spokesman-Re"iew. Afeature article suggests"no

physical aff~on or alone ~ until a couple is married. No
w<?Rder engagements don'~ last very long.
.
• Give it up. To all th~ losers trying to be alternative by bleaching their hair blonde, please stop. If God has blessed you withdark hair, don't be tweaking with it. When more than 20 people
do it, it ceases to be alte~tive.
• Name the caf~. ]he cafe in the CampUs Center does not have
a name. Let's name'it. $ophom()re-Bill Ramey suggested ''The
Butt Palace.!' I really think we can do better than that. Or can
we?
.
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ASWC

Minutes

-Wf!dnesday,
April 23

• Ann Koepsill of Hospice of Spokane explained the work ~f
Hospice to the assembly. Funds raised from Springfest activities will benefit the organization.
.
• Christian Gunter, KWRS general manager, requested $1,057
from the capital'(long-term) account to purchase a computer for
the station to run its booth management system. The request
was moved by Selby Hansen (Stewart), seconded by Christian
Gunter (proxy, Off-Campus), and passed.

Adviser Ginny Whitehouse
EDITORIAL BOARD

J"""Y Nelson (coordilUltlJr), S41rah Annstnmg, R~n IIouIQrd,
Han"" Ganser, MRrk ]Rcksorr, Christi1phu Woods

STAFF WRITERS
An"" Balrd, Brim! Boyle, Aim« Elliott, Mehmk Fllris,
Benn.eft Gibson, Shtzilesh Ghimirr:, JVbecCll JordDn,
Rob Ltsllt, Kenjl MRtsuda, Lynne MUin', ARron PlIgnilmO,
Julie SUM, Ryhmd TlllUlgvc/U, litm4 Tannestn,
Crmrpbell White, Joy Yllmashitp

,

?

;

~. -

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Stephen Bnuhttn; Seth Kunzl, Omit Wasser,
Jennijtr WUIrig, Christopher Woods

• Stephen Brashear requested $300 to fund an exhibit featur- _
ing photographs taken by participants of the South Africa Study
Tour. A motio~ was presented by Lora Grissen (Baldwin.Jenkins), seconded by Selby Hansen (Stewart), and failed.
• Off~mpus ASWC Assembly representatives will be elected
soon. If you are interested in this paid position, contact ASWC.
• ~Naked to the World" will be shown Friday in the Campus
Center.
• KWRS announced that hiring for 1997-98 positions is complete. Christian Tobias will be general manager, Jake Benson
will be public affairs manager, and Brian Boyle Was hired as music director. Dayn Wilberding will return as production manager.
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A reflection on
the past four years

e

- Shailesh Ghimire

senior

T

,
t

1-

hinking back on the past
four years atWhitworth,
some infuriating events
come to mind. I remember sit-ting in the Baldwin-Jenkins
lounge and being told I was going to hell. Then I remember
people arguing that racism was
a thing of the past which did not
exist anymore. I could not believe hearing people speak ofthe
Tao as an unfuIfilling- endeavor.
My personal readings of
the Tao revealed it was not
the Tao that was incomplete, as Christians
claimed, but their understanding of it ,Of course
there were those moments
of laughter when the
ethnocentrics told me
once upon a time Rome
ruled the world and Columbus
discovered
An:terica. _As the years
went by, a sudden and
-shocking realization
struc;:k me: people believed these ideas as facts.
_This prompted me to write a
colmon and shed a diHerent light
on these misconceptions. I soon
discovered some did not want to
hear whit I l:iad to ~y. -The level
of arrogance was overwhelming
and at times I felt like leaving
Whitworth. It was becoming too
much of a struggle to hold a minority view in a largely fundamentalist community. Some students made it known that 'they
did not want me around. "Well
if you don't agree with us, why
are -you here?" they asked. A
vivid moment that comes to
mind is one that involved a Chris-

tian wh06e_ friends had asked her
why she bothered to associate
with a person who held "unChristian" views. However, as
prospects for transferring faded
away, being outside the mainstream became the thrill of attending Whitworth. The idea of
being a lone Hindu in the midst
of hundreds of Christians started
becoming an ultimate test. one
worthy of pursuing!

My American experience, on
the other hand, has been excellent. I have been able to learn
amazing things about America,
AmericanS, and American pop-culture; America's convenient
lifestyle and material abundance,
its democracy and institutions,
and the work ethic of an average
American have impressed me.
They are aspects of America I
have learned from and wiD reflect
upon for many years to come. I
have also appreciated the hospitality of the majority of the
American people.
The Whitworth experience,
however~ has be,:n a different

Comments?
Story ideas?

matter. The inteUectual and academic stimulation, spurred by
Whitworth professors and
friends, has profoundly impacted
and added to my understanding
of life, TIle wide variety of activities, ranging from attending
human rights gatherings, going
to concerts and dances, and running the International Club, have
been my fondest and dearest m0ments at Whitworth. Not surprisingly, the best part has
been my friends, ranging
from small town Oregonians to Russian city dweUers, "They are the ones who
gave me a reason to stay at
Whitworth.
With only a few days left
at Whi~orth, I can only
wonder where life will take
me. Looking ahead, I see
that· adulthood patiently
waits to be experienced and
the Atman awaits a deep
awakening. At this point, I
would like to stress that I
carry no animosities or bitterness
toward anyone or anything despite numerous disagreements. I
want to thank everyone for giving me this opportunity to express my "differentperspective."
As expressed in the Tao Te Ching,
"True words aren't elc:>quent; eloquent words aren't true. Wise
men don't need to prove their
point; men who need to prove
their point aren't wise." As I end
my'column, I hope we all realize
we could do with some lessons
on wisdom.

Stop bickering,
improve schools
J{\ ,11)

1/1)\\ .111.1

While it is easy to resort to name calling
and using opponents' faults for one's pontical gain, these are not the jobs Congress and
the president were elected to do. Instead,
they should work on passing needed legislation which will dramatically improve the
lives of citizens. Education is one area they
should focus on. Education reform must be
passed and passed now., U.S. citizens must take the initiative
and push our leaden to stop bickering and to get back to their
jobs. National education standards, money for improving the
technology in classrooms, increased money for school buildings,
and funding for higher education are all needed.
This is not whoUy the fault of our leaders in Washington, D.C.
Even with televisial news, newspapers and magazines highlighting every ethical allegation, the media cannot wholly be blamed.
The everyday citizen is partially to blame. Students and parents
need to push their representatives to pass legislation that would
make coUege more affordable.
The future of the nation is dependent on the knowledge and
education of its citizens, and reforms will improve the educational system in the United States. Children will get needed access to the Internet so they can become a part of the information
age and compete in the globaJ marketplace. Students who have
dreams of going to e<>llege wiU see those dreams realized easier
and will be better able to concentrate in buildings that do not fall
apart on them.
Both Republicans and Democrats are using allegations of ethical misdoing for their political benefit and they are not getting
their jobs de~. ~ \lni~ ~ta~, ~ know~ ,f~r. ~o~ ~
four Yeflfli ~t·~iU C;Jit>ton.is-~o "I-l9~fSt .'\~.:: ~ R.e.Pui?~~" '
haven't been squeaky cJ~n either. Our leaders need to 'stop
wonying about ethical allegations and start worrying how they
are going to improve the standing of schools in America and
actually do something productive.

-Mass suicide reflects
individualistic society

Ghimire is Q senior physics mDjor from
NepaJ, II smIlll country JUStled in the
mountains of SoutheRst Asia.

.Let The Whilworthian
know what you're thinking.

Call 466-3248, or e-mail whitworthian@whitworth,edu.

--~-~.-----

In one of Martin Luther King Jr.'s lesser
known speeches, he said, "Communism forgets that life is individual. Capitalism forgets that life is social, and the kingdom of
brotherhood is found neither in the thesis of
communism nor the antithesis of capitalism
but in a higher synthesis." For this reason,
our country should not be shocked by last
month's mass suicide of 39 Heaven's Gate cult members in
Rancho Sante Fe, Calif.
Since the beginning of time, people have needed interpersonal
relationships that give meaning to life. If those connections are
not available and cultivated within the mass culture, people create subcultures that do provide community and support. Our
current individualist, capitalist society is a place that often lacks
meaningful community and social life. This is found even within
the church, where it should be the m05t prevalent.
The despair and alienation that many in our world feel is clearly
heard in a statement by a member of Heaven's Gate. "I've been
on this planet for 31 years and there's nothing here for me. [Suicide is] better than being around here with absolutely nothing to
do," she said ~hortly before the suicide.
Cults become attractive to people in this hopeless mindset
~use cults emphasize community life and the search for meaning. While they often take these elements to a dangerous extren\e, as exemplified by Jonestown, Waco and now Heaven's
Gate, they warn the rest of us that changes need to occur within
our society.
We all need social connections and support but often find our
lives becoming increasingly compartmentalized and individualistic. This needs to be addree6ed by local organizations, ernployers and the church community. If people are not being provided for in these public spheres, they will look elsew'here. Some
will find these things through separatist factions, but far more
will tum to violence as an outlet for their frustration.
We must ask ourselves what we can do to foster a culture that
doesn't forget that ideally, life is social. We must seek the higher
synthesis that recognizes the individual as a social being and
meets needs accordingly.
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Freshman phenom taking league by storm
ROB LESLIE

Staff writer
His eyes are focused. His body
is willing and ready to attack at
the first sign of contact. Then,
with the swift "crack," poetry is
created as the shortstop quickly
glides to his left, smoothly gathers in the baseball, and with a
quick surge of power fires a direet shot across the diamond.
This has become a routine pattern for freshman sensation
Miguel Saldin. The shortstop
from Blanchet High School in Seattle has come to be the nucleus
for the Whitworth Pirates' infield.

His~ glove work in the dirt as
well as his consistent display of
hitting at th~ plate have made
him the envy of many coaches.
This kind of hitting and fielding
is what attracts attention from
ma;or league teams, and Saldin
did just that.
_
After finishing his high school
career, SaId in was offered a free
agent contract by the Milwaukee
B~wers to play in their minor
league organization. However,
Said in selected the Pirates and
Spokane over the "Brew Crew."
"I felt that I needed more ex~
_perience, and I needed to get
stronger," Saldin said. He chose

Whitworth over professional
baseball, and many Division I
schools that could have provided
full scholarships.
"Whitworth gave me a chance
to win a starting spot as a fresh~
man, unlike many Division I
schools where I would have to sit
the first year," SaId in said.
"There is also a lot of pressure
playing at that level. It's a mili~
tary style of baseball," he added.
"Here it's good baseball in a laidback tone. There's still fun in the
game."
Of course when you're having
the season Saldin is, fun comes
with the territory. Saldin, before
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this weekend, was batting .383 erything be described through
with two home runs as the lead- actions," said Taylor. "Miguel is
a quality team player."
off hitter.
With the tools of consistency,
That includes a four-hit effort
with a couple of runs driven in poise, confidence and modesty
against Washington State Univer~ already in the bag, what does this
rookie sensation need to do to
sity last week.
"He's amazing/' said sopho- make it to the next level?
"Miguel needs to focus on
more first baseman Jay Wendt.
"He goes out there everyday and more fundamental parts of the
does what he needs to do, and game," said Taylor. "He needs to
consistently utilize his speed at
makes his appearance known."
Senior pitcher Clark Rider the plate and on the base path. He
agrees with his teammate's also needs to get stronger to help
evaluation of Saldin. "He's got a drive the ball further."
Saldin said he needs to see imgreat demeanor for the game. He
doesn't over- celebrate when he - plovement at the plate in adjustdoes something weU, and doesn't ing to college pitching.
"1 need to work on hitting the
hang his head when things go
off-speed pitch, I'm not used to
wrong," said Rider.
Head Coach Rod Taylor would seeing that since in high school it
attribute Saldin's demeanor and was mostly fastballs and
attitude to the game based on his curvebaUs," he said. "I also need
to avoid getting deep in the
poise and confidence.
"He is real confident and stays count. You have to hit your pitch,relaxed," said Taylor. "Miguel not the pitcher's pitch."
With the continuing improvedoesn't show if pressure gets to
him, and that's important in base- ment of the physical and mental
aspects of the game, the question
ball."
Not only does Miguel remain is if professional ba~ball is a fuconfident and poised on the field, ture plan for the young shortst9P'
"U someone gives me a chance
but he likes to, prove himself
through his play inste~d of his after colJege, I'll give it a shot,"
said Saidin. "I'm just going to
talk.
"He's not flashy and let's ev- keep working hal-d."

F.......m.n Mlg':l~ SIIkIln 'tree • throw,~ freshmal.' ~had Rlp~ ~ second to start the ~uble play.
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Pirate baseball stumbles,
still holds league lead

i
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ning three--runhome run gave the
Bues an early 4-1 lead.
Willamette tied it at four in the
Sitting atop the Northwest fifth, but freshman second
Conference of Independent Col- baseman Chad Ripke drove in
leges standings .and facing the sophomore third baseman Jack
second-place WLiJamette Bearcats Arthaud with an RBI single in the
at home, the weekend baseball seventh.
outlook was looking sunnier than
Freshman shortstop Miguel
this weekend's weather at Merkel Saldin continued his torrid hitField.
ting pace, driving in an insurance
But defensive lapses and pow- run with an eighth inning single,
edul Bearcat bats dampened the his third hit of the game.
Pirates' mood, and visiting
But the other two games had
Wil1amette won two of three an uglier storyline.
games, 15-2 and 12-7, C)lld inched
WiJiamette lit up Pirate pitchcloser to first place.
ers for 27 runs in the two losses,
By winning the series, leaving Buc hurlers shaking their
Willamette (22-10 overall, 13-5 heads in frustration. Their fate
NCIC) moved ahead of the Bucs was riot helped by the porous pi(13-18, 11-4) in thetecord column rate defense, which committed
but remains behind Whitworth in eight errors in the series. The
winning percentage, which deter- coaching staff said the rash of ermines league standings.
rors doomed the club.
The Bucs' lone win came cour"Defense is the key," said Pirate
tesy the arm of Sam Fleming, the Head Coach Rod Taylor.
hard-throwing senior who raised
"We had some mental lapses
his league record to a perfect 5-0. out there and made some errors,"
Fleming went the distance in the said Assistant Coach Bob Downs.
second game of Saturday'S "We hit the ball well, but we just
doubleheader, giving up four di~n't get it done defensively."
In the first game of Saturday's
runs on 10 hits as the Bues won
6-4.
doubleheader, Willamette used
Junior Tim Bishop provided an eight-run fifth inning to break
power and run support once the game open at 12-2 and dispel
again as his mammoth first-in- any chance of a Pirate comeback.
KENJI MATSUDA
Staff writer
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Head Coach Rod Taylor shows his disagreement with the home

plata u.re'~ previous call. Taylor wasn't ejected.

S-PORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
1.

What was the

nY;;.IiII_~;;t

-

Senior pitch~r Jason McDougal
(3-4 in league) took the loss.
Sunday's third game saw more
offensive power from Bishop. His
two-run bomb in the bottom of
the seventh cut Willa mette's lead
to 7-5. The Bearcats stomped out
that rally in their next at-bats as
Ryan Flynn and Bryan Hall hit
home runs on consecutive pitches
off senior reliever Clark Rider.
For the shell-shocked Pirate
pitching staff, Fleming was a
bright spot on a weekend of hard
knocks. And Taylor knows the
full value of the burly
righthander from British Columbia.
"You need a veteran pitcher to
stabilize things when things are
looking kind of rocky, and he
does that," said Taylor. "If olir
defense makes mistakes, he
seems to come back and get us
the outs we need, and thats a big
key to a quality pitcher."
Fleminglooked cool and com-" ..
posed throughout the second
game, getting out of jams in the
sixth and ninth innings, but admitted he felt the heat.
"It was a high pressure game,"
said Fleming. "They're a good
hitting club and it's a tough mental battle. To get it over with was
a relief."

Seattle's 1969 Ameri-

can League bafitaIl

2.

Forest Basket-

What's the I'IC::KIliPm
ball team?

3.

Whose b~li!stjealiJ)glt«q~<l
away
the "A."'IIlI....f'l'f'...b?l1

4.

Who
the

>\

lntrOHfllfolltpdotc

him.
5,

Compiled by Todd Pa..".. and the Intramu.... Coordl....,...

6.

5-on-5 B§lsketball
Seth)eMenSrovs
22.9 ppg
Brie F\odln Hoosier Daddy
18.B
J08h Palbon
Scnppers

John?
Editor's father's name.

10.

IU<:lI ..,U

TIE BREAKER:
(Closest to answer gets it.
How many times did Jul
able Player award?

B-BaJJers

Tim Scott
LaJlon Gordon

Srovs

JC Reed
face Jones
Brian Hullgmln

win the ABA Most vatu-

Call465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworthian office located
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results
Winner:
Bennett ""n1e Clutch" Gibson smoked the quiz with lO correct
answers. Wow.
Answers:
1) third base 2) Elstod Howard 3) the Chicago Cubs
4) Fernando Valenzuela 5) Lou Gehrig 6) Lew Alcindor
7) the Indiana Pacers 8) Truck Robinson 9) Kathy Whitworth
lO) Dave Cowens TIE BREAKER: 88
QlJestions and answers courtesy of Trivial PursuitC>.

,,~

Ivan GII5Ia&on

Tyler Edwards

Prize is a pat on the butt and your name in the next issue
of The Whitworthian.

UNM:sJtt!:!I

:ram

HamI:

8.
9.
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This Week's Results

Individual Scoring Leaders

7,

Regular

B-BalIets
Na A1i'1
Scnppas
Phi SWnma Jamma
Theologians

Am.i&l:
17.8

16 B
16.'
16_3
16.3

162
15.3
lU

Season Standings

ScovIl
B-Ba!JeI1I

Scnppas
'IlIeoIopns
PhI SIamma J NaAli'1
HooIier o.ddy
~'emUp

Faculty

8-0
7-1
5-3
5-3

.....
2-6

u;
2-6
!HI

.~Uitimate FriSbee

~Swar Seasori Standings
Dealt! ...y of Atlan1lll'

iI-4J

B~

~3

Nuke Him
Troy'. Rejects
Quarrer Tones

5-3
2-7
1).8

Tournament pJ.y wUJ start WedJwd.ly April 30. It will
be played at Springiest nNt the clock lower madow on
Slturday May 3 Come enjoy the sun, the bends and the
Frisbee Ktion.

MONDAY APR1L 21
Scovs d. Facully 86-56
High Scorer: Seth .Jensen (SeD) 34 pts.
Hoosier Daddy d. Phi SlammaJamma 61-38

High Scorer: Eric Flodin (HD) 28 pes.
B-Ballm d. Na Ali'i 98-!'i!
High Scorer: Ivan Ou5tarwn (8B) 21 pli.
TIJESDAYAPRJL 22
ScoV5 d. Scrappers 88-63
High Scorer: Seth Jensen (SCO) 22 pts.
Tim Scott (SCO) 22 pts.
WEDNESDAY APRIL 21

B-BalJen d. Hootier Oaddy 74-S2
Hip Scorer: IVID OUUfsoo (BB) 28 pes.
Shoot 'em Up d. Pacuhy (roml)
TheoIosilDi d. Na AU'i 82-42
Hip Scorer. Brian HuJlpeM
22 pes.
mUSSDA)' APRIL 24
Scovs d. Phi Siamma Jamma 87...ui
Hip Scom': Seth IenIcn (SCD) 24 ps.
SUNDAY APR1L 27
Scr.ppers d. HOOIier Daddy S2-SI

.'
- I

en

Hip Scorer: Ryan Bowen (HO) 20 pi.

B-Ballers d. Paculty (rodeit)
TheoIosiam d. Shoot 'em Up 6S·33
High Salm': Dave Teyk.aerU (T) 20 pts.
Phi Siamma Jamma d. Na AIi'i S7 -S I
Hip Sc«er: lYlet Edwards (PSJ) 2S pts.

",.
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Busy Bushev
continued from PIlgt'
Spokane and prepared for the
year to come.
This year has seen Bushey
coach men's soccer, teach several
physical education courses,
coach men's tennis, and coach the
Spokane Shadow, a soccer team
in the amateur division of the
USISC.
He has been able to keep the
men's soccer season in perspective this year.
"It was successful in that we
improved and grew closer. We
made the playoffs and we surpassed a lot of expectations," said
Bushey. "1 would classify it as a
success."
Bushey, now coming into the
end of his first season coaching

tennis, has brought his unique
skills and attitude from the soccer field to the tennis court. He
has already had an impact on ,a
relatively young tennis team this
yejlr.
"We've played a lot of challengingmatches. Wedon'tweigh
success by wins and losses, but
by how we play. The work we're
putting in is definitely paying off.
We can only control how we play;
the wins and 106Se5 just happen,"
said Bushey.
He doesn't plan on slowing
down any time soon either.
In addition to continuing all of
these duties, he will also be taking the position of head women's
soccer coach next year, combining the men's and women's programs for practice and travel purpa;es.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
••
••
•
••
••
••
••
· Tuesday, April 22 ·
••
••
.,
••
,Rock
•••
•••
1611 S. Geiger Blvd.
••
••
Spokane, WA 99204
••
••
:}apanese and Hawaiian •••
••
••
Style Take Out
••
•
••
Plate Lunches.-;':·
••
Call for t}elails on grand opening
••
••
509-141-5343
••
••
dosed Sunday IlDd Monday
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GRAND OPENING
&.h
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Garden

April 29, 1997 ,
He does not, however, foresee
any hitches in his master plan.
"It's just the same for a student
athlete. It's a time management
issue. I won't teach quite as
much, so it should work out.
'There are times when it'll get hectic, but the benefits far outweigh
the costs," said Bushey.
Bushey has been impressed so
far
with
the
Athletic
department's commitment to
sports as a major factor in students' coOege experience, and it's
willingness to foster a healthy
and competitive environment.
It has helped that during the
flurry of activity that is his life,
Bushey has not forgotten the underlying secret.
"In the end, we all just want to
have fun and enjoy what we're

doing," he ~d.

Jerusalem
University
College
• Master of Ar1s
• graduate or undergraduate
semester abroad
• short-term academic
study programS

• credits transferable
• BibicaI HiaIoIy
• NewTesament Badqjrounds
• MIddle Eastern SIucIes

• HisIoricaI Geography
• Hebrew Bible Tl8IlSIation
• Heb_ Language

f
i

Need a foreign
language?

"

r

•

•

•

Classes begin June 16th and
you can finish 2 semesters
in six weeks.
French, German, and
Spanish are being offered.
Tuition is only $215 per
credit.

I{

FOR MORE INFO~£ONTACT
Continuing' Studies u ..
Lower Lindaman Center
466-3222

Whitworth in the summer-a great p!ace to be!

The 50th anniversary of Jackie
Robinson's entry gives reason
to give thanks to a true hero
Fifty years ago
Branch Rickey.
owner of the
Brooklyn Dodgers, did ~mething no other owner bad done:
He signed a black player to play major league baseball.
Jackie Robinson was this first black person to play in the
major leagues.
Jackie faced many troubling times in his rookie season
but nothing could deter him from winning Rookie of the
Year. There was never a doubt about his physical tools. but
there was doubt about the color of his skin. Many big leaguers at the time refused to play on the same field as Jackie.
Racial slurs and obscenities were thrown at Jackie every
day. Jackie took it all in stride and continued to prove that
he belonged regardless of his color. In 1949 Jackie won
the National League MVP award and would later ~ inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame.
The 1997 major league season has been dedicated to
Jackie Robinson for his courageous efforts in 1947. ,Every
team has held special ceremonies to honor Jackie and his
family. A little over a week ago the league gave Jackie one
of the biggest honors ever bestowed upon a player in the
history of sports: His number 42 was retired by every team.
No longer will a player in the majors don the number ,42.
This recognition has never occurred before. Not Hank
Aaron. not Babe. Ruth. not Mickey Mantle or WiIlie Mays,
but Jackie Robinson. His contributions to b~ban were so
great that I believe this was truly a worthy and deserved
honor.
Many people in the league owe a lot to Jackie for breaking the color line. It may seem somewhat minor today but
I assure YQu the game would not be the same if Jackie had
not been the first. He had the skill to rise above the racism
and bigotry and show he was a 'great player and diserved a
spot on any roster.
Try to imagine not having the highlights of Willie Mays'
great over-the-head catch in deep centerfield or Hank Aaron
breaking Babe Ruth's career home'run marlc As a true baseball fan these highlights are ingrained in my memory. If it
were not for Jackie we could have been deprived of the
, special things these athletes have to offer. Today we are
fortunate to watch the great performances of Ken Griffey
Jr. and Barry Bonds because of what Jackie did.
If you have not noticed. baseball is full of different nationalities today. This is in large part thanks to Jackie.
Baseball is no longer just America's national pastime. It is
the wQrld's international pastime. So next time you are
watching a game or listening to one on the radio pause for
a moment and say thanks to Jackie Robinson. He helped
make baseball what it is today: The greatest game in the
world.
Thanks Jackie.

.\LE\ SClIl'LI{\I \:\

Join The Whitworthian for next year. Write'
for sports. news, features or editorials. Be a
photographer. Call The Whitworthiap at
- 466-3248 for more information. Do it!
~

Comments? Story ideas?
. . . , Let The Whitworthian know what
you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, or e-mail
whitworthian@eve.whitworth.edu.

A~TS
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ABOVE: Aunt Abby (Rebecca Ricards) and Aunt Martha (Brooke Kiener).seHing up
their nephew Mortimer (Tim Hornor) with Elaine (Kelly Simon), the preachers daughter.

Tw-isted Sisters

& lTlTl~TAln(\(nT-7

ABOVE: Director Rick Hornor,
professor of Theater Arts, during
rehearsal. BELOW: Castmembers
Tim Hornor, David Collins, Josh
Dixon and Brooke Kiener putting
on make-up for a dress rehearsal.

Whitworth Theater presents "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
Joseph Kesselring"s classic comedy of two murd~rous sisters
Photography by Carrie Wasser

ABOVE: Director Rick Hornor staging
the curtain call. BELOW: Teddy (David
Collins) shares a section of Teddy
Roosevelt's biography with his
companion, Dr. Einstein (Josh Dixon).

10220 " Division

",~,~..;t('
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REBECCA JORDAN

Staff writer
When talking about Whitworth's Jazz Ensemble, "good"
may be the unde~tatement of the
year.
The student musicians have
had an amazing year of success,
highlighted by a 12-day tour in
southern Australia, a fall concert
with featured guest Gene Harris
and, most recently, highest honors at one of the largest jazz festivals in the world. The ensemble took down the
house on Feb. 11 at the Lionel
Hamptqn Jazz Festival in Moscow, Idaho. They walked away
with a first-place award,
"We finished far ahead of aU
schoqls. It wasn't even close.
That was a great honor," said Dan
Keberle, professor of Music and
director of the ensemble.
The 18-5tupent WhitWorth Jazz
Ensemble (aU undergraduates)
beat out big name schools like
Brigham Young University, the
University of Arizona and Washington State University. Also, the
fact that a small school like
Whitworth competes against
large schools makes their recent
victory in Idaho even more spectacular, said Keberle.
The ensemble got their much
J
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I ,
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to play at the festival," said
Kebede.
While in Australia, the ensemble played a total of nine concerts. Five
of
them
were at the
festival, but
the other
four concerts were
for the commonp«!ple
of Australia
Steve JGJt,
senior
to enjoy.
a
member of
The group
theenerble,
even ventured into
givesKeberle
the Austracredit for th!
group's suelianBush to
(]!$. ''He is a
put on a
concert.
greatdirector
The Ausand play~"
tralia tour
said Jost.
wasn't all
"He is th·.'!
work and
reason the
no
play.
group. has
bemsogood
Junior Peter LillIe rehearsing music
The stufor so many
for tonIghI's jazz ensemble concert.
dents expeyean;."
rienced the
beauty of
In January, the ensemble was honored Australia and were met with
with an invitation to attend the many surprises. ,They walked
Mel~ume Jazz Festival in Ausamidst kangaroos, went gold
tralia.
prospecting (and even found
"We were the only American gold), explored beaches and
college or university band invited some of the student musicians
deserved recognition as well as a
brand new drum set for winning
the festival.
The drum set, worth $2,000,
was a nice
treat for the
group,
since there
is no room
in the bud-"
get for new
instruments.,

went to the Australian Tennis
Open, said Kebede.
"We got a great taste of Australian culture and people," said
Keberle. "It really was a wonderful time."
Back in Spokane, Whitworth's
Jazz Ensemble carries fond memories of the Australia trip, but has
spent the past weeks preparing for
their Spring Concert, tonight at
7:30 in Cowles Auditorium.

"One of the key
elements of jazz is
improvisation. You
never know what is
going_ to happen. "
-Dan Keberle,
professor of Music &
director of Whitworth
Jazz Ensemble
The concert will give
Whitworth students, as well as
the public, an opportunity to admire the award-winning talent!?
of the ensemble.
Gonzaga Prepartory's Jazz

Band will also be featured.
"The concert will feature a
good mix or variety of music,
from ballads to up-tempo tunes,"
said Jost. He recognizes the
group's need for an audience. "It
is more fun to play when there
are people listening," }ost said.
"I Waited for You," a Dizzie
Gilespie composition being performed by the ensemble tonight,
has direct ties to the band. It was
arranged by Matt Nelson, a 1996
Whitworth graduate and former
ensemble member.
"It is a very beautiful slow ballad," said Keberle. Nelson's composition will feature a solo by
freshJnan Marcus Denny, a tenor
saxophone player.
Many other band members
will be featured in solos as well,
including senior Matt Baldock,
senior Grant Goins and junior
Peter Little, a Gonzaga Prepartory
alumni.
Keberle encourages students to
attend the free concert. "One of
the key elements of jazz is improvisation. You never know what
is going to happen," said Keberle.
Whitworth's Jazz Ensemble
has certainly demonstrated their
jazz prowess in far-off lands. Tonight is one more chance for students to come and experience
the group's talent.

Right behind Whitworth at
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Buy One Game of Golf at
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."'ALSq GO-CARTS AND BATTING CAGES NOW OPEN
Valid April through June. OPEN YEAR ROUND.

GOVT FORECLOSED
HOMES from pennies on $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free:
1 (BOO) 218-9000 Ext. H-1l957
for current listings.

T

he English department
Is pleased to announce
the following students have

been accepted Into Sigma
Tau Delta, the International
English Honor Society.

CaRalmdra Calbreath
Sarah Dingman
William HanifM>n
Daniel Kullander
.Amanda Pennelly
Nathan Ulrich

,

-',

FINANCIAL AID!

Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let your local
Mail Boxes Etc.~ Center pack and ship it for you. From computers
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, MaiJ Boxes Etc. can
solve your packing and shipping problems.
If you need packing materials remember Mail Boxes Etc. We have a
large assortment of suppJies to fill your needs-.
Call or visit us today.
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Next to Albertson's at

WANDERMERE MALL

N. 12402 Division St.

. •

' MAIL BOXES ETC"

!$1000FF
:
I.
Total Shipment :
I

UPS
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Only One Coupon Per Visit
~
expires May 31.:.!997 _ _
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Legendary pranks
Our college years:
1993-97 timeline
What
I have learned ...
t/
~
~

Senior

A gradllaflllg senior's reflections

t/ Seniors Speak Out

9ssue

Feature SlIpplemellt
Between pnges 4 & 5

THE

ASWC
approve
$185,000 ,
budget f()~"~":}
1997-98 ,

Editorial

~

Reflections of
a token liberal

See ASWC
Minutes, page 2

Senior Issue • May 6, 1997

Whitworth
earns national
recognition

Strutting his stuff ..

RYLAND TANIGUCHI

SJaffwriter
The Templeton Foundatl011
applauded Whitworth for its
cdmmitment to character development in all aspects of the
-school.
The foundatIOn nationally
recognized Whitworth to the
1997-98 Honor Roll for Character-Buildmg Colleges after the
college sent an essay explaining
its character-building credentials.
The foundallon was estab'lished in 1987 ro-slfppbrt colleges dedicated to developing
students who Jove and do what
is good, said Dr. John
Templeton, Jr., president of the
Templeton Foundation

Staff writer

I

Junior Craig Hirt sings and dances during the Up sync portion of
the Springfest 1997 Mr. Whitworth competition, held Saturday in
the Campus Center. In addition to lip syncing, other Mr.
Whitworth qualifying categories included swimwear,
eveningwear, and question and answer. The winner of the
contest was freshman Kevin Benson of Baldwin-Jenkins.

Accreditation process evaluates college's goals
JULIESUND

Staff writer
Without the word "accredited"
accompanying
the
name
"Whitworth College," degrees
earned by students here would be
worth virtually nothing.
Every 10 years, Whitworth is
evaluated by a regional accrediting organization. The organization decides whether or not the
college is following through with
the promises it makes to students
regarding nine specific standards.
These standards range from the
effectiveness of Whitworth's
promise to.carry out its mission
and go.lls to the quality of the library and information resources.
Besides determining if Whitworth degrees are worth anything
to the rest of the world, being an
accredited college is also essential
for students to receive any kind of

See pnges 4-5

Official Publication oj tbe Associated Studellts ojWhitlllorth College

LlONA TANNESEN

Four summer research stipends have been
awarded to Whitworth professors for the second year
of the three-yeal' Pew-Gordon grant program for
Chrishan scholars
Professors Jerry Sittser, Corliss Slack, Diana Trotter and Julia Stronks will each receive $3,500 grants
for research projects this summer. The money comes
from Gordon College In Massachusetts and the Pf'W'
Summer Research Program for Faculty.. The program
invited 173 Protestant colleges around the country
to apply and selected six colleges to participate in
this program.
The program lasts three years and provides money
for four faculty members and students to pursue research on scholarly subjects which relate to Christianity in the subject matter, research method, or the
impact of the scholarship, said Associate Professor
of History Dale Soden, chair of the selections committee and a recipient of grant money last year.
"The pllfpOse of the program is to fill a need that
people atChristian colleges and universities feel there
is," said Soden. Grant money is available, but It is
usually not specifically for Christian scholarship, Ile
said.
The applicants submitted project proposals, and
the faculty members who received the stipends last
year selected theJaculty members for this year.
. "1 was very grateful. I'm really glad that the colSee Faculty grants, page 8.

~

Accomplishments of
three senior athletes

See pase 3

Whitworth CoUege • Spokane, Washington

Four faculty
receive grants
for Christian
scholars
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The Whitworth accreditation
financial aid. "It really is the 'life
blood' of the college," said Gordon committee is conducting a selfJackson, professor of Communica- study in preparation for the evalution Studies and accreditation ation, with the focus on how well
committee chair. The committee Whitworth follows through with
was formed to ~~~~~~~~~~~~ its
mission
statement.
prepare for
"The selfnext
year's
evaluation.
study is our opRepresentaportunity to tell
our story in our
tives from the
way," said Jackaccrediting orson. "We need
ganization will
to demonstrate
visit the camthat
we do
pus for three
- Gordon Jackson,
days in Sepwhat we say
professor of
we do."
tember 1998.
Communication
Studies
President Bill
"They are inand acceditation
Robinson said
terested in evcommittee chair
ery aspect of
the primary
the college,"
value to stuJackson said. "Right now, the dents during the process is this incommittee is busy setting up the stitutional review conducted in
mechanism for what is a major preparation for the visit.
"Whether getting ready for a foevent in the life of the college."

"The self-study is
our opportunity to
tell our story in
our way,"

cused viSit that looks at a particular program or preparing for a full
institutional accreditation review,
the college enters into an in-depth
study of its effectiveness," said
Robinson.
Whitworth will be evaluated on
institutional mission, goals, planning and effectiveness, educational program and its effectiveness, students, faculty, and library
and informational resources. Government and administration, finance, physical resources and institutional integrity will also be reviewed.
The 14-member accreditation
committee meets every two
weeks. Freshman Andrea Palpant
serves as the student representative, working mostly with the student life aspect of the process. She
will also serve as the student liaison to ASWC during the next 18
months.

"We feel privileged
to be numbered
among sante of the
fines~ characterbuilding institutions
in the United
States,"
- Bill Robinson, president
of Whitworth College
The evaluation process
searched for schools that emphasize strong moral reasoning
skills, spiritual growth and
drug-free environments.
"A true Whitworth education
goes far beyond providing students with new information,"
said Nancy Rau, administrative
assistant to President Bill
Robinson.
We are committed to building
character in the classrooms, the
residence halls and on the athletic fields, she said.
The foundation rated all fouryear undergraduate institutions and selected 135 schools
in 42 states. It publishes a
guidebook to character-building colleges and distributes
more than 65,000 complimentary copies.
"We feel privileged to be
numbered among some of the
finest character-building institutions in the United States,"
said Robinson.

,
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Student gets White House experience
President and for the Clinton
administration," she said.
Working in the White House
had surprising moments, as
Palmer discovered. The President stopped by Palmer's office
one day and she was speechless
with shock:
"When he left, I almost
hyperventilated/, she said.
Working as a White House iri-

LYNNE MILLER
Staff writer

,
of

"

Whitworth junior Amber
Palmer spent her spring semes-'
ter as an intern in Washington
D.C., as part of the Coalition for
Christian Co))egesand Universities American Studies program,
, Palmer's internship was in
the Presidential Correspondence Department with the Gift
Unit of the White House where
she catalogued and then acknowledged the gifts the First
Family received from all over
the world.
She also took classes with
other students from CHristian
schools around the nation as
part of the program.
Palmer heard about the opportunity from.Julia Stronks,
assistant prqf~ssor of His~ory,
and Political Studies, who also
participated in the program as
a college studen~ .. - ,
, Palm'er was the' '6nly 'intern"
from her program who worked
in the White House; because
she specifically requested-a
Whi te ,House internship. Her
friends worked with agencies
such as World Vision and Empower America or with congressmen.
"} have thoroughly,enjoyed-,
my internship and the friendships I have made with other
Christian,stu~ents,:' she ~iii:d', '.
'J I
Tn
\
~
Palmer s expt!rience 'com~
pletely changed her view of the
President and the administration, because' she saw the,
amount
work involved in '
running the country.
"I have gained an enormous
respect for the office of the'
I-

C'O

I

'C'

" . I '.

tern cannot be equaled, said
Palmer. She also said the program was hard work, but
would recommend, it to other
students interested in American
politics.
"It has been wonderful meeting people and hearing speakers and working in one sma)]
part of a large administration,"
she said.
'
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• End-of-the-year hof08COpes:
Aries (March 21-April 19): You just think you know it all and
you don't. Luckily, y{)u learn quickly and this summer will bring
its lessons.
Taurus (ApriI2D-May 20): You really need to get out more. Consider doing something besides watching Saturday Night Live
every weekend.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Your concept of time leaves something to be desired. Hopefully your boss will understand your
• inconsistencies and allow you the freedom to be creative in your
work.
Cancer Oune 21-July 22): You big baby. Move out of your parents house already. No, the real world is not like Whitworth, but
get used to it.
,Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Just because you ate gorgeous and popular does not mean you can't be nice to us ugly people. Try not to
be the center of attention for a while to see how it feels to be the
rest of us.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Quit being so anal and reserved. Break
out of your shell and show the world the rca! you. There is a
party animal in there somewhere!
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): Wake up and smell the coffee! There is
probably someone out there right now who is madly in love with
you and you don't even notice,
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You have the persistence, passion and
tenacity of a used car salesman, Try using these skill to start
your own long-distance calling card business.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): There is always one person who
tries really hard to please, to be cool and accepted instead of just
being norn:tal. Don't be that guy.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): For once in your life, be irresponsible. You run around like you're hea~ed for retirement when
you have your whole life in front of you. Loosen up,
Aquarius qan. 20-Feb. 18): Your individualism and apathy are
getting old, Here's a clue: Care about something.
Pisces (Fe~: 19-Mar:ch 20): Because you are indecisive and slow,
you should:prC?~ab~y stay in Spokane this summer. Besides, your
parents would bug you about geJtillg off your rear and getting a
job if you \yent home,

ca"

-------.J

•

• Cheap date. Go to your local grade school at night and play
on the swings while you gaze a,t the stars.

~ a, weekly cohJmn m The W1Iitworlt11an featuring bits of campus comedy,
unusual stones and other II{Jht humor. To con/OOute your story, or answer /he ~ of Ihe
week,
Ollr ~4-hour voicsmail at x 5083, (Off-campus, dtal466-3248, BXf. 6)

___

'f
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, The Grapeilllll8

'Sophomore Timo Acosta gets his blood p~ure
checked at the~ Rho Nu club b90th at Saturday's
Springfest. The day's activities were relocated to
the Campus Center due to the weather. '

of

The GRAPEVINE

Ma

ASWC

Wednesday,

Minutes

April 30

• The,ASWC Assembly unanimously approved the 1997-98
budget at$184,S85. Sophomore Jason Morgan, next year's financial vice president, reported that revenue will be up $4,210
based on increased fees of $2.00 per stude,nt per semester. The
increase is needed to cover wage increases, a result of a mandatory minimum wage increase next fall and the addition of dorm
representatives to the asSembly as required by the new ASWC
Constitution. Money spent on internal operations will be down
by nearly $2,000, with the exception of wage increases. Spending on student programs will increase $3,100 and total allocation to clubs total $6,800. Salaries for the three ASWC executives is set at 30 percent of the mition rate, or $4,425, for the 199798 term. ASWC coordinators and media managers are salaried
at $2,640 for next year. Acceptance of the budget was presented
by Sheila Maak (Off-Campus), seconded by Selby Hansen
(Stewart), and passed.
• KWRS requested $600 from unallocated funds to purchase a
remote broadcasting system for the station. The system would
allow them to broadcast via telephone from campus activities,
sporting events, or community ~vents. The requisition was
moved by Selby Hansen (Stewart), seconded by Lora Grissen
OJaldwin-Jenkins), and passed.
.
• The Ski Team requested $329 to repair old gates and pUl'o"
chase new ones. The request was amended to $200 by Lora
Grissen (Baldwin-Jenkins) after the assembly learned only $200
was left in unallocated funds. Allison Foster (Ballard) moved
the request at $200, seconded by Jay McArthur (McMillian), and
passed.
• Revisions were made to ASWC's Financial Standards of
Operating Procedures (FSOPs) were presented by Shelly Maak,
financial vice president. The assembly approved the changes.
Selby Hansen (Stewart) asked the assembly to include in the
FSOPs a requirement that all clubs or organizations reCeiving
~SWC fund~ng include "Sponsored by ASWC" on their promotional materials. JoAnna Grant (Village) seconded the request,
and was approved.
'
• The Sliick Stude~t Un~on will sponsor the Last Chance Spring
Dance 10:30 p.m. FrIday In the Campus Center. Jake Benson of
KWRS will dee-jay the dance, which will feature a dance contest
beginning at midnight. Admission $1.
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A sinkfull

of dirty dishes

l1er.speet,i:te·;~

- Steve Dilley

senior
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Reflections of a
token liberal

I

n my four years at Whit- I can't seem to be any more pro- 350, it is difficult to be cordial to
worth, I have learned found than this; do what is right a friend who is completely finmany truths. First, I have when you feelIike you're dying. _ ished with all assignments and
I believe in a God of love, of mercy and of
come to realize Plato was right
In fact, you are dying. The part who insists on telling you so
justice. This God is active in our lives and in
when he suggested philosopher of you self-sufficiently scrubbing while running around like a hyour world, active in our salvation, in our
kings would rule society (no bias away is being renewed into the peractive crab. Still worse, I have
sanctification and in the redemption of all
here, of course). Second, and likeness of someone greater, often failed to look into the refleccreation. This is a God of hope and of promonly slightly less obvious, I have someone who really knows how tion of my dishwater and see the
ise who takes our feeble efforts and our stumbling words and makes them useful in buildlearned two key factors about the to scrub. The college dish pile, peanut butter stains on my face.
The lessons J'm learning have
ing up the Kingdom of God. Christians are
I'm convinced, Is God's way of
life of faith.
the emissaries of this Kingdom, bearing witThe first is about dishes. Col- leading us through a refining been around since the first dirty
ness that it is indeed coming. They are to testify to the trut~ of
lege seems at times to be one spiritual desert. To swipe a few dish: God loves people for who
the Kingdom by living according to its values.
,
heaping sink full of dirty
they are, not what they can
Christian faith should e~ert itself in real commitments. These
dishes caked with crusty
(or cannot) give him. I
include a commitment to life over death, to hope over despair,
spaghetti sauce and panshould do the same. I am to
to peace over war and to love over hate. But these commitments
. cake syrup (from the same
be about loving those who
must be translated into action. In my life, they have led me to
meal). We college stuare threatening to me: those
oppose those who would kill social services in this nation; they
who appear doser to God
have led me to .fight for human iights and to take unpopular
dents fork over lots of
than I, those of whom I am
stands for immigrants and the poor.
cash to dive into that prosecretly jealous, those who
I believe in a radical Christianity which does not accept the
verbial mountain of
do not share my deepest bestock answers of a political and social establishment, but attempts
dishes and scrub our way
Hefs, those whom I have
to fmd n,?w answers. I believe in peace, justice and nonviolence.
through tests, papers,
-As;;t- result, I have' chosen to oppose U.S, military intervention,
books and even real dirty
wronged those who I don't
including the Persian Gulf War and the Contra War in Nicaralaundry. At semester
gua. I have also chosen to question our nation's emerging role
understand, those who ancrunch time (a single epiin the international community. It is not that I am blind to
noy me and get in the way
sode of which has afflicted
of my pride, those who I
realpolitik, but that the Christian faith points to a higher call,
some students for up to a
would make into objects of
even if it brings a high cost.
spiritual conquest.
I believe in equity, in fairness, and in respect for those who
year and a half) none of us
Essentially, I am learning I need
have less than me. I do not accept the idea the poor deserve
wants to plop down at our desks (deconstructed) pearls from Thowhat they have received from our society. Christians should join
and receive bodily damage from mas Merton: "Give up! You'll to let God be G¢ and do my best
in the struggle .to care for, to provide for, to live with "nd to love
studying for,a Core exam. To be never scrub dishes worth any- to love other people. Nothing
.
their neighbors. They need to be more in love with the truth of
honest, life simply gets difficult. thing. Your existence is pointless new t here, b ut t h etas k IS
one
thoIS ca 11 tha n Wit
. h th ~ soqa
. I an d poI"lticaI'
h
'F
th
z
·
·
ties w h'IC h keep t h em
·
Actually, in crunch times one and you smell bad. Have a nice h uge d IS ,a er o~)1~a 10 , • 'fJ!>J.tM:adic4ll.coJ)UJlitnieritS;to
those in n~d: . .
:
._ ;
iearn& life is difficult, with oc~a~ _ day:~' (No, not rea'}y) He write,s, Dostoevsky..s }'}:le~- J;Jr~tre~$_: ~ _~~"i ..~ cOinnu~~ilte~BibJjc~J, not "libeial," and I t;eJieve~ ;-' ,si~alluIIs. '
- "The Desert Fathers believed that Karamov sums up -well. He
they are reinforced by the life of Jesus himself. Our religious
I can recount many times when the wilderness had been created states, "I am sorry I cannot say
values cannot be divorced from the social and political context
in which we live. This world needs Christians who are commitI wanted to throw in the towel as supremely valuable in the eyes anything-more consoling, for love
ted to st~~ding up against evil, to speaking for the voiceless, and
and leave the dishes for someone of God precisely because it had in reality is a harsh a~d dread~1
to practicm~ hope. If these are liberal values, then perhaps I
else. I have to literally interpret no value to men. God's plan was thing compared With love 10
truly am a hberal.
Isaiah ("passed through the [col- thatthey [the Israelites or college dreams." He's right. The dish of
----------------------lege dish] waters"), yet have students] should learn to love loving other people and being
Nelson, a graduating senior, Ims been an editorial writer for four
found God to be able. For some Him in the wilderness and that faithful through the desert is imYellrs. He h4s served two years as the board's coordinator.
reason, God does not give up. they should always look back on mense and difficult - but not op"He remains faithful," testifies the time in the desert as the idyl- tional. However, as John Wesley
Paul, a man who scrubbed a lot lie time of their life with Him scrubbed his last spaghetti stain
"She's a Child Not a Choice" will be distributed with
(that is, as he lay on his deathof crusty plates in his day. For alone."
he
said
perfectly,
"the
bes~
.
1,400
copies of today's Whitworthlan as a paid advertising
bed),
my part, I am learning that durThere are times when some of
ing the mel~ is the ideal time to these crusty dishes have taken on part is, God is with us."
supplement. The opinions expressed through the supplement
be faithful. When the stack seems a striking resemblance to people
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Whitworthlan,
Dilley, a senior philosophy trUljor
endless and I'm running out of I know. All people are beautiful
ASWC, Whitworth College, or the Presbyterian Church (USA).
energy, my character is most able in the eyes of God, yet when one from AlasM, is a guest contributor
The Whitworthian accepts both pro-life' and pro-choice adto be formed into godly shapes. is getting body slammed by Core to A Different Perspective.
vertising material at tl;Je approval of the editor-in-chief,
. Comments can be directed to Mark Jackson at 466-3248.
l
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Northington stood tall
above all competition
BENNETT GIBSON
Staff writer

For the past four years, the
Whihvorth women's basketball
team had a daunting figure in the
middle of their lineup. Sherri
Northington, the Bucs' durable
center, will be finishing her tenure at Whihvorth on graduation
day.
NorthIngton, the six-foot
woman in the middle for the Pirates, said she has made a lot of
unforgettable memories at Whitworth, both as a player and a student.
Some of her favori te memories
include prank phone calls, 6 a.m.
\vorkouts, and Hosanna.
On the court, Northington put
up some impressive numbers in

Senior Sherri Northington is the center of attention as she
elevates to rip down one of her team leading rebounds.

her final season. She led the team and neutral effects as a TT'I,,,nhn.
in field goal percentage, blocks, of the team, North-ington said.
" At times, there was a big gen
and rebounds, all while averaging 10.7 points per game. She also eration gap where they didn'
recorded game highs for blocks understand how to hand
things, but that was very rare,
and rebounds.
Northington sIngled ou t she said. "Ov~raIl, they weI
people who have made her expe- corned me and I welcomed them.
rience more enjoyable at WhIt- I can be as silly and serious as
next person."
worth.
Northmgton said there will
She mentioned fellow seniors
Rebecca Moore, Jen Tissue, many things she wiII miss as the
sophomore Andrea Sherer, and Pirates' center. Her teammates
Head Coach Helen Higgs. The and the closeness they developed
-seniors being with each other for are among the things she thmks
four years allowed them to be will be hard to forget.
"Next year, it will be like I'm
able to share more with each
·mlssing something," she said
other, Northington said.
An age gap sometimes existed . '. With graduation around the
between Northington, 30, and corner, the Pirates' center of atother players. This gap created a tention will finally be closing the
combination of positive, n~gative book on her Whitworth career.
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Women's tenrtisswings right into Nationals

mer(J

for hi
and~

CAMPBELL WHITE
Staff wnter

The Whitworth women's tennis team earned a Nationals bid
for the first time in the history of
the school by winning the NCIC
.~hi}l1)piQflships
Lewjs and

at

.CI9~l<·~~J~g~ April,?!?~i~i

,- ;

All seven players at Hie Con~
ference Championships automatically moved on as Whitworth tied for first with Whitman

Wagstaff.. "We were favored to
win, but the whole conference
was real close,"
The team traveling to Nationals consists of seniors Jodi J)aker
and Tara Fiebick, juniors Tara
Bonelli and Dawn Eliassen,
sophomores Lisa Peterson and
Jge!le SJ.'Judil1ger,ilOd freshman
Lisa B~nscheidt. They will compete in the NAIA National Tournament May 19-24 in Tulsa, Okla.
"How far we get in the tourna-

College. at 36 points in a dose
tournament.
Whitworth
had
swept
Whitman in their two dual
matches earlier in the season and
was awarded the bid to Nationals. The win came' as no huge
. surprise to Head. Coaoh. Jo
Wagstaff.
. , :. I .-".!
"We had the best record in the
conference at 9-1, and we were
the only team to have beaten every other team at least once," said

ment will really depend on the
draw and who we play first.
We're one of the few non-scholarship schools there. It's really an
.l"ionor just to go," said Wagstaff.
Before the season began, the
team set three specific goals.
They wanted to beat Whitman,
beat PacifIc LuthE;!ran and win the
Conference.
The first two goals were realized early in the season, and the
Bucs have now achieved all their

season aspirations by advancing
to Nationals.
"I think about it and get butterflies in my stomach all over again
None of us, including Jo
[Wagstaff], have ever been before,
so we have no idea what to expect. No one slt;!pt on the van ride
bacJ~ from cpru:e~n~e,because we
were so excited," said Eliassen. If
I even win on~ match, I'll probably pass out right there. It's like
a dream."
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FREE RENT!!
in exchange for light
babysitting (for a 7 yr. old)
Sun. night through Thurs.

AS
sage]

For summer and prefer
through next year.
Call Mike (leave message) al:

1JltrnHlllfn! Update

238~9496

FINANCIAL AID!
leN.. for Fr.....' .. <...,.?

Compiled by Todd Parsons and the Intramural Coordinators

I

Student FInancial Service5 has detailed
profiles of over 200,000 Individual
scholarships. grants. loans, and
feliows/lIp$-from pnvate lind
government funding SOUfCll$. A MUST
FOR AN'!ONE SEEKING FINANCIAL
AIOI For more IOrormiilion. call. ,

5-on-5 Basketbali
Individual Playoff Scoring Leaders

926-1881
Tuesdav thru

Saturdav

9621 E. Spr3gue

You can

help

save

"Ves and earn up II 328-9624
$ 130 caSh 1st MondaV thru Frldav

month. VOIJ will
recel...e S211 en you
'st llOnatioo
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DM~

624-1252

T~~~ru

W. 104 3m Ave.

fCI1UdcMe AvaNable
At DMSIon. V~1eV
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Theologians

20.0 ppg
19 0
18.0
177
17 0
160
15.6
14.5
14.5
t4.3

Indoor Soccer
SUNDAY MAY 4

SUNDAY MAY 4

No Puedo d. Socceroo~ 12-2
Snxrucbk3-9 d. The Peabody Express 9-1
Northside Tuna d. Gumsaba 15-1
I + r d. Boys and Girls Club (no score reported)

Championship Game
B-Ballcrs d. Scovs 69-61
High Scorer: Rio Three Stars (SeD) 20 pts.

Tyler Edwards
Jon Allen

FIr IIforIUItoI all

Tournament Results

Il:wn

MDNDAY APRIL28
Phi Siamma Jamma d. Theologians 5 I-50
High Scorer. Dave Teykaens (T) 20 pts.
R-Ballers d. Hoosier Daddy 83-39
High Scorer: Victor Garcia (B B) 18 pts.
Scrappers d. Na Ali'j (forfeit)
Scovs d. Shoot 'em up 89-39
High Scorer: Seth Jensen (SCD) 27 pts.
TUESDAY APRIL 29
Scovs d Phi Slamma Jamma 63-57
High Scorer' Jon Allen (SCD) 18 pts
THURSDAY MAY !
B- Bailers d. Scrappers 71-61
HIgh Scorer: Victor Garcia (BB) 23 pts.

Nlun!;
Dave Teykaen~
Bri an Hu lrgrenn
Josh Parbon
Victor Garcia
Jake Haley
Ivon GU5lafson
Sclh Jenson
Kyle Forsylhe

Theologian~

Scrapper<
B·Balter;
Scrnpper<
a-Balters
Scovs
Phi Slnrnmi) Jamma
Phi Stammn Jamma
Scov~

Future Schedule

TUESDAY MAY 6
Semifinal Games
8:30 Game I Snxrucbk3-9 vs. No Puedo Escucharte
9:30 Game 2 I + I vs. Nortside Tuna

THURSDAY MAY 8
Championship Game
9:30 Winner of Game I vs. Winner of Game 2
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very year, Whitworth's
graduating class wants
, to make its mark. In
many years this may come in the
form of pranks, but most often
the legacy dies after a few years,
However, some of Whitworth's
pilst students are still remem·
bered today for ~high jinx they
pulled yearS and rrars ~go. :
Dale Soden,' aSsociate' professor of History, uncovered numerous storieS while reseafching
for his book, "A Venture of Mind
andSpirit," a historical chronology of Whitworth. One prank
from back in the late 1940s
caused quite a stir on campus
and beyond.
Late in the '40s, President
Frank Warren decided a new
~~um was'needed. Since
it wlIS ~ riUddle of'Worid War
n, problems ~rose. Nails, as well
~ funding, were scarce. How. t:ver, ~ student named Sydney
Ea~on present~ his own problem',with the construction of
,

Grav~Gyin.

AS a joke, Eaton etched a message reading "io day since Vige

-,'

,

John has feaver 1~03" in a
stone and placed it at the con:
struction site. Apparently,
the stone looked authentic
and when it was found,
people believed it to be a
piece of historical significance.
"Word' of the discovery .
spread quickly, itlong,with'
speculation about its origins.
When it became evident that
media and outside experts
were taking him seriously,
[Eaton] announced the message was a hoax," according
to Soden in "A Venture of Mind '
and Spirit."
AIf~ Gray, like Soden; collected many stories during his 34 memory. It was the summer of
years of teaching at Whitworth, 1947~ World War II had just
and wrote a history of Whitworth ,ended! and the GIs were coming
in 1965. calfed "Not By Might." 'home. A picture and acc~mp'a
Retired sin,ce 1980, 'Gray ~njoys nying brief were sen" to The
,reminiscing about his years as Whitwo'rthian editor-in-chief
professor of Journalism and ad- from the Veterans Publicity Reviser for The Whitworthian,
lease Ad~iration. In today's
One story in particular strikes ~ety, the picture (of a Parisian
a chord in Gray's
woman ,in her bikini) would not
have provoked a blink-of-aneye. However, it wasn't 1997.
After the pktUre and brief were
published, a scandal erupted.
Although Gray was faculty
adviser for The Whitworthia,n
at the time, he was not 'on
~ampus because it was
summer break. Most de,tails of the scandal remain a mystery, not only
to. Gray, but to
~hitworth's general
h,istor}',
, Who gave the final
authority allowing
the risque picture
to be published? "It was
an administrative decision.
There is no evidence pointing
. directly to a single
person," said Gray.
One fact is cer~ainly clear. The
.scandalous picture
upset and embarrassed Whitworth's
admi nistra tion.

They ordered all papers dated August 18, 1917 to be burned. All but
two of the papers suffered a flaming fate.
., . .'.
"Somehow. the editor preserved [two copiesL" said Gray. "I
don't know how he did it, but he
did. He gav~ me one copy, and
saved the other for himself."
Tad Wisenor, Whitworth alum
and director of development for
Alumni Relations, recently attended a function bringing past
Whitworth alumni together. In
the midst of past graduates, one
man sought out Wisenor and excitedly told of his pre-1931 prank.
More than 65 years later (the
man graduated in 1931), he fondly
recalled one event of his mischievousyouth,
"The man, along with a friend,
slipped an alarm clock between
the wall of the ch,apel/' said
Wisenor. Since chapel attendance
was require~ three times,a week,
·the two boys could predict when
. the sermon would be,' They set
the alarm to go off in the middle
of the sermon, and it did, Mission complete.
In light of hot escapades by Pirates of Pllst, what will future historians wrile about this past yea r?
Perhaps they will teU stories of ice
storms, or maybe the decline of
the initiation legacy. Or will the
recent, dorm-wide pen-stealing
escapade go down as one of the
best? We'll know 50 years from
now for sure.
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Buy 1 Lunch Combo, Get
1 For $2.50

l

Must praent Q.pon, ExpireS

05131197

N. 9820 Nevldl • 465·8794
1325 W.1st Ave.• 747-1834

Stamps'$6.301b0ok

--------------"

·Cheaper than the Post Office"

FREE
BAGELS

$ 2.00 0 F F I

10% aU

I
I
I One Coupon Per Customer • One Coopon I
. . , . . . , ","'1 I Per Shipping Order' WfIh Whitworthian I
('!'!~~~~!!!) L _ ~~ On~. ~res 5131197_ -.J
*

3¢ COPIES

limit 8 Total

W.15t-Ave.

05131197

N. 9810 Nevadl • 465-8794
1325 W. 1~ ~ve. • 747-1834

2curt:ttil

I

WhiIIIIorthSllldmt.r1 I UPS Shipping I

Buy 1 Bagel, Get 1 Free
...,. pr-...nt Q-Pon, ExpIrM

ftN_R
r - - - - - - - - - --,

: ':'Spo~e :-:.

'(509)
-141..1834
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Every Saturdayl 8 1/2 11,
white paper, sin Ie side only

One Stop Mailing Shop • Great Service, Great Prices

N. 9916 Waikiki Rd. • 465-8412
N6J11D EnctJtrI ~;, 11» ~ llini-IIMJ

Hours:
Mon· Fri 9arrHlpm
Sal 1oam·3pm
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tJueBt writer

I have learned that making friends and . semester's GPA. I have learned the soft- people who live in low-income housing
developing relationships have been the est toilet paper is found in the bath- are a lot like me, I have learned to work
most important parts of my college ex- rooms in Leavitt Dining Hall. I have on my personal inadequacies instead of
perience. I have learned you can get se- learned to play ultimate frisbee. I have picking out those i,n others. I have
riously hurt tiying to catch pinecones. I learned to study. I hav~ learned the learned to let go of friendships that were
- have learned you really don't want to see quality of the cafeteria fOOd g~ts better once close. I have learned God does
20 men streaking across the loop! I have- during Parents' Weekend and when the answer prayer. I have learned some
learned I would have never made it Board of Trustees come t~ visit
answers can never be learned in class.
j have learned college is where your I have learned to worship. I have
through Dr. Gage's Calculus 1 & 2 without math tutors. I have learned school- faith gets tested. I have learned to read learned to pray.
wide power outages happen at least once my Bible. I have ~ to listen. I have
I have learned to love garage sales. I
a year. I have learned it's impossible to learned I need to be more patient. I have have learned how to furnish an apartget to bed by 10 p.m. no matter what learned good fellowship often begins ment with less than $150, I hav~ learned
with good food. I have learned $20 can it is important to have roommates who
Roger Mohrlang says.
I have learned to always take an "easy just appear in my backpack when I re- wear your size. I have learned to listen
ally need it most. I have learned the , when nothing is said. I have learned it
A" class ~uring Jan Term to boost fall

..

is dangerous to live on credit. I have
learned chocolate needs to be on hand

at all times for any kind of crisis. I have
learned the life-of-the-party is sometimes the loneliest person there.
I ha~e learned learning is more important than grades, I have learned it's
possible to graduate from Whitworth in
four years. I have learned it's okay to
not know \yhat you're doing after
graduation. I have learned y~u should
plan on going to at least two weddings
a month after graduation. I have
learned that four years at Whitworth
College has challenged my mind and
my heart more than I ever i~gined .
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Jerusalem
University

WONDERLfiT1V
GOLF & GAMES
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C~llege

Right behind Whitworth at
10515 N. Division St. • 468-4386

SAVE $5!
1ii--------------ii1
1

I

I

I

Buy One Game of Golf at
:
Regular Price,
Get 2~d One FREE! ~
I
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..
:

• Master of Arts
• graduate or undergl aduate
semester abroad
• short-term academJc
stud~ programs
• credits transferable
• BIblical Histoty
• New Teslameflt Backgrounds

• MIdIte Eastem studies
• Hstorical Geography
• Hebrew BbIe Translation
• ~ Language

III
$1.00 OFF
*
Foot]ong
Must show

Whitworth ID
Card at time of
ordering to
receive discDunt.
Valid anytime.
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SandWich

(12")
when purchased with medium drink·

,"

I
.-,

50¢ OFF
6" Sandwich

,:"
<;

:":;..

when purchased with medium drink·

~

,

~_..:.::J

AlS~

Qffer mJ a{ {he following Subway locaUQUS;

GO-CARTS AND BATTING CAGES NOW OPEN

"

;t'

Nor{hpolnle (N. 9502 Newport Hwy.) • Five Mile (W, 1902 Francis Ave.)

','

Valid April through June. OPEN YEAR ROUND.
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SENIORS SPEAK OUT
WH-AT WI""

yOU MISS MOST ABOUI

Whitworth College?
tpy: Sock-n~ uffu- dat~, ~ ~
1Yi~ to 'uAvn- ~ irrt-o tht;.
.'
!,
.. '.' •
".~ pmOt\ ~ ~"t(. ~ ;~', ~.

Alan

"The.

{,.()v~ayd

in

W~tMi,,~tt:-Y

and it~ hand~MG- gaYdutt:-r:"

Jamie, PaU

S~nfie,Id

~ toift:-t-fl~i~ ..+tval irt

Ar-t:-tld: Not bt:-I~ ablt:- to ~t:-"I ' .'
'fU../SH"' aftt:-Y f rf -It> -the.
bathYDOM." . .

. Wallci~ ~~ -the, loor ~ ~ .
~rt ~ MOnti~ar\d ~I~'who
I~ ~tI" awa~ In the, doV"M~ b~'
what li~~ aYt:- ott."
.

.Jeff Antold
"I'll

rYli~~

how Mvd1 -fhc,.
p~~o~ c.a~ about v~-how
~pOi lul. ~ a..-e- b~ -the- r*~oyt;.
~d, of U)vrt;e; M~ ·fYlUtd~."

c.-aMpV~, ~v~e- ,-f:he.r-t:-'~
fyvl~ a c.oMMvni~J all' of rYI.~
fYiUld~J the- c.-Ia~~~ and jv~t
~i~ In c.oll~."
,

,

Thi

~n Warl"n1an, Jt:-l"Ylf Si#~e-~
tht:- Aldfl br-e-1-hYUl and VHiM~

, fYI~bu;,." .

S+e,ve, Pi"~

~ hoatld~

of Mal alwa1~

Icnoc-ki~ dOMl rYI~ door- faY a
datt:- Oy a k.i~~J ~v~t:- th~ ...-ano

,i~~oF~·"
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Three Stars shoots to get his
name out in the soccer world
AARON PAGNIANO
SNiff wriler
Senior Rio Three Stars, English
and secondary education major,
cultivates time for academics as
well as soccer. But when looking
at his statistics as a player, one
would wonder when he could
find time for school.
Corning from Lake Btevens,
. Wash., Three Stars entered Whitworth in the fall 0(1992. Three
Stars wanted to establish himself
as a player able to contribute and
learn
As a sophomore he started
most garnes, and he secured himselfa starting spotasa junior. But
this was put on hold for a year as
he red-shirted in 1994 due to a
torn ACL.
Afte~ his recovery, Three Stars
returned in top form in the fall of
1995. The team benefited from
Thre~ Stars' performance and
named him Most Inspirational
. Player to compliment his AII-

Conference honorable mention is responsible. He is a greal
friend.'·
nomination.
At Ilge 23 and gmduating this
Despite the loss of some key
players who graduated last year, spring, Three Slars has plans for
Three StilTS and others have the future.
"I hope to end up somewhere
stepped up this year to add
strength and ability to a young near my hpmetown to teach and
team. Three Stars, this year's coach. However, next yelll" I
team captain, played conSistently would like to travel around,
and was once again awarded move out of state alld see a little
Most Inspirational Player. Three of the world before settling
Stars also received the team MVP down," he said.
Right ~ow Three Stars is finishAward. But the nominations,
awards and recognition didn't Ing his student teaclling and
playing soccer for the Spokane
stop there.
Three Stars was selected First Shadow.
"This is my second sen son
Team All-Conference, First Team
All-Region and NATA AlI-Ameri- [with the Shadow), and I have
can honorable mention.
started two out of the three
"He's an awesome player, but games," he said.
When asked whether he would
very team oriented," said center
forward freshman Jace Jones. like to play professional soccer he
"He doesn't focus on himself."
('aid, "Yes, I, wSlUld lIke to play
What is Three Stars like as a . prof~ssionalJy, bufyou have to
get your narm! out there first."
person?
"Rio has a big heart," said seWith his talenfand personfllity
nior Sarah Eells. "He's always , itsoundslikehisnameisalrefldy
.
there when you need him, and he oui there.

Courtesy of RIO Three Stars

Senior Rio Three Stars led the Bues through four solid years,
garnering many awards. He now plays for the Spokane Shadow.

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUIZ
.

~-:.

G[NIUS [DIIION
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Senior Alex Schuerman spends lome leisure time during a rain out with teammat.e junior Tim Bishop.

Leading his team at the top of his lungs

8.

Schuerman has been the
anchor for the Pirates
during his four years

9.
10.

ROB LESLIE
Siaff writer

TIE BREAKER:
';-,~
(Closest to answer gets it.)",,;·:
How many minutes is the', limit on each match in the
World's Wristwrestling Championship?

Imagine three hours in a squat
position where your objective is
to guide eight others to success
while trying to stop an 85 mph
sphere from getting behind you.
Not to mention being san~
wiched between one man holding a 34-inch piece of aluminum
and another man breathing down
your neck occasionally screaming
into your eilr. This is the pleasure
of senior
catcher
Alex
Schuerman.
Schuerman began the task of
catching in the fourth grade. He
enjoyed being the team leader
and he was too slow to play any
other position. Yet the thrill of
leading his teams to victories kept
him going, as did throwing out
would-be stealers.
"You gotta love hosing

Prize is a free B.j. courtesy of Steve Bro (468-2846) and
your name in the next issue of The Whitworth ian.
Call 465-9224 with your answers or drop them off in the
Todd Parsons' box in the Whitworth ian office 19cated
upstairs in the Campus Center
Last Week's Results
- .
Winner:
Karen "The South African Flatulator" Duberkc npped out 10 .
good answers to claim the victory.
Answers:
. 5)
1) Pilots Z) Demon Deacons 3) Ty Cobb's 4) Lou Gehrig
Roberto Clemente 6) Memphis 7) The Washington Bullets 8)
The Rose Bowl 9) Southern California 10) Johnny Parsons
TIE BREAKER: Three
Questions and' answers courtesy of Trivial Pursult@.

people," Schuerman said with. a
"He's it great vocal leader for
smirk.
us," said sophomore third
But catching has its down side baseman Jack Arthaud. "He docs
and Schuerman is quick to point a good job letting us know what's
that out. "I hate the wear and tear going on during the game."
on your body. I'm pretty beal
The position of catcher is one
up," he said. "I feellikea 21-year- of the biggest thinking positions
old in a 41-year-old body."
on the field, and according to
Yet this too-slow, beat up, mp- Head Coach Rod T<1ylor,
idly aging man ended his college Schuerman fills (he pnrt.
career as a four-year lettermlln for
"He brings a lot of experience
the Whitworth baseball team and and knowledge about the conferhas played an instrumental role . ence," said Taylor. "He also
in the program through his lead- handles our pitchers wel!."
ership and devotion on and off Downs echoes Taylor's assessthe field.
ment.
"He's a dedicated young man
"Alex is a real student of the
and he's always working hard," game," Downs said. "He can figsaid Assistant Coach Bob Downs. ure out how guys hil, and which
"He provides leadership 10 the pitches to call. Our pitchers like
team at practice ilnd during to see him behind (he plate."
games."
But the' characteristic tha t
"I love the leadership role," teammates and cOllches consissaid Schuerman. "I like to do the tently talk about is Schuerman's
pitch calling and directing the attitude that the team comes first
infielders. r like having control on and his ability to stay positive.
the field."
Because of these qualities,
In fact, his teammates are more Schuerman was awarded the
than happy to pass that role to the "BestTeam Player" Award at the
man behind the plate.
See Schuemum, page 6
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Continued from page 5
team's season ending banquet,
and Arthaud couldn't agree more
with the selection.
"He is an absolute team
player," said Arthaud. "He is always looking for what's best for
the team."
After graduating, Schuerman
will remain at Whitworth to complete his student teaching at Mt.
Spokane High School where he
will look to get involved with
coaching. He is currently serving
as the Mt. Spokane's summer
league coach, and will possibly
continue to play through recreationalleagues.
"Baseball is too big in my life

Dana's Hair&Nail Studio
WHllWORTH STUDENTS:
HERE IS YOUR SUMMER PASSPORT
TO LCXJKlNG GRfATIl
BRING IN YOUI{ WHfTWORm I.D.

All SUMMER LONG AND GET. .•

'HAIR CUT ONL YS 12. REG. 520
'FULL SIT NAILS wrrn PAGE ONLY~25
1617 N. B Dl\llSIO'J. SPOKANE. WA 992111 ' ~ 46711'.1'J6' FAX ~ 467-61711
HTTP-/I'fIWW.EZNET.C~AGI'JDAN"HTMl

-.....

Schuerman

N A ] LS

• E-MAIl!DANAHAJR~.COM

not to stick with it somehow,"
••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• said
Schuerman.
•
Looking back at the past four
••
: years, Schuerman has many fond
• memories. one is defeating the
•••
• eventual. national champion
SCA], Rock Guden
••
: Lewis and Clark State in 1996. He
• also remembers his game-win••
1611 S. Geiger Blvd.
ning home run against Pacific this
••
••• season.
Spokane, WA 99204
. Through it all,
• Schuerman is happy about his
•
to aHend Whitworth.
••• Japanese ilnd Hawaiian
••• decision
"1 got to play four years here,
• and as far as not coming to Whit••
•
•
worth, I wouldn't change a
Style Take Out
••
thing," he said. .
••
The past four seasons have also
Plate Lunches.
brought many fond memories for
••
the coaching staff when thinking
••
Daily specials
about the contributions made by
Schuerman.
••
509-747·5343
"It has been a pleasure coach••
ing him the past four years," said
closed Sunday and Mo.day
Taylor. "He's a quality indi••
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • vidual."
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ASWC would like to thank these sponsors of
Springfest 1997! All proceeds of the event
benefit Hospice of Spokane, this year's charity.
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RESTAURANT & BAKERY eJ
DOMINI SANDWICHES
WEST 703 SPRAGUE

THE

BICYCLE
BARN

KWRS 90.3FM

Espresso Qelights

Apple Barrel Restaurant

Whitworth Campus Center
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Commentapy
Supreme Court Title IX
ruring doesn't ~dd up .
Known
for
subtlety I am not.
The Whitworthian staff can attest
my opinions pull no punches. So I will put this argument,
then, in the most succinct description possible. I fail to see the
benefits to last month's Supreme Court decision regarding the
Title IX sports gender equity laws.
.
The high courts' refusal to hear an appeal in the case against
Brown University regarding Title IX is not only harmful to the
quality of college athletics, but will also take potential income
away from schools that already scrape the bottom of the money
barrel.
The law, which requires :varsity athletic participation numbers to be roughly equal in percentage to the school's gender
breakdown, was brought into national prominence by a group
of female Brown University students who sued the school after it dropped women's volleyball and gymnastics programs
five years ago. The Supreme Court found Brown to be in violation of the 25-year-old Title IX law and ordered the school to
comply with gender equity requirements.
It has been enormously beneficial to women's sports, with
participation up almost 18 athletes per school among NCAA
Division I institutions, according to the New York Times. Now,
with the success of women athletes in the Atlanta Olympics
and the birth of women's professional basketball, the realm of
female sports is on the verge of an economic and publicity
boom.
But until then, imd until there is a greater interest in sports
. from women, Title IX will be detrimental to college athletics,
women's sports included.
The law hurts schools because of the requirement that athletic parti~ipation be equal to gender percentage. Meaning, a
school such as Whitworth, which has a much greater number
of female students than males, would be forced to offer the
same percent of female varsity sports positions. So if the ratio
was 66 percerit women, 34 percent men, the school would have
to offer 66 percent of varsity sports positions to women and 34
percent to men .
And folks, we alJ know that isn't happening.
One major reason gender equity is not and never will be, a
reality is football, which has a huge roster (sometimes up to
100 players) and no women participants.
_
But football is the cash cow and funding behind most athletic department budgets. If there wasn't football, many other
sports would become extinct as well. Similarly, severe cuts to
money-making sports such as football and men's basketball
will result in equal hits to the school budget.
Gender equity would be better served by tailoring collegiate
athletics to demand. Offer sports to those who really want it
instead of creating a women's fencing team that draws few~r
fans during a whole season than were in the urinal line at one
home basketball game. It would be pointless to have programs
available in a market with no demand, while another market
sits overflowing. The Supr~me Court has now opened itself
to lawsuits from male athletes claiming discrimination on the
same grounds. The quota goes against good sense if there is a
significantly higher demand for male athletic spots. Sadly, in
this affair, common sense is as elusive as true gender equity.
As if the issue could not get any more misguided, consider
this: the law essentially admits it is nearly impossible to be
carried out in true intent. Buried deep in the legal terminology of Title IX·is a provision that acts as a cop-out for its failure.. The law states that since equity would be nearly impossible to achieve, a school merely needs a plan to begin the push
toward equality.
The problem on the economic end lies not with the skill or
ability of women athletes, but whether or not they can fill the
bleachers and ink the big money television contracts. The recent success and uprising of women's sports will eventually
make the transition to Title IX compliance easier on university
coffers. But until that day comes, budgets will take hits, pro'grams will be cut and the cost will be passed on to the student
body.
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Comments? Story ideas?

Thank you for your support of Whitworth College
and Hospice ofSpokane!
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Let The Whitworthian know what you're thinking.
Call 466-3248, or e-mail
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Rap With integrity
KRS-One's album furthers his
commitment to peace, justice
NICK BROWNLEE

Sta/fwrifer

~

With all the notoriety involving rap artists in recent months,
it is refreshing to hear
of artist KRS-One's in. . . . triguing approach to
life. Impressively,
KRS-ONE has lectured on various
topics such as personal conduct,
feminine spirituality, education in
entertainment and world peace at
universities such as Harvard, Yale,
NYU and Stanford. He has rightly
earned his nickname, "the
teacher." But what I found to be
most impressive is he takes his
fame responsibly, always advocating peace rather than the violence
rap and hip-hop seem to celebrate.
"I Got Next," KR5-0ne's new
release, is his ninth album in 10
years, highly unusual for the heretoday-gone-tomorrow world of
hip-hop music. With his gritty lyrics and tantalizing tales of ghetto
life, "I Got Next" is KRS-ONE's
strongest performance since his
1989 album, "Ghetto Music: The
Blueprint of Hip-Hop." .
The first single off the new album, "Step Into a World
(Rapture's Delight)." cleverly

JI.M.

1-

samples the Blondie classic "Rapture." The song features new
singer Keva doing her version of
the Deborah Harry lead.
"Can't Stop, Won't Stop," with
the addition of gunshots, recalls
earlier KRS-ONE classics as
"9mm Goes Bang," and "Love's
Gonna Get'cha." And, it would
not be a KRS-ONE album without son:te sort of tale expressing
the warfare between drug and
street hustlers and the police.
My favorite single, "Blowe,"
filled with spooky synthesizer
riffs and strong but not explicit
lyrics, explains his on-going love
affair with hip-hop and the
"strictly about skills" attitude
that seems to permeate hip-hop
music today.
Featuring producers such as DJ
Muggs of Cypress Hill and Rich
Nice (of Nas albums), "I Got
Next" is the logical progression
for KRS·One, mixing his trade.mark old-school boom rap and
lyrics with modern R&B melodies and jazzy rhythms. This album also features the cameo by
Redman. With a natural maturity,
but without the risk of losing his
identity, KRS-ONE's "I Got Next"
shows why he is still aroundand for good reason.
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TUTOR A CHILD.

Movie GROSSE POINTE
Review

BRIAN BOYLE

St'!/f writer

BLANK

High school reunions are for everybody.
They are a chance to find out what everyone
has been up to, share old times and talk about
business. But, what if you're in the business
of killing people? What if this business just
isn't as exciting as it used to be? And what if
all you want is to make things right with the
girl you dumped 10 years ago and the only
thing standing between you and her is one
final job and several men with big guns? Interesting predicament.
"Grosse Pointe Blank" stars John Cusack as
Martin, a kid who disappeared from Grosse
Pointe and has now resurfaced at his 10-year
high school reunion. He's come back in
search of the thing that will put pizazz back
into his life. He thinks he's after Debi, the
girl he abandoned on prom night. Debi has
been married and divorced in the past 10
years and is not so hot on the idea of seeing
Martin, until she actually sees him.
Things should be going great for this
couple; the problem is that every time someone asks Martin what he does, he says he's a
professional killer. He's not joking. After
leaving the Army, Martin has made a nice life
for himself as hired gun; nice, that is, until.
Mr. Grocer (Dan Aykroyd) insists Martin join
"the hit man's union." Martin is uninterested
and the penalty for not being interested is being deleted.
"Grosse Pointe Blank" is a strange film.
Darkly comedic and full of wit, this film is a
. jarring ride through one man's quest to find
meaning in his life and to make good on

Martin (John Cusack) retums to his 10year reunion armed and plotting murder.

promises that have plagued him for so long.
John Cusack's performance is stunning as
a man who is extremely good at his job, but
is starting to question the morality of killing people for money~
The film's characters are charming to
watch, but some remain sadly underdeveloped. Some dialogue is packed with subtle
wit and dry humor, while other exchanges
leave the audience wondering exactly what
was trying to be communicated.
"Grosse Pointe Blank" succeeds and fails
in various ways. It su~ceeds in taking a hilarious premise and creating a fairly interesting ride for the audience, but fails to
make the ride smooth. It is impOSSible to
overlook the jolt and bumps in "Grosse
Pointe Blank:' but if you are willing to go
along with the film, it will be worth it for
the subtle humor that underlies a somewhat
shaky script.

IS LOUSY.
THE REWARDS
ARE PRICELESS.
,
Call the Washington Mutual One-1a-One
Hotline a~d we can connect you with an organization
that can use your skills as a tutor. Make the call. And
make a difference.

1-800-433-0121

~ashington Mutual
ommltted Active Neighbors

One·to-On e Tutoring Prog ram
fDIC Insured

Are you interested
in joining next year's
Editorial board?
Ca/l468-3248, atld {eave a message for
Clizabeth Vernon at extetlsiorl 1.
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Professor wins grants
for African studies

All that -jazz...

collapse of the Liberian government in 1990. He will start work
on this during the'summer and
For the next two years, John into next fall, and he says he will
Yoder, professor of History, Politi- spend some time at Indiana Unical and International Studies will versity, because they have a good
spend his days researching collection of information on
Liberian politics and living in Af- Liberia.
rica, teaching at a university in
He will start his teaching for the
Kenya.
Fulbright Fellowship at Day Star
Two scholarly grants, one a Re- University in Kenya next January,
search Fellowship thr~)Ugh the he said. "This experience will pro- ,
Pew Evangelical Scholars Pro- vide me with a whole new set of
gram a,nd the other a Fulbright stories to tell," said Yoder. "AnyFellowship to teach in Africa, gave one who' goes away always comes
Yoder the opportunity to travel back with a lot more energy for
what they are doing."
abroad and do this research.
The institu"Winning
The Whitworth Jazz Band Performed their Spring Concert TUesday In t~e auditorium.
these back-totion is a small,
private liberal
back grants really demonarts college in
strates the kind
the city of
of esteem Dr.
Nairobi. He
gress in Washington D.C., and to pay for the cost of the communiYoder is held in
will be teaching
Continued from page 1.
study at the University of Wash- 'cation.
by scholars in
classes in African>studies and leg~ is, supportive of faculty mem- ington Law Library in SeaHle.
Slack, an associate professor of
his field," said
Si
ttser,
assisant
professor
of
Re,
History,
will spend time a t Oxford
bers
who
work
to
understand
A r lin
history.
For
this
- John Yoder, professor of
what
it
means
to
be
a
Christian
in ligion and Philosophy, will do his University in England researching
Migliazzo, Hisprogram,
apHistory, Political and
tory, Political
plicants apply their -academic disciplines," said research in Spokane on religion a book about 12th century crusade
Intemation'al Studies
and Iflternato a certain Stronks, assistant professor of His- and democracy in post-war charters which she has been workAmerica.
ing on for about 10 years.
tional Studies
country and if tory and Political Studies.
Sittser will continue research,
StTonks will be working on a
department chair
"The grant has made a huge difthe country would like the appliJ11ft 16 people received the Pew cant to come teach for a period of book which asks, "What is the le:- which he started with his book on ference. The book is probably at
grant, out of approximately '200 time, a letter of invitation is sent. gal ~efinition of-reJigion?" The World War II, "A Cautious Patrio- this point two years overdue," said
Slack. '
'
applicants, said Migliazzo: To ap- Yoder spent part of last summer book investigates the way judges tism."
He is communicating with
ply;Yodersubmitted a research de- in Kenya on a mission and met on the Supreme Court have deHer book uses the crusade charsign proposal for his ide:l to gain with the head of the university to fined religion differently and cre- about a dozen libraries across the ter to show why people chose to
information on Liberian politics liiscuss the possibility, and they ated an inconsistent policy.
nation and with reference librar- go on crusades, said Slack. Her
and then write a book on the sub- sent an invitation. Healsosubmit- _ Stronks will use the grant ians.
book raises the question of how
ject The Pew Evangelical Schol- ted letters of recommendation and, money to visit the Library of Con, He wiII use the grant to help culture influences Christianity.
ars Pr6ktalti
established to a statement of purpose to the
support Christian scholars who Fulbright program.
will impact the larger sCholarly
Along with the readipg and recommunity, ~xtendi,ng beyond searchYode,r:wil do, his teaching'
,just, the Christian scJ:tolarly com- in Africa will directly benefit
munity.
Whitworth when he returns, said
In his research, Yoder, will ex- 'Migliazzo> '''His time away will
pl~re questions such as how; and I:esuIt, in even more valuable exin what capacity, ordinary people perience ,in a c~ntinent that has
contribute to·the- failure of a gov- really become his life work," said
ernment. More :~pecificaIly" the Mi~li;lZZO.
IUUESUND

Staff writer
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"This experience
will provide me with'
a whole new set :of
stories to tell,"

,'

Faculty grants:'Slack will travel to England
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Having trouble getting your stuff home from college? Let your local
Mail Boxes Etc.~ Center pack and ship it for you. From computers
and stereos to boxes of books and furniture, Mail Boxes Etc. can
solve your packing and shfpping problems.
If you need packing materials remember Mail Boxes Etc. We have a
large assortment of suppJies to fiB your needs .
Call or visit us today.
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Next to Albertson's at

WANDERMERE MALL

N. 12402 Division St.
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